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Preface

In 1873 James Clerk Maxwell published his treatise, Electricity and

Magnetism, and electromagnetism was placed on firm mathematical

ground. Just as Newton's laws are the basis of classical mechanics,

Maxwell's equations are the basis of classical electromagnetism, which

provides the scientific foundation of the art of electrical engineering. This

book is an introduction to the fundamental ideas of electromagnetic field

theory.

Traditionally, introductory texts on field theory begin with and empha
size the study of the special case of statics. Jn this book I have chosen

to begin with and emphasize the study of dynamic^ tim#*changing electro**

magnetism. This approach offers a great many advantages, and I shall

now enumerate several of them,

1. The electric and magnetic fields are defined side by side in terms of

the forces acting on stationary and moving charges. From the Lorentz

force equation it is easily shown that two observers with relative motion

observe different electric and magnetic forces on the same charge even

though both measure the same total force. Shortly thereafter the student

learns that time-changing electric and magnetic fields always exist together,

one producing the other. Thus the close interrelationship between the

electric and magnetic fields is established early,

2. The general field equations, presented early in the text, do not have

to be modified or generalized as the student progresses. On the contrary,

the student works with the same fundamental equations throughout
the text He applies the integral, differential, and potential forms of

Maxwell's equations to many situations, The full significance of the field

equations becomes apparent only after repeated applications of their

various forms.

3. There arc two entirely different concepts measured in volts, One of

these is electromotive force, or voltage, The other is electric potential*

For the special case of static fields, voltage and potential difference are
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// Preface

equivalent. If the student is to appreciate the real meaning of these basic

concepts, and if he is to understand the important distinction between

them, the nonconservative nature of the dynamic fields must be emphasized.

4. Electrostatics and magnetostatics, along with circuit concepts, wave

propagation, and radiation, can be treated logically as applications, They
thus serve to strengthen the student's knowledge of the fundamental elec

tromagnetic laws,

5. The general approach is, I believe, easier for the student, Certainly

it is far more interesting. From almost the beginning, applications of the

theory can be made to machines, transmission lines, waveguides, antennas,

resonant cavities, transistors, vacuum tubes, and other devices familiar to

the student.

The book begins with a historical sketch of electrical science from the

times of the ancients to our modern day. A glimpse of the personalities

and thought processes of the early electrical experimenters serves to

stimulate the student's interest and to prepare the way for acceptance of

the mathematical equations of later chapters.

The material is organized to enable the student to observe electro-

magnetism developed as a logical and unified science. Several postulates

are emphasized, and deduced from these are equations basic to the study

of electrostatics* magnetostatics, electric and magnetic circuits, trans

mission lines, waveguides, and antennas, These derivations and deductions

reveal a clear and unmistakable unity among the many equations utilised

in the various areas of electromagnetism, and this unity should greatly aid

the student's understanding of electrical science.

Some topics receiving rather unusual emphasis for an introductory text

are potential theory, wave propagation* and circuit concepts, I believe

that potential theory requires heavy emphasis if the student is to understand

the meaning, use* and value of the potential functions. The subject of

wave propagation is far too important to defer to a later course, m is often

done. Field theory without wave propagation is pr^Maxw^ltim electro*

magnetism. The unusual emphasis on circuit concepts is largely due to

the fult treatment given to skin effect. Circuit theory is developed initially

for alternating currents, with skin effect present, and the low-frequency

expressions for the circuit parameters are found by letting the frequency

approach zero.

The subject of statics* investigated in Chapters 16, 17, and I8 f is nol

neglected. The static field equations are simply the general field equations
with the time derivatives set equal to zero. For example, Poiison't

equation is the wave equation for the electric scalar potential with the

timewarying terms eliminated. The usual topics are diicussed* including
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Preface vii

the calculation of the inductance and the capacitance of long parallel

cylinders, the method of virtual work, the method of images, the fields and

potentials of vacuum diodes and PN junctions, the magnetic circuit, and

the electric and magnetic theory of materials.

The text is neither descriptive nor superficial, 1 have carefully and

precisely defined all quantities introduced. From the field equations
selected as postulates, all additional equations are derived. The student

should examine these derivations, for they help him to understand better

the results. However, 1 have diligently endeavored to make them as

simple as possible. Although mathematical rigor may sometimes be

lacking, precision is not compromised.
The mathematical background required for a study of this book consists

of a working knowledge of elementary calculus. This must be supple
mented with a reasonable amount of mathematical courage. For example,
the student must be willing to work with wave equations even though he

may never have seen one before, The mathematics of vector analysis,

because it promotes understanding, is discussed and utilized. Normally,
the mathematics of complex exponentials is employed when dealing with

wave propagation, retarded potentials, and the fields of an alternating

current element. However, to students not thoroughly familiar with

complex exponentials, their use tends to obscure the meaning of the

equations, and furthermore, there is no real need for such mathematics

in the development of the basic theory. Therefore, complex exponentials
are used only in the later chapters that treat lines, waveguides, and

antennas. Those who wish to do so, of course, can easily convert the

equations with sinusoidal time functions into complex-exponential form,

and many students may well find this parallel development interesting and

beneficial.

The level of presentation is not too difficult for the average under

graduate student, provided he is serious-minded and willing to work hard,

A large number of problems are included, and these have been prepared
to help clarify and illustrate the theory. It is strongly recommended that

the student work many of these problems, Sustained study and effort will,

I believe, yield in return a solid and well-founded knowledge of electro-

magnetism,
The material of the first eighteen chapters requires about six semester-

hours and is recommended as a first course in electrical engineering, it

certainly provides an excellent foundation for later work in circuits,

electronics, materials, and energy conversion, To help the student who
is studying circuit theory concurrently, the variables voltage and current,

the concepts of resistance, inductance, and capacitance, and KirchhofTs

laws are introduced as early as possible, wetl ahead of the chapters devoted
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exclusively to circuit concepts. The analysis of electric circuits might well

accompany the second half of the course, [n most circumstances the

study of electromagnetism, as presented in this text, can be begun at the

sophomore level. A prior physics course on electricity and magnetism is

desirable, but not essential. The last five chapters treat energy transmission

and radiation at a level suitable for juniors or seniors.

Although this book is intended primarily for engineering students, it

is believed that the approach and coverage will appeal to other students

of science, especially those desiring a single course in electrical theory

that will provide sufficient background for advanced work in electrical

engineering.

To those reviewers who contributed critical and helpful comments, to

my colleagues and students for their many suggestions, and to Virginia

Polytechnic Institute for providing the opportunity for me to do this

work, I am indeed grateful,

CHARLES A, HOLT

Blacksburg, Va.

December 1962
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Historical Sketch

of Electromagnetism

C H AFTER
I

The history of electromagnetism is an interesting

and fascinating story, The student who is to grasp and appreciate fully

the important electrical concepts should have at least some knowledge of

their historical background, The electrical equations do not seem quite

so mysterious if we understand the original reasoning that led to their

development, In a limited space this chapter attempts to present the logic

employed by the founding fathers of electromagnetism in deducing the

important electromagnetic laws. Many fundamental concepts are in

troduced. It is believed that this introduction will help the student to

understand the mathematical development presented in later chapters.

Furthermore, it is hoped that the student's interest in efectromagnctism
will be stimulated,

1-L EARLY HISTORY

William Gilbert (1 544^1 603}

The history of electrical science $ often considered to have begun with

the publication of the book />** Mtigtwte by Dr. Wilimm Gilbert in the

yeisr 1600, Prior to Gilbert, very little had been accomplished in electrical

science The Greek philosopher Thales in 600n,(\, and probably men

before his time, knew that the minerals amber and jet, when rubbed,

I
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2 Historical Sketch of Electromagnetism

attracted light bodies. The Greek name for amber is electron, from which

the word electricity was derived. The shock-giving properties of the

torpedo fish had been observed. Mariners used the magnetic properties

of the lodestone to guide their ships, and had observed compass dip and

the variation of the compass in different positions on the earth's surface.

The fact that the lodestone retained its magnetic properties even when

broken was known. Thus the knowledge of electricity and magnetism was

indeed meager when Gilbert began his investigations.

Dr. William Gilbert was an Englishman who lived in an era of great

expansion in England's history. He was a prosperous physician who
served Queen Elizabeth I. Gilbert's curiosity about the peculiar properties

of amber, jet, and the lodestone led him into extensive experimentation.
He worked many years and spent his fortune on his experiments. His

study was the first step forward since Thales, who lived more than 2()00

years before Gilbert.

Dr. Gilbert determined that a wide variety of materials, in addition to

amber and jet, would attract light bodies after being rubbed. These

materials such as glass, sulphur, crystals, gems, and wax he called

electrics. Substances which would not exhibit the attractive power when

rubbed were called anelectrics* Some of Gilbert's accomplishments are;

(1) He classified materials as electric or nonelectric.

(2) He observed that electrified bodies attract every kind of substance,

but only iron responds magnetically.

(3) He devised the pivoted metallic needle to measure electrification,

(4) He discovered that heating electrics tends to destroy their attractive

power, and that electric attraction does not penetrate a flame although

magnetic attraction does,

(5) He found that electric action can be screened by paper, fabric, and

metal, while magnetic action penetrates thick materials, except iron,

(6) He deduced that the earth is a magnet, like the lodestone, and he

referred to the ends of a magnetic needle as ttnh and south

In his book Gilbert presented detailed descriptions of his experiments,

By doing so, he established a pattern of scientific investigation. His book
was widely read, and many minds were stimulated.

The Next 150 Years 1600 to 1750

In 1625 an experimenter, Cabeo, observed that electricity can be con*

ducted from one body to another, He also reported electrical repulsion
for the first time,

A crude, electrostatic, frictional generator was invented in 1660 by a
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Historical Sketch of E/ectromognet/sm 3

German, Otto von Guericke. It consisted of a sulphur globe about six

inches in diameter, mounted on an iron shaft which rested on wooden

supports, The shaft was rotated, and the ball was rubbed by hand.

Friction produced a charge on the sulphur ball. In experiments performed
with the charged globe von Guericke made the following observations:

(1) Light objects were attracted to the globe; after contact, however,

they were repelled. If these objects were then touched by hand, they
were once again attracted.

(2) Light objects were attracted to a long linen thread attached to the

charged globe. Threads over three feet in length were used.

(3) If the ball was rubbed in a dark room, light was observed,

(4) When the charged globe was placed on the hand held next to the ear,

**roarings and crashings" were heard. This noise was due to the very
minute sparks occurring during the discharge through the hand.

Guericke's generator created much interest, and more efficient machines

followed. In about 1709 Francis Hauksbee developed a machine with a

glass globe which was rotated rapidly by means ofa hand crank and rubbed

with wool He observed electrical sparks when the ball was being rubbed.

Improved machines used a chain on the side opposite the rubbed side to

collect the electricity and transfer it to insulated conductors, which could

be strongly charged* These conductors produced sparks when held near

a grounded conductor. Additional improvements resulted in frictional

machines capable of producing long sparks.

About 1733 duFay of France observed that electrified bodies either

attract or repel one another. He noted that, when two bodies are electrified

by contact with the same electrified body, they then repel one another,

He concluded that there are two kinds of electricity, and that bodies with

like kinds of electricity repel each other whereas bodies with unlike kinds

of electricity attract one another, DuFay called the electricity associated

with glass, after being rubbed with silk, vitreous electricity, and the

electricity associated with resin, after being rubbed with fur, was called

resinous electricity, The names vitreous and resinous were later changed
to positive and negative* respectively, by Franklin,

In 1736 bodies that would transmit static electricity from one part to

all other parts were called conductors, Nonconductors were called

insulators,

An important discovery occurred in 1745, Two experimenters, believing

that electricity was a fluid, attempted to fill a glass jar with electricity by

means of a iriciionul machine, A wire from the machine was placed in the

jar, When no results were obtained, they fitted the jar with water and

tried again, but still without success. In dismantling the apparatus one
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4 Historical Sketch of /ectromognet/sm

experimenter picked up the jar with water while the wire from the machine

was still immersed in the water. His other hand touched the wire, and to

his surprise he received a strong jolt in the arms and chest. It was almost

unbelievable that electricity, which could attract only light objects such

as feathers, contained such power. The experiment became the subject of

everyday conversation. A number of people throughout Europe made a

living repeating the experiment before the curious, demonstrating electrical

shock.

Soon it was learned that a dry bottle, coated inside and out with tinfoil,

was an improvement on the water bottle. Such a bottle was called a

Leyden jar, which was the first capacitor. In 1746 Watson of London

suggested that the discharge of the Leyden jar through the arms and chest

of a man caused something to pass through the body. Watson also sug

gested that all bodies contain electricity, which he described as an electric

fluid. He reasoned that uncharged bodies contain only a normal amount of

this fluid and, therefore, exhibit no effects. The two kinds of electricity,

he proposed, were due to an excess or a deficiency of electric fluid.

1-2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROSTATICS

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)

Benjamin Franklin's interest in electrical science began in 1746, He
attended a lecture on electricity in Boston and was so fascinated that he

bought the lecturer's equipment and had it shipped to Philadelphia- Hi?*

experiments greatly interested him, as well as many of his friends, Franklin

retired from his printing work in 1748 at the age of forty-two in order to

concentrate on his electrical experiments.

Using a fractional electrostatic generator. Franklin investigated ihe

discharge of electricity from sharp points. He observed that the 'Mream
of fire** at the end of a wire connected to the glass globe of a friciionai

machine was *1ongf large, and much diverging, and makes a snapping
noise,*' As the wire seemed to be "throwing the fire out/* he called the

vitreous electricity p&sitive. The fire from ihe end of a wire connected to a

sulphur globe **is short, small, and makes a hissing noise,*
1

In this cane

the wire seemed to be "drinking in** ihe fire, so Franklin called the electric

charge on the globe negative. He stated, however, that he did not really
know which kind of electricity corresponded to an c*ceu of electrical

fluid.

Franklin e&perimenied with the Leyden jar and discovered that it hid

positive electricity on one metallic coating and an equal amount of negative

electricity on the other metallic coating. He proved this by suspending
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a pith ball between two wires connected to the two coatings. The pith

ball moved back and forth between the wires, transporting charge from

one coating to the other, until finally the charges had equalized. The

coatings were then determined to be uncharged. Franklin developed a

parallel^plate capacitor with glass dielectric, and he demonstrated that

energy was stored in the glass. He also discovered that a charged hollow

conductor has charge only on its outer surface.

Franklin's greatest contribution was his single-fluid theory of electricity,

which had been suggested by Watson and others. In accordance with this

theory, electricity is neither created nor destroyed. When two bodies are

rubbed, one acquires an excess of electricity and the other has a deficiency,

but the total amount of electricity is constant. Franklin's experiments
verified this. Indeed, no exceptions to the principle of the conservation of

electric charge have ever been observed. Franklin's theory differed in one

important respect from that of his predecessors. He rejected the idea that

forces between charged bodies were due to a physical fluid that existed

in the space surrounding the bodies. He believed that the forces were

actions at a distance. The one-fluid action-at-a-distance theory was

generally accepted. It is accepted today with the understanding that forces

are communicated through a medium by means of an electric field that

surrounds all charged bodies,

Franklin noted the similarity between lightning and the electric spark, as

others had also done, and his experiments confirmed the identity. His

celebrated kite experiment was performed in 1752. His kite, flown during
a thunderstorm, contained a pointed wire at the top, At the bottom of the

twine, which became conductive when wet, a silk ribbon was used as an

insulator, and Franklin stood indoors to keep the ribbon dry. A key,
connected to the bottom of the twine, was used to charge a Leyden jar.

Franklin succeeded in drawing electricity from thunderclouds with his

pointed vure on the kite, and some of this electricity was transferred by
the twine to h)s Leyden jar, He performed this experiment many times,

determining that most thunderclouds are charged with negative electricity.

An important result of these endeavors was his invention of the lightning

rod, adding to his worldwide popularity, Franklin's kite experiment was

repeated by other experimenters, one of whom was killed by a lightning

bolt in 1753, the first recorded casualty of electrical science,

Developments in Electrostatic* Following Franklin

After f-ranklm'* investigations the science of electrostatics advanced

fairly rapidly. In 1759 Acpinuv a German physics professor, published
the result* of hi% experiments He discovered that parallel metal plates,
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separated by air, behave like a Leyden jar. Aepinus investigated electri

fication by induction. He found that a charged body, when brought near

an insulated conductor, induces equal and unlike charges on the opposite

sides of the conductor. He explained that the charged body attracts the

opposite kind of charge toward it, leaving a deficiency on the far side.

Aepinus found that touching the conductor momentarily to a ground
connection caused a flow of charge to or from ground. In this manner he

was able to charge a conductor by induction, and this could be repeated

again and again.

Charles Coulomb (1736-1806), a French physicist, investigated the law

of force between charges. Priestly had earlier suggested that this was an

inverse-square law, similar to the law of gravitational attraction. Coulomb

constructed a sensitive torsion balance to measure the force directly, It

consisted of two small conducting spheres, one fixed in position, the other

mounted on a horizontal rod suspended by a vertical wire which was free

to twist. When charges were placed on the conducting spheres, the wire

twisted through an angle proportional to the force. Within the limits of

experimental error, Coulomb established that the force is directly pro

portional to the product of the charges and inversely proportional to the

distance squared.

Coulomb performed many experiments on the distribution of charge on

conductors. His experiments revealed that electric charge is confined to

the surface of a conductor, with the surface charge density greater where

the surface is more convex and less where it is concave. The fact that the

charge density is large at sharp points was known to Franklin. Coulomb
also showed that the force on a small metal ball held near the surface of

a charged conductor is proportional to the surface charge density, In

addition, he investigated the taw of force between magnetic poles, This

investigation established the inverse-square law of attraction (or repulsion)
of unlike (or like) magnetic poles.

Henry Cavendish (I73M8IGK an English chemist and physicist, made

many important discoveries but did not publish his work. His notes were

edited by Maxwell in 1879, Cavendish discussed and explained electrical

theory very clearly. He verified the inverse-square law of force between

charges. Many of the results of the research work of Coulomb, Faraday,
Ohm, and others had been anticipated by Cavendish, He discovered and
measured the dielectric constant, or permittivity, of a medium, and he

introduced the idea of electric potential
The mathematical theory of electrostatics wa% greatly advanced by

Pois&on, whose paper on this subject was published in 1812. Poisson

recognized that static charges on conductors must be distributed in such

a manner that no force acts on the charges in the interior regions, for
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otherwise the charges would move, Poisson proved mathematically that

the surface charge density of a conductor is greater where the surface is

more convex. He applied the mathematical theory of gravitation to electro

statics, introducing an electrical potential function corresponding to

gravitational potential, and he formulated a differential equation involving

his electrostatic potential function and space coordinates* The solution of

this equation, subject to appropriate boundary conditions, determines the

potential distribution in space, from which the charge distribution on the

surfaces of conductors can be determined.

1-3. CURRENT ELECTRICITY GALVANI AND VOLTA

Prior to 1780 electrical experiments dealt with static electricity. In

1780 an Italian professor of anatomy, Galvani, discovered an important
new electrical phenomenon. By accident he observed that the legs of a

dissected frog would twitch violently when a nearby electrostatic generator

produced a spark, provided a scalpel was in contact with the nerves of the

frog. For twenty years he investigated this phenomenon, publishing his

observations and his theory of animal electricity in 1791.

During his investigations Galvani found that lightning flashes also

caused the muscles in a frog's leg to contract. This discovery was made by

attaching long wires to the leg tissues during a thunderstorm. Each time

the lightning flashed the muscles contracted. Galvani and his contem

poraries could not understand the results of these experiments. Actually

his frog leg was a sensitive detector of electric current. The scalpeK or the

wire, served as an antenna which received electromagnetic radiation from

the electric spurk or from lightning. Galvani had observed electromagnetic

induction but failed to rccogni/c it. A second great discovery was made

during these experiments, Galvani observed that, when two wires of

different metals were connected to different parts of the frog leg, the mus

cles twitched momentarily at the instant the wires were joined together.

This effect was produced by a small voltage that is developed across a

junction of two dissimilar metals; this junction voltage is called contact

potential,

Galvani erroneously believed that the source of his electricity was the

animal tissue of the frog
1

**
leg, He proposed a theory of animal electricity

which created much interest and led to considerable controversy.

Voltit. an Italian physics professor, repeated Gulvuni's experiments,

He *oon became convinced that the source of electricity was at the metallic

contact and that the frog's muscles served only as a detector, Votta

scorned the theory uf animal electricity, *hieh Cialvam vigorously de

fended. Volui arranged a number of metallic pairs in series, Instead of
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using animal tissue as the connecting links between the metallic pairs, he

substituted solutions of salts or acids, and powerful electrical effects were

obtained.

One arrangement used a number of cups containing a salt solution*

A strip of zinc and a strip of copper were placed in each cup with short

wires connecting the copper of one cup to the zinc of the next. Another

arrangement, called the voltaic pile, consisted of dozens of little round

plates about one inch in diameter. Half of the plates were made of one

metal and half were made of another metal, such as silver and zinc. A
vertical column of silver-zinc pairs was formed, with each pair separated

from the next by a paper card that had been soaked in a salt solution,

Volta's pile could produce a feeble electrical shock. It caused sparks

when the wires at each end of the pile were touched and separated. Most

important of all, it provided a continuous source of electricity, The

voltaic pile, or battery, replaced the electrostatic generators and Leyden

jars used for so many years to produce and store electricity, Larger and

improved batteries were soon developed, and the new source of constant-

flow electricity led to many new discoveries,

Volta's theory of contact potential was accepted and the theory of

animal electricity was discarded. However, Volta was wrong regarding

the theory of his voltaic pile. He still believed that the source of electricity

was at the metallic contacts. Other experimenters proved, at a later date*

that the generation of electric current by his pile was the result of chemical

action.

1-4. THE BEGINNING OF ELECTRONAGNETISH

Hans Christian Oersted

The fact that electricity and magnetism are related had been suspected

by scientists for many years prior to Oersted*! discovery. Benjamin
Franklin had observed thai electrical discharges produce a magnetic effect

on iron* Lightning occasionally magnetized objects made of iron, The

magnetic compass of a ship was known to be unreliable after a lightning

strike. In 1802 an Italian jurist, Romagno$i discovered that an electric

current causes a magnetic needle to deflect. Communication was poor
in those days, and his report, consisting only of E letter to a local newspaper,
was unnoticed.

The Danish experimenter, H, C Oersted* began investigating electro*

magnetism in 1807, He announced th&t the purpose of his investiptions
was to determine a relationship between electricity and magnetism, After

thirteen years of frustrating efforts, Oersted succeeded, His brilliant

dtscov crv, u hch was properly announced to the scientific world, was that a
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wire carrying a current exerts a force on a magnet placed near the wire.

Thus Oersted showed that an electric current produces a magnetic field,

a discovery of fundamental importance, The year 1820 marks the begin

ning of electromagnetism as a science.

In his experiments Oersted found that the direction of the force on one

end of a magnetic needle near a current-carrying wire is along a circular

path around the wire. He also determined that the magnet exerts a force

on the wire, in accordance with Newton's law of action and reaction.

Andre Marie Ampere (1775-1836)

Professor Amp&re, a French mathematician and physicist, was very
much impressed with Oersted's discovery. Ampere knew that magnetic

poles produce magnetic fields and that two poles either attract or repel one

another. He reasoned that electric currents, which produce magnetic
fields, should also exert forces on one another. Only one week after

Ampire heard the news of Oersted's discovery, he presented a paper
before the French Academy of Sciences describing an important experi

ment on electromagnetism, Ampere had determined that two parallel

wires carrying currents in the same direction attract each other, but repel

if the currents are opposite, He called the new science of electromagnetism

electrodynamics. For the next several years he enthusiastically investigated

electromagnetism, mathematically and experimentally, with important
results,

Ampere classified electromotive action into two subdivisions, which

he culled electric tension and electric current. Electric tension referred to

the attraction and repulsion effects of electrified bodies not electrically

connected, Electric current referred to the effects of electromotive action

applied to a completed circuit He noted that "the ordinary electrometer

indicates when there is tension,
1 *

and he stated that a magnetic compass
could be used as a current meter, for which he proposed the name g$lva*

nameter*

Ampire determined that each elemental length of a circuit with an

electric current exerts a force on every other elemental length, The concept
of a current element, which is the product of the current / and the differen

tial length *$, is due to Ampire* He developed the mathematical expression
for the force between current elements* and this force law is often called

Amp$re*$ law,

it ii interesting to note that Arnp&re suggested that the magnetic field

of a permanent magnet is probtbly due to electric currents produced by
the action of the iron particles on one another, The physicists of today
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accept the theory that magnetism in iron is caused by the interactions of

certain electrons of the atoms of the ferromagnetic solid, resulting in a

spontaneous alignment of the spin magnetic moments.

1-5. GEORG SIMON OHM (1789-1854) AND CIRCUIT THEORY

Ohm was a German mathematician who began experimenting with

electricity about 1824. Using a voltaic pile, or battery, he studied current

electricity in wires of various sizes and wires of different materials. Ohm

compared the flow of electricity along a wire with the flow of heat along a

rod. He knew, of course, that the quantity of heat flowing per second was

proportional to the temperature difference, and this led him to 'believe that

the electric current was proportional to some kind of a driving force.

Because he used an electroscope to measure this driving force, he called it

the electroscopicforce. Ohm's electroscopic force was actually the same

as Poisson's electrostatic potential difference.

Ohm thought that it should be possible to predict the current in a circuit

when the electroscopic force was known. He regarded current as the flow

of electric charge, and he measured both current and electroscopic force, or

voltage. His discoveries led to the development of electric circuit theory,

Some of his more important deductions are:

(1) He determined that the current in a metallic circuit is directly pro

portional to the applied voltage. Today we call the constant of pro

portionality R, in the equation r * //? the circuit resistance, and the

relationship is known as Ohm's law.

(2) He found that the current through a cross section of a series circuit is

the same as the current through any other cross section of the circuit,

regardless of the shape or material of the conductors forming the circuit

(3) H showed that the resistance of a series circuit is the sum of the resis

tances of the various parts of the circuit.

(4) He measured the division of current between branches,

(5) He noted that the conductivity of his metallic circuits decreased when
the temperature increased,

The results of Ohm's experimental work were published in 1827, His

book was somewhat vague and ambiguous, and as a result it was probably
misunderstood, The publication met bitter criticism and wai rejected
as being foolish, Ohm was disappointed and discouraged* and his teaching
career was ruined. However, the vaii importance of his work gradually
came io be recogm/ed and finally, after many years, Ohm was honored for

his many contributions to electrical science,
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1-6. ADVANCES IN ELECTRONAGNETISM

Gauss (1777-1855) and Weber (1804-1891)

Karl Gauss was a great German mathematician whose contributions

to electrical science were primarily in the field of terrestrial magnetism.
Wilhelm Weber was a physicist who worked closely with Gauss, Together
they published much information on the earth's magnetic declination, the

location and shift of the earth's magnetic poles, and the strength of the

earth's magnetic field. Gauss did important mathematical work in poten
tial theory. He and Weber designed a nonmagnetic observatory and,

utilizing Faraday's discovery, they developed an electric telegraph in

1834. Weber made an important contribution to magnetic theory in

1 852. He proposed that each molecule is a permanent magnet, which tends

to stay in its established orientation because of a frictional force, Although
this idea is not wholly accepted today, Weber's theory advanced the

understanding of magnetism,

Michael Faraday (1791-1867)

Volta's battery and Oersted's discovery led to the development of

electromagnets, consisting of many turns of wire coiled about an iron core.

Many scientists believed that, because electric currents produce magnetism,
somehow it should be possible to cause magnetism to produce electric cur

rents, Many unsuccessful attempts were made before Faraday succeeded,

Michael Faraday, an English physicist and chemist, became an assistant

of the Royal Institution in 1813. In 1825 he was made director of the

laboratory, His contributions to chemistry are substantial, but he is

famous primarily because of his outstanding contributions to electrical

science.

In 182 1 Faraday devised an experiment in which a magnetic pole rotated

continuously around a wire carrying an electric current. He also caused

a wire carrying an electric current to rotate about a stationary magnet*
In Ihii experiment a short bar magnet was placed upright in the bottom of

a cup of mercury. A wire, hanging from a pivot above, dipped into the

mercury. The end of the wire in the mercury cup was free to move,

Faraday pasted s current through the wire, causing it to revolve around

the magnetic pole. In another of his early experiments Faraday succeeded

in ctuiing a balanced wire, carrying an electric current, to move as a result

of the earth's magnetic field,

Faraday*! greatest discovery was made in 1831, and recognition by the

scientific world was immediate, In this experiment Faraday wound two
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coils of insulated wire on an iron ring about six inches in diameter. The
two ends of one coil were connected together with a copper wire which

passed just over a magnetic needle three feet from the iron ring. The ends

of the other coil were connected to a battery. At the instant the battery
connection was made, the magnetic needle moved; after a few oscillations

it settled in its original position. On breaking the battery connection, the

needle was momentarily disturbed again. When Faraday substituted a

copper ring for the iron ring, the needle deflections were very feeble. This

experiment showed that a changing magnetism in the iron ring produced an

electric current in the shorted coil. After ten years of experimenting
with electromagnetism, Faraday had succeeded in converting magnetic
force into electric force, and electrical science moved a great step
forward.

The fact that an electric current produces magnetism was shown by
Oersted in 1820. The discovery that changing magnetism produces an
electric force occurred in 1831. These principles are utilized in most of

today's electric generators. A number of ways of producing an electric

current are known by man. Some examples are the battery, the thermo

couple, the photoelectric cell, and the frictional machines, However, the

generation of electric current by changing magnetism, discovered by
Faraday, is by far the most important method, Also, efficient transmission

of electrical energy is made possible by the transformer, a device similar

to Faraday's iron ring wound with two coils,

Faraday continued his experiments. In one experiment in 1831 he con
structed a solenoid consisting of 220 feet of coiled wire, and he connected
the wire ends to a galvanometer. When a cylindrical bar magnet was

plunged into the coil, the galvanometer deflected ; when the magnet was
withdrawn, the needle deflected rtie opposite way, Also in I83l t Faraday
constructed the first electric generator, This machine consisted of a copper
disk one foot in diameter, with an edge of the disk passing between two

poles of a large permanent magnet Faraday cranked the disk by hand,

producing rotation, Two sliding contacts* one at the center of the disk*
the other on the rim, were connected to a galvanometer, which deflected

while the disk was rotating, When the direction of rotation of the disk

was reversed, the galvanometer needle deflected the opposite way,
This generator produced a steady electric current through the galvan
ometer,

Faraday made many other important contributions to electrical science,

In 1833 he published the important results of his research work on elce*

trolysis, or chemical decomposition due to tn electric current, The
words r/rrmttfr, oicxfr, cuiWe, tlMrolyt* and ton are tome of the

many terms introduced by Faraday. He explained electrochemical
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decomposition, electrochemical conduction, and the operation of the

voltaic pile. In 1845 Faraday investigated the propagation of light in a

magnetic field. One of his experiments showed that the plane of polar
ization of a light beam can be rotated by the action of a magnet. Thus he

established a relationship between electromagnetism and light, and he

suggested that light waves might be transverse vibrations traveling along
his lines of electric and magnetic force. He found that all substances have

some magnetic properties. Materials that tend to move toward the

stronger regions of a magnetic field were called paramagnetic; those that

tend to move into weaker parts of the field were called dlamagnetic.

Faraday's contributions to the science of electrostatics are substantial.

In 1837 he discovered that the force between charged particles is decreased

when the surrounding space is filled with an insulator instead of air.

This property of an insulator was given the name specific inductive

capacity; today it is called permittivity. Faraday found that different

insulators, or dielectrics, have different permittivities.

A famous experiment performed by Faraday is the ice-pail experiment.
A metal can, actually an ice-pail, and a gold-leaf electroscope were used.

The gold-leaf electroscope consists essentially of two thin, delicate gold
leaves hanging limply from a metal rod. When a small charge of positive

or negative electricity is deposited on the rod, the leaves spread apart, or

diverge, because the leaves have like charges that repel one another.

This instrument is a sensitive detector of electric charge, In the ice-pail

experiment the outer surface of the can is connected to the electroscope,

Faraday performed and explained the experiments which will now be

described

Suppose a metal bait with a positive charge is lowered into the can

without touching it, An equal negative charge is induced on the inside of

the cart, leaving an equal positive charge on the outside, causing the gold

leaves to diverge, This divergence is independent of the position of the

ball in the can, When the charged conductor is withdrawn, the leaves

collapse* Next, suppose the charged conductor is inserted into the can*

causing the leaves io diverge! and then is touched to the inside of the can.

The positive charge on the ball and the neptive charge on the inside of the

can neutralize each other, leaving the positive charge on the outside

unaffected. The divergence of the leaves is ali^o unaffected. The uncharged
bail can be removed with no effect on the divergence of the leaves.

With the electroscope discharged and with the ball charged, suppose
the ball it placed inside the can again, causing the leaves to diverge, if

the can is touched with the hand, the leaves collapse, because the charge

on the outer surface is neutralised while the negative charge on the inner

surface is held by the charged ball Removing the ball causes the leaves
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to diverge exactly the same as before, because the can has a net negative

charge equal to the positive charge on the ball. If the ball is now touched

to the can, both are completely discharged. These experiments illustrate

concepts of fundamental importance, such as the conservation of electric

charge and charging by induction.

Another interesting experiment performed by Faraday illustrates the

conservation of charge and electrical shielding. Faraday constructed a

large box, insulated from ground and covered with tin foil connected to

an electroscope. Inside the box he charged conductors with frictional

machines and also by induction. The leaves of an external electroscope did

not move, indicating that the net charge inside the box was always zero.

Next the electroscope was placed inside the box and insulated from the

tin foil. The box was then strongly charged, even giving off long sparks,
but the sensitive electroscope inside the box was unaffected. The electrical

effects outside the box were completely shielded by the tin foil.

Faraday's concept of lines of farce is of considerable importance. In

the electric field Faraday visualized lines of electric force, a line being

everywhere in the direction of the force that would act on a small charged

particle. In the magnetic field he visualized lines of magnetic force being

everywhere in the direction of the force that would act on one end of a

magnetic needle. According to Faraday's concept, a permanent magnet
always has lines of magnetic force from one pole to the other, and an

electric current always has lines of magnetic force encircling it. Faraday

regarded the induction of current by magnetism as due to a change in

the lines of magnetic force.

Joseph Henrx( 1797- 1878}

Joseph Henry was born in Albany, MY,, of Scottish ancestry, He left

school when thirteen to become the apprentice oft watchmaker, However,
a popular book on natural history impressed him so much that he returned

to school at sixteen, attending Albany Academy. After completing the

prescribed course, he continued his studies, tnd in 1826 he became professor
of mathematics and natural philosophy at the Albany Academy, At this

time he started experimenting with electromagnetism.

Henry's experiments began with a study of electromagnets, His im

provements greatly increased the magnetic power of these devices, He
constructed electromagnets with many coils in series and electromagnets
with many coils in parallel. He determined that the best arrangement of
coils depends on the nature of the electric battery used, In 1831 he built

an electromagnet which could lift more than a ton,

Also in 1831, Henry constructed an electric motor, It consisted oft bar
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of iron, pivoted at the middle, with a coil of wire about it. Below the ends

of the pivoted bar were the north poles of two magnets. A current

through the coil made the bar an electromagnet and caused it to tip.

When the bar tipped, an ingenious arrangement reversed the current, and

hence the magnetic poles of the bar, causing the bar to tip the other way.

Each time it tipped, the current reversed. Seventy-five vibrations per

minute were obtained. Henry suggested that the principle, or a mod

ification of it, might be applied to some useful purpose. This electric motor

was certainly the forerunner of the electric motor of today,

An outstanding contribution was Henry's invention of the first practical

electromagnetic telegraph in 1831. This was several years before Gauss

and Weber developed a similar telegraph. Henry used a high-voltage

low-current battery, connected to a wire more than a mile long. At the

distant end he used an electromagnet with many turns of wire, and a

signal from the sending end energized the electromagnet, causing a bell to

ring. In 1844 the first commercial telegraph line was completed, from

Baltimore to Washington.

Henry announced his important discovery of self-induction in 1832,

In his experiments he observed that sparks occur when a circuit is broken,

although there are no sparks when the circuit is connected. He noted that

the effect is increased when the wire is coiled or when the current in the wire

is increased, Henry reasoned that the interruption of current in each part

of the wire induces a current in each neighboring part of the same wire,

the induced current producing the spark. Thus the phenomenon of self-

induction was discovered by Joseph Henry, and the unit of self-inductance

is called the hmry in his honor.

In addition to self-induction, Joseph Henry also observed mutual

induction at about the same time as Faraday* Because Faraday published

first, he receives the credit. However* Henry is recognized as the dis

coverer of electromagnetic selMnduction.

In 1835 Henry used a weak electromagnet to control the circuit ofa more

powerful magnet. This was the first rztay* and this invention is used

extensively in electrical control circuits. Henry developed noninductive

windings, He built the first transformers capable of changing the voltage

level, and he explained the principles involved in transformer construction*

He found that a current induced in a circuit by electromagnetic induction

can induce a current in another circuit, He transmitted electric force

through the walb of buildings by means of electromagnetic induction.

Henry also investigated spark discharges of a Leyden jar, By observing

the magnetic effect of these discharges on steel needles, he determined that

they are oscillatory, with electric charges moving rapidly back and forth

between the conductors.
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1-7. JAMES CLERK MAXWELL (1831-1879)

In 1873 Maxwell's great treatise, Electricity and Magnetism, was

published. "This work was one of the most splendid monuments ever

raised by the genius of a single individual," according to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica.* H. H. Skilling, in his book Exploring Electricity^ says,

'The work was so excellent that it is one of the milestones of the science of

electricity. Nothing of comparable importance had occurred since Faraday
discovered electrical induction, more than forty years earlier."

James Clerk Maxwell was a Scottish physicist, mathematician, and

electrical experimenter. He attended the universities at Edinburgh and

Cambridge. As a student he began contributing valuable papers to the

physical sciences. He was a teacher by profession. His contributions to

the kinetic theory of gases and to optics are outstanding, but his greatest

work was with electricity. In 1871 he became the first holder of the pro

fessorship of experimental physics at Cambridge, and he directed the plans
of the newly founded Cavendish laboratory. He died at the early age of

forty-eight.

Shortly after Maxwell graduated from Cambridge he wrote a paper,
On Faraday's Lines of Force, and sent a copy of it to Faraday, who was
then sixty-five years of age. This paper attempted to express Faraday's
ideas in mathematical form, and Faraday was impressed, The concept of

lines of electric and magnetic force had a powerful appeal to Maxwell,

The physicists of Maxwell's day regarded the forces between charges and
currents as being action-at-a-distance, with nothing occurring in the inter

vening space* Furthermore, it was commonly believed that electric and

magnetic effects were transmitted instantly* Maxwell rejected these ideas,

as did Faraday, Maxwell regarded the surrounding medium as being
thrown into a state of constraint by the lines of force which carried the

attractive power with them, He devoted much of his life to developing
this theory. The results of his brilliant work appeared in fully developed
form in Electricity and Magnvtim,

In this classic work Maxwell treated electric and magnetic fields in

dynamic vector terms. He gathered up the ideas of his predecessors and

presented them in clear mathematical form, His resulting equations are

properly called Maxwell's $qmiim*
Maxwell introduced the concept of displ&cammt turwif, which is the

current through an insulator due to a time-changing electric field. When
a capacitor is being charged, there is a current in the wires leading to the

plates. Maxwell considered that there is also a current in the dielectric
* VOL is, p. 120, 1936.

t Th Ronald Press Co,, New York, 1941,
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between the plates due to the time rate of increase of the electric lines of

force in the dielectric. The introduction of displacement current into his

equations resolved inconsistencies that would otherwise be present. For

example, the electromagnetic laws indicated that the net current over any
closed surface should be zero. Without the concept ofdisplacement current

a violation would occur for a surface constructed around only one plate
of a capacitor being charged. Another inconsistency occurs when the

equations are transformed to a coordinate system moving at constant

velocity, for the equations change their form if displacement current is

not included. Observers on a platform or body moving at a constant velo

city would certainly not be expected to have different electromagnetic laws.

Maxwell deduced his first fundamental equation, often called the Max
well-Faraday law, somewhat as indicated by the following steps :

(I) Faraday had shown that the current induced in a metallic circuit is

proportional to the time rate of change of the lines of magnetic force

linking the circuit.

(2} Ohm and Kirchhoff had found that the current in a circuit is pro

portional to the electromotive force acting around the circuit.

(3) From these facts Maxwell reasoned that there is an induced electro

motive force proportional to the rate of change of the magnetic lines

of force passing through the circuit,

(4) An electromotive force implies that work is required to move a unit

charge around the circuit. Consequently, an electric field, which exerts

a force on electric charges, must be present, Thus Maxwell deduced

that there is an electric field produced by the changing magnetism.

(5) Maxwell extended his reasoning to include any circuits in space,

regardless of whether or not they followed metallic paths, He con

cluded that a time-varying magnetic field induces an electric field

and that the lines of force of the electric field are closed curves around

the tines of force of the magnetic field.

(6) By reducing the circuit to infinitesimal size Maxwell obtained the

relation between the induced electric field at a point in space and the

time-changing magnetic field ai the same point. His resulting equation

in vector notation is curt E B, with E denoting the electric field

intensity and B denoting the changing magnetic flux density* The

precise meaning of this equation will be discussed later*

Oersted and Ampere had determined that an electric current in a wire

produces a magnetic field directed around the wire and having a

strength proportional to the current. From this it is clear that the work

required to move a magnetic pole around a path that encircles the wire is
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proportional to the current. Maxwell's second fundamental relation,

often called the Maxwell-Ampere law, is a mathematical statement of this

magnetic effect. However, Maxwell regarded current as consisting of

displacement current as well as the flow of electric charge, and he intro

duced displacement current into his equation. As in the case of his first

equation, he reduced the path to infinitesimal size, thus obtaining a

relationship between the induced magnetic field and the total current

density at a point. The total current density includes, of course, the dis

placement current density. His resulting equation in vector notation is

curl H = J,, with H denoting the magnetic field intensity and J
( denoting

the total current density.

From Maxwell's first equation it follows that a time~changing magnetic

field induces an electricfield. From Maxwell's second equation, an electric

current, including displacement current, induces a magnetic field, As a

time-changing electric field results in displacement current, it follows that

a time-changing electric field induces a magnetic field. Therefore, time-

changing electric and magnetic fields exist together, one producing the

other. Maxwell deduced mathematically that this relationship would

result in electromagnetic waves being propagated from any electrical

disturbance, traveling with a velocity equal to I/>//*c, where /i and *

are constants of the medium called permeability and permittivity, respec

tively, For free space the velocity becomes 3 x 10* meters/second.

Maxwell knew that the velocity of light was approximately this same

value. This led him to speculate that light was wave motion of electric

and magnetic lines of force* and the electromagnetic wave theory of light

was thus established on firm mathematical ground,
The classical theory ofelectromagnetism is based on Maxwell's equations,

just as the classical theory of mechanics is based on Newton's laws.

Because of the increasing complexity of electrical equipment and the many
new developments occurring in electrical engineering, it is more important

today than ever before for the scientist and engineer to be well-grounded
in the basic fundamentals* and Maxwell's equations are the fundamental

equations of electromagnetism, We shall see later that all the important
relations in electricity and magnetism, except the electrodynamics of

rapidly moving systems and some phenomena on the atomic scale, can be

deduced as logical consequences of Maxwell's equations,
There are two additional relationships often included in the set of

equations known as Maxwell's equations, One of these is the mathemat
ical statement that the magnetic lines of force have no beginning and no
end, The other stales mathematically that the electric lines of force are

either also endless or they start and terminate only on electric charges.
These two equations can, however, be deduced from the two fundamental
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relations and the conservation of charge. Therefore, they contain no

additional basic information.

Maxwell's theory created much interest. It was not wholly accepted
until Hertz demonstrated experimentally, fifteen years later, that electro

magnetic waves do exist when electrical disturbances occur. However,

we must regard classical electromagnetism not as physical reality but as a

useful mathematical abstraction, for exceptions are encountered in the

electrodynamics of systems moving with large velocities and in phenomena
associated with the intimate electrical structure of matter.

1-8, ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND HEINRICH HERTZ (1857-1894)

Heinrich Hertz studied physics under Helmholtz at the University of

Berlin. Helmholtz was interested in MaxwelPs ideas, and he encouraged
Hertz to study this new electromagnetic theory. The German physicists

had long accepted Weber's theory that electric and magnetic forces are

16"

HG, I -I, Htrtx's eleetric-wavt generator.

transmitted instantly, fieri/ decided to ascertain which theory, Weber's

or MaxwelPs, was correct,

Hert/ worked on his eleetricul experiments for a number of years, trying

to prove that an electrical disturbance radiated electromagnetic waves in

accordance with Maxwell's theory. He knew that the discharge of a

capacitor through a spark gap was oscillatory. He utilized this principle

in the design of his electric-wave generator, illustrated in Fig, 1-L

Hert/ connected the two poles of an induction coil to the two brass

rod* of his spark-gap generator. When the current in the induction coil

wan interrupted, the induced voltage produced a **pnrk across the

For a brief instant electric charge oscillated between the /inc

plate*, and aerovi the ttpark at a frequency of some millions of times

per According to Maxwell, this spark should produce electro

magnetic waves, and Hert/
1

* big problem was to devise a method for detec

ting thai they exist,
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For a detector Hertz used a piece of wire bent into a circular shape with

a tiny spark gap between the ends. Hertz reasoned that electromagnetic
waves should induce a voltage in this loop, causing a spark to appear
across the tiny gap. He sat in a darkened room with his detector about
ten meters away from his oscillator, and he observed very minute sparks
across the gap of his detector. Hertz's crude detector was the first radio

receiver. At the far end of the room Hertz covered the wall with a sheet

of zinc in order to reflect the waves. The incident and the reflected waves

produced standing waves, which Hertz verified by placing his detector at

different distances from the oscillator. Hertz determined the frequency of

his oscillator, and he used his detector to measure the wavelength of the

standing waves. The product of the frequency and the wavelength yielded
the velocity of propagation of the waves. Just as Maxwell had predicted,
the ware velocity was the same as the known velocity of light. Thus in 1 888

Heinrich Hertz succeeded in his experiments, and Maxwell's theory scored

a brilliant victory.

During his experiments Hert/ demonstrated that electromagnetic waves
can be reflected, refracted, and polari/ed like light and heat waves, He
showed that the waves from his oscillator were plane polari/ed, with the

electric field being parallel to the wires of the oscillator, with the magnetic
field being perpendicular to the electric field, and with both field* per

pendicular to the direction of propagation, Many of his experiments were
conducted at microwave frequencies, around 1000 megacycles, At the age
of thirty-two, in 1889, he delivered his famous lecture on the relations

between light and electricity. His evidence was conclusive that light is an

electromagnetic phenomenon. Unfortunately, Heru died at the early
age of

thirty-six, In his honor electromagnetic waves are often called

Hertzian waves,

The use of electric waves to transmit information began in !8% f by
Marconi in

Italy. In 19Gl f before the development of the vacuum tube,
Marconi succeeded in transmitting a signal across the Atlantic Ocean,
Radio communication developed with considerable rapidity,

I -9, ENERGY, MOMENTUM AND MASS
OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE

From Maxwell's equations it can be deduced that an electromagnetic
wave contains energy which flows in the direction of propagation, This
result was published in 1884 by J. H. Poynting, Poynting showed that the
flow of energy per unit area per unit time equals EH sin 0, where and H
are the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic 6eW intensities and 9 ii

the angle between the vectors E and H, Poynting also showed that, when
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power is transmitted by a pair of wires from a source to a load, the energy

can be regarded as flowing in the space around the wires, not in the wires

themselves. The wires serve to guide the energy of the electromagnetic

waves, and any energy in the wires is dissipated as heat. Our telephone

lines of today employ amplifiers at frequent intervals to replace the energy

dissipated in the wires. On the other hand, it is possible to communicate

over long distances without intermediate amplifiers, provided energy-

consuming conductors are not present.

In 1893 J. J. Thomson showed that an electromagnetic wave possesses

momentum which is proportional to Poynting's flow of energy. When an

electromagnetic wave strikes an absorbing plate, the law of conservation of

momentum prescribes that the plate must acquire momentum, and if the

plate is free to move, it should do so. This has been verified experimentally.

Momentum is a property of mass, equaling mass times velocity. As

electromagnetic waves have momentum, it follows that there is mass associ

ated with these waves. Hence electromagnetic waves have energy, mo

mentum, and mass, and they move through space by means of wave

motion. Material particles also have energy, momentum, and mass, and

it is believed that particles move through space by means of some sort of

wave motion, this motion being governed by the laws of wave mechanics.

We conclude that electromagnetic waves and material particles are, in

many respects, quite similar.

NO, PHYSICAL MEDIA AND CHARGE IN ELECTROMAGNETIC
THEORY

In electromagnetic field theory, the electrical properties of a material

body are taken into account by regarding the body as a continuous medium

having a conductivity a, a permittivity *, and a permeability /4,
It is

believed that bodies are actually composed of discrete particles separated

by space, However, material substances can be treated as continuous

media by utilizing the concepts of conductivity, permittivity, and permea

bility. The theory that has developed to explain the electrical properties

of solids is often called solid-state electronics, and the basis of this theory

is quantum mechanics,

In field theory electric charge is usually considered to be continuous,

although we know it actually exists in discrete quantities.
The concept of a

continuous charge distribution is valid when the charge being considered is

targe compared with the charge of an electron. Certainly when billions

of electrons are in a small volume, the discrete nature of the electrical

charge loses its significance.
In copper there are about 10s* free electrons

per cubic centimeter.
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l-ll. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ELECTRON THEORY

Electrical Discharges in Gases at Low Pressure

The first investigation of discharges in gases at reduced pressure was

made by Watson in 1752. He used a glass tube about three feet long,

Watson observed that the reduced pressure made it easier to obtain an

electrical discharge and that the sparks were spread out somewhat like

a flame.

Faraday continued the studies in 1838, using lower pressures. He

observed a glow at the negative electrode, followed by a dark space called

the Faraday dark space, followed in turn by a luminous region which

extended to the positive electrode.

Around 1850 improved pumps made investigations at greatly reduced

pressure possible. It was found that a dark space exists between the nega
tive electrode and the first glow region. This dark space is called the

Crookes dark space. As the pressure is reduced, the Crookes dark space

expands and causes the walls of the glass tube to glow, In 1869 Hittorf

placed a solid object in the Crookes dark space between the cathode and

the glass. It produced a shadow in the light emitted by the glass, This

led him to believe that the cathode emitted rays, and these rays were called

cathode rays. In 1871 it was suggested that these cathode rays consist of

small particles containing negative charges.

William Crookes performed his famous experiments with cathode rays
around 1879. He used a pressure so low that the Crookes dark space
extended from the negative to the positive electrode, Crookes demon
strated that the cathode rays cause many substances to glow. By means of

a slit he obtained a narrow beam of rays, and he showed that this beam
can be deflected by a magnetic field. His experiments convinced him* an

well as many others* that the cathode rmys consist of high-velocity negatively

charged particles.

In 1887 Heinrich Hertz discovered the photoelectric $ff$cL Hem
observed that ultraviolet light aids the passage of sparks across a spark

gap, Shortly afterwards, it was determined that the ultraviolet light on
the negative electrode caused neptive electricity to escape,

Several experimenters independently measured the ratio of charge to

mass for the cathode rays. This ratio agreed closely with the charge-miss
ratio of the negative particles emitted by the photoelectric effect, These

experiments established beyond doubt the fact that the cathode rayi are

negative particles. As cathode rays were readily obtained from differ

ent substances, it appeared that these negative particles were a basic
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constituent of matter. Lorentz had formulated his electron theory in

1892, and in accordance with his theory, the negative particles of the

cathode rays were regarded as electrons. This was later verified by many
experiments.

Lorentz's Electron Theory

H. A. Lorentz introduced the modern electron theory in 1892. Only a

few of the important concepts of his theory will be presented here. Lorentz

proposed that matter contains small spherical particles, each with a nega
tive charge. He called these particles electrons. Conductors were regarded
as containing free electrons, which would drift when an electric field was

applied, thus producing an electric current. In insulators the electrons

were not free, according to Lorentz, and therefore an insulator could not

carry a current of moving charges. He suggested that the displacement
current in an insulator is the sum of the displacement current in a vacuum

and the current due to a slight displacement of the bound electrons.

Lorentz believed that all magnetic fields are produced by electric currents,

and he proposed that the electric and magnetic properties of a body are due

to its electrons.

The theory developed by Lorentz was based on the experimental work

of many of his contemporaries. In 1876 Rowland had demonstrated that

a moving electrostatic charge produces a magnetic field. He did this by

rotating a charged plate, which caused a magnetic needle to deflect. This

experiment indicated that a moving charge is equivalent to an electric

current. The many experiments with cathode rays and the photoelectric

effect, as well as the work done by Maxwell, helped Lorentz to develop his

ideas. The Lorentz electron theory might well be considered as the

beginning of modern electrical science,

XRays

A new kind of radiation, referred to as X rays, was discovered in 1895

by W. K. Rdntgen, who determined that radiation results when high-

energy electrons strike a solid. The X rays travel in straight lines, are very

penetrating* affect a photographic plate* and produce fluorescence in

certain substances, ft was soon determined that these X rays are very short

light waves, ft was also determined that they can make an insulator

conducting. Experiments with this new radiation led to the development
of the ionic theory ofpseous conduction, and X rays became an important

tool in the study of the solid state.
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The Atom Theory

J. J. Thomson designed an atom theory about 1898. It was already

known that matter has negative electrons. From their penetrating

power Thomson deduced that these electrons are very much smaller than

atoms. Because matter is normally electrically neutral, Thomson sug

gested that an atom contains positive electricity equal to the negative

electricity of the electrons. He viewed the electrons as being arranged in

layers, with the chemical properties determined by those in the outer

most layer. The positive electricity was regarded as distributed through
out the atom. Thomson believed that the chemically inert atoms have

stable arrangements of their electrons. With this theory, Thomson suc

cessfully explained many of the properties of atoms.

In 1901 a study of black-body radiation by the German physicist, Max
Planck, indicated that electromagnetic energy is radiated not as a con

tinuous wave but in the form of discrete bundles, or quanta, of energy,

called photons. The energy W of each photon is proportional to the

frequency / of oscillation of the electrons, and the constant of propor

tionality h in the expression W * A/ is called Planck's constant* Planck's

ideas were deduced from the photoelectric effect and other phenomena,
and his quantum theory was rapidly developed by Bohr and others*

The atom theory of Thomson, which was further developed by Ruther

ford, and the radiation theory of Planck led the Danish physicist, Niels

Bohr, to develop his atom theory in 1913, Bohr's atom can be compared
to a small solar system, with negative electrons orbiting about the positive

nucleus, Bohr made some rather arbitrary assumptions which were later

supported by quantum mechanics. The Bohr theory had many successes,

but it soon became apparent that it was inadequate* A new theory was

needed in order to explain atomic phenomena,

Quantum (Wavt) Mechanics

Planck's quantum theory* that radiation consists of discrete bundles of

energy, plus evidence that photons possess momentum and mass, showed

that light can be regarded as corpuscular, acting like a wave only when

large numbers of photons are observed. It became evident that clwsical

mechanics, based on Newton's laws, and classical electromagnetism, btied

on Maxwell's equations, were inadequate to deal with atomic behavior.

The fact that light has some properties of both particle* and wives led

to the belief that particles may also exhibit a dual nature* having some of

the properties of waves as well as the properties commonly attributed to
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material particles. In 1925 de Broglie proposed that a free particle has

a wavelength associated with it, with the wavelength equal to h/p, where

h is Planck's constant and p is the momentum of the particle. This was

investigated by Davisson and Germer in 1926. In their experiments they
established that electrons could be diffracted like waves, and they deter

mined that the electron's wavelength is the same as predicted by de Broglie.

Many experiments have since been performed to support de Broglie's

theory. Thus we know that both light and material particles have both

corpuscular and wave properties.

The theory that evolved from Planck's quantum theory and de Broglie's

theory is called quantum mechanics, or wave mechanics. In 1926 Schr6-

dinger incorporated the de Broglie wavelength into a wave equation, and

Schrddinger's wave equation is the foundation of quantum mechanics.

Quantum mechanics is the basis of modern electrical science. In fact,

molecules, solids, liquids, gases, electricity, magnetism, light, as well as

chemistry, metallurgy, and other sciences can be explained by quantum
mechanics. It does not, however, describe completely what takes place

inside the nucleus of the atom.

The classical theories of electromagnetism and mechanics are still valid,

and they are as useful as they ever have been. Quantum mechanics develops
into classical electromagnetism and classical mechanics for large-scale

phenomena. Inside the atom, however, quantum mechanics must be

used. The fact that the classical theories are logical consequences of the

quantum-mechanical theory applied to large-scale phenomena is known as

the Correspondence Principle.

The question will probably arise in the student's mind as to what an

electron really is. At times we find it is treated as though it is a particle.

At other times we find it treated as though it is a wave. Actually the

electron is neither a particle nor a wave. It is a fundamental entity of

matterf and it cannot be described by saying it is something else more

familiar. We must define and describe it in terms of its properties, the

principal properties being its charge, mass, wavelength, and spin. The

motion of an electron is governed by the laws of quantum mechanics.

A similar argument applies to the other fundamental entities, such as

protons and neutrons,

Likewise, the photon is neither a particle nor a wave. It also is a funda

mental entity* characterized by certain properties. The photon is* believed

to consist of electric and magnetic fields. It has a certain amount of

energy proportional to its frequency, a definite momentum, and the

velocity of light. As the photon has momentum, it must have mass,

However, its rest m&$$ must be zero* for otherwise its mass at the velocity

of light would be infinite in accordance with relativity theory.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 1-2

1-1. Explain how Aepinus was able to charge a body by induction. Utilize a

suitable sketch.

. 1*2. Express Coulomb^ inverse-square law of force between electric charges as

a mathematical equation,

Sect/art 1-6

1-3. Sketch Faraday's experimental apparatus that demonstrated that a

changing magnetism can produce an electric current,

1-4* Sketch Faraday's first electric generator*

1-5. Describe and explain Faraday's tee-pail experiments, Utilize suitable

sketches.

5ect/<w 1-7

1*6* Explain how Maxwell deduced that light was probably an electromftgnttc
wave,

Section I-lt
*-

1*7- Occasionally we read in the literature that an electron is at times a partkte
but that at other times it is a wave. Explain why this statement about the electron

is incorrect.

v I~& Given below are twenty-three names with associated numbersmd twe*tty
three phrases with associated letters, Match the names and phrase* suitably, and
indicate your selections by associating a tetter with each number.

I Gilbert, 2 von Guertcke, 3 Franklin* 4 Coulomb. 5 Poteiofi* i
7 Volta, i Oersted, #

Amp&re, 10 Ohmt II Gauss and Weber, 12 Faraday,
13 Henry* 14 Maxwell, IS Hertz, 16 f^yrittog, 17 Crooks, IS Loiwtz, ! Rdnl-

gen, 20 Thomson. 21 Planck, 22 d Broglie, 23 Schrddmgtr.
a ekctron theory, b mverse-scjuare taw t r terminal imfneti&m, dwave equation

ofquantum mechanics, i cathode rays, /self-induction^ established a pattern of
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scientific investigation, h changing magnetism produces an electric current,

i X rays,/ animal
electricity,

k classical electromagnetic theory, / energy flow in

electromagnetic waves, m electrostatic frictional generator, n battery, o electric

currents exert forces on one another, p wavelength of a particle, q atom theory
r current in a metallic circuit is proportional to the applied voltage, $ single-fluid

theory of electricity,
t experimental verification of Maxwell's theory, u electric

current exerts a force on a magnetic pole, v mathematical theory of electrostatics,

w quantum theory and photon.
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Introduction to Vectors

C H A PTER

The mathematical development of electromagnetic

theory utilizes both scalars and vectors. A scalar is a quantity with magni
tude only, whereas a vector has both magnitude and direction.

In this chapter we shall consider some of the elementary properties of

vectors, with special emphasis given to derivatives and integrals of vectors.

It is very important that the vector notation and principles are thoroughly
understood, for much of the material to be presented later is based on the

mathematics discussed here. At the end of the chapter are numerous

problems, designed to help the student obtain the necessary familiarity
with elementary vector concepts.

2-1* SCALARS AND VECTORS

A scalar quantity, having magnitude only, can be represented by a

single number. Temperature, energy, and power an? examples. When a
scalar is associated with each point of a region, a scalarfmetion, or field,
is said to exist. As an example of a scalar field let us consider the tempera
ture field of an object. Each point has a certain temperature. Of course,
the temperature may vary from pint to point, and at each point it may
vary with time. However, at a given point at a particular time the tempera
ture is completely specified by a single number.
On the other hand, a vector cannot be completely specified by a single

number. Three numbers are required, These miy be the rectangular
components of the vector, or they may be the spatial components in some

28
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other coordinate system. Force, velocity, and acceleration are common

examples of vectors.

A vector function, or field, exists in a region that has a vector quantity
associated with each of its points. For example, a moving fluid has a

certain velocity at each point. Of course, the velocity may vary from point

to point, and at each point it may vary with time. However, at a given

point at a particular time the velocity is completely specified by three

FIG. 2-1 o. Vectors A and B.

B

FIG, 2-16, Addition of A and B.

ordered numbers. These may be v# v^ and rf , or they may be the velocity

components in some other coordinate system.

Vectors are added according to the parallelogram law. Two vectors

A and B are shown in Fig. 2- la* and their addition according to the

parallelogram law is shown in Fig, 2-1&, Note that the two vectors do not

need to be located at the same point* A vector can be moved from one

point to another without changing its value, provided its magnitude and

direction remain unchanged. Also note that the vectors A, B and A + B

can be drawn to form a triangle, The use of boldface type for symbols

denoting vector quantities is conventional*

We have learned that a vector can be represented by a set of three

ordered numbers, such as its rectangular components, and that vectors

combine according to the parallelogram law. It is evident that the addition

of two vectors can be accomplished by adding their respective rectangular

components to obtain the components of the resulting vector* It follows
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that a vector A can be defined mathematically, with reference to rectangular

coordinates, by the relations

\**(Ax,A ViA s ) (2-1)

A + B m (A + B,, A y + B,< A z + B
9 ) (2-2)

with B also denoting a vector. Note that Af , A^ and A
9 are scalars,

representing the rectangular components of the vector. Each component
is specified by a single number,

The magnitude of a vector A is a scalar, represented by A or |A|. The

symbol A will, in some circumstances, be allowed to have a negative sign,

FIG, JW, fUcunguiar compontnu of A

whereas the symbo! |A| is always understood to denote the positive

magnitude, In terms of the rectangular components the magnitude of A
is (A* + A* + A*?\ For verification refer to Fig, 22 Note thai Am
and A 9 form the legs of a right triangle whose hypotenuse and A t form
the legs of a second right triangle of hypotenuse A.

From our addition rule, A -f A m (2A* 2A^ 2A 9)> As multiplicaiton
of a vector by a scalar is merely repeated addition, it follows that ah
(aA9 * aA^ a/Q. If a is - 1 then -A m (A* ~A 9 . -A& The veclor

A has the same magnitude as A, but its direction ii opposite that of A,

2-2, THE RECTANGULAR FORH OF A VICTOR

It is customary and convenient to express vectors in terms of unit

vectors directed along the axes of the coordinate system. Let l t J and k
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denote unit vectors in the directions of the x
9 y, and z axes, respectively.

Then i = (1, 0, 0), j
=

(0, 1, 0), and k = (0, 0, 1). Clearly

AJi =(^,0,0)
A vl

=
(0, A V9 0)

A zk = (0, 0, A x)

Addition yields Axi + A vj + AJk = (Ax , A v , A t). We conclude that the

vector A can be expanded as the sum of the vectors Axi, /4J, and yJJk, or

A Axi + A
y\ + A zk (2-3)

This is the rectangular form of the vector A. Note that Axi is a vector

parallel with the x axis and that Aa is the scalar magnitude of this vector.

Similar statements apply to the terms containing A y and A z .

FIG, 2-3. Direction angles of A.

From the addition rule the sum of two vectors is

A + B M, + *.)! + (A, + B$ + (A, + Bn)k

Obviously, the commutative law applies to vector addition; that is,

A + B B + A. Vector addition is also associative, for (A + B) + C
A + (B 4- C). The vector aA is aA + aA

v\ + aA nk*

The direction anghs a, /? and y are the angles formed by a vector A
and the positive #t j/, and z coordinate axes, respectively, as shown in

Fig, 2*3, The cosines of these angles are called the direction cosines and

are usually designated /, m* and n. It is evident that

/ m COS a m AJA
m cos ft

m AJA
n ** cos y AJA
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The direction angles have values between zero and 180. A direction angle

between 90 and 180 has a negative direction cosine.

2-3. THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS

We are familiar with the multiplication of scalars, and we have con

sidered the multiplication of a scalar and a vector. We shall now examine

the product of two vectors, with attention in this section given to the

scalar, or dot, product. The scalar product of A and B, written A B and

-*- A xZJ!
FIG. 2-4, Projections of vtcton on or> inothtr,

read "A dot B," is defined as the product of the magnitude A* the magni
tude B, and the cosine of the smaller angle between the vectors A and B

giving

A- B* ABsmQ (2-4)

We note that the scalar product yields, by definition, a scalar quantity,
This quantity is positive if the angle 6 between the vectors is less thin 90

d
,

but the product is negative if is between 90 and ISO*
1

, The angle Q is,

of course, always between stero and 180, The scalar product of A and B
can be written A(B cos 0). As B cos denotes the component of B in the

direction of A we can regard the scalar product m representing th#

magnitude A multiplied by the projection 0/8 upon A, Also, if we wish, we
can express A B by (A cos Q)B, which is the magnitude B multiplied by
(he component &f A in the direction of B. The projections of the vectors

on one another are shown in Fig. 2*4. Both viewpoints are equally valid,

and both are useful

Clearly, the dot product is commutative; that ii, A * B B * A, It is

also distributive, with A (B + C) m A B 4- A * C To show this, refer

to Fig. 2-5, The vector C is drawn from the tip of B. The distance &b

along A is the projection of B on A, the distance be along A is the projection
of C on A f and the distance ac is the projection of the vector B 4- C on A,

It follows that A * (B + C) m A(ac) and the sum of A - B and A C is

A(&b) + A(bc). As &c m ab f be, the distributive rule is verified,
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In rectangular coordinates we have

A B = (Ax( + A
v] + A zk)

- (5J + Bv\ + zk)

The distributive rule justifies treating this term by term. Noting that

i
.

i = j
.

j
=* k k 1 and i j

=
j k = k * i = 0, the preceding expres

sion becomes

A B A,B9 + A
y
B

y + A ZB, (2-5)

Thus the scalar product of two vectors can be found by adding together

the products of their x components, their y components, and their z

components.

a be A

FIG, 2-5. Projtttions of vectors upon A.

We note that A A - A* + A* + A.
3 - A*. The scalar product

A A is often expressed as A8
. Consequently

A* . A A - A 2 (2-6)

2-4. THE VECTOR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS

Another important product of vectors is the vector, or cross,
product.^

The vector product of A and B, written A X B and usually read "A cross B,"

is defined as the vector AB sin & n, with n denoting a unit vector normal to

the plane of A and B, with sense determined by the right-hand rule. By

this rule the extended thumb of the right hand gives the direction of n

provided the closed fingers point through the angle from A toward B.

These relations are shown in Fig. 2-6. As before, the angle is the smaller

angle between the two vectors, with possible values from zero to 180.

In mathematical form

AX B- ABsinQn (2
'7 )

By definition, the vector product yields a vector. Its magnitude is

ABsinO, which obviously equals ABK and also A HB, with B K denoting

the component of B normal to A and with /< denoting the component of

A normal to B. The direction of the vector A x B is normal to the plane

formed by the vectors A and B drawn from a common point, with sense

determined by the right-hand rule.
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The commutative law does not apply to the cross product. The magni

tudes of the vectors A X B and B X A are equal, but their directions are

opposite. Therefore, AXB= BXA. However, it can be shown* that

the vector product is distributive, with AX(B + C)AxB + AxC.

AXB

FIG* 24, Th vtctor product arid ch ri|ht*hartd rutft,

Let m now determine the vector product in rectangular form. We

A x B - (4$ + 4J + 4k) X W <f 8J f

By the distributive rule we can expand tlm by term, As i x I
"

iXj^kxkwO and 1 X J k , j X It ^ i. and k X i j. the result h

AXB- (,4 9 t

- A.B$ 4* (XA - "*AJ f f^,/4
-

Phis can be expresned as
,

AXB A A

*"

4 (2-8)

'his form is convenient to write and to flint ttit*

, //, and : component* of the first tit the are

lose of the second vector, f
;

cji!iilin n to the

rtnluct when the of A ami 1 *ta* known,
1 he avtoctative risk not to the product; A X IB X <*t

iitii necessarily to (A x Bl x C\

* M. E, ITIII Jwiilnh, l
l

iiWi%liiig('is , %*irl p *
f l
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2-5, SOME MULTIPLE PRODUCTS OF VECTORS

The vector A X B is normal to both A and B. Therefore

(A X B) A = (A X B) B = (2-9)

The following identities are readily verified by substituting the rec

tangular forms of the vectors and performing the indicated operations:

A X (B X C) (A C)B - (A B)C (2-10)

(A X B) * (C X D) = (A C)(B D) - (A - D)(B C) (2-11)

A - (B X C) B (C X A) C * (A X B) (2-12)

The area of a parallelogram formed by the vectors A and B drawn from a

common point is the magnitude of A x B, It follows that each term of

Eq. (2-12) gives the volume of a parallelepiped formed by the vectors A,
B and C drawn from a common point.
Some products of vectors have no meaning, For example, AB is un

defined. The expression (A * B) x C has no meaning, for A B is a scalar.

Division of vectors is undefined.

24, DIFFERENTIATION OF A VECTOR

The derivative of a vector A is a vector whose magnitude and direction

may be quite different from those of A. To illustrate this let us consider a

particle moving with velocity v, The time derivative of v is the acceleration

a of the particle, Suppose the particle is moving along a straight path with

decreasing velocity, The acceleration a has direction opposite that of the

velocity vector v. If the particle is moving along a circular path with

constant speed, its acceleration, which equals rfv/rff, is directed toward the

center of the circle, and a and v are normal to one another. These are,

of course, special cases. We shall now examine the precise meaning of

the derivative of a vector with respect to a scalar.

Let A(/) be a function of the scalar variable /. As / varies, both the

magnitude and direction of A may vary, with a change A/ producing a

change AA in A, This change AA A(l + A/} A(/), and AA is

obviously a vector* The derivative of A with respect to / is defined as the

limit of the ratio AA/Af as A/ approaches zero. Thus

provided the limit exists.

d& r AA ,* ,-,m dm (2-13)
dt &*-*Af
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The vector AA = A(/ + A/) - A(/). In rectangular form this becomes
AA == &AX i + A^, j + &A Z k, with A4, Ax(t + A/) - Ax(t) and with
&A V and &A Z similarly defined. Upon substitution of the rectangular form
of AA into Eq. (2-13), it becomes evident that

.

dt dt dt dt

This important result shows that a vector can be differentiated by taking
derivatives of its scalar components.

Presented next are a few vector identities involving derivatives of
vectors. They are readily verified by expressing the vectors in terms of
their rectangular components and performing the indicated operations.

<f
, A , m </A

,
JB-

(A + B)-- + - (2-i5,

(A.B>-.B + A.2 (M6,
dt dt dt

i<AXB)-x. + AxS .,

d
f

.. </A
,

. du
-(HA)-M + A (2-18)
dt dt dt

t,
dA .ttAA---X- (2.,9)

In verifying Eq, (2-19) keep in mind that, in general, A and d&/dt are TOI
in the same direction and dA/di is TO/ the magnitude of d&/dt,

Usually, a vector A is a function of several variables, The derivative of
A with respect to one of these variables, with the others treated m constantJi,
is called a partial drr/wi&<*. For example, the partial derivative of
A(jr y,z % t) with respect to x is

When evaluating the partial derivatives, we regard the variables y, i, and
inne / as constants. The result gives the rate it which A changei with

espect to A as jr alone varies, at a point in space at a particular instant of
inne. If the rate at which A changes with respect to time is desired tt a
ixed point in space, we must evaluate the partial time derivative of A
it the point.
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The partial derivative of A with respect to time is frequently denoted

by the symbol A, and this notation is used in this book. Henceforth, we
shall understand that a dot placed above either a vector or a scalar symbol
denotes a partial time derivative. Additional dots denote additional

partial time derivatives. Thus

A 3A
A 92AA = A =

dt dt
2

2-7. THE LINE INTEGRAL OF A VECTOR

One of the most important mathematical concepts which we shall

utilize in our study of electromagnetism is the line integral of a vector.

FIG, 2-7. A pith in a vtctor fltld,

As this is an integration along a path in space, let us consider a path C
in a region containing a vector field A. The path C, extending from

point PI to Ff , is shown in Fig. 2-7. The vector A varies from point to

point along the path, with possible values of A indicated at three points.

The path Ccan be approximated by a large number of straight elemental

segments, each of length A/. At an arbitrary point along the path let

A
|
denote the component of A in the direction of the elemental path length

at that point, Then A
t
m A cos 0, with both A and 8 varying from point

to point, Let us form the product A
t
&/ and add together all such products

to thai all the elemental lengths of the path are included. The limit of the

resulting summation of the terms A
l
A/t as &/ approaches zero, is the line

integral of A along the path C This is the summation of the differentials

A! dl over the entire length of the path, We can express the tine integral

in vector notation. Each differential path length can be regarded as a

vector firt, with magnitude rf/and with direction along the path as shown in
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Fig. 2-7. Then A
l
dl = A dl. Alternate forms for denoting the line

integral of A along the path C are

f A
t
dl = f A cos dl = f

A dl (2-20)
Jc Jc Jr

The line integral is especially important in electromagnetic theory.

The fundamental laws of electromagnetism involve line integrals, and if

the student is to understand these basic laws, he must understand the

meaning of the line integral.

The vector dl can be expressed in rectangular form. Its rectangular

components are the projections of the differential length onto the x, y,

and z axes. Clearly, dl dx I + dy j + dz k. As A Ax\ + A\ + A
tk,

it follows that

f A *dl f (A, dx + A
v dy + A, dz) (2-21)

Jo Jc

The line integral around a closed path C is called the circulation of the

vector A. Hence

f A*
Jr

Circulation ofA *
<p A * dl (2-22)
Jr

The small circle on the integral sign signifies that the path C is closed*

The circulation of a vector field A about a path in a region may be positive,

negative, or zero. In certain special cases the vector field A is such that

its circulation is zero for every closed path C in a region, If this is the

case, the field is said to be a com$rvailmfild% and the vector A is a <w-
servativc vector. Thus by definition a vector field A is conservative, pro*
vided the circulation of A is zero around every closed path in the region.
If a vector field is not conservative* it is said to be noneonstrvatiMt and the

vector is a nonconservative vector,

A conservative field is often called an irrotatfaml field, or a lamellar

field. Usually the term ronsemtf/re is used with reference to fields of force,

and the term irmtational is used with reference to physical fluids, E&ampfoi
of conservative fields are the gravitational force field and the electrostatic

field, An example of a nonconservative field is the velocity field of the

particles on the rim of a rotating wheel* for the line integral of the velocity
vector around the rim of the wheel is obviously not iero. Time-changing
electric and magnetic fields are nonconservative.

The line integral of a nonconservative vector along a path between two

points depends on the actual path of integration, However, if the field is
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FIG, 2-8. Two arbitrary paths between a and b.

conservative, the value of the line integral is independent of the path of

integration, depending only on the end points. To verify this statement,

let us refer to the closed path C of Fig. 2-8, assumed to be located in a

conservative field A. The line integral of A along the path amb added to

the line integral along the path bna is zero, for A has zero circulation. It

follows that the line integral along amb equals the negative of the line

integral along bna. Reversing the direction of integration along a path

simply changes the sign of the integral. Therefore, the line integrals along

the paths amb and anh are equal. As these paths are arbitrary selections,

we deduce that the line integral of A between the points a and h is the same

along all paths connecting the points, provided the field is conservative,

In a conservative field the line Integral depends only on the end points of

the path and is independent of the actual path of integration. This is an

important deduction that will be utilized frequently.

We shall now consider two examples to help us understand the meaning

of the line integral,

EXAMPLE I , Find the line integral of A along each side of the square path of

Fig, 29 in the counterclockwise direction, for A - (2 4- //)!. Also, determine

the circulation of A, The length of each side is unity.

FIG. 2-9, Squirt path In xy-pUne.
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Solution.

A dl = 2 d* = 2

o1
f f

1

lr
A ' ^

Jo
<V
~

I

A </l * I 3 </.r * -3
J/v/ Jl

r
A dl /)/

*

'c

I/

EXAMPLE 2. Evaluate the line integral of A along the path .r //* from (0, 0)
^ to (1,1), for A - (x -f //

8
)i -f- (^

2
4- //)j.

Solution. As Ax
** s + //

2 and ^ y
* .** -f //, it follows from Hq, (2-21) that

r r
I A dl * I [(.?' H- //

2
) c/.r -f (^ -h //) //]

Jc J

But u^ //
2 and ^' *

2// <ft/. Substituting for .r and df and combining terms, we
obtain

I
*

The y limits are and I, Evaluating the integral, we find the value of the line

integral to be 1.70.

2-8. SOME SPECIAL INTEGRALS

In rectangular form the differential vector path length d\ is

The magnitude dl of the vector d\ is

dl ()*)M
The integral of dl along a path C is simply the summation of the dif

path lengths and, therefore, the value of the integral is the length of the

path, It should be noted that, by definition, dl is always positive,

Next, let us consider the integral of dl along a path C. This integral is a

summation of differential vectors, and the result is a vector, Obviously,
the jr component of the result is the integral of dx, and this may be positive,

negative, or zero, depending on the x limits, Thus the integral of dl is a

vector, and each component of the vector may be positive, negative, or
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zero. Occasionally, the integral of d\ around a closed path is encountered.

Clearly, each component of the resulting vector is zero, for the limits of

integration are identical. The path begins and ends at the same point,
and the integrals of dx, dy, and dz are zero. For comparison, the integrals

of d\ and dl around a closed path C are given below.

r r
CD d\ -

Cp
dl = length of closed path

Jc Jc

Although the differential dl, defined as the positive magnitude of dl, is

always positive, the differentials dx, dy, and dz can be positive or negative.

For example, dx denotes a differential increase in x. When x is increasing,

dx is positive, but when x is decreasing, the differential increase dx is

negative. When the integral of dx is evaluated around a closed path, the

positive and negative differentials cancel, giving zero as the result. A
simple example illustrating that dx has negative values is the integral of

dx from 1 to 0, which equals 1. This integral is the summation of the

differentials dx as x decreases from one to zero, and the result is a negative

number. The vector dx i is directed along the positive &-axis if the limits

of x are such that x is increasing. On the other hand, the vector dx i has a

direction opposite that of i // the limits are chosen so that x is decreasing.

It is important that this be clearly understood.

We shall encounter integrals of the form J A dl along a path C in space.

Such an integral is a summation of vectors, and hence the result is a vector.

The following examples will help us understand the meaning of integrals

of this type.

EXAMPLE I. IfA xH 4- xtfi + xyfa, evaluate JA dl along the .r-axis between

the origin and x m -l,

Solution. Clearly, dl - |<tr|. If the limits of a? are taken from to -I, dx is

negative, and dl * -dx. At points on the path of integration, y and 2 are zero,

and A x\ Therefore,

I
A dl * -

f ,

Jr Jo

dx

The unit vector I is a constant that cart be taken outside the integral.
The result

is -0.251

EXAMPLE 2, If A * xH 4- ^J 4- 2k, evaluate f A dt around the circle JT* 4-

ti* I in the plane * I ,

S&luti&n, Ai * * t A /*! 4- <*/j 4 2k, Also, * 0* and dl - [(</**)* 4-

(dvlpy** From x1
4- y* I, it follows that dx -(j//^)4/- Therefore, the

differentia! length dl m

dl *
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As -r
2 + y/

2 = 1, the differential dl is |<///A'|, recalling that dl is always positive.

The integral becomes
f f
d) A dl * CD (^'

2
i 4- .n/j + 2k) M/AH

Jr Jr

It is convenient to divide the circle into halves, with one semicircle having s

positive and the other semicircle having s negative. First, we shall evaluate the

integral along the semicircle with .r
positive. If we integrate from // _"^~-| to

y =
1, both dy and x are positive, and |c///AH <////*'. Also, .r -f v 1 //

a
at

points on this rath. Substituting for JT and simplifying the result* we obtain

[(1 -/A1
)

1

*! + //J + 2(1 -/*)
i

Each component can now be integrated, and the result is 0.5?rS + 2?rk.

We shall now consider the semicircle with f negative, If we integrate from

y =
i to y 1, both </# and .r are negative, and \dyl*\ *#//**. Also, -r

Vj "jy*. Substituting for .r and simplifying the result, we obtain

i

The result of the integration is O.Srrl -f 2wk as before, It follows that the integral
around the closed path of the circle is the vector n\ 4* 4nk. An easier method for

solving this problem is indicated in Prob. 2-57.

2-9. THE SURFACE INTEGRAL OF A VECTOR

Another important integral which we shall utilise frequently in our

study of electromagnetism is the surface integral of a vector. As this

involves an integration over a surface in space, let us consider a two-sided

surface S in a region containing a vector field A. One side in arbitrarily

selected as the positive side. Let AS denote a very small planar area

tangent to S at a point P. Suppose a unit vector n is constructed at P
normal to AS and directed out of the positive side, as shown in Fig, 2-10,

If A n denotes the component of A in the direction of n at P, then A n AS is

called the /jo- of A through the elemental area AS, The total flux of A
over the entire surface S is found by adding the fluxes of A over all ele

mental areas, with each AS approaching the limit zero, The limit of the

summation, taken over S, is the integral J A n dS, and this integral is called

the surface Integral of the vector A over S, It is tbo referred to as the/w*
of the vector A through the surface S,

The surface integral of A over S is the summation of the differentials

A H dS over the surface, A^ is the component of A normal to rf5\ and it it

referred to as the normal component of A. In general, A m varies from

point to point over S, At each point ^ w h the component of A in the

direction of the unit vector p t which is normal to dS directed out of the

positive side, Clearly, A n at a point may be positive, negative, or /ero.
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We can express a surface integral in vector notation. A n is the projec
tion of A onto the unit vector n, Consequently, A n

=* A n. It is con

venient to treat a differential surface area as a vector quantity dS of

magnitude dS and direction corresponding to that of n. Thus dS = dS n,

and the concept of a differential vector surface is utilized throughout this

text. Several forms of the surface integral of A over S are

f
A n dS =

I

A . n dS = f
J8 JS Js

A - dS (2-23)

The differential vector surface dS can be resolved into rectangular

components. Its x component is the projection of dS upon the ya-plane.

FIG, 2*10, n is normal to tht element AS of S,

ConKe<|uentty, iWx * dt/ttz, The // and s components of c/S are the pro

jections of iAY upon the v and jry planes, respectively, In rectangular form

the vector i/S is

c/S * <ly dz I f ilz Jj* I + </r </// k (2-24)

Ii follows that

A * /S i

| j
( /J

,, el// </: + 4, </ </x f /I, <// */;/) (2-25)
*U

the surface mlcpwl of A over a cInwd surface S is denoted by | A c/S*

a surface can be evaluated, one side tnmt he designated as

the positive side. However, for u closed surface the outer side in always
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understood to be the positive side, unless otherwise stated. Therefore,

the net outward flux of A over the closed surface S is

Net outward flux = <p A dS (2-26)
J#

If the integral of Eq. (2-26) is positive, there are sources of A within the

volume bounded by the closed surface S, and these sources produce the

field A. If the integral of Eq. (2-26) is negative, there are sinks, or negative

sources, of A within the volume, and these sinks absorb and destroy A,

When both sources and sinks are present within the volume, the integral

of Eq. (2-26) gives a measure of their algebraically combined strength.

A vector field A in a region having no sources or sinks is said to be a

solenoidalfield, and the vector A is a solenoidal vector. The name comes

from the similarity of such fields to the magnetic field about an electric

solenoid. As a solenoidal field contains no sources or sinks, the integral

of Eq. (2-26) is zero over every closed surface S in the region, For each

closed surface the flux that enters equals the flux that leaves, and the net

flux is zero. An example of a solenoidal field is the velocity field of an

incompressible fluid. The magnetic field is always solenoidal, and the

electric field is solenoidal in any region free of charge. However, the

electric field in a region containing electric charge is nonsoltnvidal, for

the charges act as sources of the field.

The importance of the concept of a surface integral cannot be over

emphasized, To help the student understand the meaning of the surface

integral, two illustrative examples are presented betow. Additional

problems are given at the end of this chapter,

EXAMPLE I. An electric charge f produces t vector field O in the region

surrounding the charge, At an
arbitrary point P A distance r from the charge tf

it can be shown that f/(4r
s
) r< with ft, denoting a unit vector at P directed

away from 9. Find the flux of over a spherical surface of radius a,

S&fati&rt, The outward flux of D is

But af
* a - I, and f a. Therefore, the flux becomes f/(4*ra

f
) multiplied by the

surface integral ofdS over the spherical surface. This integral is the area 4waf of
the sphere. It follows that the outward flux of O is equal to f . This result shows
that an electric charge f is t source of electric flux, with the flu* leaving f equal to

y. If
</

is negative, the outward flux is* of course, also negative, id the charge is i

negative source, or sink,

EXAMPLE 2, If A - jyl - yI - A. find the flux of A over the surface of th
cube of Fig. 2*11 . The length of each side of the cube ii unity.

Solution. A$ the surface of the cube i a closed surface, its outer tide is the
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positive side. Each side of the cube will be treated separately, and the results will

be added,

At points on the back side oafe, the normal component of A is Ax ,
or xyz.

As x = 0, A,x 0, and the outward flux over this side is zero.

At points on the front surface cbgd, Ax
** xyz = yz, for x = 1 . The outward

flux is

nAx d\i dz = I
?/ dy \ z dz = 0.25

) Jo Jo

At the surface oedc on the left side of the cube, Ay y 0, and the flux ofA
is zero.

b

FIG. Ml. Unit cube,

At the surface a/jfh
on the right side, A j ~

-// ** I. The outward flux is

.
I ffc (/r vt, -

1 ,00ff'-,
J Jo

At points on the bottom surface, a differential vector surface ^/S is </*'*/// k

with the limite of integration selected ,so that the product </r</// in positive,

Clearly, A i/S "* ^*flnlfA and the outward flux is

rp.'

Jo

f
;
cir the tup HUtftcc, i iiifFcrential vector surface </S i i/x /// k, with t/,r i///

[nnittive. The scalar prinluct A * /S is ^^* /*** i/// and the outward flux in the

of the flux over the bottom surface, or -0,50.

The net outward fluxcif A over the closed Nurface of the cube ta 0.25 - 1.00 4

0,50 - 0,50, or -0J5, AH the outward flux is negative, there are negative
or of A within the volume of the cube. The net inward flux In

40.75, and the w 0,75.
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2*10. THE RIGHT-HAND INTEGRATION RULE

The fundamental electromagnetic laws, which will be studied later,

equate line and surface integrals. The closed path C around the edge of a

surface S is the boundary path, or contour, of the surface. The basic

electromagnetic equations have the general form

f f
6 A- JI B-c/S (2-27)
Jr JH

with C denoting the contour of the surface fi.

PIG, 2-12. Tht right-hand integration rul*.

In evaluating a surface integral, one of the surface is arbitrarily

designated as positive, The question then arisen as to the way the tine

integral around r is to be evaluated, There are two ways to traverse the

path, Tht circulation of A around (
*

in one direction is, of course, the

negative of the circulation of A around C
8

in the other direction. Conse

quently, we need a rule regarding the direction to be selected. Hus rule

will now be given.

First, we arbitrarily designate one side of the surface S as positive*,

Next* we imagine an observer standing on the positive side of ,V at tin*

boundary C*. Now sppttt*e the observer moves around the contour C
*

so its to keep the surface on hi* left This is the direction of

tion for the tine integral, The rule can be in a

The direction of integration for the line is always ^ that

direction in which an observer* on tin* positive side of the surface

A\ must move around ('so as to the mi his left. Whenever
u line and n surface are as in

l't|, (3*211 this title be

carefully observed,

It is
ijitite helpful to ass<H,

4

iate the rule one's haiiil,

We note that, if the is its

nut of the side of the surface, the the

tiott of integration C, as in Fg. 2*12, this
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rule shall henceforth be referred to as the right-hand integration rule.

As an example, suppose the surface S is the surface of this page. The
contour C is the closed path around the outside edges of this page. Select

ing the side facing the reader as the positive side of 5, the line integral must
be taken in a counterclockwise direction. If the under side of the page is

selected as the positive side, the line integral is taken in the opposite
direction. In this latter case the signs of both the line and surface integrals
differ from the signs of the corresponding integrals in the former case.

Regardless of the selection of the positive side, Eq. (2-27) is unchanged.
The student who has mastered the mathematics of this chapter is well

prepared for the study of the material of the next seven chapters. The
branch of mathematics known as vector analysis is discussed in Chapter 10,
and the mathematics of complex exponentials is discussed in Chapter 19.
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PROBLEMS

Sections 2-1 <wd 2*2

%> 2-1. If A * (3, -4, -2} and B -
( -4, -1,6), determine X, *, A 4- B ~B,

A ~ BJA ~
B| v and 10A - 4B.

2-2* Repeal Prob. 2-1 for A (5, 2, -7) and B ( -5, 3, 4),

2-3. Repeat Prob. 2-1 for A - 21 4- 6|
- 4k and B * 31 4- 6j 4- k.

2-4. A - 31 4- 3J and B - -31 -
5j, (a) On a set of xy coordinates, sketch A

and B to scale, with both vectors drawn from the
origin, (b) What is the relation

ship between A and B? (c) Determine the smaller angle between A and I and also
between B and 1.

M. A 21 - 3j and B - 31 4- 4J, Sketch the vectors and determine the
smaller angle between A and B.

*"** 24. Sketch any two vectors A and B, Draw A, B* and A 4- B so as to form a

triangle ( and repeat for A, ~B< and A - B,

2-7. Verify that the vectors A B( and C can be drawn to form a triangle* if

A m 21 -f 6j
-

3fe, B ~2J -
2J
-

2k, and C * 4| ~ Sic.
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2-8. A vector r at the point P(x, ?/, z), with magnitude equal to the distance

from the origin to the point, is directed radially outward from the origin. Sketch

the vector r at P, and show that r = #i 4- y\ + zk. Also, at the point P find the

rectangular form of the unit vector ar in the direction of r,

2-9. The tail of a vector A is at the point (0, I, 2), and its tip is at the point

(1, 2, 3). Find A in terms of the unit vectors i, j, and k.

2-10, Find the direction cosines and the direction angles a, /?, y of the vector

A ~ 2i + 4j
- 3k.

2-U. Repeat Prob. 2-10 for A - -51 4- 6k,

2-12. A vector A has A 10, and A makes angles of 30
a
and 1 10" with the

unit vectors i and j respectively. Find A, assuming that A s is negative*

2-13. Prove that /
2 + m* -f

a
1 , where /, m, and n are the direction cosines

of a vector.

r 2-14. Determine the unit vector a in the direction of the vector A 51 - 5j +
10k. Express a in terms of i, j, and k,

Sect/on 2*3

2-15. A - 3i - 4J
- 2k and B - 51 - 3j 4- 4k. (a) Determine A * B and

B A. (b) Find the smaller angle between A and B, using Eq. (24), (c) What is

the component of A in the direction of B? (d) What is the component of B in the

direction of A?
2-16, Repeat Prob. 2-15 if A - 61 -f 1QJ

- 5k and B * -31 -
2J 4- 4k,

2-17. Prove that A B equals AB ifA and B are parallel vectors, and prove that

A B is zero if A and B are perpendicular vectors,

2-18. If A - -41 4- 2J
- ?k, determine A A,

-< 2-19. If A - -41 4- 5J 4- 10kf determine A8
.

2-20. A - 31 - 2j 4- 5k and B * 21 4- 8| + 2k, Show thai A and B are

perpendicular to each other,

2-2L If A C m B * Ct discuss the relationship between A and B.

2-22. A - i 10* A *
J
- -5, and A * k - 2. Find A,

2-23. A - Si + 4|
- 6k, Find a vector B parallel to the .r^plane, having a

magnitude of 8* such that A * B 0, There are two possible answers,

2-24, The direction cosines (/, m ) of two vectors A and B are (0,6, 0.8, 0)
and (|, -|, i), respectively, Determine the smaller angle between the vectors,

Sections 2-4 om# 2-5

205, A 51 - 3}
- 2k and B - 21 - 4j 4 4k, Determine A x B, B x A s

|A x B|, sin 6, a, and the unit vector o in the direction of A x B, The angte 9

is the smaller ingie between the two vectors.

2*26. Repeat Prob, 2-25 for A -31 4 6|
- 4k and B I

-
3|
- 2k.

- 227 If A m 4S - 3|
- 4k and B ~2I -

5J
- 2kf tvtluaie A x B,

CA x B) * B, and (A x B) - A,

2*28. A m 31 4- 4} and B -21 -
5J. Whit arf the directions of the vectors

A x Bind B x A?

A m 4! 4- 6J
~ 5k and B -121 -

18J * !Sk. Evaluate A x
What does the result indicate regarding the directions of A and B?
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~ 2-30. A - 3i - 2j + 4k, B 6i + 5j
-

2k, and C -SI - 3j + 6k. Deter
mine: (a) A x (B x C); (b) (A x B) x C; (c) A (B x C); (d) (A x B) - B.

2-31. Repeat Prob. 2-30 for A 5i - 2j
-

4k, B -3i -
5j + 6k, and

C - 3i + 5j + 4k.

2-32. If the vectors A and B of Prob. 2-30 form two edges of a parallelogram
find the area of the parallelogram.

2-33. If the vectors A, B, and C of Prob. 2-31 form three edges of a parallel
epiped, what is the volume?

2-34* Verify Eq, (2-11) by expressing A, B, and C in rectangular form and
expanding the terms.

Sect/on 2-6

2-35. At a point in space A(/) - 3t*i + /j
-

k, where / represents time.
(a) Find the

precise
values ofA at/ * land also at/ * 1,01. (b) IfAA represents

the increase m A as / increases from 1 to 1.01
, determine AA. (c) Calculate AA/A/.

(rf) Evaluate rfA/A at / - L Is this exactly equal to AA/Af ? Explain, (e) Find
the smaller angle between the vectors A and rfA/df, when / - 1.

2-36. A - #y*i + x*i -h yz*k. Evaluate 9A/a# at (a?, y, *) (i, 2, 3). Deter
mine the smaller angle between A and 3A/&? at the specified point.

2-37* Find #A/ #t/ if A (x -f- t/
a
)i 4- (x*z + i/)j 4- xfiyzk.

2*3. If each of the components of a vector A varies sinusoidally with time,
with each component containing the term sin o>/ show that A * &>aA.

v 2-39, If A - (2 4- 4/)f + (g - 5f)J + (I + / - 8/*)k, find A and A.

2-40. IfA m 3 sin !00/ 1 4- 5 sin IOC/ j
- 10 sin 100/ k, show that A and A are

in the same or opposite directions at every instant of time.

2-41, Verify Eq. (2-16),

2*42. Verify Eq. (2-17).

2-43. Verify Eq. (2-18).

2-44. Verify Eq. (2-19).

Stcttom 2*7 cmd 28 r

2*45* If the line integral j
A **/! is evaluated along the #-axis, show that

Jr
rfl 4x I for both increasing and decreasing values of x. On the other hand,

whim the Integra! I A dt it evaluated along the *-axis, show that dl - d#* with
Jc

the sign depending on whether or not * is increasing or decreasing.
% 244 If A 3i f evaluate the line integral of A along the #txis from (a) x
to x m 2, and (A) 9 m 5 to x - I.

2-47. If A - 51, evaluate the line integral of A (a} along the ^-axis from the

origin lo JP - -5 and back to the origin; and (b) along the i^-axis from the

origin to ,v 4,

2*4& Evaluate the line integral
of A along each side of the unit square of

Fig, 2-9. in the countercloekw^e direction, if A - (4 + **?*)! + *yf .

2-49. Evaluate (he itne integral of A along the path x
- y* from (0, 0} to ( t , I )

if A (^ * ^
8H 4 (-r

1
4- iir*^

2-S0. Evaluale the circulation of A around the circle x cm / # sin / if
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A =
5,vi + 2^'j. There are two possible answers, depending on the direction of

integration.

2-51. The radius vector r at the point (.r, //, z) is directed radially outward from

the origin of the coordinate system, with magnitude equal to the distance from

the origin to the point. Using Eq. (2-21), evaluate the line integral of r from the

origin to the point ( 1
,

1 , 1 ). Does the path of integration affect the result ? What
kind of field is the vector field of r?

2-52. The circulation of A around a circular path of radius 2 is equal to 10.

Along the path the magnitude of A is constant and the direction of A corresponds
to the direction of dl at each point. Determine A. What is the circulation of A
about the path if the direction of integration is reversed?

2-53. At a point f, A ( I/r
a
)ar The distance r is the distance from the origin

of the coordinate system to /*, and a r is a unit vector along /\ directed radially
outward. Find the line integral of A along r, (a) from r 1 to r - 10; and (h}

from r 100 to r * 10. In both cases note that dl * */r a r , as dr is positive when
r is increasing and dr is negative when r is decreasing,

** 2-54. Evaluate both
<p

dl and dl around a circle of radius 4.

Jr Jr

2-55. Evaluate both A* and dt along the .r-axis from .r i to^ and
Jr Jr

explain the difference between the two integrals,

2-56. A m x*i -f <*/} -t- -n/*k, Evaluate 1 A tit along the *r-axi$ between the

origin and x 5. J (
'

2*57. If A * jr*i + r^*j + 2k, evaluate <p
A dl around the circle r - cos t,

Jr
I/ sin ; in the plane * 1 . Solve this problem by expressing A and til in terms

of the parameter /,

Secttom 2-9 and 2- 10

2-58. If A 2i, find the flux of A over a unit area of a plane surface that is

(a) normal to the ^-axis al x ** j ; and (&} normal to the i^-axis at $ 1 , The

positive sides of the surfaces are the sides away from the origin.

2-S9. A
spherical

surface of radius 5 has its center at r - 0, IfA - i/(4wf*) fl

determine trie flux of A over the spherical surface, What is the source ilrength
of A inside the sphere?
* 2*30, If A 31 i- 4)

- % find the flux of A over the surface of the unit cube
of Fig. 2- II.

Repeal Prab. 2*60 with A -
.r?/**!

-
j**J

- *%,

Suppose that Eq, (2-27) applies In my surface in space* When applied lo

the northern hemisphere of the earth with the contour C being the equator, itiie

whether the circulation of A around the equator should be taken eaitwurdly or

westwardly, The upper aide of the earth's surface is taken m the positive side.

Repeat for the surface of the southern hemisphere, By adding the surface

integrals over the northern and southern halves of the earth, show that the flux

of B over the entire surface of the earth must be seero,

2*43* If two vectors A and B satisfy Eq. (2-27) where $ is any two-sided surface,
show that the flux of B it zero if the surface 5 is closed.
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Concepts and Units

CH APTE R

3-1. SPACE, MASS, TIME, AND CHARGE

A fundamental concept of a physical quantity is

one not defined in terms of simpler concepts. In mechanics it is usually
convenient to regard as fundamental the concepts of space (length), mass,

and time. In order to measure length, mass, and time, a unit of measure

must be selected for each. These units can, of course, be selected arbi

trarily. In the mks (meter-kilogram-second) system the meter is the unit

of length, the kilogram is the unit of mass, and the second is the unit of

time. These are z&\\%& fundamental units.

The meter is officially defined by the National Bureau of Standards as

a length equal to I.650J63.73 wavelengths of the orange-red radiation in

vacuum of krypton 86, a rare gas extracted from the atmosphere. The

kilogram is defined as the mass of a certain platinum-indium body kept at

the National Bureau of Standards, and the second i* 1/31,556,925,9747 of

the tropical year 1900. Active research is being pursued with the view of

enabling the adoption of a definition of the second based on an atomic

standard.

For our study of the science of electricity and magnetism we shall select

a fourth fundamental concept** and electric charge q appears to be a

logical choice. Electric charge cannot be conveniently defined in terms of

*
It is not necessary that four fundamental concepts be chosen, Sec W. K, H, Panofsky

and M PhHlipi, r/<ur/at/ Electricity (tftd Mftwr/fom, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,

Reading, Mass,, 1955, Appendix I.

51
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52 Concepts and Units

space, mass, or time. Some of the basic properties of charge were men

tioned in the historical sketch of Chapter 1, and these will be discussed

more fully in the development of the mathematical theory. The sign of

charge q is not restricted. As the early electrical experimenters observed,

q may be either positive or negative. The fundamental unit of charge is the

coulomb, which is the charge of 6.25 x 1C 18 electrons. As the coulomb is

legally defined in terms of its magnetic properties when in motion, this

definition is given later, at the end of Sec. 8-5.

Thus for this presentation of the science of electromagnetism, the

fundamental concepts are selected as length, mass, time, and electric

charge. The units of measure are the meter, kilogram, second, andcoulomb,

and the system of units that is used is known as the wA%v (rationalized)

system.
In addition to the fundamental concepts we shall use many secondary,

or derived, concepts. These are defined in terms of fundamental concepts

and other secondary concepts. Each secondary concept can be expressed

dimensionally in terms of length L mass A/, time F, and charge Q, and the

secondary units can be defined in terms of the fundamental units, An

example of a secondary concept is velocity, which has the dimensions LfT

and the mks unit of meter-per-second,

Whenever a general equation is written, both sides must have the same

dimensions. If the equation involves terms that are added to one another,

each of the terms must have the same dimensions, or otherwise the equation

is not generally correct. The dimensional check of an equation is fre

quently helpful in detecting errors, However, the fact that an equation

checks dimensionally is not proof that if is correct The dimensional

check is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for correctness.

3-2. SECONDARY MECHANICAL UNITS

Electromagnetic fields exert forces on electric charges and currents, und

they store* propagate, and dissipate energy. Consequently, a study of

electromagnetism requires a knowledge of the fundamentals of mechanics,

Let us now review the definitions of some especially important mechanical

concepts, with dimensions in terms of L, M, and T given in brackets,

Velocity ? is defined by

(3-1}

Velocity is a vector quantity, having both magnitude and direction,

Accifar&ti&n t is defined by

m dvldt m/$cc* It/7* J
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Clearly, acceleration equals the second derivative of length 1 with respect
to time.

The momentum p of a body is defined as the product of the mass m
and the velocity v. Thus

p my kg-m/sec [LM/T] (3-3)

A force that acts on a body causes a change in its momentum. Force is

defined as the time rate of change of momentum. Its dimensions are those

of momentum divided by time, or LM[T2
,
and its mks unit is the newton.

Mathematically
F = dp/dt newtons [LMJT*] (3-4)

If the mass of a body is invariant with time, this becomes

F = ma (3-5)

This is valid, of course, only if the mass m is constant. We note that a force

of one newton is required to accelerate a kilogram of mass at the rate of

one meter per second per second, A newton is equivalent to 105 dynes
and is approximately equal to 0.225 pound of force.

When a force acts on a body, causing it to move through a distance,

work is performed. In fact* work or energy can be defined in terms of

the action of a force. If the body moves in a direction other than that

of the applied force, only the component of the force in the direction of

motion should be considered. Suppose a body that is acted upon by a force

F moves through a differential vector distance d\. The differential work

dW done by the force is Fcos dl, with denoting the angle between the

vectors F and dl. In vector notation dW * F dl. The work done by the

force when the body moves along some path C is

F *d\ joules [L
2
M/T

2
3 (3-6)

c

Thus work is defined as the line integral of force, with dimensions of force

times distance, Its mks unit is the/#w/e and onejoule ofenergy is expended
when a force of one newton acts through a distance of one meter.

In order for energy to be expended* a source of power p is required.

Suppose a small amount of work AW is done in the elemental time A*. The

ratio AW/A? fa the average work per unit time, in joules per second, during

the time interval A/. The limit of this ratio as A/ approaches zero is the

work per unit time at a particular instant, and this is the instantaneous

power. Power has dimensions of work divided by time, or l^M/T, and

its mks ynit is the watt. Clearly, one watt represents an energy expenditure

of one joule per second. Mathematically

f m dWjdt watts (L^M/T^l (3-7)
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A watt corresponds to a joule per second. Therefore, a joule denotes the

energy expended in one second when the power is one watt. Accordingly,
a watt-second is a unit of energy equivalent to a joule. A kilowatt-hour

is a unit of energy extensively employed in electrical power engineering.

3-3. KINETIC ENERGY

According to relativity theory, the mass m of a body moving with

velocity r is

m mQ(\ -rV) '

s
(3-8)

with m denoting the rest mass of the body and c denoting the velocity of

light in free space, which is approximately 3 x 10* m/sec.

Suppose a force F = Fi is applied to a stationary mass m that is perfectly

free to move. The mass accelerates in the ^-direction, acquiring a velocity
v and a momentum mv. As force is the time rate of change of momentum,
it follows from this and Eq, (3-8) that

The energy expended by the force equals the line integral of F, and this

energy is converted into kinetic energy K> Therefore, the kinetic energy of

the accelerating mass is

- c>V)
**

(dvldt)dxK m f

As dxjdt t>, this can be written in terms of the variable \ giving

K w mo&(I 0V)"*
1

fo

By integrating from zero to v and utilizing Eq, (3*8), we obtain

K - c^m - m) (3-9)

The kinetic energy of a mass moving with velocity r is r^Am), with 4m
denoting the increase (m - *%) in the mass due to its velocity. If r a r,

the mass m is infinite* and the kinetic energy is also infinite, Clearly, no
massive object can go that fast.

The expression for K can be converted into another useful form, From
Eqs. (3-8) and (3-9) it follows that

K M m^KI rV) l|
I)

Application of the binomial expansion to the term in parentheses gives

K m Wof^irV + J^/r
4

4-
* *

*)

For values of r/c small compared with unity* this becomes

(3-10)
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In conclusion, the kinetic energy of a mass m moving with velocity v is

exactly c\m m ), and this is approximately equal to \m^ provided
r **' c.

Of special interest is the case of the photon. The velocity v of a photon
is c. From Eq. (3-8) we deduce that the rest mass m of a photon is zero,

for otherwise its mass m would be infinite. As m is zero, the kinetic

energy of a photon is we2
.

3-4. CONSERVATION OF CHARGE, ENERGY, AND MASS

The early electrical experimenters found that the two kinds of electric

charge are always created in equal amounts. By giving unlike signs to

these two kinds of charge, we can state that a net charge is neither created

nor destroyed. When equal positive and negative charges are combined,

the effects of both disappear. However, the conservation law is not

violated, for the net charge is zero before and after combination. In Sec.

11-1 it is shown that the conservation of charge is a logical consequence
of the fundamental electromagnetic laws.

The kinetic energy of an object depends on its mass, and we know from

relativity theory that this mass varies with velocity. Even the rest mass of

a body is not invariable. For example, the rest mass of an object may
increase during an inelastic collision, with a corresponding decrease in the

kinetic energy of the object. The conversion between mass and energy

is given by W /w*, with W denoting the energy of the mass m. A
fundamental law of physics is the conservation of energy, with the under

standing that mass is a form of energy. Energy can be transformed from

one form to another, but in this transformation process it is neither created

nor destroyed. The total energy of any closed system remains constant.

Whenever an object is moving with a velocity considerably less than the

velocity c of light, its mass is approximately equal to its rest mass. For

example, at a velocity of OJr, which is over 18,000 miles per second, the

increase in the mass is only one-half of one per cent. In this book mass is

treated as though it is conserved, an assumption that places a restriction

on some of the equations to be presented. Equations that are so restricted

must be modified by relativity theory when applied to particles moving
with velocities near the speed of light.

In this presentation of nonrelativistic electromagnetism we. assume,

without proof, that charge, energy, and mass are conserved. In fact,

experimental proof is impossible, for the conservation laws are too com

prehensive for direct verification. They are based on innumerable observa

tions that support their validity for macroscopic phenomena not involving

objects moving at high speeds. Thus the conservation laws are postulates.
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In Chapter 8 we shall, in addition, postulate the general laws of electro

magnetic induction, also based on countless observations. We then

proceed to deduce from the postulates the many specific and useful electro

magnetic relations that can be verified directly by experiment, often re

ferred to as experimental laws. This is the essence of the scientific method,

In the next section and in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 we shall consider the

definitions of many secondary electrical concepts. Occasionally, an experi

mental law will be mentioned, but only for the purpose of clarifying a

definition. However, after the remaining postulates have been presented
in Chapter 8, we shall rather rigorously derive the many electromagnetic

equations so useful to the engineer and scientist. It is hoped that the

student will carefully note the logical development of electromagnetic
field theory by the scientific method.

3-5. ELECTRIC CHARGE DENSITY

In mechanics the concept of mass density is quite useful. We frequently
refer to the mass density at a point. Actually, we know that mass is not

distributed throughout all the space of a region within a solid. Rather it

is concentrated into particles, such as protons, neutrons, and electrons,

and these particles are separated by space. However, if our "point** is

considered to occupy a volume that is very small with respect to the

important dimensions of the particular problem but large compared with

the atomic dimensions, then this point contains large numbers of the

elementary particles. In this case the discrete nature of these particles is

not significant, and the assumption of a continuous mass density is valid

from an engineering viewpoint.
In a similar manner the concept oft charge density is a valid and useful

one, even though electric charge exists in discrete units. In most engineer

ing problems this discrete nature of electric charge is insignificant Con

sequently, the concept of a charge density at t point is justifiable. In

classical electromagnetismu as in classical mechanics, a point is a iwy smalt

region having dimensions that are targe compared with atomic dimensions,

containing perhaps 10,000 atoms*

The average value of the charge per unit volume in an elemental volume
AK containing an elemental charge Af is df/AF, If the elemental volume
shrinks into a point, the ratio becomes the charge per unit volume at the

point, called the charge density p. Mathematically* p is defined ts

p mm Jim p coubmbs/m
s
[<?/?] (3-11)

It is understood that the charge distribution at the point is a continuous
function of the space coordinates, for otherwise tht limit does not exist.
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Anode

FIG. 3-1. Charge distribution between the plates of a parallel-plate vacuum tube.

Furthermore, the zero limit is interpreted as being macroscopically small

but microscopically large; that is, AK shrinks to a point. Shown in

Fig. 3-1 is the volume charge density in the region between the plates of

a parallel-plate
vacuum tube. The elemental volume AK, though very

small, contains large numbers of electrons.

in many cases electric charge will be found to be distributed over a

surface, as shown in Fig. 3-2. In terms of the elemental charge A? on the

FIG. 3-2. A portion of > charged *phrical surfs**.
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elemental surface area AS, the surface charge density />
at a point is

ps
= lim coulombs/m

2

[(?//?] (3-12)
A$~O AS

In other cases charge may be distributed along a line, and the charge

per unit length, referred to as the linear charge density p^ is defined as

Pl
*= Iim^coulombs/m [^/L] (3-13)

AI~O A/

with A<y denoting the charge in the elemental length A/.

Finally, we may have electric charge concentrated at a point. It is

evident that the total charge in a region is

q f p dV + f p,dS + ! pt
dl + q, + q* + - -

(3-14)
Jy Jtf Jr

The volume integral yields the charge due to the volume charge densities ;

the surface integral yields the charge due to any surface charge densities

that may be present; the line integral accounts for the possible linear

charge densities; and the terms qb q% , etc,, represent all point charges,

Usually the relation

*dV (3-15)

is understood to imply Eq. (3-14), The volume integral of p is interpreted
to represent the total charge in the volume K including surface charge
densities, linear charge densities, and point charges.

Electric charge is often expressed in microcoutornbs (/<r) or micro-

microcoulombs (/*f*c)> The prefix m/ero* means on* millionth* Therefore,

a microcoulomb is 10** coulomb, and a micromicrocoulomb is 10 li

coulomb.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 3-2

^ 3-1. The force between two point charges q l
and

<y2 separated a distance r is

F =
#i92/(4?w

2
). Determine the dimensions of e in terms of L, M, T, and Q.

3-2. If E denotes the force per unit charge at a point, determine the dimensions
of E </I, E </S, rfE/dr, a2

E/a^
2

, and ?E.

3-3. The force per unit charge that acts on a certain charge moving with

velocity v is v x B, Determine the dimensions of B.

** 3-4, Under what condition is velocity correctly expressed as distance divided

by time? Also, when is force equal to the product of mass and acceleration?

3-5. Determine the weight in pounds of a kilogram at sea level. Also, express
a newton in terms of dynes and pounds, and express a joule in terms of ergs,

foot-pounds, and kilowatt-hours.

3-6. A constant force of 5 newtons acts vertically downward on a certain

object. If the object is moved vertically upward 10 meters and then horizontally
another 10 meters, what work is done by the specified force?

3-7. A constant force of 10 newtons acts on an object that moves in a direction

making a 30 angle with the force vector. How far does the object move during
the expenditure of 25 joules?

* 3-8. The force acting on a certain object is af/r
2

, with r denoting the distance

from the origin of a rectangular coordinate system and ar denoting a unit vector

along r directed radially outward. Determine the energy expended by the force

when the object is moved from the point (1, 0, 0) to (I, 1,0). Note that af/r
2 *

r/r\ with r *l + yj + *k.

/ 3-9. Repeat Prob. 3-8, except let the object be moved from (1, 1,1) directly to

(3, 3, 3),

3-10. Calculate the work done by the force F * 2y*l 3#yj acting along the

path n m 2x from (2, 4) to (0, 0).

Section 3-3

3-11. The rest mass ofan electron is 9, II x 10~~
31

kg. Calculate the momentum
of an electron with a velocity of 0.999c,

3*12. A particle with a rest mass of 10" l4
kg has a kinetic energy of 225 joules,

Determine its velocity.

3-13* An electron traveling at a velocity equal to 0.999** is acted upon by a

force in the direction of its motion. Discuss the effect of this force on the velocity,

mass, and momentum of the electron,

3-14 When a certain
object

moves from rest to a velocity of 2 x 108 rn/sec,

its m&n increases by 10 l *
kg, Determine the mass and the kinetic energy of the

object when its velocity is 2 x I08 m/sec.

Find the mass and kinetic energy of a photon with a momentum of

3-16, Find the mass and kinetic energy of a photon with a wavelength K of

Iflr
4 m, The momentum me of a photon equals hi A, with h denoting Planck's

constant 6,625 x \ 0~S4
joylessee.
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Section 3-5

3-17. A charge of lO^c is uniformly distributed throughout the volume of a

sphere of radius 3 m. Determine p.

3-18. A charge of 2 //c is uniformly distributed over the surface of a sphere
of radius 0.5 m. Find the surface charge density.

3-19. A 500-meter length of wire has a linear charge density of

2 x 10~ 12 sin 0.002^ coulomb/m

with x denoting the distance measured from one end. Find the total charge on
the wire.

*, 3-20. The charge density within a vacuum diode with parallel-plate electrodes

is 2 x lO"4^ -coulomb/m
3
, with x denoting the distance from the cathode.

The cathode and the plate are square plates of I -cm side length, separated 0.5 cm.
Find the total charge in the region between the plates,

3-2L A sphere of radius 2 m has a charge density p that is directly proportional
to the distance r from the center. If the total charge is 3 /<c, find the charge

density at a radius of L5 m. Note that the differential volume */Kof a spherical
shell of thickness dr is 4*rr* dr.

3-22, Suppose the plane * contains a charge density p t
.r
1

4- </* I ,

Determine the total charge in the region of the plane within a square of unit side

length, centered at the origin.
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CHAPTER

Two secondary concepts of primary importance
in electromagnetic theory are the electric and magnetic fields. These

quantities are very closely related. For example, an electric charge moving
in a region containing electric and magnetic fields is acted upon by both

electric and magnetic forces, The current in the conductors of the moving
armature of an electric generator is the result of an imbalance between

opposing electric and magnetic forces on the free electrons. Both types of

fields are propagated in radio waves and other electromagnetic radiation.

Furthermore, time-changing electric and magnetic fields always exist

together, one producing the other. Thus it seems desirable to introduce

and define these quantities together. We shall begin with a discussion of

field lines, so helpful in describing vector fields,

4-1. FIELD LINES

A vector field exists in a region when some vector quantity is associated

with each point of the region. An example is the gravitational field of

force around the earth, Other examples are the velocity field of the water

particles in a stream, the electric field about an electric charge, and the

magnetic field surrounding a moving charge.

From an arbitrary point in a vector field it is possible to trace a curve in

such a manner that the vector at each point is tangent to the curve. The

tangent at any point on the curve coincides with the direction of the field

vector at that point. Any number of such curves can be drawn in the

region. These curves do not cross one another except at points of sources
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or sinks or at points where the vector field is zero, for only at these points
can the field have more than one direction. Curves with field vectors every
where tangent are called field lines. They are also often called flux lines,

direction lines, stream lines, and lines offeree. Figure 4-1 shows the field

lines of a positive point charge, in a plane containing the charge.
Let us consider a region with a vector field A, At an arbitrary point in

the region the vector A Af\ + A
yj + A

xk, and the differential vector

length of the field line passing through the point is d\ dt \ + dy\ + dz k.

The vectors A and rfl, having the same direction at the point, have identical

FIG, 4-t, Field line* of a pvmluv* point chirp ,

direction cosines, Therefore, dfjdt m AJA, or ifc/^ dljA. Similarly,
it can be shown that d*tlA v and <fe/X, are also equal to dl/A. Hence

dx\A9 a* dnlA^ fe/^ f (4*1)

These are the differential equations of the field lines, An application of

Eq, (4-1) to an elementary two-dimensional example follows,

EXAMPLE, Find the equations of the field lines in the wplane for A j/l
-

^J,

$ci/j^wf, Substitution for A, and A 9 into Eq, (4*1) gives rfr/y -iftf/^, The

slope
of the field itnet is <&/rfr -jr/y, Sef^trating variabks and integrating

yield tte equation of a circle,** + yn m ^s
, with a ^noting an arbitrary constant.

There are* of course, an infinite number of field lines
corresponding to all ponibte

values of a. Each line in the *<y*planc is a circle of radius & having its center nt the

origin, as shown in
Fig, 4-2. these circular field lines may be visualised as a

ttpresentation of the direction of the vector field at each point of the
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In addition to representing the direction of the vector field, field lines

can be utilized to indicate the strength of the field. Suppose we agree to

let the number of lines per unit area, crossing a small area transverse to

the direction of the lines, be proportional to the field strength. If this is

done, then the density of the lines denotes the field strength. In regions
where the lines are closely spaced the field is intense, and in regions where

the lines are relatively far apart, the field is weak. The constant of pro

portionality relating the line density to the field strength is an arbitrary

FtG, 4*2. Circular ftetd lints of A yl
-

xj,

selection, Note that the field of Fig. 4-1 is intense in the region near the

point charge, whereas the field of Fig, 4-2 is weak at the origin.

Field lines are used extensively in mapping electric and magnetic fields,

Michael Faraday emphasized the importance of these lines in electro

magnetic theory, and James Clerk Maxwell developed this concept more

fully, Many find it helpful to visualize field lines when working with

electric and magnetic fields, but these lines should not be given too concrete

an entity,

4-2, ELECTRIC REID INTENSITY

An earth satellite is held in its orbit by the gravitational pull of the earth.,

If somehow this gravitational pull could suddenly be eliminated, the
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satellite would fly off on a tangent, for there would be no force producing
acceleration toward the earth. How can we describe this pull? We know
that two masses attract one another, although we do not know why.

It is convenient to associate a vector field the gravitational field with

the earth. This field exerts a force on every object in it. We visualize the

earth as being surrounded by a gravitational field that pervades all space,

although the field becomes very weak at great distances. The field is

invisible and cannot be observed directly. However, its effect on another

mass is readily apparent. The gravitational field lines are radially inward

from outer space toward the center of the earth, except for small deviations

due to the nonuniformity of the earth's mass, and a mass released at a

point in this field is pulled toward the earth. The gravitational field with

its lines of force is a concept used to describe this pull. The satellite also

has a gravitational field about it, and so does every other mass.

The early electrical experimenters observed that electric charges exert

forces on one another. Just as the forces between masses are regarded as

due to the action of a gravitational field, the forces between charges are

regarded as due to the action of an electrical field, The concept of electric

field Is introducedfor the purpose of describing ike forces between charges,
the precise mechanism producing these forces being unknown. As every

charge is surrounded by an electric field, it is reasonable to consider

charges as sources that produce the fields. Maxwell showed us that electric

fields are also produced by time-changing magnetism, The equations

relating the field to its sources will be examined in later chapters, The

purpose here is to describe and define the electric field,

The gravitational field at a point is the force per unit mass that would
act on a mass placed at the point, It might be expressed in newtons per

kilogram. The electricfield intensity E at a point P is defined m the force

per unit charge that would acl on a stationary test charge placed at the

point, E is a vector, Its direction is the same as that of the force on a

positive test charge, and opposite to the direction of the force on a negative
test charge, The presence of the test charge is not necessary, of course, for

E to exist, The test charge merely provides a way of determining the mag
nitude and direction of E at R Electric field intensity can be expressed
in newtons per coulomb. However* its mks unit it the iWi per wefer,

As the volt is an mks unit equivalent to the joule per coulomb, it is evident
that the volt per meter and the newton per coulomb are equivalent
units.

The test charge used to measure E it a point in a region should be very
small, Otherwise, the forces it exerts on other charges in the region may
cause them to move, thus changing the field we wish to measure, With
the understanding that the test charge f is sufficiently small to avoid thii
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difficulty, we define the electric field intensity E as

E = F/q volts/m [LM/T*Q] (4-2)

with F denoting the force on the test charge q. The dimensions are, of

course, those of force divided by charge. Obviously, the dimensions of

the unit volt are L*M/T
2
Q.

The electric field E at a point P exerts a force qE on any charge q placed

at P. Ifq is positive, the electric force is in the direction of E, but ifq is

negative, the force is opposite the direction of E. The electric force on q

is independent of the motion of the charge. However, if the charge carrier

at P is moving, there may also be a magnetic force acting on the charge,

and the total force is then the sum of the electric and magnetic forces.

Consequently, a stationary charge should be used to measure E. We shall

now discuss the magnetic field.

4-3. THE MAGNETIC FIELD

In 1820 Oersted found that a wire carrying an electric current produces
a magnetic field that exerts a force on a nearby magnetized needle. He

determined that the direction of this force is along a circular path around

the wire. Shortly thereafter, Ampire discovered that electric currents

exert forces on one another. He found that each elemental section of a

system of current-carrying conductors exerts a force on every other

elemental section.

The forces between electric charges are described in terms of electric

fields. Each charge produces an electric field that acts on every other

charge. In a similar manner the forces between electric currents are

described in terms of magnetic fields. Each differential current element / d\

produces a magnetic field that exerts a force on every other current element.

Thus the magneticfield i$ a concept introducedfor the purpose of describing

the forces *efnw/i electric currents.

Magnetic fields are produced by electric currents. A moving electric

charge, which is equivalent to an electric current, also produces a magnetic

field. In addition, time-changing electric fields generate magnetic fields,

This was first stated by Maxwell, who deduced that a time-changing electric

field produced a displacement currmt with the same magnetic effects as a

current of moving charge. The precise relationships between magnetism

and its sources are discussed in Chapter 8. The purpose here is to define

the magnetic field.

The magnetic field is, in many respects, similar to the gravitational and

electric fields. The gravitational field exerts forces on masses; the electric

field exerts forces on electric charges, regardless of their motion; and the
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magnetic field exerts forces on moving charges and electric currents. As
electric current has not yet been precisely defined, the magnetic field will be

defined in terms of the force acting on a moving charge, which is equivalent
to an electric current. In Sec. 7-6 the field is expressed in terms of the force

on a current element.

The magnetic force on a moving charge is a function of the velocity of

the charge, Both the magnitude and direction of this force depend upon
both the magnitude and direction of the velocity vector. The magnitude
of the force is proportional to the charge^, to its velocity r, to the strength
of the field B, and to the sine of the angle between the velocity vector and

F m qyfi %m i

FIG, 4"3. A jx*$liiv* thtrf q moving with vtloctty v in i mtfnatte fltid 6.

the vector field, as shown in Fig. 4*3. If the charge is moving along a field

line, the magnetic force is itero, The direction of the force is always
normai to the velocity v and also normal to the field, as indicated in the

illustration, This is true regardless of the orientation of v, Because of
these properties, the magnetic field is not so easily defined ai is the electric

field, However, as is shown in the following section* the etftential informa
tion can be given in the form of a simple vector equation.

-M, MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY

The forces everted on moving charget, and hence on electric currents,
because of the velocity of the charges or the magnitude of the currents, are
called magnetic forces, We have learned that the electric field intensity at a

point is the force per unit charge Jfjq that acts on a stationary test charge at

the point, Actually, the electric force on the charge is the same rtgardtesi
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of its motion. However, if the charge is moving, there may also be a

magnetic force. The magnetic force per unit charge and the velocity v

of a moving test charge are employed in the definition of the magnetic
field. First, let us consider a region in which the electric field is zero. For

such a region the force per unit charge is entirely magnetic, and the

magnetic field B is defined implicitly by the relation

F/f
= v X B (4-3)

Note that the magnitude of the magnetic force per unit charge equals
vB sin 0, with denoting the angle between the vectors v and B. The

direction of the vector F/^ is normal to both v and B, with sense determined

by the right-hand rule. Refer to Fig. 4-3.

> B

X

FIG, 4-4, Direction of B with respect to the vectors v and

Suppose the moving charge is directed so that the magnetic force is

zero, In this case the velocity v and the field B have either the same or

opposite directions. If the velocity vector is rotated through an angle

6, the force per unit charge increases as the sine of 6. For 9 ITT, the

force per unit charge is a maximum Fm/f For this case the vectors Vjq>

v, and B are mutually perpendicular to one another, with directions as

shown in Fig. 4*4. A right-hand rectangular coordinate system is oriented

in the illustration so that the three axes coincide with the three vectors.

The magnitude of the magnetic force per unit charge can be regarded

as the product of v sin & and B, Clearly, v sin Q is the component of v

normal to B, Only this normal component contributes to the magnetic

force, The component of v in the direction of B has absolutely no effect on

the force.

In Chapter 2 the flux of any vector A was defined as the surface integral

of A over a specified surface S, Thus A 4S is referred to as the differential
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flux of A over dS, It follows that any vector could, with some logic, be

referred to as a flux density. The magnetic field B is usually called the

magneticflux density, although it is frequently referred to as the magnetic

induction. Magnetic flux density B has the dimensions of force-per-unit-

charge divided by velocity and, therefore, its units are volts per meter di

vided by meters per second, or volt-seconds/m
2

. The weher is an mks unit

equivalent to a volt-second, Thus the mks unit of B is the weber per square

meter, also known as the tesla. As the volt-second, or weber, is a unit

whose dimensions are L^M/TQ, the dimensions of B are MjTQ.
Let us now consider a region with both electric and magnetic fields. A

moving test charge experiences both electric and magnetic forces. The

force per unit charge due to the electric field is E, and the force per unit

charge due to the motion of the charge in the magnetic field is v x B.

Consequently, the total force per unit charge that acts on the test charge is

Vlq
- E + v X B (4-4)

This is known as the Lorentzforce equation, and it may be regarded as the

defining equation for both the electric field intensity E and the magnetic
flux density B. The electric force is independent of the motion of the

charge, whereas the magnetic force depends on the magnitude and orienta

tion of the velocity vector. There is no magnetic force, of course, on a

stationary charge,

If an electric charge is accelerating, there is energy radiated, and as a

consequence, a radiation farcg acts on the charge, This radiation force,

which is in addition to the electric and magnetic farces, is negligible unless

the acceleration is very great
We have agreed to classify a force thai acts on a stationary charge m

electric* If the charge moves with constant velocity, iny additional force

is said to be magnetic, and if the charge accelerates, the still additional force

is the radiation force, It should be noted that no other lyp offorce can

possibly act on a charge, because the electric, magnetic, and radiation forces

include all possibilities. Although the force on a charge ii transmitted

to the mass of the charge carrier, we should be careful not to confuse

forces on charges with those that act directly on the charge carriers, A
gravitational field pulls downward on an electron, but it is the man that it

attracted* not the charge, A mechanical force on a charged copper ball

acts on the mass of the ball, In particular, diffusion forces within semi

conductor junctions, batteries, and contacts of different metals are forces

on the carriers of the charges,
It should be mentioned that some prefer to define electric and magnetic

fields in terms of the forces on the charge carriers. However, these defini

tions lead to results inconsistent with the electromagnetic laws, For
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example, the line integral of the electric field around a closed path that

passes through a battery is not zero if the chemical diffusion forces are

included in the definition of E. Yet Maxwell's equations require the static

electric field to have zero circulation.

EXAMPLE. A small test charge is employed in an experiment to determine the

static electric and magnetic fields at a point in space. The magnitude and direc

tion of the velocity of the test charge are varied, and the resulting force acting on
the charge is measured. In a particular direction, which is selected as the x-

direction of a rectangular coordinate system, the force is found to be independent
of the magnitude of v, with the force per unit charge equal to lOOOi - 2000J -
1200k. With v - 10,OQOj, the force per unit charge is lOOOi - 2000J - 800k.

Find E and B.

Solution. Clearly, the .r-axis of the coordinate system is oriented parallel to the

magnetic field. Thus Bv and Bx are zero. With v directed along the x-axis, the

force is due entirely to the electric field and, therefore, E lOOOi 2000j
- 1200k

volts/m.
With v ICXOOOj, the force per unit charge is the sum of E and v x B. As F/<?

and E are known, we readily determine v xB to be 400k. Therefore, ( 1 0,000j) x

(B^i) 400k, It follows that Bt * -0,04, and B -0.04i weber/m
2

.

4-5. THE PARADOX OF RELATIVE MOTION
\ Jti$\

It is interesting to note that two observers in motion relative to one

another may correctly measure different electric fields. If their relative

velocity is small compared with the speed of light, it can be shown* that

both will observe approximately the same total force acting on a charge

moving in an electromagnetic field, but they will disagree on the division

of this force into its electric and magnetic components, We shall now
examine this apparent paradox in detail.

Shown in Fig. 4-5 is a test charge moving with velocity v in a region

containing an electric field E and a magnetic field B. A stationary observer

notes a force per unit charge of E + v x B. From the viewpoint of a

second observer, moving with velocity v^ the velocity of the test charge is

v v, Therefore, the force per unit charge noted by this moving observer

is E| + (v Vj) x Bj, with E
t
and Bx representing the fields measured

by this moving observer. As both observers measure approximately the

same force, we have

E + v X B m E! + (v
- v

t ) X B*

Rearranging terms gives

E + tf
t X Bj * Ej + v X (B!

- B)

* P. Moon and D, E. Spencer* Fottmfatfanx of Ekctr&dynami$ % D, Van Nostrand,

Princeton, N JL, I960, Chapter 12,
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Clearly, the velocity v of the test charge can be changed without having

any effect on any of the other quantities of the equation. It follows that

B
t
must equal B, and both observers view the same magnetic field. The

preceding equation becomes

E + v
l X B (4-5)

with v
x denoting the velocity of the observer. Thus the electric field E

l

viewed by an observer with velocity Vj is equal to the vector sum of E

and v
t X B, with E denoting the electric field viewed by a stationary

observer.

Stationary
obstrver

Moving
obitrvtr

FIG, 4-5, A moving chirgt, and obitrvtrs with motion,

We conclude that two observers with relative motion in a region con

taining an electromagnetic field observe different electric and magnetic
forces on the same test charge, although both observe the same total

force for ordinary velocities. The two observers note different electric

fields, different velocities for the test charge, and the same magnetic field,

Let us now consider two illustrative examples,

EXAMPLE I . A stationary observer views a IQ./IC charge moving with a velocity
t of 10s meters/sec normal to i magnetic field B ofOJ weber/m1

, From hii view

point the electric field is zero, A second observer moves along with the charge
with the same velocity. Determine the electric and magnetic forea acting on the

charge* from the viewpoint of eneh. Refer to fig, 4-6,

SttfatittH. According to the stationary observer, the electric force is wo, and
the magnetic force qt*8 is I newton* directed out of the paper, From the view

point of the moving observer, the charge is stationary, C ontecjuemiy, He regards
the total force of I newton as an electric force* with the magnetic force equal to

He detects an electric fteld of r& or I01 volts/m t directed out of th$ piper,
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-

B

Stationary
observer

FIG. 4-6. Two observers with relative motion, and a charge moving in a magnetic field B.

EXAMPLE 2. A stationary observer views a stationary 10-/ic charge in a mag
netic field B of 0. 1 weber/rn

2
, the electric field being zero. A second observer is

moving with a velocity v of 10 meters/sec, as shown in Fig. 4-7. From the view

point of each, determine the electric and magnetic forces that act on the charge.

Solution. According to the stationary observer, both the electric and magnetic
forces are zero^ From the viewpoint of the moving observer, however, the charge
is moving in a region containing electric and magnetic fields, and there are

electric and magnetic forces acting on it. The moving observer detects an electric

field v x B equal to 100,000 volts/m directed out of the paper. The electric force

on the charge is I newton out of the paper. The magnetic force is also I newton.

However, the magnetic force is directed into the paper, for the motion of the

charge relative to this observer is to the left, The total force is, of course, zero.

E

FIG. 4*7. Two ob*jrvr* with relative motion! ind a stationary charge in a magnetic field
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4-6. MAGNETIC FLUX

The flux of any vector A over a surface S has been defined as the surface

integral ofA overS. In accordance with this definition of flux, thcmagnetic

flux <I> over a surface S is

f
J.

= B (4-6)

As B is expressed in webers/m
2

, the mks unit of magnetic flux is the weber,

Magnetic flux is a scalar quantity.

Before the surface integral of Eq. (4-6) can be evaluated over some speci

fied surface in a given field, one side of the surface S must be designated

the positive side. This is an arbitrary selection. Frequently, an arrow is

FIG. -4-8, Arrow Indicating arbitrarily ttitctid potUivt direction of <$>.

shown on an illustration to indicate this selection, with the arrow regarded
as pointing out of the positive side, For example* in Fig, 4*8 the flux $ is

the magnetic flux over a cross-sectional surface of the iron core, and the

arrow alongside the symbol 4> denotes that the positive side of each cross-

sectional surface is the side facing in the clockwise direction, This arrow is

usually referred to as indicating the positive, of reference, direction c*/"
ihe

magnetic flux 4>, even though $ in actually a scalar.

The magnetic flux density B is a vector, Therefore* field lines can be

drawn or imagined in a region containing B The Held line at any point
in the region has the direction of B at the point, As previously Hated, the

number of lines per unit area, crossing an area transverse to the direction

of the lines, can be made to represent the magnitude of B. For example,
we might lei one million lines per square meter correspond to n magnetic
flux of one weber/m

1
. Having selected some line density to denote &

certain magnetic flux density, we could* if we wished, enprets B in terms of
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the number of lines per square meter. As magnetic flux O is the surface

integral of B, it follows that the total number of lines over a surface is a

measure of 3>. Accordingly, when referring to <1>, the expression lines of

magnetic flux is often used. Many engineers and scientists find it helpful

to visualize these flux lines, always oriented in the direction of B with a

density at each point proportional to the magnitude of B. Michael

Faraday referred to these lines as "magnetic lines of force."

In conclusion, the magnetic flux O over a surface S is the surface integral

of B over S. The mks unit of magnetic flux is the weber, with dimensions

L*M/TQ. One side of the surface S is selected as the positive side, and

this selection is usually indicated by means of an arrow shown on a sketch.

The selection, which is arbitrary, determines whether <D is positive or

negative at a particular instant of time. Magnetic flux is a scalar quantity

that is sometimes expressed in terms of lines of magnetic flux. These lines

are, of course, imaginary.

PROBLEMS

Section 4-1

4-1, If the electric field E in the jry-plane is Ui + */j)/Gr
2 + j/*)W volts/m,

deduce from Eq, (4-1) the equations of the field lines and sketch these lines.

Include arrowheads.

4-2. The magnetic field of a long straight wire with a steady current is directed

along circular paths around the wire, with the planes of the circles normal to the

wire. The strength of the field is inversely proportional to the distance from the

wire. In a plane normal to the wire, sketch the field lines so as to show the direc

tion and relative magnitude of the magnetic field. Assume a clockwise direction,

4-3, If A * 101 4- SJ at all points of a region, find the equations of the field

lines, and sketch these lines in the #*/-plane.

4-4* If A * yl 4- #j in the x|/-plane, find the equations of the field lines, and

sketch these lines. Include arrowheads.

Section 4-2

4-5* Determine the magnitude and direction cosines of the electric force on a

charge of ~S /*c in an electric field E * 61 -
4j -h 3k volts/m.

4-6* Determine the magnitude and direction angles of the electric force on a

charge of -8 /uc in an electric field E - 1001 + 200|
- 300k volts/m,

Stctton 4-4

4-7, At a point P in region containing a static magnetic field a test charge

with a velocity of 101 m/scc in the ^-direction has a force per unit charge of 2j
*- 3k

newtons/coulomb, When the test charge is given t velocity of 10s m/sec in the

Indirection* the force per unit charge at P is -21 ~~ 4k. In terms of the unit

vectors* find the
magnetic

flux density B at P and calculate the magnitude and

direction cosines of ,

1.4& A charge of -2 ^c has a velocity of 200! - 400j
~ 300k m/sec at a
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point P. If the magnetic field at P is -0.0 1 i 4- 0,03j
- 0.02k weber/m

2
, find the

magnetic force on the charge and calculate the force per unit charge. Express

your answers in terms of the unit vectors.

4-9. At a certain instant a charge is at a point/
5 with velocity v 100! + 50j

-

200k, and the magnetic field at P is -0. li + 0.2j[ weber/m
a

. If no net force acts

on the charge, determine the electric field intensity at P.

4-10. An elemental charge is placed at a point P in a region containing static

fields. The force per unit charge acting on the stationary charge is 21 -h 4j
- 5k

newtons/coulomb. Next the charge is given a velocity of 21 4j 4- 3k at P,

and the force per unit charge is observed to be ~5I -M5J -h 5k. Finally the

charge is given a velocity of 31 2j 4- 5k at P, and the observed force per unit

charge is 91 - 3j
- 12k, Find E and B in terms of the unit vectors.

4-1 1* A stationary 4-/<c charge is at a point P in an electric field of lOi 5j
- 8k

volts/m and a magnetic field of i 4- 2j webers/m
a

. Determine the magnitude and

the direction angles of the force on the charge.

4-12. At a certain instant a 0.006-c charge is moving in the //-direction at 1000

m/sec in an electric field E
#
8i -

6j
- 7k and a magnetic field B - 0.0011 -

0.004J
- 0,003k, In terms of*the unit vectors find the force on the charge and

also the force per unit charge,

4-13. A 0.002-c charge is moving in the s-direction at 5000 m/sec in a magnetic
field B 0.04k, Find the force on the charge.

4-14. Show that Hq, (4-4) is dimensionaily correct,

4-15. A charged particle of mass m and charge ^ is moving in the *ri/-piane with

velocity v in a region containing a magnetic field B Bk with B constant, Show
that the particle moves in a circular path, and find the radius of this path in terms

of
<f, m, >, and B by equating the centrifugal and centripetal forces, Recall that

the inward acceleration of a particle in circular motion with constant velocity is

v*lr. Also* find the time it takes the panicle to complete one circuit, How docs

the velocity of the particle affect this lime? Does Ihc magnetic field affect the

kinetic energy of the particle?

, 4-16* An electron is released at the origin of a coordinate system with mm
initial velocity in a region containing an electric Held of 10,0001 volti/m, A short

time later the electron retches the point P located at * -0, 1 m, Determine the

acceleration of the electron, its velocity at Ff the time it took the electron to move
from the origin to P, and the electron *s kinetic energy al P.

4*17, An electron of charge -r and mits m enters it time wro a uniform
electric field -j voltt/m at the origin of a coordinate system with in initial

velocity of r^f . Determine the acceleration of the electron in terms of , r, and w,
and find ivand tyn terms of f *% m, ** and time *. Also, find * and a as functions

of time f and eliminate / to obtain the equation of the parabolic pith of the

electron,

4-18. A charged particle of mass m and charge f is released at time mro with
mm inttial velocity it the origin of $ coordinate iy$tem in a region with an
cicctnc fkld Ei and a magnetic field -#ft, with and B constants. Show that

*j&
-

qv9B iff <&>*/</*

qv9B * m <&'t/*&

From these deduce that i/Y,/d!f
f

-tyA/m)
1
!",, and noting thai r, rv it
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t = 0, show that vx
= E/B sin (qBjm^t. From this find t?y ,

and integrate vx and vy

to obtain x and ?/ as functions of time. For q, ra, E, and each equal to unity,

plot the path of the particle.

Sect/on 4-5

4-19. A satellite is encircling the earth at the equator from east to west with a

velocity of 1 1 ,000 m/sec relative to the earth's surface. The earth's magnetic field

is 3 x 10" 5
weber/m

2
, parallel to the surface and directed from south to north.

Determine the magnitude and direction of the electric field intensity, measured by
an instrument on the satellite, if this field is entirely due to the motion of the

satellite through the magnetic field.

^ 4-20. A satellite, encircling the earth with a velocity of 1 1 ,000 m/sec, is directly

over the equator moving from southeast to northwest. An instrument on the

satellite measures an electric field intensity of 0.2 volt/m, this field being the

result of the motion of the satellite through the earth's magnetic field. Find the

magnetic field B, assuming it is parallel to the surface and directed from south to

north.

4-2L The electric and magnetic fields at a point P are lOOOi volts/m and 0.04J

weber/m
a

. A test charge at P is moving with a velocity of 100,000k m/sec.

Observers I, 2, and 3 are moving with respective velocities of lOOOj, 5000k, and

400(1 H- j k) m/sac. From the viewpoints of these observers determine the

electric and magnetic forces, on a per-unit-charge basis, acting on the test charge.

Section 4-6

4-22, Find the magnetic flux <E> over a unit area of the plane surface^ l,with

the positive side facing away from the origin, if (a) B * O.lj 4- 0.2k, and (b)

B -0.1 1 4-O.lj +0.2k.

4-23* If B is tangent to a surface at every point, show that the magnetic flux <l>

over the surface is zero, IfB is everywhere normal to a surface, with a magnitude

independent of the space coordinates, show that $ &S, with S denoting the

surface area.

* 4-24. At a certain instant the magnetic field in a region is 0,01 sin // k weber/m
2

.

With the side facing the positive
z direction selected as positive, find the magnetic

flux over the plane area of a square loop in the ^-plane, centered at the origin,

and of side length one meter.
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Electromotive Force

C H AFTER

In general an electric generator supplies voltage

and current to a load connected across its terminals. When the terminals

are open, there is no current, and only voltage is generated, When the

terminals are shorted, there is no voltage, and only current is generated,

For alt other loads, both voltage and current are produced, Basically,

an electric generator is a source of electric power, We may* if we wish,

regard it as a "voltage source** that generates a voltage, which in turn

produces a current. Or we may regard it as a "current source
1 *

that

generates a current, which in turn produces a voltage, Either viewpoint is

equally acceptable. However, we should understand that both voltage

and current are generated whenever electrical power is delivered to a load,

with the nature of the load determining the ratio of voltage to current,

Electromotive force and voltage drop are synonymous,* if an electro

motive force, or simply #m/ is impressed on an electric circuit, current

* Electromotive force do not Nave the dimensions of force and tt nffeti th ckctnc

charge of a body, whereas mechanical force act* on th man of 4 body, Hertcf many
engineers object to the ui of the term, preferring <mltt$# intttad. However; there is

considerable disagreement and confusion with regard to the usage of the term w>//^r

Although it is usually understood to be synonymous with cmf, tome interpret voltige
to be the negative of cmf; other* regard it u synonymous with electric potential
difference, dttcuned in Chapter II, and % few give it even other rrwaninp. Thus it

swerm dttimbk to retain tb term r/mmfftfjlw/frrff*. It desirahte ato to UK both

&0tft$f dr&p and wltogw rhe, ruthcr than *rnply w/tttfe (and nfiU*vt voltage), beamte

voltage metrn wiiugf drop to tome and ro//a#r rise to other* Thus tht addition of

drop or m* eliminates umbigutty

76
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results. Conversely, if a current is impressed on the circuit, an emf results.

[The electromotive force along the path of the circuit is the work done by
the electromagnetic fields on a unit positive charge that is moved along
the path] Thus a specified emf gives certain useful information about the

fields. In many engineering problems a knowledge of the voltage is of

more importance than a knowledge of the actual fields at points along the

path.

The primary purpose of this chapter is to define electromotive force,

with an explanation of its significance. In addition, a means of utilizing

mechanical energy to maintain a voltage along the path of an electric circuit

is considered, and the important generator law is developed.

5-1. A MASS IN THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

A brief investigation of the work done by the earth's gravitational field

on a mass moved along a path in space will prepare us for the definition

of emf presented in the next section. Therefore, let us consider a body of

mass m in this gravitational field of force. Suppose the mass is located

at a point beyond the earth's atmosphere, Because of its position in the

gravitational field, the body is said to have a certain potential energy that

is regarded as residing in the field. Now suppose the mass falls toward the

earth. As it falls, its potential energy decreases and, consequently, the

energy stored in the gravitational field decreases. The loss of field energy

is accounted for by the increase in the kinetic energy of the body. When
the body enters the atmosphere its acceleration will decrease because of

air friction. However, its potential energy is still decreasing, and energy is,

therefore, still being taken from the field. At least part of this energy is

now being converted into heat, increasing the temperature of the air and

mass. The body may become so hot that it disintegrates in flames, The

falling mass is moving in the direction of the field force, and the work done

on the mass by the field is positive,

Next, suppose a mechanical force pushes the mass upward in the

gravitational field. The increase in potential energy is, of course, an

increase in the stored energy of the field. Consequently, when the body is

moved against the gravitational force, work is done on the body by the

mechanical force that moves it in opposition to the field. The field energy

increases as the body is raised, and the work done by thefield is regarded

as negative. It is important that the student clearly understands this con

cept of negative work,

The body may be moved in directions other than up and down. If

moved horizontally, the potential energy and, therefore, the field energy

remain unchanged, and the field does no work. In general, when the body
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is moved along some path C, the work W done on the body by the field is

W f V-di (5-1)
Jr

with F denoting the gravitational force on the mass. The line integral of

F may be positive or negative, depending on the path C. As F is directed

downward, the integral is positive if the path C generally slopes downward,
and it is negative if the path slopes upward. In any event the line integral

gives the work done on the body by the gravitational field, with the under

standing that negative work signifies energy is actually given to the field

by the mass.

5-2. A CHARGE IN ELECTROMAGNETIC REIDS

A charge in a region containing electric and magnetic fields is acted

upon by a force F due to these fields* Of course, the magnetic field con

tributes to the force only if the charge is moving. Suppose the charge q
is moved along some path C The work done on the charge by the fields

is given by Eq. (5-1) with F denoting the field force on f, Clearly, this

work may be positive or negative, If negative, the movement of the charge

along C is generally against the force of the fields, and the stored energy of

the electromagnetic field is increased,

Equation (5-1) can be put on a per-untt*charge basis by dividing both

sides by ^ giving the work Wlq per unit charge equal to the line integral
of the force F/f per unit charge, This gives us more general information

about the fields along the path C, for the value of the line integral is now

independent of the actual charge, There is, however, a difficulty in using
a charge of appreciable magnitude, for such a charge has a field that might
affect the other charges and currents, causing a change in their fields,

Certainly, we should not want our test charge Ic disturb the fields of

interest along the path C Consequently* if we were to measure the work

per unit charge along C we should use a very small test charge f The
field force acting on this small charge m f, and the work done by the fields

on the test charge moved along C is W. For a sufficiently small charge
the work per unit charge f#7f t known as the e/trfromef/iv /urtf (iw/X
or ro/fctypr drop, is

emf m m
f
f . i/| volts [tfM/TlQ] (5-2)

q Jrf

This equation precisely defines electromotive force. The choice of the

roll as the mks unit of emf is obviously logical, for F/f has the dimensions
of electric field intensity and can be expressed in volts per meter,
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In words, the electromotive force, or voltage drop, along some specified

path C is defined as the work per unit charge done by the fields on a small

test charge moved along C. Emf is a scalar quantity measured in volts,

with one volt equivalent to a work-per-unit-charge of a joule per coulomb.

It is not a true force in the mechanical sense. Its sign may be positive or

negative, depending on the fields and the path. However, its sign does not

depend on the sign or magnitude of the test charge. To show this clearly,

let us consider a very elementary example. Suppose a test charge of 1 ^c

is moved along a path C, and the work done by the fields on the charge is

found to be 2 /^joules. The work per unit charge is 2 volts. Now

suppose the test charge is 4 ^c. Obviously, the work done by the fields

on this negative charge is +8 /^joules, and the work per unit charge is

again 2 volts. Thus the emf is the same for both cases, even though

charges of unlike sign and magnitude were used as test charges. In the

next section we shall express emf directly in terms of the fields.*

5-3. EMF AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

We have learned that the force per unit charge that acts on a charge in a

region containing an electric field E and a magnetic field B is E + v X B

newtons per coulomb, with v denoting the velocity of the charge, Clearly,

this expression can be substituted for F/<y
in Eq. (5-2), giving

emf-f (E + vX B)-rfI (5-3)
Jr

This equation correctly expresses the emf in terms of the E and B fields.

However, we need to investigate the term v x B,

Suppose the path C is a stationary path in space. Then the velocity v

of the test charge and each differential path length d\ have the same direc

tion at each point of the path C As the vector v X B is normal to v, it is

also normal to rfl. Consequently, (v X B) * dl is zero at each point along

C, and Eq, (5-3) becomes

emf - f E dl (5-4)

* Some authors define emf as the work per unit charge done by the fields and certain

Imprtmdfwws irt moving a charge carrier along a path, These impressed forces are

chemical diffusion force*, mechanical forces, etc., and they act on the carriers, not the

charge, When included in the definition of emf, it is no longer correct to say that the

emf around a closed path equals the time derivative of the magnetic flux linkages, yet

thit is a well-accepted statement of Faraday's law. Because of this and because the

impresaed forces are not electromagnetic, they are not included in emf as used in this

text,
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This is the electromotive force, or voltage drop, along a stationary path in

space. The velocity of the test charge along C does not affect the work per

unit charge, for the force exerted on the charge by virtue of its motion in

the magnetic field is normal to the differential path length at each point of

C. Equation (5-4) is a special case of Eq. (5-3). Obviously, its use is not

restricted to stationary paths if the region has no magnetic field.

Next, suppose the path C is a moving path in space. For example, the

path may be along a wire that is moving with respect to our coordinate

system. The velocity v of the test charge is no longer in the same direction

as dl and the vector product v X B will now have a component in the

direction of dl Therefore, Eq. (5-3) must be used whenever the path C
is moving in a region containing a magnetic field, Of course, the com

ponent of the velocity in the direction of dl contributes nothing to the emf.

Only the sideways component due to the motion of the path makes a con

tribution. Clearly, the velocity v of Eq. (5-3) should be interpreted as

the velocity of the differential vector path length dl The test charge is

assumed to be moved instantly over the path C in determining the emf at a

particular instant, and emf is, in general, a function of time,

An example of a moving path of practical importance is the path along

the conductors of a rotating armature of an electric machine, These

conductors move in a magnetic field, resulting in a magnetic force on the

free electrons. The voltage and current depend on both the electric and

magnetic forces. Equation (5*3} properly expresses the emf along this

moving path, and an application is discussed in Sec, 5-5, Let us now

consider two examples involving stationary paths,

EXAMPLE I . In the region between the plates of a certain parallel-plate vacuum

tube the electric field intensity is -400,00ur^i volts/m* with * denoting the

FIG, &, Squtr* pstb
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distance from the cathode. The distance between the plates is 0.5 cm. Find the

emf along a direct path from the anode to the cathode.

Solution. The vector path length d\ is directed opposite to i. However, d\ dx i

along the path, for x is decreasing, and dx is negative. The scalar product E d\

becomes -400,000u^ dx. Integration from 0.005 to gives an emf of 257 volts.

EXAMPLE 2. In the dielectric of a certain hollow-pipe waveguide the electric

field is

E = 100 cos 100#cos(eof -

At time zero find the emf around the square path abcda of Fig, 5-1 . The length of

each side is 0.1 m.

Solution. For x t 0, the field is 100 cos 15^ j. Along ab the emf is zero,

for E and d\ are everywhere normal. From b to c the emf is also zero, as E is zero

at each point. Along cd the field and the path are normal, and the emf is again
zero. From d to a the field is I OOj, and d\ = dy j as y decreases from 0. 1 to zero.

Therefore, the total emf is the integral of 100% from 0.1 to 0, or -10 volts.

5-4, VOLTAGE

It has become fairly common practice to refer to electromotive force as

voltage drop. Therefore, the voltage drop along a path C is the work per

unit charge done by the fields on a small test charge moved along C
Voltage drop may, of course, be positive or negative. Some engineers and

scientists prefer using the term electromotive force only with reference to

energy sources or when referring to closed paths, However, there is no

particular advantage in restricting the use of the term in this manner* As

used in this text, electromotive force and voltage drop are synonymous.
A negative voltage drop is often referred to as a voltage rise. Thus the

voltage rise along a path C is the work per unit charge done by an external

force in moving a small test charge along C against the force of the fields.

In terms of the fields the voltage rise is

voltage rise -
j (E + v X B) dl (5-5)
Jr

If there is no magnetic field in the region or if the path C is stationary, this

becomes the negative of the line integral of E, A negative voltage rise is,

of course, equivalent to a voltage drop,

A volt is equivalent to a joule per coulomb. If we interpret a coulomb-

volt as the work done when one coulomb moves through a voltage of

one volt, then a coulomb-volt is an energy of one joule. An electron-volt,

often abbreviated \ is the work done when an electron moves through

one volt. As the electronic charge is 1.602 x 10 lft coulomb, it follows

that the electron-volt is a urtit of energy equal to L602 x 10 w
joule.

This unit is frequently used when dealing with very small energies,

Voltage must not be regarded as energy. When a charge q moves
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through a voltage v, the work done is qv joules. However, if there is no

movement of charge, there is no energy involved. For example, there is

voltage between the terminals of a battery, but there is no expenditure of

energy unless charge carriers flow through an electric circuit connected

to these terminals. Voltage is often expressed in terms of kilovolts (kv),

millivolts (mv), and microvolts (juv). A kilovolt is a thousand volts; a milli

volt is one-thousandth of a volt; and a microvolt is one-millionth of a volt.

Shown in Fig. 5-2 is a method commonly used to indicate voltage on a

circuit diagram. Such a diagram is an idealized representation of the

actual physical circuit, with the circuit parameters regarded as lumped at

points. By restricting integration paths to those external paths between

FIG. 5-2. A method of Indicating th voltage v. FIG. 53 Alternate method.

the terminals of these lumped elements* the voltage between two points
becomes independent of the path of integration. This is discussed in detail

in Chapter 14. Thus the double-headed arrow of Fig, 5*2 indicates the

two end points of the integration path to which the voltage r is referred.

The plus sign at terminal a informs us that r is the voltage drop from a to

h Of course, v also represents the voltage rise from b to $ At any instant

v may be positive or negative, and as time varies* the sign of r may alternate,

If v represents a d*c voltage that does not vary with lime, i minus sign is

often placed at terminal A in addition to the plus sign it terminal a, and

usually the symbol V is used. Sometimes the plus sign on Fig, 5-2 is

carelessly omitted. The doubled-headed arrow, alone without the plus

sign,, fails to indicate whether r is the voltage drop or voltage rise from a

to & and there is ambiguity.

Figure 5-3 shows a second method sometimes used to indicate voltage,
The single-headed arrow replaces the double-headed arrow and plus sign,

The voltage r represents the voltage drop from n to b t m before. The
notation of Figs, 5-2 and 5-3 is said to indicate the reference direction*

or positive direction, of r. We should keep in mnd t however, that voltage is

a scalar, and that the symbols are used to inform us whether r denotes

the voltage drop or rise when integrating from one point to mother,

Frequently, double subscripts are milked in place of arrows, with the

voltage drop from a to b denoted by the symbol r^,
It should be emphasised that the selection of the reference direction of
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voltage is arbitrary. The terminal voltage of an a-c generator is alternately

positive and negative no matter which way the reference direction is

specified. For a 2-volt battery, if the reference direction is selected so that

v denotes the voltage drop from the positive to the negative terminal, then

ti = +2. However, if the reference direction is selected so that v denotes

the voltage drop from the negative to the positive terminal, then v = 2.

Either choice is acceptable, and both are absolutely correct. Some refer

to the reference direction as the assumed direction, but there is really

nothing assumed. Only a choice is made from two possible selections, and

one choice is as reasonable and logical as the other.

Whenever a charge q moves through a voltage drop v, the work done by
the fields is qv. This energy must come from some source, and the source

V-=- $Load tK'v) -eLoad i(A) > Load

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5-4. (a) Ideal d-c voltage source, (b) Ideal a-c voltage source, (c) Ideal current source.

must supply energy continuously if a steady flow of charge is to be main

tained. Some examples of such energy sources are batteries, generators,

thermocouples, and photocells, which respectively convert chemical

energy, mechanical energy, heat energy, and light energy into electrical

form. The work done on the charges by the fields results in a withdrawal of

energy from the energy source. The source receives energy, of course,

when the charges are driven through it in the reverse direction, as in a

battery being charged, but much of this energy may be lost as heat.

In electric circuit diagrams energy sources are often represented as ideal

voltage or current sources. An Ideal voltage source supplies a voltage that

is unaffected by the load connected between its terminals, and an ideal

current source supplies a current that is unaffected by the load. Neither

exists, but many generators approximate one or the other for restricted

load conditions, Shown in Figs, 5-4(0), (b\ and (c) are symbols often

employed to represent an ideal d-c voltage source, an ideal a~c voltage

source, and an ideal current source, respectively. The plus signs on the

voltage sources denote the reference directions of the voltages, as previously

explained. The arrow on the current source has a similar meaning with

respect to current, and this is discussed in Sec, 7-5. Incidentally, the

reference directions of the voltage and current of an electric circuit are

selected independently. Each selection is an arbitrary choice.
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Let us consider briefly the voltage drop along a stationary path in a

static electric field. Such a field is produced by static electric charges.
Later it will be shown that the electrostatic field is a conservative field,

having zero circulation. In Sec. 2-7 it was shown that the line integral of a

conservative vector depends only on the end points of the path of integra

tion, being independent of the actual path selected for evaluation of the

integral. Therefore, in a region containing a static electric field the voltage

FIG, 54, m a

along any stationary path depends entirety the end points of the

path, and if the path is closed, the i\ I'Vir such regions if is

proper to refer to the two without any
particular In Hg, 5*5 the ptwiive atul tut the u*r-

mmaK of the an AH this Held is con
servative, voltmeters

I',, I,, ami I,, read the and I

1

!

reads /ero,

In the CUM? the field K not conserva
tive, and the a stationary path is riot Also,
*hen the vary with the

tttr path of Iti *1iiw4r?tjiiei4;f* the vary
lather Nlowly ttitfi to ami are

.iSoijf v that the s^

I !m will he discussed in
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5-5. MOTIONAL EMF AND THE GENERATOR LAW

A conductor contains charge carriers calledfree electrons. If a conductor

is in an electric field E, or if it is moving in a magnetic field B, a force acts

on these electrons, causing them to drift in the direction of the force. Such

a motion of charge carriers constitutes an electric current. The moving

charges acquire energy from the fields, and this energy is converted into

heat by means of collisions between the electrons and the atoms.

Let us consider a circuit consisting of metallic wires that form a closed

path. Suppose a portion of this circuit is somehow moved, without

opening the circuit, so that the force per unit charge due to v X B is

directed along the moving conductor. Obviously, the free electrons will

drift along the path of the wires, causing the wires to heat. The source of

energy is mechanical, for a mechanical force moves the wire. This principle

is utilized to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy.

FIG. 5*6. An elementary electric generator.

Shown in Fig. 5-6 is a simple electric generator. The wires labeled a

and b are stationary conductors separated a distance /, whereas wire c is

moving from left to right with constant velocity v. Conductor c is con

nected electrically to conductors a and b by means of sliding contacts.

A uniform magnetic field B is directed into the paper, with the crosses of

the illustration denoting the tail ends of arrows directed along lines of

magnetic flux.

The circuit of Fig. 5-6 is open, Therefore, under equilibrium conditions

there cannot possibly be an electric current. As the free electrons do not

have a drift velocity, the net force acting on these charge carriers is zero,

and so is the force per unit charge F/f Clearly, the voltage drop, which is

the line integral of F/<y is zero along any path C that is wholly within the

conducting material of wires a, d, and c.

At each point of the moving conductor c the force per unit charge,

which equals E + v X B, is zero. It follows that E -~v X B. The

vector product v X B has magnitude vB and direction along the moving
wire from conductor b to conductor a. Let us investigate the source of

the electric field*
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Initially, with wire c stationary, there is no electric field, and v X B is

zero. As the velocity of the conductor increases, the magnetic force on

the charge carriers increases, and a separation of charge results. Conduc
tor a acquires a net positive charge, and conductor b acquires a net nega
tive charge. These charges produce an electric field in the region. In the

moving wire the electric force on the charge carriers, due to the field E,

opposes the magnetic force due to v x B. As has been shown, under

equilibrium conditions there is no current, the net force on the free electrons

of the moving wire is zero, and E is exactly equal to v X B.

Next, let us consider the line integral of the electric field E along the

path C of the moving wire from conductor a to conductor h. At points

along this path the magnitude of the electric field is rfi, and E is directed

from conductor a to conductor h. Therefore, the line integral of E from

a to b is the product of vB and the path length /, or vBL Of course, the

line integral of v X B along this same path is H?/, and the total voltage

drop is zero*

The electric field intensity is the field of the static charges on conductors

a and b. The electrostatic field is conservative, Therefore, the line integral
of E from a to b equals vBl regardless of the path selected, This is the

voltage drop from a to b along any stationary path. Thus we see that the

magnetic force on the charge carriers in the moving wire causes an initial

separation of charge, with conductor a charged positively and conductor
b charged negatively, These equal and opposite charges produce an elec

tric field. Within the moving wire the electric force on the charge carriers

opposes the magnetic force* and consequently, the voltage drop along the

moving wire is zero. However, along any stationary path from a to h the

voltage drop is vBl. This would be the reading of a stationary voltmeter

connected between the conductors, The relation

emf vBl (5-6)
is known as the generator law.

In order to put the emf to work, let ys connect between conductors a
and b a stationary wire with appreciable resistance to the flow of electric

charge. This resistance wire closes the circuit of Fig. 5-6, and a steady
electric current results. The moving charges in the resistance produce
heat. The source of energy is the mechanical work done in moving wire c\

There is now a small emf along conductors a, b, and r% resulting from the

force per unit charge required to move the charge carriers of these con
ductors. Consequently, the voltage along the path of the resistance wire
is somewhat less than vBL The charges on conductors a and b are reduced,
and the magnitude of E at points of the moving wire is slightly less than
the magnitude of v x B. The greater magnetic force movet the charge
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carriers in the direction opposite to the smaller electric force. Of course,

there is no magnetic force on the free electrons ofthe stationary conductors.

Around the closed metallic circuit the voltage drop is

emf =9 E Jl + <J> (v X B) d\ (5-7)
Jc Jc

The line integral of E around the closed path C is often referred to as the

transformer emf. In this static problem the field is conservative, and the

transformer emf is zero. The line integral of v X B is called the motional

emf, or speed emf. The motional emf around the closed path C is, of

course, equal to vBl. Most of this voltage appears across the resistance

wire, provided conductors a, b, and c offer relatively little resistance to

the flow of the free electrons. The motional-emf principle is utilized in

commercial electric generators to convert mechanical energy into electrical

energy, and we shall examine this in more detail in Sec. 7-7. Electrical

energy can be efficiently transported over considerable distances by means

of transmission lines and then converted into the energy form that is

desired.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 5*4

5-L A test charge q is moved along a path C in a region containing electro

magnetic fields, and the work done on the test charge by the fields is W. Deter

mine the emf, the voltage drop* and the voltage rise along C if (a) q
- 4-2 /*c,

W m 4-4 /^joules; (h) q
- -3 jwc, W - 9 ^joules; (c) q

- 4-4 /*c, W - -36

joules; (d)q
- -5/4C, W - -50 ^joules.

,*. 5-2* A small particle with charge q is moved along a path C in a region contain

ing electromagnetic fields, and the work done on the particle by the mechanical

force that moves it against the field force is W. Determine the emf and the

voltage rise along C if (a) q 4-4/4C, W 4-40 joules; (b) q
- -4^,

W m 4-24 joules; (c) q - +5/ic, W -
-lOOjujoules; (d) q

- -I /<c f

W -100 ^joules,

5-3, A test charge q is moved along a path C in a region containing electro

magnetic fields, resulting in the field energy being increased by an amount W,

Determine the emf and the voltage rise if(a) q - -hi /<c t W +150 ^joules;

(b) q
- "~2/*c, W - 4- 200 Routes; (c) q - 4-3/ic, W - -60 Routes;

(d)q m -4/4C, W -1 000 Routes.

5-4, A test charge of 4-2 /*c is moved along the .r-axis from the origin to x 2.

E - -101 4- 5j
- 25k volts per meter, (a) Find the work done by E on the test

charge* 0) Determine the work per unit charge done by E on the test charge.
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(c) What is the emf along the path traversed by the test charge? (d) What is the

voltage rise along this path?
5-5. Repeat Prob. 5-4, except let the test charge be -2 /*c.

- 5-6. An electric field E = (I00/r
2
)ar volts/meter, where r represents the distance

from the origin of a coordinate system and a r represents a unit vector along r

directed away from the origin, (a) Find the emf along a path C from
infinity

directly toward the origin to r 2. (b) Find the voltage rise along a path C from

r = 2 radially outward to r 5.

5-7. Repeat Prob. 5-6, except let E ~(50/r
a
)a r .

5-8. A circulai loop of metallic wire, with a loop radius of 1 m, has an electro

motive force induced by a time-changing magnetic field. If the electric field

intensity E along the path C of the wire has a magnitude of 2 v/m and if E is

directed along the path C in a clockwise direction, find (a) the emf around C in a

clockwise direction; (b) the voltage rise around C in a counterclockwise direc

tion; (c) the voltage rise around one-half of the loop in a clockwise direction;

and (d) the voltage rise around one-half of the loop in a counterclockwise direc

tion,

5-9. An electric charge of 4-0.2 c is moved through a voltage rise of 50 v.

What work is done by (a) the mechanical force that moves the charge carrier, and

(b) the field?

i 5-10. An electric charge of 4-2 /K "'falls'* freely through a voltage drop of 100

volts. What kinetic energy does the charge earner acquire?
5*11. An electric charge of -5 /ic "falls" freely through a voltage rise of 50

volts. What kinetic energy does the charge carrier acquire?
5-12. In a resistance wire a charge of 10 coulombs moves through a voltage of

1 00 volts at a constant drift velocity, What is the heat energy supplied to the wire ?

5-13. In a resistance wire there is a steady flow of electric charge at a rate of 10

coulombs per second through a voltage of 500 volts. What power is supplied to

the wire by the electric field, causing the wire to heat?

5-14 A vacuum tube has a voltage rise of 200 volts from the cathode to the

plate. An electron, emitted by the cathode with negligible emission velocity* is

accelerated
by

the electric field present in the vacuum, Find the kinetic energy
and the velocity of the electron immediately before it strikes the plate. What heat

energy is supplied by the electron to the plate?

5-15. An electron with zero initial velocity moves freely through a voltage rise

of 1 ,000*000 volts, Determine the kinetic energy nd the velocity acquired by the

electron,

A voltage of 100 exists between two parallel plates I cm tpurt in vacuum,
Determine the electric field intensity in the region between the plates, if b
assumed to be a constant, independent of position. Find the acceleration of an
electron moving freely in the region between the plates,

5-17, At a certain instant of time, the electric field intensity E - cos -r sin y J
-

sin # cos a J in a region, Find the voltage rise ilong i path C that starts it the

origin and extends directly to the point (1, l f 0).

5-18, Repeat Prob. 5-17, except let the path C extend from the origin directly
to the point ( 1 , 0, 0) and from there directly to the point (1,1,0),

^ 5-W, IfE JQOi - 501 + 20C*inarfion,teterminetheemfilongafmthC
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if C is a path (a) along the #-axis from the origin to x = 3, (b) along the ?/-axis

from the origin to y =
5, (c) along the path x = y = z from the origin to the

point (1, 1, I).

Sect/on 5-5

. 5-20. In Fig. 5-6, suppose a voltmeter, consisting of a high resistance in series

with a galvanometer, is inserted in the moving wire between the sliding taps. If

B = 0.01 weber/m
2

, / 0.2 m, and v = lOOm/sec, what does the voltmeter read ?

5-21. In Fig. 5-6 suppose a stationary voltmeter is inserted between wires a and
b. IfB 0.01 weber/m

2
,
/ = 0.2 m, and v = 100 m/sec, what does the voltmeter

read?

5-22. A thin copper disk of radius 0.2 m is rotating about an axis through its

center at a rate of 1200 revolutions per minute. A uniform magnetic field of 0.5

weber/m
2

is directed normal to the plane of the rotating disk. Determine the

reading of a voltmeter which has one terminal connected to the center of the disk

and the other terminal connected to the rim of the disk, these connections being
made by means of sliding contacts. (To solve this problem consider a path

directly between the sliding contacts. The motional emf of a differential path

length is vB dt. The velocity v of dl is equal to o>r, where co is the angular velocity

in radians per second and r is the distance from the center of the disk.)
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C H AFTER

Physical media are beiieved to be composed of
discrete particles containing discrete charges, with the particles separated
from one another by intervening spaces. The variation of the fields from

point to point in these media is considerable, The number, arrangement,
and behavior of the particles of a medium may appreciably affect the

electric and magnetic fields and their associated currents, However, by
utilizing the concepts of permittivity* pernutttbHityt and conductivity* we
can regard media as continuous* with the effects of the multitudinous

charged particles described by these concepts, This enables us to state the

field equations so as to include the electric and magnetic effects of physical
media without considering the individual action of etch charged particle,
Classical electromagnetic theory treats each point of a region as a smaft
volume containing thousands of individual f*torm, and only the avtrax*
fields are of interest, In this chapter the three concepts used to describe

the electrical properties of physical media are briefly discussed,

6-1. PERMITTIVITY OF FREE SPACE

In the 1780*$ the French physicist, Charles Coulomb, investigated the

law of force between electric charges. In one of his experiments he meas
ured the force on a small charged body held near the surface of a charged
conductor. He ascertained that this force and, therefore, ihc electric field

intensify are proportional to the surface charge density p,.

Shown in Fig. 6-1 are two closely spaced conducting plates icparated
by free space, or vacuum, The plates are charged with equal and opposite
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charges, with the force of attraction causing surface charge densities p s

and p s
to appear on the sides of the plates facing each other. The electric

field E is directed from the positive plate to the negative plate, and the

magnitude E is proportional to p s
. This relationship is defined as eQE = p s ,

with representing the constant of proportionality. This constant may be

regarded as one of the universal physical constants, having a value of

8.854 x 1CH 2 in the rationalized mks system of units. Both sides of the

equation GE = p s must, of course, have the same dimensions. As E is

measured in volts per meter and p s
is measured in coulombs per square

meter, it is evident that 6 is expressed in coulombs per volt per meter.

FIG, 6-f , Parallel conducting plates with uniform surface-charge densities pa
and pg

on

the sidts of the plates facing each other,

The farad is an mks unit defined as a coulomb per volt. Therefore, c

has the mks unitfarad per meter.

The constant , called the permittivity of free space, appears in many

equations of electromagnetic theory. The equation relating E and p $

of the charged plates is but one example, Accordingly, we define the

permittivity tt
of free space as

* 8.854 x 10 12
farad/m [T^flPM] (6-1)

6-2. PERMITTIVITY

Suppose the region between the conducting plates of Fig. 6-1 is now

occupied by some insulating material The charges on the conducting

platen exert forces on the charged particles of the atoms of the physical

medium, The forces on the positive nuclei and the forces on the surround

ing negative electron clouds, being oppositely directed, cause the electron

clouds to be slightly displaced relative to their respective nuclei. Conse

quently, each atom appears to have two equal charges of opposite sign,

with a small distance between them. These atomic charges produce an

electric field that In directed opposite to the field of the charges on the

conducting plates. Therefore, the effect of the medium is to reduce the

total field.
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It is not the purpose here to discuss the electric theory of materials from

the microscopic viewpoint, but rather to define the macroscopic concept of

relative permittivity. This concept is employed to describe the large-scale

observable effect of a medium on the electric field produced by a system of

charges and currents, without considering the effects of the individual

atomic particles. The macroscopic and microscopic views are carefully

related in Sec. 18-9.

Let us refer again to Fig. 6-1. If the region between the plates is a

vacuum, the magnitude Ev of the electric field in the vacuum is />,/c .

Now suppose a dielectric slab is inserted between the plates. Although

the surface charge density />t
remains unchanged, the magnitude E of the

field is less because of the effect of the atomic charges of the medium. The

ratio EvfE> with constant charge, is known as the relative permittivity c
r

of the medium. Thus

r EJE 0? constant) (6-2)

w is the field with vacuum, or free space, between the plates, and is the

field with the physical medium present, the surface charge density being

the same for both cases. The relative permittivity f
r ,
defined by Eq, (6-2),

is also frequently called the dielectric constant of the medium*

Obviously, f is dimensionless, Its value depends on the intricate atomic

structure of the medium. The dielectric constant of a given material

depends on the temperature, pressure, frequency, and other variables that

affect the atomic structure. As the field of Eq. (6-2) is less than the field

w> the relative permittivities of materials are greater than unity. Most

commercial insulating materials have relative permittivities between 1

and 10, The dielectric constants of metallic conductors ar% not precisely

known, being very difficult to measure* but the range of dielectric constants

of conductors is about the same as for dielectrics* or insulators, Some

oxides of titanium have relative permittivities as high as 10,000. The di

electric constant of air is 1,0006, and that of free space it, of course, unity.

Equation (6-2) can be used as a basis for direct measurement of t
,.

The voltage between the charged plates is proportional to the field E,

for the field is approximately uniform in the region between the plates

except near the edges, Therefore, the relative permittivity equals *vM
with i, and r denoting the voltages corresponding to t and * respectively,

By measuring the voltages with and without the dielectric, while main

taining the charges on the plates constant* we can determine t r . Actually

it is not necessary to keep the charge constant* provided the charge-voltage

ratio is measured. This is discussed further in Sec* 18-9, Also, refer to

Probs, 6-1 and 6-2,

The product *,* appears frequently in electromagnetic equations, For
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example, the field Ev in the vacuum between the conducting plates of

Fig. 6-1 is pj Q . With a dielectric of relative permittivity er between the

plates, with p 9 unchanged, the field E is Jer , or ps/0r <= )- For free space
the electric field intensity and the surface charge density are related by the

constant e of proportionality, but with the medium present the constant

of proportionality is ere , with e
r describing the electrical effect of the

medium. The product r is called the permittivity of the medium. In

terms of <?, the field between the parallel plates is
/>s/e, with the permittivity

defined as

c
r farad/meter |T

2
<2

2
/L

3M] (6-3)

Both and have the mks unitfaradper meter, whereas r is dimension-

less and has no unit. Permittivity is sometimes referred to as capacitivity.

6-3. ELECTRIC FLUX DENSITY

In the region between the charged plates of Fig. 6-1 the field and the

surface charge density are related by the equation dE = /^a, with a

denoting a unit vector directed from the positive to the negative plate,

Both sides of the equation are measured in coulombs per square meter.

The vector E is called the electric flux density D, and so by definition we
have

D - dE coulombs/m
2

[Q/L*] (6-4)

For the special case of the charged parallel plates the electric field

intensity E between the plates is (p/)a> and the electric flux density D
is />,a. Therefore, at points between the plates the magnitude of the vector

D equals p$ regardless of the physical medium present. Although D and

cE are equal, the vectors D and E are fundamentally different concepts,

having different magnitudes and dimensions.

Previously, we defined the flux of any vector over a surface S as the

surface integral of the vector over the surface. Accordingly, the electric

jjlux y over a surface S is defined as the flux of D over 5. As D has the

dimensions QIL\ the scalar product D - dS has the dimension of charge Q,

and the mks unit of electric flux is the coulomb. Therefore, electric flux is

- f
JB
D - JS coulombs [Q] (6-5)

In evaluating the surface integral of Eq. (6-5), one side of the surface is

taken as the positive side. This is often indicated on a sketch by means of

an arrow pointing out of the positive side. The arrow is referred to as the

reference direction of the scalar ^ . If the direction ofD reverses periodically,

the sign of f alternates with time.
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The concepts of electric flux density and electric flux are quite useful in

electromagnetism. We shall learn that every charge is either a source or

sink of electric flux. Also, we shall find that a time-changing electric flux

has precisely the same magnetic properties as a current of moving charges,

These and other important properties of electric flux are discussed in later

chapters.

EXAMPLE. Shown in Fig. 6-2 is a cross section of a coaxial transmission line.

The radius a of the inner conductor is 0.5 cm, and the inner radius ft of the outer

conductor is 1.5cm, The relative permittivity of the dielectric is 8, It will be

shown later in the text that charges +q and -^ coulombs per meter on the inner

FIG, 44, Cross of Imf.

and outer conductors, respectively* produce at a point I* in the the field

K f/f2ff*f)tt r * with r deflating the distance from the axin to t* unit with t f

denoting a unit vector at P radially outward. l*0r f -** 5 x 10 $

coulomb/m, determine the intensity* the Hut* density, and the

surface density at the of the inner conductor, Abet, find the

electric flux leaving the tit u of one

SvluHM. AH '

ft**
* 1C) and f

- 5 * 10 *, It follims ttut

K w II,2/ft r , At the i%urfitce of the conductor,? * 0-005, and E ^ 2?4tln f

vo!u/m, lie Rux II *< K "* 0, 1 5%, I lie

deiwii)
1

is fount! b> dividing y by llie area $i wttc **f Itin

area w 0.01 , and the $^ 0,15^ iw/tn
1

, II he

that i*, and the t* II ill tlw? are ecjiwl
The electric flux y ttie 111 cmr of f% the

surface of II mer tlw II and ilH the it

point, and /) IH at **n lltw the

the of /> and the As W ^*
#,* c that flic

tliw nc a unit of the the f

per Thus i
? *" 5 x 111 ^coukunb lcr a of one
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6-4. PERMEABILITY OF FREE SPACE

In Sec. 6-1 we defined the permittivity of free space as a certain

number with certain dimensions. To help us appreciate the significance

of this selection we considered the special case of two closely spaced parallel

plates, charged with equal and opposite charges. The constant e was given
as the proportionality constant relating the electric field and the surface

charge density with a dielectric of free space. When a physical medium
was introduced, we included an additional constant er to allow for the

effect of the medium on the field. We shall follow a similar procedure in

discussing permeability.

In Fig. 6-3 is shown a small section of a long cylindrical coil of wire

carrying a current that is steady with time. The turns of the wire are so

FIG, 6-3, A section of a long cylindrical coil of wire carrying a steady current /'.

close together that we can regard the coil as a continuous current sheet

with charge carriers flowing circumferentially around the conducting
sheet. Let us designate the current in one meter of length by the symbol
/, Then /has units of amperes per meter. If the current in each individual

turn is /' and if N denotes the number of turns of wire in the length /,

the current / per unit length equals Nl'fl amperes per meter.

Inside the coil the magnetic flux density B is directed parallel to the

axis of the coil, with the magnitude B proportional to the current / per

unit length. If the current is positive, the extended thumb of the right

hand gives the direction of B inside the coil provided the fingers are curled

around the coil in the direction of the current reference arrow. This is

another useful right-hand rule. The relationship between B and / is

supported by experimental observation, and later we shall deduce this

relationship by application of Maxwell's equations, If the medium inside

the coil is free space, the constant /% of proportionality in the equation

B **
/40/ is called the permeability of free space.

The constant ^ may be regarded as one of the universal physical

constants, having a value of ^rrj^JQ^ in the rationalized mks system of

units. The dimensions of /% must satisfy dimensionally the equation

relating B and /. As B and / are measured in webers per square meter

and amperes per meter, respectively, it follows that /^ could be expressed
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in terms of webers per ampere per meter. A weber per ampere, with

dimensions of L2M/)2
, is called a henry and, therefore, ju has the mks unit

of henry per meter. Thus the permeability of free space is defined as

iu
= 4?r x I0~7

henry/m [LM/Q*] (6-6)

6-5. PERMEABILITY

Suppose the region inside the coil of Fig. 6-3 is now occupied by some

physical medium. The orbiting and spinning electrons of the atoms have

associated magnetic fields. In the absence of an applied magnetic field

there is normally no net magnetization resulting from these atomic

particles, for the fields of the individual atoms or groups of atoms are

randomly oriented, thus canceling one another. However, when a mag
netic field is applied, the orientations may be affected, inducing a net

magnetization. The total field is the vector sum of the applied and induced

fields, and this total field may be less than or greater than the applied field.

It is not the purpose here to discuss the magnetic theory of materials

from the atomic viewpoint, but rather to define the macroscopic concept of

relative permeability. This concept is employed to describe the large-scale

observable effect of a medium on the magnetic field produced by a system
of charges and currents, without considering the effects of the individual

atomic particles, The macroscopic and microscopic views are carefully

related in Sees. 17-4, 17-5, and 17-6.

Let us refer again to the coil of Fig, 6-3, For free space Bg
m

/4 /, with

the subscript v denoting vacuum. When a physical medium h present, the

relation becomes B ^^^ w'^ /*r introduced to describe the magnetic
effect of the medium. Its value is determined by the targe-scale effect of

the many atomic magnets, and its use in the field equations of electro-

magnetism enables us lo neglect the individual microscopic effects of

the atoms. As Bw equals /*J and as B equals #g%/, it is evident that

/i r BfBv (/constant) (6-7)

The field B in the medium and the field B^ in a vacuum are understood to

be produced by the same current / per anil length, Equation (6*7) defines

relative permeability. Obviously* /if is dtmensionlesi, with value in free

space of unity.

The relative permeabilities of materials* excepting the ftrromagnttlc
metals and alloys containing these metals* are approximately unity, The

ferromagnetic elements are iron, cobalt* and nickel. These melab and

alloys of these metals have relative permeabilities that range from several

hundred to several million. The magnetic flux density inside the coil of
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Fig. 6-3 will be very much greater in an iron core than in a nonferromag-
netic core. The relative permeability of a material is a function oftempera
ture, pressure, frequency, and any other variable that affects the atoms of

the medium. For nonferromagnetic materials the assumption of a relative

permeability of unity is usually a reasonable engineering approximation.
The product f^r^ which appears in the expression relating B and /,

is called the permeability ^ of the medium. As jur is dimensionless, p
and JUQ have the same dimensions and are measured in the same units.

Therefore, permeability ju is

p /*r/u henry/m [LM/Q*] (6-8)

Permeability is sometimes referred to as inductivity.

6-6. MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY

In terms of the permeability p, of the medium, the magnitude B of the

magnetic field inside the coil of Fig, 6-3 is equal to the product ^7, with /

denoting the current per unit length in amperes per meter, Clearly, the

vector B/yU has a magnitude equal to the magnetizing current / per unit

length, regardless of the physical medium present. The ratio B//* is called

the magnetic field intensity. It is designated by the symbol H, and its mks
unit Is the ampere per meter, The defining equation is

H B//* amperes/m [Q/LT] (6-9)

Inside the coil of wire carrying a current / per unit length, the magnitude
H equals /. As H is so closely related to the magnetizing current, it is

sometimes called the magnetizing force, and the magnetic flux density B
at a point in a medium is often thought of as the result of the action of the

magnetizing force H on the medium, The magnetic field intensity H is

directly related to the electric currents of a region. This relationship is

discussed in Chap. 8, If H is known, the magnetic flux density B can be

determined from the relation B ** /*HL Although B and H are simply

related, they are fundamentally different concepts, having different

magnitudes and different dimensions.

The unit of H f the ampere per meter, is frequently called the ampere-

turn per meter, This latter name is derived from the fact that intense

magnetic fields are obtained by coiling current-carrying conductors so as

to form a great many closely spaced turns. However, the addition of the

dimensionless unit turn seems illogical when applied to the magnetic field

intensity in the space between transmitting and receiving antennas or in

the dielectric of a hollow-pipe waveguide* Thus the unit ampere per metet

is preferred.

The line integral of the magnetic field intensity along a path C is callec
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the maznetomotwejsrce, or mmf, along the path. As H has the dimensions

Q/LT the line integral of H has the dimensions QjT, and therefore, the

mks unit of magnetomotive force is the ampere. The defining equation is

mmf
-JH.Jr

d\ amperes [Q/T] (6-10)

Magnetomotive force is sometimes expressed in ampere-turns,
with turn

being a dirnensionless unit. Although the electromotive force along a

path is defined as the work per unit charge done by the fields on an electric

charge moved along the path, mmf is not similarly defined, because

magnetic charges do not exist.

FIG. M. Fr>m|nlc torotd ol circular crow wttton. TN ctroilir \\m through f

rtprinu lln* of magnetic flux.
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EXAMPLE I. Shown in Fig. 6-4 is a ferromagnetic toroid of circular cross

section. The current in the wire coiled about the toroid produces a magneto

motive force of 100 amperes around the ring. Passing through the point P is a

circular line of magnetic flux of radius 0.05 m. Assuming a relative permeability

of 400, determine the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic flux density at P.

Solution. The 100-ampere mmf equals the line integral of H around a path

around the ring. Consider the path of the illustrated flux line. At points along

this path H and d\ have the same direction, and the magnitude of H is constant

from symmetry considerations. Therefore, the 100-ampere mmf equals the

product of H and the path length of 0.1*. It follows that H is 100/(0.1ir), or 318

amperes per meter. The magnetic flux density B = pH. As n = 40<K, the

magnitude of B is readily determined to be 0. 1 6 weber/m
2

. The direction of the

magnetic field at P is that of the illustrated flux line.

Flux line

FIG. 6*5. A magnetic flux line through the point P, due to an antenna at the origin of the

coordlnatt system.

EXAMPLE 2, A center-fed straight-wire antenna, a half wavelength long, is

located in free space at the origin of a spherical
coordinate system, The magnetic

field intensity at a point F(r ?, 0) at time * is

cos (6, x Vft - 2rrr) *,.
r sin Q

ine the magnetic field intensity and the magnetic flux density at the point

XI, 3oTSS find the mmf around the closed path of a flux line pass.ng

intensity at P, is found by substituting the co-

ordinates of PI into the expression for H, giving

H -0.00836 cos (6* x 10*0 a*
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The magnetic flux density B = ^ H, for the medium is free space. We obtain

Bv
= 1.05 x 10" 8

cos(67r x 108/)weber/m
2

.

As the magnetic field at an arbitrary point P has only the component H^ the

flux line through Pv
is circular about the z-axis as shown in Fig, 6-5. All points on

this path have the same r and coordinates. As the magnitude ofH is independent
of 9?, the expression for H at P

l applies to all points on this path. It is evident

that the mmf equals the product of H and 'the path length 2rr( 100 sin 30 ), or lOOrr

meters. Therefore, the mmf is 2.63 cos (6?r x 108r) amperes.

6-7. CONDUCTIVITY

When an electric field E is applied to a physical medium, a force is

exerted on the charges present. If the carriers of these charges were

perfectly free to respond to the force, they would, of course, accelerate.

However, there is a collisional force in the medium that increases with the

velocity of the carriers. This restraining force stabilizes the carriers at a

particular drift velocity v, whose magnitude is normally proportional to

the electric field. The product of charge density p and drift velocity v

with the dimensions Q/L*T, represents the flow of electric charge per unit

area in coulombs per second per square meter. The area referred to is,

of course* transverse to the velocity vector. As a coulomb per second is an

ampere, the product pv is measured in amperes per square meter,

In general, the product pv is called the comw
/
to* current density Jf ,

If the convection current density is in a conductor and if the motion of

the charge carriers is due entirely to the force of an electric field, the con

vection current density is usually referred to as
drift

cttmnt density.

Drift currents can be described in terms of the concept of conductivity,
which we are now ready to define.

The drift current density in a conductor is

J * f>v amperes/m
s

[Qlt^T] (6~H)

If p is positive, the vectors J and v have the same direction; but if p is

negative, their directions are opposite, The ratio of the magnitude /
of the drift current density to the magnitude of the applied electric field

is called the
ffindufffpfay^Qt

the medium, This is the drift current density

per unit electric field. As J has units of amperes per square meter and E
has units of volts per meter, the ratio JjE has units of amperes per volt

per meter, The mho is an mks unit equivalent to in ampere per volt, with

dimensions TQ^jL^M, Accordingly, we have

a m JjE m pr/ mhos/m [TQ*IL*M] (6*12)

J and // denote the magnitudes of the drift current density and the electric

field intensity, respectively, at a point in a medium,
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The vectors J and E have the same direction. When the charge carriers

are positive, they drift in the direction of E, and Pv has the direction of E.

On the other hand, when the charge carriers are negative, they drift in the

direction opposite to E, However, the vector pv still has the direction of

E, for p is negative. As / = oE from Eq. (6-12) and as J and E are in the

same direction, it is evident that

J = o-E amperes/m
2

(6-13)

An electric field in a conducting medium causes the atomic charge carriers

to drift, thereby producing an electric current. The drift current density
is given in Eq, (6-13) directly in terms of the applied field and the con

ductivity, which depends on the atomic structure and the density of the

free charge carriers. As might be expected, the conductivity is a function

of temperature, pressure, and other variables that affect the atomic
structure. Equation (6-13) enables us to utilize drift currents in our equa
tions without considering each atomic charge carrier individually. Utiliz

ing the product />v for this purpose is not as satisfactory, for the drift

velocity v depends on the electric field.

6-8. FREE CHARGE CARRIERS

Any charged particle that is free to move in response to an applied
electric field constitutes a free charge carrier. An example is an ionized

atom in a gas, In solids there are two kinds of free charge carriers that are

of particular importance. One of these is called a hole, and the other is

called a/ree electron. A hole has a positive charge e, and a free electron

has a negative charge e, with the electronic charge e = 1,602 x 1CH9

coulomb, In metals the charge carriers are free electrons, but in other

materials both holes and free electrons may be present.

If a medium contains holes and free electrons, both types of charge
carriers contribute to the conductivity. Let pp and v^ denote the charge

density and drift velocity* respectively, of the positive holes, and let p n

and v denote the corresponding quantities of the negative free electrons.

The drift current density at a point in the medium is

J - pjF, + p nvn (6-14)

The positive holes drift in the direction of the electric field E, whereas the

negative free electrons drift in the opposite direction. However, both

pjt9 and p^,, are vectors in the direction of E, for p n is negative. It follows

that the magnitude of the current density is
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The conductivity J\E becomes

* = OVV + IP>V>/ (6-16)

Both holes and free electrons contribute positively to the conductivity.

We can put Eq. (6-16) into another common and useful form. In terms

of the carrier densities p and n of the holes and electrons, respectively, the

hole charge density pp is pe, and the magnitude \p H \
of the free-electron

charge density is ne. Equation (6-16) becomes

The drift velocity per unit electric field is known as mobility /
a. The hole

mobility p 9
= r p/, and the electron mobility (j> n

= v n/E> In terms of

the carrier mobilities, the conductivity is

a peftp + nef* n (6-18)

This equation is of particular importance in the field of semiconductor

electronics. The mks unit of mobility is the mter*lvolt-sec % with the

dimensions TQ/M. It should be noted that mobility and permeability,

although different concepts, are designated by the same symbol /A, The

carrier densities p and n are the number of carriers per cubic meter, with

the dimensions I/ZA Let us now take a very brief look into the process of

conduction in solids.

6-9. ELECTRON ENERGY BANDS

Most conducting materials of interest to electrical engineers have their

atoms arranged in an orderly array. Such materials are called crystah*

Metals and semiconductors are examples of crystals, whereas important

noncrystalline materials are concrete, glass, and plastics, The electrons

in a crystalline solid determine its electric and magnetic properties, and

the behavior of these electrons is governed by the laws of quantum
mechanics, According to quantum-mechanical theory, the electrons are

in certain allowed energy bands, these bands being separated by forbidden

energy g&p$ r Each energy band contains an enormous number of *//$rri/e

energy levels, No more than one electron in the entire crystal can occupy
one of these discrete levels, and this is known as the Exclusion Principle*

If each discrete energy level in an allowed energy band is occupied by an

electron, the electrons of this band cannot participate in the conduction

process, They are unable to absorb energy from an applied electric field,

because there are no higher energy levels to which they can go % all energy
levels in the band being occupied, Consequently* tfag e/er/mwr in &
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energy band do not contribute to conduction. Such electrons are often

referred to as bound electrons, although no one electron is actually bound

to any particular atom.

The highest energy band that contains electrons at absolute zero of

temperature is called the valence band, and its electrons are valence

electrons. All bands of lower energy are completely filled and, therefore,

need not be considered. All bands of higher energy are completely devoid

of electrons at zero degrees Kelvin.

Suppose the valence band of a solid is completely filled at absoute zero.

Such a solid has no free charge carriers and is a perfect insulator, with a

conductivity of zero. However, at temperatures above absolute zero,

some of the valence electrons acquire thermal energy sufficient to enable

them to jump the forbidden energy gap to the next highest allowed band.

The valence band is no longer filled, and the next highest band, called

the conduction band, is no longer empty. The electrons in the partially

filled conduction band are free electrons, capable of responding to an

applied electric field.

Each electron that jumps from the valence band to the conduction

band leaves a vacant energy level behind. These vacancies are called

holes. A hole represents a positive electronic charge, for it is actually the

absence of a negative electron from a region that was electrically neutral.

If an electron in the valence band jumps into the vacant energy level of

the hole, the hole is filled. However, a new hole appears at the location

and energy level of the electron that jumped into the hole. In this manner

the holes can respond to an applied electric field, and consequently, the

positive holes are free charge carriers. If the forbidden energy gap separat

ing the valence and conduction bands is large, very few free electrons and

holes are thermally generated, and the solid is an insulator. However, if

the forbidden gap is small, many free electrons and holes are thermally

generated at room temperature, and the solid is a semiconductor.

Shown in Fig, 6-6 is the energy-band structure of a semiconductor.

The symbols + and - denote thermally generated holes and free electrons,

respectively, in the valence and conduction bands.

The preceding discussion infers that free electrons and holes are created

in pairs. This is not always the case. Impurities in the semiconductor

may donate electrons to the conduction band without creating holes.

Such impurities are called donors, for they donate free electrons. Each

donor atom that has given an electron to the conduction band has an

allowed empty energy level that is just below the conduction band but is

considerably higher than the valence band. Thus the valence band does

not acquire holes corresponding to the free electrons given to the conduc

tion band by the donor atoms.
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Other impurities, called acceptors, may accept electrons from the valence

band, resulting in the generation of holes without corresponding free

electrons. The accepted electrons are in energy states just above the

valence band but well below the conduction band and, consequently,

these electrons cannot participate in the conduction process. Depending
on the amount and kind of impurities, the charge carriers of a semi

conductor may be predominantly either holes or free electrons. If positive

FIG, 44. Semiconductor band*,

holes are the majority carriers, the conductor is said to be a P*typ* semi

conductor. If negative electrons are the majority otrrieri, the iemicondue

tor is M-/VJPT. A semiconductor with equal numbers of holes and free

electrons is said to be Intrinsic, Obviously, u semiconductor without

impurities is intrinsic,

A PN junction is a junction between IMype and N*type semiconductors,

Such a junction passes electric current more easily in one direction, called

the/<ir*mrj direction, than it does in the rttwi* direction, A PN junction
is a solid-state rectifier. A PNP or NPN tmmi$t consists of two rectifier

junctions, which can be used to amplify electrical signals.
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6-10. THE CONDUCTION PROCESS IN METALS

A metallic solid nearly always consists of large numbers of small crystals.

Most of the electrical properties are determined by the properties of the

individual crystals. Each crystal has a partially filled valence band, regard
less of the temperature. Therefore, all the valence electrons are free

electrons, and metals are good conductors. At 0Kelvin ( 273C), the

periodic array of a pure crystal is perfect, with every atom in precisely the

correct place in the crystal lattice. Now it is well known that waves can

propagate through a lossless periodic structure without attenuation or

reflection. The quantum-mechanical equation that governs the motion of

the electrons is a wave equation. Consequently, the free electrons travel

through the periodic structure of the crystal without being reflected, or

scattered, by the individual atoms. When an electric field is applied, the

free electrons flow, and the crystal structure offers absolutely no resistance

to the current. Therefore, a pure metal at absolute zero degrees is a

perfect conductor, with an infinite conductivity. The flow of the free

electrons within the conductor is unaffected by the presence of the atoms.

When the temperature of the conductor is raised, the thermal energy

causes the individual atoms to vibrate. This vibration disturbs the periodic

structure, and as a result, the free electrons are reflected, or scattered, after

traveling a certain distance. The electrons are said to have collisions, but

these collisions are not actual impacts of solid particles. At room tempera

ture each free electron may travel an average distance of about 1000 atomic

diameters before suffering a collision* This would not be possible if

electrons were the solid round balls that many people like to visualize.

The motion of the free electrons is random. They move at high velocities,

usually about a million meters per second, and they suffer frequent

collisions. The average distance between collisions is called the mean free

path, As the temperature is raised, the thermal vibrations of the atoms

increase, collisions are more frequent, and the mean free path decreases.

The mean free path of a pure metal at absolute zero degrees is, of course,

infinite,

When an electric field is applied, the electric force accelerates the free

electrons, and they absorb energy from the field. This absorbed energy

is imparted to the atoms during collisions, resulting in increased thermal

vibrations. The electrons drift under the influence of the electric field.

Their drift velocity is always very small compared with their large thermal

velocity. For example* the drift velocity of the free electrons in an ordinary

house wire supplying power to a IQCMvatt lamp is approximately 0.005

centimeter per second. Over three minutes are required for the electrons

to drift through a distance of one centimeter! As the atoms absorb
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energy from the electrons during the collision process, the solid offers

resistance to the flow of electrons, and this resistance increases with

temperature.

The distribution ofthefree electrons within a metal is always approximately

uniform. Usually one or more electrons of each atom has become a free

electron, and each atom is, therefore, a positive ion. Electric neutrality

must be maintained in each small region of the metal. Suppose a wire

carrying a current of free electrons is in a magnetic field. The magnetic
force on the moving electrons is at right angles to their motion, and this

force tends to move the free electrons toward one side of the wire. How
ever, there is no appreciable displacement of thefree electrons, because the

attractive forces between the positive ions and the negative electrons

strongly oppose this separation of charge, The magnetic force on the

moving electrons is conveyed to the fixed ions through these attractive

forces, and the wire tends to move sideways,

6-11. THE CONDUCTION PROCESS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

The free electrons of a semiconductor behave similarly to the free

electrons of a conductor. It can be shown from quantum mechanics that

the holes act very much like free electrons with positive charges. The
holes have a random motion, move at high velocities* suffer collisions, and
drift under the influence of an electric field. At zero degrees Kelvin a

semiconductor has no free charge carriers and is a perfect insulator. As
the temperature is raised, however, holes and free electrons are thermally

generated, and the conductivity increases. If the impurity atoms are

predominantly donors, the free electron is the majority charge carrier;

but if the impurity atoms are predominantly acceptors, the hole is the

majority carrier, At sufficiently high temperatures the thermal generation
of hole-electron pairs is so great that the densities of the two types of charge
carriers become nearly equal, and the semiconductor is intrinsic,

The conductivity of a semiconductor depends very much on the amount
of impurity present and on the temperature. At room temperature
(300 K) the conductivity is usually between ! and 10,000 mhos per meter* a

range of values that are considerably greater than those of good insulators

and considerably less than those of good conductors, The semiconduct

ing material used in transistors is usually germanium or silicon in the form
of a single crystal with carefully controlled impurities,
We have learned thai the conductivity of a conductor is infinite at ^ero

degrees Kelvin and that this conductivity decreases as the temperature is

raised. In comparison, the conductivity of a semiconductor is /ero at

absolute &ero degrees, increasing as the temperature rites. An insulator
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is similar to a semiconductor, but its forbidden energy gap between the

valence and conduction bands is much greater. These are important
differences between conductors, semiconductors, and insulators.

6-12. OHM'S LAW

The drift current density J at a point in a medium is equal to orE, with

a denoting the conductivity. In general, any variable that affects the

structure of a medium would be expected to affect its conductivity; for

example, we know that a may vary considerably with temperature. It

may also depend on the applied electric field E. However, most engineering

materials have conductivities that are very nearly independent of the applied

electric field intensity E, except for unusually intense fields. This was first

stated by Georg Simon Ohm in 1826.

If the conductivity of a medium is essentially independent of the electric

field, then the drift current density J is directly proportional to the electric

field E. As the current / of a conductor is proportional to the current

density, and the voltage v along the path of the conductor is proportional

to the electric field, it follows that the drift current is proportional to the

voltage. The relation v = //?, with R denoting a constant independent of

r and /, is commonly known as Ohm's law. The constant R is the resistance

of the conductor. The relation J = <rE, with a independent of E, is referred

to as the point form of Ohm's law. The conductivity may vary with

temperature, pressure, and other variables, but a medium is said to obey

Ohm's law provided a is independent o/E. The law is based on experiment,

and theoretical verification for actual materials is extremely difficult.

There are important exceptions to Ohm's law, and several are men

tioned in Sec. 15-3. For these exceptions the equations v ===== iR and

J HI #E still apply, but the values of a and R depend on the magnitude of

the applied field. The drift current density and the electric field are not

proportional, and neither are the current and voltage. Ohm's law does not

apply to such nonlinear media, for a and R are not constants.

Frequently, it is convenient to work with the reciprocal of conductivity,

referred to as resistivity. The mks unit of resistivity is the ohm-meter.

As conductivity is measured in mhos per meter, it is evident that the ohm

and the reciprocal mho are equivalent. Thus an ohm is equivalent to a

volt per ampere.

Resistivity is usually denoted by the symbol p, which is also used to

represent electric charge density, Mathematically, resistivity is defined as

p I/<j
m // ohm-meter [L*M/TQ*] (6-19)

If a medium is linear, Ohm's law applies, and p is independent of and J.
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Ohm's law is basic to the study of electric circuits. When written in the

form
r iR (6-20)

it is important to understand that r denotes the voltage drop along the

path of the element in the direction of the reference current /. This is

usually illustrated as in Fig. 6-7, with the resistance R represented as a

lumped element. The product r/ gives the power p in watts supplied to

the resistance /?, for r is the work per unit charge and / is the charge per

unit time flowing through the voltage drop r,

Utilizing Eq. (6-20), we obtain

p vi **t*R watts (6-21)

The power to the resistance is due to the colli-

6 7 Ci h
s *ona ' f rce ^at PP ses the drift of the free charge

rjimnc*. carriers. The collisions tend to increase the thermal

vibrations of the atoms, and the electrical energy
withdrawn from the electromagnetic field appears as heat, If the reference

direction of the current / of Fig, 6-7 is reversed, Eq. (6-20) becomes

r iR. The power supplied to R is r/, which equals i*R as before.

Clearly, this power is positive regardless of the sign of /.

6-13. LINEAR, 1SOTROPIQ HOMOGENEOUS MEDIA

The field vectors are related by the expressions

D m B *

with , /4* and & denoting the permittivity, permeability* and conductivity,

respectively, The drift current density J at a point is a convection current

density pv due to charges of density p moving in response to an applied
field E,

Suppose t , /4, and # are independent of the ma#jf//*&<r E and // of the

fields. Then D is proportional to , B h proportional to //. and J is*

proportional to E. Of course, plots of $ versus ** B versus //, and J

versus are straight /ton, Such physical media are snid to be

In a lima? medium th# &<fn&ti&n$ offarcg art? lndep$ftd$t of /Ar

of fAr/orret,

If the equations of force are independent of the rimti^m of the forces,

the medium is iwiroplc. In an isotropic medium the vectors D and E ire

in the %ame direction, the \ector% 8 and H are in the same direction, and
so are the vectors J and E. The parameters t , ;i t and are independent of

the directions of the field vector*.
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Each force in a medium that is linear and isotropic can be determined

independently of the existence of other forces. In other words, each effect

can be obtained from its cause and the superposition principle can be

utilized to find the total effect. Consequently, the principles of vector

algebra are applicable. The parameters e, //, and a are, of course, inde

pendent of the magnitudes and orientations of the electric and magnetic
fields in a region containing linear isotropic media.

A homogeneous medium is one in which the equations of force are

the same at each point of the medium, regardless of location. Therefore,

the parameters , /^,
and a are independent of the space coordinates within

the boundaries of the medium. Inhomogeneous and anisotropic media are

not considered in this book. Nonlinear media are treated briefly in several

place$, but in most cases c, ju,
and a are treated as constants that are

independent of the magnitudes and directions of the fields and independent

of the space coordinates. This places restrictions on some of the equations

that wt shall encounter.
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PROBLEMS

Sections 6-2 and 6-3

6-L In the region between the parallel plates of Fig, 6-U separated a distance d,

the electric field E is directed from the positive to the negative plate, with a magni
tude equal to pjt. The charge q of a plate is the product of the surface charge

density ps and the plate area S. In terms of *, </, and S, find the capacitance C

qlv, with v denoting the voltage between the plates. What is the capacitance per

unit area for d * I ?

6-2, Using the result of Prob. 6-1 , show that the dielectric constant equals the

ratio of the capacitances of the parallel plates with and without the dielectric,

6-3. Suppose the voltage between two charged plates is 100 volts with a di

electric of air, and 25 volts with the space between the plates filled* with an

insulator, with constant equal and opposite charges, Calculate the permittivity

and dielectric constant of the insulator.

f 6*4. A 1 00-volt battery is connected to two parallel plates and the charge on

the positive plate is 9 /*c, When the dielectric between the plates is removed,

leaving free space, this charge is only 0.7 /*c. Find the relative permittivity of the

dielectric.
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6-5. At a point in a medium E ~ 50,000! volts/m and D - 51 /c/m*. Deter

mine the permittivity
and the relative permittivity

of the medium, and find E if D

is increased to 1 5i /ic/m
2

.

/ 6-6. Two parallel plates
have charges q.

Find the total electric flux leaving

each plate. , .

6-7. The inner and outer conductors of a coaxial transmission line (Fig. 6-2)

have charges a and -? coulombs per meter, respectively,
and the electric field E

She dielectric is ?/(zL) tr Find the voltage drop r from the inner conductor

to the outer one, and determine the capacitance
C per urn/ toff/A. with C -0/1*.

Calculate C for i - 0.5 cm, * - 1.5 cm, and *,
- 8, and compare this with the

capacitance per unit length for a dielectric of air,

6-8 The electric field intensity at a point in free space is lOi -
5j

- 4k volts/m.

Find the magnitude and direction cosines of the electric flux density,

6-9, At a point in a medium the * component of the electric field intensity m

100 sin r/ volts/m and the z component of the electric flux density is 7 x 10

sin wt coulomb/m
2

. Determine the relative permittivity.

6-10. A straight wire of infinite length has a uniform linear charge density of

P, coulombs/nCand the electric flux density in the dielectric is ft /(2irr) ,. Find

the total electric flux over the surface of t concentric cylinder of radius a and

unit length.

6-11. The total electric flux leaving a point charge ^ is equal to 4,
Mnd trie

electric flux density at points on a spherical
surface with center til

y
and with

radius r. Also, determine the electric field E a distance r from y in a dielectric of

permittivity c,

6-12 If D - li -f Q.4J
- 0,3k coulomb/m*. find the electric flux aver a unit

area of the .ry-piane,
with the positive

side taken us that side facing the negative
;

direction,

6-13, The electric flux density
in a certain region is <?/{4r

f
) a,. with r denoting

the distance from the origin of the coordinate system, Recalling that a, -
r/r,

with r m ,rf 4- i/| * sk. evaluate the surface integral
of D over cine side of u cube

centered on the origin and having side length of 4 m, stnd deduce that the

electric flux leaving the cube equals 7.

! Suppose a long cylindrical
coil of wire his 400 turns per meter

and carries a current / of 5 amperes, Assuming the coil approximate* si con-

linuous current sheet, calculate the circumferential current / per unit length,

Also, determine the flu* demit) i for a ferromagnetic core with n relative perme

ability of 2QO.

6-15. A long cylindrical
coil of wire, with t ferromagnetic core whose relative

permeability is 400, hus a coil current /' of 2 amperea that produca magnetic

flu* density of 0.$ weber/mf in the core, Find the number of turn* of wire per

meter, imummg the coil approbates a current thect, id determine the current

required to produce the same flu* demit) in a nonferramngnetic core

&-I& A long cylindrical coil of wire with a current I per unit length of 1000

amperes per meter itppro*imnta a current sheet, f- ind the magnet* fteld intensity

and the magnetic flu* demit) in the core of relative permeability
500 Repent for

i ncfflferromagnctic core What effect doe* the medium have on H?

M 7, Suppo%e the coil of the ferromagnetic toroid of Fig *M appriuimattt
a
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continuous current sheet that produces a magnetomotive force around the ring

equal to 200 amperes. In the ring of relative permeability 500, points P1 and P2

are located 5 and 5.3 cm, respectively, from the center of the toroid. Find B and
H at points P1 and P2 .

v 6-18, The magnetic field intensity in a certain region is

H = -
1 .25 sin 4Qx sin (a>t

-
50z) i + cos 40# cos (tot

-
50z) k

Find the mmf along the path x z in the #z-plane from the origin to the point
x 2 - 0.01 at time t 0.

6-19. In the free space about a long straight wire carrying a steady current the

magnetic field lines are circular around the wire. If the magnetic flux density is

I0~ 7
/r weber/m

2
, with r denoting the distance from the wire, determine the mmf

around a circular path of radius r.

Sections 6-7 and 6-8

6-20. In the region between the plates of a certain parallel-plate vacuum tube

the convection current density J is 500 amperes/m
2

, and the velocity v of the

electrons is 3 x 108 x l >* meters per second, with x denoting the distance from the

cathode, Determine the charge density p as a function of*, and plot on the same
axes the quantities /, v, and p versus x for values of x between zero and 0,005 m.

6-21, Assuming 8 x 1028 free electrons per cubic meter in copper, determine

the drift velocity in a copper wire with a current density of 5 x 105 amperes/m
2

.

If E m 0.009 volt/m, what is the conductivity?

6-22. The charge density of the free charge carriers in a conducting wire with a

cross-sectional area of 0.02 cm2
is 7 x 10 coulombs/m

3
, and the drift velocity

is 10"~
4
meter/sec. Find the current.

6-23, An electric field of 0.0 1 volt/mis applied to a conductor with a 4 x 107

mhos/m. The charge density of the free electrons is 5 x 109 coulombs/m
3

.

Find the current density and the drift velocity of the electrons.

6-24, A semiconductor has IO*1 free electrons/m
3
, with a mobility of 0,39

ma
/volt-$ec and 7,5 x 10 17

holes/m
3

, with a mobility of 0.19 m2
/volt-sec. Find

the conductivity. Is this semiconductor P-type or N-type?
6*25. Find the conductivity of a P-type semiconductor with 3,3 x 10 17

holes/cm
3 and 108 free electrons/cm

5

*. The carrier mobilities are given in Prob.

6-24.

6*26. In a P*type semiconductor with a conductivity of 90 mhos/cm, the hole

mobility is I900cmi
/volt-sec, Assuming the free-electron density is very small

compared with the hole density, find the hole density.

Sections 6-11 and 6- 1 2

6-27 The conductivity of a semiconductor increases with temperature over

most temperature ranges. However, over some limited temperature range the

conductivity may decrease as the temperature increases, Explain.

<28* What are the conductivities and resistivities of pure copper and pure

germanium at absolute zero of temperature?

6-29. Determine the intrinsic conductivity and resistivity of an intrinsic semi

conductor with a hole density of 1.5 x IOW holes/cm
8

, if the hole and electron

mobilities are 500 and I 200 cms
/voU*sec, respectively.

4* 6-30. From the point form J #E ofOhm's law, deduce that the voltage drop
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in a length /of wire with cross-sectional area S is v *
(//'#,$)/, provided the current

density J has the same value at each point within the wire. The expression Ij(oS)

is the d-c resistance of the wire.

^ 6-31. In terms of L, A/, r, and (), what are the dimensions of (/</*)*'* and

(/^e)~H? Also, compare the dimensions of t) with those of J,

6-32. A round wire having a diameter of 0.5 cm and a conductivity of 5 x 107

mhos/m has a current / # amperes. Find the voltage drop in a 100-meter length
(a) in the direction of the reference current /, and (/>) in the direction opposite to

the reference current /. (c) Also determine the power that heats the wire, and
calculate the energy dissipated in one hour. Refer to Prob. 6-30.
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CHAPTER

Several years after Volta made his battery, Oersted

discovered that an electric current produces a magnetic field, and Ampfcre

showed that currents exert forces on one another. The early electrical

experimenters believed that the current in a conductor consists of electric

charge in motion. Their belief was strengthened in 1876 when Rowland

showed that a moving charge produces a magnetic field. The success of

the modern electron theory and quantum mechanics is convincing evidence

that this is correct.

In order to resolve certain inconsistencies in the field equations Maxwell

proposed that magnetic fields are produced by time-changing electric

fields as well as by currents of moving charges. Accordingly, he introduced

into the electromagnetic equations the concept of displacement current,

and his theory was later substantiated by Hertz's experimental work.

Displacement currents and currents of moving charges exhibit similar

magnetic effects. Indeed, it is this similarity that led to the classification of

current into these two basic types.

The main purpose of this chapter is to define electric current precisely.

We shall examine briefly the different types of current, and we shall con

sider an alternate definition of magnetic flux density, with B expressed in

terms of the force acting on a current element. The chapter concludes with

a summary of definitions of the electric and magnetic quantities.

7-i, ELECTRIC CURRENT DENSITY

There are basically two kinds of electric current density, convection

current density and displacement current density. Both have the same

dimensions and the same magnetic effect.

113
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Convection current density consists of electric charge in motion. Suppose

the charge carriers at a point have charge density p and move with velocity

v. As previously defined, the convection current density J at the point is

J = pvamperes/m
2

[Q/L*T] (7-1)

Displacement current density is due to a time-changing electric field,

being defined as the time derivative of the electric flux density D. If D

at a point P is changing with time, there is a displacement current density

Jd at P, with Jd equal to 9D/3/. As D has the dimensions QjL\ Jd has the

dimensions Q/L?T, which are the same as those of convection current

density. Accordingly, the mks unit of Jd is the ampere per square meter.

Using a dot over the vector D to denote the partial time derivative, we have

Jd D amperes/m
2

[QIL*T] ^ (7-2)

Displacement currents are present whenever electric fields are changing

with time. When electromagnetic waves are propagated from a trans

mitting antenna to a receiving antenna, there are time-changing fields

present; consequently, there are displacement current densities at points

in the space between the antennas. Other examples are the displacement

currents in the dielectric between the plates of a capacitor being charged

and between the wires of an open-wire telephone line,

The sum of the convection and displacement current densities is the

total current density J<, which is

J, J + J
rf
- py + D **'

X
(7-3)

An example that consists of both types is that at a point inside a vacuum

tube used to amplify time-varying signals, The movement of the electrons

in the space between the electrodes gives a convection current density;

the time-changing voltage implies a time-changing electric field that pro

duces a displacement current density. At high frequencies the fields are

changing rapidly, and the displacement current density is appreciable.

Another example is the current density in a leaky dielectric between the

plates of a capacitor being charged, Still another is J
t

in a conductor

carrying an alternating current, The time-changing electric field at a point

gives a displacement current density as well as a convection current density

of moving charges. However, in good conductors the displacement currents

are negligible compared with the convection currents, because the conduc

tivities are very large,

7-2, DRIFT CURRENT DENSITY

When charge carriers drift in a conducting medium in response to the

force ofan electric field E, the convection current density is usually referred
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to as drift, or conduction, current density. This was discussed briefly in

Chapter 6. There we learned that a drift current density can be expressed
as either p\ or oE, with v denoting the drift velocity of the free charge
carriers in the medium of conductivity a. Let us bear in mind that con

vection currents in conductors are not always entirely drift currents.

For example, when a conductor moves in a magnetic field, there are

magnetic forces on the charge carriers in addition to electric forces that

may be present. Within certain regions between the electrodes of a

battery the charge carriers are acted upon by both chemical and electrical

forces. In transistors the free electrons and holes move by the diffusion

process, discussed in the next section, as well as by the drift process. A
charged conducting plate that is rapidly rotated will cause a magnetic
needle to deflect; in this case the current is the direct result of the

mechanical force producing the rotation. However, in most engineering

problems the currents in conductors are the result of electric forces on the

charge carriers.

It is frequently convenient to incorporate the term <rE into the expression

for J r When this is done, Eq. (7-3) is written as

J, crE + D + pv ^ (7-4)

with the understanding that pv now denotes only the convection current

density, if any, in excess of the drift term crE. In Eq. (7-4) the convection

current density is the sum of the terms <rE and pv, whereas in Eq. (7-3)

it is denoted by the single term pv. Equation (7-4) is often written with

pv replaced by J, giving

J, crE + D + J
"

(7-5)

The drift current density is aE, the displacement current density is D, and

the convection current density, excluding that due to the drift process,

is denoted in Eq. (7-5) by the symbol J.

EXAMPLE. The field E at a point in a copper wire having a conductivity of

5,8 x I07 mhon/m is <X02 sin V$t I voit/m. Determine the drift and displace

ment current densities, assuming a dielectric constant of unity.

Solution, The drift current density o-E is 1.16 x 10* sin 10*f L The displace

ment current density D equals *E/3r t or 1,77 x i(r8 cos 10s/!, and this is

certainly negligible,

7-3, "^DIFFUSION CURRENT DENSITY

Using a familiar example to illustrate the diffusion process, let us con

sider the effect of releasing a small quantity of some pungent gas, such as

sulfyr dioxide* in a corner of a room. We all know that someone on the
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other side of the room would soon smell the gas, even in the absence of

circulating air currents. It is the random thermal motion of the gas
molecules that causes the sulfur dioxide gas to spread, or diffuse, away from

the region of concentration. This net flow across a specified surface con

stitutes a current of sulfur dioxide molecules. After a period of time the

gas density becomes uniform, and the current no longer exists.

Shown in Fig. 7-1 is a PNP transistor with bias voltages. It consists of

a solid piece of semiconducting material, such as silicon or germanium,
with impurities added to make P-type regions for the emitter e and the

collector c and an N-type region for the base b. Positive holes are con

stantly injected from the emitter into the base, producing and maintaining

FIG. 7-1, PNP triniliior.

in the base a concentration of holes near the emitter-base junction, A
similar concentration of free electrons also occurs, for the free electrons

of the base move into the region of hole concentration to neutralize the

charge. If the net charge is very small* there are no appreciable repulsion

forces* and such is frequently the case, However, the holes have random
thermal motion and, consequently* they diffuse through the base, flowing
to the collector. New holes are injected from the emitter into the base as

fast as they diffuse away from the emitter-base junction, maintaining the

hole gradient* This diffusion process is similar to that of the sulfur dioxide

molecules in the example considered,

The flow of holes through the base constitutes a flow of electric charge.
At each point there is a convection current density pv because of hole

diffusion, and this is usually called the diffusion vurrmt dmslty* It is

independent of any electric field that may be present, If the holes are not

completely neutralized by the electrons of the base region, there will be

repulsion forces that cause the holes to drift away from the concentration.

However, this is a drift current, which we discussed in the preceding section,

Both drift and diffusion currents may be appreciable, though in special
cases one or the other may be negligible.

In general whenever a charge concentration exists in a conductor* there

is a diffusion current density at points of the region* If the concentration
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is one of positive holes, the holes diffuse away from the concentration,

'and the current density is similarly directed. If the concentration consists

of negative electrons, the electrons also diffuse away from the concentra

tion, but the current density is, of course, in the opposite direction. The

magnitude of the diffusion current density at a point is proportional to the

space rate of change of the charge density, or charge density gradient, at

the point; the constant of proportionality is known as the diffusion

constant.

In Chapter 10 the gradient of a scalar point function, such as electric

charge density, is discussed and expressed in mathematical form. The

expression for diffusion current density and an example illustrating its

use are presented at the end of Sec. 10-2.

It is important to note that diffusion currents in resistive materials,

being independent of electric fields, do not produce voltage drops. As

previously mentioned, however, a region may have both diffusion and

drift currents, with the drift current associated with a voltage drop. To
the electronics engineer diffusion currents in transistors are of special

importance.
Let us now consider an example in which diffusion and drift current

densities are everywhere equal in magnitude but opposite in direction,

Suppose a solid conducting sphere has a net negative charge. The excess

electrons exert repelling forces on one another by means of the electric

fields produced by the charges. As a result the excess charge tends to

distribute itself over the surface of the sphere. At each point inside the

conductor there is a charge density gradient dp/dr, with r denoting the

distance from the center. Associated with this gradient is a diffusion of

negative electrons toward the center of the ball, giving a diffusion current

density directed radially outward. Mathematically, this current density

is D n dpjdr a
f , with D n denoting the diffusion constant for the electrons

and with af denoting a unit vector directed radially outward. The negative

sign cancels that associated with />
This current density is greatest, of

course, near the surface where the charge density gradient is large.

We are dealing with a static situation; the net current must be zero

everywhere. Therefore, there is a drift current density dE at each point of

the ball that exactly cancels the diffusion current density. Clearly, the field

E equals the negative of the diffusion current density divided by a, or

For good conductors the ratio DJa is so small that the field E inside

the conductor is negligible. For example, if the ball is copper with >

0,0001 and 5.8 x 107 , the electric field is approximately 1.7 x 10 n

times the charge gradient, The charge gradient is always very small at
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distances greater than several atomic diameters from the surface. Con

sequently, practically all of the excess charge resides in a surface layer not

more than a few atomic diameters in thickness, and the electric field inside

the ball is zero for all practical purposes. Even for rather poor conductors

a static charge is almost entirely contained within a very thin surface

layer. When dealing with charged conductors, it is usually convenient

to utilize the concept of surface charge density with the unit coulomb-

per-square-meter. If there is no net current, the electric field within the

conductor is negligibly small.

Both drift and diffusion currents are special cases of convection current.

These are not the only kinds, however. For example, the electron flow in

a vacuum tube is a convection current that is neither drift nor diffusion,

Even in a metallic conductor other kinds may exist; this was discussed

briefly in the preceding section.

EXAMPLE I. A PN junction rectifier made of germanium
has a rectangular

cross section of area 10^6 ma
. Let .r represent the distance from the junction to an

arbitrary point in the N-type region. The hole density p in the N region is

[1.8 + 400 exp ( -.r/O.OOQS)] I018 holes per cubic meter, and the free electron

density n is [320 + 400 exp ( -.r/0,0005)I I0i8 electrons/m
51

. If the hole mobility

/4 P
is 0.19 m^/volt-sec and the electron mobility /w n is 0.39 m'/volt-scc, determine

the conductivity as a function of x.

Solution, By Eq. (6-18) the conductivity a is the sum of /*/< and w/V with*

representing the electronic charge 1,6 x 10 li coulomb. Adding these terms

together, after substituting the values given for p, n, and the mobilities, gives

a 20 4- 37,1 exp ( -x/0,0005) mhos/m

EXAMPLE 2. In the rectifier of Example i the hole diffusion current density J p

is -0.005<? dp/dx i amperes/m
1

, and the electron diffusion current density ** is

0.0l<* dnldx i. If the total current density, consisting of both drift and diffusion

current densities, is everywhere equal to 10001 amperesi/m
3

, determine the voltage

drop v from * to ** 0,0015 m,

Solution. In Example I , p and n are given as functions of jr. Differentiation of

these expressions shows that dpld*
-

fo/rfr
- -8 x I0ia exp { -.r/O.OOOS).

From this result we find J* to be 640 exp ( ^x/0,0003) J tnd J w to be - 1280 x

exp { -x/0,0005) I Therefore, the total diffmhm current density is -640 x

exp (
-
jr/O.OOOS) I* As the sum of the drift and diffusion current densities is every

where equal to 10001, it follows that the drift current density is [ 1000 4- 640 x

exp ( -,r/0,OOOS)] I

The drift current density equals *E. Therefore, * is l/ times the magnitude
of the drift current density, Using the conductivity calculated in Example I , we

obtain

*
m

20 + 37.1 exp ( -,r/0,OQQS)

The voltage drop r is found by integrating ^ with
respect

to x from to 0,0015,

The integration is readily performed by changing variables, with y - -
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and referring to integral tables. The result shows that the voltage drop is 59

millivolts.

The current over a cross section of the rectifier equals the current density of

1000 amperes/m
2
multiplied by the area of 10~6 m2

. This gives a current of 0.001

ampere, or 1 ma. The ratio of the voltage drop v to the current is 59 ohms.
It should be noted that the diffusion current densities are not related to the

electric field and, consequently, do not contribute to the voltage drop. The

voltage drop is due entirely to the drift current densities.

7-4. ELECTRIC CURRENT

In a great many types of engineering problems the electric current over

a surface S is of greater interest than the current density at points on the

surface. Electric current is defined as the surface Integral of the electric

current density. For example, the current in a conducting wire is the surface

integral of the current density taken over a cross-sectional surface area.

As current density has the dimensions Q/L?T, electric current has the

dimensions QlT, and the ampere is its mks unit.

If the current density is a convection current density, the convection

current / is

J J . dS = pv dS
J J8

This current over the surface S represents the flow of electric charge, in

coulombs per second, through S. To verify this, let us consider the scalar

product J * dS, which equals Jn dS with J n denoting the component of

Jf normal to the differential surface area. Only this normal component
ofJ contributes to the charge passing through dS, the tangential component

contributing nothing. Clearly, J - dS represents the flow of charge in

amperes, or coulombs per second, through ofS, and the integral of Eq,

(7-6) gives the charge per unit time through the entire surface.

It is sometimes convenient to express / in terms of the differential

charge dq that flows through the stationary surface S in the differential

time dL The charge flow in coulombs per second, or amperes, is dqjdt.

A difficulty arises in applying this to a surface in motion. The question

is whether or not to include in the current the flow of charge through S

due to the motion of $, and the answer is negative. To justify this let us

consider a surface S moving in a region containing charges at rest. From

the viewpoint of a stationary observer the current density J is everywhere

zero, and consequently, the surface integral of J, which defines the current

/, is zero. Furthermore, the static charges do not produce a magnetic

field. The absence of a magnetic field is, of course, a positive indication

of no current. We conclude that simply moving a surface through a region

with a static charge distribution does not create a current, The expression
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dqfdt does not, therefore, include any charge that passes through S as a

result of the motion of the surface. To indicate this, it is conventional to

utilize the partial time derivative, giving

/ = dqldt 4 (7-7)

with the partial derivative signifying that motion of the surface is not to be

considered in evaluating /.

It is interesting to note that the preceding discussion also applies, at

least approximately, to an observer in motion with a velocity that is small

when compared with that of light, tn Sec. 4-5 it was shown that such an

observer would note approximately the same magnetic field as a stationary

observer, and for a system of static charges this magnetic field is zero.

Suppose the observer in motion is moving along with the surface S in a

region with positive static charges, with a velocity that is less than, say,

ten per cent of that of light. The magnetic force on a test charge employed

by this observer to measure the fields is negligible compared with the

electric force. If the concentration of positive charge were great enough
to produce an appreciable electric current relative to this observer, the

electrostatic forces would be enormous, Usually, convection currents are

in conductors containing equal amounts of positive and negative charge.

For such cases the charge passing though a surface S due la its motion

alone is precisely zero.

Suppose a region has a time-changing electric field, producing a dis

placement current density J
rf

, The displacement current i4 is defined as

-
f Jrf

*</S* f 6-c/S iX (7-8)
JH J#

This is the flux of J^ or D over the surface S; although measured in

amperes, it does not, of course, represent a flow of charge. The flux of

D over S equals the partial time derivative of the flux of D over S, Con

sequently,

3t Ja di

with v
f

denoting the electric flux over the surface. Again, the partial time

derivative is used to signify that the motion of the surface is not to be

considered in evaluating i# For example, when a surface moves through
a static electric field* the electric flux over the surface may vary with time*

but there is no displacement current. The partial time derivatives of both

D and w are /ero,
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The total electric current i
t

is the sum of the convection current / and

the displacement current /d , giving

it
= / + id (7-10)

In terms of the current densities, the total current i
t
is

=
f(
Js

(7-11)

Clearly, the total current represents the spatial average of the current

densities at all points of the cross section. Equation (7-11) can be written

s
(7-12)

Also, we can utilize Eqs. (7-7) and (7-9) to obtain

From Eq. (7-13) it is evident that the electric current over a surface equals

one ampere if electric charge flows through the surface at the rate of one

coulomb per second, or if the electric flux over the surface is changing at

the rate of one coulomb per second.

Electric current is called drift current if the current density is a drift

current density. It is called diffusion current if the current density is due

to diffusion, Both types may be present in the same region. A drift current

can be expressed in terms of the conductivity a, for pv is equal to <rE, and

Eq. (7-6) becomes

i f aE-JS (7-14)
Js

This is, of course, a special case.

7-5. THE POSITIVE DIRECTION OF ELECTRIC CURRENT

The flux of any vector over a surface is a scalar. Electric current is the

flux of current density and, therefore, is a scalar. However, electric current

density is a vector.

In order to evaluate a surface integral, one side of the surface must be

selected as the positive side, and this choice is arbitrary. Current is the

surface integral of current density. When we refer to the current over some

surface, we should state which side is designated the positive side. If the

current density at points on the surface is directed out of this side, the

surface integral yields a positive value* On the other hand, if the current

density at points on the surface is directed out of the negative side, the

integral yields a negative value, and the current is negative. Of course, the
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current density at some points may be directed out of the positive side and

at other points may be directed out of the negative side, The integral

always gives, however, the net current over the surface.

In electric circuit theory an arrow is commonly used to indicate the

positive side of a cross section of the circuit. The sidefacing in the direction

of the arrow is the designated positive side. Although current is a scalar,

it is customary to refer to the direction of the arrow as the positive, or

reference, direction of the current. This custom will be adhered to in this

text, but the student should understand that the arrow actually shows the

selected positive side of the cross-sectional surface.

Figure 7-2 shows an electric circuit

with arrows indicating the positive direc

tions of the branch currents. The selec

tions of these reference directions were

arbitrary, Suppose that the currents /
If

/a, and /3 are equal to 2, +5, and +3
amperes, respectively, at a certain in-

RG. 7-2. Electric circuit. stant jf the positive directions of the

currents had been selected opposite to

the directions indicated by the arrows, the currents would be +2, 5,

and 3 amperes.
The fact that current is a scalar follows directly from its definition, and

it is futile to attempt to regard it as a vector. For example, consider the

current entering the cylindrical cathode of a vacuum tube from a larger

cylindrical anode surrounding it. The current densities at points on the

cathode surface have different directions at different points about the

cathode. The convection current is the flow of electric charge across this

surface, and at any instant of time this quantity has magnitude only,
Electric current usually varies with time, The equations that have been

presented apply at each and every instant, The symbols 4 and / denote the

instantaneous current density and the instantaneous current, respectively,
and are commonly expressed as functions of lime r,

EXAMPLE I. Illustrated in Fig, 7-3 11 a conducting rod with a circular cross

section of radius 2, 1 centimeters, The current I varies sinusoidatly with time at a

frequency of 1590 cycles per second, tnd its positive direction is specified by the

arrow on the illustration, Inside the wire the drift current density Jsk varies with

respect to the distance r from the center of the wire because or a phenomenon
known an skin

effect. The current density J9 is given by the approximate expres
sion

J 9 0,00lifr
iin(iw/ 4- *r) amperes/em*

with w 10* and with r measured in centimeters, Determine the current / as it

function of time.
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7"

FIG. 7-3. Cylindrical conductor.

Solution. As Jx depends only on the distance r from the center of the wire and

time t, it is clear that a differential area of a cross-sectional surface can be taken

as the area between two circles of radii r and r + dr. This is 2-n-r dr square centi

meters. The current arrow on the illustration specifies the positive side of the

surface as the side facing in the positive ^-direction. Therefore, the vector

differential area is 2vr dr k, and J d$ equals Jz2trr dr. The current / is

irr dr

Jo

Substitution for Jx gives

T2

Jo

p
/ 0.0027T

Jo

u
rer sin (at + wr) dr

A change of variable from r to A with x TTT, yields the equation

0,002 f*-
1 "

/ M- xex sm (w j 4. x) fa
*

Jo

By integrating by parts one can readily show that

*r<* sin (<*)t + %) dx [Je'lKa: cos a; + * sin x - sin x)

x sin to/ + (x sin # a? cos x 4- cos x) cos o>/] (7-15)

Utilizing Eq. (7-1 5) t we find the current / to be

/ HI 1.87 sin co/ 0.769 cos wt

This can be expressed as

/ m 2.024 sin (car
- 22,3) amperes

by application of the trigonometric identity given as Eq, ( 12-22). The sign of the

current is alternately positive and negative as time varies.

EXAMPLE 2, The rod of Example I is made of brass having a conductivity of

1,57 x IO7 mhos per meter. Determine the displacement current ld as a function

of time. Assume r 1 .

Solution. The displacement current density Jd is D or E. As E J/<r, it

follows that J
tf equals {/<*)! The ratio /<r is 8.854 x 1CT 12/L57 x 107

, or

5.64 x l(r l* second, and

j^ m 5,64 x
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The drift current density Jz is given in Example 1 . Its partial time derivative

equals Jz multiplied by to, or 104
,
with the angle of the sine function increased by

90. Thus
Jd = 5.64 x 10~ 18 e r sin (a>t + 90 + rrr) ampere/cm

2

with r measured in centimeters. Comparison of this with the expression for the

drift current density Jz reveals that Jd can be found from J t by multiplying Jz by
5.64 x 10~16 and by increasing its angle by 90". We deduce that the displacement
current can be found from the drift current / by multiplying / by 5.64 x 10 15 and

by adding 90 to its angle. This gives

id 1,14 x 10~ 14 sin (ait + 67.7 ) ampere

It should be noted that the displacement current is negligible compared with the

drift current. This is true in all good conductors.

7-6, THE ELECTRIC CURRENT ELEMENT

Determination of the electric and magnetic fields produced by a system
of currents is often accomplished with the aid of the superposition principle,

The conductors are regarded as made up of a great many extremely small

current elements, each of which occupies an infinitesimal volume. The

fields of the entire system are found by adding together, or integrating,

the fields of the individual elements. In a somewhat similar manner we

often find the magnetic force on a conductor by adding the forces on the

small current elements. This method will be utiii/ed in various sections of

later chapters. Thus the concept of a current element of differential dimen

sions is of engineering importance, even though a single isolated element

does not exist.

By definition a current element, or current moment, is

current element * J dV ampere-meter (7-16)

with J representing the convection current density in the volume dV
within a conductor, The magnitude of the vector current element is the

differential quantity J dV* and its direction is that of J, If the magnitude
and direction of J vary with time, the magnitude and direction of the

current element also vary with time.

J dV can be written as pv dV, or (p dV}v< Clearly* p dV is the differential

charge ity of the free charge carriers in rfK which have drift velocity v. We
obtain

This shows that a current element can be regarded as a moving charge insofar
as Us electric and mttgneiic effects are concerned, provided the effects

of the bound charges* if important, are also considered.
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The product dq v can be written as dq dl/dt, or (dq/dt) dl But dq\dt is

the flow of charge in coulombs per second through a cross section of the

element, and this is the current i. Consequently,

JdV = idl (7-18)

with the understanding that / is the current over the small cross-sectional
area of dV. When dealing withfilamentary conductors, which have small
cross sections, / is the total current. We select the reference direction of i

arbitrarily. Then if / is positive, the direction of the ctirrent element i dl

corresponds with this reference direction; but if / is negative, the vector
/ dl has the opposite direction. In the usual case the current is alternating,
and its sign alternates with time.

In good conductors currents that change rapidly with time are mostly
confined to thin surface layers. This is referred to as skin effect, which is

discussed in Chapter 14. In many cases involving high frequencies the

assumption of surface current densities is a reasonable engineering approxi
mation. We previously defined the convection current density J as the

product pv. However, suppose the moving charges are confined to the

surface of a conductor. In this case the current density is a surface current

density J,, defined as the product of the surface charge density p8 of the

moving charges and the drift velocity v of the charge carriers. Thus

J, p fv amperes/m (7-19)

It should be noted that surface current density J a is expressed in amperes
per meter, whereas current density J is expressed in amperes per square
meter.

Let us consider an example. Suppose the current of a cylindrical wire
ofradius r is confined to a thin surface layer. Ifthe surface current density
Jt directed along the length ofthe wire is uniform around the circumference

of the wire, the current / in the wire is ImJ^ amperes,
We are now prepared to express a current element in terms of a surface

current density Jr By multiplying both sides of Eq. (7-19) by dS and

replacing the product p, dS with dq, we obtain

3,dS**dqv (7-20)

with dq denoting the charge of the free charge carriers of the differential

surface area rfS. It is evident that Jt dS represents a current element in

terms of a surface current density.

When a charge moves in a magnetic field B, a force acts on it, and the

differential force df on the differential charge dq is dq v x B. The current
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in a wire consists of moving charges. If the wire is in a magnetic field, the

field exerts a force on each of the moving charges, and this force is trans

mitted to the atoms of the wire. Let dq denote the charge moving with drift

velocity v in the differential length dl of the wire. The differential force

df that acts on this length is dq v X B. By utilizing Eqs. (7-17) and (7-18)

we can express this force in terms of the current element /rfl, and the

important result is

dF^idlX B (7-21)

A wire with a current / consists of a large number of differential current

elements in series. Equation (7-21) gives the force that acts on each of

these elements.

x

FIG, 7-4. Direction of B with r$pct to th difftrantltl vtcton i dl and 4$m .

The magnetic flux density B was defined in terms of the force on a

moving charge. However, a current element is equivalent to a moving

charge, and the magnetic flux density B exerts a force on a current element

in accordance with Eq. (7-21). In fact, Eq, (7-21) is frequently selected as

the defining equation for B,

We note that the magnetic force on a current element is always at right

angles to each of the vectors dl and B. If dl is oriented so that d is a

maximum d m * then the magnitude of B is dFJ(tdl)* Consequently, the

magnitude of B at a point is the maximum possible force per unit current

element With dl oriented so that the force is a maximum, B is directed

perpendicular to the plane of d m and /</!, with sense as illustrated in

Fig. 7-4, These statements concerning the magnitude and direction of B

could have been selected for defining B,

Although a single current element cannot be physically realised, a small

length of wire carrying a current i is sometimes employed as a substitute.

The connections to the short wire must be made so as to prevent any
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undesirable effects. This approximation of a current element can be used

to test for and to measure the magnetic field in a region of space.
A current-carrying conductor in a magnetic field is acted upon by a

magnetic force, provided the conductor is not parallel to the field lines.

There is a force acting on each current element in accordance with

Eq. (7-21). In general, magnetic fields exert forces on moving charges and
electric currents; on the other hand, electric fields exert forces on charges,

regardless of their motion.

The magnetic force on each differential volume dV of a conductor is

determined from Eq. (7-21) with / d\ replaced by J dV. This gives a differ

ential force of J X B dV, and theforce per unit volume is J X B. The force

FIG, 7-5, Fore* F on /I oriented normal to field B,

per unit area on the differential surface dS of a conductor with a surface

current density J^ is obviously J, X B.

Let us apply Eq, (7-21) to an important special case. Suppose a length

/ of straight wire with a current / is oriented at right angles to a magnetic
field of uniform density B, The magnitude of the vector d\ X B is B dl,

and the force acting on the wire is

F M PB/ dl * Bl t dl ~ Bll (7-22)
Jo Jo

The direction of the force is normal to the plane containing the wire and

B, with sense determined by the equation F * /I X B These relations are

illustrated in Fig, 7-5.

The relation F Bit is often referred to as the motor law. It applies

only if the magnetic field B is uniform, if the current / is the same for all

current elements, and if the conductor is a straight wire normal to B,
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It is a restricted form of the general relation of Eq. (7-21). In many electric

motors wires are oriented perpendicular to a magnetic field. When a

current is passed through these wires, a force results, causing the armature

supporting the wires to rotate. This principle is utilized to convert electrical

energy into mechanical energy. We shall discuss this further in the next

section.

EXAMPLE. The magnetic flux density B in a region around a straight conducting
wire with a current of 500 amperes is given by

B - Q.OQQlCvi

r* + y*

The magnetic flux lines represented by this mathematical expression are circles

about the s-axis which coincides with the wire.

020

500

10 a

001 021

FiG, 7~6, A SOO-imfMjrt straight wJr* and i JO-imptrt icjuart loop,

Suppose a square conducting loop,
with side length equal to 0,2 meter tnd with

a current of 10 amperes, is placed in the region as indicated by Fig, 7*6, Deter

mine the net force acting on this square loop,
Solution. In the plane of the loop,

* * and the 50&-a current produces a

magnetic flux density B 0.0001/0 I. in Fig, 7-6 the flux lines are directed out of

the paper, for positive ,v, It is evident from Eq. (7-21) that the specified magnetic
field produces forces on the sides of the square loop with etch force vector oeing
normal to its side, lying in the plane of the loop, and directed toward the inside

of the loop,
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Along path ab, y is 0.01 and B is 0.0 li. The force Fa& is Bit}, or 0.01 x 10 x

0.2j, or 0.02j newton.

Along path be, B varies with y, and we must use Eq. (7-21). A current ele

ment along this path is 10 dy j, and the force on a current element is (\bdy\) x

(0.000 1/?/ i), or -0.001 dy/y k. The total force on this side is

.21

01

F
fec

-0.001 llydyk= -0.00304k
Jo.oi

Along path cd, y is 0.2 1 and B is 0.000481. The force Fcd is -Bill or -0.00096J.

Along path da, a current element is 10 dy I with dy negative, and the force on a

current element is -0,001 dy/y k. For negative dy the limits of the integral are

taken with y decreasing from 0.21 to 0.01, and evaluation of the integral gives a

force Frfa of 0.00304k.

The net force acting on the square loop is the vector sum of Fa6 , F frc , Frd , and
F

rffl
. This gives a net force F equal to 0.01 9j newton. If the loop were rigid but

free to move, the magnetic force would move the loop of Fig. 7-6 from left to

right.
It should be mentioned that the current of the loop produces a magnetic

field which we have neglected. Although this field contributes to the force on
each side of the loop, these force components obviously cancel when the net force

is computed.

7-7. A SIMPLE ELECTRIC DYNAMO

A device that transmits energy from one system to another is known as a

transducer. An electromechanical transducer is one that transforms energy
from the electrical state to the mechanical state, or vice versa. The electric

machine, or dynamo^ is an example of such a transducer. We shall first

investigate the behavior of a current-carrying conductor in a uniform

magnetic field, after which we shall consider an elementary dynamo of

more practical design.

Shown in Fig, 7-7 is an electric circuit located in a uniform magnetic
field B which is directed into the paper, The rod with sliding contacts

can move sideways without opening the circuit. There is, however, some

friction at the sliding contacts. When the switch S is closed, the current

/ in the rod rises rapidly from zero to a large value which is determined

by the applied voltage V and the small resistance of the electric circuit.

This is a drift current due to the electric field E. The magnetic force on

the rod is 5/7 by Eq, (7-22), and this force is directed from left to right.

The rod accelerates to the right; its velocity r, initially zero, is now

increasing. Because the rod is moving in a magnetic field, there is now a

magnetic force acting along the wire on the free charge carriers present,

The magnetic force per unit charge, equal to vB, is directed opposite to

the electric force per unit charge of magnitude . Therefore, the net force

per unit charge is vB. As r increases, the force acting on the charge
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FIG. 7-7. An electric circuit containing a rod with sliding taps located in a uniform

magnetic field B.

carriers decreases. Consequently, the drift velocity of the charge carriers

decreases, and the current / decreases. Thus the current / and the force F

acting on the rod decrease as the velocity of the rod increases, Equilibrium
is reached when the magnetic force on the rod has lowered to the value of

the frictional force of the sliding taps. At equilibrium, both the velocity

of the rod and the current are steady.

At points inside the moving rod the force per unit charge is K rfl,

The quantities , r, and Bdo not vary along the path of the rod, Therefore,

the voltage drop along this moving rod, in the direction of the positive

current, is 7 vBL If the circuit between the battery and the rod

is lossless, then 7 obviously equals the applied terminal voltage F, and

the voltage drop becomes V vBL The voltage V is that component of

the emf due to the electric field, and the voltage vBl is that component due

to the magnetic field, As the effect of the motional-emf component is

opposite to that of the applied voltage, the term vBl is often referred to as a

back em/ or a counter emf,

Suppose the rod is made of a good conducting material, such as copper,
If the current / is not excessively large* the force per unit charge acting on
the charge carriers is small, and the voltage drop along the rod is small,

In this case the applied voltage and the motional emf vBl are approni

mately equal, and the velocity v is nearly K/(tf).

The force opposing the motion of the rod constitutes the mechanical

load, We assumed only a frictional force, However, some other mechani
cal force might also be present In any event, under equilibrium conditions

the magnetic force Bil must equal the total mechanical force opposing the

motion of the rod. If this mechanical force is large, Ihe current / is large;
and if this mechanical force is small, the current is small.

The device just described is a simple, though crude, electric motor, It

draws electrical energy from the electric source and converts it into
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mechanical energy. The same device can be employed as an electric

generator by application of the proper mechanical force. For example,

suppose a mechanical force pushes the rod of Fig. 7-7 to the right at a

velocity v such that the motional emf vBl is now greater than the applied

voltage K. The magnetic force vB per unit charge acting on the charge

carriers is larger than the electric force E per unit charge. The flow of

charge is now reversed, and electric power is delivered to the electric circuit

connected across the terminals of the moving rod. Under equilibrium

conditions the magnetic force Btl equals the mechanical force F9 provided
we understand that F includes the effect of both the applied and frictional

forces. It follows that the current / delivered to the external circuit is

FIBI.

Regardless of the way the mechanical force acts on the rod, both motor

and generator action are present. If the current from the electric source

produces a magnetic force that drives the rod of Fig. 7-7 to the right in

opposition to a mechanical force, the device is a motor. However,

generator action is present, for the motion of the rod in the magnetic field

yields a motional emf that opposes the applied voltage V. If the rod is

driven to the right by a mechanical force, mechanical power is converted

into electrical power, and the device is a generator. In this case the

motional emf is greater than the terminal voltage, and the current / is

reversed. There is motor action, however, for the magnetic force Bit

opposes the driving mechanical force.

Shown in Fig. 7-8 is a sketch of the end view of a more practical electric

dynamo. The yoke, poles, and armature are ferromagnetic, and the

current-carrying coils on the poles produce intense magnetic fields directed

as indicated by the several magnetic flux lines illustrated. It should be

noted that the flux lines leave the surface of the north pole and enter the

surface of the south pole. Later, magnetic circuits such as this one will be

analyzed in some detail. For the purposes of this analysis we shall assume

that the magnetic field in the air gaps between the armature and the poles

of the electromagnets is nearly uniform and radial.

The iron armature is a cylinder of radius r and axial length /, and this

cylinder is free to rotate on its axis. At the surface of the cylinder are

many axial slots* each containing a number of insulated conductors, also

of length /. These conductors are connected to the external circuit in

various ways which will not be discussed here. However, the connections

are made so that the positive currents of those conductors on the right side

of the armature are in one direction and the positive currents of those con

ductors on the left $id# of the armature are in the other direction, A

mechanical switching arrangement rapidly reverses the current of a con

ductor as it passes from one side to the other*
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Let us consider operation of the dynamo as a motor. The external

electric circuit supplies a current / to each armature conductor. Suppose
the currents of those conductors on the right side of the armature of Fig.
7-8 are directed into the paper and the currents of those on the left side

are directed out of the paper. As the current elements are normal to the

magnetic flux density B, the magnetic force on each armature conductor

is Bil. This force is directed tangential to the surface of the armature in a

counterclockwise direction, and the resulting torque T produces a counter

clockwise rotation. As B is proportional to the total magnetic flux y of a

Yoke

FIG. 7-8. End view of cf*ctric dynamo. Several magrmlc flux lints ar shown it daubed

tints,

pole and as the current of each conductor is proportional to the total

current supplied by the external circuit, it follows that the magnetic torque
is proportional to the product y/, with / now representing the total current.

Thus

Tocyi (7-23)

The mechanical power developed is the product of the torque Fand the

angular velocity < of the armature. A portion of this power is used to

supply the fricitonal losses and the remainder is supplied to the mechanical

load on the shaft

The motion of the armature conductors through the magnetic field

results, of course, in a motional emf that acts in opposition to the applied
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current. The motional emf of each conductor is Blv, with v denoting the

velocity of the conductor. As v is proportional to the speed of rotation in

revolutions per minute (rpm), it is evident that the motional emf is pro

portional to the product of the pole flux
<p and the rpm, giving

motional emf oc
<p (rpm) (7-24)

For motors this motional emf is a back, or counter, emf. Equations

(7-23) and (7-24) are important relations that are utilized in the analysis

and design of electric machinery.
The dynamo of Fig. 7-8 can also be operated as a generator. In this case

mechanical power must be applied to the shaft of the armature, producing
rotation* The motional emf produces a current / in the external electrical

circuit. This motional emf is now greater than the terminal voltage, and

the magnetic force acting on the free charge carriers of the conductors is

greater than the electric force. The applied mechanical torque on the

armature equals the sum of the factional torque and the magnetic torque,

given by Eq. (7-23). The product of the applied torque and the angular

velocity m gives the input mechanical power, and the product of the mag
netic torque and m gives the developed electrical power. The difference is

the frictional power loss.

A generator supplies voltage, current, and power to the electric circuit

connected to its terminals. If the external terminals are open, the current

and power are zero, and the generator supplies a voltage only. On the

other hand, if the terminals are shorted, the generator supplies a current

only. These are special cases. In general, the values of the generated

voltage* current* and power are determined by the characteristics of the

machine and its external circuit. The voltage and current may be d-c or

a~c f and this depends on the manner in which the armature conductors are

connected to the terminals,

EXAMPLE. The armature of a d-c motor is 12 cm long and 8 cm in diameter and

contains 400 conductors connected in series between the external electrical

terminals, When the motor is connected across a 1 10-volt supply, the air-gap

flux density is 0,3 weber per square meter, the current is 2 amperes, and the speed
is 1700 rpm, Determine the back emf and the mechanical power developed.

Solution. The angular velocity is 1700 rpm, or 178 radians per second. The

velocity v of each conductor is rw. or 7 . 1 2 m/sec, It follows that the motional emf

Bio per conductor is 0.256 volt. The back emf of the 400 conductors is 102.5

volts.

The magnetic force acting on each conductor is Bll, or 0.072 newton. The

magnetic torouc is obtained by multiplying this force by the radius of the arma

ture and by the number of conductors. This gives a torque of 1.15 newton-m,

Multiplication by the angular velocity gives 205 watts. This is the mechanical

power developed, including that power used to overcome friction. As 746 watts

is one horsepower, the mechanical power developed is 0.275 hp.
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The difference between the applied voltage and the back emf is 7.5 volts. This

is the voltage drop between the terminals of the motor along the path of the

moving conductors of the armature. If the armature conductors were perfect,

this voltage would be zero.

7-8. MAGNETIC CURRENT

The total electric current over a surface 5 is equal to the flow of electric

charge through S plus the partial time derivative of the electric flux over

S. Magnetic charges do not exist, and consequently, there is no magnetic
current of moving magnetic charges. However, the partial time derivative

of the magnetic flux over S corresponds to the electric displacement current.

Accordingly, magnetic current is defined as the partial time derivative of

the magnetic flux O.

As magnetic flux O has units of webers, magnetic current has units of

webers per second. A weber per second is dimensionally equivalent to the

volt. Therefore, the mks unit of magnetic current is the volt, and we have

magnetic current volts (7-25)
dt

An alternate form is

magnetic current B * dS (7-26)
J#

Obviously, the magnetic current density at a point is B volts per square
meter,

Although the electric and magnetic fields have been defined, the manner
in which these fields are produced has not yet been precisely stated, In

the next chapter we shall learn that electric currents produce magnetic
fields and magnetic currents produce electric fields. Electric fields are

also produced by electric charges, whereas magnetic charges do not

exist.

7-9. SUMMARY OF DEFINITIONS

In Chapters 3 through 7 the various electric and magnetic quantities,
and also some important mechanical quantities, have been defined. It is

essential that the student understand the meaning of these concepts before

proceeding to the study of the fundamental laws of electromagnetic
induction. These laws are presented in the next chapter.
Table 7-1 briefly summarizes the definitions, units, and dimensions of

most of the quantities lhat have been considered.
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TABLE 7-1

Summary of Definitions, Units, and Dimensions
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TABLE 7-1

(Continued)

PROBLEMS

Sections 7-1 and 7-2

7-1. The charge density of the free electrons in a metal of conductivity 5 x 107

mhos/m is -8 x tO'c/m
11

. If J - SGG,OG0 amperes/m
a
, find the drift velocity v

and the mobility /< of the free electrons,

7-2. The electron density at a point P is 6 x ID^efectrons/m
3

, If the electrons

are moving with a velocity of4 x JO *m/&eeinthe positive
.r direction, determine

th vector current density Jf at /*,

^
7-3. At a point F in a copper conductor having a conductivity of 3,8 x |07

mhos/m, the drift current density J * JO
8
sin 10** I tmperes/m*, Determine the

displacement current density J
rf
and the total current density J, at the point,

assuming a dielectric constant of unity.

7-4. A 100-megacycle radio wtve has an electric field intensity of one millivolt

per meter maximum value it a point in air, Consequently,
m 0,001 sin (2ir x

Determine J4 .

7-5* The electric Held intensity in a region is E - cos x cm wt }, If the dielec
tric constant of the medium ts 9 and if the angular frequency *** is 10*, determine
ihc displacement current density as & function of OP and /

7~& T*o large parallel plates are separated by a distance of 0,002 m. The
voltage drop from .HI to plate B is 100 sin I0*f, Assuming a uniform etectrk field

m the region between the plates* determine the displacement current density in

the direction from A to B, if the dielectric constant it 10,
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^ 7-7. In the free-space dielectric of a hollow-pipe waveguide the electric field

intensity is E = 1000 sin 20wa? cos (cot
- 55Az]> j. The angular frequency a> is

STT x 109 . Determine the displacement current density at the point (0.01, 0.01,

0.01) as a function of time.

Sect/on 7-3

7-8. For the PN junction rectifier of Examples 1 and 2 of Sec. 7-3, determine
the drift velocities v^ and vn of the holes and free electrons, respectively, at x =
and also at x 0.0015 m. Recall that mobility equals the drift velocity per unit

electric field intensity.

7-9. For the PN junction rectifier of Examples 1 and 2 of Sec. 7-3, determine as

functions of x the hole component Jp
'

and the free-electron component Jn
'

of the

drift current density. These components are a#E and rrnE, respectively, with
<rp pent and an * ne/un . On the same axes plot as functions of #, from x = to

a; 0.0015 m, the # components of the diffusion current densities JP and Jn and
the drift current densities Jp

' and Jn '.

Sect/ons 7-4 and 7-5

7-10. The anode of a vacuum tube is a metal cylinder of radius 0.01 m and

ength 0.04m. The electron density at points just off the anode is 3 x 1012

electrons/m
3

, and the electrons strike the anode with a velocity of 8 x 106
m/sec

directed normal to the surface. Determine the electric current / over the anode

surface, with the inner surface taken as the positive side. How many electrons

strike the anode per second ?

7-1L For the conducting rod of Example 1 of Sec. 7-5, determine the drift

current density at r 2 cm and also at r 1 cm at the instant of time when the

current / is zero and going negative.

7-12. For the conducting rod of Example 1 of Sec. 7-5, determine the drift

current density as a function of r at the instant of time when the current / is zero

and going positive, Plot this current density as a function of r for this instant of

time,

7-13* Assume that the conducting rod of Example 1 of Sec. 7-5 has a radius of

only t,5 cm and determine the current / as a function of time.

7-14 Assume that the conducting rod of Example 1 of Sec. 7-5 has a radius

of 25 cm and determine the current / as a function of time.

ji
7-15* If E 8000 sin lOrra? sin (o>/

- 27.5*) j in the free-space dielectric of the

rectangular waveguide of Fig. 7-9, with o> 12,5 x 10 , show by evaluation of

the surface integral of the current density that the displacement current leaving
the bottom side of the guide from * to z 0,1 m is 4.02 sin (o>r -f 1 L2).
The inside dimensions of the cross section are 0. 1 by 0.05 meter.

7-I& Two parallel conducting plates, each with an area of 0.01 m 2
, are

separated 0.5 cm by a leaky dielectric with <r
* 5 and <r 5 x 10*~

ft

mho/m.
Assume that the electric field intensity E 2000 sin 109/ 1, normal to the plates,

and determine the total current and voltage as functions of time.

7*17. A point charge q is moving between two parallel conducting plates A and

B, separated a distance d9 with velocity # directed from plate A to plate B. The
total electric flux ^ leaving^ is equal to a, and each flux line leaving^ terminates on

one of the two plates. The numoer of flux lines terminating on plate B is directly

proportional to the distance * of the charge from plate A, and the number of flux

fines terminating on plate A is similarly proportional to the distance (d - x) of
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FIG. 7-9. Rectangular wavaguide.

the charge from plate A Show that the flux y# entering plate B is qx/d and that

the displacement current entering plate B is qv/d.

7-18. The cathode and anode of a certain vacuum diode consist of parallel

conducting plates spaced 1 cm apart. A battery connected across the plates

produces a voltage rise of 1 50 volts from the cathode to the anode. An electron,

emitted with negligible kinetic energy from the cathode, accelerates through the

voltage rise toward the anode. Determine the anode current due to this electron

immediately before it strikes the plate, with the positive side of the anode selected

as the side facing the cathode, Refer to Prob. 7-17.

7-19. Assuming 103il
free electrons per cubic meter, find the drift velocity of the

free electrons in a No. 10 (AWG) copper wire with a current of I ampere. The
diameter of the wire is 0,102 inch,

7-20, A metallic wire with a radius of 0.001 m has I0a* free electrons per m
a

.

The free charge carriers are drifting along the wire with a drift velocity r of one-

millionth of a meter per second. Determine; () the charge q per unit length due

to the free electrons; (A) the product ^r; (c) the current L

FIG, 7-10. Electric circuit,

^ 7-21* Shewn in Fig. 7-10 arc two identical wires, each with

R, connected across the terminal* ift erf the ideal current generator

i is 10 sin J77/. The flaw from the n

the two rcntKtance wires. Determine the currents If and 4 at I ^ 0,0005 c

and also at / *> 0.001 see.

722 A square in the j-vplane Ims its corners at the point* <0* 0|, (0, HI, (8, K)

anil(K,0>. It* I) 10 P si<t0 :
i -

0.03^) k, determine the dwplaccnwmcurw^^
m the positive

s direction, ewer the of the ill time rci

723* 1& .V dencte the of the of a diode, w tth the pmitive

hide of S an the *ide the Tht in the vacuum h
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always directed from the anode to the cathode, but the magnitude of this field

pulsates with time. As a consequence, the negative electrons emitted by the

cathode strike the anode at a rate that varies with time, this rate being (3 1 .2 3. 1 2

sin 108 1016 electrons per sec. Also, the electric flux y over S varies with time,
with ^ = (20 2 sin 108

/) 10~~n coulomb. Determine the total electric current

over S as a function of time.

Sect/on 7-6

7-24. A current-carrying wire of radius 0.0002 m is parallel to the #~axis of a

coordinate system. The free electron density is 8 x 1028 electrons per m3
, and

these charge carriers are drifting along the wire with a drift velocity v 0.000 li

meter/sec. Determine the current density J and the current /, with the positive
side of a cross-sectional surface selected as the side facing the direction of in

creasing x. For a differential length dx of the wire, find dV, d\, and dq in terms of

dr. Using these results show that J dV = / d\ = dq v.

7-25. A conducting wire lies along the #~axis and carries a current of 5 amperes
in the positive x direction. If a uniform magnetic field, of density B = 0,05i +
0.2j 0.4k weber/m

2
, exists in the region, determine the vector force per unit

length acting on the wire.

7-26, A conducting wire lies along the #-axis and carries a current of 3

amperes in the positive JT direction. If B = 0.2 cos ^ cos cot ] in the region, deter

mine the vector force acting on the section of the wire between the origin and
.r - 1 . What is the maximum value of this force as time varies?

^ 7-27. A closed metallic circuit carries a current / in a uniform magnetic field of

density B. If the current / is the same over each cross-sectional surface of the

circuit, prove that the net force acting on the entire circuit is zero. Use the

relation

r / r \

xB,f(/rfl X B) * /
f/rflj

provided B is uniform. This relation follows from the distributive rule of Sec. 2-4.

7*28, Repeat Prob. 7-27, except prove that the force is zero by expressing / d\

and B in rectangular form, taking the cross product, and integrating the resulting
terms around a closed path,

<~ 7-29. Shown in Fig, 7-11 is a moving-coil galvanometer used to measure steady
electric currents. The magnetic force on the current of the coil exerts a torque on

the armature. A retarding torque, proportional to the deflection angle 0, is

exerted by a mechanical spring, Attached to the armature is a pointer that

indicates the current on a suitable scale, Assume that the magnetic flux density B
is directed normal to the surface of the ferromagnetic armature, and deduce that

the deflection angle is directly proportional to the current /, The magnitude B
of the flux density is uniform in the air gap,

7-30. ff the restoring torque of the spring of Prob. 7-29 is kQ, determine the

deflection angle $ in terms of A, the number of coil turns n, the magnetic flux

density B, and the area S of the coil.

Section 7-7

t- 7-31. A sudden decrease in the pole flux f of a d-c motor has what immediate

effect on the back emf? Note that the inertia of a motor prevents abrupt changes
in speed.
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Iron

armature

Coil

FIG, 7-1 1. Moving-coil filvtrtomttttr.

7-32. A d-c motor with a pole flux f and an armature current / develops a

magnetic torque T. If the flux is decreased to OJf and the current is increased to

3(M, determine the new magnetic torque.

7-33. The armature current i of a d-c motor equals the difference between the

applied voltage V and the back emf, divided by the resistance K of the armature

winding, A d-c motor of the type described in Sec, 7-7 has an
applied voltage V

maintained constant ut 241) volts and an armature resistance of one ohm* The
armature current / in 4 amperes* and the pole dux f m CX2 weber. Suppose the

pole flux is suddenly reduced to 0,02 weber at time i
t

, At this mutant determine

the new armature current and the percentage change in the* magnetic torque /'.

What effect docs the decrease in f have on the speed?

7-34 The magnetic torque developed in a 1200-rpm motor w 1,5 newtcm-

meter*. If the frictional arc 10 watts> determine the mechanical torque and

power, in mk* units* applied Ui the load. Recall that power oquuh /W, Akio,

express the load torque and power in and Horsepower, respectively.

7-35* The armature of a d-e a driven by a motor at velocity
<M, The /i armature conductors of the are in Con

sequently, the total current nfwch conductor.
and the total motional emf equals the \um of the motu>nal emfs of the conductors.

Assuming a uniform (lux density f in the air that the magnetic

torque /'oppwing the driving torque m ;tnd that the motional

is nhtrw* with r denoting the and respectively, of the itrmuture.

From results show that /*< ^
lwi*rtwn/iwj/')/, This w the

developed.
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7-36. A d-c generator, driven at 1000 rpm, generates a motional emf of 200

volts and a current of 5 amperes. The frictional loss is 50 watts, (a) Using the

results of Prob. 7-35, determine the electrical power developed and the mechanical

power input, (b) Determine the electrical power developed and the mechanical

power input if the speed of the generator is doubled. Assume the pole flux and

the frictional loss remain unchanged, and also assume that the generated current

is proportional to the motional emf.

Sect/on 7-8

* 7-37. If B = 10"~
9
sin (10

8
/
-

0.35,r) k, determine the magnetic current, as a

function of time, through the square loop having corners at (0, 0, 0), (5, 0, 0),

(5, 5, 0), and (0, 5, 0). The positive side of the surface faces in the positive
z

direction.
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CH AFTER 8

In the first seven chapters we studied the historical

development of electromagnetism, some background mathematics, and

the definitions of many electrical concepts. Except for brief mention in the

historical sketch, the experimental laws of Coulomb, Amp&re, Faraday,

Henry, and others have not been considered, James Clerk Maxwell

showed that these numerous experimental laws can be expressed by
means of a few general equations, known today as Maxwell's equa
tions,

A primary purpose of this entire book is to give the student a thorough

understanding of Maxwell's equations. If students contemplate doing
creative work in electrical research, development, or design, they most

certainly should study carefully these fundamental equations of electro-

magnetism- -examining these equations in different forms and applying
them to many different situations, We shall do this here and in later

chapters. In fact, a large portion of the remainder of this book is devoted

to a study of Maxwell's equations and their applications*
Earlier we discussed the conservation of electric charge, We do not

know that charge is always conserved. We cannot directly verify that the

conservation law is valid* even within limits of experimental error, for the

law h too general, We do know, however* that charge appears to be

conserved in all electrical experiments ever performed, Thus it seems

reasonable to assume that charge is neither created nor destroyed, This
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assumption, being a generalization of experimental evidence, is called a

postulate.

In this presentation of electromagnetism two of Maxwell's equations,

expressed in integral form, are selected as additional postulates. These

equations are broad mathematical statements of general electromagnetic
relations. Although they are too comprehensive for direct experimental

verification, innumerable logical deductions have been verified within

the limits of experimental error. The classical theory of electromagnetism
is based on the validity of our postulates.

From these postulates we shall develop the mathematical theory of

electromagnetism. We shall derive the experimental laws discovered by
the early electrical experimenters, and we shall deduce the equations basic

to the study of electrostatics, magnetostatics, electric and magnetic circuits,

transmission lines, waveguides, and antennas. These derivations and

deductions should reveal a clear and unmistakable unity among the

many equations utilized in the various areas of electromagnetism, and

this unity should greatly aid the student's understanding of electrical

science.

8-1. THE FUNDAMENTAL LAWS

The fundamental laws of electromagnetism, which we shall employ as

postulates, were presented by James Clerk Maxwell in 1873. Maxwell

studied the ideas and the equations of Amp&re, Ohm, Kirchhoff, Faraday
and others of his predecessors, and he formulated these ideas into clear

mathematical form. His concept of displacement current was introduced

into his equations in order to resolve certain inconsistencies. The logic

employed by Maxwell is discussed in Sec. 1-7, and a review of this discus

sion should prove helpful.

We have learned that electric fields exert forces on electric charges and

that magnetic fields exert forces on moving charges and current elements.

The fields were defined in terms of these forces. However, the manner in

which the electric and magnetic fields are produced has not yet been

carefully considered. It has been mentioned that electric fields are pro

duced by electric charges and magnetic currents, and that magnetic fields

are produced by electric currents. The precise relationships between the

fields and the charges and currents that produce them are given by

Maxwell's equations.

Maxwell's first equation is often called the Maxwell-Faraday law, or the

first law of electromagnetic induction. The integral form of this law states

that the circulation of the electric field intensity E around any closed path

C is equal to the negative of the magnetic current $O/3/ over any surface
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5 which has the path C as its boundary. Three equivalent mathematical

statements of this law are

(f E-dl - f ~-dS (8-1 a)
Jr Js dt

< -/!-- f B-c/S (8- 1 A)
Jr* 9* Jw

rA
Jr

The surface 5" is any two-sided surface having the contour C. B is the

magnetic flux density, and <t> represents the flux of B over the surface S.

The right-hand integration rule of Sec. 2-10 applies. According to this

rule, if the right hand is oriented so that the extended thumb points out of

the arbitrarily selected positive side of the surface S, then the curled fingers

indicate the direction of integration around the contour C.

Equations (8-! h) and (8-lc) involve the partial time derivative of the

magnetic flux over the surface S. The partial time derivative of this mag
netic flux <fc denotes the time rate of increase of due only to the time*

changing magnetic field, and it is important that this be clearly understood.

In particular, a time rate of change of the magnetic flux over S, due to

motion of the surface S in a magnetic field, is not included in the partial

time derivative of <t>. If the surface is a moving surface, the space limits of

integration vary with time. However, the partial time derivative denotes

that these limits are treated as constants, and consequently, 50/3* is

exactly equivalent to the surface integral of dB/dt in all cases.

Maxwell's second equation is often called the MaxwtU-Ampire law,

or the second law of e/tr/ronuignttlc induction. The integral form of this

law states that the circulation of the magnetic field intensity H around any
closed path C is equal to the total electric current over any two-sided

surface S which has the path C as its boundary, Three equivalent mathe

matical statements of this law are

> H-rfl -f
r Ja

(8-2n)

H <*l I, (8-2r)
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It should be recalled that the fields are related by the expressions D = eE

and B = juH.

The Maxwell-Faraday and Maxwell-Ampere laws are presented below

for comparison.
f r

9 E d\ = - B dS (8-3)
Jc Js

r r

9 H dl = Jr dS (8-4)
Jc Js

B is the magnetic current density, and J^ is the total electric current density,

equal to pv + D. If we had agreed upon a left-hand integration rule, the

negative sign of Eq. (8-3) would become a positive sign, and Eq. (8-4)

would then have a negative sign. However, the right-hand integration rule

is a well-established convention. It should be noted that the signs would

be ambiguous were it not for our integration rule.

An example of a surface S and its contour C is the surface of this page
and the path around its borders. Another example is the surface of the

northern hemisphere of the earth and the path around the equator. If

the line integrals are applied to the closed path of an electric circuit in

three-dimensional space, the surface S is any surface that has this path as

its boundary.
It should be emphasized that the fundamental laws are unrestricted

with regard to the surface, its boundary path, and time. The surface S

may be very large or very small* and it may have portions in different

physical media. The contour C may be a moving path with different

parts of the path having different velocities and with the surface S changing

with time as the path moves. The equations are valid at each and every

instant of time.

Equations (8-1 c) and (8-2c) are presented below for comparison.

O E * dl -d> (8-5)
Jc

<f H - dl i
t (8-6)

Jc

The magnetic current 4> and the total electric current l
t
are the currents

over any surface bounded by the path C The electric current includes, of

course, both convection and displacement currents, if both are present.

Equation (8-5) implies that a time-changing magnetic field always has an

electric field associated with it. Equation (8-6) implies that an electric

current, whether consisting of moving charges or time-changing electric

flux, always has a magnetic field associated with it. Our fundamental
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laws inform us that electric fields are produced by time-changing magnetic
fields, and magnetic fields are produced by moving electric charges and

also by time-changing electric fields. As we shall see later, these laws

implicitly infer that electric fields are also produced by electric charges.

Electric and magnetic fields were defined in Chapter 4, The fundamental

laws tell us how these fields can be obtained.

If the magnetic flux density B varies with time and is not a linear function

of time, then B varies with time, and we deduce from Eq. (8-1) that the

electric field E changes with time. If E varies with time and is not a linear

function of time, then E and D vary with time, and we deduce from Eq.

(8-2) that the magnetic field H changes with time. Therefore, time~changing
electric and magnetic fields exist together, provided neither is a linear

function of time. Certainly an electric or a magnetic field could neither

increase nor decrease linearly with time for a very long time interval.

Maxwell's equations are the mathematical foundation of electricity

and magnetism. The behavior of electric circuits, electric machinery,
the radio, the telephone, lightning, and nearly all other electrical equipment
and phenomena is governed by these fundamental laws, The only excep-
tions that have ever been found are the electrodynamics of rapidly moving

systems and phenomena involving the intimate electrical structure of

matter, such as the photoelectric effect.

8-2. THE MAXWELL-FARADAY LAW

In order to illustrate the meaning and use of the Maxwell-Faraday law,

let us consider several simple examples.

EXAMPLE I. Shown in Fig. 8-1 is a circular metallic loop having a radius of

one meter. Suppose a time-varying magnetic field exists in the region such that

the magnetic flux density at points of the circular area is approximately

B - $0
-

(I
- ra/4 4- r*/64) sin 3 x JO*/ k

with r denoting the distance from the center of the loop and k representing & unit

vector directed out of the paper. Find the counterclockwise voltage drop around
the loop.

Salutum. Let the positive side of the plane surface S bounded by the path C of

the loop be the side facing the reader, By the right*hand integration rule the line

integral of E is taken in the counterclockwise direction. Thus the counterclock

wise voltage drop r is found by differentiating B with respect to time and sub

stituting into the Maxwell- Faraday equation. Noting that the unit vector k and
each differential vector area */S have the same direction, we obtain

r - - 3(1 -
r*/4 -f r*/64)cos3 x JCP/i/S

As the integrand is a function of the space coordinate r, it convenient differential
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area is that between two circles of radii r and r + dr. This area is 2*r dr, and the
limits of r are zero and one. Consequently,

v = -67TCOS3 x fV -
r'/4

Jo
r
s
/64)

Evaluation of the integral yields a counterclockwise voltage drop v equal to

-8.3 cos 3 x 108
f volts.

Metallic loop

F(G, 8-1, Metafile loop of unit radius in a magnetic field of density B

The electric field lines in the plane area are circles concentric with the metallic

loop. Because of the circular symmetry, the field intensity equals the voltage

drop divided by the circumference of the loop. Therefore, at points on the con

ductor the counterclockwise electric field intensity is 1,32 cos 3 x 108/volts/m.

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig, 8-2 is a simplified sketch of an electric transformer

consisting of two coils of wire on a ferromagnetic core. A current / supplied to the

primary winding produces a magnetic flux 9? in the iron core, The two-turn

secondary coil is connected to a resistance R. Assuming a core flux of 0.001 sin

377/ weber, with the indicated positive direction, determine the voltage drop
counterclockwise around the closed secondary circuit,

Solution. The counterclockwise emf equals the negative of the partial time

derivative of the magnetic flux over S, whose positive side faces the reader. It is

evident from Fig, 8-2 that the core flux <p passes through the surface S two times.

Therefore, Ihe nux over S is 2y, or 0.002 sin 311f. The negative of the time

derivative of this flux is -0.754 cos 377r volt, and this is the counterclockwise

voltage drop around the closed metallic circuit. If the resistance of the secondary
coil is small compared with the resistance R, this voltage appears across R.
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It should be noted that the flux over a surface bounded by the two-turn

coil of Example 2 is 2c/\ with y denoting the core flux. In general, if a

coil has N turns, the flux over a surface bounded by the AM;urn coil and

its external circuit is Nq>. This assumes that each magnetic flux line of the

core links each turn of the coil. When applied to coils of wire, the Maxwell-

Faraday law is often written as

with
<f> denoting the flux linking each of the N turns of the coil. Of course,

R

PIG* 6-2. Trarwformir,

the product% represents the total flux over any surface bounded by the

coil This product is frequently referred to as the/fin* linkup of the coil.

Coils of many turns arc uttii/ed when a many flux linkages arc

desired.

EXAHPli 3, Shown in Fig, N-J t% a slot cut it! a copper plate, A sinusoidal

voltage r, equal to 10 sin ICfi volts, is applied across the center of the slot as

indicated. Hitch a center-fed slot w frequently used as art antenna at very high

frequencies. For all practical purposes ih like a
conductor at Find tins flux through the

left half of the Klot, the half of the slot, and the enure slot.

AV'A/mw, Let the of the slot be into
A'j and A'a ws

indicated, with the positive sides <f surfaces *w the tiiiing the

reader, Applicatum of the MaxwelM-aradav l*w to tin? siirlace A\ *n
j

ii! its

contour c

K ill
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with c^j denoting the magnetic flux out of the paper over the surface S^ The

voltage drop along the path bafe just inside the conducting material is negligibly
small, for the copper plate of this example can be regarded as a perfect conductor.

Electric fields do not exist in perfect conductors. A finite electric field in a con
ductor with no resistance would result in the absurdity of an infinite current. It

follows that the voltage drop around the closed path Cl equals the voltage drop
along that portion ofthe path from e to 6, and this voltage drop is u. Therefore,
-v equals -d^/a?, or

-lOsinlO9
/ = -d^Jdt

Integration with respect to time gives

Oj -10~"8 cos 109*weber

The constant of integration is zero if the magnetic field has no steady component.

Copper plate

FIG. 8-3, A slot antenna.

The voltage drop counterclockwise around the path C^ that bounds the surface

$ji is obviously equal to #. Therefore, v equals <bs , with $2 denoting the mag
netic flux out of the paper over the surface S& We deduce that <D^ is the negative
of O lf or

<D
4
- 10 8 cos 10

9
/ weber

The total magnetic flux over the area of the slot is the sum of <D
t
and 4>a , and

this sum is zero. Thus the total flux is zero at every instant of time.

EXAMPLE 4. Shown in Fig, 8-4 is a copper loop around a cylindrical ferro

magnetic core. Suppose that the region contains a magnetic field that varies

sinusoidally with time, inducing a voltage rise v equal to 0,001 sin lOOOr in the

loop. The arrow on the sketch denotes the positive direction of ??; when v is

positive, the voltage rise around the loop in the direction of the arrow is positive;

and when i> is negative* this voltage rise Is negative. The closed surface 5 of the

iron core is divided by the loop into the two surfaces Si and 5V With the outer

sides of the surfaces designated as positive, determine the magnetic flux over the

surfaces $t , &V and S.

Solution. Let us apply the Maxwell-Faraday law to tht% surface Sj and its

contour, which Is the path of the wire loop. The right-hand integration rule

requires that we take the voltage drop around this path in the direction of the
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arrow on the sketch of Fig. 8-4. This voltage drop is -0, which must equal -4>
1

.

Therefore, <t> x 0.001 sin 1000/, and the outward flux ^ is -10-6 cos 100Q/

weber. The constant of integration is zero, for the magnetic field was specified to

be a sinusoidal function of time.

Now let us consider the surface 5a . The contour of this surface is also the path

of the loop. The right-hand integration rule requires that we take the voltage

drop around the path in the direction opposite to the arrow on the sketch. This

Copper loop

i

FIG. 8-4, Tht copptr loop divides the cfostd surfact 5 into lurfteti S
t
tnd 5t

. Tht
include the tnds of th Iron cylinder.

voltage drop is r, which is 0.001 sin 1000/ t and this must equal
-*

a . It fallows

that the outward flux <t>4 h 10 fi cm IOOO/, which is the negative of <>,. The total

magnetic flux out of the closed surface X is the sum of <l\ and $a . M this sum i*

zero, the outward flux is zero at every instant, In Sec. 8-4 it is shown thai the

magnetic flux aver any closed surface m always /.era

EXAHPLE S. The electric circuit of Fig.
8-5 shows a battery connected^

a

loop of conducting wire through a switch. Assume the battery maintains a

constant 1 volts across its terminate, regardless
of the current. Alno assume that

the battery eonnections* the cbmt switch, and the conducting wire offer no

resistance Whatever to the flow of electric charge, This is an idculi/ed situation

VQlttt J

S-5, irtd circutt,

eammt be w no magnetic flux in the

region prior to the of ttos at lime /en>. IXstermine itw

flux 4 mil of ttte buck Hide trf ttie A' by the circuit

SWjijfffifi, As the de of the A* is the side the

the line of K the will bo The
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voltage drop along the conducting wire is zero, for there can be no electric field

within a perfect conductor. The line integral of E across the battery terminals
from the negative to the positive terminal is -10 volts. Therefore, the clockwise
circulation of E is -10, and this must equal -<t> by the Maxwell-Faraday law.

Integration yields <D = I Or webers. The constant of integration is zero, for O is

zero at time zero.

The magnetic flux <D entering the side of the surface S facing the reader increases

linearly with time. According to the Maxwell-Ampere law, magnetic fields are

produced by electric currents. Thus we can regard the flux as produced by the

electric current of the circuit, and it follows that the current also varies linearly
with time. Even though the wire is assumed to have no resistance, the current
does not rise instantaneously to an infinite value. At the instant the switch is

closed, the current is zero but increasing. As the magnetic field produced by the
current increases, this field induces an electric field in the wire that exactly cancels

the applied electric field of the battery. The electromotive force resulting from
the time-changing magnetic flux opposes the emf of the battery and, therefore,
is called a counter~emf,

If the conducting wire in this problem has resistance to the flow of electric

charge, then an electric field exists in the wire when there is current. In this case

the clockwise circulation of the electric field E around the circuit is not 1 volts,

but equals 10 plus the voltage drop in the wire. Consequently, cl> equals 10

volts less the voltage drop in the wire. As the current rises from zero, <t> decreases

due to the increased voltage drop in the wire. Eventually <I> becomes zero and the

current becomes steady, the magnitude of the current being determined by the

battery voltage and the circuit resistance. In this steady-state condition the

circulation of E around the closed circuit is zero, and the voltage drop due to the

resistance of the circuit equals the battery voltage.
Before leaving this problem let us extend it a step further. Suppose the conduct

ing wire has resistance and the steady-state condition has been reached. Over the

surface S enclosed by the circuit of Fig. 8-5 the magnetic flux lines are directed

into the paper* Now suppose that the applied voltage is suddenly reduced to zero

by means of a fast switching arrangement that removes the battery and simul

taneously replaces it with a conducting wire. With the voltage source removed,
the current will decrease. As the current decreases, the magnetic flux over S
decreases, and 4> is negative because <J> is decreasing with time. The clockwise

circulation of E around the circuit is <t>, which is a positive quantity as 4> is

negative, Thus we see that the decreasing flux induces in the circuit a voltage that

tends to maintain the current* preventing the current from decreasing abruptly.
The current* due to the electric field induced in the wire by the decreasing mag
netic flux* drops gradually to zero.

The preceding problem shows that the current in an electric circuit does

not change suddenly from one value to another but varies continuously.

This is the result of the emf induced by the time-changing magnetic field,

If the current is increasing, the induced emf acts in opposition to the

current, preventing a sudden increase. If the current is decreasing, the

induced emf acts so as to aid the current, preventing a sudden decrease,

The time-changing magnetic field* which is produced by the current, in

duces an electric field that acts in opposition to the change in the current.
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It should be emphasized that the voltage magnetically induced by the

current of the circuit opposes a change in the current. This emf of self-

induction opposes an increasing current but aids a decreasing current.

The fact that the self-induced emf opposes a change in the current is

known as Lenz's law.

Let us consider the impossible case of a current changing a finite amount

in zero time. According to the Maxwell-Ampere law, this would require

a sudden change in the magnetic field, thus making <!> infinite. The oppos

ing emf of self-induction would be infinite, and the entire situation becomes

absurd.

EXAMPLE 6. Shown in Fig. 8-6 is a representation of a series electric circuit

with a current that alternates at a frequency of 60 cycles per second. The current

RG. M, M KL circuit,

density J is o&tumtxi to be uniform, and the current / is the ivt%r all cross

sections of the circuit. The distributed resistance R of the circuit is

regarded as lumped, with rw denoting the voltage across the terminals of the

lumped resistance. This nsHt*tive voltage drop, which equals the product iR< m
the line integral of the cltxtric field inteiwity, or J/nr, the melatlw wire

connected between the terwtnah of the generator. The magnetic flux of the

circuit is regarded aft confined to the iron core, and the changing flux linkage*

produce across the terminate of the coil an emf of etf*mduction. I et r ^ denote

this inductive voltage.
Hud the relations between the i

1

, the resistive drop rw
and the inductive voltage !/,. Mm, Vf t

, the flwx

linkages \y ctjual 0. 1 sin J77/ weber.

*Viw/i*fi, In applvmg the Maxwell-Faraday ltw the drop around the

circuit will fx9 taken clockwwe in with the right-hand rule atitl the

specified poMiive diiection of*/
1

, The clockwise drop the toiniiiiik

of i he ftwtcf.ifo: .uui around llic p^ith w -i- t i
f

n and tl$$% equal

,\'v Ihcicinro,' >" i
(

|;
f ,%, llw urtnind the closed

pjiii ;ii;rtw i!r fcnnuiah*of tlie the of Jf
f
4i<J
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the terminals of L is zero, for all magnetic flux is assumed to be confined to the

magnetic circuit of the coil. Consequently, v = u
/? + VL , and we deduce that VL

is N(p. This can be written

VL = Ndq>/dt

We note that the inductive voltage drop in the direction of the positive current is

+N d<p/dt, provided the reference direction for <p is such that cp is positive when i is

positive.
These reference directions are shown in Fig. 8-6. For the given flux

linkages we determine VL to be 37.7 cos Tilt volts.

In linear low-frequency circuits the magnetic flux
<p

is directly propor
tional to the current /, provided the current density J is sufficiently uniform

over each cross section so that skin effect is negligible. It follows that

the flux linkages N<p equal Li, with L denoting the constant of propor

tionality referred to as inductance. Thus the inductance L is the flux

linkages per unit current N<p/i of the circuit. Its mks unit is the henry.

As the inductive voltage drop is N<p, it is evident that VL = L dijdt, with

VL representing the voltage drop across the inductance L in the direction

of the positive current. Note that the positive directions of / and <p 9 as

indicated on the illustration, were selected so that these quantities are in

time phase.
In representations of actual physical circuits it is customary and con

venient to utilize ideal lumped circuit elements. By incorporating the

effect of <p into the lumped inductance, we can equate the voltage drops

around the circuit to zero, provided these drops are taken across the

terminals of the elements. This rule, known as Kirchhoff's voltage law, is a

consequence of the Maxwell-Faraday law. Circuit concepts are discussed

with greater rigor and in more detail in Chapters 14 and 15.

Many practical electromagnetic problems deal with static fields. If the

electric field in a region is static, the magnetic field is also static, and B is

zero. By the Maxwell-Faraday law the circulation of E around every pos

sible path in the region occupied by static fields is zero. Thus the electro

static field is conservative, having zero circulation, In a conservative field

the line integral along a path between two points is independent of the

actual path of integration, depending only on the terminal points. There

fore, the voltage drops along various paths between the same two points

are identical, provided thefidds are not changing with time. The science of

electrostatics is discussed in Chapter 18,

The Maxwell-Faraday law is frequently written without the use of vector

notation. One such form of the equation is

-| f
ot Js
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E
l
denotes the component of E in the direction of d\, and B n denotes the

component of B normal to the differential surface area dS and out of its

positive side.

8-3. EMF AROUND A CLOSED PATH

The electromotive force, or voltage drop, around a closed path is the

work per unit charge done by the fields on a test charge moved around

the path. If the path is stationary, this emf is simply the circulation of E,

which equals 9<D/9f by the Maxwell-Faraday law. However, if portions

of the path are moving in a magnetic field, there is motional emf, and the

electromotive force around the closed path is

emf =<p (E + v x B) d\ (8-8)
Jv

E and B are, of course, the fields that would be measured by a stationary

observer.

As the circulation of E equals <i> with O denoting the magnetic flux

over any surface bounded by the path, it follows from (8-8) that

34> X
j. <p

dt Jr
(v x B) *d\ (8-9)

The first term on the right side of Eq, (8-9) represents the voltage induced

in the closed loop by the time-changing magnetic field that produces an

electric field E. This electric field exerts an electric force on any charge
carriers present, The second term on the right side denotes the motional

emf due to the magnetic force on any charge carriers present, If the path
is not moving in a magnetic field, this term is, of course, zero,

The expression (v x B) * dl of Eq, (8-9) can be replaced with B *

(v x d\). This is evident from inspection of the vector identity of Eq,

(2-12), Equation (8-9) becomes

emf ~~ [~ + * B * (v X dl}} (8-10)
L3l J<* J

Let us recall that the partial time derivative of the magnetic flux 4*, over

any surface S having the path C as its boundary, represents the time rate of

increase of <I> dm only to the lime-changing magnetic field, We shall now

verify that the line integral inside the brackets of Eq. (8-10) represents the

lime rate of increase of due to the path C cutting lines ofmttgneiicflux as

a result of motion relative to the frame of reference of the observer,

Shown in Fig, 8-7 is an enlarged differential path length d\ of a circuit

moving in a magnetic field, The s-axis is oriented so that d\ m d% k, Only
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the component of the velocity vector normal to d\ contributes to the cross

product of v and d\ of Eq. (8-10). Therefore, no generality is sacrificed by

orienting the velocity vector normal to dl, with v = v
y\.

Thus v X d\

equals v
v
dz i and, consequently, B (v X dl) equals Bxvy dz.

Now let us suppose that dl is a portion of a closed circuit in the z/z-plane,

such as the circuit indicated by the closed path C of Fig. 8-7. With the

emf around C taken counterclockwise, the positive side of the plane surface

5 bounded by C is the side facing the reader. The product Bxvv dz repre

sents the increase in the magnetic flux out of this surface, per unit time,

FIG, 8*7. Tht differential length dl of the circuit C Is moving with velocity v in a magnetic

field,

due to the length dz cutting lines of magnetic flux. This follows from the

fact that i\ dz equals dy dzjdt, or dS/dt, which is the time rate of increase

of the surface area due to the motion of dl. Multiplication of dS/dt by

the normal component of B, this component being B^ gives the time rate

of increase of due to the motion of dl in the magnetic field. The integral

of B * (v X dl) around the closed path C gives the total time rate of increase

of <t> due lo th* motion of the path C relative to the frame of reference of the

observer. The surface 5 is not restricted to the plane surface considered,

for the flux over every surface bounded by the path is the same. This

follows from the Maxwell-Faraday law and is discussed in the next section.

Let us reexamine Eq, (8-10), The first term in the brackets denotes the

time rate of increase of the magnetic flux due to the time-changing

magnetic field B, The second term in the brackets denotes the time rate

of increase of <t due to the motion of the path C in the magnetic field.

If the magnetic field B is static, the first term is zero. If the path C does
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not cut lines of magnetic flux, the second term is zero. Equation (8-10) is

commonly written in the form

emf=-rf0/flfr (8-11)

with the understanding that d$/dt denotes the time rate of increase of <J>

due to a time-changing magnetic field and also due to the path C cutting

lines of magnetic flux. A change In O by some other method Is not Included

in the expression dtydt in Eq. (8-11), Equations (8-8), (8-9), (8-10), and

(8-11) are equivalent.

The difference between the Maxwell-Faraday law and Eq. (8-11)

should be carefully noted. In terms of the magnetic flux density B the two

equations are

9 E dl = - -
f B-dS

Jc dt jx

emf -* f

dtjs
B-rfS

(8-12)

(8-13)

If the surface 5 is bounded by a moving path C the limits of the surface

integral are functions of time. The partial time derivative of the surface

FIG. 8-8. Circuit with moving conductor.

integral of B is equal to the surface integral of B. but the total time de

rivative of the surface integral involves time derivatives of the limits of

integration, Equation (8-13) is Eq, (8-12) with motional emf, if present,
included,

Let us consider several illustrative examples.

EXAMPLE 1 . Apply Eq. (8-11) to the electric circuit of
Fig,

8-8 and determine
the counterclockwise voltage drop around the closed metallic circuit. The mag
netic flux density Bt directed into the

paper,
is uniform and static,

Solution. Let S denote the plane surface bounded by the path r of the metallic

circuit, The emf counterclockwise around C equals -d^/dt, with $ denoting the

magnetic flux over the surface S* whose positive side faces the reader, Obviously,O equals -AS, and -dtydt equals +BdSldt, The time rate of increase of the
surface area 5 is i/. It follows thai the voltage drop counterclockwise around C
is Bvt, The line integral of E around the closed metallic path is zero, for fe is zero,
but the emf is Bvi this emf being entirely a motional emf, The current I h positive.
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In the stationary conductors this current is the result of the electric field produced
by the charges stored on the conductors, but in the moving conductor the current

is due to the magnetic force that drives the charge carriers in opposition to the

electric force.

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 8-9 is a Faraday disc generator, or homopolar
generator, connected by means of sliding taps to an electric circuit with a resist

ance R. The generator consists of a copper
disc of radius a, rotating on its axis with ang
ular velocity > radians per second. A uniform

static magnetic field is directed normal to the

disc from left to right. Determine the voltage

drop around the closed metallic circuit abcda,
in terms of the radius a, the angular velocity co, R

<

and the flux density B.

Solution. The line integral of E around any
closed path in the region is zero, for B is zero.

However, there is definitely a motional emfgen
erated by the moving plate. Consider the path
in the copper disc extending directly from rf to

Faraday disc generator.
a. The motional emf of a differential path

length is (v x B) -
d\, and this equals vB dl,

for v and B are normal to one another and their cross product is directed along d\.

The velocity v of dl is m>, and dl equals dr, with r representing the distance from
the center of the disk. Therefore, the motional emf of a differential path length
is cuBr dr. As <w and B do not vary along the path, integration from to a yields a

motional emf equal to Ja
2to#. This is the voltage drop around the closed metallic

circuit abcda.

If the resistance of the disc generator is negligible compared with the resistance

R of the load, the voltage drop across the load from b to c is equal to the motional

emf. This voltage drop is, of course, directly due to the electric field produced by
the charges separated by the rotation of the disc in a magnetic field. The voltage

along the path from d to a inside the disc is negligibly small, for the electric and

magnetic forces on the free charge carriers of the disc oppose one another.

It is not convenient to apply Eq, (8- 1! ) to this problem. However, if <D denotes

the magnetic flux into the paper over the surface S bounded by the path abcda, the

expression a*Q>/dt is positive, for O increases as the moving path from d to a cuts

magnetic flux lines. In fact, d$ldt must equal the motional emf. When applied
to problems involving static magnetic fields, the expression d<$ldt of Eq. (8-1 1)

denotes the time rate of increase of <$> due only to the cutting of magnetic flux lines

by the path C that bounds the surface 5.

EXAMPLE 3. Shown in Fig. 8-10 is an electric circuit consisting of a voltmeter

and a wire coiled about an iron cylinder. The voltmeter is connected to the ends

of the coil by means of sliding contacts, with the tap on the right side sliding

along a copper ring to which the coil end is soldered. The current / of the second

circuit produces a steady magnetic flux <p in the iron cylinder. Although the

electric circuits are not in the magnetic field, the flux lines pass through the turns

of the coils.

When the end of the coil at A is pulled downward, the cylinder rotates on its

axis* and the coil unwinds, Suppose the coil is unwound at a rate that causes the
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magnetic flux over a surface S bounded by this coil and the voltmeter to decrease

at a rate of one weber per minute. What does the voltmeter read?

Solution. The magnetic flux over the surface S is changing with time. However,
this change is due neither to a time-changing magnetic field nor to the cutting of

flux lines by the path C that bounds the surface S. Therefore, there is no emf, and

the voltmeter reads zero. The expression d$\dt of Eq. (8-11) is zero. An emf

Rotation

FIG. 8-10, Two colls on an iron cor. On Is being unwound as the core rotates, and Its

flux linkages change with tim, though <p is steady.

around a closed path exists only if a time-changing magnetic flux density B
induces a voltage according to the Maxwell-Faraday law, or if there is motional
emf.

EXAMPLE 4. A wautfront of an electromagnetic wave in a perfect dielectric is

shown in Fig. 8-H . The wavefront propagates in a direction normal to its surface

with velocity c. Ahead of the wavefront there are no fields. Immediately 'behind

X X X X X X

H

FIG, 8-1 1, Crow section of th wavtfront of an ltctroma|ntie wtvt,

the wavefront the E and II fields sire parallel to the surface and normal to one
another, The crosses of Fig, 8-1 1 indicate magnetic field linen directed into the

paper. Show thai JRjtl /, with / denoting the permeability of the medium,
Solution. Let us ^pply the Maxwell*Faraday taw to the very small rectangle

constructed about a portion of the wavefront* as illtwtratcd in Fig, JMI, The
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wavefrpnt is passing through the stationary rectangle at the instant under con
sideration. The counter clockwise circulation of E around the path C of the

rectangle is obviously equal to E A/, with A/ denoting the length of the rectangle.
This must equal -<t>, with the positive side of the surface S of the rectangle being
the side facing the reader. If we select the back side of the rectangle as the

positive side, then .EA/ + dO/dr.
The time rate of increase of the magnetic flux out of the back side of the

rectangle is Be A/, because c A/ represents the rate of increase of the surface area

occupied by the flux density B. Therefore,EM = Bc A/, or E = Be, or E/H = i*c.

It is easily shown that E and H must be normal to one another at the surface of
a wavefront. Suppose that there is a component ofH in the direction of E. Then
the magnetomotiveforce around the path C of the rectangle of Fig. 8-1 1 has value.
This violates the Maxwell-Ampere law, since there is neither convection nor dis

placement current over the surface S of the rectangle. Therefore, H cannot have
a component in the direction of E.

8-4. MAGNETIC FLUX OVER A CLOSED SURFACE

A closed surface of any size or shape can be divided into two surfaces

by a closed path. For example, the surface of the earth is so divided by
the equator, or by any other closed path on the earth's surface,

Let <t> represent the net outward magnetic flux over a closed surface 5,

and suppose the closed path C divides 5 into two surfaces, designated
Sl

and 52 . Each of these are bounded by the same path C. If Oj and O 2

denote the outward magnetic fluxes over S
l
and 52 , respectively, then

O
<!>! + <t>

2 . The Maxwell-Faraday law, applied to surface Si bounded

by C, gives

<-<>! (8-14)

When this law is applied to surface S2 , the result is

</! ~4>2 (8-15)9
JG

The line integrals of Eqs. (8-14) and (8-15) must be taken in opposite
directions around the path C, in accordance with the right-hand integration
rule, For example, suppose S is the closed surface of the earth, with Sl

denoting the surface of the northern hemisphere and 52 denoting that of

the southern hemisphere. The equator is the path C that bounds both

Si and 58 , with the outer sides selected as the positive sides. If the Maxwell-

Faraday law is applied to the northern hemisphere, the right-hand integra
tion rule requires that the circulation of E around the equator be taken

eastward. When applied to the southern hemisphere, the integration rule

requires the circulation to be taken westward. In Eqs. (8-14) and (8-15)

the line integrals of E have the same magnitude but opposite signs.
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Therefore, the addition of the two equations yields i + $2 = 0- As

is the sum of <>
x and O2 , it is evident that <E> is zero.

Thus the magnetic current over any closed surface is zero. This implies

that the magnetic flux O over any closed surface is independent of time.

Consider a very small closed surface S surrounding an arbitrary point P
in space. Then

/
d> B . dS = Q
Js

with C1 denoting a constant independent of time. Recall that the flux of a

vector over a closed surface is a measure of the source strength of the

vector in the volume enclosed by the surface. If C
x

is not zero, there must

be a source of the magnetic field at the point P. This source may never

move away from P, and it may never change in magnitude. It is fixed in

position and invariant with time. Such point sources seem rather absurd

and, in fact, no such sources have ever been observed. Accordingly, we

postulate a zero value for the constant Cl7 and it follows that the magnetic

flux over a closed surface is always zero. Mathematically,

B*</S = (8-16)

Equation (8-16) is a fundamental law of electromagnetism, which is

usually classified as one of the equations known as Maxwell's equations.
We derived it from the Maxwell-Faraday law, utilizing experimental
evidence denying the existence of immobile and invariant magnetic charges

acting as sources of the magnetic field. It applies to ail closed surfaces,

regardless of size or shape, and is valid at each instant of time. It does not,

of course, imply that there is no magnetic flux over portions of a surface.

However, the net outward flux over an entire closed surface is zero. The
flux entering the closed surface equals the flux leaving the surface.

As magnetic flux density has no sources or sinks, it is a solenoidal field.

The field lines representing B have neither beginning nor end, for there are

no sources or sinks of B, The lines may close on themselves, They may
start and end at infinity. Because a flux line is one-dimensional, occupying
zero volume, it is possible for one to be confined to a finite region without

closing on itself. In any event, the flux lines of B do not start or end at

points unless these points are the same, They continue endlessly.
As B * /4H, Eq, (8-16) becomes

(8-17)
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If all points of the surface S are in the same physical medium, the perme
ability fi of Eq. (8-17) is constant and may be dropped. This gives

H dS =
(8-18)

Equation (8-18) applies only if the permeability // is the same at all points
of the closed surface S. As Eq. (8-18) is not always valid, it is clear that
the magnetic field intensity H is not, in general, a solenoidal field.

8-5. THE MAXWELL-AMPERE LAW
The magnetomotive force along a path is, by definition, the line integral

of the magnetic field intensity H along the path. According to the Maxwell-
Ampire law, the magnetomotive force around a closed path equals the

FIG. 8-12. A path C that links a 4-turn coil

total electric current over any surface bounded by the path. Let us con
sider several elementary examples involving this law.

EXAMPLE I To obtain a large mmf around a closed path, without employing
large currents, a coil of wire can be used. Shown in Fig, 8-12 is an electric circuit
with a coil of four turns. The battery supplies an electromotive force to the
circuit, and a steady current / results. Determine the magnetomotive force
around the closed path C that links the four turns of the coil.

Solution. By the Maxwell-Ampire law the mmf clockwise around C equals the
total electric current out of the back side of the plane surface 5 bounded by C
As there are no time-varying fields present, there arc no displacement currents,
and the only current present is that of the electric circuit. Each of the four turns
of wire intersects the surface 5, Figure 8-12 clearly shows that the current / in
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each turn enters the negative side of S and leaves the positive side. Therefore,the
total current over the surface is 41 amperes, and this is the mmf around the closed

path C.

In general, if a coil has TV turns and carries an instantaneous current /,

the mmf around a closed path that links the N turns of the coil is Ni

amperes, provided displacement currents are negligible. The product Ni

is usually referred to as the ampere-turns of the coil. A current of one

ampere in a coil of a thousand turns produces the same magnetomotive
force as a current of a thousand amperes in a one-turn loop. The general

= 9.5 sin 377*

Load

RG. 8*13. Transformer.

direction of the magnetic flux lines passing through a coil is easily deter

mined by placing the right hand on the coil with the fingers curled around
the coil in the direction of the current /. The extended thumb points in

the direction of the flux lines. This should be evident from Fig. 8-12.

Coils are frequently mounted on ferromagnetic cores with targe relative

permeabilities in order to obtain intense magnetic flux densities.

EXAMPLE 2. The sketch of Fig, 8-13 represents an iron-core transformer with
1000 primary turns and 100 secondary turns. The manner in which the coils are
wound on the core is indicated on the sketch, Assuming a primary current /j of
sin 377/ and a secondary current /s of 9,5 sin 377f, with positive directions as
shown, determine the magnetomotive forces around the paths abedefa, abefa, and
hcdeb, Displacement currents are negligible.

Solution, Let S denote the plane surface bounded by the path ahcdef of the
iron core* and let S

l
and Sa denote the left and right pans of the surface S,

bounded by the paths ahefa and bedeb, respectively. The positive sides of these
surfaces are the back sides by the right-hand rule, for the llm integrals are to be
taken clockwise. The total current over the left-hand surface S

t
which is the mmf

around the path ahefa, is 1000 sin 377* amperes. The tola! current over the right-
hand surface St which is the mmf around the path Ar</*&, is -950 sin 377/, The
sum of these currents is the current over the surface S. Therefore, the mmf
around the path abcdefa of the iron core is 50 sin 377? amperes, In this example
the mmfs of the primary and secondary windings* acting around the iron core.
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are in opposition at each instant of time. The primary and secondary circuits are

coupled together by the time-varying lines of magnetic flux around the magnetic
circuit.

EXAMPLE 3. A device often used in microwave systems consists of a hollow
metallic box known as a cavity resonator. Cavity resonators are employed in

many high-frequency electron tubes. They may be used as the resonant element
that transfers power from an electron stream to a waveguide. Sometimes they
serve as waveguide filters that eliminate undesired frequencies.A simple rectangular resonator is shown in Fig. 8-14. The hollow box is made
of copper that shields the inner region from the outside. Electromagnetic fields

FIG, 8-14. Cavity resonator.

are excited inside the box by a small current-carrying probe inserted through a
small

opening. Suppose the electric field in the inner region, assumed to have a
dielectric constant of 5, is

E 1000 sin 20wrrsin lO^zsin w/ j

The frequency is 1500 megacycles, which gives an angular frequency w of
3w x 10*. Using the Maxwell-Ampere law, determine the mmf around the

rectangular path ahcda* which lies in the Inner dielectric just off the metallic sides.

Solution, The mmf around the specified path equals the total electric current

over any surface S bounded by the path. The obvious surface to select is the plane

rectangular surface having the path as its contour. By the right-hand rule the

positive side of this surface is the top side, A$ all points on the surface are

located in the dielectric, the convection current is zero, and the mmf equals the

displacement current over 5. The displacement current density has only the
;//
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component Jy , which equals

Jy = 417 sin

This gives

1 OTT^; cos a>t

with the number 417 obtained from the product 1000 re to.

The surface integral ofJy over the surface S yields the displacement current <

As dx dz denotes a differential surface area, the displacement current is

id 41 7 cos tor

/*0.05 /*Q.l

sin 207TX dx \

Jo Jo
sin IQ-rrzdz

Evaluation of the definite integrals gives a current of 0.844 cos o>/ ampere. This
is the mmf around the specified path. Even though this path does not link a

conductor, there is a magnetomotive force present. The selected path actually is

along a magnetic flux line of this resonator. In Chapter 1 1 we shall learn how to

find, from the Maxwell equations and the given electric field, the magnetic field

intensity at each point of the region.

Wavefront

H

FIG. 8-15. Cross section of th wavtfront of an lctromtgntJc wtv*.

EXAMPLE 4. Earlier, we applied the Maxwell-Faraday law to the wavefront of
an electromagnetic wave in a perfect dielectric. Our problem now is to apply the

Maxweil-Ampire law and show that the ratio EfH equals l/(c). The wavefront,
propagating with velocity c in a dielectric of permittivity , is sketched in Fig.
8-15. The view is oriented so that the magnetic field is directed from left to right
and the electric field is directed out of the paper. At the instant under considera
tion the wavefront is passing through the small stationary rectangle shown on the

Solution. The counterclockwise mmf around the rectangle is H &/. By the

Maxwell-Ampere law this equals the total electric current over the plane surface S
bounded by the path of the rectangle, with the positive side ofS facing the reader,
This current is & with y denoting the electric flux over S. The time rate of in
crease of y is the product of the electric flux density and the time rate of increase
of that part of the surface S behind the wavefront. Therefore, the displacement
current is >c A/ amperes. As this equals the mmfH A/f it follows that H DC *

, and EjH -

In Example 4 of Sec. 8-3 we applied the Maxwell-Faraday law to the
wavefront and deduced that E/H /*r, with /4 denoting the permeability
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of the medium. From this and the result of the preceding example it is

evident that pc =t l/(c), or c 1/V/** meters per second. Thus the

application of Maxwell's equations to the wavefront of an electromagnetic
wave in a perfect dielectric reveals that the wave propagates at a velocity

determined by the permittivity and the permeability of the physical medium,
If the medium is free space, this velocity is approximately 3 x 108 meters

per second. Also, we note that the ratio of E to H at the wavefront is

\jpi* ohms, and this is called the intrinsic impedance of the perfect di

electric. The intrinsic impedance of free space is approximately 377 ohms.

FIG. 8-16. Magnetic field lines around a long wire with a steady current /.

EXAMPLE 5. Shown in Fig, 8-16 is a cross section of a straight wire of infinite

length carrying a steady current / into the paper. This current is uniformly
distributed over the cross section of radius a. The magnetic field lines are circles

centered on the axis of the wire. Find the field H at a point P a distance r from

the axis of the wire.

Solution. Along the circular path of a field line the scalar product ofH and di

equals HdL From symmetry it is evident that H is constant along the circular

path. Therefore, the line integral ofH around the closed path of a field line is the

product of H and the path length* and this magnetomotive force is 2*rrjH
r

. For

r > a the clockwise mmf equals the current / by the Maxwell-Ampire law. Thus

the magnetic field intensity at the point P is

H -
//(2irr) amperes/m (8-19)

For r < a the current through the circular area enclosed by the path is /r
2
/^

2
, and

the magnetic field intensity is

H r//(2ira
f
) amperes/m (8-20)

The circular field tines are directed clockwise according to the right-hand rule.

Note that, if our right hand holds the wire with the thumb pointing in the direc

tion of the current, the fingers curled around the wire indicate the direction of the

flux lines.
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The results of the preceding example can be used to state the basis for

the official definition of the coulomb. Suppose a straight filamentary wire

parallel to the first is placed so that it passes through the point P of Fig.
8-16. The first wire produces a magnetic flux density B at P equal to

fj,I/(2Tr) webers per meter2
, directed downward. If the second wire also

carries a current /, but with the positive direction being out of the paper,
a magnetic force /<sflX B acts on each differential length of this wire.

As Idl of the second wire is directed out of the paper and as the magnetic
flux density B at the point P due to the first wire is downward, the differen

tial force on d\ is directed to the right, away from the first wire. The

magnitude of this differential force is BIdl, and the repulsive force per
unit length is simply BL Substitution for B gives a repulsive force of

FIG. 8-17, A syrfam bounded by two paths, C
t
and Ct

.

) newtons per meter. If / is one ampere and the separation r

is one meter, this force of repulsion is /i/(2ir), or 2 X 10 7 newton per
meter for free space,

The result is used to define the coulomb. If parallel wires with equal
and opposite currents are placed a meter apart in free space, with the

current adjusted to produce a repulsive force of 2 x 10 7 newton per
meter, the charge that a crews section of the wire in one second is

one coulomb. This is the official definition of the coulomb. For purposes
of measurement, the force principle is applied to coiiH instead of straight
wires.

8*6. SURFACES WITH SEVERAL

Whenever a surface is bounded by two or more closed paths, the line

integrals of the Maxwell-Faraday and Maxweil*Ampire taws must include

ail these paths. To justify this we shall apply these to the shaded
surface fi of Fig, 8- 1 7, with the positive side of S m the Hide facing
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the reader. In accordance with the right-hand integration rule, applied
to the surface 5, the line integral around Q is taken counterclockwise

and the line integral around C2 is taken clockwise.

By the Maxwell-Ainpfere law the magnetomotive force counterclockwise

around Cx equals the net outward electric current over the entire surface

bounded by Cx . The mmf clockwise around C2 equals the net inward
electric current over the inner surface bounded by C2 . Obviously, the sum
of these two line integrals gives the net outward electric current over the

surface S bounded by the closed paths Q and C2 . The same reasoning

applies to similar application of the Maxwell-Faraday law,
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PROBLEMS

Section 8-1

8-1. Deduce from Eqs. (8-1) and (8-2) that the voltage drop around a closed

stationary circuit is zero, provided ail electric currents are steady with time.

8-2. Let S denote the surface of this page, with the positive side facing the

reader, and let C denote the counterclockwise path around S. (a) If the magnetic
current over S is 5 sin lOOOf volts, what is the emf around C? (b) If the electric

current is 5 sin lOQOr amperes, what is the mmf around C?

f 8-3. A uniform electric field E, eaual to 500 sin 10*/ i, is assumed to exist in the

region between the plates of a certain parallel-plate capacitor. As E is independ
ent of the space coordinates, it is evident that the given field is conservative.

Show that such a field is incompatible with Maxwell's equations and, therefore,

is only an approximation of the actual field.

8-4. Using the data of Frob. 8-3, find the mmf around a closed path C that

encircles the dielectric of the capacitor, The dielectric constant is 10, and the

area of a plate is 100 square centimeters.
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8-5. If the magnetic flux O out of the square surface 5 of Fig. 8-18 equals
<X>m sin cot, determine whether the voltage drop around C is positive, negative, or

zero at an instant when (a) O is positive and increasing, (b) <D is positive and de

creasing, (c) <J> is negative and increasing (becoming less negative), (d) <D is nega
tive and decreasing (becoming more negative), (e) o)t = 0, (/) <*>t =

\TT.

S

FIG. 8-18. The positive side of S faces the reader.

8-6. Assume that H 0,01 cos y cos 3 x 108 r i ampere/m in the region of the

square path C of Fig. 8-18. The medium is free space, (a) Use Eq, (8- la) to find

the voltage drop around C (b) Repeat, using Eq. (8- 1 b). (c) What is the magnetic
current over S?

8-7. Assume that E 1000 cos y cos 3 x 108f i voits/m in the region of the

square path C of Fig. 8-18. The medium is free space, (a) Find themmf around

C. (b) What is the total electric current over ?

8-8. The electric and magnetic fields in the region of the square path of Fig.

8-18 vary sinusoidally with time. If E * 1000 sin (3 x HPt - y)k> find the

magnetic flux out of the square surface S at time t 0.

8-9. In the region of the spherical surface S of Fig. 8-19 the electromagnetic
fields vary sinusoidally with time. If the magnetic flux over S\ is 0.00 1 sin 1000*

wcber, determine (a) the cmf around C (b) the magnetic current over 5,, (c) the

magnetic flux over S$ and (d) the magnetic flux over S.

8-10. In the region of the
spherical

surface S of Fig. 8-19 the electromagnetic
fields vary sinusoidaily with time. If the mmf around C is 2 cos 377r determine

the total electric current over each of the surfaces S^ 5S and 5. If the current

over Si is entirely a convection current and the current over S* is entirely a dis

placement current, determine the electric flux over the closed surface 5.

8-1 1. In Fig. 8-20, determine the mmfs around each of the paths Cj and Cs .

Sect/on 8-2

8-12. At points of the plane surface bounded by the circular conductor of

Fig. 8-1 the magnetic flux density B is approximately

B - 10-^1 -
r"/4 4- r4/^) sin 3 x 10*f k

Utilize the Maxwell-Faraday law and the circular symmetry of the problem to

find the electric field intensity as a function of distance r and time /. The radius of

the loop is unity.
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FIG. 8*19, A spherical surface S divided into surfaces 5
1 and Sa by the circular path C. The

positive sides of the surfaces are the outer sides.

3

^~-

\
/'09

FIG, 8-20* Cross sections of six wires with currents as indicated.

8-13. In the transformer of Fig. 8-21 , the flux ^ over each cross section of the

iron core is assumed to be 0.001 sin 377/ weber. The primary and secondary

windings, coiled as indicated! have 1000 and 100 turns, respectively, (a) Deter

mine the clockwise voltage drops around the closed metallic paths of the primary
and secondary circuits* (A) Assuming the wires to be perfect conductors, find the

voltages i
and i% and their ratio c?J%. (c) What is the voltage along the path of

the metallic wire of a coil? (d) Determine the primary and secondary flux

linkages,

8-14 In the transformer of Fig, 8-21 , the flux 9? is assumed to be the same over

each cross section of the Iron core. The primary and secondary windings, coiled

as indicated, have 800 and 200 turns* respectively, and their resistances are

negligible, If a 100 sin 377f, find f, |f and yj%.
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r
"2

FIG. 8-21. Iron-core transformer.

8-15. When used for receiving, the slot antenna of Fig. 8-3 has a load connected

across the gap in place of the power source. Suppose such a receiving antenna is

located in an electromagnetic field that yields a magnetic flux <D
X , out of the left

half of the slot, equal to I0~14 sin 1010/weber, Determine the voltage drop across

the load from b to e.

8-16. A 100-turn coil of wire with a plane area of 0.05 m 2
is oriented normal to

the magnetic field of an electromagnetic wave in free space. In the plane of the

loop the magnetic field intensity H is approximately 2 sin 108rl microamperes

per meter. Find the voltage induced in the loop by the electromagnetic wave.

8-17. If the connections to the battery of the circuit of Fig. 8-5 are instantly

interchanged at one second intervals, determine the magnetic flux out of the

paper over the plane surface S bounded by the circuit, The battery is ideal, and

the wire is a perfect conductor. Sketch the voltage and the flux versus time,

8-18. Suppose the 10-volt battery of the electric circuit of Fig, 8-5 is replaced
with an ideal generator that supplies a voltage of O.I sin 100G/, whose positive

direction is as indicated on the illustrated battery. The switch is closed at time

/ M o. Assuming perfect conductors, determine the magnetic flux out of the

paper over the plane surface S bounded by the circuit.

8-19. Repeat Prob* 8-18, except assume the switch is closed at the instant that

makes w/ ** ,U,

8-20* In the circuit of Fig, 8-6 the resistance R is 5 ohms, and the inductance /,

is lOmillihenrys. If / h 4 sin 377/ amperes, determine the voltage r and the

magnetic flux linkages. Utilize the trigonometric identity of Eq, 1 12-22),

8-21, Suppose the voltage r of the circuit of Fig, 8-6 is a steady 10 volts im

pressed on the circuit at time / 0, The inductance L is 0.2 henry, Hnd the

current / as a function of time for (a) R 0, and (/>) R * 1C) ohms.

Section 8-3

v 8-22, Verify the identity (v x B)-/I * -B'(v x </l), thereby proving the

equivalence of Kqs. (8-9) and (8-10).

8-23, The resistance R in the circuit of Hg, 8-9 b t .6 ohms, and the internal

resistance of the generator, including the resistance of the
slitting contact?!, is

0,4 ohm, What are the revolutions per minute required to produce it current /

of 40 miliiampercs, if the radius a is 20 cm and the magnetic flux density B h
0.0025
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Moving
iron

bar

Stationary

metallic

circuit

FIG. 8-22, An iron bar moving between the poles of a permanent magnet and a stationary

copper loop,

8-24. The iron bar of Fig. 8-22, moving to the right with a velocity v of 2 m/sec,
has a magnetic flux 9? produced by the permanent magnet. The stationary metallic
circuit is connected to the moving bar through sliding contacts spaced 0.1 m
apart. The flux density B is 0.2 weber/m

2
inside the bar and zero outside. Noting

that the conducting path between the sliding taps is moving' in a magnetic field,
determine the motional emf clockwise around the closed path C Also, noting
that the flux density at points on a portion of the plane surface S bounded by C
is changing with f/we, determine the clockwise circulation of E around C. What
is the total emf around C?

Sect/on 8-5

8-25. Without using vector notation, write the Maxwell-Ampere law in terms
of HI, Jn , and /)n . The subscripts have the same significance as those of Eq, (8-7),

826. The primary and secondary windings of the transformer of Fig. 8-21 are

assumed to have 500 turns and 100 turns, respectively, The primary current / is

0.2 sin 377/. If the closed secondary circuit has no resistance whatsoever, what
are the ampere turns of each of the coils, and what is the flux <p in the core?

8-27* In the transformer of Fig. 8-13, the path ahcdefa, of length 0.5m,
coincides with a magnetic field line. Each cross section of the core has an area

of 0,001 m*, and the magnetic field is approximately uniform over this area, The
relative permeability of the iron is assumed to be 5000, (a) Determine the mag
netic field intensity in the core, (h) What is the flux tp of the core? (c) If the IR

drop of each winding has a maximum value of 5 volts, find the voltages v and vi<

8-28. Determine the clockwise mmfs around the paths Ct , C8 , and C3 of the

magnetic circuit of Fig* 8-23, The coils are wound as indicated, and the currents

*\* ' ^s* an^ '4 are 2, 5, 6* and 4 amperes, respectively,

8-29, If the clockwise mmfs around the paths Q, Og, and C3 of the magnetic
circuit of Fig. 8-23 are 6* 12, and 28 amperes, respectively, find the currents,

assuming /j %
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8-30. The electric field is Ev sin 2Qrrx sin IQnz sin u)t in the cavity resonator
of Fig. 8-14. The magnetic field lines, lying in planes normal to the ?/-axis, form
closed loops around the electric field lines. Using dots to denote -lines out of
the surface, sketch the Er and //-lines in a top view of one of these planes, at

a)t = 7T/4. Indicate the direction of the //-lines, and note that each //-line

encircles a displacement current.

y 8-31. Calculate the intrinsic impedance and wave velocity in a glass dielectric

with a relative permittivity of 5. Assume negligible conductivity.

FIG, 8-23, Four colls on a cort*

* 8-32. From symmetry considerations and the solenoidal nature of the mag
netic field, deduce that the magnetic field of the current of an infinite straight wire

cannot have a radial component,
8-33. Given in Example I of Sec. 7-5 are the approximate current density Js

and current I of a certain long straight wire. We note that / is ro at the instant

of time /| that makes mt 223", On an enlarged sketch of a section, plot
the field lines of,/, at time ti% using crosses and dots to denote lines into and out
of the paper, respectively* Also* sketch the magnetic field lines at this instant and
indicate their directions. If the wire were not straight, why would you expect i

magnetic field outside the wire, as well as inside, at the instant when the sinusoidal

current I is zero ?

8*34, The radius of the conductor of a coaxial trammitution line m CIS cm,
and the inner radius of the outer conductor Is 1 .5 cm, If the equal and opposite
currents are each one ampere, determine the magnetic flux <t per unit length, in

the free-space dielectric, that iinkft the one-ampere current of the inner conductor,

8-35. A ferromagnetic toroid of circular section hat art inner radius of
4 cm and m of 6 cm. Such a toroid is shown in Fig, 6-4, The coil

has ICICM) tunw that are so closely that the coil approximates a current
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sheet. The current is 0.2 ampere, and the relative permeability of the iron is 500.

Determine the maximum and minimum values of the magnetic field intensity in

the iron. Also, find the approximate magnetic flux <p in the core.

8-36. Due to a stroke of lightning, two conductors of a power transmission

line carry currents of 50,000 and 10,000 amperes in the same direction. The wires

are two meters apart. What is the magnitude and direction of the force acting on
a 100-meter length of one of the conductors?

FIG, 8-24. Rectangular waveguide.

< 8-37, A TMn wave is propagating along the rectangular waveguide of Fig.

8-24, The magnetic field is

Hm ^2 sin Wnx cos 20^ cos (tor
-

(tz)

(wt fa)

witho> 3 x 1010 andjS 7L2. The dielectric is free space. Find the maximum

value, as time varies, of the displacement current over a cross section.
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CHAPTER

This chapter continues the discussion of the basic

electromagnetic laws. The conservation of charge has already been

postulated. However, if we are to use this postulate to full advantage, we

must express it in mathematical language The result is employed in con

junction with the Maxwell-Amp&re law to derive the relationship between

electric flux and charge known as Gauss's law. Application of Gauss's

law to an isolated electric charge yields Coulomb's law. Finally, the fields

in the region of a boundary between two physical media are investigated.

The basic electromagnetic laws of this and the preceding chapter are

studied and applied to many practical problems throughout the remainder

of the text. Their importance cannot be overemphasized,

9-1, THE ELECTRIC CURRENT OVER A CLOSED SURFACE

From the Maxwell-Faraday law we found that the magnetic current over

a closed surface is always zero. In a similar manner we shall determine,

utilizing the Maxwell-Ampdre law, that the total electric current is likewise

zero.

A closed surface 5, with its outer side taken as positive, is divided into

two surfaces S
l
and Sg by any closed path C on S, By the Maxwell-

Amp&re law, the total electric current over $
t equals the mmf around the

path C in the direction specified by the right-hand integration rule; the

current over St equals the mmf around C in the opposite direction. Thus
the two magnetomotive forces and, therefore, the two currents are equal
in magnitude but opposite in sign. Consequently, the sum of the two

174
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outward currents is zero, and we have deduced from the Maxwell-Ampere
law that the total electric current over a closed surface is zero. The current
is zero at every instant of time, regardless of the size or shape of the closed
surface and regardless of the physical media present. There may be a net
convection current and a net displacement current, but their sum must be
zero if the surface is closed. Mathematically

J (Py + D) dS = (94)

Several examples will now be considered.

Shown in Fig. 9-1 is a simple series circuit
consisting of a generator

connected to a resistance R. The generator impresses on the circuit a

sinusoidally time-varying electromotive force that

produces sinusoidal currents ^ and /a . The specified M
positive directions of these currents are indicated by
arrows on the illustration. Recall that these arrows

actually indicate the positive sides of the cross-

sectional surfaces. We shall investigate the relation

ship between
/\ and /2 .

Imagine a closed surface S that encloses the re

sistance R, cutting the electric circuit only at points
a and b. The total current over S is fd + /2 /

x ,

with /
rf denoting the net outward displacement current. Of course, this

total current is zero, and the difference
i\ /2 equals the displacement

current over 5. If the circuit is a "low-frequency" circuit, with dimensions
that are very small compared with the wavelength of the exciting source,
the displacement current is negligible, and the currents i\ and /2 are

practically equal. Ordinary electric circuit theory is restricted to such

"low-frequency" circuits. On the other hand, the frequency may be so

high that the dimensions of the circuit are appreciable compared with
the wavelength. Displacement currents are no longer negligible, and the

conduction currents /
t and /, may differ appreciably.

Shown in Fig. 9-2 is a junction of three wires assumed to have currents

/i % 4 and /3 , with positive directions as indicated. Imagine a small closed

surface S surrounding the junction. If there are no displacement currents

entering or leaving the junction, the total inward current is the sum of the

three currents, and

'i + 4 + /s
SBS

Note that at least one of these currents must be negative at each instant.

The general statement of this relation is known as Klrchhoff's junction
rule, which states that the net current entering a junction, with due regard
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for sign, is zero. The current entering the junction equals the current

leaving the junction. The junction currents must include displacement
currents if they are appreciable. In low-frequency circuits the currents and
fields vary rather slowly with respect to time, and displacement currents

at junctions are usually negligible.

FIG, 9-2, Junction of conducting wires.

Figure 9-3 illustrates a current generator supplying a steady current / to a

capacitor C. The capacitor consists of parallel conducting plates separated

by a perfect dielectric. Because of the current /, the charge on the positive

plate increases linearly with time; the charge on the negative plate is

equal and opposite, for charge is conserved. The time-changing charges

produce a time-changing electric field in the dielectric between the plates

and, consequently, there is a displacement current. Our problem is to

determine the value of this displacement current.

FIG. 9*3. Parall*!*plat* capacitor, Th top plat* is within tht ciottd turfact $

Consider a closed surface S around the positive plate of the capacitor,
with the surface passing between the and cutting the conducting
wire leading to the positive plate, The convection current entering this

closed surface h L As the total current over S "m mm, there must be a

displacement current y equal to / and leaving the surface. Therefore, the

displacement current in the dielectric from the positive to the negative

plate the charging current /, Thus the current into a capacitor
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passes through the dielectric in the form of displacement current. There
is no flow of charge between the plates, however.

Shown in Fig. 9-4 is a section of a wire with currents ^ and i'2 through
the two cross sections Sl and S2, respectively. We wish to find the dis

placement current leaving the wire between the surfaces Sl and S2 .

Consider the closed surface S consisting of the surfaces Sl9 S& and the

curved cylindrical surface of the wire between Sl and 52 . The conduction

current that enters this surface has a net value of /x *2 . Therefore, the

displacement current that leaves S equals ix /2 . This displacement
current leaves the surface of the wire and, of course, it is zero if 4 and f2

FIG. 9-4. Currents fx and I2 over cross sections 3
t and S2 of a wire.

are equal In open-wire telephone lines, and other types of transmission

lines as well, there are displacement currents between the conductors,

causing the current along the line to vary with distance as well as with

time.

9-1 THE EQUATION OF CONTINUITY

We have learned that the total electric current over a closed surface S
is zero. Therefore, the net outward convection current equals the net

inward displacement current, or

< J . dS - - -
<f D dS (9-2)

Js di Js

Equation (9-2) follows directly from Eq. (9-1).

The outward convection current is the charge flow, in coulombs per

second, across S, As charge is conserved, the outward flow of charge
must be accompanied by a decrease in the charge inside the volume V
enclosed by the surface S. In fact, the outward flow ofcharge must exactly

equal the time rate of decrease of the total charge q t
inside K, for otherwise

the conservation law would be violated* As the charge q t
in the volume

V is the volume integral of the charge density />
it is clear that

I J . dS * - i
f p dV

Js dtJF
(9-3)

This is the integral form of the equation of continuity. It is a formal

ofih^law of conservation of charge.
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If the closed surface 5 of Eq, (9-3) is in motion relative to the frame of

reference of the observer, the charge within the volume V might change
with time even if the charge distribution is static, with current densities

and currents being zero. The partial time derivative of Eq. (9-3) implies

that this effect is not included. The partial time derivative of the volume

integral of p equals the volume integral of p, even though the limits of the

volume integral may be functions of time.

In the next section we shall deduce the important Maxwell equation

known as Gauss's law by comparison of Eqs. (9-2) and (9-3).

EXAMPLE. The current / fed to a certain antenna consisting of a vertical tower

above ground is 10 cos 107
r amperes. Determine the total time-varying charge q

on the radiator.

Solution. As charge is conserved, the convection current / supplied to the

antenna must equal the time rate of increase of the charge q. Therefore, ^ 10

cos 107f, and q 1CT6 sin 107
r coulomb. It should be noted that the displacement

current y> leaving the radiator equals /, or ^.

9-3. GAUSS'S LAW

It is evident from Eqs. (9-2) and (9-3) that

dK (9-4)
ot Js ot Jv

with V denoting any volume in space enclosed by the surface S. The

left side of Eq, (9-4) is the net displacement current out of the surface S,

and the right side is the time rate of increase of the total charge in the

volume V. Each of these expressions is equal to the net convection current

inward over the surface. Equation (9*4) was derived directly from the

Maxwell-Ampere law and the conservation of charge,
We note that the electric flux \p over S and the total charge q t

inside

5 have time rates of change that are always equal, It follows that y and

q t may differ only by a constant Q that is independent of time. If C
l
were

not zero, there would be sources of the field that are rigidlyfixed in position

ami absolutely Invariant with time, As such sources have never been ob

served, we postulate their nonexistence, making Q zero. Consequently,

^ and
(j t

are equal, and we have

< D.c/s.r
*f Si J J*

(9-5)

Equation (9-5), known as Gauss's law, states that the electric flux over a

closed surface S equals the total charge in the volume V bounded by S.

The la* applies to all closed surfaces, large or small, at every instant of
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time, and the volume integral includes all charges in V. Different parts of
the region may be occupied by different physical media. In fact, there are
no restrictions. Gauss's law is a basic equation of electromagnetic theory,
and it is classified as one of Maxwell's equations. Sometimes Gauss's law
is referred to as the integral form of Coulomb's law, for Coulomb's law
is easily deduced from it, as we shall see in the next section.

In Sec. 8-4 we learned that the magnetic field of flux density B is a
solenoidal field, having no sources or sinks. Gauss's law informs us that
the electric field of flux density D is, in general, a nonsolenoidal field.

The sources and sinks of D are electric charges, with positive charges
acting as sources that produce the field and with negative charges acting
as sinks that absorb the field. Field lines of D may begin and end on

positive and negative charges, respectively. In a region devoid of charge,
the electric flux over any closed surface is zero. In this case the electric

flux density is solenoidal, having no sources or sinks.

From the Maxwell-Faraday law we learned that a time-changing mag
netic field produces an electric field. Gauss's law tells us that electric

fields are also produced by charges. Magnetic fields are, of course,

produced by electric convection and displacement currents.

When Gauss's law is applied to a closed surface, the surface is referred

to as a Gaussian surface. Thus a Gaussian surface is simply any closed
surface to which Gauss's law is applied. Applications of Gauss's law, as

well as the other Maxwell equations, are given throughout the remainder
of the text. In particular, several illustrative examples are discussed in the

next section. At the end of this chapter the four Maxwell equations are

presented together. These are the Maxwell-Faraday law, the Maxwell-

Ampire law, the equation stating that the magnetic flux density is sole

noidal, and Gauss's law,

9-4. COULOMB'S LAW

The electric field in the region about a stationary point charge q, located

in an infinite medium of permittivity ,
is readily deduced from Gauss's

law. Consider a spherical surface with radius r and with center at q. In

accordance with Gauss's law the outward electric flux y over the Gaussian
surface equals the charge q*

The flux y> is the surface integral of the electric flux density D. It is

evident from the symmetry of the problem that the field lines are radial.

Therefore, D equals >ar with a
f denoting a unit vector directed radially

outward* If the charge is positive, the field lines are outward, and D is

also positive. On the other hand, if the charge is negative, the lines are

directed inward, and D is likewise negative. As each differential vector
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area dS of the Gaussian surface is directed radially outward, the scalar

product of D and dS is D dS, and we have

DdS = q

The magnitude of the flux density is the same at all points on the spheri

cal surface 5, for each point is equidistant from q. Thus D can be taken

outside the integral, and the outward flux is the product of D and the

integral of dS over the Gaussian surface. As this integral is the surface

area 4?rr2
,
the flux is 47rr

2D. Consequently, D equals <y/(47rr
2
). In terms

of vectors

The electric flux density at a point located a distance r from q is directly

proportional to the charge and inversely proportional to the distance

squared. If q is positive, D is directed radially outward; if q is negative,

D is directed radially inward. The flux density is independent of the

permittivity of the infinite medium. As D equals E, the field intensity is

We note that E depends on the permittivity, being inversely proportional

to c.

Equation (9-7) can be utilized to determine the force between two point
'

charges q^ and q^ separated a distance r in an infinite medium of permit

tivity . At the point occupied by qt the electric field E due to ^ is q^fl

(47rcr*), The force that acts on q% is ^E, for E is the force per unit charge.

Therefore,

(9-8)

The unit vector tf at the point occupied by fa is directed away from q^

Obviously, the force that acts on q l
due to the charge q% is also given by

Eq, (9-8) f with tr at q j being directed away from ft .

Equation (9-8), known as Coulomb's law, states that electric charges

exert forces on one another. If the two point charges have like signs, the

force is one of repulsion. If the two point charges have unlike signs, the

product f | q% is negative, and the force is one of attraction, The magnitude
of the force is proportional to the product of the charges and inversely

proportional to the permittivity of the medium and the distance squared,
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The force of attraction or repulsion between stationary charges is

explained in terms of the electric field. A point charge produces an electric

field according to Eq. (9-7), and this field exerts a force on a second charge

located in the field. If more than two charges are present, each exerts a

force on every other charge. It is interesting to note that the Coulomb-law

force between two point charges of one coulomb each, located a meter

apart in free space, is over a million tons. A point charge of one coulomb

is far too enormous to be practical. Let us consider several examples

illustrating the use of Coulomb's and Gauss's laws.

EXAMPLE I. Three point charges of 100 /*c,
-200 /^c, and 400 juc are located in

a medium having a relative permittivity of 3 at the points (3, 2, 2), ( 1, 3,

2), and (2, 4, 4), respectively. The force on the 400-^ac charge is desired.

Solution. The force on the 400-^c charge due to the point charge of 100 /AC will

be determined first. Let r denote the vector drawn from the point (3, 2, 2) to

the point (2, 4, 4). The rectangular components of r are found by subtracting
the coordinates at the point of the tail ofthe vector from the respective coordinates

of the point at the head of the vector. This gives r = ~i + 6j
-

6k, and the

magnitude r is 8.54 m. As the unit vector ar is r/r, we can determine the force on

the 40CKc charge, due to the 100-^c charge, by substitution into the equation

(9-9)
7rer

The result is

F -0.191 + 1.15J
- 1.15k

Similarly* the force on the 400-/*c charge due to the -200-^c charge is found to

be

F -1.481 -3.44J + 0,98k

Utilization of the superposition principle gives the total force on the 400-^c

charge. The result is

F - -1.671 -2.29J -0.17k

The magnitude of this force is 2,84 newtons, its direction cosines are -0.588,

-0.806, and -0,060, and its direction angles are 126, 144, and 93.4.

EXAMPLE 2. A copper bail of radius a has a uniform surface charge density Ps

coulombs/m
s

. The net charge at points inside the copper bail is zero. Determine

the electric flux density as a function of the distance r from the center of the

ball.

Solution, Consider a concentric spherical Gaussian surface of radius r. The

outward flux of D over this surface equals the total charge enclosed, by Gauss's

law. From symmetry, D is radial, and the magnitude of D is the same at all

points of the Gaussian surface. Therefore, the outward flux is the product of D
and the area 4vr* of the sphere, or 4-rrr*D. If r is less than a, the charge enclosed

by the Gaussian surface is zero, and D is zero. If r is greater than a, the charge

enclosed is 4*pps and, consequently, D is MV- D is directed radially outward

for positive /> and radially inward for negative p$ , At the surface of the ball D

equals /,.

In terms of the total charge q on the surface of the copper ball, the electric flux

density D outside the ball is ?/{4?rr*) ar, with ar denoting a unit vector directed
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radially outward. This is the same flux density that would result from a charge q
located at the center of the ball. We conclude that, if a charge q is uniformly
distributed over a spherical surface, the electric field in the volume enclosed by
the surface is zero, the electric flux density at the surface equals the surface charge

density, and the field outside the surface is the same as that which would be

produced by a charge q located at the center of the sphere.

EXAMPLE 3. A straight cylindrical wire of infinite length has a uniform linear

charge density p coulombs per meter. Determine the electric flux density in the

region about the wire.

Solution. A suitable Gaussian surface is a coaxial cylinder of radius r, of unit

length, and with closed ends. The electric flux y> over this surface equals the total

charge enclosed, by Gauss's law. Therefore, y>
=

/y
From symmetry we deduce that the flux lines are radial, with no flux out of the

ends of the Gaussian cylinder. Also from symmetry, the magnitude of D is

constant over the curved surface of the cylinder. Consequently, the outward

electric flux y> is the product of D and the area 2-n-r of the curved surface of the

cylinder. It follows that 2-nrD equals the charge p
l
in a meter of length of the wire.

In terms of the unit vector ar directed radially outward, the electric flux density is

DAar (9-10)

EXAMPLE 4. A small conducting ball with a charge q is placed in the dielectric

inside an uncharged closed copper box. Determine the charges induced on the

inner and outer surfaces of the box. Also find these charges if the outer surface is

momentarily connected to ground, followed by removal of the ball,

Solution. Consider a Gaussian surface surrounding the inner region of the box,

having all points in the metal between the inner and outer surfaces. The electric

flux over this Gaussian surface is zero, for there is no electric field within the

copper. We deduce from Gauss's law that the total enclosed charge is zero.

Therefore, the induced charge on the inner surface of the box is q. As the total

charge of the metallic box is zero, the charge on the outer surface is +q.
If the outer surface is momentarily grounded, the charge q on this surface is

neutralized. The charge on the inner surface is still

9, and the charge on the outer surface is zero. If

the ball is removed from the box, application of

Gauss's law to the Gaussian surface shows that the

charge on the inner surface of the box is now zero.

The net charge ~q resides on the outer surface. This

example illustrates the principle of charging by in

duction.

EXAMPLE 5. A capacitor, consisting of two conduct

ing plates separated by a perfect dielectric, has charges

q and ^ on its plates, The voltage drop from the

positive to the negative plate is v, and the current in

the direction of this voltage drop is /, as shown in

Fig, 95, Deduce that / * C <to/dr, with C denoting
the ratio qfv. C is the capacitance, in farads, of the

capacitor.FIG. $-S. Ctptcitor,
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Solution. By Gauss's law the electric flux from the positive to the negative
plate equals q. The electric field lines emitted by the positive charges terminate on
the negative charges, and the field intensity at each point of the dielectric is pro
portional to

q.
As the voltage drop v is the line integral of E, this voltage is also

proportional to q. It follows that the capacitance C, equal to qfv, is a constant

independent of the magnitudes of these quantities.
The current /, which may be regarded as either the charging current or the

displacement current of the capacitor, causes q and v to vary with time. However,
C is constant and, consequently, dq]dt C dv/dt. As charge is conserved, the
time rate of increase of

q, in coulombs per second, equals the charging current i.

This gives ,

dv
1 ** C

Jt

Integrating with respect to time yields

* P J
v - idt

^ J-oo

These equations are basic to the study ofelectric circuits. We note that the current i

through a capacitor depends on the time rate of change of the voltage v. If the

voltage is not changing with time, there is no current. The voltage drop across
the capacitor in the direction ofthe reference current i is 1/C multiplied by the time

integral of /. The limit - QQ denotes any time in the past before the current was
initiated, and t is the present time. Clearly, the time integral of / is the charge q
of the capacitor.

EXAMPLE 6. Shown in Fig. 9-6 is a charge q moving with velocity v between

large parallel conducting plates A and B separated a small distance d. The

B\

~*~ x

FIG, 9-6. A charge moving between metal plates.
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number of electric flux lines from q that terminate on plate B is proportional to

the distance x of the charge from plate A. This time-changing flux constitutes a

displacement current entering the inner side of plate B, whereas thecurrent leaving
the outer side of B is the convection current / in the copper wire connecting the

plates. We wish to determine /.

Solution. The electric flux ^j? entering the inner surface of plate B equals C^x,
with Q the constant of proportionality. When q is half-way between the plates,
at x = \d, the total flux y leaving q goes half to plate A and half to plate B, from

symmetry considerations. As y*B
= J^ when x =

\d, the constant Cl is y/d.

Thus v# y%ld. By Gauss's law the flux leaving q equals q and, therefore, the

electric flux entering the inner surface of plate B is qxfd coulombs.

The displacement current entering plate B is V>B, or <p/^- As x is the velocity v

of the charge, this displacement current is qvjd amperes, which is also the current

over any cross section between the plates. It is likewise the current / of the copper
wire, for the convection current leaving plate B must equal the displacement
current entering the plate. The current f is positive or negative depending on the

sign of the charge q.

In a vacuum tube the charge carriers are electrons, each with a charge of e.

If the cathode and anode are closely spaced parallel plates, the current in the

external circuit due to a single electron is ev/d, with the positive current around

the circuit directed opposite to the motion of the electron.

9-5. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the surface whose points lie on the boundary between two different

physical media, the permittivity, permeability, and conductivity are dis

continuous. These quantities change abruptly from one side of the surface

to the other. Consequently, the electric and magnetic fields are discon

tinuous. The manner in which the fields vary from one side of a boundary
to the other can be determined from Maxwell's equations. Not only is the

application of these equations to this problem interesting and informative

but the results are of considerable importance and will be used frequently
in the chapters that follow,

Figure 9-7 represents a side view of the boundary between two media.

Shown at this boundary is a rectangle, having a small length A/ and a

differential height dh that approaches zero. By the Maxwell-Faraday law

the circulation of E around the closed path C of this rectangle equals the

negative of the magnetic current 4> over the plane surface S bounded by C.

There is no current, however, because the area of the rectangle approaches
zero as dh approaches zero. Therefore, the circulation of E is zero. As
the length A/ of the rectangle is so small that E can be regarded as constant,

the line integral of E around C is A/
<8 A/ and this must be

zero. It follows that n rt
. The tangential component of the electric

Jield intensity Is continuous across the boundary of two different physical
media.
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Next, the Maxwell-Ampere law will be applied. The mmf around C
equals the total electric current over the surface S. If neither medium is a

perfect conductor, there is no surface current density, and the total electric

current over S approaches zero as dh approaches zero. Consequently, the

FIG. 9-7. Side view of the boundary between two media.

circulation of H is zero, and H
tl
= H

t2
. The tangential component of the

magnetic field intensity is continuous across the boundary of two different

physical media, provided neither is a perfect conductor.

Side view Top view

FIG, 9-8, Side tnd top view* of th surface between two media, with a parallelepiped

constructed at th* boundary.

In order to determine the relationships between the normal components
of the electric and magnetic fields across a boundary, we shall utilize a

small parallelepiped that encloses a small portion of the surface between

the two media. Side and top views of the parallelepiped are shown in

Fig, 9-8* The top and bottom elemental areas are each A5
?
and the
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differential height dh approaches zero. The unit vector n normal to the

surface is directed into medium 1, and the subscript n will be used to

denote the component of a vector in the direction of n.

As the magnetic flux density B is solenoidal, the surface integral of B
over the closed surface of the parallelepiped is zero. The flux of B through
the sides of the parallelepiped is negligible, because dh is a very small height
that approaches zero. Therefore, Bnl AS Bn2 AS = 0, and consequently,
Bnl

= Bn2 . The normal component of the magnetic flux density is con

tinuous across the boundary of two different physical media.

Next, Gauss's law will be applied to the parallelepiped. The surface

integral ofD over the closed surface is D nl AS Z)n2 AS, because the flux

of D over the sides becomes negligible as dh approaches zero. The

total charge in the volume of the parallelepiped is ps AS, with p8 denot

ing the surface charge density. By Gauss's law the electric flux equals
the enclosed charge. It follows that Dnl Dn2

== /v The normal com

ponent of the electric flux density is discontinuous across the boundary

of two different physical media by an amount equal to the surface charge

density ps .

The four boundary conditions, deduced by application of Maxwell's

equations, are

(9-12)

Aa -
a
-

P* (9-14)

The subscripts / and n denote the tangential and normal components,

respectively, of the field vectors, In Eq. (9-14), D n is the normal component
of D, taken in the direction from medium 2 to medium I, and the equation

simply states that the net outward electric flux per unit area equals the

surface charge per unit area. Equation (9- 1 2) does not apply if either med
ium is a perfect conductor.

The relations D dE and B /^H can be applied to Eqs. (9-1 1)

through (9-14) to obtain the relationships between the tangential com

ponents of D and B and the normal components of E and H across the

boundary between two media. This is left as an exercise for the student,

7-6. THE SURFACE OF A PERFECT CONDUCTOR

We need to investigate the tangential component of the magnetic field

intensity at the surface of a perfect conductor, defined as a medium of
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infinite conductivity, or zero resistivity. Although all conductors, exclud

ing the superconductors, have some resistance, it is frequently convenient

to assume the existence of an ideal conductor. In many engineering

problems good conductors can be regarded as perfect with negligible
error. Frequently, such an assumption enables us to determine with ease

the approximate fields, currents, and voltages in a region. Then the finite

resistivities can be utilized to find the approximate power losses. Thus
the concept of a perfect conductor has engineering importance.
The electric field inside a perfect conductor is zero, for otherwise there

would be the absurdity ofan infinite drift current. Weknowfrom Maxwell's

equations that time-varying electric and magnetic fields always accompany
one another and, consequently, a time-varying magnetic field cannot exist

in a perfect conductor. An electric current always has a magnetic field

according to the Maxwell-Ampere law. As time-varying magnetic fields

cannot exist in perfect conductors, neither can time-varying electric

currents. However, we know that good conductors readily carry alter

nating currents. Clearly, the time-varying current of a perfect conductor

must reside on the surface, in a layer of zero thickness. The current

density is a surface current density Js , equal to p sv, with ps denoting
the charge density of the moving surface charges and v denoting their

drift velocity. The surface current density J5 is measured in amperes per
meter.

To determine the tangential component of the magnetic field intensity

H, we shall apply the Maxwell-Ampere law to the rectangle of Fig. 9-7,

with medium 2 regarded as a perfect conductor. Time-varying fields

are assumed, and the surface current density Js is directed into the

paper.
The mmf around the path of the rectangle in a clockwise direction is

H
tl A/, because H is zero inside the perfect conductor. This equals the

current into the surface of the rectangle, and this current is Js A/ amperes.

Therefore, Htl
=

J,.

The component of H
t
in the direction ofJ

8
is zero, for if the rectangle is

constructed with its length in this direction, no current passes through it.

The normal component of H is zero at the surface. This follows from the

fact that the normal component of B is continuous, by Eq. (9-13); as

Bn is zero inside the conductor, Bn and ffn are zero just outside the

conductor.

In conclusion, at the surface of a perfect conductor the time-varying

magnetic field intensity H is tangential to the surface, normal to Js , and

equal to Ja The sense of H is illustrated in Fig. 9-9. The crosses at the

surface denote a surface current density directed into the paper. If n

represents a unit vector, normal to the conductor and directed outward,
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the magnitude and direction ofH at the surface are completely specified by
the relation

nX H = Jg (9-15)

When the fields are static, surface current densities are nonexistent even

in the best conductors, and Eq. (9-15) does not apply. In such cases,

of course, the tangential component ofH is continuous across the boundary,
in accordance with Eq. (9-12). Usually, actual conductors are regarded as

perfect only if the currents are confined to thin surface layers. As we shall

see in Chapter 14, the depth of penetration of a sinusoidally time-varying
current density depends on the product of the conductivity and thefrequency
with which the current alternates. Therefore, conductors with currents

produced by slowly varying or static fields are not considered perfect,

regardless of their conductivities. Exceptions are the superconductors.

J*

^^^^^^^^.^.^
_ .

Boundary

Perfect conductor

FIG. 9-9. Relation between H and J, at the surface of a perfect conductor, The surface

current density is into the paper.

The electric field at the surface of a perfect conductor is readily deter

mined from Eqs, (9- II) and (9-14), Inside the conductor the dectric field

is zero. As the tangential component of E is continuous across a boundary,
it is clear that

,
is zero at the surface. The normal component of the

electric flux density at a boundary is discontinuous by an amount equal
to the surface charge density p$ . Therefore, > equals pr In conclusion,

the electric field at the surface of a perfect conductor is normal to the

surface, with the outward electric flux density D equal to the surface

charge density />,.
In terms of the unit vector n directed out of the surface

of the perfect conductor, we have

D-/MI (9*16)

lf/>, is negative, D is directed into the surface, Equations (9-15) and (9-16)

completely specify the boundary conditions at the surface of a perfect
conductor.
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9-7. SUMMARY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC LAWS
Q ^ |

Maxwell's equations in integral form are f

r r. 1=0
0) E dl = -

|B dS (9-17)
^ / $

r r
cb H-dI= (J + D)-JS (9-18)"

'
'

Jc Js - -

1 '!."*/ k

B dS =
', (9-19)

r f
u\ <f>

D-dS= pdK (9-20)
/S JF

Also, we have the relations D = eE and B = ^H, and the Lorentz force

equation F/q = E + v X B. The Maxwell-Faraday and Maxwell-Ampere
laws were presented as postulates, and Eqs. (9-19) and (9-20) were derived

from these postulates and the conservation of charge. Equation (9-19) is

sometimes referred to as the magnetic-field Gauss's law, and Eq. (9-20)

is Gauss's law.

The integral form of the equation of continuity, which states mathe

matically that electric charge is conserved, is

f lrf .rf ^n. <!> J-dS= -j- t pdV (9-21)
J 8 Qt JV

This is one of our postulates.

The electromotive force, or voltage drop, around a closed path is the

circulation of the electric field E, provided the path is stationary. If the

path is moving in a magnetic field, however, there is also a motional emf,

and the total emf is , >
, * t ^ \ *

emf= d> (E + vX B) - dl >> ..,.<< (9-22)
Jc

em f * - + cb
(v X B) - dl (9-23)

dt Jo

emf- - (9-24)
dt

Equations (9-22), (9-23), and (9-24) are equivalent with the understanding

that the total time derivative of <I> in Eq. (9-24) represents the time rate of

change of the magnetic flux due only to a time-changing magnetic flux

density and to the cutting of magnetic flux lines by the moving path C.

If the path C is stationary, these equations are equivalent to the Maxwell-

Faraday law.
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Coulomb's inverse-square law is

r (9-25)

This gives the force between two stationary point charges in an infinite

medium. It was derived from Gauss's law.

Application of Maxwell's equations to the boundary between two

physical media enabled us to deduce important relations between the

fields on opposite sides of the boundary. If neither medium is a perfect

conductor, we found that

with Dn denoting the normal component taken in the direction from

medium 2 to medium 1. At the surface of a perfect conductor

D = pjt n X H = J,

From the Maxwell-Ampere law we deduced that the total electric

current over a closed surface is always zero. Neither the convection current

nor the displacement current over a closed surface is necessarily zero,

but their sum is zero at every instant of time.

The integral forms of Maxwell's equations and the equation of continuity
relate the fields, currents, and charges of certain paths, surfaces, and vol

umes in space. By applying the equations to regions of infinitesimal di

mensions, we can obtain differential equaticWis relating the fields, currents,

and charges at points. These equations will prove invaluable in our further

investigations in electromagnetisrn. In the next chapter we shall study the

mathematics of vector analysis, which we shall utilize in developing and

applying the differential forms of Maxwell's equations and the equation of

continuity.
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PROBLEMS

Sections 9-1 and 9-2

j,

9-1. If the current in a lightning stroke is 100,000 amperes from the earth to a

cloud, what is the displacement current from the cloud to ground at this instant?

9-2. In the circuit of Fig. 9-10 all displacement currents, except that between
the plates of the capacitor, are negligible. Deduce that the sum of the currents f

t ,
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FIG. 9-10. Electric circuit.

/2 , and /3 is zero. Determine each of these line currents if /4
= 3, /5

== 5, and

i
a
= 1.

9-3. A fluid has mass density w, and the particles have velocity v, with both 772

and v being functions of the space coordinates and time. Write the integral form

of the equation of continuity for fluid flow, which expresses mathematically the

conservation of fluid mass.

j
9-4. An antenna, consisting of a vertical wire whose base is close to the ground,

is fed with a base current of 5 sin 108/ amperes, upward. Determine the displace
ment current leaving the antenna, and from this displacement current find the

outward electric flux y. Also, use the equation of continuity to find the charge q
stored on the antenna, and compare this charge with the outward flux. All

quantities vary sinusoidally with time.

9-5. The charging current / of a certain capacitor is 1 cos 100/, and the leakage
current between the plates, due to a poor dielectric, is 0.2 sin 100?. The positive

directions of the given currents are identical. From the equation of continuity

determine, at time t 0.02, the stored charge q of a plate, and from the displace

ment current find the flux y leaving this plate at this instant. Compare y and q.

All quantities vary sinusoidally with time.

Sections 9-3 and 9-4

9-6. Derive the equation of continuity from the Maxwell-Ampere law and

Gauss's law.

> 9-7. The Maxwell-Ampere law is often erroneously written with the omission

of displacement current density. Show that this erroneous equation, when

applied to a region with time-varying charge densities, leads to the conclusion

that charge is not conserved.

9-8. Three point charges of 20 <uc, 30 /^c, and -40 /*c are located at the points

(0, 0, 0), (l 1, 0), and (1, -I, li respectively, in a medium having a relative

permittivity of 1.5. Find the Coulomb force on the -40-^c charge.

9-9. A copper ball of radius a, located in a dielectric of permittivity , has a net

charge q . Find the voltage drop v along a path from the ball to infinity,
and

determine the ratio qlv. This is the capacitance of the ball. Calculate this capaci

tance if the radius is one meter and the dielectric is free space.

9-10. What is the maximum charge that can be placed on an isolated copper
ball of radius 5 cm without exceeding the dielectric strength of air, which is about

30,000 volts/cm? With this maximum charge on the ball, what is the voltage

drop from the ball to a point at infinity?

9-11. A dielectric ball of radius JO cm and relative permittivity 4 is located in
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free space. If a charge of 5 pc is uniformly distributed throughout the volume of

the ball, find the electric field intensity as a function of the distance r from the

center. What is the maximum value of this field?

9-12. At time zero a charged conductor is connected to a good ground in

earth, and the discharging current to ground is e~mot ampere. Find as a function

of time the displacement current and the electric flux leaving the conductor.

Also, determine the initial charge of the conductor and the rate with which this

charge is decreasing immediately after the connection is made.

9-13. The inner conductor of a coaxial transmission line has a radius a and a

charge per unit length of q coulombs per meter. The outer conductor has an

inner radius b and a charge per unit length of
q.

The permittivity of the dielec

tric between the conductors is e. Using Gauss's law, find the electric field as a

function of the distance r from the axis. Determine the voltage v between the

conductors, and find the ratio qjv in terms of a, b, and e. This is the capacitance C
per unit length of the cable, in farads per meter. Calculate C for a =0.5 cm and
b = 1 .5 cm. The dielectric is free space.

9-14. Two large parallel plates A and B are separated a small distance d by a

perfect dielectric of permittivity e. The area of each plate is S. If plates A and B
have charges q and

9, respectively, find the electric field intensity in the dielec

tric between the plates, assuming a uniform field in this region. Determine the

capacitance C in terms of d, S, and e, and calculate C for d = 0.5 cm, S = 400
cm2

,
and er

= 4.

9-15. A current generator supplies a current / to a capacitance C. What
is the resulting voltage drop across the capacitor (a) in the direction of the

positive current, and (b) in the direction opposite the positive current? If I =
Im sin (cot + 0), determine these drops as sinusoidal time functions.

9-16. A voltage generator supplies a voltage v to a capacitance C. What is the

resulting current (a) in the direction of the voltage drop v across C, and (b) in the
direction of the voltage rise v ? If v = Vm sin (cot + 0), determine these drops
as sinusoidal time functions.

9-17. The displacement current between the plates of a 10-^f capacitor is

5 sin 1000* amperes. Find the sinusoidal voltage drop across the capacitor, in
the direction opposite the positive current.

9-18. The voltage drop across a 50-^f capacitor is 50 cos 107
^. Find the

sinusoidal current in the direction of the voltage drop.

v- 9-19. Shown in Fig. 9-11 is a rod with a steady current /. A magnetic field

directed into the paper exerts transverse forces on the drifting charge carriers,

causing a slightly nonuniform current distribution over a cross section. The
resulting separation of charge produces an electric field transverse to the rod.
This phenomenon is known as the Hall

effect. If /is positive, determine whether
the charge carriers are electrons or holes for a voltmeter reading that is (a) positive,
and (b) negative.

9-20. Two large parallel metallic plates are a centimeter apart in free space,
and an impressed voltage produces equal and opposite charges on the plates.
The surface charge densities, uniformly distributed over the surfaces that face one
another, are 0.5 ^c/m

2
. At time zero an electron is released with zero velocity

at the negative plate, and this electron moves toward the positive plate. Deter
mine the current in the external electric circuit as a function of time.
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FIG. 9-1 1. Hall-effect experiment.

9-21. Both the electric and magnetic fields are solenoidal in a region devoid of

electric charges. Deduce that these fields are tangential to the moving surface of

the wavefront of an electromagnetic wave, provided the medium is a perfect

dielectric. Also, show that the electric field may have a component normal to the

wavefront if the medium has conductivity.

Sect/on 9-5

^ 9-22. In Fig, 9-12, El and E2 are the electric field intensities on the two sides of

the surface, and l and 6% are the respective angles with the normal, as illustrated.

FIG, 9-12, Refraction of eltctrlc field at a boundary between two different media.

There are no charges at the boundary. Use Eqs. (9-1 1) and (9-14) to show that

(tan $i)/tan 6t X/ r This is the law of refraction of the electric field at a

boundary free of charge.

|,
9-23* Let HI and Hs denote the magnetic field intensities on the two sides of a

boundary between two different physical media, and let ^ and
ft
denote the

respective angles between the field vectors and the normal to the surface. This is

illustrated in Fig, 9-12 with H replacing E. There are no surface currents. Use

Eqs. (9-12) and (9-13) to show that (tan 0^/tan t /^//%. This is the law of

refraction of the magnetic field at a boundary free of surface current,
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0.05 m

FIG. 9-13. Rectangular waveguide.

^ 9-24. The fields in the free-space dielectric of the rectangular waveguide of

Fig, 9- 13 are

H9 -7 sin lOfltt sin (o>r
-

jfo)

//, 8 cos lOwsc cos (art
-

ftz)

Ev 4000 sin lOnx sin (CD/
-

/la:)

Assuming perfect conductors, find the surface current density J, and the surface

charge density pf, as functions of time, at the point (0.01,0,0) on the surface.

Repeat for the point (0, ;
01, 0). The waveguide extends in the z-direction from

minus infinity to plus infinity.
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CHAPTER
10

When two or three space dimensions are involved

in equations, the branch of mathematics known as vector analysis is often

utilized. As electromagnetic field theory involves spatial relationships,
vector analysis can be employed to express the field equations in compact
and meaningful form. Furthermore, solutions of the equations, when

specific problems are encountered, are often expedited by the application
of the principles of vector analysis.

An introduction to vector analysis has already been presented. The
scalar and vector products, derivatives of vectors, and line and surface

integrals have been used in many of our equations. In this chapter some

of the differential operations in vector analysis, particularly the gradient,

the divergence^ and the curl, are considered. In addition, several important
theorems are discussed, and the most common coordinate systems are

examined,

I Owl. THE GRADIENT OF A SCALAR FIELD

A scalar is a quantity that has magnitude but no direction, Examples
of scalars are temperature, energy, current, and electric charge density.

A scalar point function, or field, is present in a region having a scalar

quantity associated with each of its points. Examples of scalar fields are

the temperature distribution throughout a solid and the pressure distribu

tion throughout the earth's atmosphere.
Let us consider a scalar point function <(#, y, z) that is continuous and

differentiable at all points of a region. The specific value of
<f>

at a certain

/95
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point P is
<f)P . Suppose a straight line is drawn from P in an arbitrary

manner. The function
</>,

in general, varies along this line. At the point P,

in the direction of the line, </>
has a certain rate of change with respect to

distance; in some particular direction this space rate of change of
<f>

is a

positive maximum. Let a unit vector n at P be oriented in this direction,

and let A/i denote an elemental length at P in the direction of this unit

vector n. Along the elemental length Aw the function
cf> changes an incre

mental amount A</>, and the limit of the ratio A</>/Aw, as A/7 approaches

zero, is the space rate of change of
<f>

at P in the direction of n. This is, of

course, the partial derivative of
<f>

with respect to n. Multiplying d^/dn

by the unit vector n gives a vector at P that points in the direction of the

maximum space rate of change ofcf>, and this vector has a magnitude equal
to this maximum change of

<f>
with distance. Such a vector is called the

gradient of the scalar
</>, usually abbreviated grad </>.

Hence by definition

we have

grad< = ^n (10-1)
on

It is understood that the unit vector n is oriented so that d<f>/dn is a positive

maximum at the point P.

Although <f>
is a scalar, grad <f>

is a vector. At each point of the scalar

field
</>

there is the vector grad <f>.
The magnitude of grad <f> equals the

maximum value of the space derivative of <j>
at the point. The direction of

grad <f>
is that direction in which

<f>
increases most rapidly with respect to

distance. If
<f>

varies with time, the partial derivative of Eq* (10-1) signifies

that time is treated as a constant in evaluating the gradient^ and the vector

grad <f>
is also a function of time.

Several examples should serve to clarify the meaning of the gradient of

a scalar point function. Let us consider the region near the surface of a

large flat metal surface that is uniformly heated. The temperature T in

this region is a scalar field. At a point just off the surface> the gradient of

the temperature T is a vector directed toward the heated surface, having a

magnitude that is equal to the rate of change of T with respect to distance

in this direction. The pressure of the earth's atmosphere is another scalar

which has a gradient. If the variation of the pressure with respect to

geographical position is negligible throughout a certain region, then the

rate of change of pressure with respect to distance is a maximum in the

downward direction. Therefore, at any arbitrary point in the region the

gradient of the pressure p is a vector directed toward the earth's center,

having a magnitude equal to the space derivative of the pressure;? in this

direction. Next, suppose a lighted bulb is placed in a closed room with

black walls. The light intensity is, of course, a scalar point function. At
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any point P in the room the light intensity has its maximum rate of change
with respect to distance in the direction toward the bulb. This is the direc

tion of the gradient of the light intensity at P, and the magnitude of this

vector equals this maximum space derivative.

10-2. THE GRADIENT IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

We shall now develop the rectangular form of the gradient of a scalar.

To simplify the geometry of the problem we shall first consider a scalar ^
that is a function of x and y only, and independent of z.

\
FIG, KM. Two parallel curves with constant values of the scalar point function

</>.

Shown in Fig. 10- 1 are small parallel sections of two curves in the xy-

plane in the close vicinity of the point P, The region under examination is

so small that the curves approximate straight lines. The curve through

P is the locus of points satisfying the equation <f>(x, y) = <f>P , with the

constant <f>f> denoting the value of < at P. The other curve is a plot of the

equation ^(*, y) <p + A<, with A< denoting a constant that is very

small compared with <f>f>.
At all points on this curve the function

<f> equals

the constant
<f>P + A<. It is evident that the space derivative of

</> along

either of the curves is zero.
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From the point P to any point of the curve that passes through the

point Q the function
<f> changes by A<. Consequently, the space rate of

change of
<f>

is a maximum along the shortest path between the curves.

This is the path that follows the illustrated unit vector n directed normal

to the curves. Along this path from P to Q the average space rate of

change of
</>

is A</>/A/i. If these incremental quantities are allowed to

approach zero, the vector (A^/A)n obviously is the gradient of
<f>

at P.

The x and y components of this vector equal the magnitude of the vector

multiplied by the respective direction cosines, and we have

Ai AcA .
,

A<i
.,

.-JL n _L COS a i -|

r
cos p j

An Art AN

with a and /? denoting the direction angles, as illustrated. As cos a equals

A/7/Ao; and cos /? equals Aw/A?/, which is evident from the geometry of

Fig. 1 0-1, the equation becomes

A<i Ai , A<i .n n = i H -
j

Aw A# Ay

Examination of Fig. 10-1 shows that A< may be regarded as the increase

in
<f>

as x increases by A#, with // constant, or it may be regarded as the

increase in
<f>

as
,?/ increases by A#, with x constant. All the incremental

quantities become differentials as the distance between the curves ap
proaches zero, and the resulting equation is

^n = ^i + ^j (10-2)
on ojc oy

Partial derivatives are utilized, for each term of Eq, (10-2) denotes a rate

of change with respect to the indicated variable with other variables held

constant.

If the scalar function
<f>

is a function of all three space coordinates, the

three-dimensional illustration corresponding to Fig* 10l will show

parallel planes in the vicinity of the point P, and the unit vector n at P
will be normal to these surfaces. Similar reasoning leads to the rectangular
form of grad ^ in three dimensions. The result is

grad^-^i + ^j + ^k (10-3)
o*r di/ dz

It is convenient to define a del operator V by
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Alone, del has no meaning. // is an operator treated mathematically as a
vector. If we let del operate on the scalar

</>,
we obtain

dx dy dz

Therefore, the gradient of ^ in rectangular form is V</>.

The x component of the gradient of
<f>

is the rate of change of < with

respect to x. This is called the directional derivative of(f> in the x-direction.

The y and z components of the gradient are the directional derivatives in

the 2/- and z-directions, respectively. In general, the directional derivative

of
(/>

in the direction of a unit vector a is (grad <f>)
a. The magnitude of

grad < at a point is the maximum value of the directional derivative of
<f>

at the point.

In evaluating the line integral of grad < we encounter the product

(grad <t>) dl, which can be written (grad </>)
a dl. The scalar product of

grad <t>
and the unit vector a is, of course, the directional derivative

d<f>/dl, and (grad <f>)
dl becomes (9^/97) dl. This is simply the differential

increase
dc/>

in the distance dl. It is evident that

f (grad <) dl = f "d<t>
= <

2
-

Jo J^i
(10-6)

with
<f>i

and $2 denoting the values of the scalar point function at the end

points of the path C, Clearly, the line integral of grad <f>
is independent of

the actual path that connects the end points, and grad <f>
is a conservative

vector. If the path closes on itself, ^ =
</>2 and the integral of Eq. (10-6)

is zero, a "deduction that applies to any conservative vector.

In conclusion, if <f>(x,y^z) is a continuous and differentiable scalar

function, then grad <f>
is the vector (9</d)n, with n representing a unit

vector directed so that d<f>/dn is a maximum. In rectangular coordinates

grad </> equals V<, with the del operator defined by Eq. (10-4). At a point
P the gradient of $ is directed normal to the surface <(#, y, z)

=
<f>P . The

component of V<f> in any direction is the space rate of increase, or direc

tional derivative, of
<f>

in that direction, and V< is a conservative vector.

Let us consider an example of the gradient operation. In Sec. 7-3 it was

stated that the diffusion current density at a point in a medium is pro

portional to the gradient of the charge dlensity p at the point. This can be

expressed mathematically as

(10-7)

with D denoting the diffusion constant. The negative sign is the result of

the diffusion of the charge carriers away from the concentration, and

consequently, diffusion current density and grad p have opposite directions.
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In semiconductors diffusion currents are due to concentrations of both

holes and free electrons. Suppose there are p holes per cubic meter and

n free electrons per cubic meter at a point in a medium. The charge density

of the holes is pe, and the charge density of the electrons is <?, with

e = 1.602 x 10"19 c. It follows that the diffusion current densities 3 V

and Jn due to the holes and electrons, respectively, are

J p
= -eD v Mp (10-8)

jn
= eD n Vn (10-9)

with D v and Dn denoting the hole and electron diffusion constants. For

germanium, typical values of /) and Dn are 0.0045 and 0.0095 m2
/sec,

and for silicon, typical values are 0.0013 and 0.0033 m2
/sec, respectively.

The total diffusion current density at a point is, of course, the sum of

J,, and Jn .

EXAMPLE. The hole density p is 10 16
exp (-20Va?

2 + 2/
2 + *2) holes/cm

3 in a

region of a certain germanium semiconductor, with the space coordinates in

centimeters. Find the hole current density due to diffusion at the point (0.03,

0.04, 0), these coordinates also given in centimeters. The hole diffusion constant

is 45 cm2
/sec.

Solution. For convenience we shall use the centimeter as the unit of length in

this problem. From Eq. (10-8) we determine the hole current density Jv to be

72.1 x io~19
V/? arnpere/cm

2
. The hole density/? is known as a function of the

space coordinates. Using Eq. (10-3) to find the gradient of/? as a function of the

space coordinates and then substituting the coordinates of the specified point give

V;? -4.42 X 10 16
i
- 5.89 x 10 16

j

We deduce that the diffusion current density / p is 0.3181 + 0.424J ampere/cm
2

.

10-3. THE DIVERGENCE OF A VECTOR

The flux of a vector A over some specified surface S has been defined as

the surface integral ofA over S. In previous chapters we have many times

been interested in fluxes over closed surfaces. For example, Gauss's law

specifies that the electric flux over a closed surface equals the enclosed

charge. The total electric current over a closed surface is zero, and this

current is the flux of the current density. The magnetic flux over a closed

surface is likewise zero. The flux of the convection current density leaving

a closed surface equals the time rate of decrease of the charge enclosed, by
the equation of continuity. These as well as many other important rela

tions can be applied to points in space by means of the divergence operation

of vector analysis. If the vector A is differentiable at each point ofa region

of space, the divergence of the vector A at a point P in the region is the net

outward flux of A per unit volume at P. The divergence of A, usually
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abbreviated div A, is a scalar quantity, although A is a vector. We shall

now proceed to express div A in mathematical form.

Let A V denote an elemental volume with elemental dimensions, with

the point P located within AK. The net flux of A leaving AK is given by
the integral |A dS over the closed surface S around AK. The outward

flux per unit volume is ( A rfS)/A K, and this is the outward flux per unit

volume at the point P, provided the elemental volume is reduced to an

infinitesimal volume with differential dimensions. Of course, as AK
approaches zero, the surface integral of A also approaches zero, and both

AK and the surface integral become differential quantities. Their ratio,

however, may be positive, negative, or zero, depending on the field of A.

As div A is the outward flux per unit volume, the equation defining the

divergence operation is

r

9 A-dS
div A = lira ^ (10-10)

AF-O AK

The surface integral of A in Eq. (10-10) equals the source strength of

A in the elemental volume AK. Therefore, the divergence of A at a point

P is the source strength per unit volume at P. A positive source represents

an origin of the field, whereas a negative source, or sink, represents a

termination of the field. Let us consider several applications that illustrate

the physical significance of divergence, j

When the valve on an automobile tir$ is opened, the pressure inside the

tire drops as air escapes. In this example it is not necessary to consider the

discrete nature of the molecules or their random thermal motion. There

fore, we shall understand that a point denotes a volume that is very small

but still large enough to contain a great many molecules. At any point P

inside the tire the air has mass density w kg/m
3 and velocity v, and these

quantities are functions of the space coordinates and time. Let dV denote

a differential volume at P> and let S denote the closed surface around this

volume, The divergence of vw at P is ( wv - dS)ldV. The product wv,

with units of kilograms per second per square meter, represents the mass

flow per unit area in the direction of v. Obviously, the scalar product

wv * rfS, in kilograms per second, is the mass flow through the differential

surface dS> It follows that the integral of w over the closed surface 5

equals the flow of mass, in kilograms per second, out of the differential

volume. The outward flow of mass is a differential quantity, because the

surface surrounds a differential volume. Dividing the surface integral by

dV gives the outward flow of mass/?er unit volume, in kilograms per second

per cubic meter, and this is the divergence of wv. As mass is conserved,

this must equal the time rate of decrease of the mass density at the point.
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Therefore

divwv= - ~-
(10-11)

ot

The mass density w at P decreases as air escapes from the valve, and we
deduce from Eq. (10-11) that div wv is positive. However, if air is being

pumped into the tire, the mass density at P increases, and the divergence
is negative. Negative divergence is sometimes referred to as convergence,

Expanding gas has positive divergence, and contracting gas has negative

divergence.

Equation (10-11) states mathematically the conservation of fluid mass.

It is called the equation ofcontinuity applied to a fluid, including both gases
and liquids. For an incompressible fluid the mass density w cannot vary,

and div wv is zero. As electric charge is also conserved, it is evident that

Eq. (10-1 1) applies to electric charge density p as well as to mass density

H>, with v denoting the drift velocity of the charge carriers. Thus

div pv** -^?
(10-12)

dt

This is the equation of continuity, in differential form, applied to electric

charge. The integral form of this equation was presented earlier as Eq.

(9-3). The differential form can be derived directly from the integral form

by applying the latter to a volume that approaches zero as a limit. It can

also be derived from the integral form by utilization of the divergence
theorem of Sec. 10-5, and this is done in the next chapter

It has been shown that the total electric flux ^ leaving an electric charge

q is equal to q. Ifq is positive, it is a source of electric flux; ifq is negative,
the flux lines enter the charge, and the charge is a sink. As charge density

p is the charge per unit volume at a point, clearly p is the source strength

per unit volume of the electric flux density D at the point, and div D equals

p. This is proved mathematically by the equation

div D lim
A'-O AK dV dV

with dy denoting the net outward electric flux from the differential volume

dV, and dq denoting the charge in dV. Certainly tty
m

dq. The equation

divD-p (10-14)

is Gauss's law applied to a point. As charge density may be either positive
or negative, the divergence of D may be either positive or negative, In a

region devoid of electric charge, the divergence of D is zero at all points.
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The differential form of Gauss's law was presented here to illustrate the

meaning of divergence.

If a vector field A has no sources or sinks, the flux of A is zero over

every closed surface, and the field is solenoidal. All solenoidal fields have
zero divergence everywhere. In fact, a solenoidal field can be defined as

one without divergence. As the magnetic flux density B is solenoidal, the

FIG. 10-2, A differential cube greatly enlarged,

divergence of B is always zero at all points. The magnetic equivalent of

Gauss's law, in differential form, is the equation

div B (10-15)

With the definition and meaning of divergence understood, we are now

ready to develop the expression for divergence in terms of the rectangular

coordinates.

10-4, THE DIVERGENCE IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

The first step in determining the divergence in rectangular coordinates is

to find the outward flux of A over the closed surface S of the cubical box

shown in Fig. 10-2. One vertex is at P(x, ;*/ 2), and the sides of the cube

are of differential lengths dx, dy, and <b. In determining the surface

integral of A over 5, the sides of the box will be considered separately.
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Let A
y
denote the component of A in the ^-direction at points on the

left-hand face of the box. The rate of change of A
v
with respect to y is

dAy/dy, and the increase in the y component of A through the differential

length dy is dAJdy dy. Therefore, the y component of A at corresponding

points of the right-hand face of the box is Ay + dAJdy dy. The flux of A
over the left-hand face is A

y
dx dz, the negative sign resulting from the

selection of the outside surface as the positive side. Over the right-hand

face the flux of A is (A y + dAjdy dy) dx dz. The sum of these two fluxes

is dAyjdy dx dy dz, and this is the net flux out of the left-hand and right-

hand faces. As dx dy dz is the volume of the box, this outward flux per
unit volume is dA y/dy. Similarly, the outward fluxes per unit volume over

the other two pairs of parallel faces are found to be dAJdx and dAJdz.
It follows that the total outward flux per unit volume, which is the diver

gence of A, is

div A = dAjdx + dAJdy + dAJdz (10-16)

Although the derivation lacks mathematical rigor, the result is correct.

The scalar product of the del operator and the vector A can be found by
a term-by-term expansion. The result is

V A dAJdx + dAJdy + dAJdz (10-17)

We note that div A = V * A. The divergence of A at a point is the net

outward flux of A per unit volume. A is a vector, but its divergence is a

scalar.

10-5, THE DIVERGENCE THEOREM

According to the divergence theorem, the volume integral of div A
throughout a volume V equals the surface integral of A over the surface S
that encloses K provided the vector A has continuous derivatives. In

mathematical language the theorem states that

I
7-

Jy

The proof of the theorem is simple. Consider the finite volume V to be

subdivided into differential volumes, with each dV having differential

dimensions. The net outward flux of A from a differentia! volume dV is

\7 * A dV. Let us consider two adjacent volume elements having a com
mon surface between them* The flux out of one volume element through
the common surface is a flux into the adjacent element. When the con

tributions of the net outward fluxes of all the volume elements are added
in the integration of V * A dV, the fluxes over all the common surfaces
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cancel one another. All that remains is the flux over the outside surface,

and this is the surface integral of A.

With the aid of the divergence theorem it is sometimes possible to con
vert a volume integral, which is a triple integral, into a surface integral,
which is a double integral. Often it is convenient to convert a surface

integral into a volume integral, and the divergence theorem can be em
ployed for this purpose also.

10-6. THE CURL OF A VECTOR

We have examined the gradient of a scalar and the divergence of a

vector. A third differential operation of vector analysis, which we shall

use extensively in our study of electromagnetism, is the curl of a vector,

which will now be defined.

Let us consider an elemental surface AS with elemental dimensions,
and let C denote the closed contour of this surface. We select one side of

the surface as the positive side and construct a unit vector n normal to the

surface out of the positive side. The circulation of the vector A around

the contour C is the line integral of A around this closed path. The
direction of integration is understood to abide by the right-hand integra
tion rule, this direction being counterclockwise when viewed from the tip

of the unit vector n. On a per-unit-area basis the circulation of A is

cf A d\
AS Jo

If we let AS approach zero in a manner that makes the total length of the

path C also approach zero, the expression gives the circulation per unit

area at a point P, In general, the circulation per unit area at P depends

upon the orientation of the elemental surface.*

Now suppose the elemental area is oriented so that the circulation per
unit area is a positive maximum. The vector whose magnitude equals
Ms maximum circulation per unit area and whose direction is that of n is

called the curt of the vector A, or curl A. Thus

cur! A = lim <P A d\ n (1049)
A~M> AS Jo

Of course, the unit vector n out of the positive side of AS is understood

to be oriented so as to make the magnitude of the vector of Eq. (10-19)

a positive maximum* At any point P the vector curl A has a magnitude

equal to the maximum circulation of A per unit area at P and the direction

of the unit vector n. This unit vector is oriented normal to the differential
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area enclosed by the path C, pointing in the direction that makes the coun

terclockwise circulation positive when viewed from the tip of n. The

vector curl A denotes the intensity of the circulation of A at the point P,

The curl operation is immensely important in electromagnetic field

theory. The fundamental equations have been expressed in terms of line

integrals. In order to obtain the differential forms of these equations,

we shall apply the line integrals to an infinitesimal closed path in space,

and the resulting equations involve the curl, The two fundamental electro

magnetic laws in differential form are often called Maxwell's curI equations.

Surface of water

FIG. 10-3. Side view of a submerged ball that is drifting downstream. The arrows denote

the velocity vectors of the water.

The concept of the curl of a vector is usually difficult for the beginning

student to grasp, but the importance of the curl operation in electro-

magnetism cannot be overemphasized. The student should study the

definition of the curl of a vector carefully, He should work problems

involving its use and, in doing so, he should try to understand the physical

significance of the curl of a vector,

10-7. SOHE EXAMPLES OF THE CURL

The first example to be considered is the case of smooth water flow in a

river. Shown in Fig, 10-3 is a cross-sectional view of the stream with

velocity vectors that represent the velocities of the stream at different

points. Turbulence is assumed to be negligible, and the velocity of the

water at the bottom of the river is zero due to friction*

Suppose we release in the water a very small ball with a density

such that the ball submerges to the depth shown. AH the ball drifts down

stream, it also rotates about its axis normal to the paper, and this rotation
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is clockwise. The rotation is the result of the difference in the velocities

of the water particles over the top and bottom surfaces of the ball. At
the instant the ball is at a certain point P in the stream, the angular velocity
of the ball is a measure of the curl of the velocity vector v at P. In the

illustration the curl ofv is a vector directed into the paper, for the maximum
circulation per unit area of v is positive in the clockwise direction.

Next, let us consider a thin solid disk rotating clockwise as shown in

Fig. 10-4. The clockwise circulation of the velocity vector v around path

FIG, 10-4. Thin rotating disk.

Ci is positive, because v and dl have the same direction at each point of the

path. As Ci shrinks to a circular path of infinitesimal length, both the

circulation and the area enclosed by Ct approach zero. However, the

circulation per unit area is finite and positive. In this case the magnitude
of curl v equals twice the angular velocity of the disk, and this should

be verified by the student. The direction of the vector is into the

paper.
The path C2 will now be considered, with the circulation of v taken

clockwise. The paths ab and cd are along circular arcs, and the paths be

and da are along radii. The line integrals along be and da are zero. From
a to b the integral is negative* because v dl equals v d! at points on this

path. From c to d the line integral is positive. Clearly, the total line

integral around the closed path is positive, for the magnitude of v at points

along cd is greater than at points along ab, and furthermore, the path cd

is longer. As Cs shrinks to infinitesimal length, both the circulation and

the area enclosed by the path approach zero, but the circulation per unit
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area is finite and positive.
As the circulation is positive in the clockwise

direction, the unit vector n is directed into the paper, and this is the direc

tion of curl v. The determination of the magnitude of curl v in terms of

the angular velocity ao is left as an exercise.

An example that involves no motion of a physical quantity is the curl

of an electric field E. Shown in Fig. 10-5 are the flux lines of an electric

field at a certain instant of time. The field does not vary in the direction

into the paper, but it is nonuniform in the plane of the paper. The in

tensity of the field is proportional to the density of the lines.

Consider the path abcda. Let the positive side of the plane surface

bounded by the path be the side facing the reader* Then the unit vector n

FIG. 10-5, Instantaneous flux tints of a timt-vtrying l*ctrk fi*ld.

is directed out of the paper, and the line integral is taken counterclockwise

by the right-hand rule. As the field intensity along cd has greater magni

tude than that along ab, the circulation of E is negative. If the path is

reduced to a square path of infinitesimal length, the circulation of E per

unit area is negative. This negative circulation per unit area signifies that

the vectors curl E and n have opposite directions. As n is directed out of

the paper, curl E is directed into the paper. The negative sign resulting

from the circulation per unit area, combined with the vector n f gives a

vector n in the direction of ctirl E. This shows that the selection of the

positive side of the surface is arbitrary, but the surface must be oriented,

of course, so that the circulation intensity is a maximum, Although not

shown in Fig, 10-5, the electric field must have a time-varying magnetic

field associated with it, for otherwise the circulation of E would be

zero.

The Maxwell-Faraday law states that the circulation of E equals the

surface integral of -B over a surface S bounded by the path. When this
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law is applied to a path of infinitesimal length, enclosing a plane differential

surface, the equation becomes

E-dI= -B-ndS (10-20)
c

with n denoting a unit vector out of the designated positive side of dS.

Both sides of Eq. (10-20) are maximized by orienting the differential

surface so that the directions of the vectors B and n are the same. With

this orientation the scalar product B n =
| B|. If this is substituted

into Eq. (10-20) and if both sides of the equation are multiplied by n and

divided by dS, we obtain

9 E-dln = |-B|n (10-21)
dS Jc

The term on the left is obviously the vector curl E. The term on the

right is the vector B, because n= B/| B|. Therefore,

curlE= -B (10-22)

The maximum circulation of E per unit area equals the magnitude of

the vector B. This circulation per unit area is positive if the surface is

oriented so that the unit vector n is in the direction of the vector B.

Equation (10-22) is Maxwell's first curl equation.

The Maxwell-Ampere law states that the circulation of H equals the

surface integral of the vector pv + D over a surface S bounded by the

path. This law is similar in form to the Maxwell-Faraday law, the dif

ference being that H replaces E and p\ + D replaces B. Making these

substitutions into Eq. (10-22), we obtain

cur!H = pv + D (10-23)

This is Maxwell's second curl equation.

10-8. THE CURL IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

The curl of a vector is itself a vector. Therefore, it can be resolved into

space components. Let m denote a unit vector drawn from a point P in

an arbitrary direction, and let the component of curl A at P, in the direction

of m, be designated curlw A, Then

curlm A (curl A) - m (10-24)

The right side of Eq. (10-24) equals the component of the vector curl A
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in the direction of m multiplied by the magnitude of m, which is unity.

It should be noted that curlm A is a scalar whose value may be positive,

negative, or zero. If an elemental surface at P is oriented normal to

m and if the circulation around the contour C is taken counterclockwise

when viewed from the tip of m, the circulation per unit area equals the

scalar curlm A. The truth of this statement is not evident, but for simplicity

the proof is omitted.*

In rectangular form the curl of the vector A is

curl A = (curl,, A)i + (curl, A)j + (curl, A)k (10-25)

Curl,. A is the circulation per unit area at a point P, with the elemental

RG. 10-6. Rectangle.

surface at P parallel to the t^~plane and with the circulation taken counter

clockwise when viewed from the tip of the unit vector I. The scalars

curly A and curl, A are defined similarly. We are now ready to determine

the mathematical expression for curt A in rectangular coordinates.

The x component of curl A is curl* A. To determine curb A* let us

consider an elemental rectangle parallel to the j/2-plane, as shown in Fig.

1 0-6. The rectangular shape is convenient, and it can be shown* that the

circulation per unit area is independent of the shape of the elemental

* See H. E. Newell, Jr., Vector Analysis, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1955,

Chap, 4.
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surface. With C denoting the closed path abcda, the scalar curlx A is the

limit, as Ay and Az approach zero, of the ratio

1

A-di (10-26)
Ay Az Jc

Let us examine the line integral of (10-26). Around the closed path C
the circulation of A is

/& /"c rd /a

A dl + A - dl +
\

A dl +
\

A - dl
Jo, Jb Jc Jd

Rearranging terms and changing the signs before the integrals with the

limits interchanged, we obtain

[ f A dl - f A -

dl\
-

[ TA dl - PA dl] (10-27)
LJa Jd J LJa Jb J

The left-hand expression in brackets in (10-27) contains the line integrals

along the paths ab and dc. From a to b the scalar product A dl = Av dy.

From d to c this scalar product is approximately (Av + dAJdz Az) dy,

with dAJdz Az denoting the increase in Av from a point on the path ab

to a point directly above it on path dc. This increase is only approximated

by the given expression, but the error introduced by this approximation

approaches zero as Az approaches zero. Therefore, the left-hand expres
sion of (10-27) becomes

(10-28)

The integrals involving Av cancel, their y limits being the same. This

leaves in (10-28) the integral

-
(
Jd

(10-29)

As Ay and Az approach the limit zero, the term in parentheses becomes a

constant along the path, equal to dAv/dz dz, and the expression of (10-29)

equals the negative of this constant multiplied by the differential path

length dy. This gives

-dAjdz&dy (10-30)

The right-hand expression in brackets in (10-27) can be treated in a

similar manner. From a to d the scalar product A dl ~ A x dz, and from

b to c this scalar product is (A t + dAJdy Ay) dz. When the integrals of

these quantities are subtracted, the A % terms cancel. Letting Ay and Az

approach zero, we obtain

(10-31)
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Replacing the bracketed terms of (10-27) with the expressions of (10-30)

and (10-31) gives the circulation of A in rectangular coordinates. The

resultis
r idA BA\
(b A dl = * - v

UT/ dz (10-32)
Jc \dy dz /

The differential area of the rectangle is dy dz. Therefore, the circulation

per unit area, with the differential surface parallel to the i/z-plane, is

curl^ A = dAJdy - dAJdz (10-33)

The y and z components of curl A can be determined in a similar manner.

A more direct way, however, is to. rotate the subscripts. For example, to

find curlj, A from the expression for curl^ A we can replace x with y,

y with z, and z with x. This procedure is justified by changing the designa
tion of the axes of Fig. 10-6 while- maintaining their orientations with

respect to one another. The resulting expression for curl A is

curIA=
dzf \dz dx \ dx

(10-34)

Curl A can be expressed in terms of the del operator. Del is treated

mathematically as though it is a vector. The vector product of two

vectors can be expressed as a determinant that contains the unit vectors

i, j, and k and the rectangular components of the two vectors. It follows

that
'

i j k

a , UO-35)
dy

The expansion of the determinant gives the correct expression for curl A
in rectangular coordinates,

We have found that the gradient, the divergence, and the curl can be

expressed in terms of the del operator. The relations are

gjraiJ < = V< (10-36)

divA V-A (10-37)

oirlAVxA (10-38)

The gradient, the divergence, and the curl were
initially defined without

reference to any particular coordinate system. We then developed expres
sions for these differential operations in rectangular coordinates* In
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Sec. 10-14 the corresponding expressions in cylindrical and spherical

coordinates are presented. Although the operator V cannot be given an

explicit form for coordinate systems other than rectangular, the del notation

is used regardless of the coordinate system employed. For example, V X A
represents curl A in any coordinate system, but it can be treated as the

cross product of a vector operator V and a vector A only in the rectangular

system.

A conservative field has been defined as one in which the circulation of

A is zero, regardless of the path of integration. It is clear that, if a vector

field A is conservative in a region, then curl A is zero at all points of the

region. A vector field with zero curl and also zero divergence is both

conservative and solenoidal.

Some of the advantages of using the notation of vector analysis in electro

magnetic field theory should be apparent. For example, Maxwell's first

equation in differential form is quite simply expressed as curlE = B.

This equation is a natural description of a physical situation that avoids

reference to an extraneous coordinate system. In rectangular coordinates,

without the use of vector notation, this equation is written as three

partial differential equations, which are

dEJdy - dEJdz = -dBjdt (10-39)

dEJdz - dEJdx = -dBJdt (10-40)

d v/dx
~ dEJdy -dBJdt (10-41)

The first of these is the result of equating the x components of the vectors

curlE and B and the second and third equations were obtained by

equating the y components and the z components, respectively.

Not only is the vector form easier to write, but it also helps us to under

stand the meaning of the equation, provided we understand the signi

ficance of the differential operators. Perhaps it should be mentioned that

engineers and scientists, and also most textbooks on electromagnetism,

commonly use the language of vector analysis. The engineer who is not

thoroughly familiar with this language will have difficult communication

problems.

10-9. STOKES'S THEOREM

We shall now examine a theorem of special importance in electromag

netic theory. Suppose A denotes a vector function with continuous deriva

tives at each point of a two-sided surface S bounded by the closed contour

C. The surface is in three-dimensional space and is not necessarily planar.

Stokes'3 theorem states that the circulation of A around the path C equals
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the flux of curl A over the surface S. The positive
side of S is arbitrarily

selected, and the right-hand integration rule applies. Mathematically, we

have /

/

i A-rfl= (curlA)-dS (10-42)

Jc Js

To prove the theorem, consider the surface S shown in Fig. 10-7, with

the contour C. Let S be subdivided into a very large number of differential

areas with each being approximately planar even though the surface S

may be curved. In Fig. 10-7 the differential areas are shown greatly

FIG. 10-7. Enlarged differential areas of a surface S with contour C.

enlarged. Now consider the sum of the line integrals of A, in a counter

clockwise direction, around the individual differential areas of the surface

S. Each part of a path that is common to two areas is traversed twice and

in opposite directions. Therefore, only the differential lengths of the outer

boundary contribute to the summation, and the summation becomes the

circulation of A around the closed path C
Next, consider a single element dS with a unit vector a normal to its

plane and directed away from the positive side. The circulation per unit

area is curl n A, and this equals (curl A) n by Eq, (10-24). Therefore, the

circulation around the contour of dS is (curl A) * n dS* or (curl A) dS.

The summation over the surface S is the surface integral of carl A,

Thus it has been shown that the summation over S of the circulation of

A around the contour of each dS equals the circulation of A around the

boundary C; this summation also equals the surface integral of ctirl A

over 5. Equation (1(M2) follows.
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Stokes's theorem enables us to convert a line integral into a surface

integral. Often it provides a way to convert a surface integral into a line

integral. An important deduction from Stokes's theorem is the vector

identity div curl A = 0. To show this, let a surface S in a region be nearly

closed, with its contour C having a length that is very small. For example,
the surface could be spherical with a small hole, and the contour C is the

closed path around the small hole. In the limit as the path C shrinks to a

point, causing S to approach a closed surface, the circulation of A around

C approaches zero. As S is a closed surface, Eq. (10-42) becomes

J8

Thus the surface integral of curl A is zero over any closed surface. Such

a vector field is solenoidal and, therefore, the divergence of curl A is zero.

This useful vector identity can be verified also by expanding div curl A
in rectangular coordinates, and this is suggested as an exercise.

10-10. THE LAPLACIAN OPERATOR

A differential operation that is frequently encountered is the divergence

of the gradient of a scalar point function
</>.

This can be expressed as

div grad <f>,
or V (V<), and it is called the scalar Laplacian of<j>. Expan

sion in rectangular coordinates gives

dx* dy* dz
2

Let us consider the operator V- V. As A- A = A 2
, we can write

V V = V2
, and from the scalar product we obtain

*_v.v .(!)+ fir + (y
\dx/ \9y/ \oz/

Each of the terms in parentheses is an operator. The square of an operator

means that the operation is performed twice. Therefore,

*- T -v
-5?

+
5?

+
I?

(1M4)

Comparison of Eqs. (10-43) and (10-44) reveals that

(V - V)< = V - V< (10-45)

The operator div grad, usually denoted by the symbol V2
, is called the La-

placian operator. The Laplacian of the scalar point function
<f>

is given in
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rectangular coordinates by Eq. (10-43), and expressions for V2
< in other

coordinate systems are given in Sec. 10-14.

The Laplacian of a vector A is defined as the vector whose rectangular

components are the scalar Laplacians of the rectangular components of

A. Therefore,
i + VM y j + VM, k (10-46)

The scalar Laplacian V2 denotes the operator div grad. However, as can

be seen from the vector identity of Eq. (10-57), the vector Laplacian V2

denotes the operator grad div - curl curl. In rectangular coordinates the

components of the vector Laplacian resemble the form of the scalar

FIG. 10-8. Rectangular coordinates and the unit vectors.

Laplacian, but there is no such similarity in the other common coordinate

systems. The use of similar symbols to denote these different operators

should not be confusing, for the scalar Laplacian always operates on a

scalar and the vector Laplacian always operates on a vector,

10-11. THE RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEM

The right-hand rectangular coordinate system has been utilized exten

sively in the preceding sections. Such a coordinate system is illustrated in

Fig. 10-8 with three different orientations. It should be noted that

jXk-l kXlj (10-47)

A point (#1, y t , zj in rectangular coordinates can be regarded as the

intersection of the planes x x^ y ft* and z zv As the differential

lengths in the three coordinate directions are dx, dy, and dz, the vector

length dl is

d*k (10-48)

A differentia! area can be regarded as a vector with magnitude dS and
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with direction normal to the surface. The differential areas in the x-
9

y-, and z-directions are dy dz, dz dx, and dx dy, respectively, Therefore,

dS-dydzi + dzdx\ + dx dy k (10-49)

A differential volume is dx dy dz.

10-12. THE CYLINDRICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The physical boundaries of many problems dictate the use of the cylin

drical coordinate system. The cylindrical coordinates r, <p,
and z are

shown in Fig. 10-9. A point (rl5 <pl9 z^ can be regarded as the intersection

FIG. 10-9. The cylindrical coordinate system.

of the surfaces r * r^ (p 9?^ and z = z^ The surface r = r
x is a circular

cylinder; the surface <p ^ is a plane containing the axis of the circular

cylinder; and the surface z z
l

is a plane normal to this axis.

The unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates are designated a
r , a^,

and

a
z , and these are shown in Fig. 10-10. The unit vector

a,,
is tangential

to the surface of the cylinder, and the three unit vectors are normal to each

other. Also shown in Fig. 10-10 are the differential lengths dr, r d<p, and

dz. Clearly
dl dr a

f + r d<p ^ + dz a, (10-50)

The respective differential surface areas in the a
r-, a^-,

and az-directions

are r dy dz, dr dz, and r dr d<p, and the vector dS is

d$**rdcp dz a
r + drdz*

if
+ r dr dtp a, (10-51)

The differential volume, illustrated in Fig, 10-10, is r dr d<p dz.
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FIG, 10-11. Th coordlnattt
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10-13. THE SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM

The spherical coordinates r, 6, and
9? are shown in Fig. 10-11. Note

that r represents the distance from the origin, whereas in cylindrical
coordinates r is the distance of the point from the z-axis. The angle 6 is

that formed by the 2-axis and the line connecting the origin to the point
P. The angle <p is precisely the same as the angle <p in cylindrical co
ordinates. A point (rl9 6

l9 9^) in spherical coordinates can be regarded

FIG, 10-12. The unit vectors In the spherical coordinate system.

as the intersection of the surfaces r = r^ 6 =s <9
1? and <p

=
<p lf

The surface

r =s r
l is a sphere; the surface &

X is a cone about the z-axis; and the

surface <p ^ js a plane containing the 2-axis.

The unit vectors in spherical coordinates are designated a
r> a^, and a^

Figure 10-12 shows these unit vectors at a point P on a section of a

spherical surface. The unit vector a
r

is along the radius r; a
a
is tangent to

the circle centered at the origin; and a
r is tangent to the circle around the
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z-axis, the radius of this circle being r sin 0. The differential lengths in the

directions of the unit vectors are dr, r dd, and r sin 6 d<p, giving

d\ = dr a
r + r dO a + r sin 6 d<p a (10-52)

The differential surface areas in the a
f-,

ar , and a^-directions are r2

sin 6 dO
d(f,

r sin 6 dr dtp, and r dr dd. Hence the vector dS is

dS = r2 sin QdOd<p*r + r sin 6drd(p&B + r dr dd
a^ (10-53)

The differential volume, which is shown in Fig. 10-13, is r2 sin 8 dr dd dy.

dV = r* sin 9 dr dO <fy

r sin 9 r sin 6 d<p

rd0

dr

RG. 10-13, An enlarged differential vo)um in spherical coordinates.

10-14. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATIONS IN THE COMMON
COORDINATE SYSTEMS

"The gradient, divergence, curl, and Uplaciun have been developed in

rectangular coordinates, The differential expression* in cylindrical and

spherical coordinates can be developed in a similar manner, and the
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interested student is referred to the end-of-chapter references. The

results are as follows:

Rectangular Coordinates (x 9 y, z)

dx dy dz

Cylindrical Coordinates (r, <p, z)

V# = f*a,
+ i?*

., + |*,dr rd(p oz

V . A ,ll Mr) + i

r or r

r

Spherical Coordinates (r, 0,

--,,
r sin 8 U0 '

5y J r L sm

r
2
sin

2
6 i
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10-15. VECTOR IDENTITIES

The following vector identities are readily verified by expanding in

rectangular coordinates. They will be utilized frequently.

(10-54)

(10-55)

(10-56)

(10-57)

(10-58)

V X (V<) =

V - (V X A) =

V X (<M) = V^ X A + <(V X A)

V2A = V(V . A) - V X (V X A)

V - (A X B) = B (V X A) - A (V X B)

EXAMPLE. Verify the identity of Eq, (10-54).

Solution. From Eqs. (10-3) and (10-35) we deduce that the curl of the gradient
of the scalar point function & in rectangular coordinates, is

i j k

V x (V#) B "dx Hy ~dz

dx dy dz

The x component of the resulting vector is

dy dz dz dy

This is zero, because the order in which the partial derivatives are taken is not

important. By inspection of the determinant we note that the y and z components
are also zero, and the identity is verified,
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 10-2

y 10-1. An electric dipole, consisting of two equal and opposite charges separated
a small distance, is located at the origin of a rectangular system and produces an

electric potential </>
of z(x* + 2/

2 + z2)-
1 - 5 volts in the region around the dipole.

The electric field intensity E equals
-

V</>. Find E as a function of the space
coordinates and evaluate both < and E at the points (1, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 0).

10-2. For the dipole of Prob. 10-1, find E as a function ofy and z in the plane
x = 0. Determine the slope dz/dy, which equals Ez/Ey , of the field lines in the

2/z-plane, and sketch the approximate field pattern.

10-3. If the electric field intensity E equals -\ty, with
</>
= O2 + y

2 + ^)~M
volts, find E at the points (1 , 0, 0) and (1,1,0). If this field is produced by a point

charge q at the origin, in free space, what is this charge?

^ 10-4. If u and v are scalar functions of the space coordinates, show that

Also, verify that V(au) = a Vu if a is constant.

10-5. (a) Assume that E = V<, with
</> denoting a scalar point function

called electric potential. If E ==
a?i, determine

</>, Show that the addition of a

constant to the potential </>
does not change E. (b) If E = sin (cot pz) j, with co

and p denoting constants, show that E cannot possibly equal V</>, regardless of

the function <f>.

10-6. Find the space rate of change of p at the point (1 , 4, 3) in the direction

of the vector A 2i - 4j + 4k, if p ~ xyz + 4x* - 2 sin z.

10-7. Find the directional derivative of < at the point (1, 1
, 2) in the direction

of the vector A 2i - j
- 2k, if

<f>
= e*x sin xyz.

10-8. The base region of a certain PNP junction transistor extends from x

to# 0.0025 cm. If the hole density/? in this region is 1013
[1.65 exp(-100o:)

-

exp 100#] holes per cm
3

, with x expressed in centimeters, determine the hole

density and the hole diffusion current density at the midpoint and at each end of

the base. The diffusion constant is 45 cm2
/sec.

Sections 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5

10-9. The holes of a semiconductor are thermally generated at a rate equal to

pjrp holes per second per unit volume, with p6 denoting the hole density under

equilibrium conditions and r$ denoting a constant called the hole lifetime.

Because of recombination with electrons, holes disappear at a rate p/r^ holes per

second per unit volume, with p representing the actual hole density. If v denotes

the drift velocity of the holes, deduce that

-divpv + pj?y>
-

p/Ty>

10-10. If the current density in the base of a transistor is due to diffusion of

holes through the region, use Eq. (10-8) and the result of Prob. 10-9 and derive

the important diffusion equation

with the diffusion length L v (D 9rp)M. Write this equation in terms of x,

assuming p is independent of y and z,
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10-11. In a certain PNP transistor holes are injected from the P-type emitter

into the N-type base at a steady rate. In terms of the distance . in centimeters

from the emitter-base junction, the hole density/? in holes/cm
3 in the base region

is

p = (0.01 + 2.53<r 10(te - 1.54<?
100

*) x 1012

(a) Using the diffusion equation of Prob. 10-10 and assuming a hole diffusion

constant of 50 cm2
/sec, rind the hole lifetime r

p and the equilibrium hole density

pe
. (b) Plot the hole diffusion current density / and the hole density p as func

tions of x in the base region. The base extends from ^ = to x = 0.0025 cm.

10-12. If A = s*yz i + Sy sin 2x j + yze
z
k, find div A at the point (1,2, 3).

Also, determine V(V A) at the same point.

10-13. By expansion in rectangular coordinates verify the identity

V (<A) A V^> -f <f>
V - A

10-14. Verify that the magnetic field of the rectangular waveguide of Prob. 8-37

is solenoidal.

10-15. Deduce that the divergence of the total electric current density at any

point is always zero.

10-16. By integrating Eq. (10-11 ) over a volume Kand applying the divergence

theorem, derive the integral form of the equation of continuity applied to fluid

mass.

10-17. Deduce the differential form of Gauss's law by applying the divergence
theorem to the integral form.

10-18. A =

?y
3

j 4- sin z k and B jc cos z i + 3?/
2z k. Show that A and B,

although different vector fields, have the same divergence. What is the source

strength per unit volume of the fields of A and B at the origin?

10-19, At a point P the vector r is ra r , with r denoting the distance from the

origin to P and with af denoting a unit vector directed radially outward, (a) Ex

press r, r, and af in terms of rectangular coordinates, (b) Determine V r.

(c) Find the source strength of r in a spherical volume of radius I meter, (rf) Show
that Vr ar and explain the physical significance of this equation,

^ 10-20. If the electromagnetic fields in a region are static, the electric field

intensity E equals
~ V$, with < denoting the electric potential, From this and

Eq. (10-14) show that V (Vfy -p/c. This is Polssorfs equation. If $ varies

only with respect to x in a limited homogeneous region with the charge density p

numerically equal to t, find # and E, assuming both are zero at .r * 0. Determine

the potential drop from x ** to x m \ .

Sections 10-7, 10-8, end 10-9

10-21. At any point on the rotating disk of Fig, 10-4 the curl of the velocity v

has magnitude equal to twice the angular velocity
a> of the disk, Verify this at the

origin, using path <Tj. Also, verify the statement using path Ct , Recall that

v no and / r$\ with /denoting the length of the arc subtended by the angle ?.

10-22. Equation (10-22) is developed in Sec. 10-7 from its integral form. In the

same manner derive Eq. (10-23) from its integral form.

10*23, A very small plane surface S at P is oriented normal to the vector

4! + 4)
-

2fc, with the positive side of $ facing in the direction of this vector,

If ctrl A at P equals I
-

8j 4- 2k, find the circulation of A per unit area around

the path C of S>
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1-10-24. Determine curl A and curl B, with A and B given in Prob. 10-18. Also,

evaluate V x (A x B) at the point (1,1, -1).

10-25. If A xyz i + y sm x ] + (x
2 + 7/

2
)k, find curl A and curl curl A at the

point (1, 1, 1).

10-26. Find the curl of the electric field intensity of Prob. 10-5(6), and utilize

Eq. (10-22) to determine the magnetic field intensity H. Show that the fields

satisfy Eq. (10-23), with ft
= co(^e)

1

^, assuming no convection currents in the

region.

10-27. Find the curl of the magnetic field intensity of the rectangular waveguide
of Prob. 8-37. Utilizing Eq. (10-23) with p = 0, determine the electric field

intensity E. Show that the fields satisfy Eq. (10-22).

| 10-28. The fields of a certain rectangular waveguide are given in Prob. 9-24.

By substitution into Eq. (10-22), determine the angular frequency a) and the phase
constant p. The dielectric is free space. Verify that the fields satisfy Eq. (10-23).

(Ans.: co = 1.25 x 1010
,

= 27.5.)

10-29. Verify Eq. (10-55) by expansion in rectangular coordinates.

10-30. Verify Eq. (10-56) by expansion in rectangular coordinates.

10-31. Verify Eq. (10-58) by expansion in rectangular coordinates.

10-32. If E = V<, with
cj> denoting the electric potential, deduce from Eq.

(10-22) that the magnetic flux density is a static field. Then reason from Eq.

(10-23) that the electric field is also static.

10-33. Write the Maxwell-Ampere law in the form of Eqs. (10-39), (10-40), and

(10-41).

10-34. Deduce the differential form of the Maxwell-Ampere law by applying
Stokes's theorem to the integral form.

Sect/on 10-10

10-35. Evaluate VV at the point (1, 1, 1) for the scalar point function
<j>

of

(a) Prob. 10-1; (b) Prob. fO-7.

10-3. Show that the electric field E of Prob. 10-5(6) satisfies the wave equa

tion, V^E " /*E, provided f to^*)
1

^.

10-37. Verify that the magnetic field H of the rectangular waveguide of Prob.

8-37 satisfies the wave equation V*H /^H.

Sections 10-12, 10-13, 10-14, and 10-15

10-38* The magnetic vector potential A in the region around a long straight

wire carrying a steady current / in the positive
z direction is (^//V) In r k, with r

denoting the distance from the axis of the wire. The magnetic flux density

B carl A. Find B as a function of r,

10-39. In spherical coordinates the potential ^ of Prob. 10-1 is (cos fl)/r
2 volts.

Find the electric field intensity E in spherical coordinates, and evaluate E at

(rf 0,p) - (1.2, ir/4, ir/4).

10-40. In spherical coordinates the magnetic vector potential A of a small

current loop at the origin, with the plane of the loop normal to the s-axis,

is C/r
2 sin av , with C denoting a constant. The magnetic flux density B equals

curl A, Find B.

* 10-41. If A - 6a r -f 5aa
- 3av and B 2a r

- 4a9 -f 3ay , determine A - B
and A x B.
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10-42. The magnetic vector potential A of the current element Im sin cot dz k

n free space is

A = - cos ar - sin 6 aJ sin (at
-

pr)

jvith C denoting the constant ju Im dz/4rr and with $ = coV^o- The magnetic
lux density B == V x A. Find the magnetic field intensity H.

10-43. Verify that the field A of Prob. 10-42 satisfies the wave equation
V2A ==

// oA. Utilize Eq. (10-57).

10-44. In free space the electric scalar potential $ and the magnetic vector

potential A are related by the equation
V A = -~/* *o^- Find tne electric scalar

potential
< of the current element of Prob. 10-42. Also, determine the electric

field intensity E from the relation E =
V</> A.

10-45. Show that the electric and magnetic fields of the current element of

Probs. 10-42 and 10-44 satisfy the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation.

10-46. Verify Eqs. (10-54) and (10-55) by expansion in cylindrical coordinates.

10-47. Verify Eqs. (10-54) and (10-55) by expansion in spherical coordinates.

10-48. Using spherical coordinates, determine the vector Laplacian of A and

the scalar Laplacian of Ar, if A (l/r)ar . Utilize Eq. (10-57).
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Maxwell's Equations and

Electromagnetic Energy

CHAPTER
II

Many problems of electromagnetism are readily
handled with the integral field equations. The equivalent differential

point relations are more flexible mathematically, however, and their

applications are therefore far more numerous. We shall utilize them in

our studies of electromagnetic energy, wave propagation, skin effect,

circuit concepts, rnagnetostatics, electrostatics, waveguides, and antennas.

Indeed, it is hardly possible to treat these subjects more than superficially

without the use of these point relations. In applying the differential forms

of the field laws to these areas, we shall, of course, acquire a deeper under

standing of electromagnetism.
The objective of this chapter is to examine the differential field laws,

the wave equations, and the storage, dissipation, and propagation of

electromagnetic energy. The mathematical expressions developed are the

basis of much of the investigation of the remainder of this book.

II-L MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

By utilizing the integral field equations and the definitions of the curl

and divergence operations, we deduced in Chapter 10 the differential point

relations, commonly referred to as Maxwell's equations. These are

= ~B (il-1)

227
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curl H = pv + D = J
t (1 1-2)

divB = (11-3)

divD = p (11-4)

Maxwell's two curl equations are the Maxwell-Faraday and Maxwell-

Ampere laws in differential form. The Maxwell-Faraday curl equation
states that the maximum circulation per unit area of the electric field

intensity E equals the time rate of change of the magneticflux density B at

the point. If the extended thumb of the right hand is pointed in the direc

tion of the vector B, the curled fingers indicate the direction of the

maximum circulation of E per unit area. The Maxwell-Ampere curl

equation states that the maximum circulation per unit area of the magnetic

field intensity H equals the total electric current density 3
t
at the point. If

the extended thumb of the right hand is pointed in the direction of 3
t ,

the curled fingers indicate the direction of the maximum circulation of H
per unit area. Each curl equation represents three partial differential

equations involving the space coordinates and time, for the corresponding
vector components on both sides of each equation must be equal. ,

The curl equations are easily derived from the integral field laws by

utilizing Stokes's theorem. The integral form of the Maxwell-Faraday law

is

"

E-dl-f B** -
I

Js

By Stokes's theorem the circulation of E around C equals the surface

integral of curl E over the surface 5*. Therefore,

I (curl E) </S -
I
B dS

Js JB

This equation applies to any surface S, regardless of size or shape. It

follows that the integrands curl E and B must be equal at each point of

space. In a similar manner the Maxwell-Ampfere curl equation can be

derived from its integral form. As the derivations can be reversed, with

the integral equations deduced from the curl equations, it is evident that

the integral and differential forms contain precisely the same basic infor

mation.

Maxwell's two divergence equations give information about the sources

of the fields. The magnetic flux density B having zero divergence, is a
solenokialfield without sources. The second divergence equation is Gauss's

law, which states that the net outwardflux of'D per unit volume at a point

equals the charge per unit volume, or charge density, at the point. The
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divergence equations are partial differential equations involving the space
coordinates. They are easily derived from the corresponding integral

equations by utilizing the divergence theorem. The integral form of

Gauss's law is

f f
cb D-dS=
Js Jy

pdV

By the divergence theorem the surface integral ofD over the closed surface

S equals the volume integral of div D over the volume V enclosed by the

surface, and we obtain

f div D dV = f p dV
Jy J V

As this applies to any volume, large or small, the divergence of D must

equal p at each point of space. Similarly, we can show that the divergence
ofB is zero. As the derivations can be reversed, with the integral equations
deduced from the divergence equations, it is clear that the integral and

differential forms contain precisely the same basic information.

The point form of the equation of continuity is readily deduced from its

integral form just as Maxwell's divergence equations were deduced from

their integral forms. We have

f d r
<b J-dS= ~-

\

Js dt Jy
(11-5)

By the divergence theorem the surface integral of J over the closed surface

S equals the volume integral of div J over the volume V enclosed by the

surface. As this equals the volume integral of p by Eq. (1 1-5), it follows

that

divJ= ~/5 (11-6)

with J =3
pv* The left side of this equation is the outwardflow of charge

at a point, on a per~unit~volume basis, and the right side is the time rate of
decrease of the charge per unit volume at the point. Both sides have units

of coulombs per second per cubic meter.

Maxwell's divergence equations can be derived directly from the curl

equations. The divergence of the curl of any vector is zero, by Eq. (10-55).

Taking the divergence of both sides of the Maxwell-Faraday curl equation

gives div B - D, or 9(div B)/9/ = 0. Therefore, div B = Q, with C\

denoting a constant independent of time. As immobile, invariant magnetic

point sources appear illogical and, in fact, have never been observed,

we postulated their nonexistence in Sec. 8-4, and in accordance with this

postulate, Cj is zero,
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Now let us take the divergence of both sides of the Maxwell-Ampere

curl equation, obtaining div (pv + D) = 0, or div D = div p\. By
the equation of continuity the divergence of /ov equals ~p, and therefore,

div D =
p. Integrating with respect to time gives div D = p + Cx , with

Cj denoting a constant independent of time. The constant is everywhere

zero, because immobile, invariant electric point sources do not exist; this

was postulated in Sec. 9-3.

Maxwell's equations require the conservation of electric charge. By

taking the divergence of both sides of Eq, (11-2) and replacing the diver

gence of D with p, by Gauss's law, one obtains the equation of continuity.

Thus if Maxwell's four equation^ were
selected q^^ the

d. be a

For time-changing fields the electromagnetic equations are helpful in

determining the electric field from a known magnetic field, or vice versa.

The following example illustrates the procedure,

EXAMPLE, If E = 1000 sin ^ cos 3 x \0B
t k in a region of free space, find the

time-varying magnetic field H.

Solution. From the Maxwell-Faraday law we obtain

H--if
^oj

v x Edt

As V x E -
1000 cos * cos 3 x 108

* j, the magnetic field becomes

H 2.65 cos a; sin 3 x 108/ j

The E and H fields also satisfy, of course, the Maxwell-Ampere law, and this is

easily verified.

1 1 -2. ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIED TO MOVING CHARGES

The electromagnetic field is a concept used to describe the forces

between stationary and moving charges. As a matter of fact, the presence
of a field is evident only through the forces exerted on the charged particles

of matter. However, the electromagnetic field is also an important

physical concept that is capable of storing, propagating, and dissipating

energy. We shall begin our investigation of electromagnetic power and

energy by discussing the power supplied by an electric field to moving
electric charges. In the next section we shall, with the help of Maxwell's

equations, develop mathematical expressions for the storage and flow of

electromagnetic energy.
When electric charges move in response to the force of an electric field,

work is done by the field on the charge carriers. If the charges move in

opposition to the force of the field, work is done by some force that drives
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the charges against the field force, and the work done on the charge carriers

by the field is negative. In any event, only the component of the electric

field in the direction of the motion contributes to this work.

Let us consider a charge q moving with velocity v in an electric field E.

The electric force F on the charge is qE. The power/? supplied by the field

is F v, because

r,
_ dl dW

F v = F = = p
dt dt

Clearly p = qE v. The differential power dp to the charge p dV in the

differential volume dV is (/>dy)E-v; the power density, obtained by

dividing by dV, is

E pv = E J watts/m
3

(11-7)

The scalar product E J is the power density supplied to J by E. A negative

value signifies that the current density is supplying power to the electric

field, because of some force that moves the charge carriers in opposition

to the field force. The total power supplied by the electric field to the

charge carriers throughout a volume V is

p= E-JW watts (11-8)

Usually the power supplied to charge carriers by an electric field is

converted into heat. In the region between the plates of a vacuum tube

the power acts to increase the kinetic energy of the electrons. However,

this energy is dissipated as heat when the high-velocity electrons strike

the metallic anode. In conductors the kinetic energy acquired by the

charge carriers during the time intervals between collisions with the atoms

is imparted to the atoms during collisions and appears as heat. If the

current density J in a conductor is a drift current density crE, the scalar

product E J becomes cr
2

, and the power dissipated as heat in the volume

Vis

f f J2

p oE*dV - -dV (U-9)

Frequently, the current density J is confined to a filamentary wire,

defined as one whose cross section is so small that the current is uniformly

distributed over its area. In this case, J dV in Eq. (1 1-8) can be replaced

with / rfl, giving

p = j E - dl

provided / is the same at all points of the path C, The power/? is the power

supplied by the field E to the charge carriers comprising the current /, and
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this is not necessarily the total power delivered to the circuit. The line in

tegral ofE is the voltage drop along the wire, provided there is no motional

emf. This is not necessarily the same as the voltage drop across the

terminals of the path of the circuit. For example, the voltage along the

metallic wire of a coil carrying a time-varying current is often very small

compared with the voltage across its terminals, because the time-varying

magnetic flux has considerable effect on the terminal voltage. If v

denotes the terminal voltage, the product vi is the total power to the circuit.

However, if v denotes the voltage drop along the filamentary conducting

path, the product vi is only that power delivered to the charge carriers.

A negative power p signifies that the charge carriers that constitute the

current / are moving in opposition to the force of the field, thereby in

creasing the stored energy of the field.

EXAMPLE. A brass rod with a circular cross section of radius 2.1 cm carries a
sinusoidal current at a frequency of 1590 cycles per second. The axial drift

current density J is approximately

J = 0.00 lenr sin (u>t + rrr) ampere/cm
2

with a) 1
4 and r representing the distance in centimeters from the center of the

wire. Find the dissipated power per centimeter of length. The conductivity of
brass is 1.57 x 105 mhos/cm.

Solution. The dissipated power p in watts per centimeter is, from Eq. (1 1-9),

equal to

f r2 -

(J*l<r) dS -
Jx Jo

rr dr

with S denoting the cross-sectional area and with all lengths expressed in centi

meters, The current density squared can be written as

/* lO-V^ti -
| co$(2o>* 4 2-rrr)}

Substitution for J2 and in the expression for p gives

r.i

p - 31.8 x 10" l3 e* r
[l

- cos(2>r 4 2*r)]2irr ctr

Jo

It is convenient to change the variable of integration from r to x, with ^ * 2wr.

The dissipated power per centimeter becomes

/*4,*2

5,06 x 10""
13

xe*[\
- co$(2cw/ 4- x)}dx

The integral of
^jJ|s readily evaluated by integration by parts, Equation (7-15),

with wt replacecr&ith 2i/ 4 90% can be utilized to evaluate the integral of
re* cos (2tf 4 .*). The resulting power is

p * {3.31
- 2.44 sin (2m/ 4 83.3 ')] x 10 *

watt/cm

The time-average dissipated power is obviously 3.31 /iw/cm, for the time average
of the sinusoidal term is zero,
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Later it will be sh6wn that the resistance of a wire equals twice the time-average

dissipated power divided by the maximum value of the current squared. In

Example 1 of Sec. 7-5 the current / of this rod was shown to be

/ = 2.024 sin (co/ -22.3)

It follows that the resistance of the rod per centimeter of length is 6.62 x 10~6
/

(2.024)
2

, or 1.62 x 10~6
ohm/cm, at a frequency of 1590 cycles per second. This

is more than three times the d-c resistance of the rod.

FIG. II-L A plot of the waveforms of the instantaneous dissipated power p, the in

stantaneous power pR to the resistance, and the current /, for a unit length of the brass

rod. Note that the instantaneous power p is never zero.

The product of the current / and the resistive voltage drop iR gives the power
PR supplied to the resistance of the rod. Utilizing the current i and the resistance

per centimeter, we readily obtain

pR - [3,31
- 3.31 sin(2o>/ +45.4)] x 10~6

watt/cm

It should be noted that the instantaneous power supplied to the resistance of the

rod is not equal to the instantaneous dissipated power, although the time-average

values are equal. The relationships between these quantities are illustrated in

Fig. IM.

11-3. POYNTING'S THEOREM

We shall begin our investigation of energy storage with a study of the

parallel-plate capacitor C of Fig. 11-2. The power supplied to C is r/,

or v dqfdtt and the differential energy dWK supplied in the time dt is v dq.
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The charge dq is the differential increase in the charge q of the capacitor.

The parallel plates are assumed to be perfect conductors that are so

closely spaced that the field lines in the nonconducting dielectric region are

straight lines directed from the positive to the negative plate, with negligible

fringing at the edges. The line integral of E along a field line from one

plate to the other is Ed, and this equals the applied voltage v. At each

point of the dielectric the field E has the value v/d; as this is independent

FIG. H-2. Paral template capacitor.

of the space coordinates, the field in the dielectric is uniform. The surface

charge density p$
= D, according to Eq (9-16), and therefore pg is likewise

uniform over the area 5 of a plate. Thus q * pgS ** 2>S. Replacing q
with DS and v with Ed in the expression for dWK gives ESd dD* As Sd

is the volume of the dielectric, the differential energy dwK per unit volume

is EdD. Integration gives

t

Jo
(11-10)

The energy WK is that supplied to the capacitor, per unit volume of

dielectric, when the field increases from to >, It does not include losses

in the conducting plates, for we assumed perfect conductors. However,
it does include dielectric hysteresis losses, if any. The additional energy
is stored in the region between the plates. The equation applies to di

electrics that are either linear or nonlinear, but for the usual case of

linear dielectrics, in Eq. (I I 10) can be replaced with D/, with t constant.

Evaluation of the integral then gives |l>
s
/, and in terms of we have
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We interpret the expression e
2 as representing the energy density of the

energy stored in the electric field of a linear medium.

We shall now investigate the energy stored in the magnetic field of the

toroid of Fig. 11-3. Let us assume that the coil of wire has negligible

resistance and has many closely spaced turns that approximate a uniform

current sheet. Furthermore, the dimensions of the cross section are

FIG. 1 1-3. Toroid with N closely spaced turns.

assumed to be very small compared with the radius of the toroid; conse

quently, all flux lines have approximately the same length /. The mmf

along the path of a circular flux line is Hi, and this equals Ni by the Max

well-Ampere law. Therefore, / = Hl/N,

The voltage drop around the closed path of the winding and directly

across the terminals of the generator, in the direction of the reference

current /, is r; this is a consequence of the assumption that the wire is

without resistance. By the Maxwell-Faraday law this voltage equals

/V dtp/dt, with 7
1

denoting the core flux, and v = N dy/dt. As H =
Nijl,

with all lines having approximately the same length /, the magnetic field is

approximately uniform over a cross-sectional area 5 of the toroid. Thus

<p
= BS, and the voltage r becomes NS dB/dt.

We have found expressions for r and / in terms of the fields. The power
vi becomes HS1 dB\dt, and the differential energy supplied in the time
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dt is HSl dB. As SI is the volume of the core, the differential energy dwH
per unit volume is H dB, Integration gives

I
Jo

WH = H dBjoules/m
3

(11-12)
Jo

The energy WH is that supplied to a unit volume of the core when the field

increases fromOto B. It includes any core losses present, and the additional

energy is regarded as stored in the magnetic field of the core. The equation

applies to magnetic materials that are either linear or nonlinear. For linear

materials we can substitute B/JLC for //, with jn constant, and evaluation of

the integral gives i#
2
//*-

* n terms of H we have

*'n
= &# 2

joules/m
3

( 11
-

1 3)

We interpret the expression %/tH
2 as representing the energy density of the

energy stored in the magneticfield of a linear medium,

We are now ready to examine the energy relations in electromagnetic

fields from a broader viewpoint. In the preceding section it was shown that

the power per unit volume supplied by the electric field to the charge

carriers at a point is E J watts/m
3

. As the current density J equals

curl H D, by the Maxwell-Ampire law, we have

E J E curl H - E D

From the vector identity of Eq. (10-58) we note that

E curl H H - curl E - div E X H

Using this, with curl E replaced with B, and rearranging terms, we obtain

-div EX HE*J + E-D4-H-B (11-14)

The electromagnetic power per unit volume supplied to a point of a

region is the sum of that supplied to the charge carriers and that supplied
to the electric and magnetic fields. This is precisely the interpretation

of Eq, (11-14). The term E* J is that supplied to the charge carriers;

from the previous discussion of the energy densities of the electric and
t

magnetic fields, the terms E * D and H * B can logically be interpreted to

represent the power per unit volume to the electric and magnetic fields,

respectively. We deduce that the expression div E X H represents the

total power supplied per unit volume, or the flow of electromagnetic

energy per unit volume per unit time into the point
Let us multiply each term of Eq. (11-14) by the differential volume

dV and then integrate both sides of the equation over a volume K. By
the divergence theorem the volume integral of the divergence of E X H
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over V can be replaced with the surface integral of E X H over the closed

surface S around the volume V. The result, known as Poynting's theorem,

is

-
(j> (E X H) dS =

I

E - J dV + I (E D + H B) dV
Js JF Jv

(11-15)

For linear media e and ^ are independent of the fields and hence are

independent of time. The scalar product E D can be written eE E. By

the vector identity of Eq. (2-19) this is eEE, which obviously equals

9(|E2
)/d/. Similarly, H - B = d(^H2

)/dt. Equation (11-15) applied

to linear media becomes

| f
at Jv

Clearly, this expresses the conservation of energy in a fixed volume K
The left side of Eq. (1 1-15) is the total power supplied to the volume K,

and this power is the net flow of energy in joules per second into V through

the closed surface S around it. It follows that the net flow of energy in

joules per second, or watts, out of the closed surface S is

s
(EX H)-dS watts (11-16)

Thus the surface integral of E X H over any closed surface S gives the

electromagnetic power out of the volume V enclosed by S, Let us consider

an example illustrating the use of this important relation.

EXAMPLE. The approximate radiation fields of a certain antenna are H9

(1/r) sin B cos (co/
-

fir) and Ee
- 377Hr Determine the energy flow in watts

out of the volume surrounded by the spherical surface S of radius r, with center

at the origin.
Solution. E x H - BQH^r ,

because a
fl
x ap ar , Therefore,

E x H (377/r*) sin
2 cos2 (cof

- pr) a r

Equation (11-16) gives the power out of the surface 5. A differential vector

surface area dS of this spherical surface is r
2
sin d6 dtp a r , by Eq. (10-53). Sub

stitution for E x H and dS into Eq. ( 11 -
1 6), with the limits of 6 being and TT and

the limits of ? being and 2^, yields

r2w Prr

p ~ 377 cos2 (wr -
pr) \

si

Jo Jo
sin3 dO d<p

Evaluation of the integrals gives/?
- 3160 cosa (tot

-
Pr) watts. As time varies,

the cosine squared function varies between zero and unity, with an average value
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of one-half. Therefore, the time-average power is 1580 watts, and this is the

radiated power.

11-4. THE POYNTING VECTOR

The electromagnetic energy flow per unit time out of a volume equals
the surface integral of E X H over the closed surface around the volume.

The vector E X H is called the Poynting vector S. Its mks unit is the watt

per square meter, and S can be interpreted to represent the energy flow

per unit time per unit area at a point. Thus

S = EX Hwatts/m
2

(H-17)

The vectors S, E, and H are, of course, instantaneous functions of

time.

The interpretation of the Poynting vector S as the energy density flow

at a point does not necessarily follow from Eq. (1 1-16). In fact, if the curl

of an arbitrary function is added to S, the value of the integral of Eq.

(11-16) is unchanged, because the integral of the curl of a vector over a

closed surface is zero. Nevertheless, it is usually attractive to regard the

Poynting vector as representing the magnitude and direction of the energyflow

per unit area at a point. Of course, the surface integral of the Poynting
vector over a closed surface always gives the correct power through this

surface.

Let us consider the flow of electromagnetic energy in an electric circuit

that consists of a generator connected by means of wires to a resistive load*

The terminal voltage of the generator is assumed to vary sinusoidally

with time, If the wires are regarded as perfect conductors, there are no

fields within these conductors, and the Poynting vector is zero. Certainly
no energy flows inside the conducting region, In the dielectric around the

circuit there are electric and magnetic fields. At a point on the surface of

a wire the electric field is normal to the surface* and the magnetic field is

tangential, being directed around the wire in accordance with the boundary
relation n X H Jr Thus the Poynting vector E X H, at points just

outside the surface, is directed parallel to the wire. The flow of energy
from the generator to the load occurs in the dielectric. The wires guide
the electromagnetic energy of the fields of the dielectric to the load.

If the wires are not perfect conductors, the electric field at the surface

has a small component in the direction of the current density, This

tangential component of the electric field combined with the magnetic
field directed around the wire gives a component of the Poynting vector S
directed radially into the wire, This component of S represents an energy
flow per unit area per unit time mto the wire. The energy is dissipated as
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heat. At the resistive load the tangential component of the electric field is

large, and considerable energy flows from the dielectric into the load.

EXAMPLE. A straight cylindrical wire of length / has a steady current / that is

uniformly distributed over the cross section of radius a. The conductivity is G.

Using the Poynting vector, find the power dissipated.
Solution. At the surface the electric field intensity has a component along the

wire with magnitude E equal to J/a, or //(7r
2
o-). The magnetic field intensity is

directed around the wire with magnitude H equal to //(27ra), by the Maxwell-

Ampere law. The product EH equals /2/(2?r
2a3

a), and this is the inward com

ponent of the Poynting vector at the surface. Multiplication by the surface area

2-rral of the wire gives fil/(7ra
2
a), which is the dissipated power in watts. This can

be written as PR, with R equal to the length / divided by the product of the con

ductivity a and the cross-sectional area S. The expression l/(crS) represents the

d-c resistance of the wire.

11-5. THE WAVE EQUATIONS

For the usual case of an uncharged medium with e, ^, and a constant

and with no convection currents other than drift currents, the Maxwell

equations reduce to

Vx E= -//H (11-18)

VxH = aE + E (11-19)

V-H = (11-20)

V-E =
(11-21)

Taking the curl of both sides of the first equation and substituting the

second, we obtain

3
V X V X E = -p ~(V X H) = -^crE - jueE

at

Since V E 0, the left side of this equation is equal to the negative of

the vector Laplacian of E, by Eq. (10-57), and therefore

V2E = ^aE + fteE, (11-22)

This is the propagation equation for the electric field intensity E. It in

volves partial space derivatives and partial time derivatives of E, and it is

a vector equation that represents three partial differential scalar equations.

The equation relating the x components of the vectors is

i (H-23)

Similar equations apply to the y and z components. However, it should be

noted that in other coordinate systems the components of the vector E
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are not separated in the three scalar equations represented by Eq. (1 1-22).

For example, in spherical coordinates the radial component of the vector

Laplacian \72E involves not only the radial component of E but also its

azimuthal and meridional components. The scalar partial differential

equations become three simultaneous equations involving the three

components of E. Similar statements apply to the cylindrical system

except that Ez is separated; this cylindrical component is, of course, also

the rectangular component JB ,
which satisfies Eq. (1 1-23).

The propagation equation for the magnetic field intensity H is developed

similarly. We take the curl of both sides of Eq. (11-19) and substitute

Eq. (11-18) into the result. Since V H = 0, the curl of the curl of H
is equal to the negative of the vector Laplacian of H, by Eq, (10-57), and
the resulting equation is

(11-24)

As will be seen later, the general solutions of the propagation equations
for E and H are damped traveling waves.

In a nonconducting medium the equations reduce to the ordinary
wave equations:

(11-25)

(11-26)

The solutions represent waves that propagate without attenuation due to

the physical medium. Energy is not dissipated in the medium, for the

conductivity is zero. An example of an electromagnetic wave governed

by these equations is a radio wave in free space.
In good conductors the conductivity is so large that the damped

propagation equations reduce to the diffusion equations:

(11-27)

V*H/rH (11-28)

These can be derived directly from Maxwell's equations by neglecting

the term *E of Eq. (11-19). Inspection of (1 1-19) indicates that this is

reasonable, provided the displacement current density E Is negligible

compared with the drift current density oE at all points of the region under

consideration. It is easily shown that the approximation is valid for the

common metallic conductors at frequencies below the optical range.
As J =s crE, Eq, (1 1-27) can be written in terms of J, giving

(11-29)
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This is often called the skin-effect equation, and it is used to determine the

current distribution in good conductors.

The solutions of the wave equations are subject to the boundary con

ditions imposed by the shape, size, and electrical properties of the media

present and by the sources that excite the fields. In the next section the

wave equations are applied to a uniform plane electromagnetic wave in a

lossless medium. Chapter 12 is devoted to a general discussion of waves

and wave equations. The potential functions are employed in Chapter 13

as aids in solving the wave equations and these potential functions are

later employed to determine the electric and magnetic fields produced by a

current element. A number of practical applications are considered in

several of the remaining chapters.

11-6. PLANE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

In order to illustrate an application of a wave equation, let us consider

a uniform plane wave traveling in the z-direction in a lossless dielectric. It

is assumed that only one component of E exists, with E = Exi. For a

uniform plane wave the fields do not vary with respect to the space

coordinates in the plane transverse to the direction of propagation. There

fore, partial derivatives with respect to x and y are zero.

As the dielectric is nonconducting and as the partial derivatives of E

with respect to x and y are zero, the wave equation for E is

rPF 32FcJ^^a ^ (11-30)
a*

2 'a*2

This is a one-dimensional wave equation. It has many solutions. In

fact, any function of the variable t z/v, with v = l/Vjue, is a solution.

Thus
3,
= F(t z/i'). This solution can be verified by substitution into

Eq. (11-30), noting that d*EJdz* F>2 and PEJdt* = F\ with the

primes denoting derivatives with respect to the entire variable t z/v.

A second solution of Eq. (11-30) is any function of the variable / + 21/1?,

and this is also readily verified by substitution. Hence,

-
z/v) + F2(f + */i>) (1 1-31)

FI and F2 are any functions, and v equals

We have found that Eq. (11-30) is satisfied by innumerable different

functions. Field theory deals with partial differential equations, such as

(11-30), and these have an infinity of solutions. A particular physical

problem, however, has only a single solution, which must satisfy Maxwell's

equations and the boundary conditions. These boundary conditions deter

mine which of the infinite set of solutions to thefield equations is the actual
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one. For example, suppose a perfectly conducting metal pipe, to be used

as an antenna, has an axial slot cut in its side with a given time-varying

electric field impressed across the slot at its midpoint. The fields that

satisfy Maxwell's equations must also satisfy a number of boundary con

ditions. At all points on the surface of the perfect conductor, both inside

the pipe and outside, the electric field must be normal and the magnetic
field must be tangential, by Eqs. (9-15) and (9-16). The fields inside the

pipe and those outside must match where they meet at points in the slot.

The electric field must equal the given impressed field at the middle of the

slot, and both E and H must be zero at infinity. In addition, the fields at

the surfaces of different physical media in the region must satisfy the

boundary relations of Sec. 9-5. The geometrical complexity of many

practical problems often makes exact solutions all but impossible, and

approximate methods are frequently utilized. Let us now examine the

solutions of the one-dimensional wave equation.

The function Fl represents a wave traveling in the positive z-direction

with velocity v. If we wish to observe a constant value of the function F
l

as time varies, we must move along the z-axis so as to keep the argument
t z/v constant; that is, / z/v

= C. Therefore, the position of the

observer alone the axis is
u

~6 z = vt vC

The velocity of the observer is dz/dt, and this obviously equals r, or 1/V/wc.

The velocity v is called the velocity of the wave. In a similar manner the

function F% can be shown to represent a wave traveling in the negative

2-direction with velocity r. An observer moving in the negative ^-direction

with velocity v observes a constant value for F2 .

In many practical cases the time variations are approximately sinusoidal.

For waves that vary sinusoidally with time a possible solution of Eq.

(1 1-30) is

E,,** A sin <o(t
~

z/r) + B sin w(r + z/v) (1 1-32)

Letting E+ and
~
denote the component waves traveling in the positive

and negative z-directions, respectively, gives
* + -.

The magnetic field intensity can be determined by substituting Eq,

(1 1-32) into the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation. The curl of E is dEJSzj,

and this equals yuH. Therefore, the magnetic field has a y component

only, which can be found from the relation

JF

* I v *^tJ /^

Substitution for x , using Eq. (1 1-32), gives Hv . It is readily shown that

// Vl/*(E* -
-) //> + //- (11-33)
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with H4"

and H~ denoting the component waves traveling in the positive

and negative ^-directions, respectively. The expressions for the electric

and magnetic fields are the solutions of the wave equation for this special

case. The solutions contain two arbitrary constants A and B whose values

depend on the boundary conditions of the particular physical problem.
The constant (o is determined by the frequency of the sinusoidal time

variations.

It should be noted that each component wave travels at a velocity equal

to l/V/^e. In free space this velocity is approximately 3 x 108 meters per
second. The ratio of the electric and magnetic field intensities of the

component waves is

ai-34)H+ H- N

with
rj denoting the intrinsic impedance of the dielectric in ohms.

The Poynting vector S is Exi X //J, or ExHJa. For the wave component
that propagates in the positive ^-direction, this becomes

S = VT/ju A
2 sin2 a*(t

-
z/v) k watts/m

2

The energy flow in the positive ^-direction is positive at every instant of

time. Application of the Poynting vector to the wave component traveling

in the negative ^-direction shows an energy flow in this direction. The

electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to one another, and the

energy flow is normal to the plane of E and H.

Also of interest is the energy density of the plane electromagnetic wave.

For the wave component propagating in the positive ^-direction the energy

per unit volume stored in the electric field at a point is

WK = i<-
2 = \^A^ sin

2
a>(t

-
z/v) joules/m

3

For this same wave component the energy density wff stored in the mag
netic field is i^//

2
, which is exactly equal to the energy density of the

electric field at every instant of time. However, the energy densities of the

electric and magnetic fields of the total wave, consisting of both wave

components, are not equal.

The uniform plane wave has been examined here primarily to show that

the solution of a wave equation represents a traveling wave. The electro

magnetic wave propagates energy, and the velocity of propagation depends
on the physical constants of the medium. The wave which has been dis

cussed is called & plane wave because the electric field intensities, and also

the magnetic field intensities, are in time phase at all points in a plane

normal to the direction of propagation. A plane wave is uniform if the

field intensities are independent of the coordinates in each such plane.
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The plane electromagnetic wave is a very important and practical case.

The wave in a limited region of free space a large distance away from its

source approximates a uniform plane wave. If the electric and magnetic

field vectors of a wave lie completely in planes transverse to the direction

of propagation, the wave is called a transverse electromagnetic wave, or

TEM wave. It is easily shown that a uniform plane wave is an example of

a TEM wave (see Prob. 11-31).

The principal wave associated with a transmission line, such as an open-

wire telephone line, is a TEM wave. The line guides a wave component
from the source to the load. This component is the Incident wave, and it

propagates energy from the source to the load. If the load is not properly

matched to the transmission line, a reflected wave results, and this wave

transfers some of the energy back to the source. These wave components

correspond to the two components of Eqs. (1 1-32) and (1 1-33). The TEM
wave as well as other types are discussed in later chapters.

11-7. IMPOSSIBLE FIELDS

As electric and magnetic fields must satisfy Maxwell's equations, they

must also satisfy the wave equations derived from Maxwell's equations.

At each point of an uncharged medium with no convection current density

other than a drift current density, the electric field intensity must satisfy

the wave equation
*<

^ V^E = juaE + f^E

The magnetic field intensity must satisfy an identical equation. The left

side of the equation involves space derivatives and the right side involves

time derivatives. It is evident that the spatial distributions and the time

variations are interdependent. If the spatial distribution and the time

variation are each specified arbitrarily, the result is likely to be absurd.

Let us consider several examples.
We wish to find the voltage around a circular conducting loop enclosing

a unit area that is normal to a time-varying magnetic field. The magnetic
flux density is assumed to be 0*001 sin I0,000/ at all points. The magnetic

current $ over the unit area is 10 cos 10,000/ volts, and this is the voltage

around the loop, according to the Maxwell-Faraday law. However, the

magnetic field has zero curl, and by the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation
there is no time-varying electric field. Therefore, the voltage around the

loop is /ero. The conflicting results are the consequence of assuming a

magnetic field that does not satisfy the wave equation. Such a field cannot

exist.

Two large parallel plates, separated by a dielectric of permittivity *, have

charges of
tf

and q coulombs per square meter, with q *^ sinro/.
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Assuming a uniform charge distribution, we shall attempt to find the

magnetic field in the dielectric between the plates.

The electric flux density in the dielectric equals the charge # per unit area

and is directed from the positive to the negative plate. It follows that the

electric field intensity E is q/, or (^ /e) sin cot. Being independent of the

space coordinates, is a uniform field with zero curl. By the Maxwell-

Faraday law the magnetic field must be static. However, according to the

Maxwell-Ampere law, the curl of H has magnitude equal to e, or

qQa) cos cot, and H varies with time. This discrepancy is the result of the

impossible electric field deduced from the assumed charge distribution.

Uniform time-varyingfields do not satisfy the wave equations and, therefore,

do not exist.

Suppose we wish to find the magnetic field intensity in a region of free

space in which the electric field intensity is assumed to be sin x sin 105
/ j.

By the Maxwell-Faraday law

H= --
JVX Edt

Evaluation gives H = 7.96 cos x cos 105
f k. On the other hand, if the

Maxwell-Ampere law is used, a different result is obtained. According

to this law, V x H = <r E. As the fields are independent of y and z and as

the given electric field has only a y component, this equation becomes

dtfjdxj ea 8.85 x 10~ 7 sina;cos 105rj

Integration gives H9
= 8,85 x 10""

7 cos#cos 106
/
1

, which disagrees with

the previous result. Obviously, the specified electric field violates the

wave equation and is impossible.

It is evident that mathematical expressions that satisfy one of Maxwell's

curl equations may fail to satisfy the other. The spatial and time variations

are related by the wave equations, and this interdependence must be

observed when specifying fields. It should be mentioned that approximate
solutions of field problems are frequently obtained by utilizing approximate

spatial distributions that may not satisfy Maxwell s equations. In such

cases, however, the generality suffers.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 1 1 -I

-f
11-1. Derive the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation from its integral form, the

Maxwell-Faraday integral equation from its curl form, and the integral form of

the equation of continuity from its point form.

11-2. Derive the integral form of the equation of continuity directly from

Maxwell's equations in integral form, and derive the differential form of this

equation directly from Maxwell's equations in differential form.

11-3. Write the Maxwell-Ampere law as three partial differential equations,

using (a) rectangular coordinates, (b) cylindrical coordinates, and (c) spherical

coordinates.

11-4. Using divergence, write the equation specifying that the total electric

current density is solenoidal. Compare this with the equation of continuity and

with Gauss's law, and show that each of these equations can be derived from the

other two.

11-5. Deduce from the field equations that the displacement current leaving a

volume V through its surrounding surface B equals the time rate of increase of the

charge withm V.

11-6. If E = 1000 sin (10
6
f 0.01z)i in a nonconducting dielectric, find H.

What is the dielectric constant?

11-7. The magnetic flux density B 1 0~7 cos 0. lycos curl, with o> 3 x 107
,

in a region of free space, (a) Find E. (b) Determine the magnetic flux out of the

square area, of unit side length, of Fig. 11-4. (c) Calculate the voltage drop
counterclockwise around the square path by evaluating d) and also by

evaluating the line integral of E.

FIG, 1 1 -4.

U-8. In cylindrical coordinates the approximate magnetic flux density in a

region of free space within a meter of the s-axis is

B 10 8
(1
-

r*/4 + r
4
/64)sin 3 x I08/ k

Find the electric field intensity in this region, and use this field to find the voltage

drop in the <p direction around a circular path whose points are a meter from the

2 axis, Compare your answer with that given in Example I of Stc, 8-2,
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11-9. In a nonferromagnetic conductor the electric field is

E =0.0001e- 1000
*sm(105

f - lOOOz) k

Find the magnetic field H, the current density J, and the conductivity <r.

(Ans: a = 1.59 x 10 7
).

Sect/on 1 1 -2

11-10. In the conductor of Prob. 1 1-9, find the power dissipated as a function
of time in the unit cube occupying unit area in the yz-plane and extending from
x = to x =

1 . Also, determine the time-average dissipated power.
11-11. In a region with an electric field E = 10,000i, a hydrogen ion with a

mass of 1.67 x 10~27 kg and a charge of 1.6 x 10~ 19 coulomb is released at the

origin of a coordinate system at time zero with zero initial velocity. Assuming the

ion moves freely under the influence of the field to the point x = 0.5, determine
the power supplied to the ion, as a function of time. What is the total energy
supplied by the field ?

11-12. The electric field intensity in a certain parallel-plate diode is

-500,000^ i, with x denoting the distance from the cathode. The plate is

located at x = 0.005 m. If the convection current density J is equal to -536i,
find the power per unit volume supplied to the electrons at x = 0.001 and also at
x = 0.004. What is the total power to the electrons if the plate area is 0.001 ?

11-13. A 1-volt, 60-cps generator is connected across the terminals of an in

ductor consisting of a coil of copper wire on a ferromagnetic core, and the current
of the coil is 0.001 sin 377 1 ampere. The wire has a radius of 0.0001 m, a length
of 30 m, and a conductivity of 5.8 x 107 mhos/m. Assuming a uniform current
distribution over the cross section of the wire, find the instantaneous power
dissipated, the time-average power dissipated, and the voltage drop along thepath
of the wire.

11-14. (a) In the Example of Sec. 11-2, what is the power supplied to the

resistance R of the rod at the instant of time when / is zero ? What is the power
dissipated as heat at this same instant? (b) If the radius of the rod is changed to

2.3 cm, with the expression for J unchanged, what is the instantaneous power and
the average power dissipated in one centimeter of length?

11-15. In the Example of Sec. 1 1-2, calculate the resistance of the rod at the

given frequency, if the radius of the rod is changed to 2.3 cm.

Sect/ens 11-3 and 11-4

/ 11-16. Verify that *E E -
3(^e

2
)/ Bf, by substitution of the rectangular form

of E.

11-17. For the fields of Prob. 11-8, find the instantaneous and time-average
Poynting vectors at r = 0.5.

11-18. In spherical coordinates, the electric field in the free space around a

biconical waveguide, consisting of two coaxial conducting cones with a source
between their apices at the origin, is

_ 1000 sin (cut
-

pr)

with to 3 x 108 and ft a>0i )lf. Find (a) the magnetic field intensity H,
(b) the ratio ///, (r) the Poynting vector S, (d) the energy densities of the electric

and magnetic fields, (e) Also, evaluate E, H, S, and the energy densities at the

point (r, 0, q>) (0.1, i*\ 2), at time zero,
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11-19. For the biconical waveguide of Prob. 11-18, find the
time-average

power radiated if the fields occupy the region from = 30 to = 150. The
remainder of the space is occupied by the conducting cones.

11-20. Find the time-average power flow, in watts, along the waveguide of
Prob, 9-24.

11-21. A parallel-plate capacitor, consisting of two metallic plates of area S
and separation d, stores a charge q due to a voltage v impressed between the

plates. Using Eq. (1 1-1 1), find the energy stored in the electric field between the

plates, and show that this equals \qv. Assume the charge distribution of each

plate is uniform.

Sect/on I 1-5

11-22. The wave equation for the electric field intensity in an uncharged
medium is given by Eq. (11-22). For a charged medium, show that the term

V(^/e) must be added to the right side of this equation,

11-23. Derive Eq. (11 -24). What would this wave equation be for a region con

taining a convection current density J
l
in addition to a drift current density crE?

11-24. Verify that the wave equation is satisfied for (a) the electric field of
Prob. 1 1-6 and (b) the magnetic field of Prob. 1 1-7.

11-25. Show that the electric field of Prob. 1 1-9 satisfies the wave equation for

a good conductor.

11-26. Show that the electric field of Prob. 11-18 satisfies the wave equation.
Use the vector identity of Eq. (10-57) to find the vector Laplacian of E in spherical
coordinates.

, 11-27. Utilize the wave equation to determine the angular frequency o>, if the x

component of the magnetic field intensity in the free-space dielectric of a wave

guide is

sin I0a- cos 2Q# cos ((at 2Qz)

11-28. Utilizing the wave equation, determine the phase constant ft and calcu

late the wave velocity at/ft of the electromagnetic wave of Prob, 9-24, The angular
frequency w is 4n x ID9 , Note that the wave velocity exceeds the free-space

velocity of
light,

Sect/on 1 1 -6

11-29, By direct substitution, show that Eq, (1 1-32) is a solution of Eq, (1 1-30),

11-30. If Ex
- sin (tot

- pz) + sin (tut + pz), with w 10* and p * 0,005,

(a) find the wave velocities, expressed as vectors, of the incident and reflected

waves, and (b) calculate the maximum values of as time varies, at distances

such that pz equals 0, w/4, Jw, 3?r/4 and tr.

11-31. The fields of a uniform plane wave propagating in free space in the

2-direction are independent of the JP- and ^-coordinates, From this and Maxwell's
curl equations deduce that time-varying z components of E and H cannot exist,

11-32. A TEM wave propagating in free space in the ^-direction has 8 Ht
m

0, From this and Maxwell's curl and divergence equations deduce that each field

component satisfies an equation of the form
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Section 11-7

11-33. Show that the magnetic field of Prob. 11-8 approximately satisfies the

wave equation for the region of space within a meter of the z-axis.

11-34. In the Example of Sec. 1 1-2, the given current density does not satisfy
the wave equation and is, therefore, only an approximation. Show that the wave

equation is approximately satisfied for large values of r.

11-35. Show that the expression cos r sin cot a z ,
in cylindrical coordinates,

cannot possibly represent a valid magnetic field in a region in which the only
convection current densities are drift current densities.

* 11-36. Deduce that the expression sin (cut px) i cannot possibly represent a

valid magnetic field. Also, show that sin y i cannot possibly represent a valid

static electric field.
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CHAPTER
12

A wave is a function of both time and space.

Ifa disturbance that occurs at a particular point in space at a particular Time

is related in a definite manner to what occurs at distant points at later tlmes}

then there is \yant> mnti^^ In general, the equation of wqys Tnotlon Con
tains second partiaJsgaceT derivative nd^JpQthJrst and second__pajlial

Jime derivatives. Thusit is a second-ordfir parti^jjiifferential equation

involving space andjime!^ariables

The wave equation is encountered in all branches of time-varying

electromagnetism. For example, it is inevitably utilized in the study of

radio waves, transmission lines, waveguides, antennas, and high-frequency
electronic tubes. Then there are related equations, such as the diffusion

equations that" govern the behavior of transistors and describe the current

distribution in conductors. These do not have second partial time deriva

tives, and as a consequence, their solutions represent heavily damped
waves. Even the Poisson and Laplace equations of electrostatics can be

viewed as very special and restricted cases of the general wave equation,

although their solutions are certainly not waves. Also, of course, there

are many important nonelectrical partial differential equations with both

space and time variables, such as the quantum-mechanical, the heat-flow,
and the chemical-diffusion equations.
The objective of this chapter is to become acquainted with some of the

properties of waves and their equations. The method of separation of

variables, which enables us to reduce a partial differential equation to

250
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several ordinary differential equations, is discussed. Applications to

specific problems in electromagnetism are considered in later chapters.

12-1. THE SINUSOIDAL TIME FUNCTION

In the mathematical analysis of waves, by far the most important

time-varying case is that in which the quantities vary sinusoidally with

time. This is so because of the Fourier series and the Fourier integral,

which sKoWTFiatboth periodic and transient time-functions can be

FIG. 12-1. The sinusoidal time-function / /m sin(cut + 6). Both the time t and the

angle cot scales are shown.

expressed in terms of sinusoidal functions of different frequencies and

amplitudes, eachojwbicb- is known-its a oinglo frequency component.
The linearity oTthewave equation justifies our treating a transient wave

as the sum of many noninteracting sinusoidal waves, each traveling

independently of every other component wave of different frequency.

Thus sinusoidal waves are extremely important, even though actual waves

are, in general, nonsinusoidal.

The mathematical expression for a quantity / that varies sinusoidally

with time /is
r

.

( . . m , 10 n
/ = 7m sin (cor + 0) (12-1)

with 7W , CD, and denoting constants independent of time. In Fig. 12-1

the instantaneous quantity / is plotted as a function of time. Below the

time scale is shown the scale for the angle a>t. Although time zero is

arbitrarily selected, it should be clearly understood that a pure sine func

tion is without beginning or end.

As time varies, sin (ait + 6) varies between the limits +1 and 1.
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Therefore, the maximum value of / is 7m , called the amplitude of the sine

function. The angle (cot + 6) is dimensionless, and its mks unit, the

radian, is a dimensionless unit. Tables of the trigonometric functions

usually give the angle in degrees. One degree corresponds to Tr/180

radian, with 360 corresponding to 2rr radians. If the angle of the sine

function is changed by 2rr radians, the value of the function is unchanged,

and the function is said to Aperiodic. Throughout a time interval of one

period of T seconds, the sine function passes through a cycle, and the

number of cycles in one second is the frequency f. Obviously, /= l/T

cycles per second (cps). For example, if one cycle takes 0.01 second, the

frequency is 100 cps.

At time zero the sine function becomes Im sin 6. When / equals the time

Tof a period, the function is Im sin (a>T + 6), and the angle has increased

by 2?r radians. Therefore, a>T = 2?r, and co = 2?7/r, or

co = 2-rrf radians/sec (12-2)

The constant o>, with dimensions of reciprocal time, is referred to as the

angular frequency. The angle 6 is called the phase angle. Its unit is the

dimensionless radian, but d is often expressed in degrees. As / is Im sin 6

at time zero, it is clear that the phase angle 6 depends on the arbitrary

selection of this zero time.

A sinusoidal current is an alternating current. In general, any electrical

quantity that varies with time, having an average value of zero, is referred

to as an a-c quantity. If a current does not vary with time, it is a steady,

or direct, current. The abbreviation d-c is used to denote a direct current.

It is also employed to denote any electrical quantity that is steady with

time. A quantity that varies with time, having an average value that is not

zero, is said to consist of both a-c and d-c components.
As the frequency of a sinusoidal quantity i approaches the limit zero,

the angle a>t becomes infinitesimal for any finite time, and / = Im sin 6,

a quantity independent of time. Clearly d-c can be regarded as a limiting

case of a-c. In both fields and circuits, equations written in terms of sinu

soidal timefunctions can be applied to d-c quantities by letting thefrequency

approach zero. The d-c component of a time-varying quantity can be

regarded as the zero-frequency component.
The sine function is broadly interpreted to include the cosine func

tion, which is a sine function whose angle is displaced by \ir radians,

or 90. For example, the sinusoid of Fig. 12-1 can be expressed as

/ = Im cos (cot + 6), with 0' 6 ^rr. A sinusoid is often referred to as

a sine wave, and its plot, as shown in Fig. 12-1, is called the waveform.

Actually, a wave is a function of both time and space, and the sinusoid, if

a function of time only, is not a true wave.
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When two sinusoids of the same frequency are added or subtracted, the

result is sinusoidal, with only the amplitude and phase angle affected.

Time derivatives and integrals of sinusoids are likewise sinusoidal. These

mathematical operations appear in the equations of linear field and circuit

theory. It follows that a sinusoidal excitation in an electrical system

governed by these linear equations produces sinusoidalfelds, currents, and

voltages in all parts of the system, and only a single frequency is involved.

Along with the Fourier theorem, this explains the extensive use of the

sinusoid in field and circuit analysis. In the generation and transmission of

electrical energy supplied to the home and factory, the sinusoidal time

function is widely utilized. If some other time function were used, the

waveform would vary from point to point in the system and the result

would be quite impractical.

The elementary trigonometric and exponential functions are discussed

in considerable detail in Chapter 19. In field theory, as in circuit theory, it

is customary and convenient to express sinusoids in terms of complex

exponentials. As will be shown later, this readily leads to the elimination

of the time variable from the equations. However, for students not thor

oughly familiar with this mathematics, it seems desirable to show the

sinusoidal time function explicitly in the expressions and equations dealing

with wave propagation, for otherwise the physical significance may be

somewhat obscured. Consequently, the presentation and utilization of the

mathematics of complex exponentials are deferred to the latter part of this

text, beginning with Chapter 19.

12-2. WAVES IN GENERAL

When a pebble is dropped into a body of water, the water particles in

the vicinity of the pebble are immediately displaced from their equilibrium

position. The motion of these particles disturbs adjacent particles, causing

them to move, and the process continues, creating a wave. Because of the

finite velocity of the wave, a finite time elapses
before the disturbance causes

jgomti^^ffects that are
r^^^gZTIn^tirn'e.

'

AfTwave

motion is characterized by
retarda^j^._

The wat^Vave coffSSfs of ripples

that move along the surface away from the disturbance. Although the

motion of any particular water particle is essentially a small up-and-down

movement, the cumulative effects of all the particles produce the wave.

As the wave propagates away from its source, the water crests become

smaller and smaller. This attenuation is due to the expanding region of

the wave and also to the dissipation of energy as heat because of frictional

effects. The water wave is both retarded and attenuated.
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Another excellent example of wave propagation is the motion of sound

in a medium. In air this motion occurs through the to-and-fro movement

of the air molecules, but these molecules do not actually move along with

the wave. Both attenuation and retardation are present.

Electromagnetic waves consist of time-varying electric and magnetic

fields. Suppose an electrical disturbance, such as a change in the current

of a conductor, occurs at a point in a region. The time-changing electric

field resulting from the disturbance generates, according to the Maxwell-

Ampere law, a time-changing magnetic field with flux lines that encircle

those of the electric field. The time-changing magnetic field, in turn,

produces an electric field according to the Maxwell-Faraday law. These

time-changing fields continue to generate one another in an ever-expanding

region, and the resulting wave, with electric and magnetic field lines en

circling one another, propagates away from its source. Although there is

no vibration of physical particles, as in water and sound waves, there is

both retardation and attenuation. The retardation is the result of the

finite wave velocity, and the attenuation is due to the expanding region of

the wave and also to the ohmic losses, if any, that dissipate energy as heat.

Let us consider the expression A sin (cot fix), which denotes a sine

wave traveling in the positive ^-direction. The phase of the wave is

a)t fix, and the amplitude of the wave is A, which is, in general, a func

tion of the space coordinates. If the phase is equated to the constant C1

and the resulting equation is solved for x, we obtain x = (co/ft)t CJft.

This is the ^-coordinate, as a function of time, of the constant phase Cl9

and this coordinate progresses along the #-axis at a velocity dx/dt that

obviously equals CD/ft. At all points of a surface normal to the #-axis, and

moving with a velocity dxjdt equal to co/ft, the wave function is independent
of time; if the phase of this surface is Cl9 the wave function is A sin Cx .

It should not be inferred that the equiphase surface is always planar-
An example of a nonplanar wave is one propagating radially outward

from a point source. The preceding discussion is applicable to this case

if the rectangular coordinate x is replaced with the spherical coordinate

r, and the equiphase surface is spherical. In any event, the velocity a)/ft

of a point of constant phase is called the wave velocity, or the phase

velocity. It is usually denoted by the symbol vv .

The constant ft is called the phase constant. It is expressed in radians

per meter, and it represents the phase shift per unit length. The distance

between two points that differ in phase by 2-n radians is called the wave

length L It follows that )8A
=

2?!, or 1 == 2*1ft. Obviously, the velocity

cofft equals/A, and we have

v p
=

colft =fl (12-3)
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When the source that produces the wave passes through one cycle, the

wave advances a distance in space equal to one wavelength. The number

of cycles per second multiplied by the wavelength in meters gives the phase

velocity in meters per second. The time required for the wave to propagate

through a distance x is xjv p seconds. This is called thephase delay rp for the

specified distance.

In Fig. 12-2 a sine wave traveling in the positive ^-direction is plotted

as a function of x at a particular time. As time varies, the wave progresses

FIG. 12-2. An unattenuated wave traveling in the positive x-direction with velocity v.

TJje sine curve represents the magnitude of the wave at points along the x-axis at the

instant of time under consideration.

in the positive ^-direction. It should be noted that the time variation at

a fixed point is sinusoidal, and the wave is periodic in both time and space.

In this illustration the wavelength A, which is a "spatial period," is two

meters; the phase constant
/?, which is a "spatial frequency," is TT radians

per meter.

The expressions phase velocity and phase delay are often applied to a

network or to a number of networks in cascade. Actually, we do not have

true wave motion in a network, for space coordinates are not involved.

However, we can consider ft as representing the phase shift per section and

x as representing the number of sections. For one section x = 1, and the

"wave" becomes A sin (ait ft).
The phase velocity is co/ft sections per

second, and the phase delay r^ for the section is l/vp , or ft/CD seconds. As

ft may be positive or negative, the phase velocity and the phase delay may
also be positive or negative, and neither has real physical significance.

The phase velocity of a wave is a function of the direction under con

sideration. To illustrate this let us examine Fig. 12-3, which shows a two-

dimensional view of a wave. The sketch can be regarded as representing

the overhead view of water waves, with the equiphase lines indicating

crests of the wave moving in direction oa with velocity v va . An observer

at o looking in the direction ob sees a wave velocity vpb that is greater than
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v pa . Clearly the wavelength X
b
in direction ob is greater than la in direction

oa, and certainly the time required for a crest to propagate through a

wavelength is the same for both directions. From Eq. (12-3) we deduce

that Vtfjv9a
= A

&/Aa . From the sketch it is evident that A&
= 2a/cos 6

and, consequently,

It is interesting to note that the phase velocity v pb approaches infinity

as 9 approaches 90. In a hollow-pipe waveguide at the lowest usable

Wave
crests

FIG. 12-3. Crests of a wave.

frequencies the equiphase surfaces travel almost at right angles to the

axis of the guide and the phase velocity in the direction of energy flow along
the guide may be very much greater than the velocity of light.

Periodic waves exhibit Interference effects. Suppose two point sources

of waves have the same amplitude and frequency and are in time phase.
If the sources are separated a distance equal to a half wavelength, the

waves cancel one another in the direction along the straight line passing

through the two sources. However, the waves strengthen one another

along the path normal to this straight line at the point midway between the

sources. Interference effects can be observed with a single wave. For

example, suppose a monochromatic light wave strikes a plate having two

small holes. If a second plate is located behind the first plate, the light

intensity on the second plate is strong in regions where the waves from the

two holes reinforce one another, but weak where the waves from the two
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holes destructively interfere. The interference is destructive when the

distances of travel differ by a half wavelength.

Waves can be reflected and refracted. When waves travel from one

medium into another, there may be both reflection and refraction at the

boundary, as shown in Fig. 12-4. That part of the wave reflected back

into the first medium is the reflected wave, and that part passing into the

second medium is the refracted wave. It can be shown that the angle of

reflection B equals the angle of incidence A, but the angle of refraction C
differs from the angle of incidence by an amount that depends on the

FIG. 12-4. Reflection and refraction of a wave.

properties of the media. In general, a wave is bent, or its direction of

propagation is changed, when passing from one medium into another.

This is what is meant by refraction.

Waves can be diffracted. This is the bending of the waves around

the edges of an object- Examples of diffraction are the bending of electro

magnetic waves around the curvature of the earth and the bending of light

waves passing through a narrow slit.

A wave has stored energy. The energy density of any wave can be

expressed as the sum of the squares of two quantities whose magnitudes

define the state of the wave. For elastic waves these quantities are the

displacement and the velocity of the medium. For the electromagnetic

wave they are E and H, and the energy density is %*E* + ^H*joules/m
3

.

At each point of a region with an electromagnetic wave there is a continual

interchange of energy between the electric and magnetic fields. In general,

the energy density decreases as a wave propagates, and this is due to both

the expanding region of the wave and to the dissipation of energy as heat.

Two waves of the same frequency, traveling in opposite directions,

produce standing waves. At certain points in the medium the two waves

strengthen each other, and at other points they destructively interfere.
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Standing waves occur when a wave is reflected. For example, suppose
the two waves can be represented by the expressions sin (cot fix) and

sin (cot + fix). These represent waves of equal amplitude traveling in

opposite directions. It is easily shown that their sum is 2 cos fix sin cot.

Therefore, at points where fix is 0, TT, ITT, etc., the resultant wave has^an

amplitude of 2, but at points where fix is \TT, 377/2, etc., the resultant wave

is zero at every instant. At any point the time variations are sinusoidal,

with an amplitude between and 2.

Suppose a source that produces a wave varies nonsinusoidally with re

spect to time. By the Fourier theorem this source can be regarded as

composed of a number of sinusoidal time functions of different amplitudes
and frequencies. The resulting wave has many frequency components,
and each component has its own attenuation and phase velocity. A wave
is said to travel without distortion if the disturbances at distant points are

the same as the disturbances at the source, except for changes in magnitude
and delay in time. It follows that, // the nonsinusoidal wave is to propagate
without distortion, the different frequency components must be attenuated

the same amount, and they must travel with the same velocity. If the

different frequency components are attenuated different amounts, the

waveform changes as it propagates, and the resulting distortion is called

frequency distortion. If the different frequency components travel with

different phase velocities, the summation of the components yields a

waveform that changes as it propagates. In this case the distortion is

referred to ^ phase distortion, or delay distortion. As phase velocity equals
co//?, the phase constant

fi must be directly proportional to the frequency
if there is to be no phase distortion. Media in which the phase velocity

depends on the frequency are said to be dispersive-, such media, of course,
introduce phase distortion. In nondispersive media the phase velocity is

independent of frequency, and there is no phase distortion. Fortunately,
free space is nondispersive for the electromagnetic wave.

12-3. WAVE EQUATIONS

The equations of wave motion have far-reaching applications in

engineering and science. Wave equations for the electric and magnetic
fields and also the skin-effect equation for the current distribution in a
conductor have already been encountered. In later chapters we employ
wave equations to solve many different problems. The objective here is

to become acquainted with the form of such equations and the separation-
of-variables method so helpful in obtaining solutions.

A general form of a vector wave equation is

= QA + C2A + C3A + G(x, y, z, r) (12-4)
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The function G is a forcing function, or energy source, of the wave. In

general, it is a function of the space coordinates and time. For the electro

magnetic wave this function might be an impressed current or a specified

charge distribution, serving as the source of the wave. The vector La-

placian V2 denotes the operator grad div curl curl.

Each of the rectangular components of A satisfies the scalar wave equa
tion

V2
< = CJ + C^ + C3 < + g(x, y, z, t) (12-5)

The scalar Laplacian V2 denotes the operator div grad. An excellent

example of a scalar that satisfies Eq. (12-5) is the current along a trans

mission line. Although only one space dimension is involved, all the terms

on the right side of Eq. (12-5) have value, with the forcing function being
the current impressed on the line at the sending end.

A special case occurs when the wave equation is applied to a region
with no energy sources. Along a transmission line the forcing function is

normally zero everywhere except for the generator at the sending end. In

the region of free space around a transmitting antenna the forcing function

is zero, for the source of the radiated wave is the current of the antenna.

A region without sources of energy is said to be passive; otherwise, it is

active. The scalar wave equation applied to a passive region is

+ C8$ (12-6)

Special cases of this equation occur if C1? C2 ,
or C3 is zero. For Q zero

we have

C3# (12-7)

Solutions of this equation represent damped waves. On the other hand,
if C2 is also zero, we have the undamped wave equation

VV = C$ (12-8)

Its solutions are waves that propagate without attenuation other than that

due to the spreading of the waves, if this occurs. The equation applies
to lossless passive nondispersive regions. If C3 is zero, Eq. (12-8) becomes

the Laplace equation V2
</
= 0. Although the Laplace equation is a

special case of the wave equation, its solutions do not represent waves.

A wave equation is a partial differential equation involving the space
and time variables. It can frequently be solved by the method of separa
tion of variables, which reduces the equation to several separate and dis

tinct ordinary differential equations. The product of the solutions of the

ordinary differential equations gives the solution of the partial differential

equation.
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Let us apply the method to the scalar wave equation for a passive

region. To separate the time variable from the space variables, we let
<f>

be the product of two functions

<Kx,y,* 9 t)
= F(x9 y 9 z)T(*) 02-9)

with F a function of the space coordinates only and T a function of time

only. Substitution into Eq. (12-6) gives

T V2F = CiFT + C2FT + C

Division by the product FT yields

T T
(1240)

The left side of Eq. (12-10) is a function of the space coordinates only,

and the right side is a function of time only. Now consider a fixed point

in space. As time varies, the left side of Eq. (12-10) does not change, for it

depends only on the space coordinates of the point. Consequently, the

right side of Eq. (12-10) must also be constant as time varies. Next, suppose
the variables x

9 y, and z change, with time constant. The right side of

Eq. (12-10) certainly does not change, for it is a function of time only.

Therefore, the left side of Eq. (12-10) stays constant as x, y, and z vary.

Thus both sides of (12-10) remain constant, regardless of the manner in

which the variables x
9 y, z, and t change. Accordingly, we can equate both

sides to a constant that is independent of the variables. Designating this

constant by &2
,
we obtain

It is obvious that

C3f + C2f + (Cx +W =
(12-1 1)

and V2F=-A;2F (12-12)

Equation (12-11) is an ordinary differential equation, with the single
variable time. In many applications our interest is only in the sinusoidal,

or steady-state, behavior. For such cases T is a sinusoidal function of

time, whose frequency is that of the forcing function. Equation (12-12)
is a partial differential equation involving the space coordinates only.
It is often referred to as the time-Independent wave equation, or the scalar

Helmholtz equation. The solution of this equation, when multiplied by the

time function, gives the solution for the wave function
</>.
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The method of separation of variables can be applied to Eq. (12-12).
Let F(x, y, z)

= X(x) Y(y)Z(z\ with X a function of a;, Y a function ofy,
and Z a function of z. Substitution into Eq. (12-12) and division by XYZ

Each term on the left side of the equation has a single independent variable.

Therefore, each of these terms must be independent of the space co
ordinates. Denoting the constants as -k, -kf, and -&/, we obtain

1 d*X 2 1 d*Y
, 2 1 d*Z

, 2x^ = ~ k*
Yl&=-

k
z7^

= - k* (m4)

These are ordinary differential equations, whose solutions are easily
obtained. It is evident that the constants of Eqs. (12-13) and (12-14) are
related by the equation

**
2 + V + * a = *2

(12-15)

The determination of these constants depends on the boundary conditions
of the particular problem.
The function F is found by multiplying together the solutions of the

equations of (12-14), and the wave function
</>

is

<K*> V* *, = X(x) Y(y)Z(z)T(t) (12-16)

Although rectangular coordinates have been employed, the method applies

equally well to other coordinate systems, provided the partial differential

equation is separable in the selected system. For example, in spherical
coordinates Eq. (12-16) would be

<f>(r, 0, 99,
=

R(r)(0)$(<p)T(t) (12-17)

We shall find the separation-of-variables method helpful in solving

partial differential equations that will be encountered later in the text. To
illustrate the application of the method, an elementary example is treated

in the next section.

12-4. THE VIBRATING STRING i^>J \

The natural vibration of a uniform elastic string is an excellent example
of a one-dimensional wave. Shown in Fig, 12-5 is the string, with the

#-axis oriented along its equilibrium position. The ends are fastened at

x and at x = /, The deflection T of the string from its equilibrium

position is a function of the variables x and t. Small-amplitude vibrations

are assumed, and damping is neglected.
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Assume the string is in the position illustrated in Fig. 12-5. Examination

shows that the net upward force that acts on the elemental section A/ at

the point P is Fsin 0' Fs'm 6, with F denoting the tensile force of the

string. The difference between the sine functions is the rate of change of

sin 6 with respect to the distance /, at the point P, multiplied by the ele

mental length A/. Therefore, the net upward force on A/ is F A/ d(sin 0)1dL

As sin equals dV/dl and as dl is approximately equal to dx, for small-

amplitude vibrations, this upward force at a fixed time becomes

FIG. 12-5. A vibrating string fastened at x = and at x = I. Small-amplitude vibrations

are assumed. F represents the tensile force.

F A/ cPW/dx*. The mass of the elemental length is m A/, withm denoting the

mass per unit length of the string. Equating the force on A/ to the product
of mass and acceleration gives

AI- = m A/
a*2

a*2

If we let t?
2 = F/m, the equation becomes

This is a one-dimensional wave equation with no damping term.

Utilizing the method of separation of variables, we letV = X(x) T(t).

If we substitute forT and divide by XT, we obtain

Each term contains a separate independent variable. Therefore, we can

equate both sides to the constant k2
, with the negative sign selected in
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anticipation of a negative constant, and we have

^2 \r
** * /2 2'T' /1O "I Q\A = K V 1 ^IZ-iy;

d** dt
2

These are ordinary differential equations whose solutions are

X = d sin fcs + C2 cos kx

T = C3 sin cof + C4 cos co?

with co = A:i?. The frequency/of the vibrations is, of course, co/27r.

The displacement Y, which equals the product XT, is zero at x =
and also at x = / at every instant. For # = 0, X = C2

= 0. For x = /,

jjf = cx sin kl = 0. If there is any displacement of the string, d *s not

zero and, therefore, kl = WTT with n denoting any integer. Thus k = WTT//,

and X becomes d s ^n n7TX/I> Consequently, the displacementT is

T = sin mrxfl (A sin CD/ + B cos atf) (12-20)

The constants A and 5 replace the products CXC3 and QC^ respectively.

This can be written

T = C sin nirxjl sin (co^ + 6) (12-21)

by utilization of the trigonometric identity

A sin cot + B cos cot = C sin (cor + 0) (12-22)

with C = V^t2 + 52 and 6 = arctan

The expression for the displacementT contains two arbitrary constants.

These are determined from the starting conditions. As the amplitude of

T is a sinusoidal function of x, the displacement is a standing wave. The

angular frequency a> of vibration equals kv, with k = 7r//and v = (F/m)
l/i

Therefore,

(12-23)

The angular frequency depends on n. Although n has an infinite number

of possible values, it must be an integer, and this restricts co to certain

discrete values. The string can vibrate only at certain discretefrequencies.

Normally a partial differential equation has continuous solutions rather

than discrete solutions. The boundary conditions in this problem restrict

the vibrations to certain discrete frequencies. The lowest frequency is

called the fundamental, or first harmonic; the higher frequencies are

harmonics, or overtones. In general, the allowed frequencies are referred
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to as modes, and the string may vibrate in a single mode or in a combina

tion of modes, depending on the starting conditions. The natural fre

quencies of the vibrating string are harmonically related, for each allowed

frequency is a multiple of the fundamental.

By means of a trigonometric identity we can express the displacement

T of Eq. (12-21) as

T = 1C cos (cot
- kx + 6)

- \C cos (cot + kx + 6) (12-24)

This shows thatT is the sum of two waves traveling in opposite directions.

Thus the standing wave of a single mode can be represented as the sum of

two waves, one traveling in the positive ^-direction and the other traveling

in the negative ^-direction. Each of these waves has a phase velocity of

co/k, which equals v, or (F/m)
1

^. Therefore, the constant v of Eq. (12-18) is

the phase velocity of a mode, and this phase velocity is determined by the

tension and the mass per unit length of the string.

In terms of the frequency/of oscillation, the phase velocity is 27rf/k,

and this equals the product of the frequency and the wavelength. There

fore, k = 27T/L As k also equals mrfl, it follows that the length / of the

wire is n(%X). For the first, or lowest, mode the length is JA, and for the

next mode, / = L Because the ends of the string are fixed, the wavelength
must be such that an integral number of half-wavelengths exist between

these fixed ends. This explains physically why only certain discrete

frequencies are allowed.

In terms of all possible modes the displacement is

00

Y = 2 Cn sin knx sin (a>nt + 0J (12-25)
n=l

As co = kv, co n
=

(n7T/l)(F/m)
lA

. The solution is expressed in terms of

the length / of the string, the tension F, the mass m per unit length, and
the mode constants Cn and 6 n that depend on the starting conditions. If

a particular mode is not excited, the constant Cn for that mode is zero.

The wave equation of the vibrating string is one-dimensional, and its

general solution, subject to the specified boundary conditions, consists

of an infinite set of modes that represent standing waves of discrete fre

quencies. Each allowed frequency is characterized by an integer n. The

general solution ofa two-dimensional wave equation, whose wave function

is fixed at the boundaries of the two-dimensional region, consists of a

doubly infinite set of modes that represent standing waves; associated

with these are certain discrete frequencies. Each mode has two integers,

usually designated m and
, and each of these can have integral values from

zero to infinity. Two examples of such two-dimensional problems are the
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vibrating membrane of a drum, such as that discussed in Prob. 12-12,

and the electromagnetic fields of a rectangular waveguide, discussed in

Chap. 22.

A very important three-dimensional wave equation is the quantum-
mechanical wave equation. When this is applied to an electron of an

atom, the imposed boundary conditions lead to a solution that allows the

electron to occupy only certain discrete energy levels. Each energy level is

characterized by three integers, called quantum numbers. A fourth quan
tum number is introduced to account for the spin orientation of the

electron. There are certain restrictions on the values of the quantum
numbers, these restrictions resulting from the boundary conditions

applied to the solution of the wave equation.
The electromagnetic wave is, in general, a three-dimensional wave.

The wave equations for the electromagnetic wave in an infinite medium
are considered in the next chapter. If the wave is confined to a hollow

cavity in a conductor, standing waves of discrete frequencies result. The

solution consists of a triply infinite set of modes, each characterized by
three integers. Such resonant cavities are not analyzed in this text.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 12-1

12-1. If /\ 8 sin 5000* and /2
= 10 sin (5000f - 1.2), determine the angular

frequency, the frequency, and the period. Also, find the amplitudes and phase

angles of /x + /, di^dt, and J72 dt. What is /2 at time t = 0.001 ?

Sect/on 12-2

j[
12-2. A crest of the wave 10 cos (5000/

- O.OOOla) is located at x = at time

zero. Where is this crest a microsecond later and also a second later ? What is the

velocity of the wave? Calculate the distance between successive crests.

12-3. A crest of the wave 5 sin (8000/ + 0.02# + 90) is located at x = at

time zero. Where is this crest a microsecond later and also a second later? Find

the phase delay in a distance of 60 meters, expressed as a percentage of the period.
In addition, calculate the value of the wave at x = 100 at time zero.

^ 12-4. The refraction of an electromagnetic wave is due to the change in its

velocity as it passes from one medium to another. In an unbounded medium the
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velocity of an electromagnetic wave is Oe)~H. Deduce that this velocity is c~M
in a nonferromagnetic medium, with c denoting the free-space velocity of light,

and calculate the change in the velocity when the wave passes from free space into

a medium with a dielectric constant of 9.

12-5. A sinusoidal wave, with a constant amplitude of 5 and a frequency of

1000 kilocycles, propagates in the positive re-direction with a velocity that is

twice the free-space velocity of light.
Calculate the wavelength and the phase

constant, and write the equation of this wave.

12-6. If /!
= 2 sin (cot TTX) and z"2

= sin (cot + nx), determine the amplitude
and phase angle of the sum /j + /2 of the waves at each of the points x = 0, 1

, 2,

and 3. Calculate the distance in meters from a point of maximum amplitude to

the next point of maximum amplitude, and express this distance as a percentage
of the wavelength.

12-7. The voltage v along a certain transmission line is

v = 3e-*& sin (3000/
-

p^x) + e~*& cos (3900f
- p&)

If the voltage wave travels without distortion, determine a
2 and /32 in terms of <x

x

and P!>

Sect/on 12-3

12-8. Show that the expression </>
= e~ sin (cot fa) is a solution of Eq.

(12-6), provided p
2 - a2 = co

2C3
- Q and 2a = coC2 .

j
12-9. In spherical coordinates show that the wave (1/r) sin (cot /?r), traveling

radially outward from the origin, is a solution of Eq. (12-8), provided C3 equals
the reciprocal of the wave velocity squared.

Sect/on 12-4

12-10. A violin string of length 0.4 m and of mass 0.0008 kg has its ends fixed.

If the tensile force is 250 newtons, calculate the natural frequencies of vibration.

[
12-11. A lossless transmission line consisting of two long parallel wires is fed

at the sending end with a current of 5 sin 3 x 106
f amperes. As the receiving end,

400 meters away, is open, the current at this end is zero. The line current is

governed by Eq. 12-8, with the wave function <

representing the current / and
withC3

= 10~16/9. Using the method ofseparation ofvariables, find /as afunction
of time t and distance x from the sending end. Also, calculate the amplitude and

phase angle of the current at x = 200.

12-12. Shown in Fig. 12-6 is an elastic membrane that is rectangular in shape
and bound at its edges. For natural small-amplitude vibrations, with damping
neglected, the displacement T in the ^-direction is governed by the wave equation

li?
2
"

with the constant y2 depending on the tension and mass of the membrane. Let
T = XYT> and show that
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FIG. 12-6. A vibrating membrane. The rectangular membrane is bound at the edges of

the rectangle, and small-amplitude vibrations in thez-direction are assumed.

with k + ky
* = A;

2
. From these equations and the boundary conditions,

deduce that

T" = A sin mnx/a sin rnry\b sin (a>t 4- 6)

with A and 6 constants depending on the starting conditions, with m and n any
integers, and with co = kv. Also, show that the allowed frequencies of vibration

are |y(/n
2
/a

2 + /i
2
//?

2
)*. Note that these frequencies are inharmonic, accounting

for the nonmusical sound of the drum.
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Potential Functions and

Electromagnetic Fields

CHAPTER
13

In theory, any electromagnetic field problem can

be solved by finding a solution to Maxwell's equations that also satisfies

the appropriate boundary conditions. Unfortunately, the mathematical

difficulties are often insurmountable, and exact solutions are not always

possible. The use of potential functions frequently simplifies the mathe
matics.

In electrical theory, a potentialfunction is a scalar or vector pointfunction

from which electric or magneticfields are obtainable by processes ofdifferen
tiation. Such functions are mathematical tools that may appreciably

help us solve important field problems. It is never necessary to give these

tools physical significance. In many cases it is easier to determine the

potentials, with the fields found by appropriate differentiation, than it is to

determine the fields directly from Maxwell's equations.
There are many useful potential functions in electromagnetic field

theory. However, we shall consider only two., the electric scalar and

magnetic vector potentials. It is shown that they satisfy wave equations,
and solutions of these equations give the potentials directly in terms of

the currents and charges that produce them. The electric and magnetic
fields of a current element are obtained from the potentials ; application
of the Poynting vector to these fields reveals that an alternating current
radiates energy, this energy being propagated by the electromagnetic
wave. Radio communication is based on this phenomenon.

268
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13-1. THE POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

By far the most common and useful potential functions in electro-

magnetism are the electric scalar potential, or simply electric potential,

and the magnetic vector potential. As the purpose of a potential function

is to provide a convenient way to find the electric and magnetic fields

produced by a system of charges and currents, we must express the field

quantities in terms of the potential functions, and we must define the

potentials so that they are useful. Furthermore, we must be careful that

our definitions do not violate Maxwell's equations.

The magnetic flux density B is solenoidal. This means that it has no

sources or sinks and has zero divergence at every point of space at every

instant of time. Now the curl of any vector A is a vector with zero di

vergence. From the Maxwell equation div B = and from the vector

identity div(curl A) = 0, it follows that we might let B equal the curl of

some vector A. Thus

B = curlA (13-1)

The vector A is a potential function, although not yet completely defined.

However, if A were known, we could determine the magnetic flux density

by taking the curl of A. By definition, the curl of A must equal B.

Although the curl of A has been defined, A is not completely specified,

for there are any number of vector functions having the same curl. To
show this, let us examine the relation R = A + grad a, with a denoting

any scalar point function. As the curl of the gradient of a is zero by a

vector identity, the functions A and R have the same curl. It is evident

that an infinite number of different vector fields can have the same curl.

For a given magnetic field B, there are an infinite number of vector fields

A that satisfy Eq, (13-1). In order to define A uniquely, we must specify

additional information about this field, and this must be done intelligently

if A is to be a useful function.

Next, let us investigate what might be done to express the electric field

E in terms of potential functions. Maxwell's first curl equation states

that curl E = B. As B = curl A, we have

curl E = - -
(curl A) = curl (-A) (13-2)

ot

From this result we might be tempted to write E = A. However, this

would imply that, in the absence of time-varying conditions, the electric

field is zero* Of course this is absurd, and consequently, we must examine

Eq. (13-2) more closely. Recalling that the curl of the gradient of any

scalar point function
<f>

is zero, we might let E equal (grad </> + A). This
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expression satisfies Eq. (13-2) and also allows for the existence of a static

electric field. Thus

E= -grad<- A (13-3)

Equations (13-1) and (13-3) give the magnetic field B and the electric field

E in terms of the two potential functions A and
</>.

Neither of these

potentials is uniquely defined. As A is not completely defined by Eq.

(13-1), then we should certainly not expect Eq. (13-3) to define com

pletely either A or
</>.

We can rather arbitrarily impose a relationship

between A and
<f>.

To do this intelligently, let us examine Maxwell's

equations. The equation requiring B to have zero divergence and the

Maxwell-Faraday equation are obviously satisfied by Eqs. (13-1) and

(13-3). We need to examine the other two Maxwell equations.

The analysis is restricted to media that are linear, isotropic, and homo

geneous. For such media the permittivity e and the permeability JLL
are

constants independent of the space coordinates and time, even though
the fields are functions of these variables. The Maxwell-Ampere law and

Gauss's law, in terms of B and E, are

/
aJ (13-4)

V-E =
/>/ (13-5)

These can be expressed in terms of the potential functions by utilizing

Eqs. (13-1) and (13-3), giving

V X (V X A) = /w(- V< - A) + IAS (13-6)

V.(-V^-A) =
p/ (13-7)

By replacing the left side of Eq. (13-6) with V(V A) - V2
A, this being

justified by a vector identity, and by rearranging terms and combining
those terms involving the gradient, we obtain

pi + V(V A + fji^) (13-8)

-V.A-/>/ (13-9)

Equations (13-8) and (13-9) are quite involved. Each contains both
A and

</>.
The problem that we are confronted with is to determine a

relationship between A and
<f>

that gives useful potential functions.
Examination of Eqs. (13-8) and (13-9) reveals that

<f>
is eliminated from

(13-8) and A is .eliminated from (13-9) if we let

V-A= -^ (13-10)
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This particular choice is known as the Lorentz condition. Earlier it was
mentioned that the definitions ofA and

</>
would be completed by specifying

a relationship between them, and this relationship is that of Eq. (13-10).

Equations (13-8) and (13-9) become

/iJ (13-11)

pi* (13-12)

These are the wave equations for the potentials A and
<f>.

The vector A
is called the magnetic vector potential, and its mks unit is the weber per
meter. The scalar

<j>
is the electric scalar potential, or simply electric

potential, with the mks unit of volt. Both A and
</>
are immensely important

in electromagnetism.

The potential functions A and
</>

are defined by Eqs (13-1), (13-3), and

(13-10). These three equations and the two wave equations (13-11) and

(13-12) are Maxwell's equations in potential form. This form is frequently
more useful than the integral and differential forms previously encountered.

The forcing functions //J and p/ of the wave equations act as sources that

produce the waves of the potential functions A and
</>, respectively. It is

possible and desirable to solve these wave equations, obtaining A and
<j>

directly in terms of the current and charge densities of a region. After an

illustrative example, we shall proceed with the problem of finding these

solutions, with the electric scalar potential being considered first.

EXAMPLE. If A = 10~7 cos6#cos8zcos co/k, determine the electric scalar

potential </>
and the electric and magnetic field intensities. The medium is free

space.
Solution. The angular frequency o> can be found by substituting the expression

for the magnetic vector potential into the wave equation. As the current density
is zero in free space, the wave equation becomes V2

^4 Z
=

juQ A s . The second

partial derivative of A z with respect to x is 36A Z , and the second partial deriva

tive with respect to z is 64A Z . Therefore, V2
/4 e

= 1QQA Z . As this equals

HO QA Z ,
or wVo^o^** it follows that o>Vo o

= 100, anc* ^ becomes 3 x 109

radians per second.

From Eq. (13-10) the electric scalar potential is

-i/ V-AA (13-13)

As V A = 8 x 10~~
7 cos 6x sin Bz cos wt, the electric scalar potential is deter

mined to be
< = 24 cos 6x sin 8z sin a>t

The magnetic flux density B = V x A, or -dA z/dx$. Performing this

differentiation and dividing by the permeability give the magnetic field intensity

H, which is

H 0.477 sin 6% cos 82 cos u>t j
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The electric field intensity can be found from the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation,

using the magnetic field intensity H, or it can be found directly from the potential

functions, by means of Eq. (13-3). The result is

E = 144 sin 6# sin 82 sin o>/ i + 108 cos 6x cos 8z sin cot k

13-2. THE ELECTRIC SCALAR POTENTIAL

The wave equation for the electric scalar potential <f>
contains the forcing

function p/e. The charge density p of a region is, in general, a function of

the space coordinates and time. Each differential volume that contains a

time-varying charge acts as a point source of a wave, and the potential <f>

at a point P is the superposition of the individual waves of the point

sources. In this section we shall solve the wave equation, obtaining the

potential <f>
at a point P directly in terms of an arbitrary distribution of

electric charges. The discussion is restricted to the very important case of

a single dielectric region extending to infinity, and the medium is assumed

to be linear, isotropic, and homogeneous.

Suppose the charge densities at points of the medium vary sinusoidally

with time with angular frequency eo. Then

p = Pm sin (cot + 0) (13-14)

with pm and denoting the amplitude and phase angle, respectively, of p.

Both the amplitude and phase angle are functions of the space coordinates.

If each side of Eq. (13-14) is multiplied by a small elemental volume, we
obtain

q
=

qm sin (cor + 0) (13-15)

with q denoting the charge in the elemental volume. Each such point

charge of a region acts as a source of a wave.

At points of the medium not occupied by electric charge, p is zero, and

the wave equation for
</>
becomes

VV = ^4 (13-16)

It should be noted that this is a linear partial differential equation. If

^! and
</>2 are both solutions of this equation, it is easily shown by sub

stitution that the sum <h + <f>2 is also a solution. Consequently, the

superposition principle can be employed. We shall first determine the

potential </>
due to a single point charge q that varies sinusoidally with time

according to Eq. (13-15). Then we shall use the superposition principle
to find the potential due to a distribution of such charges. This is done by
adding together the contributions to

</>
of all the point charges that are

present in the region. As each point charge can be regarded as the product
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p dV, with dV denoting a differential volume of the region, the addition of

the contributions of all the charges becomes an integration over the entire

volume of all space. Of course, only those differential volumes containing
electric charge contribute to the result.

Let us locate the origin of a spherical coordinate system at the point

charge q that varies sinusoidally with time according to Eq. (13-15). All

other charges are eliminated from consideration by 'the superposition

principle. Later, of course, their effects will be considered. At points

excluding the origin the wave equation for
tf>

is Eq. (13-16). From sym
metry considerations the only variation in

<f>,
due to the point charge q

at the origin, is in the radial direction. Therefore, d<f>/dO
=

d</>/d<p
= 0,

and the wave equation for
<f>
becomes

Utilizing the method of separation of variables, let
</>(/*, t)

=
R(r)T(t).

Replacing </>
in Eq. (13-17) with RTand dividing both sides of the equation

by the product RT give

k$+f-;
The left side of this equation is a function of r, and the right side is a

function of t. As r and t may vary independently of each other, we can

equate both sides to a constant. Selecting /3
2 for this constant, we obtain

the two ordinary differential equations

^ +~ + 2K = (13-19)
dr2 r dr

l*f + ft*T
= (13-20)

An easy way to solve Eq. (13-19) is indicated in Prob. 13-8, and the solu

tion of Eq. (13-20) is obvious. The solutions, each of which can be verified

by direct substitution, are

R = Cl
!iBAr + C2

^i^
(13-21)

T = C3 sin cot + C4 cos cor (13-22)

with co = pK/j,*)^. It is evident that to is the angular frequency of the

point charge q, and the constant ft is oX/^)
1

^.

The electric potential <f> equals the product RT. By multiplying the

expressions for R and J1

, by utilizing trigonometric identities involving
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the product of sine and cosine terms, and by employing the trigonometric

identity of Eq. (12-22), the potential <f>
can be written

= sin co* - r +
r r

^- sin (of + j8r + a) (13-23)

with Ci5C2? @, and a denoting new constants*. The first expression on the

right is an outward traveling wave, and the second expression is an inward

traveling wave. As the medium is infinite, there is no reflection, and the

inward traveling wave is zero. Thus C2
= 0, and the electric potential is

< = ^sin(co*-r+0) (13-24)
r

The constant in Eq. (13-24) is obviously the phase angle of the point

charge q, because at r = the potential must be in time phase with the

charge q. We now need to determine Cx .

The constant Q is readily evaluated by letting the frequency approach

zero, finding the electric field from the electric potential, and comparing

the result with Coulomb's law. As the frequency approaches zero, both

co and ft in Eq. (13-24) approach zero, and
</>
becomes (Cx sin 0)/r. At

zero frequency A is zero, and the electric field E = V< by Eq. (13-3).

Evaluation of the gradient gives

E - ClSi
,

nQ
ar (13-25)

r*

At zero frequency the point charge q is qm sin 0, by Eq. (13-15). It follows

from Coulomb's law that

j^^asm (13
.26)

4?rer
2

Comparison of Eqs. (13-25) and (13-26) shows that d =
qj(4-rre).

Therefore,

<f>
= -^2- sin (oy t - fir + 0) (13-27)

4rrer

This is the electric potential a distance r from the point charge

qm sin (cot + 0) in a perfect dielectric. The phase constant ft
=

co(jue)
lA

,

with
IJL

and e denoting the permeability and permittivity, respectively, of

the medium.

The expression for
cf> represents a wave traveling away from its source

at a velocity v equal to co//3. From this we determine that the phase

velocity of the wave is l/(//)^, and for free space this becomes approxi

mately 3 x 108 meters per second. The amplitude of the wave decreases

"The operations leading to Eq. (13-23) give Cj=C2 . However, each term of the

equation independently satisfies Eq. (13-17).
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as the distance r from the source increases. The phase angle of
</> lags the

phase of the source by ftr radians. This lag in phase, or retardation, is due

to the finite wave velocity.

The electric scalar potential of Eq. (13-27) can be written

n (cof + ) (13-28)

with t' = t (/?/co)r
= t rjv. The time t' is earlier than t by r/v seconds,

which is the finite time requiredfor the wave to propagate from its source

through the distance r. If we let

[q]
=

qm sin (at' + 0) (13-29)

then the potential becomes

(13-30)

The brackets signify that the charge q is evaluated at a time earlier than t

by the time ofpropagation, which is r/v seconds. Thus the electric potential

at a point P at time t depends on the charge that existed at the earlier time

t' = t- r/v.

Suppose the time variations of the point charge q are nonsinusoidal.

In such a case the point charge can be regarded as having a number of

different frequency components. The sum of the sinusoidal components
of different frequencies gives the nonsinusoidal variations in q. In the

perfect dielectric each frequency component travels with a velocity v equal
to \I(JJL)

IA
. As each component travels with the same velocity, there is no

phase distortion. Also, there is no frequency distortion, for the amplitude
of each component-wave varies inversely with distance r, regardless of

the frequency. Thus the wave propagates with unchanging waveform. A
change in q produces an effect at the point P located a distance r from q,

but the effect is delayed by the time r/v seconds, this being the time re

quired for propagation. Clearly, Eq. (13-30) applies regardless of the

manner in which the charge varies with time. As the effect of a change in q
is delayed at distant points because of the time of propagation, the poten
tial

<f>
is frequently referred to as a retarded potential.

We have found the electric scalar potential at a point P in a perfect

dielectric, due to a point charge q. To obtain the potential due to a volume

distribution of charges, we shall apply the superposition principle. The

differential contribution to
</>

of the differential point charge p dV in the

differential volume dV is found from the preceding expressions for with

q replaced with p dV, The total potential is found by integrating over the
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volume of all space occupied by electric charges. Equations (13-27)

and (13-30) become

^ = _L
I

P
S in (at - fir + 0) dV (13-31)

4?re Jv r

< = f &dV (13-32)
47TJF r

The charge density p is, in general, a function of the space coordinates and

time, and its amplitude pm and its phase angle are functions of the space
coordinates. The retarded form of p is

[P ]
= Pm sin (cor' + 0) (13-33)

with t' = r/u. The distance r is the distance from the differential

volume dV with the charge density p to the point P.

The electric scalar potential is frequently used in problems involving
static charges. At zero frequency the time derivative of ^ is zero, and the

wave equation for $ reduces to

V2
< = -/>/ (13-34)

This is known as Poissorfs equation. As co and p are zero, the electrostatic

potential is

= IzLT dF 03-35)
r

This is the solution of Poisson's equation applied to an infinite dielectric

with a charge distribution
/>. If the charges are point charges, the potential

becomes

^J-(S + !. +
...) (13

.
36)

47T6 Vx ra /
'

There is, of course, no retardation at zero frequency, because there are no

time-varying charges. For static fields the time derivative of the magnetic
vector potential is zero, and the electric field E is V<. Thus the electro

static field is readily determined from a known electrostatic potential
function. More will be said of this later. Let us now consider an important
problem involving the retarded electric potential.

EXAMPLE. ShowninFig. 13-1 is a short length of wire located at the origin of a
spherical coordinate system and carrying a current / = Im sin cot. Present at the
ends of the wire are charges +q and -q, with q

=
J/ dt = ~(Im/a>) cos cot.
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FIG. 13-1. A short wire with an alternating current /.

Determine the electric scalar potential < at the point P(r, 6, cp) in the dielectric of

permittivity e and permeability /*. Assume that the length / of the wire is very
small in comparison with both the wavelength A and the distance r.

Solution. From Eq. (13-30) it follows that the potential fa at P due to the point
charge +q is

with qm = IJco, and with = o>Cur)H =
a>/t>

=
2-irJl. The term ^ accounts

for the finite time of propagation. The potential ^2 due to the point charge q is

cos (o)t

By superposition, the total electric scalar potential at P is the sum of fa and <

which can be expressed as

cos co/ - - r2 cos (o)t
-

j

The distances r
x and r2 are approximately equal to r /cos and r + /cos 0,

respectively, for r > /. Also, rxr2 * r
2

. By substituting for r
x and r2 , by grouping

together the resulting terms in the brackets multiplied by r and also grouping
those terms multiplied by J/cos0, and by utilizing a common trigonometric
identity, the potential becomes

$ =
2p2-a [2r sin (/Wcos 0) sin (cot

-
pr) /cos cos (ijtf/cos 0) cos (<*)t

- Ml

The angle J/W cos is very small, for j9/
=

ITT!/ A and /< A. Therefore, the sine

of this angle equals J/W cos 0, and the cosine is unity. Consequently, the expres
sion for

</>
can be written

/m/cos0

I?-
sin (o>/ pr) r cos (cot (13-37)
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with Im/a> substituted for qm . This is the retarded electric scalar potential at the

point P. It should be noted that
t

V< does not give the electric field, because the

fields are changing with time andA has value. The electric and magnetic fields of
this current element are found in Sec. 13-4.

13-3. THE MAGNETIC VECTOR POTENTIAL

We shall now examine the wave equation for the magnetic vector

potential A applied to the important case of a single dielectric region

extending to infinity. The medium is assumed to be linear, isotropic, and

homogeneous. The vector wave equation, given as Eq. (13-11), actually

represents three scalar equations. In terms of the rectangular component
Ax of A, we have

- M, (13-38)

In the preceding section we learned that the equation

Va
# = /*#- P/ (13-39)

yielded the solution

dvr- f
4776 Jr r

Equation (13-38) is similar to (13-39), with Ax in place of ^ and pJ9 in place
of />/. By analogy, we deduce that the equation for A9 has a solution of
the form of (13-40), with Ax substituted for

<f>, p for 1/e, and Jx for p. The
result is

*
= f f

4-rr Jv r
dv

This gives the x component of A at a point P at time / in terms of the x
components of the convection current densities that act as sources of the
wave. The volume integral must include all volumes with convection
currents. The retarded current density [Jx] is the x component of J in the
differential volume dV at a time earlier than t by r/v seconds. Of course,
r is the distance from dV to P, and v is the wave velocity I/Cue)**.
For sinusoidal time variations Jx = (Jx)m sin (cot + ,), and [/J equals

Jx with t replaced with t - r/v. This can be written

[Jxl = C4)m sin (cot
-

0r + J (13-42)

with ft
=

co/v
=

o>(p )W = 27T/L In general, the amplitude (Jx)m and
the phase angle a of/, are functions of the space coordinates.
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The expressions for the y and z components of A are similar to the one
for Ax . Obviously, the scalar expressions for these components can be

compounded into a single vector equation, which is

= 1L f HJ
4-rr jv r

dV (13-43)

The retarded vector current density [J], in terms of its rectangular com
ponents, is [Jx]i + [Jy]\ + [/Jk, and for sinusoidal time variations each

component has the form of Eq. (13-42). The magnetic vector potential
A is often called a retarded potential.

If the convection current densities are surface current densities, we must

replace [J] dV in Eq. (13-43) with [JJ dS, and the integration becomes a
surface integral. If the current densities are confined to filamentary paths,
we must replace [J] dV with [/] dl and integrate along the paths of the
currents. For this latter case the expression for the magnetic vector

potential becomes

A = T- {
~ dl (13-44)

47T Jc r

For sinusoidal time variations, / = Im sin (cot + 0), and the retarded

form of / is

[/]
= Im sin (cot

-
fir + 0) (13-45)

In general, a region may have volume current densities, surface current

densities, and currents along filamentary paths. All currents must be
included in the determination of A. Although the determination of the

potential functions has been restricted to a lossless medium, the results

are easily extended to a dissipative medium by applying the method of
Prob. 19-40 to the potential functions in complex-exponential form, given
in Sec. 19-11.

An important special case is that involving direct currents. For currents

steady with time, both co and /? are zero, there is no retardation, and Eqs.

(13-43) and (13-44) become

= ^
f

1
4?r ]v r

= JL
(

L

477 Jc r

dV (13-46)

dl (13-47)

Direct currents act as sources of the magnetostatic vector potential.
If a known system of currents is present in a medium, the expressions

for A can be utilized to advantage in many types of problems. In the usual

case the medium is free space, and the currents that produce the fields are
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conduction currents in metals. Once the magnetic vector potential is

determined as a function of the space coordinates and time, the electric

and magnetic fields are readily found. The magnetic flux density B equals

the curl of A, and the electric field intensity E can be found from the mag
netic field by employing the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation. An alternate

way to determine the electric field is to find both
</)
and A, and then employ

Eq. (13-3). The electric potential <f>
is easily obtained from A by means of

Eq. (13-13), or
<f>

can be found directly from the charges present. After

the example, we shall investigate the electric and magnetic fields of a

current element, utilizing the retarded potentials to find these fields.

FIG. 13-2. A short wire with current /, and a distant point P.

EXAMPLE. In the example of the preceding section we found the electric

potential of a short length / ofwire carrying a current / = Im sin a)t. Our problem
now is to determine the spherical components of the magnetic vector potential at

the point P(r, 6, 9?), shown in Fig. 13-2. As before, the length / is very small in

comparison with both the wavelength A and the distance r.

Solution. Each differential length of the wire has the same current / and, as
/ < r, is approximately the same distance r from the point P. Therefore, the

integrand [i]/r of Eq. (13-44) can be taken outside the integral sign, leaving the

integral of d\ over the length / ofthe wire. This integral equals /k, and the magnetic
vector potential becomes ^[/]/k/(47rr). The retarded current [/] is given by Eq.
( 1 3-45) with the phase angle equal to zero. Consequently,

sin (cot /5r) (13-48)
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with ft
= a)({t)M = a)/v

=
277/A. It should be noted that A at P is parallel to the

wire.

With reference to Fig. 13-2, we note that there are spherical components of A
in the directions of the unit vectors ar and a#. The radial component A r is

A z cos 0, and the component A 6 is A z sin 6. Obviously, A v is zero. Therefore

the magnetic vector potential is

A = X 2 cos0ar
- A z sm6sLQ (13-49)

with A g given by Eq. (13-48).

13-4. FIELDS OF A CURRENT ELEMENT

The electric and magnetic fields of a system of currents can be found by

superimposing the differential fields of all the differential current elements

of the system. Thus the fields of a single isolated current element in a

dielectric extending to infinity are of considerable engineering importance.

Let us consider the current element / dl, also often called a current moment,

a differential dipole, or a Hertzian dipole. Assuming sinusoidal time

variations, we can represent / by 7m sin (cot + 0). With i dl located at the

origin of a coordinate system that is oriented so that dl = dz k, the current

element becomes

/ dl = Im dz sin (cut + 0) k (13-50)

In the examples of Sees. 13-2 and 13-3 we found the potential functions

of a short wire similarly located and carrying a sinusoidal current. The

assumption was made that the length / of the wire was very small compared
with both the wavelength and the distance to the arbitrary point P. This

assumption is satisfied perfectly by the current element of differential

length dz. Therefore, if we substitute dz for / in the expressions for fi and

A, and also add the phase angle of / to the phases of these wave functions,

we obtain the electric scalar and magnetic vector potentials of our current

element. Specifically, </>
is given by Eq. (13-37), and A is given by Eqs.

(13-48) and (13-49), with dz substituted for / and with (cot fir + 0)

substituted for (cot fir).

The electric and magnetic fields are readily obtained from the potential

functions. The magnetic flux density B = V X A. As A 9 is zero and as

A r and A Q are independent of the variable 9?, the curl of A in spherical

coordinates becomes

V X A = i
[1 (rAe)

- 2

r \jor 06
(13-51)

If we substitute for A r and A
9
and perform the indicated operations, we

obtain B. Division of the result by p gives the magnetic field intensity H.
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The component H9
is

= J dz sm 6
f^cos (tot

-
0r + ) + -9 sin (o>r

- r + 0)1
r J477 Lr

(13-52)

The components Hr and He are zero. An important conclusion is that the

magnetic field of a current element has field lines that are circular about

the element, with the planes of these circles normal to the direction of

the current element. There is no component of H in the direction of the

current element, and there is no radial component.
The electric field E can be determined directly from the potential func

tions, using Eq. (13-3), or it can be found from the Maxwell-Ampere
curl equation and the known magnetic field. The resulting spherical

components of E are

Im dz cos 6

p gin (a)/
_ ^ + @) _ 1_ cQs^ __ ^ + Q)

l

Im dz sin 6 [^= _2 L
47rco L r

WA'.A y^w f, | >_, j

(13-53)
R

cos (a>t /3r + 0) + ~ sin (cot Br + 0)
r
2

- ~ cos (cot
-

fir + 0)1 (13-54)

The component E9
= 0. It should be noted that the electric and magnetic

fields are normal to one another at each point of the dielectric.

13-5. RADIATION FROM A CURRENT ELEMENT

The phase constant /3 in the expressions for the fields of a current ele

ment equals 27T//L At a distance r that is very large compared with the

wavelength A, it is evident that ftjr ^> I//-
2

,
and the magnetic field of Eq.

(13-52) becomes

_ m
cog _ +

477T

Also, for r > A it is evident that /5
2
/r > /S/r

2 > 1/r
3

, and the electric field

of Eq. (13-54) becomes

cos (
-

^r + 0) (13-56)7

The radial component Er of Eq. (13-53) is negligible in comparison, and
the component E9 is zero. H

v and Ee of Eqs. (13-55) and (13-56) are the

distant, or radiation, fields.
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The ratio ofEtoH is the intrinsic impedance Y\
of the medium in ohms.

From Eqs. (13-55) and (13-56) this ratio is found to be f}/(a>). As /?
=

Q)(jjL)

1
'^

,
it is evident that

ri
= Ee/Hy = (pl<$

A
(13-57)

In free space 77
is 377 ohms, and the electric field intensity is 377 times the

magnetic field intensity at every point at every instant, provided r > L
Electromagnetic energy flow is determined from the Poynting vector S.

As E = EQ*Q and H = H^, and as ae X a^
= a

r , the Poynting vector

becomes

S = E X H = EeH9*r watts/m
2

(13-58)

Performing this multiplication and replacing ^/(coe) with (27r/A)
2
(ya/)

1

^,

we obtain

4 V e \ A / r
2 r

The flow of energy at every point is radially outward at every instant.

At each point the energy flow per unit area per unit time varies with time,
but the flow is always outward. Clearly, a time-varying electric current

radiates energy. As time varies, the cosine squared term of Eq. (13-59)
varies between zero and one, with a time average of one-half. Therefore,
the time-average power per unit area, in watts/m

2
, is

^ar (13-60)

The total power radiated by the current element can be found by evaluat

ing the surface integral of Save over a surface that encloses the origin.

Selecting for convenience a spherical surface of radius r, having a differen

tial vector surface area of r2 sin 6 dO dy ar , with limits of and TT for 6

and and 2?r for
99, we find the time-average radiated power P to be

P ** :^2L /
I
-

I watts (13-61)

For free space this is approximately 395Im
z
(dz/X)

2 watts. If the wavelength
is not infinite, there is energy radiated, A direct current has an infinite

wavelength and does not radiate. However, a time-varying current

radiates energy that propagates in the electromagnetic wave at a finite

velocity determined by the electrical properties of the medium.
The phase (a)t fir + 0) of the electromagnetic wave of a current

element is the same at all points of a spherical surface of radius r. As the

equiphase surfaces are spheres, the wave is a spherical wave. A small

portion of an equiphase surface a large distance from the current element
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approximates a plane and, therefore, the radiated wave in a limited region

approximates a plane wave. Furthermore, the wave in this limited region is

nearly uniform, for the components do not vary appreciably from point to

point in any equiphase surface of this limited region. Thus the radiation

wave of a current element approximates a uniform plane wave in any

region sufficiently limited. The electric and magnetic fields of the radiated

wave are perpendicular to one another, and the energy flow at a point is

normal to the plane of E and H.

The convection current density J at a point P is defined as the product

pv. If the charge carriers at P are accelerating, the velocity v and the

current density J vary with time. As J varies with time, there is energy

radiated. Therefore, an accelerating charge radiates energy. Thus we have

deduced from Maxwell's equations the fact that time-varying currents and

accelerating charges radiate energy. It was this deduction that led to the

development of radio.

Electric circuit theory deals with circuits having dimensions that are

very small compared with the wavelength. Radiation from such circuits

is usually negligible. The current / is approximately the same in all parts

of a series circuit that is physically small compared with the wavelength,

and the summation of all the current elements of such a circuit is idl*= 0.

The fields produced by the closely spaced current elements, whose vector

sum is zero, tend to cancel. However, at sufficiently high frequencies the

circuit dimensions are no longer very small compared with the wavelength,

and the currents in the different parts of the circuit have different values.

In certain directions the fields of the individual current elements may rein

force one another, and radiation may be appreciable.

The conductors of electric transmission lines are separated a distance

that is very small compared with the wavelength of the exciting source.

Each current element of each conductor has an equal but oppositely
directed current element nearby. Consequently, the radiation fields are

very small, for the fields of the equal and opposite current elements tend

to cancel. The radiated power is often inconsequential.
In antennas the conductors are arranged so that the fields of the indi

vidual current elements reinforce one another in the directions in which it

is desired to radiate energy. Each current element is a source of electro

magnetic radiation. However, if an antenna system is to be an efficient

radiator, the radiated power must be large compared with the power

dissipated as heat in the antenna. This requires antenna dimensions not

too small compared with the wavelength. Consequently, efficient low-

frequency antennas are large, and efficient high-frequency antennas are

relatively small. The expressions for the fields of a current element are the

basic equations of antenna theory.
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13-6. THE BIOT-SAVART LAW

Having examined the distant fields, let us now consider the magnetic
field in the immediate vicinity of a current element. As /?// 27r/(A/-), it

follows that /?/r < 1/r
2 for r < L Therefore, the only important term in

the expression for H
9
in Eq. (13-52), at distances very small compared with

FIG. 1 3-3. Sketch showing that dl X ar
= dz sin 6 ar

the wavelength, is the one that varies as 1/r
2

. The phase of the wave con

tains the angle j8r, which is negligibly small for r < A, and the differential

magnetic field near the current element becomes

i dz sin 6

477T
2

(13-62)

This is the Biot-Savart law. It gives the magnetic field of a current element

at distances very small compared with the wavelength. The field at time t is

proportional to the value of the current / at this same instant, because

retardation is negligible at these small distances. The expression is exact

only if the current is steady, for in this case the wavelength is infinite

and all distances are small in comparison. Of course the dielectric must

be linear, isotropic, and homogeneous.
A common vector form of the Biot-Savart law is

idl X ar

477T
2

(13-63)

The equivalence of Eqs. (13-62) and (13-63) is evident from a study of

Fig. 13-3. The cross product dl X a
r obviously equals dz sin 6

a^. It
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should be noted that r is the distance from the current element to the

point P, and ar is a unit vector at P directed radially away from the

element. If r denotes the vector distance from the element to P, then

ar = r/r.

Let us examine the accuracy of the Biot-Savart law at a distance of

0.0U. In the general expression for the magnetic field of a current element,

given as Eq. (13-52), the amplitude of the neglected term is /?r times the

amplitude of the retained term, and the neglected phase lag is $r radians.

For r = 0.0U, fir is 0.027T, or 0.063. Therefore, the amplitude of the

neglected term is 6.3 % of that of the retained term, and the neglected

phase angle is 0.063 radian, or 3.6. Thus the Biot-Savart law is only a

rough approximation at a distance of Q.QIL Its accuracy increases, of

course, at shorter distances. At 60 cycles, 0.01/1 is about 31 miles, and the

Biot-Savart law can be safely applied to 60-cycle laboratory circuits.

On the other hand, at 3 me a distance of 0.01 A is one meter, and at 300 me
it is only a centimeter.

EXAMPLE. Shown in Fig. 13-4 is a section of an infinitely long straight wire

carrying a steady current /. Using the Biot-Savart law, find the magnetic field at

the point P a distance rx from the wire.

> 2 = >
7 Idl

FIG. 13-4. A long straight wire with a steady current /.

Solution. The differential magnetic field of a single current element is given by
Eq. (13-62), with the unit vector a^ at P directed out of the paper. Therefore, the
total magnetic field at P is

r/sin*
J-oo *"r

From the illustration it is evident that sin 6 = rjr and r = (z
2

4- rfiM. Using
these relations to eliminate the variables sin 6 and r gives the integral in terms of
the single variable z. Evaluation reveals that the magnetic field H is Il(2frr^ a9 .

This same result was obtained in Sec. 8-5 by applying the integral form of the
Maxwell-Ampere law to a circular path around the wire. There is no restriction
on the distance rl9 for the current is steady, with zero frequency and an infinite

wavelength.
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13-7. VOLTAGE AND ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

Now that both voltage and electric potential have been defined, it would
be improper to neglect consideration of their similarities and differences,

which are frequently misunderstood. Both quantities have the same
dimensions and are measured in volts. When the electromagnetic fields are

static, as we shall see, the voltage drop along a path equals the potential

drop between the end points of the path. Furthermore, these quantities are

also equal in idealized electric circuit diagrams, and they are approxi

mately equal in physical circuits, provided voltmeter leads do not encircle

appreciable time-changing magnetic flux. This is discussed in the next

chapter.

The electromotive force, or voltage drop, along a path C has been

defined as the work per unit charge done by the electromagnetic fields on
a test charge moved along C. In terms of the fields the voltage drop is the

line integral of the vector E + v X B, and for stationary paths this becomes

simply the line integral of the electric field intensity. In accordance with

Eq. (13-3), the electric field consists of the components V0 and A
Therefore, the voltage drop v along a stationary path C, in terms of the

potential functions, is

v = - f V</> -d\ - f A d\ (13-64)
Jo Jc

The scalar product of V</> and d\ is
d<f>, which denotes the differential

increase in the electric potential <f>
in the length dl. This is evident from

the discussion of Sec. 10-2, and also from the expansion of the product
in rectangular coordinates, which gives

M^-dl = ^dx + ^dy +
d
-^dz = d^ (13-65)

dx dy dz

The integral of this scalar product along the path C is, of course, the

potential rise along the path, and the negative of this integral is the poten
tial drop. Therefore, the voltage drop becomes

= 0i
~

^2
-
Jc

dl (13-66)

with <^ and </>2 denoting the electric potentials of the starting and end points,

respectively, of the path C. Thus the voltage drop v equals the potential

drop <^x <f>2 less the line integral of A.

The line integral of A depends on the actual path C between the end

points, because the vector A is, in general, nonconservative. The electric
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potential drop depends only on the end points, however; the vector Vc/>

is conservative. Each point of space at any given instant has one, and only

one, electric scalar potential, and the potential drop between any two

points is the difference between their potentials, with no path involved in

this calculation. For the special case of static fields, the time derivative

of A is zero, and the voltage drop along a stationary path equals the

potential drop between the end points of the path. For time-varying

fields, v depends on the actual path of integration. As there are an infinite

number of possible paths between any two points, the voltage drop

between the points may have an infinite number of possible values. The

potential drop, however, is single-valued.

EXAMPLE I . A static charge q is located in an infinite dielectric of permittivity

e. The point P1
is r meters from q, and the point Pz is r2 meters from q. Find the

voltage drop v from Pl to P2 .

Solution. As the fields are static, the voltage drop v equals the potential drop.
The potential of Pl is qKfaerj), and the potential of P2 is <7/(47rer2),

retardation

being nonexistent. Therefore, v = (^MirOU/fi
-

1A"2)- This is the voltage

drop along any path from Px to P2 .

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 13-5 is a loop
of unit radius, centered at the origin of a

cylindrical coordinate system with the unit

vector a. z directed out of the paper. For r <; 1,

the approximate E and B fields are

E * -3<V/2
- r3/16 + r

5
/384) cos o>/a^

B * 1(T8
(1
- r

2
/4 + r4/64) sin ut a,

with 0} = 3 x 10s . Find the potentials <f>
and

A, and calculate the voltage drop-along each

of the paths C\, C2 , and C3 . This example is

quite similar to one discussed in Example 1

FIG. 13-5. A loop of unit radius in of Sec. 8-2.

electromagnetic fields. Solution. As the fields are independent of

the cylindrical coordinates <p and z, so are

the potential functions. Consequently, V< =
d(f>/ dr ar . However, this must be

zero, because Er is zero. Therefore, the electric potential <j>
is independent of the

space coordinates, and the electric potential difference between any two points
is zero. It follows that E = -A. From this we readily determine the magnetic
vector potential A to be

A * 10-8
(r/2

- rs/16 + r5/384) sin

for r <; 1 .

At r = 1 ,
E9 = 1.32 cos tor. The voltage drop along Q is Ev multiplied by

the path length TT, or 4. 1 5 cos a>t volts. Along C3 , the electric field lines are normal
to the path, and the voltage is zero. The voltage drop along C2 is the negative of

that along Q. Between the points a and b the voltage drop depends on the path,
but the electric potential drop is, of course, zero.
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13-8. SUMMARY

A potential function in electrical theory is a scalar or vector point
function from which electric or magnetic fields are obtainable by processes
of differentiation. In terms of the electric scalar potential cf>

and the

magnetic vector potential A, Maxwell's equations applied to media that

are linear, isotropic, and homogeneous are

B = V X A (13-67)

E= -V<- A (13-68)

(13-69)

p/ (13-70)

V2A = ^A - pj (13-71)

The first two of these equations give the fields in terms of the potential

functions, and the last three equations fix the relationships between the

potentials and the charge and current densities that produce the fields.

Application of the wave equations for
<f>
and A to a linear, isotropic,

and homogeneous dielectric, extending to infinity and containing an

arbitrary distribution of charges and currents, revealed that

<f>
=

f ^dV (13-72)
47T Jv r

A = JL f EQ </K (13-73)
4?r JV r

with the brackets around p and J signifying that these are the charge and

current densities present at time t r/v, t being the time under considera

tion and v denoting the wave velocity l/(ju)
l/
^. For filamentary con

ductors Eq. (13-73) becomes

= .
r m

4vr Jc r

d\ (13-74)

The potential functions were utilized to determine the fields of a current

element. By means of the Poynting vector, applied to the distant fields, we

deduced that alternating currents and accelerating charges radiate energy

in the electromagnetic wave. At distances from the current element very

small compared with the wavelength, the approximate magnetic field is

* dl * *r
(13-75)
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This is known as the Biot-Savart law. It applies to perfect dielectrics that

are linear, isotropic, and homogeneous.
We also found that the voltage drop along a stationary path equals

the electric potential drop between the end points of the path less the line

integral of A. For static fields the voltage and potential drops are equal.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 13-1

> 13-1. If A = x(\ + 2?/)j and B = -t/
2
i -f x], find the curls of the vectors A

1 and B. Deduce that A can be equated to B + Vw, and determine the scalar point
function w.

13-2. For any given distribution of charges and currents the electric scalar

potential
< and the magnetic vector potential A are zero an infinite distance away,

for the fields are zero at such a distance from their sources. Show that the fields

determined from the potential functions are unchanged if the electric potential is

changed to
<f> -f Q, with Q denoting any constant independent of the space

coordinates but not necessarily independent of time. From this result deduce

that the point of zero electric potential can be selected arbitrarily insofar as the

direct determination of the fields is concerned.

13-3. Determine the quantity that must be added to the expression for the

electric scalar potential <f>
of the Example of Sec. 13-1 if the point (0. 1 , 0. 1 , 0. 1 ) is

to be at zero potential. Does the resulting expression for
<j> satisfy Eq. (13-3)?

Does it satisfy Eq. (13-12)?

13-4, Deduce that the magnetic field determined from the magnetic vector

potential is unchanged if the vector potential is changed to A + C, with C denot

ing any vector independent of the space coordinates but not necessarily in

dependent of time. However, show that the electric field determined from
<f>
and A

is changed if C varies with time. From these results deduce that the point of zero

magnetic vector potential can be selected arbitrarily for static fields, and also for

time-varying fields if A is used only to find B.

13-5. If the expression for A in the Example of Sec. 13-1 is modified so as to

make the origin a point of zero magnetic potential, show that the result can be

employed to determine the magnetic field but not the electric field.

13-6. By direct substitution show that the electric and magnetic fields of Eqs.
(13-1) and (13-3) satisfy Maxwell's equations, provided the potential functions
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are related to the charge and current densities according to Eqs. (13-10), (13-1 1),

and (13-12).

13-7. If A = 10~7 sin 3# sin 4y sin cot k in free space, find a> and the electric

scalar potential </>,
and determine the electric and magnetic field intensities directly

from the potential functions. By direct substitution verify that the resulting fields

satisfy the four Maxwell equations.

Sect/on 13-2

13-8. Replace R m Eq. (13-19) with y/r, and solve for y. Divide this solution

by r to obtain the function R of Eq. (13-21).

13-9. By direct substitution verify that Eqs. (13-21) and (13-22) are solutions of

Eqs. (13-19) and (13-20). Also, deduce Eq. (13-23) from the product RT.

L 13-10. A generator connected between two small conducting balls 8 m apart in

free space produces charges of +^and ~q on the balls, with q
= 10~8 sin3 x 107

f

coulomb. If the charge +q is at the origin of a rectangular coordinate system and

the charge q is on the #-axis at x =
8, find the amplitude and phase angle of the

electric potential at y = 6 on the 2/-axis. Also, what is the potential if the charges
are static, with^

= 10~8 ?

Sect/on 13-4

j 13-11. From the magnetic vector potential of a current element, derive the

expression for the magnetic field intensity.

13-12. From the electric scalar and magnetic vector potentials of a current

element, derive the expression for the electric field intensity.

13-13. Determine the electric field intensity of a current element directly from

the magnetic field intensity of Eq. (13-52).

13-14. Derive the expression for the electric scalar potential of a current

element directly from the magnetic vector potential of Eqs. (13-48) and (13-49).

Sect/on 13-6

13-15. At a frequency of 1 me, at what distance from a current element is the

amplitude of the radiation magnetic field equal to 10 times the amplitude of the

near magnetic field ? At what distance is the amplitude of the radiation magnetic
field equal to 0. 1 the amplitude of the near magnetic field, and what is the phase
retardation in degrees at this distance? The medium is free space.

13-16. The magnetostatic vector potential of a current element, in spherical

coordinates, can be found from Eqs. (13-47) and (13-49). For the case of static

fields, derive the Biot-Savart law from the magnetostatic vector potential.

13-17. The current element 10 sin l&tdzk ampere-meters is located at the

point ( -3, 4, 6) in rectangular coordinates. From the Biot-Savart law find the

differential magnetic field intensity, due to this current element, at the point

(3, 2, 9). Express the magnetic field in terms of dz and the unit vectors. Also,

justify the use of the approximate Biot-Savart law.

General

13-18. The electric field intensity between the plates of a certain vacuum diode

is 500,000^^1 volts/meter. Find the electric scalar potential </>
in the region,

with zero potential taken at x ~ 0. What is the potential at x = 0.005 ?

13-19. The electric field in a nonferromagnetic conductor is

E = 0.000 i*-ioo0ai sin (10
5
r - 1000x)k
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Find the potential functions
<f>
and A directly from E, recalling that the potentials

are zero at infinity. From A determine the magnetic field H, Also, find the drift

current density J and the conductivity a.

13-20. Find the potential functions $ and A for the fields of Prob. 11-7.

13-21. For the fields of Prob. 13-19, calculate the voltage drop v along the path
that extends directly from the origin O to the point P on the z-axis at z = 10.

Also, find v from O to P along the path from O to the point (0.001, 0, 0) to

(0.001, 0, 10) to P. What is the potential drop from O to PI

13-22. A small conducting loop of area S, carrying a steady current /, is

located at the origin of a spherical coordinate system with the plane of the loop in

the plane 6 = J?r. The magnetic vector potential at a distant point P(r, 0, 9?) in a

dielectric of permeability ^ is

Find the magnetic flux density B.

-3 13-23. If we let the magnetic vector potential A =
//eZ, determine the electric

potential </>
and the field intensities E and H in terms of Z. Also, show that the

wave equations for A and < each become

V2Z =
/i Z - G/e

with the vector point function G defined in terms of the charge and convection

current densities by the equations

V-G =
-/> G = J

Neglect all time-independent constants of integration. The point function Z is

the Hertz vector potential.

13-24. From the wave equation for the vector potential A deduce the inte

gral expression for A z corresponding to Eq. (13-41). Follow closely the pro
cedure of Sec. 13-2, evaluating the constant of proportionality with the aid of
the Biot-Savart law. (For a steady current element the Biot-Savart law is

derived in Sec. 17-1 without utilizing potential functions.)
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CHAPTER
14

Many important problems in electrical engineering
involve linear circuits. Usually a circuit consists ofpower sources, resistors

that dissipate energy, and capacitors and inductors that store energy in

their electric and magnetic fields, respectively. The foundation of circuit

theory is classical electromagnetic field theory. Application of the funda

mental laws of electromagnetism to circuits with dimensions suitably

restricted leads to the circuit concepts of Kirchhoff and Ohm.
The engineer who is to understand and utilize circuit theory properly

should be familiar with its electromagnetic basis. Field theory is employed
to calculate values of resistance, inductance, and capacitance. Frequently,

circuit concepts are applied to problems that involve conductors with one

or several unrestricted dimensions. For example, the analysis and design

of antennas, waveguides, and transmission lines usually make use of some

circuit concepts. In such cases a knowledge of the relationship between

fields and circuits is essential.

In this chapter the integro-differential equation of a series RLC circuit

is developed, with resistance, inductance, and capacitance precisely

defined. KirchhofTs laws are applied to a lumped circuit, and power and

energy relations are examined. Finally, skin effect is discussed at the begin

ning of the chapter and again at the end.

The analysis is based on the sinusoidal time function. Because resistance

and inductance are, in general, functions offrequency, a careful analysis

requires the assumption of sinusoidal time variations. However, this is

not restrictive; the Fourier integral and the principle of superposition

293
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justify the application of the results to nonsinusoidal waveforms, provided
the circuit elements have approximately the same values for all important

frequency components of the excitation. In the next chapter the low-

frequency expressions for resistance and inductance are derived, and the

important concept of mutual inductance is introduced.

14-1. SKIN EFFECT

Introductory presentations of electric circuit theory often treat the

current of a circuit as though it is uniformly distributed over the cross-

sectional area, and this sometimes leads to definitions of the circuit

parameters inconsistent with their use. Consequently, the student may
erroneously deduce that the circuit parameters are independent of fre

quency, that the instantaneous power dissipated in heating a circuit is

i
2
R, that inductance equals the flux linkages per unit current, and others.

Although these statements are valid for direct currents, they are certainly
not exact for alternating currents and, in fact, they are not always good

approximations. Avoidance of the restriction of a uniform distribution

of current over the cross-sectional area requires a knowledge of the actual

distribution. Therefore, we shall investigate this briefly.

Time-varying currents in conductors tend to concentrate in the surface

region of the surfaces nearest the external fields. This phenomenon is

known as skin effect. For example, the fields of a hollow-pipe waveguide
are confined to the interior region, and the currents concentrate on the

inner surface of the pipe. For a round wire the external fields cause a

concentration of current near the outer surface. In any good conductor

the current distribution is governed by the diffusion equation

V2J = jiaJ (14-1)

This was developed in Sec. 11-5 by assuming negligible displacement
currents. We shall now apply Eq. (14-1) to an important theoretical

situation.

Suppose that all space on the positive #-side of the t/z-plane of Fig.
14-1 is occupied by a metal of conductivity <r, carrying a current density
J9 that varies sinusoidally with time with angular frequency CD. Jz is

assumed to vary with distance x into the conductor, but it is independent of

y and z. Equation (14-1) becomes

s-t
As might be expected, the general solution has the mathematical form

of two waves, one traveling in the positive ^-direction and the other travel

ing in the negative ^-direction. However, in this problem the conductor
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extends an infinite distance in the ^-direction, and there can be no reflec

tion. Therefore, the solution consists of a single wave that propagates in

the positive ^-direction. Because of heat losses in the conductor, the

amplitude ofJz decreases with distance x
9
and this decrease is exponential.

With the phase angle of Jz taken as zero at x = 0, the solution is

Jz
= jQe~

x/d sin (cot
-

x/d) (14-3)

with the skin depth <5, or depth ofpenetration, equal to

1

(14-4)

Obviously, J is the amplitude of Jz at x = 0.

The expression for Jz represents a wave traveling in the positive re

direction with velocity cod and with amplitude that decreases exponentially

with distance x. The formal solution of Eq. (14-2) is readily accomplished

FIG. 14-1 . Semi-infinite planar conductor occupying the region of positive x.

with the aid of the mathematics of complex exponentials, discussed in

Chapter 19 (see Prob. 19-33). Of course, the given solution can be verified

by direct substitution. We note that /, at a distance x equal to the skin

depth <3 9 has an amplitude equal to 1/e, or 36.8%, of the amplitude of Jz

at the surface. Also, the phase angle at a distance of one skin depth lags

the phase angle at the surface by one radian, or 57.3. The attenuation is

the result of ohmic losses, and the retardation is due to the finite velocity

of propagation. Although the mathematical expression for Jz is that of a

wave, there is not true electromagnetic wave propagation in the usual
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way, for there are no appreciable displacement currents. The propagation

of the fields into the conductor should be regarded as a diffusion phenom

enon quite similar to the propagation of heat through a solid. We note

from Eq. (14-3) that the phase constant /?
is 1/<S,

and thus the wavelength

is 2-77(3. At a distance into the conductor of only one wavelength the

amplitude of the current density is less than 0.2% of its value at the surface.

The infinite conductor with a planar surface may appear to be of little

practical importance. Such is not the case, however. The results can be

applied to a cylindrical wire with only a small error provided the radius of

the wire is considerably larger than the skin depth. If this condition is

satisfied, the current density is attenuated to a negligible value after pene

tration through a thin surface layer, and the actual size and shape of the

wire become rather unimportant. In fact, the results can be applied to a

conductor of any size or shape provided the frequency is sufficiently high

to make the skin depth <5 very small. Thus the solution of our theoretical

problem has practical aspects.

Let us examine the skin depth of a copper conductor having a conduc

tivity of 5.8 x 107 mhos per meter. As copper is nonferromagnetic, its

relative permeability is unity. The skin depth becomes

<5 =^ cm (14-5)

v/

At the power frequency of 60 cps, the skin depth is 0.85 cm. At 1000 cps

it is 0.21 cm, or about one-twelfth of an inch. At 1000 kc <5 is 0.0066 cm,

and at 1000 me it is 0.00021 cm. Skin effect is quite pronounced at high

frequencies. On the other hand, a direct current exhibits no skin effect,

for the skin depth is infinite at zero frequency. It should be noted that d

is zero for a perfect conductor, which has an infinite conductivity, pro

vided the frequency is not zero. Time-varying currents reside on the

surfaces of perfect conductors, occupying a layer of zero thickness.

At sufficiently low frequencies skin effect is negligible, and the current /

over a cross-sectional area S of a homogeneous conductor equals the

product JS. However, if skin effect is appreciable, the current is deter

mined from the current density by evaluation of the surface integral of J.

For sinusoidal time variations the phase angle ofJ varies with respect to the

distance into the conductor. It is clear that the current / of a conductor

and the current density J at a point of the cross section are not, in general,

in time phase. At an instant of time when the sinusoidal current / is zero,

the current densities have values. At some points ofS the current densities

are in one direction, and at other points they are in the opposite direction.

However, the surface integral of J is zero at the instant of zero current.
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The current densities in a metallic conductor produce heat, with the

dissipated power per unit volume equal to J*/a watts/m
3

. Therefore,

power is consumed in heating the metal even at the instant oftime when the

current / is zero. In fact, if the current varies sinusoidally with time, this

power is never zero, because the current densities do not have zero values

at the same instant. The instantaneous power that is dissipated as heat is

proportional to the current squared only if the current is steady with

respect to time.

The skin-effect equation (14-1) can be applied to conductors of any size

or shape. The mathematics is somewhat involved even for conductors

of rather simple geometry, such as a cylindrical wire. We learned from the

analysis of the semi-infinite planar conductor that the current density tends

to concentrate at the surface near the external fields. These external fields

are produced by an exciting source, such as a generator, and they prop
agate into the conductors with a phase velocity cod that is very small

compared with the free-space velocity. Because of this finite velocity,

there is phase retardation. There is also attenuation, for energy is absorbed

and converted into heat. As the fields are attenuated, the current density

J, being proportional to E by Ohm's law, is likewise attenuated. In general,

if the transverse dimensions of the conductors are very small compared
with (5, there is no appreciable skin effect. On the other hand, if the trans

verse dimensions are not small compared with e5, the current distribution

is nonuniform because of skin effect. It should be clearly understood that

the physical interpretation given to d in this section applies to the semi-

infinite planar conductor and also to practical conductors at sufficiently

high frequencies.

EXAMPLE. A brass rod of conductivity 1.57 x 105 mhos/cm has a radius of

2.1 cm. A cylindrical coordinate system is located so that the z-axis is along the

axis of the rod. If the rod carries a current of 2,024 sin 104famperes inthepositive
^-direction, determine the current density Jz as a function of the radial distance r

in centimeters.

Solution. At the given frequency the skin depth 6 of brass is found from Eq.
(14-4) to be 0.318 cm, or approximately I/TT cm. The radius is about seven skin

depths and, therefore, the approximate current density can be found by treating
the rod as a semi-infinite solid. As the distance into the conductor is 2. 1 r cm,
this should be substituted for x in Eq. ( 1 4-3), Also, a constant should be added to

the phase of / because the current /, which equals the surface integral of Jz ,

has a phase angle of zero. It follows that

Jz
= J^

7
*/
5 sin (o>t + r/d 4- 6) amperes/cm

2

with Jj and 6 to be determined.

The current / is ^Jz2irrdr with the limits of zero and 2.1 cm. This can be

evaluated by the method of Example 1 of Sec. 7-5, giving

/ = 2024/! sin (o>* + - 22.3)
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Comparison with the given current shows that J = 0.001 and 6 = 22.3. Sub

stitution for /!, 6, co, and <5 into the expression for Jz gives

Jz
= 0.001^ sin (10

4
/ + vr 4- 22.3) amperes/cm

2

Note that the sign of Jz at any fixed instant depends on the distance r.

14-2 THE APPROXIMATIONS OF LINEAR LUMPED-CONSTANT
CIRCUIT THEORY

Many electrical circuits have dimensions that are quite small compared

with the wavelength of a sinusoidal exciting source. For such cases the

time required for an electrical effect to be transmitted from one part to

another is but a minute fraction of the period of oscillation, and retardation

is of no consequence. The phase delay jffr,
or 2irr/l. 9

is practically zero at

points in the close vicinity of the circuit, except inside the actual conducting

medium. Circuit theory is based on the assumption that retardation in

the dielectric between any two current elements is negligible. Therefore,

the theory is applicable, in general, only to those circuits whose dimensions

are very small compared with the wavelength of the excitation. Changes in

the applied voltage are assumed to be felt instantaneously in all parts of

the region occupied by the circuit, other than the interior of the conductors.

If the voltage is a nonsinusoidal function of time, the physical dimensions

must be small compared with the wavelengths of all the important sinus

oidal components. As a consequence of this restriction, the potential

functions in the vicinity of the circuit are not retarded, and the Biot-

Savart law applies, provided the dielectric is linear, isotropic, and homo

geneous.
In addition, we shall assume that the only displacement currents of

importance in the circuit are those across discontinuities, or gaps, referred

to as capacitors. This assumption implies that time-varying charge densities

at points along the conducting wire are negligible. Consequently, the

current of a series circuit is the same at all points along the path of the

circuit at each instant. Of course, there may be time-varying charges on the

plates of a capacitor of the series circuit, producing a displacement current

between the plates equal to the conduction current.

Electric circuit theory is based on the assumptions which we have con

sidered. Physical circuits satisfy these requirements provided they have

dimensions small compared with the wavelength and provided that current

elements are located so as to minimize displacement currents between them.

Wires at different potentials must not be so close together that appreciable

displacement current flows through the dielectric separating them. If

such is unavoidable, it is possible to employ circuit theory by imagining

the existence of lumped capacitors between certain selected points. This
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is often done when analyzing a high-frequency circuit containing a coil of

wire, because the displacement currents between the turns may be appre
ciable. However, the use of the lumped capacitors in the analysis is an

approximation.
Radiation from a circuit that is small compared with the wavelength is

usually negligible. The vector summation of all the current elements is

zero, and the distances between them are but small fractions of the wave

length. Thus their radiation fields nearly cancel. Most of the power

supplied to a circuit is dissipated as heat, although some may be lost

through radiation.

As the excitation frequency of a circuit is increased, the wavelength
decreases. Eventually frequencies are reached at which the circuit dimen

sions are no longer small compared with the wavelength. At such fre

quencies there is appreciable retardation and radiation. The current of a

series circuit is no longer the same over all cross sections, and displace

ment currents flow from the individual current elements. Circuit theory

becomes invalid, and analysis must be based on the field equations. Later,

we shall learn how to extend circuit theory to the very special but important
case of a transmission line that is electrically long. Also, we shall utilize

some circuit concepts in our studies of waveguides and antennas. In this

chapter, however, our attention is confined to electrically small circuits.

The dielectric around the conductors is assumed to be linear, isotropic, and

homogeneous. We begin the development of circuit theory with the study

of a series circuit with no capacitance and, therefore, with negligible

displacement currents.

14-3. RESISTANCE AND INDUCTANCE

Shown in Fig. 14-2 is a series circuit with a generator that produces

small equal-and-opposite charges on its terminals a and b. These charges

vary sinusoidally with time. An electric field E is produced by the charges,

and the line integral of E along the direct path from b to a is the voltage

drop v, which also varies sinusoidally with time. Connected between the

terminals a and b of the generator is a wire of conductivity a. A section of

this wire is looped into several turns in order to increase the flux linkages.

The current is the same over each cross section, for displacement currents

and retardation are assumed to be negligible. Skin effect is present.

An important property of the sinusoidal time-function is that its wave

form is unchanged by processes of differentiation or integration with re

spect to time. Also, addition and subtraction of sine functions having the

same frequency do not change the waveform. Maxwell's equations

involve time derivatives. Wave reflections due to boundaries between
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physical media result in addition of sine functions of the same frequency.

Clearly, if the excitation is sinusoidal and if the media are linear, isotropic,

and homogeneous, the electric and magnetic fields at every point also

vary sinusoidally with time. The current density J in the conducting

material, being proportional to E by Ohm's law, is sinusoidal, and so is

the current z, which equals the surface integral of J. Ifwe select the zero of

time so that i = Im sin cot, the voltage v can be expressed as

v=Vm sin (cor + 0) (14-6)

In the circuit of Fig. 14-2, let C denote a closed path that proceeds

directly from a to b and then returns to a along some arbitrarily selected

^ Conductivity <r

o

FIG. 14-2. A series electric circuit.

path within the copper wire. Let S represent a surface with the contour C.

In accordance with the right-hand rule the positive side of 5 faces into the

paper. With vb9a denoting the line integral of J/cr along the conducting

portion of C, the voltage drop around the closed path is v + vbca ,
and

this equals O by the Maxwell-Faraday law. Thus we obtain

-/J&( (J/cr) d\ + O (14-7)

The voltage of the generator is the sum of the drop along the copper wire

and the emf of self-induction. At very low frequencies 6 is negligible, there

is no skin effect, and the voltage v of Eq. (14-7) is clearly proportional to

the current /. For this case the angle 6 of Eq. (14-6) is zero. On the other

hand, at very high frequencies the term <D is the dominant term. Skin

effect is considerable, and the current flows in a thin surface layer. By
the Biot-Savart law the magnetic flux is proportional to this current, and

the constant of proportionality is positive. Therefore, the voltage is pro

portional to the time derivative of /, which is a)Im sin (cor + 90). It

follows that the angle 6 of Eq. (14-6) is 90 at high frequencies. At inter

mediate frequencies this angle is between the low and high frequency limits

of zero and 90.
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The voltage v is said to lead the current i by the angle 6. We could also

say the current lags the voltage by the angle 6. Equation (14-6) can be

written
v = ^ CQS Q gin ^ + ^ sin Q^^ + 9QO) (14

_
g)

As cos 6 is positive; the first component of v on the right side of this equa
tion is in time phase with the current i and is called the resistive voltage drop

VR . As sin 6 is also positive, the second component leads the current /

by 90 and is called the inductive voltage drop VL . Thus v = VR + VL .

The resistive voltage drop is directly proportional to the current /, and the

inductive voltage drop is directly proportional to the time derivative of /,

because di/dt
= o}Im sin (a)t + 90). The positive constants of propor

tionality are called the resistance R and the inductance L, respectively.

Therefore, by definition we have

(14-9)

L = -^- henrys (14-10)
di/dt

In terms of R and L, Eq. (14-8) becomes

i? = iJR + L (14-11)
dl

This is the equation of a series circuit that has no capacitors. The

resistance R and the inductance L depend, in general, upon the dimensions

of the circuit, the properties of the physical media, and the frequency. If

these quantities are invariant with time, R and L are time-independent

constants. This is evident from the defining equations (14-9) and (14-10),

because VR and i are in time phase and VL and di\dt are likewise in time

phase. Thus the circuit equation is a linear differential equation, and the

superposition principle applies. If the voltage and current are nonsinus-

oidal functions of time, the equation can be applied to each frequency

component of the nonsinusoidal waveforms. In many practical cases the

important frequency components are in a band sufficiently limited to justify

treating R and L as though they were independent of frequency.

It should be noted that the volt-ampere relationship of a filamentary

circuit can be deduced directly from Eq. (14-7). As there is no skin'effect

in such a circuit, the line integral of J/cr is proportional to the current i.

Also, <> is proportional to /, and <j> can be replaced with L di/dt. Equation

(14-11) follows. In this derivation it was not necessary to assume sinus

oidal time variations. The resistance and inductance of linear circuits

vary with frequency only because of skin effect, which is negligible in

filamentary circuits.
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EXAMPLE. If / = 2 sin 377f and v = 10 sin (3771 + 30) in the circuit of Fig.
14-2, find the parameters R and L.

Solution. From Eqs. (14-8) and (14-9) we deduce that

R = (Vm cos 6)/Im = (10 cos 30)/2 = 4.33 ohms

Likewise, we deduce from Eqs. (14-8) and (14-10) that

L = (Vm sin 0)/o>/m = (10 sin 30)/754 = 6.63 mh

The angle is the angle by which the current lags the voltage. If the phase angle
of the current had been given as 30, with the voltage taken as the reference

quantity with zero phase angle, 6 in the expressions for R and L would still be
f30, because this is the angle by which the current lags the voltage.

14-4, CAPACITANCE

Let us now introduce a small gap, or capacitor, into the series circuit.

The current i equals dqjdt, with dq denoting the differential charge passing
through a cross section of the conductor in the differential time dt. As

Conductivity <r

FIG. 14-3. A series RLC circuit.

charge will not flow through the dielectric ofthe gap, the differential charge

dq, which equals i dt, flows out of one terminal of the capacitor and into

the other in the time dt. Consequently, equal and opposite charges +q
and q appear across the terminals, with

q = \idt (14-12)

If i = 7m sin cot, q = (IJco) cos cof, with the constant of integration

neglected for assumed sinusoidal time variations.

Shown in Fig. 14-3 is the series RLC circuit with two closely spaced
parallel plates placed at the gap in order to increase the stored charge q.
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At a point P in the close vicinity of the capacitor the electric scalar poten
tial is determined by the charges stored on the plates, because there are no

appreciable net charges anywhere else in the circuit. Furthermore, as P
is near the charges, this potential is not appreciably retarded. We deduce

that the electric potential at P is directly proportional to the charge q.

This should be evident from the expression for the unretarded potential,

given as Eq. (13-35). Obviously, the potential difference between the plates

of the capacitor is also proportional to q. The voltage drop along a path

directly across the terminals of the capacitor equals the potential drop

less the line integral of A. The magnetic vector potential A in this region

is small, for there is no appreciable concentration of current as there is in

the vicinity of an inductance coil. Even more important is the fact that

the length of the path of integration is quite small. Consequently, the line

integral of A is negligible compared with the potential drop, and the

voltage and potential drops are equal. Therefore, the voltage drop vc
across the capacitor is proportional to q.

The ratio of the stored charge q to the voltage vc is the capacitance C
of the capacitor, and the mks unit of capacitance is, of course, the farad,

Thus

C^qlvc farads (14-13)

C is a function of the dimensions of the capacitor and the permittivity of

the dielectric, but if these quantities do not vary with time, the capacitance

C is a time-independent constant. It should be noted that a large capaci

tance stores a large electric charge per applied volt, whereas a small capaci

tance stores only a small charge per volt. From Eqs. (14-12) and (14-13)

we find the capacitive voltage drop to be

= ^ = -
[i

C C J
dt (14-14)

J

If i = Im sin o)t, this becomes

va =* sin (cot
- 90) (14-15)

coC

The result shows that the voltage drop across C, in the direction of the

positive current /, lags / by 90, and the amplitude of vc equals l/(coC)

times the amplitude of /. Between the plates of the capacitor there is, of

course, a displacement current equal to the charging current /.

As in the previous section, the voltage v applied to the series circuit can

be written as Vm sin (a>t + 6), with the current / equal to Im sin cot. The

component Vm cos 6 sin cot, being in time phase with /, is the resistivevoltage

drop. However, the out-of-phase component Vm sin 6 cos cot now equals
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the sum of the inductive and capacitive voltage drops and is referred to

as the reactive voltage. Equating this to the sum of VL , which equals

<joLIm cos cot, and vc, which equals ~/OT/(o>C) cos cot, gives

(14-16)
cod

We note that the angle is positive if coL is greater than l/(o>C), and it is

negative if coL is less than l/(o>C). Thus the reactive voltage drop, in the

direction of the positive current, leads the current if the amplitude of the

inductive voltage is greater than that of the capacitive voltage. It lags the

current if the inductive voltage has a smaller amplitude than the capacitive

voltage. Ifboth amplitudes are equal, the reactive voltage is zero, the input

voltage and current are in time phase, and the circuit is said to be resonant.

The total applied voltage v is the sum of the resistive and reactive volt

ages. In terms of the current / the voltage v is

- + -
[idt

at C J
(14-17)

This is the basic integro-differential equation of electric circuit theory. The

parameters R, L, and C depend on the circuit dimensions and the prop
erties of the physical media. In addition, R and L depend on the phenome
non of skin effect and are, therefore, functions of frequency. This is

discussed in the latter part of this chapter. If the dimensions of the circuit,

the properties of the media, and the frequency do not vary with time, the

circuit parameters are time-independent constants. This is, of course, the

usual case.

EXAMPLE. If i = 2 sin 377* and v = 17.32 sin (377*
- 60) in the circuit of

Fig. 14-3, and if the voltage across the capacitor has an amplitude of 20 volts,
calculate the circuit parameters R, L, and C.

Solution. The resistive voltage drop has an amplitude of 17.32 cos (-60), or
8.66 volts. Division by the amplitude of / gives a resistance R of 4.33 ohms.
The capacitive voltage drop in the direction of the positive current lags the

current by 90 and has an amplitude of 20. Therefore, vc = -20 cos 377f.

The stored charge q is the time
integral of the current

/, which becomes
0.00531 cos 377f. Evaluation of the ratio q/vc gives a capacitance C of 265.5 pf.
The reactive voltage drop is 17.32 sin (-60) cos 377f, or -15 cos 377/. As

this equals the sum of VL and VQ, it follows that VL = 5 cos 377/. Therefore
o)LIm =

5, and the inductance L is 6.63 mh.

14-5. LUMPED CIRCUIT ELEMENTS AND KIRCHHOFPS LAWS

The series circuit with resistance, inductance, and capacitance is shown
in Fig. 14-4 as a lumped circuit. The entire resistance is lumped into a

single resistor R; the inductance is represented as a lumped inductance
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L, and the capacitance of the discontinuity is represented by the capacitor

C. Although the illustrated circuit contains idealized elements, itaccurately

relates the voltage v and the current f. In the actual physical circuit the

resistance and the inductance are not separable, of course, for the turns of

wire that constitute the inductor contain resistance. Furthermore, the

inductance is to some extent distributed throughout the actual circuit.

The resistive, inductive, and capacitive voltages are indicated by their

respective symbols, with double-headed arrows denoting the paths to

which these voltages refer and with plus signs used to show the selected

reference directions. In the previous section it was shown that the applied

voltage v equals the sum of the resistive,

inductive, and capacitive voltage drops
in the direction of the positive current,

giving

v-vR -vL -vc = Q (14-18)

With reference to Fig. 14-4 we note that

the left side of Eq. (14-18) is the sum of Ei^ , A A
- ^ .

*
-

'
FIG. 14-4. A lumped RLC series

the voltage rises around the circuit in a
C j rcu jt

clockwise direction, and this sum is equal
to zero at each instant of time. Obviously, the sum of the voltage drops
around the closed circuit is also zero, this being another way to state

KirchhofFs voltage law. It should be clearly understood that the effect

of the time-changing magnetic flux that links the actual physical circuit

is accounted for by the inductive term VL . In the physical circuit this

magnetic flux is not completely confined to a lumped inductor, and the

sum of the voltage rises around a closed loop is not zero if appreciable

time-varying magnetic flux links the loop.

Actually, many practical circuits approximate the lumped circuit of

Fig. 14-4. There are noninductive resistors that are nearly pure
resistances over wide frequency bands. There are inductors having resistive

voltage drops that are very much smaller than their inductive voltage

drops. Capacitors generally have negligible resistive and inductive voltage

drops. However, regardless of whether or not the actual series circuit is

approximately a lumped circuit, the representation of Fig. 14-4 can be

utilized to analyze the circuit.

The analysis of electric networks containing a number of interconnected

loops is based on Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws and on the dif

ferential equation of a series circuit. Each branch of such a network is a

series circuit, although one or two of the parameters R, L, and C may be

zero for any given branch. The currents of the branches that join at a

junction are related by Kirchhoff's current law, and the voltages around a
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closed loop are related by the voltage law. For sinusoidal time variations

the mathematics is greatly simplified by the use of complex exponentials,

investigated in Chapter 19. Although it is not our purpose to discuss

circuit analysis, let us consider an elementary example that illustrates the

use of the differential circuit equation.

EXAMPLE. If the generator in the circuit of Fig. 14-4 supplies a current of 2

amperes maximum value at an angular frequency
of 1000 radians per second find

the voltages of the circuit, assuming R = 3 ohms, L = 16 mh, and C = 50 /tf.

Solution. Selecting zero time so that the phase angle of / is zero gives a current

of 2 sin 1000?. The resistive voltage drop VR in the direction of the positive

current is iR, and therefore

VR = 6 sin 1000?

The inductive voltage drop in the direction of the positive current is L di\dt.

Multiplying the time derivative of i by 0.016 henry gives

VL = 32 cos 1000?

This voltage leads the current by 90.

The capacitive voltage drop in the direction of the positive current is (1/C)J i at.

The constant 1/C equals 20,000, and the time integral of i is -0,002 cos 1000?.

Therefore

vc -40 cos 1000?

This voltage lags the current by 90.

The net reactive voltage drop, VL 4- vc, is -8 cos 1000?. Thus the voltage v

of the generator is

v = 6 sin 1000? - 8 cos 1000?

The amplitude of this voltage is the square root of the sum of the squares of 6 and

8, which becomes 10; the phase angle of v is the arctangent of -8/6, or -53.1 .

Therefore
v = 10 sin (1000? -53.1)

The applied voltage lags the current by 53,1 .

14-6. POWER AND ENERGY IN THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

If v represents the instantaneous voltage drop across a circuit element

in the direction of the positive current /, the power supplied is

p = i?/ watts (14-19)

For a resistance R this becomes

p = i*R (14-20)

Regardless of the time variations the power varies between the values

of zero and Im
2
R, but it is never negative.
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The power to an inductance L is vL i, or

For sinusoidal time variations this is alternately positive and negative,

because the quantities z and di\dt are 90 out of time phase. Integration of

Eq. (14-21) shows that the energy stored in an inductance L is

WL = JL/
2
joules (14-22)

The constant of integration is dropped, for WL is certainly zero when
there is no current.

The power to a capacitor C is vc i. As vc
=

q/C, the supplied power
can be expresed as

^ }C Cdt dt2C

For sinusoidal time variations this power is alternatelypositive and negative,

because q and i are 90 out of time phase. Integration of Eq. (1 4-23) shows

that the energy stored in the capacitor is

. >

Wc = \
q-=\Cvc^\qvc (14-24)

2, O

The constant of integration is zero, for there can be no stored energy when

VG is zero. As Wc equals the energy WE stored in the electric field between

the plates of the capacitor, it is evident that the capacitance C is

v *
(14-25)

This is often used to define capacitance.

The total instantaneous power supplied to a series RLC circuit by a

generator that delivers a voltage v and a current / is vi. As this must equal

the total power to ^?, L, and C, we have

vi = i
2
/? + -7 (i^"

2
) + 7 (ic<>c

2
) ( 14

'26)

at at

The capacitive term is the power supplied to the electric field between the

plates of the capacitor. Displacement currents outside the dielectric of

the capacitor are assumed negligible. Therefore, the external electric

fields are small compared with that inside the dielectric, and the energy

stored in these external electric fields is negligible. It follows that the sum

of the resistive and inductive terms of Eq. (14-26) represents the sum of the

power dissipated in the conducting material and the power delivered to

the magnetic field in and around the circuit. There is no appreciable
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radiation of energy. Although 1
2R gives the instantaneous power delivered

to the resistance, it is not correct to regard this as the instantaneous power

dissipated in the conducting material of the circuit. Because of skin effect,

the current densities at points inside the conductor are not zero when the

sinusoidal current / is instantaneously zero. In the next chapter it is shown

that the product f*R does, however, represent the instantaneous power

dissipated at frequencies so low that skin effect is negligible.

EXAMPLE. A current / = 2 sin 1000/ is supplied to a series LC circuit with

L = 15 mh and C = 50 juf. The conductors are assumed to be perfect,
and there

fore, the resistance is zero. Find the voltages of the circuit, the energies stored in

L and C, the power to each of these parameters, and the input power.

Solution. In the direction of the positive current, the voltage drop across L is

L dijdt, or 30 cos lOOOf, and that across C is q/C, or -40 cos 1000/. The applied

voltage v is the sum of these, or 10 cos 1000/.

The stored energy $Li* is 0.03 sinMOOO/, and %Cvc
*

is 0.04 cos 2 lOOOr.

Differentiating these energies with respect to time gives an inductive power of

30 sin 2000r watts and a capacitive power of -40 sin 2000f watts. The sum of

these is - 10 sin 2000?, and this is the input power. The input power can also be

found from the product vi. It should be noted this power has a time average of

zero.

14-7. TIME-AVERAGE POWER AND ENERGY

Usually, average power is of more interest than instantaneous power.

To determine the time-average value of a quantity over a time interval

from rx
to 1^ we integrate the quantity with respect to time from

t-^
to t2 ,

and divide the result by the interval t2 t^ If the time interval is from

to I
7

,
the average power P is

_LfT Jo
dt (14-27)

Our interest is in the average power over innumerable cycles. Therefore,

we can let Tin Eq. (14-27) approach infinity, or we can let T be a period

of the periodic function. Obviously, the average power over a single

period is the same as the average power over a time interval that includes

a great many periods. For sinusoids the period T equals I//.

Let us now consider the average power to the inductance L of the series

circuit. The instantaneous power to L can be expressed as Li difdt, and

if / is Im sin a>t
y
this becomes

p = coL/w
2 sin cot cos cat = |coL/m

2 sin 2a>t

As this power is a sinusoidal function of time, with angular frequency

2o>, its average value is zero. Similarly, it can be shown that the average

power supplied to the capacitor C is zero. At any instant of time there
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may be an energy flow into or out of L and C, but the average power over

a complete cycle is zero. Any energy supplied to the inductance or the

capacitance during a portion of a period is returned to the circuit during

another portion of the period.

The average power P to the resistance R of the series circuit is the time

average value of 1
2R. As R is a constant, this becomes

The expression in the brackets is the average value of i
2

. The square root

of the average value of /
2

is a quantity known as the root-mean-square

current, or effective current, and is designed by the symbol 7. Mathematic

ally, the rms current / is

71
rTi P

rJo
dt (14-29)

with T equal to a period, or with T approaching infinity. This current is,

of course, a constant independent of time. In terms of 7, the average power
to R, as given by Eq. (14-28), is

P = PR (14-30)

The definition of rms current applies regardless of the waveform. For

sinusoidal time variations, however, the current 7 is found from Eq.

(14-29) to be IjVT. Most ammeters are designed to read rms current.

It should be noted that the rms value of a direct current 7 equals 7. The

instantaneous power i*R can be expressed as vR
2
/R, and the average

power is V^jR, with VR denoting the rms voltage across the resistor.

Let us now consider the average power P supplied to the series circuit

by the generator. With the phase angles of the current and voltage taken

as 6l and 2, respectively, the average value of the product vi becomes

P 1 f vjm sin (cor + X) sin (art + a) dt

T Jo

Evaluation gives

(14-31)

with 6 denoting the difference between the phase angles ^ and 2 . Of

course, V and 7 are the rms voltage and current. The product VI is called

the volt-amperes of the circuit, and the term cos 6 is the circuit power

factor.

We have deduced that the average power supplied to the RLC circuit is

P VI cos = PR = V^IR (14-32)
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The inductance and the capacitance absorb no average power. Although

the product PR does not give the instantaneous power dissipated as heat,

the product I*R certainly gives the average power dissipated. Also, the

time integral of 1
2R over a complete period yields the energy dissipated in

this period. The energy JL/
2 stored in the inductance L varies with time,

but it is always positive.
The average value of this energy over a period

is the average energy stored in the magnetic field of the circuit. This

follows from the fact that the energy dissipated in a period is entirely

accounted for by the resistance; also, there is no appreciable energy stored

in the electric field of the circuit, except that between the plates of the

capacitor. Thus the time average of |L/
2

,
which equals \LI\ gives the

average energy stored in the magnetic field. Consequently, inductance L

can be expressed as
f

,

r _ A ^#Jave
(14-33)

/
2

with (WH)ave denoting the time-average energy stored in the magnetic

field and with 7 denoting the rms current. It is not permissible, in general,

to write Eq. (14-33) in terms of the instantaneous energy WH and the

instantaneous current /. These quantities are not in time phase unless

skin effect is negligible. Equation (14-33) is often used to define inductance

and it is valuable in the analytical determination of the inductance of a

circuit. Furthermore, it enables us to attach physical significance to this

important circuit parameter.

14-8. RESISTANCE AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

The analysis of the semi-infinite planar conductor, with the conducting

material occupying all of space on the positive
x side of the ya-plane,

showed that the current density Jz varies with x according to the relation

Jz
= J e-*/* sin (art

-
x/d) (14-34)

/o is the amplitude of/, at the surface, and the skin depth <5 is l/-nf^a.

Let us consider a region of this conductor that occupies unit area in the

2/3-plane and extends to infinity in the z-direction. The width in the y-

direction and the length in the ^-direction are each unity. This parallele

piped, with one dimension infinite, is shown in Fig. 14-5.

The current / of the parallelepiped is the surface integral of Jz over the

cross section, and a cross-sectional differential area is dx dy. As Jz is

independent of y and as the y limits are zero and unity, the current is

r= J
Jo

- xfb)dx (14-35)
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By expanding the sine function, we obtain z in terms of definite integrals

whose values are given in common integral tables. The result can be

expressed
as _

i'
= (J <5/ V2) sin (cot

-
77/4) (14-36)

The current lags the current density at the surface by 45, and the rms

current / is |J <5.

(0,1,1)

To infinity

FIG. 14-5. Parallelepiped extending to infinity in direction of positive x,

Let us now determine the power p dissipated in the parallelepiped.

This power is found by evaluating the volume integral of Jg
2
/a9

with a

differential volume being dx dy d*. As Jz is independent of y and z and as

the dimensions in these directions are unity, the power equals the integral

of Jfla with respect to x, from zero to infinity. Utilizing Eq. (14-34)

2

_ ^L re-**l* sin
2
(a)t

-
xjd) dx

<T Jo

(14-37)

This can be evaluated by replacing the sine squared function with J

| cos (2o)t
-

2%!$), thereby obtaining two definite integrals.
One of these is

readily integrated, and the other can be evaluated by the method suggested

for Eq. (14-35) or by utilizing complex exponentials. The result is
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It should be noted that the instantaneous power dissipated in the

parallelepiped is not proportional to the instantaneous current squared.

The power p is never zero, whereas /
2

is zero at certain instants. The

time-average power P is simply the constant term of Eq. (14-38), or

p = J 2
<5/(4cr). Dividing this bythe rms current squared gives the resistance

R
s
= P/J

2 = - = /-^ ohms (14-39)

If the length of the parallelepiped is /, instead of unity, the power dissipated

is multiplied by /, but the current is unchanged. Therefore, Rs is multiplied

by /. On the other hand, if the width of the parallelepiped is HJ

, both the

power and the current are multiplied by vi>, and consequently, the resistance

is divided by w. Thus the resistance /?er unit square is given by Eq. (14-39),

and this must be multiplied by the length / and divided by the width w
if these are not unity. The resistance of Eq. (14-39) is called the surface

resistivity. For copper the surface resistivity is 2.61 x 10~7
V7ohm.

An important deduction from the preceding discussion is the variation of

resistance with frequency. The surface resistivity is proportional to the

square root of the frequency. At high frequencies the radii of curvature

and the dimensions of conductors are much greater than <5, and the theory
of the semi-infinite conductor applies. Therefore, if the external fields

are uniform over the surface of the conductor and if dielectric losses are

negligible, the resistance at sufficiently high frequencies is proportional
to the square root of the frequency.
The d-c resistance of a unit length of a conductor of cross-sectional area

S is l/(<rS) ohms. The a-c resistance of the parallelepiped of unit width

and length is l/(ad) ohms, and this is exactly the d-c resistance of the

surface layer ofthickness d. Consequently, a steady current of one ampere,

existing only throughout a skin depth d, produces in the semi-infinite

conductor a power dissipation equal to that dissipated by an alternating
.current of one ampere rms, with the a-c distributed according to Eq.

(14-34).

The results of the analysis of the semi-infinite conductor can be applied
to practical conductors. At high frequencies the current is crowded into

the surface regions nearest the more intense external fields. Very little

current exists in the region of the conductor located more than several

skin depths from the surface, for the free electrons of this region are

acted upon by the very weak electric field present. This field is weak be

cause of the considerable attenuation that takes place as it propagates
into the conductor from the external dielectric. Thus the effective cross-

sectional area is reduced, and the a-c resistance is greater than the d-c

resistance. It should be noted that the current density is not, in general,
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uniform over the surface of a conductor. For example, at high frequencies
the equal-and-opposite currents of a parallel-wire transmission line tend

to concentrate on the surfaces of the wires that are nearest to one another,

for the fields are more intense in the region between the wires. Although
this phenomenon is due to skin effect, it is often referred to as proximity

effect,
because the high-frequency resistance of each wire is increased on

account of the proximity of the other wire. Thus proximity effect is skin

effect that is nonuniform due to the presence of nearby conductors.

Another important example of proximity effect is the high-frequency
current distribution of a single-layer solenoidal coil with closely spaced
turns. In this case the current tends to concentrate in the surface region
on the inside of the coil, where the fields are most intense, and this concen

tration may appreciably increase the a-c resistance of the solenoid.

As skin effect is absent when currents are steady, proximity effect

is, of course, also absent. Direct currents are uniformly distributed over

the cross sections of conductors with constant conductivities. The electric

field does not vary with distance into the conductor, for there is no attenua

tion at zero frequency. Furthermore, the distribution of the free electrons

is not appreciably affected by applied electric or magnetic forces. Any
slight change in this distribution would disturb the electrical neutrality of

the medium, resulting in intense electrostatic forces opposing the change.
The inductance of a circuit depends on the current distribution, which is

a function of frequency because of skin effect. Therefore, inductance varies

with frequency. This is discussed in the next section and the next chapter.

EXAM RLE. A length / of wire of radius a has a d-c resistance of 1 ohm. Deter

mine the resistance R at a frequency such that the skin depth <5 is 0.050.

Solution. As the skin depth is only 5% of the radius a, the surface resistivity

can be utilized. The resistance R is Ral/w, with the width w being the circum

ference 2-rra of the wire. Therefore, R R8l/(27ra).

The d-c resistance Rdc is IfaS, or //(oW). It follows that R/Rdc
= \R^io.

Substituting l/(<*5) for R8 gives RlRdc = |0/<5, which equals 10. As Rdc is 1,

R 10 ohms. This method gives the a-c resistance of a round wire, with an

error of not more than 10% provided a/6 > 5.5, and the actual resistance is

greater than that calculated.

14-9. INTERNAL INDUCTANCE AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

It has been shown that the inductance L of a circuit equals 2//
2 times the

average energy stored in the magnetic field. That part of L due to the

magnetic energy stored inside the metallic conductor is called the internal

inductance L
t , and that due to the magnetic energy stored in the dielectric

around the circuit is the external inductance Le
. Thus

L = L, + Le (14-40)
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We shall now confine our attention to the internal inductance at high

frequencies.

From the expression for the current density of the semi-infinite planar

conductor, given by Eq. (14-34), the electric field intensity can be found

by utilizing Ohm's law, and the magnetic field intensity can then be

determined by employing the Maxwell-Faraday curl equation. The

resulting magnetic field is

Hy
=^ e

~x/5 sin (cot
-

a?/<J + 135) (14-41)
V^

The energy density \pHf of the magnetic field has a time-average value

of (///
2

<5
2
/8)e~

2rr/<5
5 for the average value of the sine squared term is \.

We deduce that the time-average energy stored in the parallelepiped of

Fig ' 14"5is
nJ a

aa r //J
2 ^3

(^)ave = k
I

e-"'d* = k
8 Jo 16

It is evident from Eq. (14-36) that the rms current / is |/ <5. Therefore,

the internal inductance L
z
becomes ^a d, and as the skin depth <3 varies

inversely as the square root of the frequency, so does L
%
. It is easily shown

that ,

a>L,
= J^ = Rs (14-42)

Thus the internal inductive reactance coL
4 equals the surface resistivity Rs

in ohms. If the parallelepiped has length / in the direction of current flow

and width w, the internal inductance should be multiplied by / and divided

by w, because the stored energy is proportional to the product wl, and
72

is proportional to w2
.

At sufficiently high frequencies the results of the preceding discussion

can be applied to practical conductors with but small errors. For example,
the internal inductive reactance per unit length of a round wire of radius a

is obtained by dividing the surface resistivity R s by the width w, which is

for this case the circumference 2-rra. This is also the resistance per unit

length at high frequencies. Thus for a round wire of radius a, we have

n
R = coLt

= -^- ohms/m (14-43)
27T#

The error is less than 10% provided the radius a is greater than 5.5<5 and

provided the current distribution is not appreciably affected by the proxim
ity of other conductors. It should be noted that both the resistance and
the internal inductive reactance vary as the square root of the frequency at

high frequencies.
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The internal inductance of a wire of radius a is easily determined at

very low frequencies. In terms of a steady current 7 the magnetic field

intensity H9
inside the wire is /r/(277^

2
), a result readily verified by applica

tion of the Maxwell-Ampere integral equation. The magnetic energy

per unit length stored in the region between cylinders of radii r and
r + dr is (^H^)(27rr dr). Integration between the limits of zero and a

gives a stored energy of ///
2
/( 1677) joules per meter, and multiplication of

this result by 2//
2
gives

L
%
= -

henry/m (14-44)
O77

At very low frequencies the internal inductance per unit length is indepen
dent of the radius of the wire. If the metal is nonferromagnetic, the

inductance per unit length is 0.05 juh/m.

We have obtained expressions for the resistance and the internal

inductance of a cylindrical wire for both very low and very high frequencies.
At intermediate frequencies the mathematics is rather involved, and the

values of R and L, are somewhere between their values at low and high

frequencies. Although the primary purpose of the development of the

expressions for R and L was to show their dependence on skin effect and

frequency, the results are of practical importance. We have not yet
considered external inductance, which is usually of greater importance
than internal inductance, but we shall do so in the next chapter. In

general, external inductance is also a function of frequency because of the

phenomenon of skin effect.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 14-1

14-1. By direct substitution show that the current density of Eq. (14-3) satisfies

the skin-effect equation (14-1).

H. 14-2. For a semi-infinite planar conductor, determine the amplitude of the

current density, expressed as a percentage of the amplitude at the surface, at a

distance of 8 skin depths from the surface. Also, what is the phase retardation in

degrees?
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14-3. For a semi-infinite planar conductor made of copper with a conductivity

of 5.8 x 107
,
calculate the velocities with which the fields propagate at frequencies

of 60, 104 ,
and 1 (Peps.

14-4. Using cylindrical coordinates write the skin-effect equation (14-1) for a

cylindrical wire. The current density Jz is a function of time / and the distance r

from the axis of the wire. By direct substitution, show that a valid approximate

expression for Jz ,
for a region of the wire in which r > <5, is er'6 sin (o>r + r/d).

14-5. For the brass rod of the Example of Sec. 14-1 calculate Jz at radial dis

tances of 1.0, 1.6, and 2.1 centimeters at the instants when (a) the current / is zero

(b) i is a maximum, and (c) <ot = -40.3.

14-6. A copper wire with a radius of 0.4 cm has a current of 5 sin 105
f amperes

in the positive z-direction, with the z-axis of a cylindrical
coordinate system

oriented along the axis of the rod. FindJz as a function of the radial distance r in

centimeters.

Sect/on 14-3

14-7. If / = 10 sin 1000/ and v = 50 sin (lOOOf + 60) in the series RL circuit

of Fig. 14-2, determine the resistive and inductive voltage drops in the direction

of the positive current, and calculate the values of R and L.

14-8. If i = 4 sin (5000r + 50) in a series RL circuit, with R = 15 ohms and

L = 2 mh, find as functions of time the resistive and inductive voltage drops in

the direction opposite to the positive current, and calculate the sum of these

voltages at time t = 0.

14-9. A voltage v = 25 sin lOOOf is impressed across a series RL circuit, with

R = 10 ohms andL =20mh. Find the amplitude and phase angle of the current

Im sin (lOOOr + 0).

Section 14-4

14-10. A 60-cps current of 3 amperes maximum value is supplied to a capacitor,

and the amplitude of the resulting voltage is 1 50 volts. Calculate the capacitance

in microfarads.

14-11. If the voltage drop v across a capacitor of 100 ppf is 50 sin 106
/, deter

mine the stored charge q and the current i in the direction of the voltage drop v.

14-12. For a series RLC circuit deduce that Vm cos 6 = ImR, with Vm denoting
the amplitude of the applied voltage and B denoting the angle by which the voltage

leads the current. Use this result and Eq.( 14-16) to show that VJIm = ^R2 + X2

and = tan^//?, with the reactance X = coL - 1/coC If R = 10, L = 25 mh,
C = 20 pf, and i = 5 sin 1000/, find the voltage v.

Section 14-5

14-13. A series RLC circuit has a current of 2 sin 377f amperes. If R =
5,

L = 40 mh, and C = 100 ftf, find the resistive, inductive, and capacitive voltage
rises in the direction of the positive current, and determine the amplitude and

phase angle of the sum of these voltages.

14-14. At resonance the current and voltage of a series RLC circuit are in time

phase. Determine the resonant frequency in terms of the circuit parameters. If

R = 0.5 ohm, L = 10 mh, and C = 1 /*f, find at resonance the resistive, induc

tive, and capacitive voltage drops in the direction of the positive current i =
2 sin cot. Also, find the total voltage across the input.
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Sect/on 14-6

14-15. If i = 5 sin 1000* in a series resonant circuit with R = 1 ohm, L = 5 mh,
and C = 200 ,af, find the instantaneous power to each of the parameters R, L,
and C. Also, show that the total energy stored in L and C is independent of time,
and calculate this energy.

14-16. If i = 2 sin 4000f in a series RLC circuit with R = 6 ohms, L = 2 mh,
and C = 25 /tf, determine the instantaneous power supplied to each of the param
eters R, L, and C. Also, find the energy stored in the inductance and that stored
in the capacitance.

Sect/on 14-7

14-17. In the series circuit of Prob. 14-16 determine the rms current, the rms

voltages across each of the circuit parameters, and the rms voltage across the
entire circuit. Calculate the average power dissipated by the circuit.

14-18. From the expression for the energy density of the electric field, show
that the total energy stored between the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor is

\qvc- Assume a uniform charge distribution on the plates.

14-19. If / =/1 V2sin o^f 4- /
2 V2 sin ay, show from Eq. (14-29) that the rms

current / = V/j
2

-f /2
2

? provided c^ and co2 are not equal. Let T in (14-29)

approach infinity.

14-20. A generator supplies a voltage of 100 sin (500r 4- 30) and a current of
4 sin (500f 20) to an electric circuit. Determine the instantaneous power, the

volt-amperes, and the average power supplied by the generator, and calculate the

circuit power factor.

\
14-21. A charging current/ = 2 + sin 377* flows into the positive terminal ofa

6-volt battery of negligible internal resistance. Find the instantaneous power and
the average power supplied to the battery. If the battery has an internal resistance

of 0,1 ohm, determine the instantaneous power and the average power dissipated
in this resistance. What is the rms current?

14-22. The rms voltage and current of a series RC circuit are 100 volts and
5 amperes at 60 cycles. If R = 16 ohms, find the angle 6 by which the current

leads the applied voltage, and calculate the capacitance C.

Section 14-8

14-23. (a) Derive Eq. (14-36) from (14-35). (b) Derive Eq. (14-38) from (14-37).

14-24. At the instant that makes o>t = 37T/4, the current of Eq. (14-36) is a

maximum. At this instant show that the power/? dissipated as heat in the paral

lelepiped is 75% of the power PR supplied to the resistance.

14-25. The qualityfactor Q of a coil of wire of resistance R and inductance L is

o)L]R. At frequencies such that the radius of the wire is at least several times the

skin depth <5, determine the manner in which Q varies with frequency, provided
proximity effect is negligible, dielectric losses are negligible, and L is independent
of frequency. In general, what is the effect on Q of proximity effect and dielectric

losses?

14-26. In what manner does the resistance of a round wire depend on the radius

at very low frequencies and also at very high frequencies ?

14-27. Calculate the approximate per-unit-length resistances of a copper wire,

of radius 10""* m, at frequencies of 60cps, 16 me, and 400 me. Estimate the

percentage of error at each frequency.
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14-28. Calculate the approximate per-unit-length
resistance of a brass rod of

radius 0.021 mat a frequency of 1590 cps. The conductivity of brass is 1.57 x 107

mhos/meter.

Sect/on 14-9

14-29. Derive Eq. (14-41).

14-30. Determine the instantaneous energy stored in the magnetic field of the

parallelepiped of Fig. 14-5, and show that this energy is not proportional to i .

Use Eq. (14-41).

14-31. The conductors of a coaxial transmission line have permeability ^ and

conductivity a and are separated by a dielectric of permeability /* . The radius

of the inner conductor is a, and the inner and outer radii of the outer conductor

are b and c, respectively. Find the high-frequency resistance and internal in

ductance per unit length, including both conductors. Also, use Eq. (14-33) and

determine the external inductance per unit length.

14-32. For the coaxial line of Prob. 1 4-3 1 find the d-c resistance per unit length.

Also, show that the low-frequency inductance per unit length is

oL =
2^

ln
a

14-33. The approximate magnetic field in the brass rod of the Example of

Sec. 14-1 is

H<p
= 0.000225*wr sin (cor + irr - 45) ampere/cm

with r in centimeters. Find directly from Hv the time-average energy per unit

length stored in the magnetic field of the rod, and use this result to determine the

internal inductive reactance per unit length. Check your answer by employing

Eq. (14-42). Also, compare with the resistance calculated in the Example of

Sec. 11-2. Use centimeter units.
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CHAPTER
15

At sufficiently low frequencies there is no appreci
able skin effect in an electric circuit. Neglecting skin effect enables us to

develop, in this chapter, several useful and common interpretations of the

meaning of resistance and inductance. The results are quite important,
for a great many practical circuits operate at frequencies such that the values

of these parameters are approximately equal to their d-c values. This is

especially so for the inductance parameter. Of course, the capacitance of a

lumped capacitor does not depend at all on the phenomenon of skin effect.

If a large sinusoidal voltage is impressed across the input of a vacuum-

tube or transistor amplifier, the output voltage is nonsinusoidal, and the

circuit is said to be nonlinear. However, most nonlinear electronic circuits

have very small a-c voltages and currents superimposed on much larger

d-c quantities. Such circuits are linear insofar as the a-c components are

concerned. The analyses of these circuits utilize incremental circuit

parameters, defined in terms of the a-c components of the currents and

voltages. In fact, these incremental parameters are employed whenever

small-signal quantities are superimposed on larger d-c quantities in non

linear circuits. We shall examine incremental resistance, inductance, and

capacitance.
We shall also examine mutual inductance, a circuit concept of primary

importance. According to the Maxwell-Ampere law, a time-changing

current in a circuit produces a time-changing magnetic flux. If part of this

flux links a second circuit, a voltage is induced in accordance with the

Maxwell-Faraday law, and this voltage is proportional to the time rate of

319
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change of the current of the first circuit. The constant of proportionality

is the mutual inductance. Expressions useful in calculating mutual

inductance are developed, followed by a discussion of inductively coupled

circuits.

15-1. THE CIRCUIT PARAMETERS AT LOW FREQUENCIES

Suppose a power source supplies a voltage v and a current / to an electric

circuit. The instantaneous power/? delivered to the circuit is the product

vi, and p may have positive and negative values as time varies. At any
instant the power p equals the sum of the power pd dissipated in heating

the conducting material, the power pH supplied to the magnetic field, and

the power pE supplied to the electric field. Thus

vi = Pd + PH+PE ( 15-0

The instantaneous power dissipated as heat is the volume integral of

cr
2

,
or J*/a, with all regions having a drift current density J included.

For linear media the energy densities of the electric and magnetic fields

are %E2 and \^H
2

, respectively, and integration of these energy densities

over all space in and around the circuit gives the total energy stored in the

fields. The power supplied to the fields is the time derivative of this

stored energy. Consequently, Eq. (15-1) can be written

vi = f J2
/a dV + f ^H 2 dV + - f |

2 dV (15-2)
Jv dt jv dt jv

Let us now consider a series RLC circuit across a generator supplying a

sinusoidal voltage v and current /. The circuit dimensions are, of course,

assumed to be very small compared with the wavelength of the excitation.

The power is

,-
= fi/j + (|L J

2
) + ^ (jcV) (15-3)

dt dt

The energy of the capacitor C is stored in the electric field between its

plates. As the external electric field is negligible in comparison, it is

evident that the energy ^Cvc
2 of the capacitor equals the total energy WE

stored in the electric field of the circuit. In terms of this energy the capaci
tance C is

E2
<,K (15-4)

The volume V is that between the plates, provided the energy stored in the

electric field in other parts of the region around the circuit is negligible.
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We note that C is directly proportional to the permittivity of the dielectric,

and it also depends on the dimensions of the capacitor. However, it is

independent of time, because the field between the plates is obviously in

time phase with the voltage drop. Equation (15-4) is frequently useful

in finding C in terms of the dimensions and the dielectric constant of a

capacitor.

It is now evident from comparison of Eqs. (15-2) and (15-3) that

dV (15-5)(|L ,-)
= f j2/a dV+- {

at ]v dt jv

In general, the separate terms on the left side are not equal to the corre

sponding terms on the right side. However, they are equal if skin effect is

negligible. For sufficiently low frequencies, the current density / is every
where in time phase with the current /, and the volume integral ofJz

/a is

proportional to /
2

. The volume integral of %pH2
is also proportional to

/
2

. This follows from the fact that H in the region outside the conducting
material is proportional to / by the Biot-Savart law and H inside the con

ducting material is proportional to J by the Maxwell-Ampere curl equation.
We conclude that i*R in Eq. (15-5) equals the volume integral ofJ2

/cr, and

JL/
2
equals the volume integral of J/*//

2
, provided skin effect is negligible.

Consequently, as the frequency approaches zero the resistance and the

inductance can be expressed as

(15-6)

dV (15-7)
l f

r Jr

At sufficiently low frequencies the power i
2
JR to the resistance of the

circuit denotes the instantaneous power dissipated, and the energy \Li*

of the inductance denotes the instantaneous energy stored in the magnetic
field of the circuit. At higher frequencies these relations are invalid because

of skin effect. However, regardless of the frequency, the average power
72

jR to the resistance equals the average power dissipated, and the average

energy |L/
2 stored in the inductance equals the average energy stored in

the magnetic field, with / denoting the rms current. Thus for a given

current the resistance is a measure of the ability of the circuit to dissipate

energy, and the inductance is a measure of the ability of the circuit to store

energy in its magnetic field.

Substitution of ifS for J in Eq. (15-6) shows that the d-c resistance of a

conductor of length /, constant cross-sectional area 5, and constant con

ductivity a is lj(oS), This same expression is often used to denote the a-c
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resistance with the understanding that S is the effective cross-sectional area.

This effective area, which depends on the frequency, is always less than the

actual area because of skin effect.

15-2. LOW-FREQUENCY INDUCTANCE

Often the inductance of a circuit does not differ appreciably from its

d-c value. Such is the case when the energy stored in the magnetic field

is not substantially influenced by the nonuniform current distribution

FIG. 1 5- 1. A metal He strip with a steady current / and three associated flux tubes. Note
that one tube links only a part of /.

resulting from skin effect. This condition is always met at very low fre

quencies, and it is, in fact, frequently satisfied at high frequencies. In

this section we shall develop several very useful expressions for inductance,
which are strictly applicable only for steady currents. However, we should

keep in mind the fact that the a-c inductance is approximately equal to the

d-c inductance, provided the magnetic energy is not appreciably affected

by the phenomenon of skin effect.

Let us examine the energy stored in the magnetic field of a linear electric

circuit carrying a steady current /. The magnetic field can be represented

by means of field lines. Imagine such lines drawn through all points of a

small surface located arbitrarily and oriented at right angles to the magnetic
field. These lines form aflux tube which occupies a small volume of space.
Shown in Fig. 15-1 is a conducting strip and three associated flux tubes.
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All lines cutting a cross-sectional area of a tube are confined to the tube,

for flux lines cannot cross one another. Let us consider a flux tube with a

differential cross-sectional area dS. In a differential length of the tube the

stored magnetic energy is %ju,H
2 dS dl, which can be expressed as \(B dS) x

(H dl), or \ d$)(H dl). Integrating this around the closed path of the tube

gives the differential energy dWE . The flux d is constant, and the integral

of H dl around the closed path is simply the electric current /' that is

encircled by the flux tube. Therefore, dWH = \T d. All the flux tubes

collectively occupy all of space, and the integral ofdWH over all flux tubes

yields the total energy WH stored in the magnetic field of the circuit. As

d$> = B JS, this becomes

WH = j I'B-dS (15-8)

with the surface S denoting any surface that cuts through each flux tube

once and only once.

The current I
1

of Eq. (15-8) may be greater than, equal to, or less than

the current 7 of the circuit. If the flux tube under consideration is outside

the conducting material and links the circuit TV times, then /' is the product

NI. On the other hand, the flux tube may lie partly or wholly within the

conducting material, and the current I' may be less than /. Of course, each

flux tube must link at least a portion of the current /, for otherwise the

Maxwell-Ampere law would be violated. It should be recalled that dis

placement currents, except those through capacitors, are considered

negligible in circuit theory.

In terms of the steady current /, the low-frequency inductance L is

/2 . By means of Eq. (15-8) this can be expressed as

I"- f /'B-dslf-l (15-9)
UJs JL/J

Suppose the circuit has a coil of N turns with eachflux tube linking all the

turns of the coil Then /' = NI, and the first term in brackets represents

the flux linkages Afy>, with <p denoting the flux over the cross-sectional area

of the coil. If the circuit consists of a single loop, N is unity, and the flux

linkages equal the flux over any surface S having the path of the circuit

as its boundary. In general, however, there are partialflux linkages due

to flux lines that link only a fraction of the N turns of a coil and also due

to flux lines that lie within or pass through the metallic conductor. If we

understand that O denotes the flux linkages of a circuit, including the par

tial flux linkages, then the inductance equals the flux linkages O per unit

current. Mathematically

(15-10)
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with the flux linkages equal to

= 1
f

I J
J'B-dS (15-11)

s

The surface 5 is any surface that cuts through eachflux tube once, and the

current /' is that current encircled by afield line passing through the dif

ferential surface dS of S. It should be noted that the energy stored in

the magnetic field is ^ =^ =^ (15_
J2)

provided the permeability is independent of the current.

The flux linkages of a circuit, including the partial flux linkages, are

defined by Eq. (15-11). The d-c inductance is the flux linkages per unit

current. At higher frequencies, however, the flux linkages O and the

instantaneous current / are not in time phase, because of skin effect, and

inductance no longer equals the flux linkages per unit current. In fact, for

alternating currents the ratio O// is infinite at the instant of zero current,

regardless of the frequency and the geometry of the circuit. Let us consider

an example utilizing the concept of flux linkages.

EXAMPLE. By the flux-linkage method find the low-frequency internal in

ductance per unit length of a round wire of radius a and permeability //. Assume
circular flux lines, centered on the axis.

Solution. Inside the wire a flux tube through the differential rectangle of width

dr in the radial direction and of unit length in the axial direction encircles the

current /', which equals 7>
2
/a

2
,
with / denoting the total current. The differential

area of the rectangle is dr, and the magnetic flux density B is yU/7(27rr), by the

Maxwell-Ampere integral equation. Therefore, the magnetic flux B dS over the

surface of the rectangle is /ulrj(27ra
2
) dr. Substituting into Eq. (15-11) and inte

grating with respect to r from zero to a gives the internal flux linkages O per unit

length to be /f//87r webers/m. It follows from Eq. (15-10) that the internal in

ductance per unit length is /4/Srr henry/m. This same result was obtained in

Sec. 14-9 by multiplying the energy stored in the magnetic field of a unit length
of the wire by 2/1*.

In many cases some flux lines of a circuit will be partly in the dielectric

and partly in the conducting material, and the flux linkages cannot be

classified as internal and external. However, it may be that no lines cut

through the surface of the conducting material. In this event some lines

are entirely internal, linking only portions of the current, and the remainder

of the lines are entirely external, linking all of the current one or more

times; the internal and external inductances become the internal and
external flux linkages per unit current, respectively.

Let us consider a circuit that has a geometry such that no flux lines cut

through the surface of the conducting material. At any point on the surface

the magnetic field is tangential. Let C denote a closed path around the
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circuit, with each point of C located somewhere on the surface of the

conducting material so that no internal flux lines link the path; the flux

linkages of C are entirely external. These external flux linkages are

precisely equal to the magnetic flux O over any surface S having the path
C as its contour. If the circuit has a coil of N turns, a flux line that links

all N turns cuts the surface N times. This was discussed in Sec. 8-2. The

magnetic flux <1> is the surface integral of the flux density B. As B = curl A,
O is the surface integral of curl A, and by Stokes's theorem this equals the

line integral of the vector potential A around the closed path C. Therefore,

the external flux linkages are

= B - dS = (p A dl
c

f f
B - dS = (p

Js Jc

In terms of the magnetic vector potential, the external inductance L
e

is

A-dl (15-13)
c

The unretarded magnetic vector potential A of (15-13) is

= - f -
4?r JF r

dV (15-14)

Consequently, the external inductance expressed directly in terms of the

current density J becomes

e =-^f rr
3~

47rJ Jc Uv r

This result is sometimes used to calculate the low-frequency external

inductance of a circuit. It applies only if the magnetic field is tangential

to the metallic surface at every point. The path C is any path around the

closed circuit, with each point of the path located on the surface of the

conducting material.

If the wire of the circuit is filamentary, having a cross-sectional area that

approaches zero, J dV in Eq. (15-15) can be replaced with I dl, giving

L e
= f * <b^

\.dl (15-16)
4?r /c Lye r J

For the same dTs, r is zero, and Le
is infinite. Thus the inductance of a

circuit approaches infinity as the cross-sectional area of the metallic

conductor approaches zero. This is also evident from energy considera

tions. The magnetic field at the surface of a wire carrying a current /

approaches infinity as the radius approaches zero. Consequently, the flux

linkages and the energy stored in the external magnetic field approach
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infinity, and of course, the inductance does also. For circuits with wires

of small cross-sectional areas the external inductance is usually much

greater than the internal inductance, which is independent of the size of

the wire.

We shall now develop an additional expression useful in calculating

low-frequency inductance. As juH
2 = B H, Eq. (15-7) can be written

L=- I B-HrfF (15-17)

with / denoting the steady current. Substituting V X A for B and re

placing (V X A) H with V (A X H) + A (V X H), this being justified

by the vector identity of Eq. (10-58), give

L= i f
J
V (A X H) </F +

J
A (V X H) dpi

By the divergence theorem the first integral can be replaced with the surface

integral over the surface S that surrounds the volume V. As V denotes

the volume of all space, the surface S is at infinity. At points on S both

A andH are zero, and the surface integral is also zero. In the second integral
we can replace V X H with the current density J, because displacement
currents in the dielectric around the circuit are negligible. We obtain

L=f f A-JJF (15-18)
/ Jv

This is the low-frequency inductance, both internal and external. The
volume Fis that occupied by the conducting material, for J is zero outside

this region. The unretarded magnetic vector potential A of Eq. (15-18) is

given as Eq. (15-14).

Several illustrative examples involving the calculation of inductance are

given in the following chapter on magnetostatics. Unfortunately, most

practical problems utilizing the equations for low-frequency inductance
are so complex, insofar as the geometry of the circuit is concerned, that

advanced mathematics is required for evaluation of the integrals.

15-3. INCREMENTAL CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

Having defined the resistance, inductance, and capacitance of a circuit,

we are now in an excellent position to consider the incremental circuit

parameters so important in circuits with vacuum tubes, transistors, satu
rated iron-core inductors, or other nonlinear devices. The resistance R of
a circuit is the ratio vR/i, with VR denoting the component of the sinusoidal

applied voltage in time phase with the current. If R is independent of
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the current /, then VR is directly proportional to /, and this relationship is

often referred to as Ohm's law. R may be a function of temperature and

other variables that directly affect the medium, but if Ohm's law applies,

R must be independent of /. For media satisfying Ohm's law, a graphical

plot of i versus VR is a straight line passing through the origin. As this

plot is linear, the resistance R is a linear resistance.

FIG. 15-2. Current-voltage plot of a nonlinear resistor R.

If R is a function of i, Ohm's law is not satisfied, the plot of i versus VK
is nonlinear, and R is a nonlinear resistance. Such resistors are of con

siderable importance in electrical engineering. For example, a thyrite

lightning arrestor has a large resistance when VR and / are small but has a

small resistance when they are large. In a vacuum tube the plate current is

not directly proportional to the applied plate voltage, and the average

power dissipated is not proportional to the rms current squared. Thus the

resistance is nonlinear. Shown in Fig. 15-2 is a current-voltage plot of a

nonlinear resistor jR, which is con

nected in series with the linear resistor

R! of Fig. 15-3. By KirchhofTs law

(15-19)V = VR v:

FIG. 15-3. A series circuit with a

nonlinear resistor R.

with V denoting the terminal voltage

of the ideal battery.

A plot of Eq. (15-19), with / and 1;^

the variables, is a straight line, and

this is shown in Fig. 15-4. The voltage VR and the current / must satisfy

the curves of both Fig. 15-2 and Fig. 15-4, Therefore, if we sketch these
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on the same set of axes, the intersection of the two curves determines the

values of VR and /. This graphical method is frequently utilized to solve

a nonlinear circuit such as the one considered here.

Suppose a very small alternating voltage is applied to the circuit of

Fig. 15-3, in addition to the d-c voltage of the battery. The d-c operating,

or quiescent, point is indicated on the curve of Fig. 15-2 by the circle.

The a-c voltage causes VR and i to vary about their average values. Let

these variations, which are functions of time, be denoted by kvR and Af,

which are referred to as the a-c components of the voltage and current.

FIG. 15-4. A plot of the equation V = ;R
X + VR , with V and f^ constant.

Although the curve of Fig. 15-2 is nonlinear, it is essentially a straight line

in the immediate vicinity of the operating point. In fact, a sufficiently
small region of any smooth curve approximates a straight line. Conse

quently, the incremental changes kvR and A/ are directly proportional to one

another, provided the changes are small enough so that the region of

operation on the curve of Fig. 15-2 is reasonably linear. The limit of the

ratio A0R/A/, as Az approaches zero, is the incremental resistance r, often

referred to as the a-c, or dynamic, resistance. Thus

r = dvRjdi (15-20)

For small signals it is evident that the a-c voltage Ai?# and current Ai are

related by the equation At^ = rMR . Even though the resistance R is

nonlinear, the waveforms of the a-c voltage and current are identical,

provided the signal is small, and the incremental resistance r is the constant
of proportionality that relates these a-c quantities. It should be noted that
r equals the reciprocal of the slope of the current-voltage characteristic
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curve, with a value that depends on the d-c operating point. The concept
of incremental resistance is used extensively in the analysis of small-signal

amplifier circuits that contain vacuum tubes or transistors. Let us con

sider an example utilizing this concept.

EXAMPLE I. The current / of a certain PN junction diode is 0.03(
40v -

1)

milliamperes, with v denoting the applied voltage. If v =0.15 + 0.001 sin a>t,

find the resistance R, the incremental resistance r, and the a-c component of the

diode current.

Solution. At the quiescent point v = 0. 1 5, and the corresponding direct current

is 12 ma. Consequently, the resistance R is 12.5 ohms. The incremental resist

ance is the reciprocal of di/dv at the operating point. As dijdv = l.2e*Qv = 482

millimhos at the operating point, r is 2.1 ohms. The alternating current is the a-c

voltage divided by r, or 0.48 sin cot milliampere. It is easily shown that the slope
of the current-voltage curve does not change appreciably over the range of opera
tion, and therefore, the use ofthe incremental resistance to determine the alterna

ting current is justified.

An inductor frequently consists of a coil of wire mounted on a ferro

magnetic core. This gives a large number of flux linkages for a given

current. However, ferromagnetic materials are nonlinear, and the core

flux is not directly proportional to the current /. Therefore, the inductance

L is nonlinear, with L depending on the current /. If / is sinusoidal, L
varies with time, and the inductive voltage drop is nonsinusoidal. Although
the nonlinearity is frequently negligible, inductors with ferromagnetic cores

are, in general, nonlinear.

Often a small alternating current is superimposed upon a large direct

current in a ferromagnetic inductor. For such cases it is convenient to

utilize the concept of incremental inductance L', defined at low frequencies

by
/ = d<l>ldi (15-21)

with d$ denoting the differential change in the flux linkages corresponding

to the differential change di in the current. The a-c inductive voltage

drop in the direction of the positive current is, of course, equal to the

product of the incremental inductance and the time rate of change of

the alternating current. The incremental inductance is evaluated at the

d-c operating point. It can be treated as a constant as long as the a-c

quantities are small enough so that the slope of the curve of <t> versus i is

essentially constant over the range of operation. Obviously, incremental

inductance and inductance are equivalent if the medium is linear.

Occasionally the charges +q and q stored in a capacitor are nonlinear

functions of the applied voltage vc . In such cases the capacitance C,

which equals q/vC9 is a function of the voltage. Frequently, the engineer

is primarily concerned with the capacitive effect on small alternating
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currents and voltages that are superimposed upon the quiescent d-c levels.

Thus we define incremental capacitance C' as

C' = dqldoG (15-22)

The differential charge dq is the increase in q resulting from the differential

increase dvc in the capacitive voltage. Although the capacitance C may be

nonlinear, the incremental capacitance C' is a constant independent of

the magnitude of the a-c voltage, provided the a-c variations about the

quiescent level are very small. Let us consider an example.

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 15-5 is a reverse-biased PN junction of a german
ium crystal. In the immediate vicinity of the junction, charges of +q and q are

stored as illustrated. Suppose that q
= av

1

^, with a denoting a constant depend
ent on the dimensions and properties of the crystal and with v denoting the sum
of the d-c voltage V and the much smaller a-c voltage v: . Find C, C", and the a-c

charge q of the capacitance.
q +q

t'

FIG. 1 5-5. A PN junction. In the vicinity of the junction between the P and the N regions

there are net charges <j.

Solution. C =
qfv

= av~M = aV~" 1

^^ for v & V. The incremental capacitance
C', which equals dq/dv, is \av~M, or \aV~

1

^. Thus the incremental capacitance
is one-half the capacitance. The a-c charge ql equals the product of the incre

mental capacitance C' and the a-c voltage vl9 or ql
= (JaK^)^.

The analysis of a circuit involving transistors, vacuum tubes, or other

nonlinear devices is usually rather difficult if the signals are large, because

the response to a sinusoidal excitation is nonsinusoidal. For small-signal

circuits, however, it is possible to employ an equivalent a-c circuit com

posed of linear parameters and internal linear generators, regardless of the

d-c, or quiescent, level. Whenever nonlinear elements are present, the

small-signal equivalent circuit utilizes the incremental parameters. This

method accurately relates the alternating currents and voltages, provided
the excursions about the d-c levels are sufficiently small to justify the use of

the incremental parameters evaluated at the operating point. It should be

noted that resistance and incremental resistance are equivalent for a linear

element, and the same is true for both inductance and capacitance.
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15-4. MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

We have learned that a linear circuit has an emf of self-induction equal
to L di/dt volts. This is the voltage drop in the direction of the positive

current / and is induced in the circuit by the time-changing flux linkages

produced by the changing current /. If a second linear circuit is present, as

Wire loops

Wire

FIG. 15-6. Two nearby circuits.

shown in Fig. 15-6, the time-changing flux induces a voltage in this

circuit also ;
the induced voltage is the emf of mutual induction. When

both circuits are closed, the magnetic field in the region is the super

position of the fields produced by the individual currents. Each time-

changing current has an associated changing magnetic field that induces a

voltage in the other circuit as well as its own. The lines of magnetic flux

that link both circuits constitute the mutual flux. Flux linking one but

FIG. 15-7. Inductively coupled circuits with lumped resistances,

not the other is referred to as leakageflux. Obviously, the flux linkages of a

circuit are the sum of the mutual and leakage flux linkages. The two circuits

of Fig, 15-6 are said to be inductively coupled.

Two inductively coupled circuits, with their resistances regarded as

lumped, are shown in Fig. 15-7. The reference directions of the voltages

and currents are indicated, and their selection was arbitrary. As the

voltages i?!
and v2 are due to both self and mutual induction, each can be

expressed as the sum of two components, one depending on the time rate
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of change of /x and the other depending on the time rate of change of /2 .

Thus

v^L^ +M^ (15-23)

t>2
= L2^ + M21 ^ (15-24)

dt dt

with the constants M12 and M2l denoting the mutual Inductances of their

respective circuits. The mks unit of mutual inductance is the henry. Of
course, Lx and L2 are the self-inductances of the circuits.

Suppose the primary circuit is open, so that i\ is zero. It is then evident

from Eq. (15-23) that

M12
=

Sj (15-25)
di^dt

On the other hand, if the secondary circuit is open so that /2 is zero, we
note from Eq. (15-24) that

Equations (15-25) and (15-26) provide a method for measuring the mutual
inductances.

Let us assume that the frequency is sufficiently low to justify our neglect

ing skin effect. With this assumption we can develop some very useful

expressions for mutual inductance. If skin effect is negligible, the instan

taneous power dissipated in the two circuits of Fig. 15-7 equals the in

stantaneous power supplied to the resistances /?t and R2 ; therefore, the

sum of ty*! and t>2/2 must represent the instantaneous power supplied to

the magnetic field.

For linear media the magnetic field H can be subdivided into two

components Hx and H
2 , with K^ denoting the field due to i\ and H2 the

field due to /2 . As H* = H H and as H = Hx + H2 , it is clear that

H* = Hf + 2^ H2 + #2
2

Consequently, the instantaneous power supplied to the magnetic field is

j /

zk = - I + 2HX H2 + Hz
z
) dV (15-27)

By Eq. (15-7) the self-inductance Ij is

dV (15-28)
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and the self-inductance L2 is similarly defined. In terms of L: and L2 ,

Eq. (15-27) becomes

*V'i + V2 = T (1W + M*y2 + |L2 i2
2
) (15-29)

at

with M defined by

M = f /iHjL-HjdK (15-30)
V2 Jr

The constant Af is independent of time, if skin effect is negligible,

because H! is everywhere in time phase with zx and H2 is everywhere in

time phase with /2 . As the magnetic fields are proportional to their respec
tive currents, M depends only on the geometry of the circuit and the

permeability of the medium. In Eq. (15-29), Ll3 Lg, and Mare independent
of time. Therefore, the instantaneous power pH into the magnetic field

can be expressed as

PH - L&& + Mi, *!* + Mi2
& + L2 i2

&
(15-31)

at dt dt dt

Comparison of this with the sum of ly^ and i>2/2 , with v-^
and v2 as given

in Eqs. (15-23) and (15-24), shows that

^12 = M2l
- M (15-32)

Thus if skin effect is negligible, the mutual inductances M
12l
and M2l of a

linear system are both equal to M as defined by Eq. (15-30).

Examination of Eq. (15-29) reveals that the energy stored in the magnetic
field of the linear circuits is

WH = iZ-i/i
8 + Mi\i2 + JL2/2

2
(15-33)

The energy terms involving the self-inductances Lx and L2 are the energies

that would be stored if the circuits were isolated from one another. The

term A//^ represents the change in the stored energy due to the interaction

of the magnetic fields of the circuits. It is sometimes referred to as a

mutual energy. We note from Eq. (15-30) that M may be positive or

negative, for the scalar product of Hx
and H2 at a point may be positive

or negative when both currents are positive. The mutual energy term may,
of course, be positive or negative at a given instant, depending on the sign

of M and also on the signs of /x and /2 at the instant under consideration.

EXAMPLE. If i
l

SB 2 sin wt and /2
= 1 cos wt in the inductively coupled cir

cuit of Fig. 15-7, with a> 1000, Lx
= 2 mh, L2

= 8 mh, and M = -3 mh, find

the voltages t^ and y2 and the energy Wu stored in the magnetic field. Calculate

Wjj for the instant at which o>/ = 30.
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Solution. In the primary circuit Lj dijdt is 4 cos cot andM dijdt is 3 sin cot.

The sum of these is 5 sin (cot + 126.9) volts, and this is v . Note that the emfs
of self and mutual induction are, in this special case, 90 out of time phase and,

therefore, they alternately aid and oppose one another. Similarly, t?2 is found to

be 10 sin (cot -36.9).
The energy ^LJ^ = 0.004 sin2 cot, and iL2/2

2 = 0.004 cos2 cot. The mutual

energy Mi^ is 0.006 sin cot cos cot. The sum of these gives WE, which can be

expressed as 0.004 -f 0.003 sin 2cot. For cot = -30, \L^ is 0.001, jL2/2
2

is

0.003, and the mutual energy is -0.0026. Thus WH is 0.0014 joule at this instant,

15-5. INDUCTIVELY COUPLED CIRCUITS

We shall now examine the procedure for analyzing circuits with mutual

inductance. Shown in Fig. 15-8 is an inductively coupled circuit in which

the resistances and self-inductances are treated as lumped elements. The

voltages Vi and vz
'

are due to mutual inductance, with u/ = M di2/dt and

#2
' = M dijdt. We can, if we wish, represent these voltages by means of

FIG. 15-8. Inductively coupled circuits.

ideal voltage generators, as shown in Fig. 15-9. This is an equivalent cir

cuit that yields the proper relationships between the voltages and currents.

The expressions M di2/dt and M dijdt denote the terminal voltages of the

two generators. By Kirchhoff's voltage law it is evident that

v^i^ + L^ + M^ (15-34)

at at
(15-35)

These are similar to Eqs. (15-23) and (15-24) except for the addition of the

resistive terms.

The positive directions of the currents of Fig. 15-9 were selected arbi

trarily. In the primary circuit the voltage drop in the direction of /
x ,
due

to La , is + a dijdt. The voltage drop in the direction of i
l9
due to Af,

is +Mdi2jdt; this is in accordance with our definition of M. Therefore,

regardless of the selection of the reference direction of i
l9 the plus sign on

the generator of voltage M di2/dt must be placed so that the positive
current z'

x enters this terminal. The expression M di^dt is understood, by
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definition, to represent the voltage drop in the positive direction of /r .

This voltage drop may be in phase with il9 or it may lead or lag il9 depend

ing on the parameters of the circuit. In the secondary circuit the voltages

L2 dijdt and M di^jdt are voltage drops in the direction of the positive

current /2 . Therefore, the same rule applies with regard to the reference

direction of the emf of mutual induction. Thus for both primary and

FIG. 15-9. A representation of the coupled circuits of Fig. 15-8.

secondary circuits, the positive sign on the generator representing the

induced voltage +M difdt should always be placed so that the positive

current enters this terminal. It is, of course, permissible to denote the

induced voltage by M di/dt with the reference direction of the generator

reversed, and this is often done. Clearly, the reference directions of the

currents and other voltages are selected as desired.

For a given circuit the symbol M denotes a positive or negative number

whose magnitude depends on the geometry of the circuit and the perme

ability of the medium and whose sign depends on both the geometry of

the circuit and the reference currents. M is given by Eq. (15-30), provided

skin effect is negligible. From this equation we note that, if positive cur

rents /! and i2 produce flux fields that have the same general direction in

space, then M is positive. On the other hand, if the designated positive

1 12

FIG. 15-10. The circuit of Fig. 15-9 with the positive direction of ^ reversed. M in this

illustration is the negative of the M in Fig, 15-9 because of the change in the positive

direction of /2 .

currents produce component fields that are in opposition, M is negative.

The sign ofM is affected by the actual circuit orientations and also by the

reference directions selectedfor the currents. Experimentally, the sign can

be determined by driving the primary and the secondary with currents ^

and /2 that are in time phase. Then M is positive if the emf of mutual

induction aids the emf of self-induction. Otherwise, M is negative.
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The circuit of Fig. 15-9 is redrawn in Fig. 15-10 with the reference

direction for /2 reversed. This changes the sign ofM and also the sign of

dijjdt, for the new current 4 is the negative of that shown in Fig. 15-9.

Consequently, the voltage M di^dt induced in the primary is unchanged
in sign, whereas the voltage M di-Jdt induced in the secondary is changed.

FIG. 15-11. Circuit with positive M.

For this reason the reference direction of this voltage is changed, with the

plus sign placed on the bottom terminal of the generator, rather than on

the top terminal as in Fig. 15-9. Note that the reference current enters

the terminal marked with the plus sign.

Shown in Fig. 15-1 1 are two coils on an iron core. Most of the flux lines

are confined to the iron core. We observe that the two reference currents

produce magnetic fluxes directed similarly around the iron core. Con

sequently, M is positive.

FIG. 15-11 Circuit with negative M.

The same circuit is shown in Fig. 15-12, but the specified positive
direction of /2 is changed. Positive currents now produce opposing fluxes

in the iron core, and M is negative.

In Fig. 15-13 one coil winding is reversed. The reference currents

produce fluxes in opposite directions, and M is negative.
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It is not always possible to determine the way the coils are wound about

a core by direct inspection. Therefore, coils are frequently marked in some

manner to resolve this difficulty. One common method is the marking of

FIG. 15-13. Circuit with negative M.

one terminal of each coil with a heavy dot, placed so that M is positive if

each reference current enters the dotted terminal of its coil. Ifthe reference

directions of both currents are reversed, so that the positive currents leave

FIG. 15-14. Circuit of Fig. 15-11. M is positive.

the dotted terminals, M is, of course, also positive. However, if one

positive current enters the marked terminal of its coil and the other leaves

its dotted terminal, then M is negative.

FIG. 15-15. Circuit of Fig. 15-12. Mis negative.

Figure 15-14 corresponds to Fig. 15-11. As each positive current enters

the marked terminal of its coil, M is positive. Figure 15-15 corresponds to

Fig. 15-12 and M is negative. Figure 15-16 corresponds to Fig. 15-13,

and M is again negative. In analyzing inductively coupled circuits con

siderable care must be exercised in determining the proper sign ofM. It
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should be mentioned that some authors prefer to represent the emf of

mutual induction as M dijdt, with M treated as a positive number
; if

this is done, the rule which has been given for determining the sign ofM
is now employed to determine whether to use the positive or negative

sign with the expression for the mutually induced voltage.

FIG. 15-16. Circuit of Fig. 15-13. M is negative.

EXAMPLE. The coupled circuit of Fig. 15-16 has a mutual inductance of

magnitude 5 millihenrys and a secondary-winding resistance of 4 ohms. The

primary is driven with a current /\
= 8 sin 1000*. If a capacitance C is placed

across the terminals of the secondary, with C selected so that the sum of the drops
due to C and the self-inductanceL2 of the secondary is zero at each instant, find ja .

Solution. The equivalent circuit is that of Fig. 15-9 with C connected across the

output. The sum of the voltage drops counterclockwise around the secondary
circuit is /2#2 + Mdijdt, and this sum is zero. Therefore, ia

= -(M/R2) di-^dt.

Substituting 0.005 for M, 4 for R2 , and the given current, we obtain ia
= 10

cos 1000/.

15-6. USEFUL EXPRESSIONS FOR MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

The mutual inductances M12 and M21 of a linear coupled circuit are

defined by Eqs. (15-25) and (15-26) in terms of the currents and the emfs
of mutual induction. It has been shown that these mutual inductances are

both equal to M, defined by Eq. (15-30) with skin effect neglected. We
shall now deduce several additional and important expressions for low-

frequency mutual inductance. We shall not concern ourselves here with
the sign of M, for we have already learned rules that serve this purpose
quite well.

Shown in Fig. 15-17 are two coils of turns A^ and JV2 . Let the flux

linkages of the coils be designated as follows :

11 flux linkages of coil 1 due to
/j. (/2

= 0)

= flux linkages of coil 1 due to /2 . (i 0)

(15-36)
flux linkages of coil 2 due to i^ (/2

= 0)

= flux linkages of coil 2 due to /2 . (i^
= 0)
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The reference direction of each flux is selected so that the flux linkages
and the corresponding current are in time phase. It should be noted that

the symbol 9? does not represent flux linkages, but denotes flux linkages
divided by N. If each flux line links all N turns, then <p is the core flux

produced by its associated current.

FIG. 15-17. Coupled circuits.

The self-inductance Lj of the primary equals its flux linkages per unit

current, with the secondary open, and the self-inductance L2 of the second

ary equals its flux linkages per unit current, with the primary open. Thus

(1 5-37)

Suppose the primary is open and a current /2 is driven in the secondary

circuit. The voltage induced in the primary is Af12 di^dt, and this equals

the time rate of change of the flux linkages N^^ of the primary, according

to the Maxwell-Faraday law. Therefore, M12/2 N^^. A similar rela

tion applies to the secondary circuit. Thus the mutual inductance M12 of

the primary and the mutual inductance M21 of the secondary, in terms of

flux linkages, are

M21
= JV^n//! (15-38)

Of course, M12 and M21 are equal, and the sign of the mutual inductance

may be positive or negative.

Assuming filamentary circuits, the flux linkages N^ of coil 1 due to

4, with /j
= 0, is the surface integral of the magnetic flux density B over

any surface having the path Cx of the primary circuit as its boundary. As
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B = curl AJU, with Ag denoting the magnetic vector potential due to

the application of Stokes's theorem to the surface integral gives

Aa-dli (15-39)
Ci

Therefore,

Mu = i-<f Ai-dli (15-40)
12 JCi

This corresponds to Eq. (15-13) for self-inductance, and a similar expres
sion applies to M21 . Substitution for A2 yields the Neumann expression
for mutual inductance between filamentary circuits in a medium of con

stant permeability p. The result is

(15-41)
4rr Jd Jc^ r

with r denoting the distance between the elemental lengths dll and rf!2 .

This equation is frequently utilized to calculate M. It clearly shows that

the low-frequency mutual inductance between filamentary circuits depends

only on the permeability of the medium and the geometry of the circuits.

Problems 15-20 and 15-21 are interesting applications of Neumann's

equation.

An expression for mutual inductance that corresponds to Eq. (15-18)

for self-inductance is

hh *r
(15-42)

with Ag denoting the magnetic vector potential due to /2 and with Jt

denoting the current density in circuit 1. A similar relation applies to

Af21 . Equation (15-42) is easily deduced from (15-30) in the same manner
that Eq. (15-18) was derived from (15-17). For filamentary circuits it is

evident that Eq. (15-42) reduces to (15-40).

We note from Eqs. (15-37) and (15-38) that

with the constants kl and 2 defined by the relations

kl
= PfflMl *2 = 9^12/^22 (15-44)

The primary coupling coefficient fcx is the fraction of the flux linking the A^
turns of the primary that also links the JV2 turns of the secondary, with z"2

zero. The secondary coupling coefficient kz is similarly defined. Obviously,
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&! and 2 have values between zero and unity, but they are not necessarily

equal From Eq. (15-43) it is easily deduced that

M = kVIjL~2 (15-45)

with the coefficient ofcoupling k of the circuit defined as (kjc^. In terms

of the coupling coefficients the ratio of the inductances is readily shown
from (15-43) to be

, v
_

If ki = kfr the ratio of the inductances equals the turns ratio squared.
This is usually the case. In the next section several of these relations are

utilized in the investigation of circuits with unity coupling.

15-7. THE IDEAL TRANSFORMER

A transformer consists basically of two coils of many turns mounted on
a common iron core. Most of the flux produced by the current of one coil

links the other coil as well. That which does not is the leakage flux, and

usually the leakage fluxes of the coils of an iron-core transformer are very
small. Because of the high permeability of the iron and the many turns of

wire, the self-inductances of the windings are normally so large that the

voltages across circuit elements in series with them are negligible in com

parison. .

Linear transformer-coupled circuits can be analyzed by means of the

equivalent circuit employing self and mutual inductances. However, the

analysis is considerably simplified by idealizing the transformer in a manner

that enables one to obtain with ease approximate relations between the

currents and voltages. Accordingly, let us define an ideal transformer as a

transformer that satisfies the following conditions :

1 . The coefficient of coupling k is approximately unity. Specifically,

the voltage induced in each coil by the leakage flux linkages of that coil

is negligible in comparison with the terminal voltage. Many practical

transformers have coefficients of coupling greater than 0.98.

2. The voltages across the self-inductances of the coils are very much

greater than those across circuit elements in series with them. This implies

that the inductive reactance coL of each coil is considerably larger than

the resistances and reactances of series-connected elements. Obviously,

no transformer is ideal at very low frequencies.

3. The resistances of the windings are quite small in comparison with

series-connected resistances. Thus we may neglect these winding resist

ances without appreciable error. The transformer losses are but a small

fraction of the transmitted power.
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Shown in Fig. 15-18 is a circuit with an iron-core transformer assumed

to be ideal. The induced voltages vl and i;2 are

t?!
= L! di^Jdt + M di^dt

pa
= -L2 dijdt

- Mdi^dt

(15-47)

(15-48)

The negative signs in Eq. (15-48) are a consequence of the reference

direction selected for i?2 ,
with v2 denoting the induced voltage drop of the

secondary coil in the direction opposite the positive current z*2 of the coil.

FIG. 15-18. Transformer.

If we replace M in Eq. (15-47) with -L2NJN2 and in Eq. (15-48) with

L)NJNi, these substitutions being justified by Eq. (15-43) and the

knowledge that M is negative, comparison of the resulting expressions

reveals that

S = (15-49)

The voltage ratio of a transformer with unity coupling equals the turns

ratio. Furthermore, the voltages v: and v2 are in time phase. In general,

the voltages of an ideal transformer are in time phase if the plus signs

indicating the reference directions are both placed at the dotted terminals

or if both are placed at the terminals not dotted. However, if one plus sign

is at a dotted terminal and the other is not, the voltages are 180 out of

phase. No other phase relation is possible in an ideal transformer.

In order to determine the relation between the currents, we apply
KirchhofTs voltage law to the secondary circuit, obtaining

Mdijdt + L2 di^dt +
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The i2RL term is negligible compared with the voltage across L2 if the

transformer is ideal. It follows that M = L^^lh- But M also equals
from (15-43). Therefore

-1 =
(15-50)

i2 #!

current ratio of an ideal transformer equals the reciprocal of the turns

ratio. The ampere-turns N^ of the primary equal the ampere-turns N2i2

of the secondary. Also, we note that ^ and /2 are in time phase. In

general, the currents ofan ideal transformer are in time phase ifthe reference

directions are selected so that one positive current enters the dotted terminal

of its coil and the other positive current leaves the dotted terminal Other

wise, the currents are 180 out of time phase. No other phase relation is

possible in an ideal transformer.

It is easily shown from Eqs. (15-49) and (15-50) that the ratio vji^ equals

the product of t>2//2 and (N^N2)
2

. The ratio i?2/z'2 equals RL , for a resistive

load, and the input resistance jR
z

is

Ri = WN2)*RL (15-51)

All power supplied to this input resistance is delivered to RL9 for the ideal

transformer is lossless. Ideal transformers are frequently used to match

resistances in order to transfer maximum power from a source to a load.

The analysis of a circuit with ideal transformers is simplified by the

use of Eqs. (15-49), (15-50), and (15-51). It is important to learn the

proper phase relations. In Fig. 15-18 the voltages are in time phase,

and so are the currents. If the secondary coil were dotted on the bottom

terminal, then the voltages would be 180 out of phase, the currents would

also be 180 out of phase, and Eqs. (15-49) and (15-50) should have nega
tive signs inserted. These phase relations do not apply, of course, to

transformers that are not ideal In case the windings are shown but not

dotted, it is suggested that they be marked before analyzing the circuit.

To do this, determine the directions of the primary and secondary currents

that produce core fluxes in the same direction, and then dot the terminals

entered by the currents. After this is done, select the reference directions

as desired. A transformer that is ideal except for appreciable resistances

in its windings can be treated as ideal by regarding the resistances as lumped
elements outside the windings. Also, if there are appreciable leakage

fluxes, the theory applies provided lumped leakage inductances, due to the

leakage flux linkages, are inserted in series with the windings. However,

the inductive reactances of the coils must be large, as previously stated.

Let us consider an example.
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EXAM RLE. A certain generator can be represented by an ideal voltage source of

100Vz sin cot volts in series with a resistance of 1000 ohms. Find the average

power supplied to a 1-ohm resistor across the terminals of this generator. Also,
calculate this power if an ideal matching transformer is placed between the source

and the load.

Solution. Without the transformer, the rms current / is 100/1001, or 0.1

ampere. The average power PjR to the 1-ohm resistor is 0.01 watt.

With the transformer, the resistance looking into the primary is 1000 ohms,
and the total resistance of the primary circuit is 2000 ohms. Therefore, the rms

primary current / is 100/2000, or 0.05 ampere. The average power into the trans

former is (0.05)
2
(1000), or 2.5 watts. This power, which is supplied to the load,

is 250 times the power obtained without the transformer. The turns ratio Ni/Nz
equals the square root of the resistance ratio, by Eq. (15-51), and this is 31.6.

REFERENCES

Harnwell, G. P., Principles ofElectricity and Magnetism, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 2nd ed, 1949, Chap. 9.

PROBLEMS

Sect/on 15-1

15-1. The current of a series RLC circuit, with R = 10 ohms, L = 40 mh, and
C = 100 /rf, is / = 5 sin 377 1 amperes. Find as a function of time the power
dissipated as heat, the power supplied to the magnetic field of the circuit, and the

power supplied to the electric field of the circuit. Also, calculate the time-average
power. Assume skin effect is negligible.

15-2. A wire of radius a and length / has a conductivity o that varies with

respect to the radial distance r from its axis. Using Eq. (15-6) with both i and J
expressed in terms of the electric field E, show that the d-c resistance of the wire is

Af
a

\
2rr\ ordr\. Deduce this same result from the ratio VR/I. Evaluate R if o =

Jo /
cer, with c a constant.

15-3. A power of 32 - 25 cos (2a)t + 30) watts is dissipated in a series RL
circuit whose current is 2 sin cot amperes, with a> = 10s. If the inductance L is

10~4 henry, find the instantaneous energy stored in the magnetic field.

15-4. A power of 30 sin (2000*
- 60) watts is supplied to the magnetic field

of a series RL circuit whose current is 10 sin 1000* amperes, and a power of
P +PI sin (2000? + 6) watts is dissipated as heat. IfR = 2 ohms and L = 1 mh,
findP, Pl9 and0.

Sect/on 15-2

15-5. For the coaxial line of Prob. 14-31 assume equal-and-opposite direct

currents and find the external inductance per unit length from the external flux

linkages.

15-6. The expression for the low-frequency inductance ofa coaxial line is given
in Prob. 14-32. Deduce this expression by finding the internal and external flux

linkages per unit current.
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15-7. A wire of radius a and permeability /LI, located in a dielectric of perme

ability ^Q, is formed into a large circular loop of radius b. If the wire carries a

steady current /, the magnetic vector potential at points on the surface of the wire

is directed along the wire with a magnitude of (A* JM( 1 + \ In Sb[a) weber/m.

Show that the inductance of the loop is

L

Calculate L for a nonferromagnetic wire of radius 0.1 cm with b = 10 cm.

15-8. The two conductors of a certain parallel-wire transmission line are non-

ferromagnetic, have equal radii a, are separated a distance D that is large com

pared with a, and carry equal and opposite steady currents /. The magnetic

vector potential at points within either wire has the direction of the current

density and a magnitude of G* //47r)(l
- rV + 2 In D/a), with r denoting the

distance from the axis. Show that the inductance L per unit length of the two-

wire line is

Sect/on 15-3

15-9. The plate current i
ft
of a vacuum tube is \Qr\eb + 2Qec)

1*
ampere, with

eb and ec denoting the voltage drops from the plate and grid, respectively,
to the

cathode. Calculate the resistance *&//b of the tube at the operating point eb
= 1 00

an(j 6c
= _2. At this same point also calculate the incremental plate resistance

tej/a/6 ,
with ec constant. If eb

= 100 + 0.1 sin cor, with ec fixed at -2 volts,

find /b .

15-10. The steady current /of a 1000-turn coil on a ferromagnetic core is one

ampere. If the core flux <p is 10~4/ weber, determine the inductance and the

incremental inductance. Repeat for a core flux of 10~4 VJ.

15-11. Suppose the charge q stored in the immediate vicinity of the PN junction

of Fig. 15-5 is 10-V< coulomb. If v = 10 + 0.1 sin 108/, find the alternating

components of the charge q and the current i. The flow of charge through the

junction is negligible.

Sect/on 15-4 . f

15-12 If it
= 1 sin 104f and is

= 2 sin (10
4
/ + 60) in the coupled circuits of

Fig. 15-7, with Lx
= L2

= 4 mh and M12
= M21

= -2 mh, find the amplitudes

and phase angles of the voltages vl
and v2 .

15-13. Suppose a current /2
= 5 sin 377* amperes is driven in the secondary

circuit of Fig. 15-7, with the primary open. If the voltage Vl induced in the

primary is -100 cos 377f, find M12 .

15-14. Suppose LI = 4 mh, L2
= 3 mh, and M = 2.5 mh in the circuit' of

Fig 1 5-7. Find the energy stored in the magnetic field if ^ = 3 amperes with the

secondary open. Repeat if /2
- -4 amperes with the primary open. What is the

stored energy if both currents are present?

6

15-15. If I',
= 2 sin 377* and /2

= 1 cos 377* in the circuit of Fig. 15-11, with

RI ^ RZ = 10 and L! = L2
= M = 20 mh, find the amplitudes and phase angles

of the voltages ^ and i>2 ,

15-16. TheprimaiycircuitofFig.l5-12isdriveiiwithacurrenti
1
= 2sinlOOOf,

and a resistance of 5 ohms is connected across the secondary. Find ia , vl9 and v2

if L! = 10 mh, L2
- 8mh, and M has a magnitude of 2mh. The winding

resistances are negligible.
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15-17. Repeat Prob. 15-16 with a capacitor inserted in the secondary circuit,

with the capacitance such that its voltage drop exactly cancels the secondary emf
of self-inductance. The voltage v2 includes that of the capacitor.

15-18. In Fig. 15-19 the squares and triangles have the same significance as the

dots. Write the three volt-ampere equations, and determine the signs of the

mutual inductancesM12 , M13 , andM23 . If each has a magnitude of 1 mh, what
is the open-circuit voltage v3 for currents

/j.
=

i"2
= 1 sin 1000/?

o

o

FIG. 15-19.

Section 15-6

15-19. Two coils of turns A^ and N% are mounted on a common iron core. If a

steady current ^ in the coil of turns N^ produces a core flux <p equal to N^/gt,
with & a constant that depends on the permeability and dimensions of the core,

show that the mutual inductance is N-^N^j^.

15-20. Using Eq. (15-41), show that the mutual inductance of the two parallel

line segments of Fig, 15-20 is

d*\

with az flx, c2 = a2 al9 c3
= a

2 , and c4

The following integrals, with 2 =

1/z^
/(* - a)

2 + d\ will be helpful:

< In (x a 4- z)

In (a x -f z) dx z (a #) In (a x + z)

FIG. 15-20. Two parallel conductors.
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15-21. Use the result of Prob. 15-20 to calculate the mutual inductance

between the two square loops of Fig. 15-21. The medium is free space, the loops
are 0.01 m apart, and the length of each side is 0.05 m. (Ans.: 0.00604 ^h).

0.05m

-0.01 m

FIG. 15-21. Two square conducting loops.

15-22. A 15-turn coil with an inductance of 10 ^h is inductively coupled to a

30-turn coil having an inductance of 50 yuh. If the mutual inductance is 5 /*h,

calculate the coupling coefficients kl9
Ar2 ,

and k.

Sect/on 15-7

15-23. The ideal transformer between the generator and the load of Fig. 15-22

has a turns ratio NJNZ of 6.62. Calculate the input resistance, and for v =

100 sin cot, find v: and iv Place dots on corresponding terminals, and determine v2

and /2 . What is the average power to the load?

Generator Load

Ideal transformer

RG. 15-22.

15-24. If the transformer of Fig. 15-22 is an ideal matching transformer, deter

mine the turns ratio N^N* For v = 100 sin cof, find vl9 v2 ,
i
l9 and i

2
. Also,

calculate the average power supplied to the load.

15-25. Calculate the turns ratio of an iron-core transformer designed to match

resistances of 5000 and 500 ohms. Explain why this transformer would be un

suitable for matching resistances of 500,000 and 50,000 ohms or resistances of 50

and 5 ohms.
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CHAPTER
16

Magnetostatics is that branch of electromagnetism

that deals with electric currents that do not vary with time. The electric

and magnetic fields are, of course, likewise steady with time. We shall

discuss in this and the next chapter some of the basic concepts of the science

of magnetostatics. The important equations are obtained from the general
field equations by eliminating all terms with time derivatives. Thus we
treat magnetostatics as a special case of electromagnetic field theory.

Among the topics considered in this chapter are direct current and resist

ance, the static potential functions, the magnetic circuit, and calculation

of inductance.

16-1. DIRECT CURRENT AND RESISTANCE

The expression for a sinusoidal current is Im sin (cot + 0). If the an

gular frequency co approaches the limit zero, the current i does not change

appreciably in any finite time interval, and / becomes a direct current.

The frequency is zero, and the wavelength is infinite. As direct current

can be regarded as a limiting case of alternating current, it is evident

that the magnetostatic equations can be applied to a-c problems at suffi

ciently low frequencies.

Shown in Fig. 16-1 is a linear d-c circuit with resistance and inductance.

The resistive voltage drop is //?, and the inductive drop is zero because the

current is steady. When the circuit is initially closed, the current must rise

from zero to its d-c value. As long as the current changes with time, there

348
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is a voltage across the inductance L, but when the current becomes steady,
this inductive voltage is zero. A pure inductance has no effect on a steady
current. There is, however, energy stored in the magnetostatic field, and
this energy equals \L1* and also the volume integral of i/*#

2
. Inductors

are often used in electrical circuits to provide easy passage of direct

currents while opposing alternating currents.

In Fig. 16-2 is shown a circuit with resistance and capacitance. When
the circuit is initially closed, a transient current charges the capacitor as

indicated, and the voltage drop across C is q/C. As the charge q increases,

this voltage increases. When the capacitive voltage becomes equal to the

battery voltage V, the drop across R is zero, and there is no current. The

=-V

J-
FIG. 16-1. An RL circuit. FIG. 16-2. An RC circuit.

electrostatic field of the capacitor has stored energy that is equal to

\CV* and also to the volume integral of \eE
2

. Capacitors are often used

in electrical circuits to pass alternating currents while blocking direct

currents.

As displacement currents in magnetostatic fields are nonexistent, each

line of magnetic flux must link a convection current of moving charges.

Clearly, the convection current over any closed surface is zero. The
electric field is conservative, and the electric potential difference between

two points equals the voltage along any path connecting the points. As
the wavelength is infinite, there is neither skin effect nor radiation. Circuit

theory becomes exact, of course, as the frequency approaches zero.

A wire of conductivity <r, length /, and cross-sectional area S has a d-c

resistance R equal to l/(crS). In terms of the resistivity />
in ohm-meters,

R = pl/S, The power dissipated as heat by a steady current / is I*R, and
this is the instantaneous power and also the time-average power. Ob

viously, the rms value of a direct current / equals I. Frequently, the length
/ of a wire is expressed in feet, and the area S is given in circular mils, a cir

cular mil being the area of a circle one mil, or 0.001 inch, in diameter.

In this system the unit of resistivity p is the ohm-circular-mil per foot,
sometimes referred to by the nondescriptive name ohm per circular-mil-foot.

It is easily shown that the area of a wire in circular mils equals the square
of its diameter in mils. Thus in the mil-foot system R = p/A/

2
, with d

denoting the diameter in mils.
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Resistivity is a function of temperature. For metallic conductors it

increases as the temperature rises, because the greater thermal vibrations

of the atoms result in more frequent collisions between the free electrons

and the positive ions. Over a considerable range of temperature the

resistivity of metallic conductors is practically a linear function of tem

perature. Let p and pQ represent the resistivities of a metal at T and 7^

degrees Centigrade, respectively. Then p is approximately

/>
=

/>ofl +ao(r-r )] (16-1)

with OQ denoting the temperature coefficient of resistance, in reciprocal

degrees, at 7^. The equation is often written in terms of the resistances

R and R
,
which replace p and

/DO . Annealed copper has an OQ of 0.00393

at 20C. Thus the resistance of a copper conductor at 20C changes
0.393 % per degree change in temperature. A copper wire with a resistance

of one ohm at 20C has a resistance of approximately 1 .039 ohms at 30C.
Semiconductors have resistivities that usually decrease as the temperature
increases. This is, of course, the result of thermal generation of additional

free electrons and holes at higher temperatures.
The reciprocal of resistance jR is called the conductance G. Conductance

has dimensions of reciprocal ohms, and its mks unit is the mho. In the

direction of the voltage drop V across a resistor the current 7 is VG

amperes.

Copper wire tables prepared by the National Bureau of Standards give
at several temperatures the resistances per thousand feet of standard

sizes of annealed copper wire. The wire sizes are designated by gauge
numbers. The Brown and Sharpe (B & S) wire-gauge designation, often

called the American Wire Gauge (A.W.G.), is in common use in the United

States. Number 10 wire is approximately 0.1 inch (100 mils) in diameter,
has an area of about 10,000 circular mils, and has a resistance of about one

ohm per thousand feet. Larger gauge numbers are used for smaller wires,

and smaller gauge numbers are used for larger wires. For every third

larger gauge number the area is halved and the resistance is doubled. For

example, No. 13 wire has an area of about 5000 circular mils and a resist

ance of two ohms per thousand feet. Number 12 and No. 14 wires are

quite often used in low amperage circuits of residential wiring systems.

16-2. THE POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Currents and charges that do not vary with time give unretarded poten
tial functions which are helpful in the analyses of important problems in

magnetostatics. Although the static potentials have been utilized occasion

ally in earlier chapters, a review of the mathematical expressions should
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prove beneficial, for these are employed frequently in much of the work

that follows.

For static fields in media that are linear, isotropic, and homogeneous,
Maxwell's equations in terms of the magnetic vector potential A and the

electric scalar potential (/>
are

B = V X A (16-2)

E=-V</> (16-3)

V-A = (16-4)

V*0 = -
p/ (16-5)

V2A = -/^J (16-6)

These are Eqs. (13-67) through (13-71) with time derivatives set equal to

zero. Equation (16-5) is Poisson's equation so important in electrostatics.

The last equation (16-6), containing the vector Laplacian, represents three

scalar equations. In rectangular coordinates each has the same form as

Poisson's equation. The integral solutions of Eqs. (16-5) and (16-6) are

= -L f P

4rr Jy r
dv

= ^- f -dV (16-8)
47r Jv r

These are Eqs. (13-72) and (13-73) without retardation.

In terms of the steady current / of a filamentary conductor, the vector

potential becomes

A = A f idl (16-9)
4?r Jc r

For a single current element 7 d\ the differential magnetic vector potential

is

(16-10)
477T

We note from Eq. (16-7) that the electric scalar potential of a single

point charge q is

(1641)

The equations given in this section should be examined carefully. They
are immensely important in static field theory, and they shall be used freely

in this and the following two chapters, which present the science of
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magnetostatics and electrostatics. The next three sections are intended

primarily to illustrate the utilization of the magnetostatic vector potential

in the solution of physical problems. In addition, the results are of con

siderable practical value.

16-3. THE MAGNETIC VECTOR POTENTIAL AND FIELD
OF A LONG STRAIGHT WIRE

As an example of how we can find the vector potential in a magneto-
static problem we shall obtain the potential of a long straight wire carrying

a steady current 7. The vector potential will be found at a point P located

a distance r from the center of the wire of radius a. The result is utilized

FIG. 16-3. Side view of section of a long straight wire with a steady current /.

in the next section in the determination of the magnetic field of a parallel-

wire transmission line. Shown in Fig. 16-3 is the straight wire, with the

z-axis oriented along the wire.

At P the magnetic potential is in the z-direction, because the current

density J is directed along the z-axis. Therefore, the equation for A be

comes V2A Z
=

[AJZ , which can be written as

V-(V^) = -jjj, (16-12)

This equation has the same form as the differential form of Gauss's law

(V D =
p). The integral form of Gauss's law equates the surface integral

of D to the volume integral of p, with the surface S being that which en

closes the volume V. By analogy, the integral form of Eq. (16-12) is

(VA Z) dS
f= -
Jy

dV (16-13)

This can be deduced directly from Eq. (16-12) by taking the volume

integral of both sides and applying the divergence theorem. Let us apply
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the equation to a closed cylindrical surface of radius r and of unit length,

the cylinder being concentric with the wire. The point P lies on the surface

of this cylinder. In effect, the closed surface S is a Gaussian surface.

Inside the wire the current density Jz is everywhere constant, for there

is no skin effect, and outside the wire Jz is zero. As the length of the cylin

der is unity, the volume integral of juJz equals //, provided r > a as shown

in Fig. 16-3. Equation (16-13) becomes

r

<p
(VA Z} dS = pi (16-14)

* s

The cylindrical coordinates of the point P on the surface S are (r, 99, z),

provided the origin of the coordinate system is located on the axis. As

the wire is infinitely long, A
z does not vary with z. From symmetry, A z

does not vary with <p. Therefore, the gradient of A z is (dAJdr)ar . The

surface integral of VA Z over each end of the cylinder is zero, for the vector

is directed radially outward. Over the curved surface, the integral of

VA Z equals the product of dAJdr and the area 2-rrr of this surface. This

is a consequence of the fact that the gradient of A z has magnitude inde

pendent of position on this curved surface, from symmetry considerations.

Therefore, Eq. (16-14) becomes

^ = - *L
(16-15)

or 2-rrr

Integration gives

A z
= In r + Cl

r > a (16-16)
27T

Cl is a constant of integration, and its value depends on the zero refer

ence selected for A z . If A z is to be zero at infinity, then Cx is infinite. We
are not really interested in this constant, because the magnetic field B is

found from the curl of A, and the constant Cx has zero curl.

Next, suppose the point P is inside the wire. In this case r is less than

the radius a. For r < a, the right side of Eq. (16-14) is --///r
2
/^

2
, for only

a portion of the current / is inside the cylinder. Following the same reason

ing as before, we find that

A,= - & + C2 r < a (16-17)

The magnetic field B is found by taking the curl of A, and the resulting

expressions are

B = -^av r>a (16-18)
277T

*

r<a (16-19)
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The external field of (16-18) was deduced in Sec. 8-5 directly from the

Maxwell-Ampere law and again in the Example of Sec. 13-6 from the

Biot-Savart law. The flux lines of B are circular about the wire.

16-4. THE VECTOR POTENTIAL AND FIELD

OF TWO LONG PARALLEL WIRES

The problem of determining the magnetic vector potential of a parallel-

wire transmission line carrying equal-and-opposite direct currents will

now be considered. The result is used in Sec. 16-8 to find the low-fre

quency inductance per unit length. Shown in Fig. 16-4 is a cross-sectional

P(*,y,z)

Wire 2 Wire 1

FIG. 16-4. Cross-sectional view of two long parallel wires with equal and opposite direct

currents.

view of the wires, with the positive ^-direction out of the paper. Wire 1

of radius a has a current / in the positive z-direction, and wire 2 of radius

b has the current / in the negative ^-direction. The point P is located at

distances r and r2 from the centers of the wires 1 and 2, respectively. For

the present we shall assume that P is outside the wires, as illustrated. The

conductors are nonferromagnetic, and the permeability is everywhere

equal to /v Consequently, the presence of wire 2 does not affect the field

due to the current of wire 1, and vice versa. Thus the results of the pre

ceding section can be applied to the individual conductors.

At the point P the vector potential is the sum of those produced by each

of the currents of the two wires. The component ofA z due to the current of

wire 1 is given by Eq. (16-16) with r = r
x . The component due to the

current of wire 2 is the negative of that given by Eq. (16-16) with r = r2 ,
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for this current is in the negative z-direction. Therefore, the total vector

potential is

A /^O^ t I /*<H T i r< f\ ^f\\Ay = in r-t H in TO -f- c_x (lo-zuj

The constant C depends on our selection of the zero reference. If we let

A z be zero at the origin of the coordinate system, the constant C is zero,

and the equation becomes

Az
= ^^ In*

27T
(16-21)

For any point in the plane x = 0, r
x and r2 are equal, and A z is zero. If

r2 is greater than r
1?
A z is positive, and if r is greater than r2 ,

A z is negative.

FIG. 16-5. Magnetic flux lines of a parallel-wire transmission line.

In terms of the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) of the point P the

distances rx and r2 are [(d
- xf + y*]^ and [(d + xf + y^, respectively.

The magnetic flux density is obtained by substituting for r and r2 in Eq.

(16-21) and evaluating the curl of A. The result is

27r

The magnetic flux lines in the xy-pl&ne are shown in Fig. 16-5. Each line

is a circle with its center on the #-axis at x = (r
2 + rf

2
)
H

,
with r denoting

the radius of the line (see Prob. 16-8).
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Next, suppose the point P is located inside wire 1, making rx less than a.

Utilizing Eq. (16-17) with r = rx and also Eq. (16-16) with r = r2 , we

obtain

ft In
rjj + c (16_23 )Z

4770T 2-JT

The constant C is evaluated by equating (16-23) and (16-21) at rx
= a.

The resulting expression for A z becomes

Az
=^ (l

- T

4 + In ^) r, < a (16-24)
47T \ az a 2

/

The magnetic field B in rectangular form, obtained from the curl of A, is

B = a-'
L(J.

_
I)

, -
(<

+ +iiLf
) ,]27r L V2

2 a
2
/ \ r2

2 a 2
/ J

It should be emphasized that the results are valid for steady currents and

for alternating currents with frequencies so low that skin effect is negligible.

16-5. VECTOR POTENTIAL AND FIELD
OF A SMALL CURRENT LOOP

An electron revolving in its orbit around the nucleus of an atom forms

a tiny current loop, and so does an electron spinning about its axis. Both

the orbital motion and the electron spin contribute to the magnetic prop
erties of materials. Thus the magnetic field of a small current loop is of

considerable importance.
Shown in Fig. 16-6 is a circular loop carrying a steady current /, with

the z-axis of a rectangular coordinate system coinciding with the axis of the

loop. The rectangular coordinates of the point P are (#, y, z) and the

spherical coordinates are (r , 0, 9?). From symmetry considerations it is

evident that the magnitude ofA is independent of <p. Therefore, no gener

ality is lost by taking P at <p
=

\ir. Let us consider two current elements

at equal distances from P. The vector potential at P due to this pair of

equidistant elements is normal to the 7/2-plane, because the y components
ofA at P cancel. All current elements can be grouped into equidistant

pairs. It is evident that A has only the single spherical component A^.
At the point P, A 9

= A99 and

(16-26)
477 Jc r

with C denoting the circular path of the current loop and with r denoting
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the distance from d\ to P. Of course, dx is the x component of dl, and dx

equals (adcp)($in 99). Clearly

sin <p

o r
(16-27)

The distance r is a function of <p. If the rectangular coordinates of dl

are (x^ y, 0), the distance r from dl to />((), y, z) is the square root of the

Idl

FIG. 16-6. A current loop in the xy-plane and a distant point P in the yz-plane.

sum of the squares of.^ y - yl9
and z. As x^ + y^ = tz

2
, t/

2 + z2 = r 2
,

ya
= ^ sin y, and y = r sin 0, it is easily shown that

~ (16-28)

This equation can be evaluated in terms of certain definite integrals

known as elliptic integrals. However, we are interested here in a very small

circular loop, and the integral is easily evaluated for a radius a that is small

compared with r . If a2 in the radical is neglected, Eq. (16-28) can be

expressed in the form

t*Ia f
2ff sin y d

*
~~

47rr Jo Vl -
(2fl/r ) si

dcp

(2a/r ) sin 6 sin y
(16-29)
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The second term in the radical is very small compared with unity. Recall

that (1 x)-M ,
with x considerably less than unity, is approximately equal

to 1 + i. This is shown by application of the binomial expansion,

neglecting all terms except the first two. It follows that Eq. (16-29) can be

written

A _ E*!L
I ''(sin <p) (l + - sin 6 sin

<p) d<p
47rrJo \ rQ I

Integration is now readily accomplished, and the result is

A = r*s e
(16-30)

with S denoting the area Tra* of the loop and with the subscript on r

dropped. Thus r is the distance from the small loop at the origin to the

point P(r, 6, <p\

The magnetic potential can be expressed in vector form. Let n denote a

unit vector normal to the plane of the loop, directed out of the top side

of the loop of Fig. 16-6. If the fingers of the right hand are curled around

the loop in the direction of the positive current, the extended thumb gives

the sense of n. At P the vector potential A is normal to the plane of n and

the unit radial vector ar . The cross product n X ar has the direction of A,

with magnitude equal to sin 0. Therefore

a-
(16-31)

4rrr
2

The distant magnetic field of a small current loop is found by taking

the curl of A. Equation (16-30) is convenient to use, and the result in

spherical coordinates is

B = (2 cos ar + sin a,) (16-32)
47JT

3

Although the loop considered is a circular loop, it can be shown that the

result is valid for small loops of arbitrary shape. The magnetic field of a

current loop is discussed further in the next section.

16-6. ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC DIPOLES

Two point charges +q and q separated a small distance / constitute

an electric dipole. We shall determine, at distances large compared with

/, the electrostatic field of the dipole shown in Fig. 16-7. Although this is

properly a problem in electrostatics, it is desirable to treat this problem

here before considering the magnetic dipole. The electric dipole is located
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at the origin of a spherical coordinate system, and the spherical coordinates
of the distant point P are (r, 6, <p). The distances rx and r

2 are practically

equal to r, because r is very large compared with /. At P the ^-direction is

normal to the paper. From the symmetry of the problem the field is

independent of the coordinate <p.

FIG. 16-7. An electric dipole and a distant point P.

The electric potential at P due to the two point charges is

ff JL r
~~

(16-33)

Examination of Fig. 16-7 reveals that rz rx is approximately equal to /

cos 0, provided r is very much greater than /. Also, the product r^2 is

practically r2 for small /, Therefore, the electric scalar potential becomes

, _ c 5

4rrer
2 (16-34)

with 1 denoting the vector length from q to +q and with ar denoting a

unit vector at P directed radially outward. The vector q\ is called the

electric dipole moment p. If / -> and q ~> oo such that ql remains finite, the

dipole is a point dipole.

The electric field E is V^, In spherical coordinates this becomes

(2 cos ar + sin 6 a,) (16-35)
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The field lines in a plane containing the point charges are illustrated in

Fig. 16-8. For a constant 6 the field varies inversely as the distance cubed.

Comparison of Eqs. (16-32) and (16-35) shows that the magnetic field of

a small current loop has the same functional form as the electric field of

an electric dipole. Because of this similarity, a small current loop is

referred to as a magnetic dipole. The magnetic dipole moment m is defined

as ISn. Its magnitude is the product of the current and the area of the

FIG. 16-8. Field lines of a point dipole with moment in thez-direction.

loop, and its direction is that of n, determined by the right-hand rule.

The field of a magnetic dipole in a plane containing the vector m is shown
in Fig. 16-8, which also illustrates the electric field of an electric dipole. In

terms of the moment m, the vector potential of a magnetic dipole is obtained

from Eq. (16-31), and the result is

(16-36)

A large current loop, divided into many enlarged infinitesimal loops, is

shown in Fig. 16-9. It should be noted that the net current of each internal

path is zero. Consequently, the sum of the field components of all the

differential current loops gives the field of the original loop. The field of

each differential loop is given by Eq. (16-32), with S replaced with the

differential area dS of the loop. Summing the fields of all infinitesimal

loops by integrating Eq. (16-32) over the surface area of the large loop gives
the magnetic field. Each differential loop is a magnetic dipole. Therefore,
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the field of a current loop of arbitrary size and shape, carrying a steady
current /, is identical to the field of a surface distribution of magnetic

dipoles, each of moment I dS. The surface is any surface having the loop
as its boundary. The use of a surface distribution of magnetic dipoles is

sometimes a convenient way to find the magnetic field of a current loop.
In the next chapter we shall investigate briefly the magnetic theory of

materials. We shall find that the concept of the magnetic dipole is used to

FIG. 16-9. A current loop subdivided into infinitesimal loops.

relate the observable magnetic behavior with the atomic behavior. The
electric dipole is employed similarly in the study of the electric theory of

materials in Chapter 18.

16-7. THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

An TV-turn coil with a steady current 7 produces a magnetomotive force

of NI amperes. This mmf acts along every closed path that links the coil

and, consequently, magnetic flux lines extend throughout the region.

However, if the coil is mounted on a ferromagnetic core of high relative

permeability, the flux density in the core is very much greater than that in

the surrounding air, and most of the flux lines are confined to the ferro

magnetic material of the magnetic circuit. Such magnetic circuits are

present in electric motors and generators, transformers, loudspeakers,

telephone receivers, masers, magnetrons, nuclear accelerators, instruments,

and innumerable other devices.

Although many magnetic circuits are entirely ferromagnetic, others

contain one or more air gaps through which the magnetic flux must pass.

Shown in Fig. 16-10 is an elementary magnetic circuit with an air gap.
The magnetomotive force is NI amperes, and this mmf produces a core
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flux
99. We shall assume that the leakage flux, which is not confined to the

magnetic circuit, is negligible. The ratio of the mmf to the core flux is

called the reluctance M of the circuit, with ^ expressed in units ofampere-
turns per weber. Thus

(16-37)

The illustrated path C of Fig. 16-10 represents a line of magnetic flux.

Around this path the mmf is the circulation of H, or B//, and as B and d\

have the same directions at points along C, the circulation becomes

-Iron core

Region 3

(air gap)

FIG. 16-10. A magnetic circuit.

(//*) dl. As a rough approximation, let us assume that the core flux is

uniformly distributed over the cross-sectional area S of each portion of the

path. Then B = y/S and the mmf is 99 l/(juS) dl Obviously the reluct-

ance is

c /J.S

I (16-38)

with the subscripts referring to the numbered regions of Fig. 16-10. The

lengths /!,
/2, and /3 are the mean path lengths of the three regions. Al

though the equation is only approximate, it will yield a reasonable value

for the reluctance, as defined in Eq. (16-37), provided the leakage flux is
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small, the flux density is nearly uniform over S, and the path C is carefully

selected to correspond to a flux line of average length. In many magnetic
circuits considerable judgment is required in the determination of the

mean lengths of the various regions. The reciprocal of the reluctance ^
of a magnetic circuit is called the permeance 0>, with & usually expressed
in henrys.

In Fig. 16-10 the flux lines are directed clockwise. At the small air gap

they leave region 2, pass across the gap, and enter region 1 . The ferro

magnetic region just above the gap is referred to as a north, or positive,

pole. That region just below the gap is a south, or negative, pole. Flux lines

in an air gap leave the north pole and enter the south pole. The magnetic

poles of the earth are, of course, exceptions to the definitions. When a

magnetic circuit contains an air gap, such as that of Fig. 16-10, it is usually

referred to as an electromagnet. Let us now consider an example.

EXAMPLE I . In the magnetic circuit of Fig. 16-10 the average path lengths Il9

/2 ,
and /3 of the numbered regions are 10 cm, 20 cm, and 0.5 cm, respectively, and

each cross-sectional area is 4 cm2
. The relative permeabilities of regions 1 and 2

are 1000 and 800, respectively. For 5000 ampere-turns determine the core flux y
and themmf ofeach region. Also, find the energy stored in each region, assuming
that the permeabilities are independent of the flux density.

Solution. The reluctance li/(jui$i) of region 1 is 199,000 ampere-turns per
weber, and that of region 2 is 498,000. In the air gap the relative permeability is

unity, and even though the path length of the gap is only cm, its reluctance is

9,950,000. Thus the total reluctance is 10,650,000. Dividing 5000 ampere-turns

by this reluctance yields a core flux of 0.000469 weber, and the flux density is

1.17weber/m
2

.

The mmf of each region is determined from the product of the flux and the

reluctance of the region. In region 1 the mmf is 93 amperes, and in region 2 it is

234 amperes. The remaining 4673 amperes of the applied mmf appear across the

air gap. Note that most of the ampere-turns of the coil are accounted for by the

air gap. In problems of this type a rough approximation of the magnetic flux

density can be quickly determined by assuming that the mmf of the air gap

equals the mmf of the toil.

The energy stored in each region is (k&H)(lS), for %BH is the energy density of

a linear medium and the product IS is the volume. As BS = 9 and HI = mmf,
it follows that the stored energy is ^(mmf). The flux is 0.000469 and the mmfs

of the regions are 93, 234, and 4673 amperes. Consequently, the stored energies
are 0.022, 0.055, and 1.10 joules. Actually, iron is not a linear medium and,

therefore, these calculated energies are only approximations. It is interesting to

note that most of the energy is stored in the air gap.

The relationship between the magnetic flux density and the magnetic

field intensity of a ferromagnetic material is nonlinear. This is discussed

in the next chapter. In magnetic-circuit problems the permeability of a

ferromagnetic material will normally not be known, for it depends on the

flux density. Usually, the relationship between B and H is presented in the
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FIG. 16-1 1. Magnetization curve of sheet steel.

FIG. 16-12. Toroidal coil.
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form of a curve known as a magnetization, or B-H, curve. A typical
magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 16-11, and this curve is utilized in
the next two examples.

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 16-12 is a toroid of sheet steel, with an inner radius
of 4 cm, an outer radius of 6 cm, and a depth of 2 cm. Uniformly wound about
the core is a 200-turn copper coil carrying a steady current of one ampere. Find
the flux. r

Solution. The mmf of the toroid is 200 ampere-turns, and the flux lines are
circular provided the uniform winding approximates a current sheet. As the mmf
around the closed path of a flux line of radius r is 1-xrH, it follows thatH - 31 S/r
amperes/m. Because the magnetic field

intensity in the core varies with r, so does
the magnetic flux density. Of course, the

permeability also varies with r for the
magnetization curve is nonlinear.

'

An approximate solution is readily obtained by regarding the flux density at
r = 0.05 m as the average flux

density. At this radial distance, H is 636 ampere-
turns/m. From the magnetization curve of Fig. 16-11 we find B to be 1 28
webers/m

2
,
and the flux 9? is approximately BS, which is 0.000512 weber.

EXAMPLE 3. If the toroid of Example 2 has an air gap of length 0.2 cm intro
duced into the magnetic circuit, what current is required to give a core flux of
0.0004 weber?

Solution. The average flux
density B is ?/$ or 1 weber/m

2
. From the mag

netization curve the field intensity in the iron is found to be 200 ampere-turns/mAs the average length of this ferromagnetic core is 0.314 m, the mmf of this por
tion of the magnetic circuit is 62.8 ampere-turns.

In the air gap the magnetic field
intensityH is B\H , or 796,000 ampere-turns/m,and the mmf HI is 1 592. Therefore, the total mmf of the magnetic circuit is about

1655 ampere-turns, and this requires a coil current of 8.28 amperes. Most of the
applied magnetomotive force appears across the small air gap.

In the preceding example the air-gap flux was assumed to be known, and
the required mmf was readily calculated. On the other hand, the problem
of finding the flux for a given mmf is more involved. In this case the
division of the applied ampere-turns between the air gap and the iron is

unknown. The reluctance of the iron portion of the circuit depends on the

permeability, which in turn depends on the unknown flux density. A
problem such as this can be solved by assuming various flux densities and

finding the corresponding ampere-turns as was done in Example 3, with
the results used to plot a curve of the mmf versus the core flux. The curve
can then be used to find the flux that corresponds to a given mmf. This

procedure can be employed whenever the magnetic circuit has two or more
regions with different permeabilities, with B and H of each ferromagnetic
material related by a magnetization curve.

EXAMPLE 4. The electromagnet of Fig. 16-13 has two series-connected 1000-
turn coils carrying a steady current /. The dimensions are indicated on the sketch,
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and the ferromagnetic material is cast iron, with B andH related by the expression

(16-39)
1457 + H

Find the current / that produces an air-gap flux density of 0.5 weber/m
2

.

Solution. In the air gap H is //* ,
or 398,000 amperes/m, and the mmf HI of

the gap is 1592 amperes. The air-gap reluctance is 796,000.

14 cm

4 cm ->U 5 cm >U- 4 cm ->l 2 cm U~~

FIG. 16-13. Cast-iron electromagnet.

In the center leg from a to b the flux density B is 0.5, and H is found from Eq.

(16-39) to be 1505 amp/m. As the path length from a to b, not including the air

gap, is 1 1 .6 cm, the mmf HI is 175. Thus the total mmf of the center leg from a

to b is 1592 + 175, or 1767 amperes. The permeability BjH of the iron of the

center leg is 0.000332 henry/m, and the reluctance including that of the air gap is

883,000.

As the magnetic flux density is a solenoidal field, the flux <pl + <pz leaving the

junction at b equals the flux 9? that enters the junction. Thus the flux of each side

leg is |<p, and ^ =
9?2
= 0.001 weber. The flux density is 0.625, and H is found

from (16-39) to be 2537. As the path length is about 24 cm, the mmf from b to a

along each side leg is 609 amperes. The permeability B/H is 0.000246, and the

reluctance of each leg is 609,000.

Along the closed path of a flux line, the mmf is the sum of the 1767 ampere-
turns of the center leg and the 609 ampere-turns of a side leg, or 2376 ampere-
turns. This magnetomotive force is given by a current of 1.19 amperes in the

2000 turns of the two coils. Equation (16-39), which relates B and H, is a fair

approximation of a limited range of the magnetization curve of cast iron.
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16-8. CALCULATION OF INDUCTANCE

A fundamental problem of magnetostatics is the calculation of low-

frequency inductance. In the preceding chapter we developed some equa
tions useful in determining the self-inductance of a circuit and the mutual

inductance of inductively coupled circuits. A few applications of these

equations were encountered in the Problems of Chapter 15. Perhaps
needless to say, the mathematics is often rather complex. In this section

we shall consider several examples involving inductors of rather simple

geometry.
Thus far we have considered the inductance only of linear circuits, with

L defined as the ratio of the sinusoidal emf of self-induction to the time

rate of change of the sinusoidal current. For circuits with negligible skin

effect L equals the flux linkages per unit current. Inductors with iron cores

are nonlinear and, therefore, a sinusoidal excitation produces a nonsinus-

oidal response. For such cases L is usually defined as the ratio <!>//, with

O denoting the flux linkages of the circuit. Mutual inductance M is simi

larly defined. The emf of self-induction d<$/dt becomes d(Li)\dt, and in

ductance L varies with time if the current is alternating. The emf of mutual

inductance in circuit 1 becomes d(Mi^)/dt, with /2 denoting the current of

circuit 2. Frequently, the nonlinearity of iron-core inductors is small and

can be ignored.

EXAM RLE I . For the toroidal coil of Example 2 of the preceding section, find

the inductance in terms of the inner radius rl9 the outer radius r2 ,
the depth D,

the number N of turns, and the permeability ju of the iron. The coil is shown in

Fig. 16- 12 on p. 364.

Solution. In the iron the magnetic field intensity H is Nfj(2Trr), and the flux

density B is i^NIKl^r). A differential area dS of a cross section is D dr. Evalua

tion of the surface integral of B over a cross section, with the limits of r being r1

and r2 , gives the core flux <p. With the permeability treated as a constant in

dependent of r, the resulting flux <p is QiNfD/2w) In r2/rj. The inductance L is

N(p/f, or duN2
DI2-rr) In r^r^ and n is a function of the current.

An approximate value ofL is readily found by assuming that the flux density B
at an average radius r is approximately the average flux density. The core flux 9?

becomes juNIS/(2-7rr), with 5 denoting the area of a cross section, and the flux

linkages per unit current are /j,N
2
S/(2TTr). This is the approximate inductance,

regardless of the shape of the cross section.

In Example 2 of Sec. 16-7 the core flux was found to be 0.000512 weber for

a current of one ampere in the 200-turn coil. Therefore, the inductance is

(200)(0,000512), or 102 millihenrys. The internal inductance is negligible. As

each turn has a length of about 0.08 m, the wire is about 16 m long. Neglecting

proximity effect, this gives an internal inductance of (/ /87r)(16), or 0.8 micro

henry.
It should be noted that the inductance of the toroidal coil is proportional to the

product of the permeability and the square of the number of turns.
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EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 16-14 is a section of a solenoidal coil of infinite

length, with NI turns per meter. The cross-sectional area of the core is S, and its

permeability is /*. Assuming that the coil approximates a uniform current sheet,

find the inductance per unit length.

Solution. A steady current /produces a magnetic field in the core, and this field

is directed along the length of the core. The mmf around the closed path abed of

Fig. 16-14 is simply equal to H, for the path length be is unity. As the enclosed

current is NJ, the magnetic field intensity in the core is NJ. The flux density is

pNil, and the core flux 9? is p^IS. Multiplying this by A^ gives the flux linkages

N,

FIG. 16-14. A section of a long electric solenoid. The square path abed has unit length

and links N! turns of the coil.

per unit length, and dividing the result by /gives the inductance L per unit length,
which is L =

jttNjfS henrys/m. The internal inductance is negligible in com

parison, assuming the core is ferromagnetic.
For a solenoid of finite length /, the magnetic field in the core is not substan

tially different provided the length / is large compared with the transverse dimen

sions. As NI =
N/l, with N denoting the total number of turns of the solenoid,

the inductance L becomes approximately

L = (16-40)

It should be noted that the inductance is proportional to the product juN
z

. Large
inductances are obtained from solenoids with many turns of wire around ferro

magnetic cores.

A toroidal coil, such as that of Example 1, can be viewed as a solenoid

bent into a circle, closing on itself. Equation (16-40), with / denoting the

mean path length of the toroid, gives the approximate inductance,

EXAMPLE 3. Calculate the mutual inductance of the coils of Fig. 16-15, assum

ing a ferromagnetic core with a relative permeability of 5000. The flux <px of the

left leg from a to b has a mean path length of one meter, and so does the flux <p3

of the right leg. The length of the center leg from a to b is 0.4 m. Each path has a

cross-sectional area of 0.01 m2
, and leakage flux is negligible.

Solution. Assume a current /x of coil 1 equal to one ampere, with coil 2 open.
The flux linkages N$>% of coil 2 are, therefore, equal to the mutual inductance M.
Thus we must determine the flux 9?.
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The reluctances^ ;% and ^3 of the three paths are easily calculated from the

relation //(/*). #a and^3 are 1 5,900, and ^2 is 6,360. Around the closed magnetic
circuit consisting of the left and center legs the mmf N^ equals y^ 4- <p^%*

Therefore, 200 15,900^ + 6,360^2 . Around .the closed magnetic circuit con

sisting of the center and right legs the mmf is zero. Consequently, 9^2 ^3^3*
or 6,360^ = 1 5,900g?3 . These two equations in terms of the three fluxes, with the

FIG. 16-15. Two coils and a ferromagnetic circuit.

aid of the relation ^ -
<p2 4- <p3 ,

can be solved for y2 , giving <?2
= 0.00699 weber.

NtfPt is 2.1 , and the mutual inductance M is 2.1 henrys. The sign ofM depends

on the positive
directions selected for the coil currents.

Fig. 16-16 is a circuit representation of this magnetic-circuit problem, with the

reluctances shown as lumped elements.

FIG. 16-16. Circuit representation of magnetic-circuit problem, with /2 of coil 2 equal to

zero.

EXAMPLE 4. Find the external inductance per unit length of a coaxial trans

mission line. The radius of the inner conductor is a, the inner radius of the outer

conductor is b, and the permeability of the dielectric is p.

Solution. Assume a current fin the inner conductor. The current of the outer

conductor is also /, but in the opposite direction. From symmetry it is evident

that the magnetic flux lines in the dielectric are circular. Consequently, H =
//

(27rr), with r denoting the distance from the axis of the inner conductor to a point

in the dielectric. The flux density B is j//(2*rr), and the flux per unit length that

links the current / of the inner conductor is the integral of B with respect to r

from a to b, or (/u/72ff) In b/a. Dividing by the current / gives an external in

ductance of (^/27r) In b/a henrys/meter, and this result is valid regardless of the

frequency.
The internal inductance per unit length is a function of the frequency. At low

frequencies
the expression for the total inductance is given in Prob. 14-32. At
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very high frequencies the internal inductance can be found from the principles of

Sec. 14-9 (see Prob. 14-31). As the internal inductance of a coaxial line is often

quite appreciable, the total inductance per unit length varies with frequency.

EXAMPLE 5. Determine the d-c inductance per unit length of the parallel-wire

transmission line shown in Fig. 16-17. Assume nonferromagnetic conductors.

Solution. Figure 16-17 is similar to Fig. 16-4, except for the point P being

located inside wire 1. The inductance will be found by evaluating the volume

integral ofA - J and multiplying the result by I//
2

. This is Eq. (15-1 8). Only the

volume of the conductors need be considered, for the current density J is zero in

the dielectric. Both A and J are independent of the axial coordinate z. Therefore,

Wire 2

Wirel

FIG. 16-17. Cross-sectional view of two long parallel wires with equal and opposite direct

currents.

the volume integral in one meter of length equals the surface integral ofA J over

the cross sections of the wires. Let LI and L% denote the respective contributions

of wires 1 and 2 to the inductance per unit length. As A and J have only z

components, it follows that

A zJz dS (16-41)Li =72
JSi

with Si denoting the cross-sectional area of wire 1. A similar expression applies

to L2 .

The current density Jz in wire 1 is the constant //(Tra
2
). The magnetic vector

potential A g ,
for rx < a, is given by Eq. (16-24). Let us locate the origin of a

cylindrical coordinate system at a point on the axis of wire 1 . The cylindrical

coordinate <p is indicated on the illustration, and r
1 becomes equal to the cylindri

cal coordinate r. A differential surface area dS is r dr dy. The limits for r are

and a, and we may choose and * as the limits for <p provided we multiply the

integral by 2. Substituting for A Jz ,
and dS in Eq. (16-41), we obtain

Before the integration can be performed, r2 must be expressed in terms of the
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cylindrical coordinates. Noting that cos ( <p)
= cos 9, it is easily deduced

from the law of cosines that

with D denoting the distance between the centers of the wires. The expression
for L! becomes

First, we shall integrate with respect to <p. From a table of definite integrals

(Pierce 523), it is found that the integral of the last logarithmic function with

respect to <p, from to ^ is zero. Thus this term can be dropped from the integral

expression for L . As the remaining terms of the integrand are independent of 9?,

the v integration yields the multiplier TT, giving

This is easily evaluated. The result is

2ir a

The expression forL2 is the same except that b replaces a. The sum of1^ andL2

gives the inductance L per unit length, and the result is

(16-42)
vab

REFERENCES

See Bibliography.

PROBLEMS

Section 1 6- 1

16-1. The resistivity of aluminum at 20 C is 2.645 microhm-cm. Find the

resistivity in ohm-circular-mils per foot, and also determine the conductivity in

mks units.

16-2. A pair of annealedcopper wires is to supply a steady current of40 amperes
at 220 volts to a load 1200 feet from a substation. If the voltage at the substation

is 230 volts, what must be the diameter of the wire? The resistivity is 10.4 ohms

per circular-mil-foot.

16-3. Let R! and Rz denote the resistances of a conductor at temperatures 7\
and r2 degrees Centigrade, respectively. Show that R^/Rl

= (C + T2)/(C + Jj),

with the constant C - l/a
- 7 . Verify that C is 234.5 for annealed copper.

What is the resistance of a copper wire at 35C if its resistance is 1 ohm at 10C?
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16-4. Show that the temperature coefficient of resistance ^ at temperature Tl

is IKTi + C), with C denoting the constant defined in Prob. 16-3. Find the

temperature coefficient of resistance of copper at 20 C.

16-5. Determine the approximate diameter in inches, the area in circular mils,
and the resistance per 1000 feet of No. 1 annealed copper wire. Repeat for

No. 18 wire.

Sect/on 16-3

16-6. Write Eq. (16-12) in cylindrical coordinates. Noting that Jz
= Oat points

outside the wire, find Eq. (16-16) by direct integration of (16-12) with respect to r.

Evaluate one of the constants of integration by using the known magnetic field

and the relation B = V x A. Similarly, derive Eq. (16-17).

Sect/on 16-4

16-7. Derive Eq. (16-22) from (16-21).

16-8. Show that the equation of the family of flux lines described by Eq. ( 1 6-22)
and sketched in Fig. 16-5 is

with r a constant. First show by the methods of Sec. 4-1 that the differential

equation is (d
2 - x2 + y

z
) dx = 2xy dy. Multiplication by l/x

2 makes this an
exact equation.

16-9. Derive Eq. (16-25) from Eqs. (16-16) and (16-17), clearly showing the
details of each mathematical operation.

Sect/on 16-6

16-10. A differential vector length of a field line described by Eq. (16-35) and
shown in Fig. 16-8 is dl = dr*r + rd6ae . Using this and Eq. (16-35), deduce
that the family of field lines is represented by the equation r = C sin 2

B, with C a
constant. Plot carefully the flux line in the 2/z-plane for C = 1.

Sect/on 16-7

16-11. In Example 1 of Sec. 16-7, find the core flux if the ferromagnetic
material of both regions 1 and 2 is cast iron with B and H related by Eq. (16-39).

16-12. In Example 2 of Sec. 16-7, find the current required to produce a core
flux of 0.00044 weber.

16-13. In Example 3 of Sec. 16-7, find the current required to produce an

average air-gap flux density of 1.25 webers/m
2

.

16-14. In Example 4 of Sec. 16-7, find the current / that produces an air-gap
flux density of 0.6 weber/m

2
.

16-15. In Example 4 of Sec. 16-7, find the air-gap flux density for a current of
1 ampere.

Sect/on 16-8

16-16. If the coil of Example 1 of Sec. 16-7 has 1000 turns, calculate its in
ductance corresponding to the given mmf. Also, find the internal inductance.

16-17. Find the inductance of the winding of the electromagnet of Example 4
of Sec. 16-7 corresponding to the current of 1.23 amperes.

16-18. A superpowerful electromagnet consists of a solenoid 10 cm long with
20,000 turns of wire made of a compound of niobium and tin that is super
conductive at temperatures below 18K. If the diameter of the solenoid is small
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compared with the length, calculate the approximate magnetic flux density in the

nonferromagnetic core for a current of 25 amperes.

16-19. Calculate both the internal and external inductances of the toroidal

coil of Example 2 of Sec. 16-7 if the ferromagnetic core is replaced with a non-

ferromagnetic core. Neglect leakage flux.

16-20. Sketch Fig. 16-15 with a third coil of 400 turns placed on the third leg,

with its winding similar to that of coils 1 and 2. Using dots, triangles, and squares,
mark the corresponding terminals of each pair of coils. Select reference directions

for the coil currents Ily 72 , and 73 ,
and determine the mutual inductances, including

their signs, for each pair of coils. Use the data of Example 3 of Sec. 16-8.

16-21. If No. 10 annealed copper wire is used to construct a parallel-wire

transmission line, what spacing is required to give a d-c inductance of 3.67

mh/mile ? If the same wire is used as the inner conductor of a coaxial cable, what

must be the inner radius of the outer conductor to give an inductance of 0.425

mh/mile at a frequency so high that internal inductance is negligible?
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CHAPTER
17

We have learned that electric currents In nearby
conductors exert magnetic forces on one another. In fact, as Ampere
showed us in 1820, each current element produces a magnetic field that

acts on every other current element in the region. If two or more closed

circuits are present, there are, in general, magnetic forces and torques
exerted on each. The operation of most electromechanical-energy-
conversion devices depends on these forces and torques. In the first part
of this chapter we shall develop a basic theory for determining the forces

and torques produced by magnetic fields. The remainder of the chapter
is devoted to a study of the magnetic theory of materials, with special

emphasis on ferromagnetism. Hysteresis and eddy currents are discussed,

and the important concept of magnetization is introduced in order to link

the macroscopic, or observable, viewpoint with the microscopic, or atomic,

viewpoint. Let us begin our investigation of magnetic force with a review

of the important Biot-Savart law, from which the mechanical forces be

tween individual current elements and also between closed electric circuits

can be formulated.

17-1. THE BIOT-SAVART LAW

From the general expressions for the fields of a current element, derived

in Chapter 13, the near magnetic field at a point P was found to be

dH = idl ***
(17-1)

477T
2

374
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This mathematical statement of the Biot-Savart law was given in Chapter
13 as Eq. (13-63). The unit vector ar at P is, of course, directed radially
outward from the current element, and the distance r from the current

element to the point P is understood to be very small compared with the

wavelength. Otherwise, Eq. (17-1) is not a reasonable approximation of

the magnetic field. For a steady current I the wavelength is infinite, and
the Biot-Savart law is exact.

The Biot-Savart law can be deduced directly from Maxwell's equations
without utilizing the results of the current-element problem of Chapter 13.

Let us consider an isolated current element I d\ in a single infinite dielectric.

The steady current / produces charges +q and q at the ends of the

differential length, and q increases linearly with time with q equal to 7.

The time-changing point charges produce an electric field that increases

linearly with time. However, the magnetic field is steady because the

current is steady. This is a very special case of a time-changing electric

field not accompanied by a time-changing magnetic field.

The charges +q and q, separated a distance rfl, constitute an electric

dipole. If the dipole is located at the origin of a coordinate system with

the dipole moment in the positive z-direction, the electric field E is given
in spherical coordinates by Eq< (16-35). Multiplication by the permittivity
e gives the electric flux density D, and the time derivative of D is the dis

placement current density. As q equals /, it follows from Eq. (16-35) that

the displacement current density at the point P(r, 6> <p) is

D = JJ1
(2 cos 6 ar + sin 6 a,) (17-2)

4-rrr

Consider the spherical cap shown in Fig. 17-1. The mmf around the

contour C of the spherical cap equals the displacement current Id over the

surface S of the cap. This displacement current is the surface integral of

D. Noting that each vector differential surface area is r2 sin dO d<p ar ,

with the limits of 6 being and 0^ and the limits of 9? being and 27r,

evaluation of the surface integral is easily accomplished, giving

This equals the mmf around the path C, and the mmf is the product of the

differential magnetic field dH^ of the current element and the path length

2-rrr sin 0i. Clearly r . _

dH L*i*o
V

4rrr
2

with the subscript 1 on 6 dropped. This is the Biot-Savart law of Eq.

(17-1).
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The Biot-Savart law can also be deduced from the magnetic vector

potential of a steady current element. This is suggested as an exercise

(see Prob. 17-1).

5** y

FIG. 17-1, A spherical cap of area S centered on the axis of a current element / cfl.

EXAMPLE I. Find the magnetic field at the center of a circular loop with

current / and radius a.

Solution. Consider the current element / d\ shown on the loop of Fig. 17-2.

The unit vector ar at the center of the loop is drawn away from the current

element. As the vectors ar and d\ are normal, the cross product dl x ar equals

dl n, with n denoting a unit vector normal to the loop out of the paper. By the

Biot-Savart law the differential field of this current element is / dl n/(47r<3
2
).

Therefore, the total field at the center of the loop is

H /n
*-f.2a

The Biot-Savart law can be used to obtain' an expression for the force

between two current elements. The magnetic flux density d^ produced

by a current element 4 JIX is ^ d^ X af/(477T
2
), If a second current

element J2 dl2 is Ideated in this magnetic field, the magnetic force dF2

on it is J2 d!2 X dE^ It follows that the differential force on 72 d\% is

(17-5)
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with a
r denoting a unit vector directed from d\ to d\^ This equation is

often referred to as Ampere's law offorce between current elements.

In order to find the force on a closed circuit 2 due to the current of a

closed circuit 1, we must integrate Eq. (17-5) around the closed paths of

both circuits. The integral around the path of circuit 1 gives the force on a

single current element of circuit 2. The total force is then obtained by

integrating around the path of circuit 2. Although Eq. (17-5) gives the

IdL

FIG. 17-2. A current loop.

force between current elements in a direct manner, without resort to the

concept of a magnetic field, it is usually rather difficult to apply directly.

EXAMPLE 2. Determine the force acting on each current element of Fig. 17-3

due to the other element.

Solution. First, we shall utilize Eq. ( 1 7-5) to find the force on I2 dlz . As dl2
= dl2k

and dlx
=> dl: j, the equation becomes

ju L dL _ ,. v

dJ?2 k x (j X af)

The unit vector ar at dl2 is directed away from dl^ In rectangular form ar
=

-sin j + cos 6 k. Therefore, j x ar = cos 6 i. As cos 6 equals b\r and as k x i

equals j, the differential force becomes

The force rfFx that acts on /x dlj is determined in a similar manner. The sub

scripts 1 and 2 of Eq. (17-5) are interchanged, and the unit vector ar at dl is

directed away from dlz . The resulting force is
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It is interesting to note that the forces d^ and d 2 are not equal and opposite as

one might expect. However, isolated current elements do not exist physically.

When Ampere's force law is applied to closed circuits, Newton's law of action

and reaction is obeyed.

The Biot-Savart law applies to alternating current elements if the dis

tances involved are very small compared with the wavelength. With the

FIG. 17-3. Two isolated current elements.

same restriction Ampere's law of force between current elements also

applies to alternating currents. In the next two sections we shall examine a

very useful method of calculating magnetic forces from changes in magnetic

energy.

17-2 FORCE AND MAGNETIC ENERGY

A force Fx of magnetic origin can be expressed in terms of the change
dW that occurs in the magnetic field energy if the force acts through a

differential distance dx. Let us investigate this method of virtual work by
first considering a single electric circuit with a current / and flux linkages

<E>. In the differential time dt suppose the current and the flux linkages

increase by di and rfO, respectively. The changes may be due to the motion

of an armature in the magnetic circuit, causing the reluctance to vary,

or they may result from a variation in the applied voltage, or they may be
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due to other effects. In any event di and JO are the increases that occur
in the time dt. During this differential time the voltage induced in the
circuit by the changing flux is d<3>/dt, according to the Maxwell-Faraday
law, and the product i d^jdt is the power supplied to the magnetic field

by the electric circuit. Therefore, the differential energy dW^ supplied
to the magnetic field by the electric circuit in the time dt is

c
= *<> (17-6)

It should be noted that the differential change in / is not involved, for

We shall now consider the possible disposition of the electrical energy
supplied to the magnetic field. Some of the energy may be stored in the

field. There may be iron losses that convert part of the energy into heat.

This is discussed in Sees. 17-6 and 17-7, In addition, there may be me
chanical work done by the magnetic field. These energies require closer

examination.

By Eq. (15-12), the energy W stored in the magnetic field of the circuit

is JO/, assuming a linear relationship between the flux linkages and the

current. The assumption of linearity certainly restricts the analysis, for

if iron is present, the nonlinearity may be appreciable. However, many
ferromagnetic circuits contain air gaps; the relationship between O and /

in such circuits is nearly linear, because most of the magnetic energy is

stored in the air gaps. This is true, for example, in the magnetic circuits

of most electric motors and generators even though a considerable amount
of iron is usually present. In the time dt the increase JWin the field energy,
due to the changes di and rfO, is

dW=#S>di+ fcfrfO (17-7)

We shall assume that iron losses, if any, are negligible. The effect of these

losses on the result is usually not very great and, in fact, magnetic circuits

that are truly linear, as assumed, are lossless. If there is no mechanical

work done, the electrical energy supplied in the time dt equals dW.
The magnetic field of the circuit exerts a force on any current in this field

and also on ihe moving charges and magnetic dipole moments associated

with the atoms of physical media that are present. In order to determine

the force acting on any part of the electric or magnetic circuit, we can

imagine that the part is allowed to move through the distance dx in the time

dt due to the magnetic force Fn . Then the mechanical work Fx dx done in

the time dt must equal the electrical energy supplied to the field less the

increase in the field energy; that is,

(17-8)
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By utilizing Eq. (17-7), we can put this in the form

di (17-9)

Suppose that the flux linkages O are maintained constant as the part

moves through the distance dx. Then d<!> of (17-8) is zero, and it is evident

(17-10)
<C> constant

On the other hand, if the current / is held constant, it is evident from (17-9)

that

Fx
== +^ (1741)

OX i constant

From Eq. (17-10) we see that the force tending to increase a coordinate

of a system equals the space rate of decrease, as the selected coordinate is

increased, of the magnetic energy of the system, provided the magnetic
flux linkages are kept constant. For constant O there is no electrical energy

supplied, and the mechanical work Fx dx equals the decrease dW in

the stored magnetic energy. On the other hand, from Eq. (17-11) we see

that the force tending to increase a coordinate of a system equals the space
rate of increase of the magnetic energy of the system provided the current

is kept constant. In this case it is evident that electrical energy is supplied,

with half of the energy used to increase the stored magnetic energy and

the other half converted into mechanical work.

Another useful form of the force equation is obtained by substituting

the expression for dW'm Eq. (17-7) into Eq. (17-8), giving

^ =
|I-^_ i0| (17.12)

If the current i is maintained constant, the force acts on each part of the

electric and magnetic circuits in a direction that tends to increase the flux

linkages. On the other hand, if the flux linkages are maintained constant,

action of the force requires a decrease in the current. As inductance

L = <//, Eq. (17-12) can be written

F =z2
(17-13)

dx

Thus the force tends to increase the inductance L. Equation (17-12) can

also be written in terms of the reluctance % of the magnetic circuit. As
^ =

7V//9?, with the flux
99
= O/JV, it is evident that

Theforce tends to decrease the reluctance of the magnetic circuit.
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Let us now consider several examples illustrating the use of the force

equations.

EXAMPLE I . Shown in Fig. 17-4 is a section of a thin cylindrical conducting
shell of radius a and infinite length in a dielectric of permeability ^. If the shell

carries a steady current /, determine the magnetic force per unit area that acts on
the shell.

Solution. Suppose the inward radial force F per unit surface area compresses
the shell so as to decrease its radius by a differential amount dR, with/maintained
constant. By Eq. (17-1 1), F = dW\dR, with dW denoting the differential increase

in the magnetic-field energy due to the displacement of a unit area of the surface.

Thus dW = \pH2 dR joule/m
2

, with H =
IRlira), and consequently, F = ^H2

newtons/m
2
, or ^/

2
/(87r

2
fl
2
). This is the inward force per unit area acting on each

differential surface area. According to Eqs. (17-1 1) and (17-12), the force tends
to increase the magnetic-field energy and the flux linkages, provided the current is

regarded as constant. By Eqs. (17-13) and (17-14) the force tends to increase the

FIG. 17-4. Cylindrical conducting shell.

inductance of the electric circuit and to decrease the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit. It is evident that the inward force on the cylindrical shell satisfies these

requirements.
The force can also be determined from the differential force on a current

element Js dS, with Js denoting the surface current density of magnitude //(2W).
In accordance with the principles of Sec. 7-6, the magnetic force per unit area is

Js x B', and the magnitude F of this inward force is pJgH', with the primes used

to indicate that the fields are evaluatedprecisely at r = a. Inside the shell H = 0.

At a point P outside the shell barely off the surface of the current element, H = Js .

The point P is assumed to be so close to the differential surface dS that the surface
current element appearsfrom P to be an

infinite current sheet whose magnetic field

intensity is, by the Maxwell-Ampere law, equal to %JS . Therefore, the field at P
due to all current elements except the one located atP is |/s amperes/m, and this is

H', Thus the inward force /*J8H' per unit area becomes |WS
2

,
or %juH

2
, with

H =
//(27H2).

A round wire can be regarded as made up of a number of cylindrical

shells of differential thickness. If the wire carries a steady current, each of

these differential shells is acted upon by an inward magnetic force per unit

area. For intense currents, such as those sometimes encountered in

lightning strokes, these magnetic forces may crush the wire. This phenom
enon is known as the pinch effect.

It is oftentimes convenient to regard

the lines of magnetic flux as stretched elastic bands. The circular lines

around the wire tend to compress the wire. An alternative viewpoint is
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that of Ampere's law of force between current elements, which states that

each element exerts a force on every other current element. In spite of

these forces the direct-current distribution in a conductor with constant

conductivity is uniform, because any appreciable change in this distribution

would be strongly opposed by the resulting charge separation. Thus

magnetic forces are transmitted to the medium by means of the electric

current.

EXAMPLE 2. Find the magnetic force of attraction on the armature of the

electromagnet of Fig. 17-5, in terms of the magnetic field in the air gaps and the

^\

FIG, 17-5. Electromagnet.

cross-sectional area S of each gap. The ferromagnetic material has high perme
ability and fringing is negligible.

Solution. Suppose the armature moves through a differential distance dx. The
reluctance of each gap decreases by dxl^S), and d^/dx, with # denoting the
total reluctance of the magnetic circuit, is 2/(a S). Therefore, by Eq. (17-14) the
force Fx of attraction is <?

2/0<A or Bz
S/ju , or BHS, with B and# denoting the

air-gap fields. The force of attraction at each air gap is ^BHS, and the force per
unit area is \BH, or ^ H\ or iB*/A*o- This result applies when magnetic flux

lines cross a small air gap separating parallel ferromagnetic surfaces.
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EXAMPLE 3. A d-c voltage Kis applied to the electromagnet of Fig. 17-5, and
each of the N turns of the coil has a resistance r. The length of each air gap is a,

and the area of each pole face is S. If the reluctance of the ferromagnetic material

is negligible, find the force of attraction between the magnet and the armature,
and determine the power dissipated in the winding. Calculate these quantities for

N = 2000, r = 0.04, a = 0.001, S = 0.0001, and V = 10.

Solution. The magnetic flux y = NII&. As the reluctance of the two air gaps
is

2a/(^ S), the flux y is ^NlS/a. In the preceding example the force F of

attraction was found to be <p
2
IQ^S). Therefore, F = ^ N2I2

Sla
2

. As the current

/ is VI(Nr\ the force becomes

This force is proportional to the voltage squared and is independent of the number
of turns. The power P dissipated in the coil is V2

l(Nr). For the data given,
F = 1.96 newtons and P = 1.25 watts.

The electromagnet of Fig. 17-5 is an .example of an electromagnetic
device consisting of an exciting coil wound on a magnetic circuit, part of

which is movable. A wide variety of such moving-iron devices are utilized

in electro-mechanical energy conversion. The magnetic forces always
tend to move rigid bodies into positions ofminimum reluctance. The force

relations of this and the next section apply to permanent magnets as well

as to electromagnets.

17-3. TORQUE AND MAGNETIC ENERGY

If a torque Tin newton-meters rotates a rigid body through a differential

angle dd, the mechanical work done is Tdd joule. The expressions of the

preceding section, with Fx dx replaced with Td6
9
can be used to find the

magnetic torque that tends to rotate a body through the angle dd. In

particular, Eq. (17-14) becomes

The magnetic torque on a body tends to decrease the reluctance of the

magnetic circuit.

Shown in Fig. 17-6 is a simple reluctance motor. The angle 6 is measured

counterclockwise from the vertical to the dashed line along the shaft of

the rotor, as indicated. In Fig. 17-6a an increase dd in the angular position

of the rotor results in a decrease in the reluctance of the magnetic circuit.

Therefore, d^dQ is negative, and the torque T of Eq. (17-15) is positive.

Thus the torque on the rotor of Fig. 17-6a tends to pull it counterclockwise.

On the other hand, the torque on the rotor of Fig. 17-66 is clockwise,

because an increase dO in results in an increase in the reluctance of the

magnetic circuit, and the torque r of Eq. (17-15) is negative.
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Suppose the rotor rotates with angular velocity co. If the flux q* were

maintained steady, the torque on the rotor would be alternately positive

and negative, and the average torque would be zero. However, an average

torque is developed if the flux <p is made to vary sinusoidally with time

with angular frequency o>, provided the flux is a maximum at the instant

when the rotor is approximately as shown in Fig. 17-6a. At this instant

a strong positive torque acts on the rotor. When the rotor has moved

(a) (b)

FIG. 17-6. Simple reluctance motor.

to the position shown in Fig. 17-66, the flux has become very weak, and

the negative torque is weak. Thus a net average torque is obtained, and

the motor is able to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy.

As the motor is not self-starting, it must be brought to the proper speed

by auxiliary means. The rotor makes one revolution for each cycle of the

applied voltage that produces the alternating flux. Therefore, the speed in

revolutions per second equals the frequency, and this speed is called the

synchronous speed. The most common application of reluctance motors is

in driving electric clocks.

EXAMPLE I . Suppose the reluctance of the magnetic circuit of Fig. 17-6 is

# = d - C2 cos 26

with Cx and C2 denoting constants. When 6 = 0, the reluctance is Cx C2, the

minimum value of Si. When =90, the reluctance is Cl + C2 , the maximum
value of #. If 6 = cot d and if the flux cp is <pm cos a>t, find the time-average
counterclockwise torque.

Solution. When wt = 0, the flux <p is a maximum, and the angular position of

the rotor is as shown in Fig. 17-60, with d being the angle between the two dashed
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arrows. This angle is called the torque angle. The instantaneous torque Tis found

by substituting the expressions for <p and # into Eq. (17-15) and replacing 6 with
o)t d. The result is

T = C2<pm
2 cos 2

cut sin (loot 26)

The time-average torque is easily found by substituting %(l + cos 2<ot) for
cos 2

cot and by applying another identity to the product of the sine and cosine
functions. The resulting time-average torque is JC^2 sin 26. It should be
noted that this is a maximum when 6 is 45. If there is no load on the motor, the

torque angle is practically zero. At maximum load, 6 is 45.

Thus far we have considered the magnetic forces and torques associated

with a single electric circuit. Let us now investigate these quantities when
there are two electric circuits involved, and we shall assume that the

currents % and /2 are maintained constant. The differential energy

supplied to the magnetic field by the two electric circuits in the differential

time dt is

^eiec = h <**i + h d * (17-16)

with <!>! and <I>2 denoting the respective flux linkages of the circuits. This

equation corresponds to Eq. (17-6). As ^ is the sum ofL^ and Mi2 and
as $2 can be expressed similarly, Eq. (17-16) can be written

=
h* *Li + if dL2 + 2i!/a dM (17-17)

The field energy W is %L^ + | 2z2
2 + Mi^. Therefore, the differen

tial increase dW in this energy in the time dt is

dW = \i dL + \i* dL2 + /I/a dM (17-18)

Comparison of Eqs. (17-17) and (17-18) shows that

dWm = 2dW (17-19)

Thus for constant currents the electrical energy supplied to the magnetic
field in the differential time dt is twice the increase in the stored energy.
Half of the electrical energy supplied does mechanical work, and this

mechanical work in the time dt equals the increase dWin the energy stored

in the magnetic field. If the force on a body is desired, we equate Fx dx

and dW. To determine the torque, we equate T dd and dW. The expression
for the torque is

with partial derivatives used to signify that the currents are regarded as

constants. T is the torque that tends to increase the angle 6 of the body.
If 6 in Eq. (17-20) is replaced with x, the expression gives the force on the

body that tends to increase the coordinate x.
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In many cases the motion of the body does not change the self-induc

tances of the circuits. If Lx and L2 are constant, Eq, (17-20) becomes

(17-21)

The mutual inductanceM is positive or negative, depending on the orienta

tion of the circuits and the reference directions selected for the currents.

The magnitude ofM equals 12//2 and also O2iAi with O12 denoting the

flux linkages of circuit 1 due to /2 and with <I>21 similarly defined. Note
that the torque tends to increase the mutual inductance of the circuits.

Let us now consider a very important example illustrating the use of Eq.

(17-21).

EXAMPLE 2. Shown in Fig. 17-7 is a loop of wire enclosing a planar area S
and located in a uniform magnetic field B produced by a current of a distant

FIG. 17-7. A current loop in a uniform field B. The unit vector n is normal to the plane of

the loop.

circuit. The size and shape of the loop is arbitrary, and the unit vector n out of

the positive side of the surface S makes the angle 6 with the field B. If the wire

carries a steady current /, determine the torque on the loop.
Solution. From Eq. (17-21) it follows that the torque acts so as to decrease the

angle 6 between n and B, for the mutual inductance between the loop and the

distant circuit that produces the field B is a maximum when the vectors n and B
are aligned. As 72M = $12, it is evident from Eq. (17-21) that the torque that

tends to decrease the angle 6 is / a<D12/d0, with <E>12 denoting the flux over S
due to the uniform field B. Obviously,

<
12
= BS cos 6, and the torque that tends

to decrease 6 becomes JSB sin 6. This can be written as the magnitude ofm x B
with the magnetic moment m = ISn.

Torque is often treated as a vector. Shown in Fig. 17-8 is a force

F acting at a point P located a vector distance r from the origin 0. The
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vector torque T about the origin has a magnitude ofFr sin 0, and its direc

tion is out of the paper normal to the vectors r and F. In vector notation

torque T is defined as r X F.

In the preceding example we found that the torque on the current loop
tends to decrease the angle 0, with the magnitude of the torque equal to

the magnitude of m X B. It is evident that the direction of the vector

torque T is the direction of the vector m X B. Therefore

T = m X B (17-22)

This is the vector torque on a planar current loop of arbitrary size and

shape, located in a uniform magnetic field B. A magnetic force acts on

0'

FIG. 17-8, A force F acting at P located a vector distance r from the origin 0.

each current element of the loop, and the resulting torque tends to rotate

the loop so as to align its magnetic field with the applied field B. If the

loop were perfectly free to rotate, it would orient its plane normal to the

applied field B, and the magnetic field of the loop would reinforce the

field B. Equation (17-22) applies to all current loops of differential

dimensions, because the magnetic field in a very small region is always

approximately uniform.

17-4. MAGNETIC THEORY OF MATERIALS

Both the orbital and spin motions of the electrons of atoms have mag
netic effects somewhat similar to small current loops. Although neither

the current nor the area can be accurately defined for either type of motion,

each electron has an orbital magnetic moment and a spin magnetic moment.

An atom may have a number of electrons occupying principal energy

levels, or shells, which have certain allowed quantum states. A shell is

said to be closed if all of its quantum states are filled with electrons.
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Atoms with only closed shells do not have permanent magnetic moments,

because there are just as many spin moments and orbital moments in one

direction as in the opposite direction. In incomplete shells, however,

electrons may or may not produce a net moment, depending on the quan
tum states that are occupied. The individual atoms of many elements have

no magnetic moments, and such materials are said to be diamagnetic.

On the other hand, materials with atoms having permanent magnetic

moments are classified as paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic,

or ferrimagnetic, based upon the alignment of the atomic dipoles. The

relative permeabilities depend on the behavior of the electronic magnetic

moments. Nuclear spin may also have an effect, though this is usually

negligible.

Diamagnetic materials have relative permeabilities slightly less than

unity. When a magnetic field is applied, the magnetic force on the moving

charges of the atoms causes a slight modification of the quantum states

of all the electrons. The modified motion of each electron produces a

magnetic moment that opposes the applied field, and the magnetic flux

density is, therefore, less than it would be in free space. Actually, all

materials exhibit diamagnetism. However, if the atoms have permanent

magnetic moments, the diamagnetic effects are usually overshadowed.

Most common insulators and many of the common metals are diamagnetic.

It is evident from Eq. (17-1 1) that a diamagnetic material in a nonuniform

field experiences a force toward the weaker parts of the field.

In a paramagnetic material the permanent magnetic moments of the

atoms, due to both the spins and orbital motions of the electrons, are

oriented so as to give zero net magnetization. In an applied field, however,

there is a partial alignment of the atoms, resulting in a small magnetic
field that adds positively to the applied field. Many insulators and metals

are paramagnetic, with relative permeabilities slightly greater than unity.

It is evident from Eq. (17-11) that a paramagnetic material in a nonuniform

field experiences a force toward the stronger parts of the field. For

engineering purposes the relative permeabilities of both diamagnetic and

paramagnetic materials can usually be taken as unity with negligible error.

The most important magnetic materials are the ferromagnetic solids.

In diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials the electrons in incomplete
shells of atoms usually pair off with opposite spin moments. However,
in the ferromagnetic elements there are as many as five extra electrons, in

the incomplete third shell, that have aligned spin magnetic moments. The

explanation relies on quantum-mechanical theory, which shows that this

arrangement gives the lowest net energy for these materials. In the solid

the atomic dipoles interact with one another, and the resulting alignment

yields a net magnetization. This interaction is not, as one might expect,
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due to the magnetic moments, because the magnetic forces are far too

weak. Much stronger quantum-mechanical "exchange forces" are in

volved. The energy of the electrons of a ferromagnetic specimen in the

magnetized state is a minimum. However, if the solid were in an un-

magnetized state, the energy .would be but slightly greater; furthermore,

the difference in these energies decreases as the temperature rises. At the

Curie temperature the spontaneous magnetization disappears, and the

specimen becomes paramagnetic. The Curie temperatures of iron,

cobalt, and nickel are 1043K, 1388K, and 631K, respectively. The

spontaneous magnetization of ferromagnetic materials is confined to very

small regions, or domains, which are normally oriented in arandom manner.

FIG. l7-9o. Solenoid. FIG. l7-9b. Core of solenoid.

Consequently, a virgin sample of iron does not usually exhibit an appre
ciable magnetization. This is discussed further in the next section.

In some materials a quantum-mechanical exchange force produces an

antiparallel alignment of the electron spins of neighboring atoms. This

is a spontaneous effect, independent of an applied field. If the neighboring

dipoles having opposite directions are approximately equal in magnitude,

the material is antiferromagnetic, and the relative permeability is nearly

unity. On the other hand, if the neighboring dipoles with opposite direc

tions are of unequal magnitudes, the material has a pronounced magnetic

effect and a large relative permeability. Such materials are ferrimagnetic.

A special group are thsferrites, which have large resistivities as well as

large relative permeabilities. Because of their large resistivities, currents

are not readily induced in ferrite cores by time-changing magnetic fields,

and the eddy-current loss, discussed in Sec. 17-7, is minimized, Ferrites

are used in transformer cores at frequencies up to the microwave region.

We shall now develop a relation between the microscopic magnetic

moments of the atoms and the macroscopic, or observable, magnetic

quantities. In Fig. 17-9a is shown a material surrounded by a long sole

noid parallel with the z-axis and carrying a steady current. The axial

field H within this approximate current sheet has a magnitude equal to the

current per unit length. This was discussed in Example 2 of Sec. 16-8.

There is partial alignment of the magnetic moments of the atoms. From

the microscopic viewpoint we regard the medium as consisting of point

magnetic dipoles in free space. With this understanding it is clear that

the flux density B is the sum of the flux density /* H, which is produced

directly by the applied field H, and the induced flux density B,-, which is
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produced by the point dipoles. On the other hand, we know that the flux

density is ^0/
MrH, this being the macroscopic viewpoint. Equating the

relations gives
B = WrH =

/^ H + B, (17-23)

The flux density induced by the magnetic dipoles becomes

B = Ufa - 1)H (17-24)

In Fig. 17-94 the winding of the solenoid is eliminated, but the magnetic

dipoles of the atoms are assumed to be precisely the same as in Fig. 17-90.

We shall now determine the induced flux density B z
in terms of the mag

netic moment per unit volume, or magnetization M, of the medium. For

a differential volume of cross section dS and length dz, the magnetic

moment is MdSdz. In Sec 16-6 a magnetic dipole was defined as the

product of the current and the area of a current loop. Accordingly, let

the differential dipole dldSk be equivalent to the magnetic moment

M dS dz, with k denoting a unit vector normal to the area dS. From this

equivalence we deduce that the magnetization M is

(17-25)

Now consider a long axial section of the material, with the differential

cross section dS. If each length dz is regarded as having a circulating

current dl> then the magnetization equals the current dl/dz per unit length

by Eq. (17-25). The flux density that would be produced by this imaginary

current sheet is ^ dl\dz k, which must equal the induced flux density B z
.

From this and Eq. (17-25) we obtain

(17-26)

Clearly, // M is the magnetic field induced by a uniform distribution of

magnetic dipoles in free space, with the magnetization M denoting the

magnetic moment per unit volume.

From Eqs. (17-24) and (17-26) it is evident that

M =
CM,

- 1)H (17-27)

The induced flux density Bt
=

// M, and the total flux density is

. B = /i (H + M) (17-28)

The expression ^T 1 in (17-27) is called the magnetic susceptibility %m
of the material. From (17-27) we obtain

Vr
= 1 + M/H = 1 + Xm (17-29)

For free space the magnetization is zero, and JUT is unity. Equation

(17-29) relates the magnetization and the relative permeability. The
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microscopic viewpoint treats a magnetic material as consisting of in

numerable differential dipoles uniformly distributed in free space; the

macroscopic viewpoint ignores the individual dipoles but considers their

effect on the magnetic flux density by means of the concept of relative

permeability.

17-5. FERROMAGNETISM

Common ferromagnetic materials are iron, cobalt, nickel, and many
alloys containing one or more of these metals. There are two additional

ferromagnetic elements, gadolinium and dysprosium, but their Curie

temperatures are 289K and 105K, respectively; hence they are of little

practical interest. A virgin specimen of iron is known to be composed of

many small regions, or domains, each magnetized to saturation in some
direction and having dimensions of approximately 10~5 meter. The

flux density of a domain is large, being of the order of 2 webers/m
2

.

Normally the domains are oriented so that the external magnetic field is

zero, for this condition gives the minimum stored energy. Of course, there

is energy stored in the internal field, and there is also energy associated

with the domain walls and with the direction of magnetization relative to

the crystal axes. The actual configuration of the domains is the one of

minimum energy.

Domain walls and their behavior as a specimen is magnetized can be

observed under the microscope by placing a drop of a colloidal suspension

of ferromagnetic particles on a prepared surface. The particles congregate

near the domain boundaries due to the strong local magnetic fields. When
a magnetizing force H is applied, the walls move, and this motion is

found to be irregular because of the tendency of the walls to cling to

impurities, strains, and other imperfections present. Consequently, the

magnetization increases irregularly. This is known as the Barlfhausen

effect, which can be detected by wrapping a sample being magnetized with

a coil of wire connected through an amplifier to a loudspeaker. A series

of audible clicks can be heard, resulting from the small abrupt changes in

the flux density that produce voltage pulses in the coil. The boundaries

move so that those domains that are spontaneously magnetized in the

approximate direction of the applied field grow at the expense of others.

As the applied field is increased, the process continues until saturation

is reached, with the sample essentially one large domain. However, there

is also some domain rotation at the higher field strengths. Both the move

ment of the boundaries and the rotation of the domains contribute to the

net magnetization. Impurities have considerable effect, and these can be

partially controlled in the production of ferromagnetic materials.
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Magnetization of a ferromagnetic specimen is accompanied by a small

change in its length. This effect, which is also exhibited by the ferrites, is

known as magnetostriction. If a current is driven through a coil about a

ferromagnetic rod, the rod expands and contracts as the current changes.

Such a magnetostrictive transducer is often used to convert electrical sig

nals into mechanical vibrations.

The net magnetization of a ferromagnetic specimen is a nonlinear

function of the applied field H. The nonlinear nature is shown in the typical

magnetization curve of Fig. 17-10, with the origin representing the virgin

state. When the magnetizing force is gradually increased from zero by a

small amount, the domain walls move, producing a net flux density. The

walls that respond initially are mainly those not held by imperfections,

Saturation

Knee,

FIG. 17-10. Typical magnetization curve.

and this movement is reversible. There is also some reversible domain

rotation. If the applied field is reduced to zero, the return path follows

approximately the same magnetization curve, and there is but little energy
loss. The slope of the magnetization curve at the origin is called the

initial permeability. Transformers used to transmit small radio signals

are usually made of materials with high initial permeability, such as

permalloy and supermalloy. Supermalloy has an initial relative perme
ability of about 100,000. Obviously the magnetic nonlinearity is negligible

for small radio signals.

As the magnetizing force is further increased, the flux density rises more

rapidly, and the slope of the magnetization curve between the origin and

the knee is relatively steep. In this region of easy magnetization, the wall

movement is largely irreversible. The stronger applied field enables the

walls to move through imperfections with irregular motion and an expendi
ture of energy. If the magnetizing force is reduced, the return path does

not follow the same magnetization curve. Near the knee of the curve the
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maximum value of the ratio B/H is obtained. This is clearly equal to the

slope of the straight line extending from the origin and drawn tangent to

the B-H curve in the vicinity of the knee. The maximum value is, of

course, the maximum permeability. Power transformers are usually con

structed of magnetic materials with maximum relative permeabilities

ranging from 5,000 to 50,000. In the region above the knee of the magnet
ization curve the increase in the magnetization is due mostlytodomainrota-
tion. When saturation is reached, all the atomic dipoles are aligned with H,

FIG. 17-11. Permeability versus magnetic field intensity for magnetization curve of

Fig. 17-10.

and no further increase in the magnetization M is possible. Additional flux

density, given by the term // H in Eq. (17-28), is usually negligible.

Shown in Fig. 17-11 is a typical curve of the permeability B/H versus

H. Note the initial and maximum permeabilities and the declining

permeability as H is increased in the saturation region.

17-6. HYSTERESIS

If the magnetic field intensity applied to a ferromagnetic specimen is

increased to saturation and is then decreased, the return curve does not

retrace the initial curve but lies above it as shown in Fig. 17-12. This lag

in the demagnetization is a consequence of inclusions that impede the

motion of domain walls, earlier referred to as irreversible boundary dis

placement. When the field intensity is reduced to zero, the flux density

still has a positive value, called the residualflux density, or remanence, Br .

In order to bring the flux density back to zero, the magnetizing force must

be reversed and given a magnitude Hc
known as the coercive force. A

sufficiently negative magnetizing force gives saturation in the opposite

direction. If the field intensity is now brought to zero, a residual flux

density Br exists, and a positive coercive force Hc
must be applied to
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reduce the flux density to zero. A further increase in the magnetizing force

is required to saturate once again the material and to close the loop of

Fig. 17-12. The phenomenon which has been described is known as

hysteresis, and the closed magnetization curve of Fig. 17-12 is the hysteresis

loop.

The loop of Fig. 17-12 is the saturation, or major, hysteresis loop;

the magnetizing force carries the specimen into saturation at both ends.

Smaller loops are obtained for magnetizing forces that do not saturate

FIG. 17-12. Typical hysteresis loop.

the iron, and each of these is completely within the major loop. It is not

possible to reach a point outside the saturation loop, but any point inside

can be reached by means of a smaller loop. Occasionally it is necessary
to demagnetize an object, such as a watch that has been brought too close

to a magnet. A method of accomplishing this is to place the object inside

a coil carrying an alternating current of sufficient magnitude to give the

saturation loop; by gradually decreasing the amplitude of the current,

the size of the loop is reduced to zero.

The permeability of a ferromagnetic specimen that has an alternating

magnetizing force is rather meaningless. In the second and fourth quad
rants the permeability is negative, with B and H oppositely directed.
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When the field intensity is zero, the permeability is infinite, but it is zero

for a flux density of zero.

The section of the saturation loop in the second quadrant is known as

the demagnetization curve. This is of special interest with regard to per
manent magnets. The magnetic circuit of a permanent magnet consists of

magnetized iron and an air gap, and the flux lines around this circuit form

closed loops. The line integral ofH around the path of one of these lines

is zero, for no electric current is encircled. In the air gap H and B certainly

have the same direction. It follows that they are oppositely directed in the

iron, and the operating point lies in the second quadrant where H and B
have unlike signs. To obtain appreciable magnetization the remanence

Br should be large. Also, the coercive force should be large in order that

the magnet will not easily be demagnetized. These requirements are best

met by materials with hysteresis loops that enclose large areas. The

maximum value of the product BH along the demagnetization curve is

often used as a criterion for judging the quality of materials for permanent

magnets. An excellent permanent-magnet material is Alnico 5, an alloy

containing iron, cobalt, nickel, aluminum, and copper. It has a j#//max

value of 36,000 joules/m
3

.

Energy is expended when a ferromagnetic specimen is carried through its

hysteresis loop. This is caused by the irreversible domain-wall movement,
with heat generated as the walls move past strains and imperfections. We
shall now investigate this hysteresis loss. Let us recall that the energy per
unit volume supplied to the magnetic field of a region is the integral of

H dB. If the hysteresis loop is traversed once, the net energy supplied to

a unit volume is

W = <b H dB joules/m
3

(17-30)
j

with the circle on the integral sign signifying that the integration is over a

complete loop. This is Eq. (11-12) applied to this special case, and clearly

W denotes the hysteresis loss.

Shown in Fig. 17-13 is that portion of a hysteresis loop in the first

quadrant. The integral of Eq. (17-30), when applied to the path from a

to b, yields a positive value equal to the area enclosed by the path abdoa.

Application to the path be of the loop yields a negative value, for dB is

negative for a decreasing flux density; the magnitude of this integral is the

area bdcb. We deduce that the integral from a to b to c gives a positive

value equal to the area of that part of the loop in the first quadrant.

Similar results are obtained in the other quadrants and, therefore, the

integral of Eq. (17-30) is the area of the loop. When an a-c magnetizing

force is applied, the loop is traversed once per cycle. Consequently,/^ a
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unit volume the hysteresis loss per cycle equals the area of the hysteresis

loop.

The energy loss per second is the product of the area of the loop and the

frequency. Clearly the hysteresis power loss is directly proportional to the

frequency. If a wire that is coiled around an iron core has an alternating
current, the average power supplied to the coil and its magnetic circuit

includes this loss, and the effective resistance of the coil may be much

FIG. 17-13. A portion of a hysteresis loop.

greater than the resistance of the metallic wire. The core loss also includes
that due to eddy currents; this is discussed in the next section. To mini
mize hysteresis loss, materials with loops of small area should be utilized,
and such materials are used in power transformers, rotating electric

machinery, and many other electromagnetic devices. These low-loss
materials are relatively pure metals composed of large crystals with a
minimum of impurities.

An ideal hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 17-14. As the enclosed area is

zero, there is no loss. Regardless of the magnitude of the applied magnet
izing force, all the atomic dipoles are aligned, and the magnetization M
has its saturation value. Such an ideal curve would be obtained from a

single crystal of ferromagnetic material that is completely devoid of

impurities. The movement of the domain walls would be perfectly free
from restraint. Many practical materials have loops that are very thin and
nearly rectangular, thus approaching the curve of Fig. 17-14; as these
materials are easily magnetized, they are said to be magnetically soft.
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Materials with loops of large area, such as those used in permanent
magnets, are magnetically hard. In the next section we shall consider

another phenomenon that contributes to the core loss ofmagnetic materials.

B

FIG. 17-14. Ideal B-H curve.

17-7. EDDY CURRENTS

A time-changing magnetic field in a conducting solid, either ferro

magnetic or nonferromagnetic, produces a transformer emf around each

closed path that encircles lines of magnetic flux. The motion of the

specimen in a magnetic field yields a motional emf. Circulating currents

induced in the conductor by these voltages are known as eddy currents,

and the resulting heat losses, as a rule, are undesirable. Special efforts

must be made to minimize the eddy-current losses of magnetic devices

with transformer or motional emfs induced in ferromagnetic material.

Usually the magnetic material is made of thin sheets, or laminations, that

are placed parallel to the flux and insulated from one another. These

insulated sheets break up the paths of the eddy currents, thereby reducing

the currents and their associated heat losses.

Shown in Fig. 17-15 is an iron lamination having a magnetic flux

density j?k, with B approximately equal to Bm sin cot. The time-changing

magnetic field induces an electric field E, and the E lines in the iron are

similar to the closed loops shown on the face of the sheet. The current

density and the electric field are, of course, related by the point form of

Ohm's law. Consider a closed -line whose parallel sides are each a

distance y from the #z~piane. In terms of the total length / of this closed

line, the enclosed area is approximately (t/)(2y), or /y, and consequently
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the emf El equals Ely. As the current density / equals aE, it follows that

/equals oyo>Bm cos cot. At any point the dissipated power per unit volume

is J2
/<7, which has the time-average value %cnfa)*Bm

2
. If this is integrated

over the volume of the lamination, with the result divided by the volume

hab, the dissipated power P per unit volume is found to be

p = (<7/6)(7r/Bm/z)
2
watts/m

3
(17-31)

Because of imperfect insulation between the individual laminations, the

nonuniformity of the flux density, and other factors, the expression is

somewhat in error.

It should be noted that the eddy-current loss is proportional to the

square of the thickness h of the laminations. If the ferromagnetic material

FIG. 17-15. An iron lamination.

of d-c generators, transformers, and other similar devices were not made of

thin laminations, the loss would be intolerable. In addition to the use of

laminated material, eddy-current loss can be reduced by employing high-

resistivity materials. Good silicon steel has a resistivity several times

greater than ordinary sheet steel, and this accounts for the widespread
use of silicon steel in machines and transformers. As eddy-current loss

in laminated iron is proportional to the square of the frequency, it is

particularly objectional at high frequencies. Radio-frequency trans

formers often have ferromagnetic cores made of powdered iron with the

minute ferromagnetic particles electrically insulated from one another.

However, the magnetic ferrites are more suitable for magnetic cores at

high frequencies. The ferrites have resistivities of the order of magnitude
of semiconductors, and the eddy -currents of ferrites are usually small.

If the closed B-H curve of a laminated ferromagnetic material is

obtained with an alternating magnetizing force, the area of the loop equals
the total core loss per unit volume per cycle. This core loss is, of course,
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the sum of the hysteresis and eddy-current losses. The hysteresis loss is

proportional to the frequency, and the eddy-current loss varies as the square
of the frequency. Thus the area enclosed by the B-H loop increases as

the frequency is increased. If the amplitude of the flux density is main

tained constant as the frequency is varied, the power dissipated in the

ferromagnetic core is Q/+ C2/
2
, with these terms denoting the respective

power losses due to hysteresis and eddy currents. The constants Q and

C2 can be determined by measurement of the power supplied to the iron at

two different frequencies (see Prob. 17-32).
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 17-1

17-1. Derive the Biot-Savart law by taking the curl of the differential magnetic
vector potential of a direct current element. The vector identity of Eq. (10-56)

will be helpful. Note that the curl of the vector d\ at an arbitrary point in the

medium is zero, for dl is not a function of the space coordinates.

17-2. Shown in Fig. 17-16 is a straight section of a filamentary conductor with

a steady current /. Deduce that the magnetic field H at the point P is /(cos X 4-

cos 6^/(47ra), with the field at P directed out of the paper. Use this result to find

the magnetic field intensity at the center of a square conducting loop of side

length 10 cm and carrying a 5-ampere current.

/r\
i

I

I

i

FIG. 17-16. Straight conductor with current /.

17-3. Using the result of Prob. 17-2 show that the magnetic flux density at the

point P of the rectangular current loop of Fig. 17-17 is directed out of the paper

with magnitude

+ /T-O + -n + /-a +-H +

17-4. Find the magnetic flux density of the square loop of Prob. 1 7-2 at a point

on the axis of the square 5 cm from its center. The dielectric is free space.

The axis is normal to the loop. (Ans. : 23.1 microwebers/m
2
).
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~
\

d

JL

FIG. 17-17. Rectangular current loop.

17-5. A circuit has the form of a regular polygon of n sides inscribed in a circle

of radius a. Show that the magnetic flux density at the center of the circle is

Also show that, as n is indefinitely increased, this approaches the value ofB at the

center of a circular current.

17-6. A circular current loop of radius a carries a steady current /. A point P
is located on the axis of the loop a distance d from its center. Show that the

magnetic flux density at P is directed along the axis with a magnitude of \pIa\cP
+ d*TK.

17-7. If the point P of Fig. 17-17 is located on the bottom side of the rectan

gular current loop, with c = 0, show that the magnetic force per unit length acting
on a current element at P is

dl

To do this, first find at the point P on the bottom side the magnetic field due to

the other three sides. Refer to Prob. 17-2.

17-8. A certain 60-cycle transmission line consists of three long wires a, b, and c

parallel to the z-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. The respective (#, y)

coordinates of the wires are (0,0), (0, 1), and (, ^3), and their respective
currents in the positive ^-direction are, at a certain instant, 100, 125, and 225

amperes. At this instant find the force per unit length on conductor c, expressed
in terms of the unit vectors i, j, and k.

Sect/on 17-2

17-9. The magnetic circuit of the electromagnet of Fig. 17-5, including the

armature, has an average length of 30 cm and a cross-sectional area of 6 cm2
.

Find the magnetic flux density required to develop a pull of 100 newtons on the

armature. If the relative permeability of the iron at this flux density is 3000 and if

each air gap has a length of 0.1 cm, calculate the required ampere-turns of the

coil. Neglect fringing.

17-10, The magnetic circuit of the electromagnet of Fig. 17-5, including the

armature, has an average length of 30 cm and a cross-sectional area of 6 cm2
.
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Each air gap has a length of 0.1 cm with negligible fringing. The relative perme
ability of the iron is 3000, and the mmf of the coil is 500 ampere-turns. Calculate

the pull on the armature.

17-11. If the armature of the electromagnet of Prob. 17-10 moves upward a

distance of 0.0001 cm, with the ampere-turns maintained constant, calculate

(a) the work done on the armature by the magnetic force, (b) the increase in the

energy stored in the magnetic field, and (c) the energy supplied by the electric

circuit.

17-12. If the armature of the electromagnet of Prob. 17-10 moves upward a

distance of 0.0001 cm, with the flux maintained constant by changing the current,

calculate (a) the work done on the armature by the magnetic force, (b) the increase

in the energy stored in the magnetic field, and (c) the energy supplied by the electric

circuit.

17-13. A long cylindrical solenoid in a region of free space has a steady current

I and NI turns per unit length. The turns are so closely spaced that the coil

approximates a current sheet. From Eq. (17-1 1), (17-13), or (17-14), deduce that

the force per unit area that tends to increase the radius of the coil is ^oN^I2
,

provided end effects are negligible.

17-14. A long solenoid carrying a steady current / has a square cross section

of side length / and A^ turns per unit length in free space. The turns are so closely

spaced that the coil approximates a current sheet. Using Eq. (17-1 1), (17-13), or

(17-14), deduce that the outward force on one side of one turn is ^^N-J^ly

provided end effects are negligible.

17-15. The nonferromagnetic conductors ofa certain parallel-wire transmission

line carry equal and opposite direct currents. The round wires have radii a and b,

and the separation between their centers is D. Using Eq. (17-13), show that the

repulsion force per unit length is 2 x 1 0"~
7
(/

2
/Z>). Note that this force is independ

ent of the radii.

Sect/on 17-3

17-16. The axis of a coil that is located off the end of a permanent bar magnet
is aligned with the axis of the magnet. If the current of the coil produces a flux

that generally reinforces the field of the magnet, deduce from Eq. (17-11) the

direction of the force on the coil. What is the direction of this force if the current

produces a flux that opposes the field of the magnet? Also, prove that unlike

magnetic poles attract one another, whereas like poles repel.

17-17. Two series-connected coils with a current 1 sin u>t have self- and

mutual inductances of a
= 0.02, L2

= 0.01, andM = 0.004 cos 0, with 6 denot

ing the angle between the axes of the coils. Find the time-average torque that

tends to increase 0, as a function of 6.

17-18. Two coaxial circular coils, each of radius a, are separated a distance d

that is large compared with a. For loop currents 4 and /2 the mutual inductance

Af is \TT^\(a
% + d*)%. Find the force exerted on each coil by the other.

17-19. If the inductance of a certain solenoid is given by Eq. (1 6-40), determine

the force that tends to decrease the length / of the solenoid. The current is /,

17-20. Suppose the variable-reluctance motor of Example 1 of Sec. 17-3 has

maximum and minimum reluctances, as the armature rotates, of 107 and 106 . If a

sinusoidal voltage impressed on the coil produces a flux 9? of 0.0004 cos 377?,

calculate the synchronous speed in revolutions per minute (rpm) and find the
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maximum time-average torque that can be developed. Also, determine the

torque angle for a torque equal to one-half this maximum.

17-21. The electrodynamometer-type instrument of Fig. 17-18 has two fixed

coils and a movable coil with a pointer, (a) If the mutual inductance between the

movable coil and the fixed coils is -Cl cos 0, show that the torque that tends to

increase the angle B of the movable coil is Q/ 2
sin 0. Note that this torque does

not depend upon the direction of the current. (6) If the opposing torque due to a

spring is Cx(fl
-

?r/4), find the current /for deflections of 45, 60, 90, and 135.

FIG. 17-18. Electrodynamometer.

17-22. In the magnetic circuit of Fig. 17-19 the reluctances of the ferromagnetic

regions are negligible compared with those of the air gaps, and fringing is

negligible. Using Eq. (1 7-20) with force and distance replacing torque and angle,
show that the force of attraction between the ferromagnetic regions is

with S denoting the cross-sectional area of the magnetic circuit and / denoting the

length of each air gap. Note that the coefficient ofcoupling is unity andL = /V
2
/*#.

17-23. Calculate the force of Prob. 17-22 for S = 25 cm 2
,

/ = 0.4 cm,^ =
500, N2

= 100, 7
X
=

2, and /2
= 4. Repeat for /

T
= -2 with the other quantities

unchanged.

17-24. In a region of free space a small current loop of magnetic moment 2k is

located at the origin of a rectangular coordinate system, and a second small

current loop of magnetic moment 1.5j is located at the point (0, 1, 1). Using Eqs.
(16-32) and (17-22), calculate the vector torque, in rectangular form, on the

second loop.
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FIG, 17-19.

SectIon 17-4

17-25. The current / in a coil about a ferromagnetic core produces a magnetic
field intensity of 400 amperes/m at a point P in the core. If the magnetic flux

density at P is 0,1 weber/m
2
, calculate the magnetization, the magnetic suscepti

bility, and the relative permeability. What is the flux density atP produced directly

by the coil current /, and what is the flux density produced by the atomic mag
netic moments ?

17-26. At room temperature the magnetic susceptibility of copper is approxi

mately -0.9 x 10~5
. For an applied magnetizing force of 10,000i amperes/m,

find the flux density B, the magnetization M, and the relative permeability.

Sections 17-5, 17-6, and 17-7

17-27. From the magnetization curve of Fig. 16-11
(p. 364) determine the

initial permeability, the maximum permeability, and the permeability when the

field intensity is 800 amperes/m. Also, calculate the corresponding relative

permeabilities.

17-28. A certain permanent magnet has the shape of a ring with a small air gap.
The closed magnetic circuit is 30 cm long, and the length of the air gap is 1 cm.

If the magnetic flux density is 1 weber/m
2
, determine the field intensity in the air

gap, the field intensity in the iron, and the negative relative permeability of the

iron. Note that the mmf around the closed magnetic circuit is zero.

17-29. Using the law of refraction of the magnetic field, given in Prob. 9-23,

deduce that practically every line of magnetic flux in air enters or leaves a high-

permeability ferromagnetic material with an angle a, between the surface and the

line, that nearly equals 90. Show that tan a = /*r tan a
f , with a/ denoting the

angle between the surface and the line in the iron. For jur
= 7000, calculate a for

angles a< of 30, 2, 04.
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17-30. If the expression B = 0.9#/(1500 + H) describes the approximate

magnetization curve of a piece of iron, find the energy per unit volume supplied

to the magnetic field when the field intensity, is increased from zero to 1500

amperes/m.
17-31. The hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic sample, plotted with an abscissa

of 1 inch equal to 100 amperes/m and an ordinate of 1 inch equal to 0.2 weber/m
2
,

has an area of 5.6 square inches. Find the power loss due to hysteresis at a

frequency of 60 cps in a volume of 0.001 m3
.

17-32. The power supplied to a laminated iron-core reactor is measured at both

40 and 60 cycles with the same maximum flux density. If the power is 100 watts at

40 cycles and 162 watts at 60 cycles, determine the hysteresis loss and the eddy-
current loss at 60 cycles. The copper loss is negligible.
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CHAPTER
18

Electrostatics is that branch of electromagnetism
that deals with static electric fields, such fields being produced by stationary

charges. In a region containing charged conductors it is often desirable

to find the potentials of the conductors, the distribution of the electric

charges of the conductors, and the field distribution in the dielectric.

These results can be used to determine the difference of potential between

any two points, the capacitance between any two conductors, the maxi

mum voltage gradient in the dielectric, the force on an electron in the

region, or some other quantity that may be of interest.

The main purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the student with the

equations of electrostatics and their applications to some problems of

considerable practical importance. For example, the potential distribu

tions in a vacuum diode and a PN junction are determined. Certainly,

one of the fundamental problems of electrostatics is the calculation of

capacitance, and this is done for various systems of conductors. Also

included is a discussion of the electric theory of materials, intended to

prepare the student for a study of the microscopic behavior of dielectrics.

The preceding chapters have emphasized either time-changing electro-

magnetism or magnetostatics. However, it was occasionally quite desir

able to include electrostatics in the discussion. For example, several

problems involving static electric fields were presented in Sec. 9-4 to

illustrate the laws of Coulomb and Gauss. The application of the electric

scalar potential to static fields has been briefly considered, and the concept
of capacitance has been introduced. The field of an electric dipole was

405
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determined in Sec. 16-6, along with the field of a magnetic dipole. Thus

the subject of electrostatics is not new to us. In fact, the electrostatic

field equations have already been given individually in various sections of

the preceding chapters, in each case deduced from a general field equation

by elimination of terms containing time derivatives. Let us now sum
marize and review these equations.

18-1. THE ELECTROSTATIC FIELD EQUATIONS

By the Maxwell-Faraday law the electrostatic field has zero curl and,

therefore, the voltage drop along a fixed path C depends only on the end

points of the path. As the time derivative of the magnetic vector potential
is zero, the electrostatic field is the negative of the gradient of the electric

scalar potential; that is,

E=-V< (18-1)

Clearly, the voltage drop v from point 1 to point 2 along with any path C is

E Jl = <^
-

<
2 (18-2)-/Jc

with ^ and
<f>2 denoting the potentials of points 1 and 2, respectively. In

statics, voltage and potential difference are exactly equivalent.
We have learned that electric fields are produced by electric charges and

time-varying magnetic fields. It is evident that the electrostatic field is

produced only by electric charges, with each flux line beginning on a

positive charge and ending on a negative charge. Gauss's law relates the

flux density D and the charge density p, and the point and integral forms
are

V D = P (18-3)

I f
0) D <fS = pdV
Js Jv

(18-4)

This law is a basic equation of electrostatics.

For constant permittivity , Gauss's law can be written V E = p/e.
As E = - V<, it follows that

= -p/e (18-5)

This is Poisson's equation, which we have encountered before. It is a

special case of the wave equation for
<f> 9 given as Eq. (13-12), with the

term d2
</*/dt

2 eliminated. The integral solution of Poisson's equation is

Eq. (13-35), which is

= f ?
47T6JF r

(18-6)
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This gives the electric scalar potential in an infinite dielectric of constant

permittivity e, in terms of the charge distribution. There is, of course,
no retardation in statics. For a single point charge q the potential at a

point P a distance r from q is

(18-7)

The electric field E of a point charge q is the negative of the gradient of

the potential of Eq. (18-7). Using spherical coordinates, we obtain

This is, of course, Coulomb's law.

When Poisson's equation is applied to a region in which the net electric

charge density is everywhere zero, the equation becomes

V2
</
=

(18-9)

This is Laplace's equation. If the potential </>
varies with respect to one

space coordinate only, the equation is an ordinary differential equation.
On the other hand, if

</>
varies with respect to two or three space coordi

nates, a partial differential equation results, and the separation-of-variables

method is frequently employed. By this method the Laplace equation can

often be converted into several ordinary differential equations, one for

each space coordinate. The solutions of these equations contain arbitrary

constants that must be evaluated so as to satisfy the boundary conditions.

Ordinarily, this is very difficult to do unless the boundaries of the problem
coincide with coordinate surfaces.

In any region with static fields the electric potential function must satisfy

Poisson's equation or, in the absence of charge, Laplace's equation. In

addition, the function must satisfy the boundary conditions. The boundary
conditions of Sec. 9-5 apply to static fields as well as to time-varying fields.

Thus the tangential component of the electric field intensity is continuous

across the boundary of two different physical media, and the normal

component of the electric flux density is discontinuous by an amount equal
to the surface charge density ps coulombs/m

2
. Let us consider the impor

tant case of a conducting body containing a net static charge. In Sec. 7-3

it was shown that the drift current density crE at each point of such a con

ductor is essentially zero. Therefore, within the conductor the electric

field is zero and, by Gauss's law, so is the electric charge density. The

net charge, of course, resides on the surface. As E is zero within the con

ductor, the tangential component of the field at a point P barely outside

the conductor is zero, and the normal flux density equals the surface
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charge density pa . In terms of the unit vector n at P normal to the surface

and directed outward, the flux density is

D =
Psn (18-10)

This is the electrostatic boundary condition at the surface of a con

ductor.

There is always one, and only one, potential function that satisfies

Poisson's equation and the boundary conditions of a problem. This is

known as the uniqueness theorem. In a physical problem, if a potential

function can be found that satisfies Poisson's equation and also the bound

ary conditions, we know from the uniqueness theorem that this function is

the correct solution.

It should be kept in mind that the equations of this section, except for

Gauss's law, are restricted to fields that are invariant with respect to time.

18-2. FIELD LINES AND EQUIPOTENTIAL SURFACES

In many electrostatic problems it is desirable to plot the field and poten
tial distributions. Such plots not only serve as aids for visualizing the

fields, but they also are tools useful in obtaining approximate solutions to

problems in which mathematical solutions are impractical. Although
such problems are not considered in this text, we shall examine some of the

properties of the field lines and equipotential surfaces.

One of the simplest field distributions is that of a point charge q in an

infinite medium of permittivity . With the origin of a spherical coordinate

system located at the charge q, the electric potential <j>
at a point P is

<7/(47rer), and the electric field intensity E is q/(47Tr
2
) ar . Obviously, a

spherical surface of radius r is an equipotential surface. Also, the field

lines of E are directed radially outward from q, provided q is positive. As
indicated in Fig. 18-1, the field lines are normal to the equipotential sur

faces. It should be noted that the equipotential lines are plotted for equal
increments of potential and, therefore, the spacing between the lines

increases with distance. Also, the spacing between the field lines is a

measure of the field strength.

It is easily shown that the field lines are normal to the equipotential
surfaces for any system of charges. The voltage drop along a differential

vector path length is E dl 9 and this is zero if all points of the differential

length lie on an equipotential surface. It follows that the electric field at a

point is normal to any differential path located in the equipotential surface

that passes through the point. Thus the field lines of a static electricfieId

are everywhere normal to the equipotential surfaces. An exception to this

might occur at a point at which the field is zero.
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FIG. 18-1. Field and equi potential lines of a point charge, ma plane containing the charge.

Shown in Fig. 18-2 is a point P (x, y, 0) at distances r and r2 from

two equal point charges of magnitude q, located on the #-axis at +d
and -d. The electric potential </>

at P is (^/47T)(l/r1 + l/r2), with rx
=

J(x
_

</)2 + ya aru}
rjj

-
^/(x + rf)2 + 2/2. The equations of the equipo-

tential curves in the xy-plane are

l/rx + l/r2
= constant

A number of these curves are shown in Fig. 18-3 as solid lines. The

electric field lines can be plotted by constructing them carefully so as to

intersect the equipotential lines at right angles. Each field line begins at

V Ji

FIG, 18-2, A point P at distances r
l
and r2 from equal charges.
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one of the point charges and continues tp infinity, except for the lines

through the midpoint.
The mathematical expression for E is readily obtained from the electric

scalar potential </>,
and the resulting expression for the field in the ay-plane

s

E = -2-

The slope dyjdx of the field lines is EJEX . At y = the slope is zero, and

the x-axis is a field line. At x = the slope is infinite, and the y-axis is

\

FIG. 18-3. Field and equipotential lines in a plane with two equal point charges.

also a field line. At the origin the electric field is zero. At this point an

equipotential line intersects itself. If the field were not zero at the origin,

the field and equipotential lines at this point would meet at right angles,
and the equipotential line could not possibly cross itself.

In electrostatics, field lines meet the surface of a conductor at right

angles in accordance with Eq. (18-10), and the surface of a conductor is

an equipotential surface. In fact, the conductor is an equipotential body,
with all points at the same potential, for the electric field is zero within the

conductor. If any closed surface has all of its points within a conductor,
it is clear from Gauss's law that the net charge within the volume enclosed
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by the surface is zero. For example, if a hollow spherical conducting shell

has a charge q at a point in the dielectric inside the shell there must be an

induced charge equal to q on the inner surface of the conductor. Field

lines leaving the charge q terminate on the inner surface of the conductor,
and these lines are, of course, normal to the surface. If the conductor

is electrically neutral, a charge q is uniformly distributed over its outer

surface.

It is important to keep in mind that we are considering static electric

fields. When the fields vary with time, the electric field lines are not, in

general, normal to the equipotential surfaces. Furthermore, the lines need

not begin and end on charges, but may form closed loops.

18-3. FIELD AND POTENTIAL OF A VACUUM DIODE

A problem ofconsiderable importance in electronics is the determination

of the field and potential in the region between the plates of a vacuum
tube. In this section we shall investigate the conditions inside a parallel-

plate diode.

Electrons in a conductor have high thermal velocities. When an electron

moves through the surface of a conductor, the surface region is left with a

net positive charge, because a negative electron has left a region that was

electrically neutral. Normally, the Coulomb force pulls the electron back

into the conductor. If the conductor is heated to a very high temperature,
some thermal energy is imparted to the free electrons, increasing their

kinetic energies. Many electrons that pass through the surface may now
have sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the Coulomb force and leave

the conductor. Such emission of electrons is referred to as thermionic

emission.

A parallel-plate diode consists basically of two parallel conducting

plates enclosed in a near vacuum. One plate, designated the cathode.,

is heated to a high temperature which produces a copious emission of

electrons from the surface. The other is called the anode, or plate, and

normally is maintained at a higher potential than that of the cathode.

The electrons emitted by the cathode are collected by the plate. Shown in

Fig. 18-4 is a side view of the diode, with the cathode located at x =
and the plate at x = d.

Electrons emitted by the cathode are attracted to the positively charged

plate. The charge density p is negative, and the convection current

density J, which equals pv, is in the negative ^direction. As the electric

current over each cross-sectional area is the same, J is independent of the

space coordinates for a separation d that is considerably smaller than the

transverse dimensions of the plates. The charge density p and the drift
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velocity v are both functions of #, but the product pv is assumed to be

constant in the region between the plates.

The zero, or reference, potential can be selected as desired, because only

potential difference is of interest. In this problem it is convenient to select

the cathode as the reference. Thus the cathode potential is zero, and the

plate potential relative to the cathode is
<f>P . If there were no space charge

in the region between the plates, the electric field would be a uniform

Cathode
zero volts

'J?
Plate

(f>p VOltS

->- x

FIG. 18-4. Parallel-plate vacuum diode.

field directed from the plate to the cathode. However, the presence of the

space charge of electrons affects the field considerably. Electrons "boil off"

the cathode at a very rapid rate, and a dense space charge forms just off

the surface, provided the plate voltage is not too large. As electrons leave

this space charge and move toward the plate, additional electrons are sup

plied by the cathode. The negative space charge exerts a small repelling

force on electrons leaving the cathode. Consequently, the field just off

the cathode is very small and is in the positive ^-direction. Electrons with

sufficient kinetic energy can overcome this repelling force, and under

equilibrium conditions the flow of electrons from the cathode to the dense

space charge is exactly equal to the flow from the dense space charge to

the plate.

At some point P just off the cathode the electric field goes to zero, with

the direction of the field reversed beyond this point. The potential at P
is a minimum, with a negative value of a small fraction of a volt, and the

potential gradient is zero. As an approximation we shall assume that the

potential minimum occurs at the cathode surface. This is equivalent to

assuming that the field is zero at the surface of the cathode. Actually the
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electric field at this surface is very small, though not zero, and our assump
tion is only a fair engineering approximation.

In order to find the field and potential we shall utilize Poisson's equation.
The one-dimensional form applicable to our problem is

Both
<f>
and p are functions of x, and consequently, we must find some

relation between them before solving Poisson's equation.
An electron moving through a potential rise

<f> acquires e<f> joules of

energy, with e denoting the magnitude of the electronic charge. Assuming
the initial velocity of the emitted electron is negligible, we can equate

e^> and the kinetic energy %mv
2

. Therefore, in terms of
(/>

the velocity v is

(2e<f>/m)
l/
t. The charge density p is J/t;, with / denoting the magnitude of

the current density. It follows that p = J(2e<f>[m)-
lA

,
and the Poisson

equation becomes

with k = (J/ Q)Vm/2e.
Let us multiply both sides of the equation by d<f>/dx, giving

dx dx \dx] dx

This can be expressed as

2dx dx dx

Integration yields

2 \dx.

At the cathode surface the potential and the field are zero. Therefore, both

the potential <f>
and the potential gradient dfydx are zero at the cathode and,

consequently, the constant Cx is zero. Taking the square root of both

sides of the equation and separating the variables, we find that

<frM d<f>
= 2klA dx

Integrating and solving for
<f>,

we obtain

The constant of integration was dropped, because
<f>

is zero at x = 0.
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We note that the potential $ varies as the four-thirds power of x.

Differentiation of the potential shows that the field intensity varies as the

cube root of a. The velocity v and the charge density />
have been expressed

in terms of the potential and can, therefore, be expressed in terms of dis-

Cathode Plate

FIG. 18-5. The potential < and the field between the cathode and the plate.

tance x if this information is desired. Let us now substitute for k and solve

for the current density /. The result is

At x = d, <f>

=
stant term give

Making these substitutions and evaluating the con-

/ = 2.34 x 10-6
<f>P*ld* (18-11)

This is the space-charge equation for a parallel-plate diode. It is often

referred to as the three-halves power law, or the Langmuir-Child law.

As several simplifying approximations were employed in its develop

ment, the space-charge equation is not exact. In actual diodes the exponent
of

(f>P is usually between 1.4 and 1 .6. The plate current of a diode whose

plates are concentric cylinders also varies approximately as the three-

halves power of the plate voltage. Clearly the diode is a nonlinear device,

because its current is not proportional to its voltage.

Shown in Fig. 18-5 is the variation of potential < and field intensity E
with respect to distance x from the cathode. As a consequence of our
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approximations, the field is zero and the potential is a minimum at the

cathode surface. In an actual diode the potential is very slightly negative
at a point just off the cathode. Figure 18-6 shows the variation of charge
density p and velocity v with respect to x. The product pv is, of course,

independent of a. At the cathode the charge density is infinite, this absurd

ity due to our assumption of zero emission velocities.

The analysis of this section is inapplicable if the plate voltage is so large
that the emitted electrons are drawn away from the cathode as fast as the

Cathode Plate

FIG. 18-6. The charge density p and the velocity v of the electrons between the cathode
and plate.

cathode is able to emit electrons. Such large plate voltages, normally
avoided, prevent the formation of the dense space charge.

18-4. FIELD AND POTENTIAL OF A PN JUNCTION

A semiconductor diode consists of a single crystal of semiconducting
material, such as germanium or silicon, with impurities added to make one

portion of the crystal P-type and the remaining portion N-type. The

impurities of the P region are acceptor atoms, and each can readily accept
one electron into the orderly crystal structure. The N region is doped with

donor atoms, each of which gives up an electron that becomes a free charge
carrier. The process of conduction in the P and N regions was discussed

briefly in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Let us consider a PN junction with the ideal geometry of Fig. 18-7. The

simple geometry is chosen to make our analysis one-dimensional. We
shall assume that the acceptor and donor atoms are uniformly distributed

throughout the P and N regions, respectively. When the crystal is formed,

some of the electrons in the N region diffuse through the junction into the

P region. As a consequence, the P region has a net negative charge, and

the N region is left with a net positive charge. The acceptor atoms in the

P region near the junction acquire electrons and become unneutralized

negative ions. The donor ions in the N region are positive ions, and those

very near the junction are unneutralized because of the migration of elec

trons from the N to the P region. The positive and negative ions in the

FIG. 18-7. A PN junction.

vicinity of the junction produce an electric field that opposes the movement

of electrons from the N to the P region. Under equilibrium conditions

there is no net flow of charge carriers across the junction.

The space occupied by the unneutralized ions near the junction is called

the depletion region. The electric field here is fairly intense, and the region

is nearly depleted of free charge carriers. The positive and negative ions

are not free charge carriers, for they are bound in the crystal structure.

Let W denote the width of that part of the depletion region in the P-type

material, and let W% denote the corresponding width in the N-type

material. The density of the acceptor atoms in the P region is Na per cubic

meter, and the density of the donor atoms in the N region is Nd . Each ion

has one electronic charge of magnitude e. Therefore, the charge density in

depletion region 1 of width Wl is eNa ,
and that in depletion region 2 of

width W<L is eNd . Outside the depletion region there is electrical neutrality.

Shown in Fig. 18-8 is this charge distribution, with the junction located at

x = 0. Because Na is greater than N# clearly the P region is more heavily

doped than the N region.
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The field and potential distributions can be determined readily by

applying Poisson's equation. As the potential <f>
varies with respect to x

only, the Laplacian of
</>

is d^/dx*. In region 1 of width W the charge

density is eNa . Therefore

with
</>! denoting the potential in this region. Integration gives

To evaluate Cl we note that there is no electric field outside the depletion

eNd

FIG. 18-8. Charge-density distribution.

region, for the current is zero. Consequently, dfafdx is zero at x =
From this boundary condition we find Cx to be eNa W-J* 9

and

Integrating again gives

We can select the reference potential arbitrarily. Let the potential be

zero at x = W^, Then C2 can be evaluated, yielding

To find the potential <f>2
in region 2 we follow the same procedure. The

integration constants are evaluated by utilizing the boundary conditions

E = at x = W% and
<f>2
= ^ at * = 0. The result is
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The potential rise across the depletion region is
</>2 evaluated at x = W^

because
<f>

is zero at x = W^ Therefore, the junction voltage v is

(18-14)v = +

The potential and field distributions are shown in Fig. 18-9. The electric

field intensity in each region is easily found from the potential function.

The charges in regions 1 and 2 are -eN^Sand eNdW2Sy respectively,

with S representing the cross-sectional area. As charge is conserved, these

FIG. 18-9. Potential and field distributions of an abrupt PN junction.

charges have equal magnitudes, and

(18-14), we find WI to be

= Nd W%. From this and Eq.

2ev

.eNa(l
(1845)

Of course, W2
= (NJNWl9

and the total width Wof the depletion region
is the sum of W and W% .

The voltage v of the preceding equations is the built-in junction voltage.

This voltage creates a barrier that opposes the flow of the majority charge
carriers across the junction. If an external voltage is applied to the PN
junction with a polarity such that the junction voltage is increased in

magnitude, the barrier that opposes the flow of the majority charge
carriers is increased, and the electric current is negligible. On the other

hand, if the external voltage has a polarity that decreases the magnitude of

the junction voltage, the barrier is decreased, and the charge carriers
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readily diffuse across the junction, producing an appreciable electric

current. The field in the region of the diode outside the depletion zone is

no longer zero. However, this field is very small, and the boundary con

ditions employed in evaluation of the integration constants are not

substantially changed. Consequently, the preceding equations apply, pro
vided the voltage v is understood to represent the total junction voltage
which equals the sum of the built-in and applied voltages. The built-in

voltage of a PN junction is normally several tenths of a volt.

Examination of the expressions for Wl and W^ shows that the width

of the depletion region is proportional to the square root of the junction

voltage. Also, if the P region is doped with an impurity concentration

that is much greater than the impurity concentration of the N region, so

that Na > Nd ,
then the depletion zone is almost completely confined to

the ./V region. The width in the region of lower impurity concentration is

greater than that in the other region.

When an external voltage is applied, the charges stored at the junction

change. If the applied voltage has a polarity that increases the total

junction voltage, the stored charge is increased. The increased charges
are supplied by the source, and the junction has the effect of a nonlinear

capacitor. Of particular interest is the incremental capacitance dq/dv, with

dq representing the differential increase in the charge due to the increase

dv in the voltage. Clearly, dq = eNaS dW^. The differential increase in

Wi due to dv is found from Eq. (18-15) to be

dWi^f" 1 v~*dv

It follows that the incremental junction capacitance dq/dv is

v~*
AS (18-16)

The incremental junction capacitance is proportional to the cross-sec

tional area of the junction and inversely proportional to the square root

of the voltage v. If the applied voltage opposes the flow of majority charge

carriers and if this voltage is at least several volts, the built-in voltage can

be neglected.

In actual PN diodes the idealized geometry which we assumed is never

achieved, and consequently, the equations which we have developed are

only approximations. In some types of PN junctions the impurity density

through the depletion region is graded so that the ion charge density varies

linearly with distance from the junction. The analysis of such a graded

junction is performed in a similar manner (see Prob. 18-17).
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18-5. CAPACITANCE

The calculation of capacitance is certainly one of the major problems of

electrostatics. We shall consider in this section a few capacitors
of simple

geometry, primarily for the purpose of illustrating some useful methods for

determining capacitance.
In the next section several capacitors

of more

complicated geometry are treated, using an altogether
different procedure.

Let us begin with the parallel-plate capacitor.

Shown in Fig. 18-10 is a parallel-plate capacitor charged with equal

and opposite charges by means of an impressed
d-c voltage V. The

FfG. 18-10. Paraflel-pfate capacitor,

charge-voltage ratio q\V is the capacitance
C. Assuming the plates

are very

closely spaced, the field lines in the dielectric between them are straight

lines, and fringing at the edges is negligible.
It is obvious that the electric

field intensity E between the plates equals V\d, with d denoting the separa

tion, Therefore, the electric flux density D = eV\d> and this is a constant

independent of the space coordinates. As the magnitude of the surface

charge density of each plate equals A it is evident that the charges on the

surfaces facing one another are uniformly distributed over the area S,

provided fringing is negligible.
Thus q**f=*VS\d, and the ratio

qfVis S/d. This is the capacitance
in farads of two parallel plates spaced

a distance that is very small compared with the dimensions of the plates.

Clearly, this can be written

To obtain a large capacitance the dielectric constant and the area of the

plates should be large, and the spacing d should be very small.
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With reference to Fig. 18-10, suppose the top half of the space between

the plates has a dielectric of permittivity e-t
and the bottom half has a

dielectric of permittivity e
2 . The flux density D = q/S9 and the field in

tensities in the two regions are qK^S) and ql(^S). The voltage V between

the plates is found by multiplying each of these fields by \d and adding

the results. The charge-voltage ratio, or capacitance, is found to be

(18-18)

Next, let us consider a capacitor consisting of two concentric spherical

conducting shells separated by a dielectric of permittivity e. The outer

Spherical

copper shells

Dielectric

FIG. 18-1 1. Cross-sectional view of a spherical capacitor.

radius of the inner conductor is a and the inner radius of the outer con

ductor is b, as shown in Fig. 18-11.

Imagine a charge q on the outer conductor and a charge q on the

inner conductor. As the unlike charges attract one another, they reside

on the surfaces of the conductors adjacent to the dielectric shell. From

symmetry we know that each charge is uniformly distributed over its

respective surface, and the field lines in the dielectric shell are radially

inward. Let us apply Gauss's law to a closed spherical surface between

the two conductors and concentric with them. With r denoting the radius

of this Gaussian surface, the net outward flux is 4nrzDr coulombs, and

this equals the total charge -q enclosed. Therefore, Dr
=

qKfar*), and

Er
=

#/(47Tr
2
). The voltage rise V from the inner conductor to the
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outer conductor is the negative of the line integral of E from r = a to

r = b. From the resulting voltage the charge-voltage ratio, or capacitance,

is found to be

-a) (18-19)

This same result can be found by solving Laplace's equation. As the

potential < in the dielectric shell is a function of/- only, the Laplace equa
tion becomes

dr \ dr

Two integrations yield < = Q/r 4- C2 . If the inner conductor is taken as

the reference potential, then
<f>
= at r = a, and <f>

= V at r = 6. These

conditions enable us to evaluate the constants, and we obtain

As E = V<, the electric field intensity is

The electric flux density D = eE. At the surface of the outer conductor

the magnitude of D is eFa/(
2

ab\ and this equals the surface charge

density q/(47rb
2
). Equation (18-19) follows.

Suppose the radius b of the outer conductor of the spherical conductor is

infinite. For a dielectric of free space the capacitance becomes

C = 4716^ (18-20)

This is the capacitance of a spherical conductor of radius a. The capaci
tance ofa single conductor, such as this ball, is simply the ratio of its charge
to its absolute potential.

Finally, let us determine from Laplace's equation the capacitance per
unit length of a coaxial transmission line. Shown in Fig. 18-12 is a section

of the line. Let the inner conductor of radius a have a charge q per unit

length, and let the outer conductor of inner radius b have a charge q per
unit length. The electric scalar potential </>

in the dielectric is a function

only of the cylindrical coordinate r and, therefore, the Laplace equation
becomes

dr dr
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It is clear that r d^jdr = C1? or dfydr = CJr. Integrating gives <j>
=

Ci In r + C2 . At r = a, the potential (f>

=
0, and at r = Z>, </>

= F. Evalua

tion of the constants gives

, _ T/
In r/a

The electric field E = V<^ ?
and D == eE. The magnitude of the

flux density is found to be eF/(/- In bid). As this must equal the surface

FIG. 18-12. Section of a coaxial transmission line.

charge density ql(27rb) at r = b, we deduce that the ratio of the charge

q per unit length to the voltage V is

C = 2^/ln (*/a) farad/m (18-21)

This result can also be obtained rather easily from the integral form of

Gauss's law (see Prob. 9-13). The capacitance per unit length of a parallel-

wire transmission line is investigated in the following section,

18-6. CAPACITANCE BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL CYLINDERS

We shall now find the capacitance of two infinite cylinders of radii a

and b, whose centers are separated a distance D. The cylinders may be

external to each other as shown in Fig. 18-130, or one may be inside the
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other as shown in Fig. 18-13*. First, we must find the potential distribu

tion in the region around two infinite lines having equal and opposite

charges per unit length. The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig.

18-14. The lines are normal to the paper, separated a distance Id, and

their per-unit-length charges are +q and q coulombs per meter. The

point P is located a distance rx from line 1 and a distance r2 from line 2.

(a) External (b) One within the other

FIG. 18-13. Parallel infinite cylinders.

Let us imagine a cylindrical Gaussian surface concentric with line 1,

having radius r and unit length. Neglecting line 2 for the present, we note

that the flux lines from line 1 are radially outward. The flux out of the

Gaussian cylinder of unit length is 2rrrDT,
and this equals the enclosed

charge q. It follows that the electric field Er is qfQirer). This field equals

d<f>'/dr, with
</>' denoting the potential due to the charges of line 1. By

integration we find the potential $ at P to be (qfiire) In d/rl9 with the zero

reference potential selected as the point midway between the lines. Simi

larly, the potential <f>"
at P, due to line 2, is found to be (q/lire) In r^d, and

the total potential </>
at P is the sum of $ and

<j>",
or

2-rre
(18-22)
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FIG. 18-14. Two line charges and a point P.

The equipotential and field lines in a plane normal to the line charges

are circular as shown in Fig. 18-15. To verify that the equipotential lines

are circular, we note from Eq. (18-22) that
<f>

is constant if r2/ri *s constant.

FIG. 18-15, Field and equipotential lines of the infinite line charges of Fig. I8-J4.
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Thus the equation of the family of equipotential lines is

' - dY + </
2
J

with k constant. By squaring and separating terms we obtain

Completing the square in x by adding d\k* + 1)
2
/(A;

2 -
I)

2 to both sides

gives

For constant k this is the equation of a circle whose center is on the x-axis

at

x = ^--i d (18-25)

and with radius r equal to

r = Jr^L (18-26)

Each equipotential line has a corresponding k. If r2 is greater than rl9 k

is greater than unity, the center of the circle is on the positive rr-axis, and

the positive sign in Eq. (18-26) applies. On the other hand, if r2 is less

than rl9 k is less than unity, the center of the circle is on the negative #-axis,

and the negative sign in Eq. (18-26) applies. Proof that the field lines are

also circular is suggested as an exercise; this can be done by expressing
the circular field lines of Fig. 18-15 in mathematical form in terms of two

arbitrary constants, and then verifying that the expression can be made
to satisfy the result of Prob. 18-25; or use the integrating factor y~~

2
.

The results can be utilized to obtain the capacitance per unit length of

two circular cylinders of infinite length. The cylinders have charges q and

q coulombs per meter, and are located so that their charged surfaces
coincide with two equipotential surfaces of the line charges. The field and

potential distributions in the dielectric between the conductors are the same
as those of the line charges. The boundary conditions at the surfaces of

the cylinders are, of course, satisfied, and the potential satisfies Laplace's

equation. The capacitance per unit length is the ratio of the charge q

per unit length to the potential difference.

Let the cylinder of radius a, with charge q coulombs per meter and poten
tial </! corresponding to kl9

be centered at % on the positive x-axis. As k
is the constant ratio r^r^ for all points on an equipotential line, it follows
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from Eq. (18-22) that k =
exp (2m^fq). Also, ^ = d(kf + l)/(^

2 -
1),

and a = 2dkl/(kl
2 -

1), from Eqs. (18-25) and (18-26). The cylinder of

radius Z>, with charge q coulombs per meter and potential <f>2 correspond

ing to k^ is centered at #
2 on the #-axis. If the cylinders are external as

shown in Fig. 18-130, x
z is negative, but if one cylinder is inside the other

as shown in Fig. 18-13Z?, x
2 is positive. Clearly, k2

= exp (2<rr<f>2lq),

x2 = d(k2
2 + l)/(/c2

2 -
1), and b = 2dk2/(k<*

-
1), with the negative

sign taken for external cylinders. The distance D between the centers of

the cylinders is the difference between x
l and x

2 . Using the preceding rela

tions it is easily shown by direct substitution that

+ .* (18
.27)

/c2 /c
x ab

with the positive sign taken for cylinders that are external to one another.

Substitution of the exponential expressions for k and k2 into (18-27)

reveals that the left side of the equation is twice the hyperbolic cosine of

27T6(<f>1 <j>%)lq.
As the capacitance C per unit length is

ql(<f>i </>2),

we obtain

(18-28)
.

cosh
2ab

The positive sign is taken for cylinders external to each other, and the

negative sign is taken when one cylinder is inside the other. Hyperbolic
functions are discussed in Sees. 19-6 and 19-7.

An important special case is the parallel-wire transmission line whose

conductors have equal radii a. For b = a it can be shown (Prob. 18-27)

that the denominator of Eq. (18-28) equals twice the inverse hyperbolic
cosine of \D\a. Therefore, the capacitance per unit length of a parallel-

wire transmission line is

C =-^- (18-29)-

Another important special case is that of a wire parallel to an infinite

conducting plane. The infinite plane can be regarded as a cylinder whose

radius approaches infinity. Shown in Fig. 18-16 is a cylinder of radius a

inside the much larger cylinder of radius b. The distance D between their

centers is b h, with h denoting the minimum distance from the center

of the smaller cylinder to the surface of the larger cylinder. Substituting

b h for D in Eq. (18-28) and then letting b approach infinity, we obtain

(18-30)
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with h denoting the distance from the center of the wire to the conducting

plane. This can be used to calculate the capacitance per unit length

between a horizontal wire and earth.

The capacitance per unit length of a coaxial cable has already been

found by other methods. However, the expression for this capacitance

FIG. 18-16. Cross-sectional view of small cylinder within a much larger one.

can be determined from Eq. (18-28) by letting D equal zero (see Prob.

18-28).

18-7. METHOD OF IMAGES

We have learned how to use the potential function of oppositely charged

parallel lines to determine the capacitance of long parallel cylinders. Let

us now consider the inverse problem of finding the potential function in the

dielectric between two cylinders. To do this we must deduce the proper
location of the imaginary line charges with respect to the given cylinders.

These charges, which give the same field in the dielectric between the

cylinders as that produced by the actual charges of the cylinders, are

referred to as image charges.

The cylinders and their image charges are shown in Fig. 18-17. The

cylinder of radius a, with a positive charge q coulombs per meter, has its
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center at x = x
l9 and the cylinder of radius b, with charge q coulombs/m,

has its center at x = z
2 . The image charges are located at x = d and

x = d. We must determine afin terms of the radii a and b and the spacing
D between the centers of the cylinders.

From Eq. (18-25), with x
l substituted for a?, and Eq. (18-26), with a

substituted for r, it is easily shown that x
l
= (a

z + d*}
lA

. Similarly,

FIG. 18-17. Cross-sectional view of infinite cylinders and their image line charges.

x
2
= (b

2 + rf
2
)

1

^. The distance D between the centers of the cylinders is

the magnitude of% x2 . From these relations it is not difficult to show

that

d = [(D
2 - a

2 - 6
2
)

2 - 4a
2
fc
2
]^ (18-31)

This equation enables us to determine, from the geometry of the cylinders,

the location of the image charges. Also, of course, the coordinates x
l

and &
2 of the centers of the cylinders can be found from d and the radii.

These coordinates have opposite signs for cylinders that are external to

each other, as shown in Fig. 18-17, but their signs are alike if one cylinder

is within the other.

The potential </>
in the dielectric between the cylinders is given as a

function of the space coordinates by Eqs. (18-22) and (18-23). From this

potential function the electric field is readily found (see Prob. 18-25). The

charge distribution can also be determined, for the surface charge density

at a point on the surface of a cylinder equals the electric flux density -at that

point. Thus we are able to find the potential, field, and charge distributions

by utilizing image charges that do not, of course, actually exist. It should

be noted that the method can also be applied to a line charge and a parallel

conducting cylinder, having equal and opposite charges per unit length,

by treating the line charge as a cylinder whose radius is zero.
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Next, let us consider the problem of determining the force on a point

charge q located between two infinite planar conductors meeting at an

angle of 90. The charge and the conductors are shown in Fig. 18-18<z.

The net charge induced on the surfaces of the conductors in the vicinity

of the corner is -q. Field lines leaving the point charge q terminate on

the surface charges. Shown in Fig. 18-186 are the image charges, placed so

that every point of the conducting surface is a point of zero potential.

Each such point is equidistant from the charges of each of two pairs of

equal-and-opposite point charges. Clearly, the charge q and the three

image charges produce a field in the dielectric region of the corner that is

FIG. l8-I8o. Corner and charge. FIG. !8-l8b. The charge and its images.

identical with that produced by the point charge q and the induced surface

charges. For either case, both Laplace's equation and the boundary con

ditions are satisfied. The force on the charge q can be readily found from

Coulomb's law and the superposition principle. Also, the potential, field,

and surface-charge distributions can be determined from the four point

charges. This method can be applied for angles other than 90, but the

number of image charges depend on the angle. For example, a point

charge in a 60 corner has five image charges. The number of image

charges is finite only when the angle is a submultiple of 180. Of special

importance is the case of a point charge near a large conducting plane,

which can be regarded as a 180 corner. In this case there is only a single

image charge.

EXAMPLE. A charge q is located a small distance d off the surface of a large

planar conductor. Find the force exerted on the charge by the induced surface

charges.
Solution. The effect of the induced surface charges is identical with that of the

imaginary image charge q a distance d inside the conductor. Therefore, the

force pulling the charge q toward the surface is q
2
/(\6rrd

2
) by Coulomb's law, for

the distance between the charge and its image is 2d.
'

This force is often referred to

as an image force. It is this image force that prevents the free electrons of a

conductor from escaping from the surface under ordinary conditions.
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We have found that the method of images sometimes enables us to

reduce a field problem to one that has been previously solved. We applied
the method to parallel cylinders and to a point charge near a conducting
corner. A line charge near a conducting corner can be treated just as we
did the point charge, using image line charges, of course. There are many
other field problems involving planes, cylinders, and spheres that can be

simplified by utilizing image charges. However, we shall now proceed to a

study of the method of virtual work as applied to charged conductors.

18-8. ELECTRIC FORCES ON CONDUCTORS

The static charges of conductors, residing on the surfaces of the con

ductors, exert forces on one another. The force on each charge is normal
to the surface and directed outward because otherwise the charge would
move. Assuming linear dielectrics, we shall now determine several useful

expressions for the force per unit area.

Let us consider a differential surface area of the surface S of a conduc
tor in a region containing an electric field E. The charge on dS is p s dS,

and E is normal to dS with a magnitude equal to pje. Not all of this field

acts on the charge, for part of the field is produced by the charge on dS
and part is produced by other charges. Only those charges not on dS
exert a force on the differential area.

The differential surface is, of course, a plane area, and the outward

electric flux equals p3 dS. The flux due only to the charge on dS leaves both

sides of this plane surface, with half the flux leaving one side and half the

other. Clearly, the electric field intensity at the surface of dS, due only to

the charge on dS, is i/>s/e. As the total electric field just off the surface is

pje, it follows that one-half the field is produced by the charge on dS
and the other half is produced by other charges. Therefore, the field that

acts on the charge is Jp5/e, and the force on dS is (|/>5/e)(/>5 dS) newton.

Thus the outward force per unit area is

Jp// = %D*l =
i<-

2
newtons/m

2
(18-32)

This force is directed outward regardless of the sign of the surface charge

density.

The same result can be obtained from the method of virtual work.

Shown in Fig. 18-19 are two parallel conducting plates charged with equal-

and-opposite charges. These unlike charges attract each other, and the

plates tend to pull together. Suppose one plate is moved through the

differential distance d% in the time dt. During this time interval the elec

trical energy supplied to the field by the source is

^vdq (18-33)
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with v and q denoting the voltage and charge of the capacitor. By Eq.

(14-24) the energy W stored in the electric field of the capacitor is &>, and

the differential increase in W in the time dt is

The mechanical work Fx dx = dW^ - dW. Substitution gives

(I8
-34)

Fx dx *= \vdq- \q do (18-35)

Ifthe charge^ is maintained constant during the motion ofthe plate,
it is

evident from Eqs. (18-34) and (18-35) that

$ constant
(18-36)

On the other hand, if the voltage v is maintained constant, the force

becomes

v constant

(18-37)

From Eq. (18-36) we note that the force tending to increase a coordinate

of a conductor equals the space rate of decrease of the electric energy

stored in the field, provided the charge q of the conductor is maintained

constant. For constant charge there is no electrical energy supplied, and

the mechanical work Fx fa equals the decrease -dW in the stored electric

energy. On the other hand, we note from Eq. (18-37) that the force

tending to increase a coordinate of the conductor equals the space rate

of increase of the stored electric energy provided the voltage is kept

constant In this case there is electrical energy supplied, with half of the
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energy used to increase the stored energy and the other half converted into

mechanical work.

Another useful form of the force equation, easily deduced from Eq.

(18-35) and the relation C = q/i\ is

F,ii,*4 (18-38)
dx

Clearly, the electric force on a charged body tends to increase the capaci

tance, or charge-voltage ratio, of the body.

Let us now apply the method of virtual work to the capacitor of Fig.

18-19. The dimensions of the plates are very large compared with the

spacing between the plates and, consequently, edge effects are negligible.

Accordingly, the charge of each plate is uniformly distributed over the

surface facing the other plate, and the resulting electric field between the

conductors is uniform. The stored energy equals the energy density JsJ?
2

multiplied by the volume between the plates, Suppose the positive con

ductor is moved through a differential distance dx, decreasing the .spacing

by this amount, If the charge q is maintained constant, the electric field

in the dielectric is also constant, for the flux density equals the surface

charge density. The stored energy decreases by (i*)(iS&)* with 5

denoting the area of a plate* and the force on the conductor is $*E*S by

Eq. (18-36). Obviously, the force per unit area is |
a
newtons/m

2
, a

result in agreement with Eq. (18-32),

EXAMPLE I . A copper ball with a radius of ,1 m is charged to a potential of

1000 volts. The dielectric is free space. Find the force that tends to expand the

ball

Solution, From symmetry the charge q of the ball is uniformly distributed over

the surface* and the flu* lines arc radially outward, Therefore, the electric field

outside the ball is the same as though the charge were located at the center.

Clearly, the potential 4 at the surface is 9/{4wa) with a denoting the radius, and

the charge q
* 4*rf##, The surface charge density is qKfaa*)* or $/a. Thus

D m f#/a, and E $M it the surface,

The force per unit area is ftE
1

, or Jf^M*. As t - * * - 1000, and a ** 0,1,

the force per unit area is 0,000443, and the total force is 0.0000556 newton,

EXAMPLE 2* Two conducting baits, each of radius &, are separated a distance r

that is very much greater than a. If the charge of etch ball is q. employ the

method of virtual work to find the force of repulsion.
S#/n//a*t, As t > a, the charges arc uniformly distributed over the surfaces,

The field and potential at t point m the dielectric are the same that would be

produced by the charges coneemmted it the centers of the balls, Therefore, the

potenUil * at a point on the surface of either ball is (<y/4irXI/i * W'). The

tential energy of each bull* with the potential energy at infinity taken m /ero,

-awaHsirfr*
with f regarded as constant As this force tends to increase the distance r, tt is a

force of repulsion. Of eoyn f the result is simply Coulomb*! law,
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EXAM RLE 3. A parallel-plate capacitor has square plates of edge a separated a

distance d that is very small compared with a. The region between the plates is

initially filled with a solid dielectric slab of relative permittivity
en but then this

dielectric is withdrawn parallel to an edge through a distance x less than a. If the

voltage between the plates is v, find the force on the dielectric slab. Neglect

fringing.
Solution. As fringing is negligible, the field lines are straight lines normal to the

plates, and the field intensity at each point of the region between the plates is v/d.

Therefore, the energy density is \z\P\d*. The free-space volume between the plates

is xad, and the energy of this region is (fav*ld*)(xad). The volume between the

plates filled with the dielectric slab is ad(a
-

a;), and the energy stored in this

region is (% r v*/d*)(ad)(a
-

x). Consequently, the total energy stored in the

electric field is

W = \w\a\d)\x + r(a
-

x)]

By Eq. (18-37) the force that tends to increase x is + 0W/ &?, with e constant.

Therefore, the force that tends to decrease JD is - 3 W\ fa, with v constant. Evalu

ation gives a force of ^v\a/d)( r
-

1) newtons. If the dielectric were free to

move, it would be pulled back into the entire volume between the plates. The

force on the dielectric is the result of the electric forces on the atomic electric

dipoles. It should be noted that the method of virtual work applies to dielectrics

as well as to conductors.

EXAMPLE 4. Two long parallel wires, each of radius a, are charged with equal
and opposite charges. In terms of the radius a, the permittivity c, the distance D
between the axes, and the charge q per unit length, find the force of attraction per
unit length.

Solution. The force that tends to decrease the distance D between the axes of

the cylinders is ^v
2 d/dD t by (18-38). The capacitance C per unit length is

Tre/cosrr
1
(i />/), by (18-29). It is easily shown that

Noting that vC =
q, the force of attraction on each conductor becomes

a*
F m JL, (#* - 4a8)~H newtons/m

2ir

This result can also be obtained from the method of images,

18-9. ELECTRIC THEORY OF MATERIALS

From the microscopic viewpoint a dielectric material consists of many
atoms held closely together in free space. Each atom has a positive
nucleus surrounded by a cloud of negative electrons, and normally the

atom is electrically neutral. When an electric field is applied, a force is

exerted on the charged particles of each atom. This causes the electron

cloud to be slightly displaced relative to the nucleus* for the force on the

negative electrons and the force on the positive nucleus are opposite.
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Consequently, each atom becomes a small electric dipole, as indicated

in Fig. 18-20. Recalling that the dipole moment p is directed along the

axis of the charges from the negative to the positive charge, with magnitude
equal to the product of charge and distance, we note that the dipole moment
has the same direction as the applied field. In the presence of an electric

field the atomic dipole moments are aligned with

the applied field, and the dielectric is said to be

polarized.

Let us consider two parallel conducting plates
located in free space and charged with equal and

opposite charges. A side view of the plates is

shown in Fig. 18-21. Let d represent the distance

between the plates and S represent the cross-sec

tional area. We shall assume that the plate dimensions are large compared
with the spacing d so that edge effects are negligible. If the charge on the

top plate is q, the surface charge density is q/S, and the electric flux density

FIG. 18-20.

atom.

E

Polarized

Free

space

FIG. 18-21, Charged parallel conducting plates.

?, with k denoting a unit vector directed from the top to the bottom

plate* The field intensity is

E-B^ J~k (18-39)

Now suppose the region between the plates is filled with a dielectric.

The applied field polarizes the dielectric somewhat as shown in Fig. 18-22,

Observe that the atomic charges at points inside the dielectric tend to

cancel. There are* however, induced charges on the dielectric surfaces at
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the plates. These induced charges are bound to the atoms of the dielectric

and should not be confused with the charges on the conducting plates. The

induced charge at the top plate is negative, and the induced charge at the

bottom plate is positive. These induced charges produce an induced field

E, directed opposite to the applied field. Thus the effect of the electric

dipoles of the dielectric is to reduce the electric field.

Consider a very small elemental volume AK of length As and cross-

sectional area AS. Each such volume of the dielectric is a small electric

dipole. If the elemental charges of the dipole are A# and A<y, the dipole

JZ*

FIG. 18-22. Polarized dielectric between plates of Fig. 18-21.

moment Ap is A# Az k. The dipole moment per unit volume is called the

polarization P. Dividing the dipole moment by the volume AS As gives
P = (Ay/AS)k. Clearly A^/AS is the magnitude of the surface charge
density of the top and bottom surfaces of the dielectric. The induced field

E
t
- due to these dielectric charges is directed from the positive surface

charge to the negative surface charge, this being in the direction k;
the magnitude of E, equals the surface charge density divided by c . It is

evident that E, = P/* , with the induced field and the polarization having
opposite directions. The permittivity of free space is used here, for we are

examining the electric behavior from the microscopic viewpoint,
The polarization P is the electric dipole moment per unit volume. In

studying magnetic theory we learned that the magnetization M is the

magnetic dipole moment per unit volume. For comparison, these defini

tions in mathematical form are

(18-40)
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with Ap and Am denoting the electric and magnetic dipole moments of the

volume AK. When an electric field is applied to a dielectric, there is an

induced field due to the polarization of the material. Similarly, when a

magnetic field is applied to a magnetic material, there is an induced mag
netic field due to the magnetization of the medium. These induced fields

have been determined to be

E =-P/ B
t

= ^ M (18-41)

The induced electric field is directed opposite to the polarization, whereas

the induced magnetic field has the same direction as the magnetization,

by Eq. (17-26).

The total electric field E in the dielectric is the vector sum of the applied

field, which is produced by the charges on the conducting plates, and the

field produced by the polarization. The applied field is given by Eq.

(18-39), and the induced field is given by Eq. (18-41). Thus the total field

E is

E--(D-P) (18-42)
o

with D representing the electric flux density resulting from the charges on

the conducting plates. In studying magnetic theory we found that the mag
netic field B is the sum of the applied flux density ^H and the induced

flux density ^M f or R _^ + M) ( ,M3)

In Eqs. (18-42) and (18-43) the quantities D and H are due to the charges

and currents, respectively, not including those of the atoms. The quantities

E and B are the total electric and magnetic quantities, including the atomic

effects.

Now let us return to the macroscopic, or observable, viewpoint. From

this viewpoint we utilize the concept of relative permittivity to describe the

dielectric property of a medium, and the electric field E is expressed by

E - D/(, ) (18-44)

The flux density is that produced by electric charges excluding those of

the atomic dlpoks, and the field E is the total electric field, including the

induced field. This should be clearly understood.

The macroscopic quantity t
r and the microscopic quantity P are related.

Comparison of Eqs. (18-42) and (18-44) reveals that D - P equals D/cr, or

(18-45)

As D ** fr frE* the polarization P in terms of E is

P -<(,- DE (18-46)
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The polarization is expressed in coulombs per square meter. The quantity

r 1 is called the electric susceptibility of the material. For most dielec

trics r is constant, except for very strong fields, and the polarization is

directly proportional to the total field E. For comparison we recall that

the magnetization M is (//r 1)H, with
IJLT 1 being the magnetic sus

ceptibility.

In order to measure the relative permittivity, or dielectric constant, of a

dielectric, we can utilize a parallel-plate capacitor having a capacitance
of *S\d, with e denoting the permittivity of the dielectric. It is evident that

r
= C/C , with C denoting the capacitance with the dielectric replaced

with free space or air. Thus by measuring the capacitance both with and

without the dielectric, we can determine the relative permittivity.

In isotropic dielectrics the polarization P and the electric field E have

the same orientation, and the electric flux density D is

D= e E+P = E (18-47)

However, in anisotropic materials the orientations of P and E do not

usually coincide. For example, in single crystals the dielectric constant

generally depends on the direction in which it is measured relative to the

crystal axes. For such cases each rectangular component ofD depends on
the three components of E, and the dielectric constant becomes a "nine-

component tensor". The expression D = <rE is applicable only to isotropic

media, whereas the relation D = e E + P always applies.

Many solids have molecules with permanent electric dipole moments.
Such molecules are called polar molecules. Normally these dipole moments
are fixed in position in the solid and cannot be aligned by an applied field.

In the liquid state, however, the polar molecules are free to align with the

applied field, and this alignment will increase the polarization. Suppose
a liquid with permanent electric dipoles is subjected to an electric field,

which causes the dipole moments to align with the field, and then is frozen

into a solid. The polarization becomes fixed, remaining when the applied
field is reduced to zero. Such a polarized solid is called an electret. When
suspended like a compass needle, an electret aligns itself with an electric

field just as a suspended permanent magnet aligns itself with a magnetic
field. Electrets can be used as substitutes for batteries in certain appli
cations requiring a voltage but no current.

In some dielectric materials the atoms interact with one another in a

manner that induces electric dipoles in the atoms. Such materials, called

ferroelectric materials, exhibit spontaneous polarization just as ferro

magnetic materials exhibit spontaneous magnetization. A specimen of a

ferroelectric material consists of a number of small domains, each of which
is spontaneously polarized. The direction of polarization varies from one
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domain to another. If an electric field is applied, the domains polarized in

the direction of the field grow larger at the expense of other domains. This

process is somewhat similar to that encountered in our study of ferro-

magnetism. The relative permittivity of ferroelectric materials is a function
of the electric field, and thus ferroelectric materials are nonlinear. In

addition, these materials exhibit hysteresis effects. Shown in Fig. 18-23 is a

typical hysteresis loop of a ferroelectric specimen. The remanent flux
density Dr and the coercive field Ec

are indicated on the illustration.

FIG. 18-23. Hysteresis loop of ferroelectric specimen.

When an electric field is applied to a solid, the separation of the atomic

charges, producing atomic dipoles, causes a slight change in the physical
dimensions of the solid. This electromechanical effect is known as

electrostriction and is present to some degree in all materials. In addition,

some solids become polarized when subjected to mechanical forces. Such

materials are said to be piezoelectric. Piezoelectric solids are used to con

vert mechanical energy into electrical energy and also to convert electrical

energy into mechanical energy.

Every dielectric has a maximum electric field that can be tolerated. If

the field exceeds this maximum value, the electrons are pulled from the

atoms, and a temporary discharge occurs. This maximum electric field is

known as the dielectric strength of the material. The dielectric strength of

air at normal temperature and pressure is about 30,000 volts per
s

cm, and

for mica it is about 1.5 million volts per cm. Electric fields are intense in

the vicinity of sharp points of charged conductors. Therefore, in order to

minimize the danger of dielectric breakdown, sharp points should be

avoided in the design of electric equipment.
When an alternating field is applied to a dielectric, the polarization
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alternates. The electronic charges of each atom shift their position relative

to the nucleus when the field reverses direction,, and there is a slight motion

of the bound charges. The displacement current in a dielectric material is

greater than the displacement current in free space, for the same electric

field intensity, because of this slight motion of the atomic charges. From

Eq. (18-47) we note that the displacement current density D at a point in a

medium is the sum of e E and P. The term P, which is the rate of change
of the polarization, is associated with the actual motion of the bound

charges of the dielectric. Thus a part of the displacement current in a

dielectric consists of moving electric charges. For example, if the dielectric

between the plates of a capacitor has a relative permittivity of 10, then

90% of the displacement current is a current of moving charges, with the

motion of each charge carrier restricted to the vicinity of its associated

atom. These bound charge carriers do not, of course, contribute to the

conductivity.

REFERENCES

See Bibliography.

PROBLEMS

Sect/on 18-1

18-1. Deduce directly from Eq, (18-1) that the electrostatic field is conservative.

Also, show that the expression yl #j cannot possibly represent a static electric

field.

18-2. From Gauss's law and the equation of continuity deduce that the net

charge density at each point within a conductor carrying a steady drift current is

zero.

18-3. A charge q is located at the point (a;1 , y^ z
{) in an infinite rnedium of

permittivity . Find the electric scalar potential as a function of the rectangular
coordinates, and from this potential function determine the electric field intensity
in rectangular form.

18-4. In rectangular coordinates a charge of 5 ^ is located in free space at the

point (1, 1, 1), and a second charge of 10 juc is located at (1, 2, 3). Find the

electric potential as a function of the space coordinates, and determine from Eq.
(18-1) the field intensity at (2, 2, -1).

18-5. If a charge q is uniformly distributed throughout a spherical volume of

radius a in a region of permittivity e, find the electric potential and the field

intensity as functions of the distance r from the center of the sphere.

Sect/on 18-2

18-6. If the point P of Fig. 18-2 is located at (# y, z), determine the potential
at P, and use this result to derive the expression for the electric field intensity at P.

Calculate
<f>
and E at the point (3, 2, 1) for q 0.2 pc and d 1 m. The dielectric

is free space.
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18-7. If a copper ball with a charge q is placed in the dielectric within an

uncharged hollow copper box, what is the net charge on the inner surface of the
box ? What is the charge on the outer surface of the box ? What are these charges
if the ball is placed in contact with the inner surface?

18-8. A small copper ball with a charge q is placed in the dielectric within an

uncharged hollow copper box. The box is then momentarily connected to earth,
after which the ball is withdrawn from the box through a small opening. What is

the net charge of the box ?

18-9. In the free space in the vicinity of the 90 conducting corner shown in

Fig. 18-24, the potential <j>
is \QQxy volts. Plot the equipotential curves in the

#?/-plane for potentials of 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 volts for values of # and y between
and 2. Also, deduce that the family of field lines is described by the equation

x2 -
2/

2 = C, and plot the field lines in thex?/-plane for C = 0, 0.5, 1.0, and
1.5.

y

FIG. 18-24. 90 conducting corner.

18-10. For the conducting corner of Prob. 18-9 determine the surface charge

density in the #z-plane as a function of x. What is this charge density at the

corner ?

18-11. In the vicinity of the 270 conducting corner of Fig. 18-25 the potential

FIG. 18-25. 270 conducting corner.
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<j>

in cylindrical coordinates is 10O^ sin 2<p/3 volts. Find the electric field intensity
in terms of the cylindrical coordinates, and from this field deduce that the family
of field lines is described by the equation r^ cos 2?>/3

= C. Make a rough sketch
of the approximate equipotential and field lines.

Sect/on 18-3

18-12. If 300 volts are applied to a vacuum diode whose parallel plates are
0.5 cm apart, with the anode positive, find as functions of distance x from the

cathode the following: the current density /, the electric scalar potential <, the

field intensity E, the velocity v of the electrons, and the charge density p. The
emission velocities of the electrons are negligible, and space-charge conditions

apply.

18-13. With reference to the preceding problem, calculate J, <f>, , t?, and p
for values of x from to 0,5cm in 0.1 cm increments. Carefully plot the
results.

18-14. The space-charge equation (18-11) also applies to a cylindrical diode
whose cathode is a straight filamentary wire and whose anode is a concentric

cylinder of radius d, provided end effects are negligible. Noting that the current

density is a function of the radial distance r, deduce from Eq. (18-1 1) the relation

ship between < and r, and show that the result satisfies Poisson's equation in

cylindrical coordinates.

Sect/on 18-4

18-15. Derive Eq, (18-13), which gives the potential function within that part
of the depletion region to the right of the PN junction of Fig. 18-7. The charge
distribution is shown in Fig. 18-8.

18-16. A PN junction diode, made of germanium having a dielectric constant
of 16, has a charge distribution as shown in Fig. 18-8. The diode is 2 mm long,
with a rectangular cross section of 0.5 mm by I mm, and there are 1023 acceptor
atoms/m

3
in the P region and 1022 donor atoms/m

3
in the N region. If the applied

junction voltage v is 4 -f- 0.1 sin 107f, determine the displacement current through
the junction. Neglect the built-in junction voltage.

18-17. The charge density in the depletion region of a graded PN junction is

P = ax from x = - j^ to # = + W. The total width of the depletion region is

2W. Find the potential <j> as a function of x, in terms of a, W, and
, with zero

potential at x = W.

18-18. In terms of a, , and the junction voltage u, determine the incremental

capacitance per unit area for the graded PN junction of Prob, 18-17.

Sect/on 18-5

18-19. Use Laplace's equation to find the capacitance of a parallel-plate
capacitor. Neglect fringing.

18-20. The space between the plates of a
parallel-plate capacitor is filled with

three thin dielectric slabs of permittivities c
lf 2, and 3 and of thicknesses d/4,

d/4, and \d, respectively, with d denoting the distance between the plates. The
plate area is S. Find the capacitance, assuming negligible fringing.

18-21. The inner conductor of a spherical capacitor has a radius of 0.2 m and
is surrounded, in order, with spherical dielectric shells of relative permittivities
1 , 2, and 3 with thicknesses 0.0 1 , 0.0 1 , and 0.02 m, respectively, The inner radius
of the outer conductor is 0.24. Find the capacitance.
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18-22. A charged copper ball in free space has a radius of 9 cm and a potential
of 100,000 volts. Calculate the capacitance of the ball, its charge, and the

maximum voltage gradient.

18-23. A coaxial transmission line has two dielectrics of permittivities 1 and e2,

each of which fills the space between the conductors throughout an angle of TT

radians. The radius of the inner conductor is a, and the inner radius of the outer

conductor is b. Find the capacitance per unit length.

18-24. A diode vacuum tube consists of two concentric metallic cylinders 3 cm
long, having radii 0.3 cm and 0.6 cm. If the voltage drop from plate to cathode

is 10 + 0.5 sin 10 9
r, find the charge q on the plate and the displacement current

from plate to cathode. Neglect end effects.

Sect/on 18-6

18-25. For the oppositely charged infinite lines of Fig. 18-14 find the electric

field intensity at P(x, ?/), and deduce that the slope of the field line atP is 2xy/(x*

y
2 d2

) 9 with d denoting one-half the distance between the lines. Calculate E
at P(5, 4), for q

= 1 ^uc/rn, d = 3 m, and er
= 1 .

18-26. Verify Eqs. (18-27) and (18-28).

18-27. Employ the relation cosh"1 % = In (x V#2
1) to show that the

inverse hyperbolic cosine of 0|Z>
2
/fl

2
1) equals twice the inverse hyperbolic

cosine of \DI&, a relation utilized in the derivation of Eq. (18-29).

18-28. Deduce Eq. (18-21), which gives the capacitance of a coaxial cable,

from Eq. (18-28), which gives the capacitance between two cylinders whose

centers are a distance D apart.

18-29. Two parallel cylinders, each of radius a, are charged with equal and

opposite charges per unit length. The distance between the centers of the con

ductors is Z). Show that the field distribution outside the conductors is identical

with that of two similarly charged lines spaced a distance 2d apart, provided
d* = (>)2 - a2

. To do this, first deduce that Arx
= l/&2 , and then find D and a

in terms of d and kv
18-30. The potential of a point charge q is qKfazr), and the equipotential

surfaces are concentric spheres. Using this information and the method of Sec.

1 8-6, find the capacitance between two conducting spheres of radii a and b.

18-31. For a dielectric of free space calculate the capacitance per unit length

between (a) two long cylinders, each of radius 0.4 cm, whose axes are 20 cm

apart ; (b) two long cylinders of radii 1 cm and 5 cm, whose centers are 2 cm

apart; (c) a horizontal wire and earth, if the wire has a radius of 0.2 cm and a

height of 5 meters.

Sect/on 18-7

18-32. A line charge is located a distance D from the axis of a long parallel

cylinder of radius a. The line and the cylinder have equal and opposite charges

per unit length. Show that the distance between the center of the cylinder and its

image line charge is a2
/D.

18-33. Determine the force per unit length that acts on the line charge of

Prob. 18-32 if the charge per unit length is q and the dielectric is free space.

18-34. Two parallel cylinders of infinite length, each of radius a, have equal

and opposite charges per unit length. The distance between the axes is D. Find

the distance between the center of a cylinder and its image line charge, and calcu

late this distance for a = 1 cm and D = 4 cm.
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18-35. If the voltage between the cylinders of the preceding problem is 100

volts, find the maximum and minimum values of the surface charge density of a

cylinder. The dielectric is free space.

18-36. Two long parallel cylinders of radii 2 cm and 1 cm have charges of +q
and q coulombs/m, respectively. The axes of the cylinders are 5 cm apart, and

the dielectric is free space. If the voltage between the cylinders is 100 volts, find

the charge density on the larger cylinder at a point that is 4 cm from the center of

the smaller cylinder. (Ans. : 0.0252 A*c/m
2
).

18-37. A grounded hollow cylinder of infinite length has an inner radius of

3 cm. A parallel cylinder with a radius of 1 cm is inside the larger one, with the

axes 1.5 cm apart. The relative permittivity of the dielectric is 4. If the smaller

cylinder is charged to a potential of 100 volts, calculate the maximum and mini

mum surface charge densities of each cylinder.

18-38. From Eq. (18-29), which gives the capacitance per unit length of a

parallel-wire transmission line, derive Eq. (18-30), which gives the capacitance

per unit length between a cylinder and a ground plane. Use the method of

images.

18-39. A point charge of 5 JUG is located in the free-space dielectric between

two grounded planar conductors that meet at an angle of 90. If the charge is

1 cm away from each conductor, calculate the force on the charge.

18-40. Repeat Prob. 18-39 for an angle of 60 instead of 90.

18-41. An infinite line with a charge of 5 ^c/m is located in the free-space
dielectric between two grounded planar conductors that meet at an angle of 90.
If the line is 1 cm away from each conductor, calculate the force per unit length
on the line.

Sect/on 18-8

18-42. The axis of a long horizontal wire of radius a is at a height h

above earth. The charge on the wire is q coulombs/m, and the surface of the

earth is approximately planar. Using Eq. (18-38), deduce that the downward
electric force on the wire is (^

2
/47re )(A

2
a*)~M newtons/m.

18-43. Using Eq. (18-38), calculate the force per unit length acting on each of

the cylinders of Prob. 18-36.

18-44. Using Eq. (18-38), calculate the force per unit length acting on each of

the cylinders of Prob. 18-37.

18-45. Show that the force that tends to increase the radius a of the inner

conductor of a spherical capacitor is
<7

2
/(87refl

2
). Also, find the work done by this

force if the inner sphere expands from radius fl to radius al9 with the stored charge

q constant.

18-46. With the aid of Eq. (18-38), show that the capacitance of a spherical

capacitor is increased if the inner sphere is moved out of position.

Section 18-9

18-47. Prove that the torque T on a point dipole of moment p in an electric

field E is p x E. Compare with Eq. (17-22).

18-48. A dipole of moment p is perpendicular to a uniform electric field E.

If the dipole is now rotated, show that its potential energy is increased by E p

joule. Use the result of Prob. 18-47, recalling that the work done by the torque T
acting through dO is TdQ.
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18-49. A certain parallel-plate capacitor has a surface charge density of 10

/ic/m
2 and a dielectric constant of 8. Find that part of the electric field intensity

produced directly by the charges on the conducting plates and that part produced
directly by the electric dipoles. Neglect fringing.

18-50. A series electric circuit with a current of 0.001 sin 106r ampere contains

a parallel-plate capacitor with a cross-sectional area of 0.01 m2 and a dielectric

constant of 4. Assuming negligible fringing, find D, E, and P in the dielectric, and

calculate the electric susceptibility. Also, determine the percentage of the dis

placement current that actually consists of moving charges.
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CHAPTER
19

Field and circuit problems are commonly analyzed

for assumed sinusoidal time variations. The results can be applied to non-

sinusoidal waveforms by utilizing the concepts of the Fourier series and

integral and employing the principle of superposition. For sinusoidal time

variations the mathematics of complex numbers and complex exponentials

can be used to eliminate the time variable from the field and circuit equa
tions. This greatly simplifies analysis.

In the first part of this chapter the mathematics of complex numbers is

discussed. For students who have previously encountered complex

numbers, the discussion may prove to be a worthwhile review. In the

latter portion of the chapter, applications to electric circuits are considered,

and the electromagnetic field equations are presented in complex-exponen
tial form.

19-1. COMPLEX NUMBERS

The square root of a negative number is called an imaginary number.

Let us denote the imaginary number V 1 by the symbol/ Then

j J~l (19-1)

Frequently, the symbol / is used in place of/, especially by mathematicians

and physicists. If/*
is multiplied by a real number y, the productjy equals

^/ y* 9 andyV is an imaginary number. By definition a complex number z

is z^x+Jy (19-2)

446
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with x and y denoting real numbers. The number x is called the realpart

of'z, often designated as Re z; the number y is called the imaginary part

ofz, often designated as Im z. Thus

a; = Re 2 y = Im z (19-3)

As j represents V~l, we note thatj
2 = 1 and 1/y

=
y. Addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division of complex numbers are defined

so that the fundamental rules of algebra apply. Accordingly,

*i + z2
= (i + %> +7*(2/i + 2/2)

0*^2
-

2/l2/2)

_ =
-

72/2) = xixz + 2/i2/2

z2 ^2 + 7*2/2 <>2 + 72/2)( a;2
-

7'2/2) ^2
2 + 2/2

2 V + 2/2
2

Two complex numbers 2
X and 22 are equal if, and only if, xi = x2 and

2/x
= y2 . If ^ = 0, it follows that a; = y = 0.

19-2. THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION

The exponential function of a complex number 2, often expressed as

exp z, can be defined by the infinite series

with z = x +jy. Letting x = 1 and y = 0, we obtain

.. = 2.718

The exponential of unity is designated by the symbol e. Thus

=2.718-- (19-5)

The product (exp Zi)(exp z2) is the product of two infinite series. Multi

plication of the two series term by term* reveals that

From this result we deduce that

(exp sj)(exp z2)
= exP (zi + **) (19

~6)

* The infinite series presente4 in this chapter are uniformly convergent for all values

of the complex variable z. Such series can, term by term, be added, subtracted, multi

plied, differentiated, and integrated. See, for example, Bronwell, A., Advanced Mathe

matics in Physics and Engineering,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1953, Chap. 1.
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If z
l
= 2

2
= 1 + y'0, Eq. (19-6) becomes (exp I)

2 = exp 2. It is evident

that exp 1 raised to the power x equals exp x, or

(exp l)
x = ex = exp x (19-7)

Replacing x with the imaginary numberjy gives

<?" = expyV (19-8)

Thus the symbol e is understood to represent exp jy.

Multiplication of Eqs. (19-7) and (19-8) gives exe*y = (exp x)(expjy).

The product exe3y equals ez
,
and the product (exp o;)(expyV) equals exp z

by Eq. (19-6). Therefore

(19-9)

If x and y are variables, the derivative of exp z with respect to z is defined

by

(exp z)
= lim

exP [Q + Aa;) + Xy + A2/)l
- exP O + j

dz Aa,Ay-+Q A

The power series of Eq. (19-4), when differentiated term by term, yields a

series that is identical to the original series. Hence,

^-(e*)
= e* (19-10)

dz

By differentiating the power series for exp az term by term we obtain

aeaz (19-11)
dz

The constant a in Eq. (19-11) may be real or complex.
From Eq. (19-10) it follows that the integral of exp z with respect to z

equals exp z. That is,

1

dz = e
z

(19-12)

Also, it is evident from Eq. (19-11) that

fe
az dz=*~eaz

(19-13)
J a

and the constant a may be complex. Equations (19-12) and (19-13) can be
obtained directly from the power series of Eq. (19-4) by integrating the

series term by term.

The expression e* is referred to as a complex exponential In general,
mathematical operations involving complex exponentials follow the

ordinary rules of algebra.
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19-3. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

The sine and cosine functions of a complex number z can be defined in

terms of infinite series as follows.

8in
*-*-ii

+ ?r + - (1944)

~2 4 -6

COS2 = 1 _5_ + i__L + ...
(19-15)

2! 4! 6!

The tangent, cotangent, secant, and cosecant of z are defined in terms of

the sine and cosine functions in the same manner as for real numbers.

Accordingly,

sin z
tan z =- sec z =

cos z cos z

cos z 1

cot z =- esc z =
sin z sin z

If the infinite series of Eqs, (19-14) and (19-15) are each squared and

then added together, all the terms containing z cancel. The result is

sin
2 z + cos2 z= 1 (19-16)

Differentiation of the series of Eq. (19-14) term by term yields the cosine

series. Therefore,

-(sinz)-cosz (19-17)
dz

In a similar manner we find that

^(cosz)=-sinz (19-18)

In general, the trigonometric functions of complex numbers are treated in

the same manner as the trigonometricjunctions
of real numbers, with j

representing the imaginary number V- 1 and obeying the usual algebraic

laws The same identities apply, and the rules of integration and differen

tiation are the same. The series of Eqs. (19-14) and (19-15) can be used to

verify the common trigonometric identities.

If z in Eqs. (19-14) and (19-15) is a real number, the definitions for the

sine and cosine functions are equivalent to those given in elementary texts

on trigonometry. To show this, let us consider the equations

* = ,cos0 v = rsin0 (19-19)
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with r and 6 denoting real numbers. Utilizing the identity of Eq. (19-16),

we obtain

#2 + 2/
2 = r

2 cos2 6 + r
2 sin2 6 = r2

For all values of 9 the sum of z2 and y
2
is r2

,
and for constant r the equation

is that of a circle. Thus the equations of (19-19) are the parametric equa

tions of a circle. Figure 19-1 illustrates a circle of radius r. The point

/j) on the circle is the point determined from equations (19-19)

FIG. 19-1. A point P(x1( /x)
on a circle of radius r.

with 6 = X . The angle 6l is indicated on the illustration. From (19-19)

we note that cos 6l
= xjr and sin 6l

= y^r. From Fig. 19-1 we observe

that x^ yl9
and r form a right triangle. It is now necessary to show that

the angle 6l equals the arc length /x divided by the radius r.

Let dl represent a differential length of the circular path. In terms of

dx and dy the length dl is \j(dxf + (dy)*. In terms of a differential change

dd in 6, the length dl is

From equations (19-19) we note that dfc/rf0
= r sin 6 and <fy/rf0 r cos 6.

Therefore,

(19-20)

rf/ = ^*
2 sin

2 6 + r* cos2 6 dB =

As dl = r dd, with r constant, it is evident that ^ = r6
ly

or
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The angle 6^ of Fig. 19-1 is the ratio of the arc length to the radius. The

angle is dimensionless, and its dimensionless unit is the radian.

The angle subtended by the entire circumference of the circle is 27rr/r,

or 27r radians. It is evident that the sine and cosine functions are periodic
in the interval 2rr radians. Angles are frequently expressed in degrees,
with 360 corresponding to 2-rr radians, or 1 corresponding to Tr/180

radian. The expression sin is understood to represent sin (0 x Tr/180).

For example, sin 45 = sin ?r/4. In order to evaluate the sine and cosine

functions the infinite series can be utilized. By way of illustration,

sin 1 = 1 - 1/3! + 1/5!
-

1/7! + *# 0.841

One radian is approximately 57.3.

We know that the sine and cosine functions of real angles have values

between + 1 and 1 . However, the sine and cosine functions of complex
numbers are not so restricted. For example, for z = 1 +jl the sine of z

is 1.30 +y'0.635. This is readily verified by substituting 1 +jl for z in

the series of Eq. (19-14), noting that only the first four terms of the power
series are of appreciable consequence for this particular value of z. If

z = yl, cos z = 1.543, obtained by considering the first few terms of the

cosine series.

The sine and cosine functions can be expressed in terms of the exponential
function. The infinite series defining the exponential function is given as

Eq. (19-4). If z in the series is replaced with the imaginary numberj6 9 the

even powers of z become real numbers and the odd powers of z become

imaginary numbers. Arranging the real numbers together and the

imaginary numbers together gives

J* = (1
- 2

/2! + 4
/4!

- 6
/6! + )

These are the cosine and sine series. Therefore,

e = cos 6 +j sin 9 (19-21)

This important relation is known as Euler's identity. The imaginary part

of QxpjO is sin 6, and the real part is cos 6. Thus,

sin = Im e* (19-22)

cos = Re e (19-23)

These provide a way of expressing the sine and cosine functions of real

angles in terms of complex exponentials.

Euler's identity is obviously valid if 6 is complex. Therefore,

ei* = cos z + sin z
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As cos ( z)
= cos z and sin (z) = sin z, it is evident that

e~jz ^ cos z y sins;

If these two equations are added together, we obtain the cosine function in

terms of the exponential functions. By subtracting one equation from the

other we obtain the sine function in terms of the exponentials. The results

are

sin* = -(*"-*-*) (19-24)
y

cosz = -(e'
z + e~ 3Z

) (19-25)
2

These could have been selected as the defining equations for the sine and

cosine functions.

19-4. POLAR AND EXPONENTIAL REPRESENTATIONS
OF COMPLEX NUMBERS

A complex number, z = x + jy, can be plotted as a point in the ay-

plane as shown in Fig. 19-2. This plane is referred to as the complex plane,
with the z-axis called the real axis and the y-axis called the imaginary axis.

The value of z at the point P(x, y) is x + jy. The variables x and y are not

to be regarded as space variables. The directed segment r of the illustration

is not a space vector.

From Fig. 19-2 we note that x = r cos 6 and y = r sin 0, with (r, 6)

denoting the polar coordinates of the point P. Therefore, in polarform

z = r(cos0+ysin0) (19-26)

Clearly,

r = V^2 + y
2

(19-27)

= tan-l y/a (19-28)

The positive number r is called the amplitude, or absolute value, of z; 6 is

the angle, or phase, of z. The angle is multivalued, for if the angle is

increased or decreased by 2rr radians, the arctangent of is unchanged.
The value of 6 between and ITT radians is the principal value. Positive

angles are measured counterclockwise from the #-axis, and negative angles

are measured clockwise.

By employing Euler's identity we can express Eq. (19-26) in the exponen
tialform

z = re
j

(19-29)
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This form is very useful in performing certain mathematical operations.

For example,

*i/*2
= (rjrje'^-** (19-31)

Thus two complex numbers can be multiplied by multiplying their ampli

tudes and adding their angles. They can be divided by dividing their

amplitudes and subtracting their angles according to Eq. (19-31).

y

Imaginary
axis

P(*,y)

y

Real axis

FIG. 19-2. A complex number z = x + jy, plotted as a point in the complex plane.

The exponential form is useful in raising a complex number z to a power

n. We have
sin

The nth root of % is

> k = 0, 1, 2, etc.

The more general form of the multivalued angle is used, for there are n

principal angles, with values less than 2v. For example, the square roots

of 9^ are 3<>/4 and 3^57r/4
. The cube roots of unity are e^m ,

with

principal values obtained by setting k equal to 0, 1, and 2. In rectangular

form these roots are 1 and -K 1 /v3). .

The exponential and polar forms of complex numbers are often written

in the form r /0. Equivalent expressions are

re** = r(cos 6 + j sin 6)
= r /0
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The form r /O should be regarded as shorthand notation. It is evident that

A) = VaA + g2

In exponential form/' is ^v,
or I/|TT. Also, y is I/ ITT. If 2; =

r/fl,

then 72
=

r/fl + JTT and /z
=

r/6 JTT. Thus multiplying a complex

number by j changes its angle by JTT. The number 1 in exponential

form is e J?7r
. Therefore, 1 = I/TT. It follows that multiplication of a

complex number by 1 changes the angle of the complex number by ir

radians. When the shorthand notation is used, angles are frequently

expressed in degrees.

EXAMPLE. Evaluate Vjz^/z^ if z
1
= 1 +yl, z

2
= 3^/3

,
and zz

= 4 -y'3.

SbtoHwi. ;
= 1 /90% j,

= V2/45 ,
22
= 3/60, and^3

= 5/^36.9. There

fore

0.6V2/231.9
zs 5/-36.9

This result can be expressed as Q.849/ -128.1. The principal square roots are

0.921/ -64, which can be expressed as 0.921 / -64 and 0.921/116. In

rectangular form they are (0.403 /0.827).

Let z be represented by

z = # + jy = re*
e = r cos + jr sin

Then the complex conjugate z* of z is

z* = a- jfy
= re-^ = r cos ;> sin

We note that the magnitude \z\ of z is ^/~zz*.

19-5. THE LOGARITHM

If z
2
= e*\ then the complex number ^ is said to be the logarithm of z

2 ,

or

J3?i
== In 22

Substitution of e*i for z2 gives 2
X
= In ez

*. Clearly, the logarithm of e**-

equals z.
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In order to express the logarithm of a complex number in rectangular

form, the number should first be expressed in exponential form. The

logarithm becomes

In (re'
e
)
= In r + In e* = In r + jd

As is multivalued, this can be expressed as

In z = In r + y(0i 2dk) (19-32)

with QI representing the principal angle. It follows that a complex number

has an infinite number of logarithms.

EXAMPLE. Find the In of 1 -yl.

Solution. 1 -yl = V2/-45 . Therefore,

In (1 -/I) = In V2 -y(ff/4 2irk)
- 0.346 -y*(0.785 6.283A)

with fc = 0, 1, 2, etc.

19-6. HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS

The hyperbolic sine of z and the hyperbolic cosine of z are defined by

sinh z = \(e*
- <rz

) (19-33)

cosh z = K*
z +O (19-34)

Replacing the exponential functions with their infinite series gives

sinh z = z + ^ + ^ + ~ + -"
(19-35)

cosh , = 1 + f! + ^
+
^
+ ...

(19-36)

From the infinite series for sin z, cos z, sinh 2?, and cosh z it is easily

shown that

s'mjz
= y sinh z cos 72

= cosh 2

sinh (zl + z2)
= sinh zl cosh 22 + cosh % sinh z2

cosh (% + 22)
= cosh % cosh z

2 + sinh z
l sinh z2

cosh2 2 sinh2 z = 1

(sinh z)
= cosh z (cosh 2)

= sinh z

dz dz

It is evident from the above that

$inh (x + jy)
= sinh x cos y + j cosh x sin y

cosh (a? + yV) cosh ^ cos y + y sinh x sin t/
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These relations enable us to express the hyperbolic functions as complex
numbers. Also, it is easily shown that

sin (x + jy)
= sin x cosh y + j cos x sinh y

cos (x + jy)
= cos x cosh y j sin x sinh y

The hyperbolic tangent, cotangent, secant, and cosecant are defined in
terms of the hyperbolic sine and cosine functions. These definitions are
similar to those of the corresponding trigonometric functions.

19-7. INVERSE TRIGONOMETRIC AND HYPERBOLIC
FUNCTIONS

If sin zl
=

z, then z
l is the function whose sine equals z. The function z

is referred to as the arcsine of z, usually expressed by

z
l
= sin"1 z

We note that sin (sin-
1
z)
= z. The sine and the arcsine functions are

inverse functions.

The arcsine of z can be expressed as a logarithmic function of z. We note
that

z = sin z
l
=

(e
izi e~'*1

)

Therefore,
J

'

es*i e-3*i = 2/2

By multiplication by exp/zx and rearrangement of terms, we obtain

(^*i)2
_

2jz(e>*>) -1=0
This is a quadratic equation in e' Zl

, whose solution is

e**i =/z Vl -z2

Therefore, _
z
x
= sin"1 z = -jlnQ'z Vl - z2)

In a similar manner it can be shown that

cos
'1

z = j In (z + Vz2 -
1)

1

sinh"
1 2= In (2 + Vz2 + 1)

cosh""
1
z = in (2 + Vz2 -

1)
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19-8. COMPLEX EXPONENTIALS AND SINUSOIDS

Time-varying quantities in field and circuit problems are often approxi

mately sinusoidal. Even if this is not the case, it is usually advantageous
to analyze a problem on the basis of a sinusoidal waveform; other

time-functions can be regarded as consisting of the superposition of a

number of sinusoidal waveforms of different frequencies and phases.
The reason for selecting the sinusoid as our basic waveform for analysis

is that its shape is unchanged when integrated or differentiated or when
two sine functions of the same frequency are added or subtracted. Usually,

sinusoidally time-varying quantities are expressed in terms of complex

exponentials, the use of which enables us to eliminate the time variable

from our field and circuit equations.

The general expression for a sinusoidally time-varying quantity i is

Im sin (cot + 6). The angle 6 may be a function of variables other than

time. For example, 6 may be a function of the space coordinates. It may
be constant, depending on the particular situation. In any event, we shall

regard it as independent of the variable time. A cosine function has the

same waveform as the sine function, and thus the quantity i could be

represented as Im cos (cot + </>).
Both the sine and the cosine functions are

classified as sinusoidal functions.

Let us consider a problem with all time variables represented by sine

functions with angular frequency co. For example, suppose the voltage

v and the current i in a series circuit are designated Vm sin cot and

Im sin (cot + 0), respectively. At time zero the voltage is zero, and the

current is fm sin 6. However, these values at some particular instant are

of no consequence, for the selection of zero time is an arbitrary selection.

The significant quantities are the amplitudes Vm and Im and the phase angle

6. If we wished, we could change our selection of zero time so that the volt

age and current are Vm cos cot and Im cos (cot + 0), respectively.
We are at

liberty to express all sinusoidal quantities as sine functions or all quantities

as cosine functions. Suppose the sine function is selected. Then changing

all sines to cosines, without changing the phase angles, is equivalent simply

to shifting the zero time reference.

By Euler's identity

e
n*w = cos (arf + 0) + ; sin (cot + 0)

The real and imaginary parts of expj(o>t + 0) are

Re **+> =s cos (cot + 0) Im e
j(<ot+G) = sin (cot + 0)
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The voltage v and the current / of the series circuit can be expressed as

v = Vme*

provided we understand that the voltage and current are represented by the

realparts of the expressions, or the imaginary parts. However, we must be

consistent; we cannot choose the real part for v and the imaginary part

for i.

When using complex exponentials to represent sinusoids, we must take

care to perform only those mathematical operations that keep the real

and imaginary parts properly separated. First, let us consider the addition

of the currents fz and /2 with

= /Ml cos (cot + flj + jlml sin (cot + flj

= Im2 cos (cot + 2) + jlm2 sin (cot + a)

The currents z^ and /2 are understood to be the real parts of the expressions,

or the imaginary parts. In adding complex numbers we add the reals

together, and we add the imaginaries together. Consequently, the cosine

and sine functions are kept separated, and addition of sinusoids in com

plex-exponential form is justified. It follows that

h + h - ou^01 + j^y*
Of course both i^ and /2 must have the same angular frequency co. As
subtraction is a special case of addition, subtraction of sinusoids in com

plex exponential form is also permissible.

EXAMPLE I. Express 5 sin (cot + 90) + lOsinO* + 30) as a single sine

function.

Solution. With the imaginary part understood, the complex-exponential
representation of the addition is

(5^"-/
2 + Kte^/V* =

(jS + 8.66 +j5)e*
t

The exponential form of 8.66
+jr"10, with, the angle expressed in degrees, is

13.2e/40 - 10
. Multiplying this by e?* and taking the imaginary part yields the

expression 13.2 sin (cot + 49.1).
The above result can be obtained more directly by omitting the expression eM,

The amplitude and angle of the addition are found from

5/90 + 10/30 = 8.66 +y'10
= 13.2/49.1

Therefore, the result is 13.2 sin (cot + 49.1).

EXAMPLE 2. Express A sin cot + B cos cot as a single sine function.
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Solution. As cos cor = sin (cor + 90), the magnitude and angle of the result is

found by adding A/0 and /90. This gives A +jB. The polar form in short

hand notation is V'A 2 + J^/tan"
1
(B/A). Therefore,

A sin cor + B cos cor = VA* + Bz sin (cor + tan"1
B/A)

We utilized this identity in some of the earlier chapters.

Next, let us consider time differentiation and time integration of the

sinusoid / which equals the real or imaginary part of

i = Imee'
mt - Im cos (at + 6)+ jlm sin (cor + 6)

It is evident that differentiation or integration, with respect to time, will

keep the real and imaginary parts properly separated. Using the exponen
tial form, we obtain

di

dt'

Thus the time derivative introduces jco as a multiplyingfactor, and the time

integral introduces
!/(/'<*)),

or
y'/co,

as a multiplyingfactor.

EXAMPLE 3. If / = 10cos(400r - 45), find difdt and Ji<#, using complex

exponentials.
Solution. With the real part understood, the current / is 10e~*45V400

*, and

rf//rfifis(j400)(10^
4BV400

*). As/ em\ this becomes 4000<?>45V400
*. The real

part is 4000 cos (400r + 45).
This result could be determined with less work by noting that the current

*s 1Q/ 45 with eM understood. The time derivative of the current is

(/400)(10/-45), or 4000/45^. Therefore, di\dt = 4000 cos (400r + 45).

The time integral is (10/-45
Q

)/(/'400), with eM understood. As 1/y equals

I/ -90, this becomes 0.025/~-135, and J/ dt is 0.025 cos (400r
- 135).

It has been shown that sinusoids represented by complex exponentials

can be added, subtracted, differentiated, or integrated in complex-exponen
tial form. A time derivative introduces the multiplying factor jco, and a

time integral introduces the factor l/(/co). Other mathematical operations

must be performed with care. For example, instantaneous powerp equals

vL Ifv and i are in complex exponential form, the product of the complex

exponential forms does not give the power/?. This is due to the fact that

the real and imaginary parts of the exponentials are not kept properly

separated in the multiplication process.

A sinusoidal current fm sin (cot + 0) equals the imaginary part of

Ime*
Qej03t

. The expression ImejQ is called the phasor current, which will
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be designated /. Accordingly, the current / is the imaginary part of le3
"*,

with the phasor current / equal to

I=Ime>
e = Im/6 (19-37)

In this book a bar over a quantity is employed to indicate the product
of the maximum value and the exponential of/0, with 6 representing the

phase angle of a sinusoid. Phasor quantities are frequently expressed in

terms of rms values rather than maximum values.

19-9. CIRCUIT EQUATIONS AND SINUSOIDS

As an application of the use ofcomplex exponentials in a linear equation
with a time derivative and a time integral, let us consider the integro-
differential equation of a series RLC circuit. Letting v and / represent the

voltage and current respectively, we have

v iR + L - + i dt- + i
fi

dt C J

Assuming sinusoidal time variations, we can replace v and /with 7ej(0i and
Ie3Cot

, respectively. The circuit equation becomes

Ve"" = Rh'mt + jo)Lle
3(0t + Ie

3<ot

jcoC

The exponential ofjcot is common to all terms and can, therefore, be can
celed, The equation becomes

The resulting circuit equation does not contain the variable time. The
use of complex exponentials to represent sinusoids has enabled us to

reduce the integro-differential equation to an algebraic equation that does
not involve time. The ratio of the phasor voltage F to the phasor current
/ is the complex impedance Z of the circuit; that is,

z = =!^!
/ /*

For the series RLC circuit the complex impedanceZ isR + j(coL 1/coC).

Suppose R = 3, otL - 4, l/(coC) = 8. Then the impedance Z is 3 - j4,
or 5/-53.1 . If the phasor voltage F is 10/0, the phasor current I is
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In order to express the voltage and current as instantaneous functions of

time we must multiply the phasors by ejtoi and take either the real or imagi

nary parts of the results. However, we know the magnitudes and phase

angles and, consequently, we can write the expressions for v and i directly.

Using sine functions, we obtain

v = 10 sin cot i = 2 sin (cot + 53.1)

The current z is said to lead the voltage v by 53.1, because the phase angle
of /is 53.1 greater than the phase angle of v.

The phasors V and / of the preceding example are shown in Fig. 19-3

plotted in the complex plane. If we imagine that they rotate counterclock

wise with angular velocity to radians/sec, then their projections on the

Imaginary
axis

Imaginary
axis

\53.1

Real

axis

time

FIG. 19-3. Rotating phasors and their sinusoidal projections on the imaginary axis.

imaginary axis are the instantaneous voltage and current. These sine

functions are sketched to the right as functions oftime t. As the amplitudes

and phase angles may depend on the frequency, but are independent of

time, the phasors are said to be in the frequency domain. An observer

in this domain would revolve with the phasors, with angular velocity co;

such an observer would see stationary phasors. In the frequency domain a

phasor can be operated upon by some function of frequency to give some

desired result. For example, in the problem that we have been discussing,

the phasor voltage was divided by the complex impedance, a function of

frequency, to obtain the current. Transformation back to the time domain

is accomplished by considering the projections of the rotating phasors onto

the imaginary axis, or the real axis; this is mathematically equivalent to

multiplication by expycor.

When writing circuit equations for sinusoidally time-varying quantities,

it is customary to omit the factor ej(tit
. This factor may be tacitly under

stood to be present, or it may be considered as canceled. The equations
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with e*** omittedgive theproper relations between the magnitudes and phase

angles of the sinusoids involved.

If a voltage is impressed across a pure resistance R, the voltage drop VR
in the direction of the positive current z is iR. In complex-exponential
form this voltage drop is IR with ej(0t understood. The phasor voltage

drop VR equals IR and, obviously, the voltage and the current are in time

phase. The voltage drop in the direction opposite to the positive current

is iR, and the corresponding phasor voltage drop is IR. In this case

the voltage and the current are 180 out of time phase.
Across a pure inductance L, the voltage drop VL in the direction of the

positive current / is L dijdt. The corresponding phasor voltage drop VL

2 ohms

0.001 f -=.

10 volts rms
|

<a = 1000

1 ohm

0.002 h

FIG. 19-4(7. FIG. !9-4b.

is jcoLL As j = 1/90, this can be expressed as v>LIm/6 + 90, with 6

denoting the phase angle of the phasor current. Thus the voltage leads the
current by 90. The phasor voltage drop across L in the direction opposite
to the positive current is jwLl, and this voltage lags the current by 90.

Across a pure capacitance C the voltage drop vo in the direction of the

positive current is (1/C) fidt. The corresponding phasor voltage drop
is I/(jo)C), or y//(o>C). It is evident that this voltage drop lags the current

by 90. In the direction opposite to the positive current the phasor voltage
drop is

I/(ja)C) 9
or y//(o>C), and this drop leads the current by 90.

The rules discussed for pure resistances, inductances, and capacitances
are very useful in analyzing circuit problems. Kirchhoff's laws apply to

phasor voltages and currents as well as to instantaneous voltages and
currents. An example will now be considered.

EXAMPLE. Find the currents in each branch of the circuit illustrated in Fig
19-40, if the generator supplies 10 volts rms at an angular frequency w of 1000.

Solution. As time variations are sinusoidal, Kirchhoff's laws can be expressed
in terms of phasor voltages and currents. We shall express the phasors in terms
of rms values. Selecting the voltage of the generator as our phase reference, we
let its angle be zero; therefore, its rms phasor voltage F is 10 / 0, or 10 +;0.
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The positive directions of the currents were selected
arbitrarily. Application of

Kirchhoif's junction rule to one of the junctions reveals that z"3
= /x

- /2 .

In Fig. 19-46 the circuit is shown with_phasor quantities and complex im

pedances indicated. The phasor current /3 is replaced with I: ~/ 2 . The im

pedances of the capacitance and the inductance were obtained from y'/OC) and

y'coL, respectively.
The sum of the phasor voltage drops around each of the closed loops 1 and

2 must equal zero. Adding the drops around loop 1 in a clockwise direction

gives
-lO+2/1 + (-yi)(/1 -72)=o

Adding the drops around loop 2 in a clockwise direction gives

The negative sign on the left side is the result of our taking the voltage drop
across the capacitor in a direction opposite to the current arrow. The preceding

equations can be written in the form

10=(2-;l)71 +y/2

o =//; + (i +yi)/2

These are algebraic equations with two unknown phasor currents. They are

readily solved by utilizing determinants. The resulting phasor currents are

/!
= 3.43 /31.0 and/a = 2.42 / -104.0. The phasor current J3, which equals

7X
- 72, is 5.42 /49.4.
The instantaneous voltage v and the instantaneous currents, expressed in terms

of sine functions, are

v = loV2sin 1000?

/t
= 3.43 V2 sin (1000/ +31)

ia
= 2.42 V2 sin (1000*

- 104)

/8 5.42V2 sin (1000* + 49.4)

The current /x leads the voltage v by 31, the current /2 lags v by 104, and /8

leads v by 49,4. Cosine functions could have been used in place of sine func

tions*

19-10. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS IN COMPLEX-
EXPONENTIAL FORM

MaxwelPs equations are frequently applied to problems in Ayhich the

time variations are sinusoidal at angular frequency CD. Suppose each

rectangular component of the electric field intensity E varies sinusoidally

with time. Then

E = El sin (o>t + 0j) i + #2 sin (a>t
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The amplitudes El9 2, and 3 and the angles 1? 2 >
an^ $3 niay be functions

of the space coordinates. In complex-exponential form

E = (E^ i

If we let

E = E^i + E^\ + E3e"
3k (19-38)

then E == Ee3
"*. This is the complex-exponential form of a vector whose

components vary sinusoidally with time. The vector E is independent of

time, and its components are complex numbers. As each of these complex
numbers represents the amplitude and phase angle of a sinusoid, the com

ponents of E are phasors, and E is often referred to as a phasor-vector.

When Maxwell's equations are written in complex-exponential form,

the factor e3<ot
cancels, leaving time-independent equations. In differential

form these are

cur!E= -ycoB (19-39)

curlH = J+yYoD (19-40)

divB = (19-41)

divD = p (19-42)

divJ=->/5 (19-43)

The last one is, of course, the equation of continuity. These should be

compared with Eqs. (11-1), (11-2), (11-3), (11-4), and (11-6). Note that a

partial time derivative introduces the factor yco. The quantities E, D,

H, B, and J are phasor-vectors, and the scalar p is simply a phasor. The

integral equations can be expressed in terms of complex exponentials in

a similar manner. Recalling that the divergence of the curl of any vector

is zero, it follows from Eq. (19-39) that div ( JcoS)
=

0, or divB = 0.

This is Eq. (19-41). Similarly, Eq. (19-42) can be derived from (19-40),

utilizing the equation of continuity.
Let us apply Maxwell's equations to the usual case of an uncharged

medium with J = crE. For sinusoidal time variations the two curl equa

tions, in terms of E and H, become

curl E = joofM (19-44)

curIH = (a+yco)E (19-45)

and both E and H have zero divergence. Taking the curl of both sides of
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Eq. (19-44), using Eq. (19-45) to eliminate curl H, and employing the vector

identity of Eq. (10-57), we obtain

V2E = jcop(a + ja>)E (19-46)

This is Eq. (11-22) in complex-exponential form. It is easily deduced

directly from (11-22), noting that two partial time derivatives introduce

the factor 70) twice. The wave equation for H can be developed similarly.

The time-independent wave equation for the electric field is often

written as

V2E + k*E = (19-47)

with the complex constant k equal to

k = a>V -jcojua (19-48)

Equation (19-47) is referred to as the vector Helmholtz equation. The

magnetic field H in an uncharged medium with drift current densities also

satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation.

19-11. THE POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

In Sec. 13-8 Maxwell's equations are given in terms of the potential

functions A and
<f>.

In complex-exponential form these become

B = V X A (19-49)

(19-50)

(19-51)

/c (19-52)

pJ (19
"
53)

Suppose the electric charge density in a region varies sinusoidally with

time with angular frequency co. Then p = pm sin (cot.+ 0), with the

amplitude pm and the angle being functions of the space coordinates.

In terms of complex exponentials p = /5e**, with the phasor p denoting

the complex number
/>me*

e
. The retarded charge density [p], used to deter

mine the retarded electric scalar potential at a distant point P, is pm
sin (cot fir + 0) by Eq. (13-33). The phase constant ft

is CD/U, with v

denoting the velocity of propagation of the wave, and the term fir is the

product of o> and the time r/v of propagation. As the wave velocity in the

unbounded dielectric is Cac)'
5
*, ft

= co(a)^. In complex-exponential
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form the retarded charge density is pe~^
Te3(ai

. Consequently, the phasor
electric potential is _ _ .

f =
\

^dV (19-54)
4?r Jv r

This is equivalent to Eq. (13-31). The angle fir is the phase retardation

due to the finite time of propagation through the distance r.

Similarly, we reason that the current density [J] in the integral expression

for the magnetic vector potential is 3e-3fjreja)t
,
with J denoting the phasor-

vector current density. The magnetic vector potential becomes

// r Tp-^r

=
4rr JV r

dV (19-55)

This is the complex-exponential form of Eq. (13-43). It is, of course,

independent of time, because the exponential ofjcot has been canceled. If

the currents are confined to filamentary paths, the vector potential
becomes

- u f ir**A = JL\ If d\ (19-56)
47T Jc r

The phasor current / is 7m/Q, and both the amplitude Im and the phase

angle are, in general, functions of the space coordinates.

In order to illustrate the use of the potential functions in complex-

exponential form, let us once again consider the important problem of

determining the fields of an alternating current element. Let the current

element be / dz k, with the current / equal to the imaginary part of Ieja>t
.

The vector potential has only a z component, and the phasor A z is ///
<ke-*T

l(4nr\ by Eq. (19-56). Utilizing Eq. (13-49), we find the phasor-
vector A in spherical coordinates to be

A = ~ *-"r
(cos 6 ar

- sin Q a,) (19-57)

The magnetic field H can be found from the phasor-vector A and Eq.
(19-49). The result is

*,^6 + -
t)e-'*sin0 (19-58)

4vr \ r r /

The components Hr and H9 are zero. The instantaneous field Hv is, of

course, the imaginary part ofH9e
M

9 and this is given as Eq. (13-52). It

is suggested that the student deduce Eq. (19-58) directly from Eq. (13-52)

(see Prob. 19-36). The electric field E can be found from the magnetic
field H, using Eq. (19-40) with J = 0, or the electric scalar potential ^
can be determined from Eq. (19-51), with the result employed in Eq. (19-50)
to determine E. The phasor potential < and the phasor components of E
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-
(19-61)

Equations (19-60) and (19-61) correspond to Eqs. (13-53) and (13-54),

respectively. The phase constant ft o>(^u)
w

.

The use of phasors to represent sinusoids is conventional in both field

and circuit theory. The differential equations are simplified by the elimina

tion of the variable time. In our study of waveguides we shall employ
complex exponentials to eliminate not only the time variable but also one
of the space variables, A thorough understanding of the mathematics of

this chapter is essential to the study of wave propagation in the chapters
that follow*
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PROBLEMS

Section! 19*1 amf 19-2

MM. If s
4

3 Hhy2 and t
- 3 -_/?, find the real and imaginary parts of

i
4- % *i

-
*+ ,* and ,/!,.

lf-2. Evaluate the exponential of 0,3 accurate to/fiv significant figures.

IW. Usmg the infinite series, evaluate exp (I +yi),
Section If-3

Find the sine and cosine of I -yi,
Eviluat^ tte derivative with rwpect to * of the fynction sin (^

- 45 }* at

* I. Note that the angle is squared, not the function.

Evaluate sin 0,02 \ accurate to /tar significant figures.

Using Eqs. (1924| and (19*25), verify the trigonometric identity of Eq.

if**!* Evaluate expf/0,5) from the infinite series thai defines the exponential
function* and utio from Euter*t tctentity.

Sections 19-4 and 19*5

Find tl^ three prmcipil cube roots of I, Also, evaluate^.
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19-10. Find the amplitude and angle of (3/30_)(8^
50

)(5 -/6)/(2 +/15).

19-11. Determine the real and imaginary parts of (860 +y'5)/(215 -yl).
19-12. Find all possible logarithms of 3

y*4.

19-13. If In z == 2 H-ylO, determine the real and imaginary parts of z.

Sections 1 9-6 and 1 9-7

19-14. Evaluate tanh (2
-

/I) and coth (1 /30).

19-15. Verify that coshr1 z = ln (2 + v^ _
i )

-
in (2 Vz2 -

1).

19-16. If sinh z =
/2, find all possible values of z.

19-17. If cosh z =
y'2,

find all possible values of z.

19-18. If sin 2=2, find all possible values of z.

Sections 19-8 and 19-9

19-19. Express 2 sin (tot + 60) - 5 sin (o>/
- 20) as a single sine function.

19-20. A sin (a: + 0) - 3 sin (a?
- 80) + 6 sin (x

- 20). Find ^( and 6.

19-21. Find the currents i
lf

i"2 , and is of the electric circuit of Fig. 19-40, if the

angular frequency o> is 500.

19-22. Find the phasor currents 7
Z and 72 of the electric circuit of Fig. 19-46,

if the 2-ohm and 1-ohm resistances are doubled in value.

Sect/on 19-10

19-23. If the a?, y, and z components of the phasor-vector E of Eq. (19-38) are
50 +/20, 100 -y'35, and 75/20, express the vector E in terms of sinusoidal

time functions.

19-24. Write Maxwell's equations in integral form using complex exponentials,
Include the equation of continuity,

19-25. Derive Eq. (19-42) from Eqs. (19-40) and (19-43).

19-26. Equation (19-46) is the wave equation for the electric field intensity in

complex-exponential form. Deduce this equation directly from Eq. (1 1-22),

19-27. For an uncharged medium with J orE, derive the vector Helmholtz

equation for the magnetic field intensity from Maxwell's equations in complex-
exponential form and also from Eq. (1 1-24).

19-28. If> and are constant, deduce that the general propagation equations
for the electric and magnetic fields are

+ ]<*>$ -f V(#)
- V x 3

19-29. The voltage along a transmission line is the sum of the incident voltage
wave v

l and the reflected voltage wave v& with

cos (<o/
- 0.! + 35)

cos (&>/ + O.lz - 40)
What does an rms voltmeter read at z 20?

19-30. Deduce that the phasor e^\ with y - a -fy& represents a wave
traveling in the positive ^-direction, whereas the phasor &* denotes a wave
traveling the negative ^-direction. Also, show that the amplitudes of these waves
decrease exponentially with distance and that the wave velocities are equal
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19-31. If the phasor-vector H cos ftz i in a region of free space, with to = 106
,

find (a) ft (b) E, (c) the Poynting vector S, and (d) the time-average Poynting
vector.

19-32. The electric field Ey of a uniform plane wave traveling in the z-direction

in a lossless dielectric is governed by Eq. (1 1-30). Assuming sinusoidal time

variations, use complex exponentials to eliminate the time variable, thus reducing
the equation to an ordinary differential equation. Show that e~yz and ev*, with

y m*jt(/tc)
l

*t are solutions, and deduce Eq. (11-32), which gives Ex .

19-33. The current density JM of the semi-infinite planar conductor of Sec. 14-1

is governed by Eq. (14-2). Using complex exponentials, reduce this equation to

an ordinary differential equation, and show that e~Y* and evx are solutions, with

y M
(jw/t<r)

1

*. Deduce Eq. (14-3), which gives Jt .

19-34. Suppose E ** Re Eeimt , with the phasor-vector E equal to

B . (3 -/4)i
- 6^*"J -f 4^30 k

Express the vector E in terms of cosinusoidat time functions.

19*35* The approximate current density /, in a brass rod with a circular cross

section of radius 2. 1 cm is

/, 0,001 e*
r
sin (j/ 4- irr) amperes/cm

2

with ct> 1C4 and with the distance r from the axis measured in centimeters.

Express/g in complex-exponential form, and integrate the phasor Jx over a cross-

sectional area to obtain the phasor current /. Compare with the answer to

Example J of Sec, 7-5.

Stctlon I*. 1 1

19*36* The phasor flL of a current element is given in Eq, (19-58). Deduce this

directly from Eq, (13*52), First, change the cosinusoidal time function to a sine

function by adding 90* to the angle, and recall that exp (J9CT) / Also, deduce

J?f from the vector potential of Eq, (19-57).

19-37* Derive Eq, (19-59), which gives the electric potential J of a current

element* from the pht$0rveet0r X of a current element.

!$3ft* Derive Ecj, ( 1 9-60), which gives the phasor Ef of a current element, from

the magnetic field ff9 of Eq, (19-58),

19-39, Derive Eq, (19-61), which givet the phasor 5t of a current element, from

Eq,(l3-54),
19-40, The Maxwell-Ampfere crl equation (19*45) can be written curt H *

Jwt'C with
'

f -yff/w; for a lossless medium it becomes curlfi
t/fu<E.

The equations arc identical except for the constants f' and <? Consequently,
mathcmaticai relations determined for a lossless medium can be extended to a

dlssipttive medium by replacing with -yo/w. From this, deduce that the

vector poientitt X of Eq, (19-36), for a medium with conductivity v> becomes

A m

with y (-tiV*

f (

Jc
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CHAPTER 20

Although physical fields are three-dimensional,

in many practical engineering problems one, two, or three of the space
coordinates can be eliminated from consideration. For example, in the

study of electric circuit theory we found that none of the physical dimen

sions are important, provided the circuit dimensions are very small com

pared with the wavelength; the circuit equations do not involve the space
coordinates. When problems deal with electrically long parallel cylinders,

or transmission lines, the voltage and current are functions of distance

as well as time. In this chapter the one-dimensional line equations
are developed from the fundamental electromagnetic laws, and general
solutions are examined. Special types of lines and their applications are

discussed in Chapter 21,

20-1. UNIFORM TRANSMISSION LINES

A transmission line consists of two or more long parallel conductors

that guide electromagnetic waves. The length is at least an appreciable
fraction of a wavelength and may be many wavelengths. Otherwise,

ordinary circuit theory applies. Lines are used mainly to transmit electrical

energy from one point to another, this energy being for power or communi
cation purposes. Some familiar examples are power distribution circuits,

telephone wires, and lead-in conductors, which connect television and FM
receivers to their antennas.

The physical length ofa transmission system depends on the application,
A telephone line may extend for many miles, whereas a pair of closely

-470
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spaced wires only a few centimeters long becomes a transmission line at

ultrahigh frequencies. In any event we shall assume that the length is at

least an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. Such a line is electrically

long regardless of its physical size. We shall consider only uniform lines,

which have cross sections that do not change with distance. Two common

types are the parallel-wire line and the coaxial cable.

A parallel-wire
line connecting a source to a load is shown in Fig. 20-1.

The ^-coordinate is axial, extending in the direction of transmission from

Striding Receiving
end end

FIG. 20-1. Parallel-wire transmission ilnt between source and load.

the sending end to the receiving end. As the system is electrically long, we

expect the fields, the voltage, and the current to vary with z as well as with

time.

The line of Fig. 20- 1 can be viewed as a waveguide that guides the electro

magnetic wave excited by the source to the load. There are ohmic losses

in the imperfect conductors* and the insulation between the wires may per

mit leakage currents that heat the dielectric. In addition, there may be

radiation losses. Clearly the wave is attenuated as it propagates. The

energy reaching the receiving end may be considerably less than that

supplied by the source. In fact, if the system is sufficiently long, the energy

reaching the receiving end is negligible, and the line is then said to be

infinite As the wave is attenuated to zero before reaching the end, it is

evident that the termination of such a line has no effect on the wave

propagation, The infinite line is important in the development of transmis

sion tine theory.

Losses are undesirable but unavoidable, In power systems they reduce

the efficiency of transmission, and in communication systems they weaken

the signal, Along telephone lines amplifiers are placed at intervals to

restore the energy of the wave. The transatlantic coaxial cables used for

telephonic communication have underwater electronic amplifiers at fre

quent intervals, Without these, the signals fed into the cables would be

almost completely attenuated due to ohmic losses, and normal com

munication would be impossible.
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20-2. THE PRINCIPAL WAVE

We shall begin our investigation with a brief study of electromagnetic
wave propagation along a uniform line with perfect conductors. Shown in

Fig. 20-2 are parallel conductors with arbitrary cross sections, and the

surface current densities are assumed to be axial.

In Sec. 13-4 we found that the magnetic vector potential A of a current

element has the direction of the element. This is true even for a dielectric

with losses, as shown in Prob. 19-40. Therefore, A has only the axial

component A z ,
and from the curl of A we deduce that the magnetic field

Conductors extend

indefinitely

,
Parallel cylinders of ,/

arbitrary cross section

FIG, 20-2, Two-conductor transmission line,

H must be transverse, with HM 0. The lines of magnetic flux lie in planes
transverse to the direction of propagation. At the surface of the perfect
conductors these flux lines are, of course, tangential
As Hn is zero, it is evident from the Maxwell-Faraday integral equation

that the electric field E has zero circulation in any transverse plane. The

voltage drop between any two points in the plane is the same for all paths
of the plane. Furthermore, the field lines of E meet the perfect conductors
at right angles. These requirements are satisfied by an electric field dis

tribution that has the identical form of a static distribution arising from
the surface charges of the conductors. The field lines leave the positive

charges of one conductor, normal to the surface, and terminate on the

negative charges of the other, with the lines entirely in transverse planes*
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As E% is zero, there are no axial displacement currents; therefore, each line

of magnetic flux links a conduction current. The H-field has a distribution

identical to that of a staticfield arisingfrom steady currents on the surfaces

of the conductors.

At all points of the dielectric we have the equations curl,, E = and

div E =a 0, with Et
* 0. It is easily deduced that

d*EJdx* + 3*EJdy* = (20-1)

and E
v
satisfies a similar equation. From the equations curl^ H = and

divH 0, we can likewise deduce that Hx and Hv satisfy Eq. (20-1).

Thus each rectangular field component satisfies the two-dimensional

Laplace equation (20-1). Two-dimensional static fields also satisfy this

same equation, as is evident from Eq. (19-46) with a> = 0. The field dis

tribution in a transverse plane is governed by an equation identical to

that for two-dimensional static fields. The boundary conditions at the

surfaces of the perfect conductors correspond to the static boundary
conditions, it being understood that the steady current is confined to the

surface layer and that its surface distribution in the transverse plane is that

of the actual current.

Along the uniform line with perfect conductors the propagating wave is

a transverse electromagnetic wave, or TEM wave. The field lines of E and

H lie entirely in transverse planes, with E& Hn
= 0, In a transverse

plane at s
lf

with equal and opposite charges ?i per meter and with

current /
}
at time f l% the field configuration is due to the actual time- and

space-varying charges and currents. However, this Is precisely that which

would be produced by steady charges and currents equal to ^ and /\ at all

points along //if line, provided these steady charges and currents are given

the transverse distributions of tlw actual charges and currents.

Shown in Fig, 20-3 are the field lines of a TEM wave in a coaxial cable.

Note that E and H are respectively normal and tangential to the con

ductors. Each electric line begins and ends on electric charge, and each

magnetic line encircles the current of the inner conductor. Also, E and H
are normal io one another at each point, and the Poynting vector S is

directed axially,

Actual transmission lines are not, of course* made of perfect conductors,

The currents of such conductors ire distributed over the cross sections in

accordance with the ikin*effect equation* and an axial electric field, though

small, exists both inside and outside. In addition, the current densities

in some types of conductors may not be entirely axial Consequently,

the propagating fields have small axial components, and the Poynting

vector has a small transverse component that accounts for the heat supplied

to the conductors. The losses in the conductors, as well as in the dielectric,
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cause the wave to be attenuated as it propagates. Also, the field configura
tion is changed, but for practical lines it is still approximately transverse

electromagnetic, though not exactly so. The calculation of the line param
eters from static field configurations in transverse planes gives reasonable

results. Of course, dielectric and copper losses must be considered. The
TEM wave is the principal wave of a transmission line; the transverse

Copper shell

Copper wire

FIG. 20-3. Radial E-lines and circular H-lines of the TEM wave of a coaxial cable,

electric and the transverse magnetic waves, which have Hn and f respec
tively, are very much smaller on useful lines. TEM waves are discussed
further in Sec. 22-8.

20*3. THE LINE EQUATIONS

There are four primary line parameters, These are the resistance R
per unit length, the inductance L per unit length, the conductance G per
unit length, and the capacitance C per unit length.
The parameter J?, with the mks unit ofohm per meter, is used to account

for the losses due to the line current /. R includes the resistances of both
wires in one meter of axial length, and because of skin and proximity
effects, it is a function of frequency. The voltage drop per unit length
along the line, due to the series resistance /?, is iR volts per meter.
The inductance L per unit length, with units of henrys per meter, is due

to the magnetic field in the region in and around the conductors of the
line. This magnetic field is produced by the axial, leakage, and displace
ment currents. There is, of course, energy stored in the magnetic field.
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and each conductor has magnetic flux linkages per unit length. Because

of skin and proximity effects, L is a function of frequency. The voltage

drop per unit length along the line, due to the inductance L, is L dl/dt

volts per meter.

Conductance G per unit length is the leakage conductance of the im

perfect dielectric between the conductors. Its mks unit is the mho per
meter. There is a flow of charge through this distributed conductance,

resulting in a leakage current and ohmic losses. The leakage current per
unit length is Gv amperes per meter, with v representing the voltage between

the conductors. The line voltage v is, of course, a function of the axial

coordinate z and time /.

The capacitance C per unit length, in farads per meter, is the ratio of the

stored charge q per unit length to the line voltage v. At an arbitrary dis

tance from one end of the line the charges on the two conductors are equal

FIG, 20*4. A small section of a uniform line,

and opposite in sign; as shown in the preceding section, the electric field

lines in the dielectric arc essentially transverse, leaving the positive charges

of one conductor and terminating on the negative charges of the other.

This field stores energy and, as it is changing with time, it produces a dis

placement current between the conductors. This displacement current

per unit length is C dvfdt amperes per meter.

Shown in Fig, 204 is a small section of a line. It is not necessary that

the two conductors be identical As the electric field is essentially trans

verse, with zero circulation in a transverse plane, we can define a line

voltage v at the axial coordinate z. This voltage is simply the line integral

of E along any path in the plane, from one conductor to the other. It

can be measured with a voltmeter, but the meter and its leads must be

confined to the plane* The currents of the two conductors are equal and

opposite, as indicated on the sketch. This follows from the fact that there

are no axial displacement currents, and certainly the total current over an

infinite plane normal to the s-axis is zero. Thus we have defined a line

voltage and current, and these are functions of both z and /,
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Let us now apply the Maxwell-Faraday law to the closed rectangular

path abcda and its plane surface S. The paths be and da along the surfaces

of the conductors are assumed to be of differential length dz. The positive

side of the surface S faces into the paper. Around the closed loop the sum
of the voltage drops is

''aft + 6c + I'cel + ''da
=

with d<$ denoting the differential magnetic flux out of the positive side of S.

Rearranging terms gives

Clearly, vcd vba is the differential increase dv in v as z increases by dz, and

we obtain

(20-2)

All terms of Eq. (20-2) are, of course, differentials.

For the moment let us suppose the conductors are lossless. This assump
tion requires that the voltages vbc and vda be zero, because the tangential

component of E at the surface of a perfect conductor is zero. Equation

(20-2) reduces to

As dv is the differential increase in the line voltage v corresponding to the

increase dz in z, it is clear that the increase in v per unit length at a fixed
time is

f 20-3)
a

(203)

The term 3O/3z represents the flux linkages per unit length at z; also,

it is the space rate of increase, at the coordinate 2, of the total flux linkages
$ of the line. Partial derivatives are used, for v and O are functions of
both z and t. We note that there are no internal flux linkages.

It has been shown that the magnetic field lines are transverse; also, the

field configuration in a transverse plane is identical to that of an infinite

line with a current everywhere equal to that at the plane under considera
tion. Therefore, the instantaneous value of the magnetic flux linkages of
an elemental section at the coordinate z is directly proportional to the

instantaneous current of the elemental section, even though the current /

is a function of z. Consequently, dQfdz Li, with L denoting a constant

independent of both time and distance. Clearly L represents the flux

linkages per ampere per unit length, and its unit is the henry per meter.
In terms of the inductance parameter L, Eq, (20-3) becomes

dv/dz == Ldildt (20-4)
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Let us return to the more general case of imperfect conductors. The

voltage drops vhf and r,/a in Eq, (20-2) are no longer zero, for a tangential
field is required to produce the current. Because of skin effect the magnetic
flux linkages of an elemental section are no longer precisely in time phase
with the current of the section. Both R and L are functions of frequency,
and this requires that we consider a single-frequency excitation. For sinus

oidal time variations the sum of the voltages vbc and vda can be considered
as consisting of two sinusoidal components; one of these is in time phase
with / and the other is 90 out of time phase. Both components, however
have amplitudes proportional to the amplitude of /. The fields along the

paths be and da depend on the value of the line current at the elemental

section, for the electromagnetic wave is still essentially a TEM wave. Of
course, the transverse field distribution is modified somewhat by skin

effect, which is not always negligible. The component of (vbc + vda) that is

in phase with / introduces into Eq. (20-4) a voltage iR, and the out-of-phase

component can be combined into the term L di/dt. The result can be

written

-*- + .* (20-5,

Equation (20-5) applies to nonsinusoidal time variations as well, pro
vided R and L do not change appreciably throughout the range of the

important frequency components of the excitation. This deduction relies

on the principle of superposition and the Fourier series and integral.

Precisely, the resistance R per unit length is the product of I// and that

component of the sinusoidal line voltage drop per unit length, -~dvldz>
that is in time phase with /. For sinusoidal time variations this definition

clearly makes R a constant independent of time* regardless of skin effect,

though R is a function of the frequency. Similiarly, we define the

inductance L per unit length as the component of the line voltage drop per
unit length that is 90 out of time phase with / divided by 9//3r. Because

of skin and proximity effects both R and L vary with frequency.
The second line equation will be derived with the aid of Fig. 20-5. Con

sider the closed surface S around the differential length dz of the top con

ductor. This surface consists of two cross sections and the outside surface

between these sections. The current entering the left cross section is /,

and thai leaving the right cross section is / + dl, with di denoting the

increase in / as $ increases by dz. Consequently* the net current entering S

through the cross sections is di. This, of course, must exactly equal
the differential transverse current dl

9 leaving the length dz of the conductor.

Therefore, di B
|t and on a per-uniMength basis this becomes

3/,/d2 (20-6)
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The transverse current per unit length consists of two components.
One is the leakage current per meter through the imperfect dielectric,

and this is proportional to the line voltage v. The other component is

the displacement current per meter through the capacitance of the con

ductors. As the displacement current density at a point is proportional
to the time rate of change of the field E, it is evident that the displacement
current per unit length is proportional to the time rate of change of the

line voltage v. Thus the transverse leakage and displacement currents per

i > > i + di

FIG. 20-5. A small section of a transmission line. The heavily shaded portion of the top
conductor is of differential length dz and is surrounded fay the closed surface 5. The
differential transverse current leaving S is di t .

unit length are, respectively, vG and C Bv/Bt, with G and C representing
constants independent of time. Equation (20-6) becomes

di r r dv
~- = vG + C
dz dt

(20-7)

Partial derivatives are used as / and v are functions of z and r. For sinus

oidal time variations the term vG is the component of di/dz that is in

time phase with v, and the term C 3v/8t is the component that is 90 out of
time phase with ?. The justification for relating the transverse currents of

an elemental section to the instantaneous line voltage of the section is

based on our knowledge of the transverse field configuration of a TEM
wave.

The resistance /?, the inductance L, the conductance (?, and the capaci
tance C correspond closely to equivalent circuit concepts. The distinction

is that R, L, G, and C are, for the transmission line, always given on a

per-unit-length basis, We can regard the line as a long circuit with param
eters that are uniformly distributed along its length. Many of the prin

ciples of ordinary circuit theory can be utilized, but the equations contain
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the space coordinate z as well as the variable time. The distributed

resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance cannot be lumped
as is done in circuit theory, for the voltage and current vary with respect
to the axial coordinate z. Each differential length dz has a resistance

Rdz, an inductance Ldz, a conductance G dz, and a capacitance C dz.

The distributed circuit that represents a small section of a line is shown in

Fig. 20-6.

Rdz Ldz Rdz Ldz R dz Ldz

S ZpCd* Gcb> ^pCcb Gdz> ic<&

FIG. 20-6. A small section of a transmission line represented in terms of lumped elements

of differential magnitudes,

For sinusoidal time variations Eqs. (20-5) and (20-7) can be written

in complex-exponential form by replacing / with /cxpyVo/ and v with

PexpyV/;/. As the exponentials ofjwt cancel, the equations become

-(/? + j<L)I (20-8)

dJfdz
-

(C? + >oC) 9 (20-9)

The phasors are functions of the single variable z. Both sides of Eq.

(20-8) have units of volts per meter, and the units of Eq, (20-9) are amperes

per meter.

20-4. THE LINE PARAMETERS

The power supplied to a differential length dz of a line is the input power
vi less the output power (r + dv)(i + di), Neglecting the product dv di>

this net power is idv vdL From this we deduce that the net power

per unit length supplied to the fields and charge carriers is

fe.^l
*

(20-to)
dz dz dz

The partial derivatives of v and / with respect to z can be eliminated by

utilizing the line equations, The result is

..,-. . ~ ~ r Cv -*
(20-11)

fe 5? &

Suppose the current / of the differentia! section is /m sin ru/. It is easily

shown that the time average of the term LI di/dt is zero, and the same
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deduction applies to the term Cv dv/dt for sinusoidal time variations.

From Eq. (20-11) we find the time-average power per unit length to be

d

-j^

= I*rmsR + Vr
*

ms G (20-12)

This power is either dissipated as heat or it is radiated. Usually radiation

is negligible. The Poynting vector of the principal wave is directed axially,
and any radiation must be attributed to the much smaller wave components
with axial fields. We note from Eq. (20-12) that R is the power loss per
unit length, due to the line current, divided by /

r

*
w ; the conductance G

is the average power loss per unit length, due to the leakage current,
divided by Vfms .

The inductive term of Eq. (20-11) can be written a(JL/
2
)/3/, and its

average value is zero for sinusoidal time variations. Because of retardation

associated with skin effect, the instantaneous energy |L/
2 of the inductance

is not the instantaneous energy stored in the magnetic field. As time varies,

however, the energy L/ 2
oscillates between zero and its maximum value,

and over a complete period it contributes nothing to the average power
dissipated. We deduce that the time-average energy (WH\^ stored in the

magnetic field per unit length equals H/^/w , which is the average value of

JL/
2

. Accordingly, the inductance per unit length is

(20-13)

That part of L due to the energy stored within the conductors is the
internal inductance per meter; that due to the energy of the external

magnetic field is the external inductance per meter. At very high frequen
cies the currents are confined to thin surface layers, and the internal
inductance is negligible. However, at low frequencies the internal induct
ance may be quite substantial. Equation (20- 1 3) is similar to the expression
for the inductance of an electric circuit. The difference is that Eq. (20-13)
is on a per-unit-length basis, and hence L is a distributed parameter,
Clearly the expressionsfor inductance given in Chapters 14 and 1 5 also apply
to the line parameter 1, provided the variables are understood to be for a
unit length. If skin and proximity effects are negligible, or if the con
ductors are perfect, the instantaneous magnetic field at any point of a
transverse plane is in phase with the current /at the location of the plane.
For these cases |L/

2
is the instantaneous energy per unit length of the

magnetic field of the line.

The capacitive term of Eq. (20-11) is similar in form to the inductive
term, and the expression for C that corresponds to that deduced for L is

(20-14)
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with (WK\vt * denoting the time-average energy per unit length stored in

the electric field of the line. Also, we note from the line equation that

the per-unit-Iength displacement current y between the conductors is

Cv. As the electric flux y per meter equals the line charge q per meter, it is

evident that Cv = q t Integration gives

C^qlv (20-15)

The constant of integration is zero, for in a transverse plane of a TEM
wave, there is neither an electric field nor a voltage at the instant when the

charge is zero.

For sinusoidal time variations the line constants R, L, (/, and C are

independent of time, and for uniform lines they are independent of z.

However, they may be functions of frequency. Skin and proximity effects

cause R and L to vary with frequency, and in practical lines other effects

may cause all the parameters to depend on the frequency. For example,
insulators used to support or space the conductors are likely to have

frequency-dependent effects on the parameters. Also, radiation may be

appreciable when discontinuities, including a mismatched load, produce
waves that are not transverse electromagnetic. Of course, the parameters
are approximately constant over a sufficiently limited frequency band, and

at a single frequency they are truly constant. We note that the line equa
tions are linear for constant R, L, G, and C We shall now examine the

transmission-line wave equations that govern the current and voltage

distributions along the axial coordinate.

20-5, THE WAVE EQUATIONS

The line equations are

!? .-.!.!! (20-16)
9* dt

f'.^G-cl (20-17)
fo at

Taking the partial derivative of Eq. (20-16) with respect to z gives

. R^-L& a*

Utilizing Eq, (20-17) to eliminate Sljfa gives

(LC + RC)% + LC ~l (20-18)
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A similar equation in terms of the line current / can be obtained by dif

ferentiating Eq. (20-17) with respect to z and utilizing Eq. (20-16) to elimi

nate v. The result is

g = RGi + (LG + RQ | + LC
|j

(20-19)

Equations (20-18) and (20-19) are known as the telegrapher's equations.

As we shall see, their mathematical solutions represent waves that propa

gate along the line. Transmission-line problems involve the application

of these one-dimensional wave equations to lines with specified terminal

conditions. It should be noted that the second partial time derivative

drops out if either L or C is zero. The result resembles rather closely the

diffusion equation, and the current and voltage are attenuated very

rapidly. True wave propagation depends on the interchange of energy

between the electric and magnetic fields. Consequently, both L and C are

essential, for these are the energy-storage elements. The magnetic current

density B is associated with the inductance parameter, and the electric

displacement current density D is associated with the capacitance param
eter. Both of these currents are present in electromagnetic waves.

For sinusoidal time variations we can eliminate the variable time by

replacing v and / with Vejwt and Iejwt , respectively. Of course, the

amplitudes and angles of Pand /are functions of the axial coordinate z.

As e^
at

cancels, the results are ordinary differential equations with the

independent variable z. In complex-exponential form they are

= (R + ja)L)(G + j<oC) ? (20-20)
dz*

d*r

dzT3
= (R + j<L)(G + jo>C)I (20-2 1 )

Development of these from Eqs. (20-18) and (20-19) is suggested as an

exercise.

The complex-exponential forms of the wave equations can be derived

directly from Eqs. (20-8) and (20-9). Differentiation of Eq. (20-8) with

respect to z gives
/ n t f \ ** '= -OR +Jo>L) Tdz* dz

Replacing dlfdz with -(</ + /YoC)P, from Eq. (20-9), gives Eq. (20-20),

The corresponding equation for the current /is developed similarly.

Z as R + j)L ohms/meter (20-22)

Y = G + jwC mhos/meter (20-23)
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The parameters Z and Y are called the loop impedance per unit length and

the shunt admittance per unit length, respectively. In terms of Z and Y the

wave equations become

(20-24)

(20-25)

20-6. GENERAL SOLUTIONS OF THE WAVE EQUATIONS

Equations (20-24) and (20-25) are easily solved in terms of arbitrary

constants. Each characteristic equation has the roots N/ZX and, con

sequently, the general solutions are

9 * F> y * + P2e"'
3

(20-26)

/ 7^-** + 7
a*" (20-27)

with Pj, P
2 , 7

l% and /a representing complex constants and with y repre

senting \J7.Y. The constants P, and P
2 have units of volts, and the

constants 7
t
and 72 have units of amperes. Of course, the product yz is

dimensionless, The solutions are easily verified by direct substitution into

the wave equations (20-24) and (20-25).

Let us consider the term Pje ''*. The constant P
t

is complex and can,

therefore, be put in the form K^' 1 with y
l
and Q

l denoting real constants.

As y is complex, we can replace it with a + jft with a and ft denoting the

real and imaginary parts of y, To obtain the instantaneous value as a

function of time we multiply by r"'
rf

. The resulting voltage i\ is

with either the real or imaginary part considered, Using Euler's identity

and retaining only the imaginary part of the complex exponential give

i*j
- V&

ff
sin (MI - ftz + ffO (20-28)

This is a mathematical expression for a wave traveling in the positive #

direction. At any point the maximum value of r
t
as time varies is K^e

fla
.

Thus the amplitude of the wave decreases exponentially with distance z.

The phase of the wave is /*/ - /fe + fy. Letting the phase equal a

constant C
f

gives wi /fc + 0| C ^"d the axial coordinate 2 of this

point of constant phase is readily determined to be z (<//0/ + QilP
-

C//I. The coordinate : is a function of time, and the rate at which it in

creases with respect to time is the velocity of the point of constant phase.
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Therefore, the phase velocity, also called the velocity of the wave, is

Vp
=

co/,3 meters/second (20-29)

The voltage vl is a function of z and t. At a fixed point z = z^ the

voltage rx
varies sinusoidally with time with a constant amplitude of

K^-
a2

i. This is evident from Eq. (20-28) with z = z
x

. At a fixed instant of

time vl varies with 2 as indicated in Fig. 20-7. As time varies, this wave

moves in the positive ^-direction with a velocity (o/ft meters per second.

Each point of constant phase, such as a crest of the wave, decreases ex

ponentially as it moves. This voltage wave, which propagates from the

sending end of the line toward the receiving end, is called the Incident wave.

FIG. 20-7. The incident voltage wave along a portion of a line at a fixed instant of time.

Next, let us consider the term V$<* in Eq. (20-26). A similar analysis

reveals that this represents a wave traveling in the negative z-direction, Its

phase velocity in the negative ^direction is also o>lfi meters per second,

and the amplitude </*-* decreases as z decreases. This wave, propagating
from the receiving end toward the sending end, is called the reflected wave.

The terms of Eq. (20-27) represent traveling current waves. The

expression l^ 7*
is the incident wave that propagates in the positive in

direction; the expression 72e
y*

is the reflected wave that propagates in

the direction of decreasing 2. Both travel with a velocity <o/(j meters per

second, and both are attenuated as they propagate. The actual line current

is, of course, the sum of the incident and reflected current waves; likewise,

the voltage consists of both incident and reflected voltage waves. However,
if the line is infinite, there is no reflected wave, and the reflected wave is

also zero if the line is terminated at the receiving end in a manner such that

all the energy of the incident wave is completely absorbed by the load,

In Eqs. (20-26) and (20-27), which are the general solutions of the line

equations, the constant y is

y = VZT meter 1
(20-30)

with Z == R +j<L and Y G +j)C The constant y is called the

complex propagation constant of the line. The real part a of y is the
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attenuation constant, and the imaginary part ft is the phase constant. Thus

y = a+yj8 = VZT (20-31)

The attenuation constant a has dimensions of meter" 1

, and its unit is the

neper per meter, with neper being a dimensionless unit. The phase constant

ft
also has dimensions of meter *, and its unit is the radian per meter. If

R, L, (/, C and <n are known, a and
ft can be determined from Eq. (20-31).

As an exercise, it is suggested that the student express each of the constants

a and ft directly in terms of the line parameters and the angular frequency.
For sinusoidal time variations the general solutions of the wave equa

tions contain the four complex constants Pb P2 , 7t , and 72 . However, the

constants PJ and 7
t
are related, and the constants P2 and 72 are related.

To show this let us write the line equations (20-8) and (20-9) in the form

'--&'

r --?s <2(M3 >

We observe from Elq. (20-32) that 7 can be determined if P is known, and
we likewise note from Eq, (20-33) that Pcan be determined if 7 is known.
To obtain the relations between the constants let us substitute the expres
sions for Pand /given in (20-26) and (20*27) into Eq. (20-33). The result is

Obviously, P
t (y/K)/i and P

8
* -(y/K)7a . As y/K- Vz/?, these

relations can be written _ .

PI Z 7
t (20-34)

Ps - ^-Z 7a (20-35)

with Z representing \ Z/ K. The constant Z
fi

is called the characteristic

impgdmce of the tine, Thus the general solutions of the line equations
contain two arbitrary constants. These constants must be evaluated from

the **boundary conditions** of a given problem,

20-7, THi INFINITE UNI

As stated previously, an infinite line is one whose length is so great that

the energy of the guided electromagnetic wave is completely dissipated

before the wuve reaches the receiving end. Consequently, on an infinite

line there can be no reflection and, therefore, the constants P3 and 1
L in

Eqi, (20-26) and (20-27) are ^ero. It follows that P 9^ "and/ 7
t
f :

''.
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Let V
s
and l

s
denote the phasor line voltage and line current, respectively,

at the sending end of the line, located at z = 0. Then P'
l
= F

s
and J

l
= I

K
.

The voltage and current become

V = yse~
yz

(20-36)

7 = I
se-

yz
(20-37)

The ratio K/7 equals K,/7S , or V^J^ By Eq. (20-34) this is Z , giving

F/7-Z (20-38)

The ratio P/7at any point along the line is the impedance looking into the

infinite length of the line from that point. It is clear that the characteristic

Vr

2=0 *=/

FIG. 20-8. A line terminated in its characteristic impedance,

impedance of a transmission line is the input impedance that would exist

if the line were Infinitely long. At each point along the infinite line the ratio

of the phasor voltage to
thejphasor

current equals this complex constant

Z
,
which was defined as Vz/ K

The voltage and the current of an infinite line are waves that propagate
with velocity o>//3 meters per second. The amplitudes of these waves
decrease exponentially with respect to distance z from the sending end,
and there is no reflection,

A line that is not infinite resembles an infinite line throughout its length
/ if it is terminated in its characteristic impedance Z . To verify this we
shall consider the line illustrated in Fig, 20-8. The equations in terms of
the arbitrary constants 7j and 72 are

V = IjZtf'*
-

lsZ e (20-39)

7 = l^' +V (20-40)

The ratio P/7 at z = / is Fr/7r, which equals Z . Consequently, the right
side of Eq. (20-39) divided by the right side of Eq. (20-40), with z /, must

equal Z . Thus ,, _

+
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It follows that /a must be zero. Therefore, Eqs. (20-36) and (20-37)

apply to a finite line terminated in its characteristic impedance Z .

The input impedance of a line terminated in Z is equal to Z . In fact,

the impedance at any point along the line, looking toward the load, is Z .

All the energy of the incident wave that reaches the load impedance Z
is completely absorbed. If root-mean-square voltmeters and ammeters

are placed at points along the line, their readings will decrease exponen

tially as their distance z from the sending end is increased. At each point

the ratio of the voltage to the current is equal to Z .

EXAMPLE I . At a frequency of 795.8 cps the parameters of a certain open-wire

telephone line are

R 4 ohms/mile L * 3 mh/mile

G' 1 //mho/mile C 0,015 //f/mile

Determine the attenuation and phase constants, the phase velocity, and the

characteristic impedance,
Solution, The angular frequency > is 5000 radians/sec. Therefore,

Z - R 4-y^L 4 4- /IS
- 15.53/75.1"

Y m G +j<C - (! 4-/75HG
s - 75 x loV89-T

n *
0.03415/82.15

The attenuation and phase constants are the real and imaginary parts of y,

respectively, Consequently*

- 0,00466 neper/mile ft 0,0338 radian/mile

The phase velocity * equals *///, This gives

r,-^ - 148,000 miles/sec ^
The characteristic impedance Z is obtained by evaluating

v Z/ X, and the result is

/ -433/-7.I" *4S2 -y36. 1 ohms

IXAHPIE 2, If the line of Example t is terminated in its characteristic im

pedance, find the voltage and current m functions of the length
* from the sending

end. Assume an
input

of one volt rms,

50/jf//0*, Ai the line is terminated in /^ its input impedance is Z^ and K,//,

equals Zr Therefore, using rms values,

/, - P.// - <l /O )/(433/-7.n -
0.0022/7.1

'

The phasor voltage und the phasor current are given by Eqs, (20-36) and (20-37)

Replacing 9. with I. / with 0,0622 exp (j7,
1 '), and the complex propagation

constant y with 0,00466 + /0.0338, we obtain

P^,

m 0,0022^
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The voltage and current as instantaneous sinusoidal functions of time are

v = V2r-00466 * sin (5000/
- 0.0338z)

i = 0.0022V2-- 00466 * sin (5000? - 0.0338z +7.1)

At the sending end the rms phasor voltage is 1 /0. At a distance of 20 miles

from this end the voltage is 0.91 1/ -38.7. and at a distance of 100 miles the

voltage is 0.627/-194 .

20-8. REFLECTION

Let us now consider a line terminated in an arbitrary complex impedance
Zr . If some of the energy of the incident wave reaches the termination and

FIG. 20-9. Current and voltage designations.

if Zr is not equal to Z , there will be a reflected wave. This component
carries energy back to the source.

The general solutions of the line equations appear as Eqs. (20-26) and

(20-27), which contain the complex constants F
x , P2, 7t , and 72 . Two of

these can be eliminated, for Px Ifa and P2
= /gZo by Eqs. (20-34)

and (20-35). In terms of F
x and F2 , the general solutions are

7*e^--^ (20-42)
/o ^o

The constants P\ and F2 depend on the conditions at the sending and

receiving ends. Let the voltage and current at the sending end be designated
V8 and Is, and let the corresponding quantities at the receiving end be
P

r and 7r , These are shown in Fig. 20-9.

At the sending end the axial coordinate z is zero, and the voltage and
current are P

f and 7,. Equations (20-41) and (20-42) become, at z 0,

P, PI + P* (2043)

(20-44)
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Solving for Px and P2 gives

Pi = i(P. + /.Zo) (20-45)

P2
= |(Pa ~7,Z ) (20-46)

These express the constants P
x and P2 in terms of the sending-end condi

tions and Z .

At the receiving end the axial coordinate z equals the length /, and the

voltage and current are P
r
and Ir Equations (20-41) and (20-42) become

Z Z

Solving for 9
l
and P2 gives

PX** J(Pf +7rZ X< (20-47)

P
2 i(Pf ~7fZ )r yi

(20-48)

These relations express the constants P
z
and P2 in terms of the receiving-

end conditions and the line constants*

The impedance looking into the line terminals from the sending end is

the ratio P,//^ This input impedance Z i
can be expressed in terms of the

load impedance Zr which equals Pf//r From Eqs. (20-43) and (20-44) we

obtain

%* - Z * *

r
t

Y t

Utilizing (2047) and (20-48) to replace Pj and P2 , dividing both numerator

and denominator by ffl and replacing Pr/7r with Zr give
"

+ (Zf
- Z )e~

yi

This can be put into the form

z< m ZQ
1 t Pe^ (2049)

with the reflection cofficlml p representing

m ?LZL?2 (20-50)p
zr + z

To illustrate the use of the equations which have been developed, let us

consider the line shown in Fig. 20-10. The known quantities are assumed

to be the source voltage Pr the source impedance Z ff
, the load impedance
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Zr , the length /, the parameters R, L, G, and C, and the frequency. The

problem is to find the voltage and the current at points along the line.

The main steps of the solution are:

1 . CalculateZ , y, and the reflection coefficient p. Recall thatZ = \/Z/ 7,

y = VzT; and
/>
= (Zr

- Z )/(Zr + Z ).

2. Determine the input impedance Zz 0/ f/ze /m^. This impedance is

3. Find the sending-end current I
s
and voltage V8 . The current J

s is

V
gl(Zg + Z

t),
and the voltage F

5 equals ^Zt
.

/. / /r.

FIG. 20-10. Source, line, and load.

4. Evaluate the coefficients Px and F2 . Use Px
= \( P, + /,Z ) and

2
= K^~.

5. Determine Vandl using F = Fxe"^ + F2e
yz and / = (V^Z^* -

EXAMPLE. A 100-mile telephone line has a series resistance of 4 ohms/mile, an
inductance of 3 mh/mile, a leakage conductance of 1 ^mho/mile, and a shunt

capacitance of 0.015 /if/mile, at an angular frequency co 5000, At the sending
end there is a generator supplying 100 volts peak, at 5000 radians per second,
in series with a resistance of 300 ohms* The load at the receiving end consists of
a 200-ohm resistor. Find the voltage and current as functions of a, and calculate
their values at the midpoint of the line.

Solution. In Example 1 of the previous section the complex propagation
constant y and the characteristic impedance Z were found to be

0.00466 4-/0.0338

455/-7.1_ 452 -J56.1

200. The reflection coefficient p is found to beThe load impedance Zr

-0.396/-7.6 .

Calculation of the input impedance Z* requires evaluation of e~
this exponential becomes

As/ * 100

The product pe**?
1 becomes -0.128 -f /0.0890. Calculation of Z* yields 2i

**

353
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The sending-end current / is ?Q\(Zg + ZJ. The impedance Zg is 300 ohms
resistive, and 9g

-
100/0_. Therefore, Is = 100/(300 + 353 + /20.1)

=
- 153 ZziLii!- The sending'end voltage F, is /Z

t , or 54/1.5% or 54 +yl.41.
The coefficients 9

l
and P2 are

7SZ ) 61.4/-4.35

7SZ )
- ~9.58/~39.35

Consequently, the line voltage P and the line current 7, as functions of z, are

9 - (6 1.4/ -4.35 '>->'* - (9.58/-39.35V*

7 - (0.135/2.75>-^ + (O.Oll/^Sir)^'

with y - 0.00466 + /0.0338,
At the midpoint of the line, z is 50, and yz is 0.233 +y 1.69. The exponential of

X* becomes e^ ' 2SV~a - 69
, or 0.791^96.8 . The exponential of yz becomes

1.262/96.8 '. Therefore,

p .
(6K4/ -4,35 )(0.791/^6.T)

-
(9.58^39.J5^)

Evaluation gives P 60.0,/ -^105,4. This is the phasor voltage, maximum

value, at z 50 miles. Similarly, the current is found to be 7 0-OS29
j/^-87.4 .

The instantaneous voltage and current at the midway point are

v m 60sin(5000/ - 105,4)

/ m 0.0829 sin (5000/ - 87.4
n

)

The complex impedance at the midway point, looking toward the load, is the

ratio of V to /, This gives an impedance of 725A~ 18
U

. The same result can be

obtained from Eq, (20-49), with / 50,

The voltage and current arc readily determined at any point 2, although the

calculations are tedious, The values of Pand 7 at the sending end, at the 50-mile

point* and at the receiving end are given below,

9, -
54/1.5; 7,

m O.ISS^LS

f>m m
60/

' -
1014; 7W * 0.0829^87.4;

Ff
m

23,4/ -J3; 7f m 0,117/^193;

If the line were terminated in its characteristic impedance, there would be no

reflected wave* and the voltage and current would decrease exponentially with

respect to the axial coordinate *. However, in this problem there is reflection,

The voltage rises and then fallsm * increases* and the current falls and then rises.

The sum of the incident and reflected waves yields this standing-wave effect.

20-9, SOME USEFUL LINE EQUATIONS

By utilizing Eqsi. (2045) and (20-46) we can express the voltage and

current in terms of the sending-end conditions and the line constants,
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The results are

^ + \(?a
- 7sZoyz

(20-51)

/ - (V. + JAP" -^ (?.
-W (20-52)

2Z 'H)

These are readily converted into the form

F = Fs cosh yz
-

7,Z sinh yz (20-53)

1=1, cosh yz
- -^ sinh yz (20-54)

ZQ

It is possible to eliminate either V, or I,. From Eq. (20-49) we deduce

that the current 7,
= (PS/Z )(1

- pe-)l(\ + p*-
2
"')- Eliminating 7,

in Eqs. (20-51) and (20-52) yields

(20_55)

(20-56)

The term (/ z) represents the distance from the receiving end of the line.

If Eq. (20-49) is employed to eliminate P, in (20-51) and (20-52), expressions

for V and 7 are obtained in terms of the sending-end current 7r

The voltage and current can also be expressed in terms of the receiving-

end conditions. With the aid of Eqs. (20-47) and (20-48) we can write the

voltage and current as

p - KPr + /AX"*-" + KPr - W^vl^-
(20-57)

7 = JL
(pr + 7,2^^-7. ^A ( pr _ /A)rV- (20-58)

2Z ^Z

These are easily put into the form

V = Vr cosh y(\
-

z) + 7^ sinh X' - z) (20-59)

7= 7r coshy(/-2) + ^sinhX^-) (20-60)

By replacing Vr with 7,Zf we obtain the voltage and current in terms of the

receiving-end current. The results are readily converted to

ZoK"-" + (zr
- zdr*- }

] (20-61)

7 = -^ [(Zr + Z )*>
('-'> - (Zr

- Z )e-'"-"] (20-62)
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If the current is measured at the receiving end, Eqs. (20-61) and (20-62) can

be used to calculate the voltage and current at any distance.

The input impedance of a line, given by Eq. (20-49), can be expressed

in terms of hyperbolic functions, giving

Zj = Z Zr cosh y/ + Z sinh y/
(2Q

.
63)

Z cosh yl + Zr sinh yl

The transfer impedance Z t
is defined as the ratio of V& to Ir . This ratio

is obtained directly from Eq. (20-61) by letting z equal zero. The result is

r Z)eyl + (Zr
- ZoK v

'] (20-64)
*r

In hyperbolic form this becomes

Z
i
- Z sinh yl + Zr cosh yl (20-65)

The hyperbolic forms of the equations presented in this section are quite

useful in the study of certain line phenomena. In most cases, however,

they are not convenient for computational work.

The reflection coefficient p has been defined as the ratio (Zr Z )/

(2, + Z ). From Eq, (20-61), noting the expressions for the incident and

reflected waves, we observe that this is equal to the ratio of the reflected

phasor voltage to the incident phasor voltage at the receiving end. Thus

Z- ZQ reflected phasor voltage at z I

p ggg ... ......... .......i...i.ijK vast ............. ........................................................................ ..................................................

Zr + Z incident phasor voltage at z /

IfZf Z , the reflection coefficient is zero, and there is no reflected wave.

If the receiving end is open, the reflection coefficient is unity, and the

reflected voltage at the open equals the incident voltage. For a short

circuit, p * ~~ !. In this case the incident and reflected voltage waves at

the short circuit are equal in magnitude and 180 out of time phase; their

sum is, of course, zero. In general, p is a complex number, with a magni

tude greater than or less than unity, depending upon the characteristic

and load impedances.

2<MO THE EQUIVALENT TEE

The sending-end voltage and current of a line are expressed in terms of

the receiving-end voltage and current by Eqs, (20-59) and (20*60) with

% 0. These equations are easily solved for 9, and Pr in terms of It and

/ and the results are

(20-68)
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with

yl (20-69)

(20-70)

The so-called z-parameters of the line are complex impedances.
The equivalent T-circuit of the line in terms of the ^-parameters is shown

in Fig. 20-11. This lumped circuit properly relates the input and output

FIG. 20-1 1. Equivalent T-circuit.

voltages and currents, regardless of the external connections, for the

application of Kirchhoff's voltage law to the two meshes yields Eqs.

(20-67) and (20-68). Each of the series impedances equals Z coth yl
Z /sinh yl, and it is easily shown that this expression equals Z tanh \yL

Figure 20-12 gives the equivalent T in terms of the constants Z , y,

and /. As Z and y are functions of frequency, the impedances of the

T are also functions of frequency,
The T-circuit is frequently helpful in analysis. For example, if we wish

to investigate the effect of changing the load impedance, it may be desirable

o ^/V^

rr

WNA^

sinh?/

FIG. 20-12. Equivalent T-circuit.

to use the T-circuit; the same T is used for each load, provided the fre

quency is constant. The lumped circuit is valuable in the laboratory, for

it can simulate an actual telephone or power line hundreds of miles long.

Suppose a/ and fil are each very much less than unity. For this case it is

easily shown that tanh \yl ^ \yl, and sinh yl ^ yl. The series and shunt

impedances of the T become |Z y/ and Z /(y/), respectively, and in terms
of the loop impedance Z and shunt admittance Y these T-circuit imped
ances become \Zl and l/(Yl). Thus the circuit of Fig, 20-13 is a valid

equivalent circuit, provided a/< 1 and /?/< 1. The advantage of this
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circuit is that it applies to all frequencies as long as a/ and /3/are small. As

both a and ft increase with frequency, it follows that the circuit of Fig, 20-13

applies to frequencies from zero to some maximum value. This maximum

frequency is small if the length /is large, but the maximum frequency is large

if the length / is small. A given line with a specified maximum frequency

can be divided into a number of short lengths with each section having

small values of a/ and ft
I at the highest frequency. The circuit of Fig. 20-13

can then be used to simulate each section, and the cascade connection of

I* Ir

o

lu
A +

VT

FIG, 20-13, Approximate T-circuit, provided / and /?/
are small.

these circuits approximates the entire line over its frequency range. Such

lumped-constant networks, which duplicate the behavior of actual lines,

are called artificial lines,

Artificial lines can be constructed in the laboratory to simulate the

performance of actual traveling waves. They also have other uses. For

example, they are often used in high-power radar modulators to develop

square pulses, with the duration of each pulse determined by the time of

propagation along the simulated line, They are frequently used in oscillo

scopes to delay the signal long enough for the sweep to begin. The follow

ing example illustrates the design of an artificial line.

EXAMPLE. Design an artificial line to
duplicate

the performance from zero to

2000 cycles of a 1 2-mtIe length of telephone line whose primary constants R, L, G,

and C are 10 ohms/mile, 3 mh/miie, tO /mhos/mile, and 0.012/rf/mile t respec-

At 2000 cycles Z 39.0^75.1" and Y -
0,000151^86.2^, From

these, the attenuation constant is determined to be 0,0! 24 neper/mile, and the

phase constant is 0,0757 radian/mile, As ft is greater than a, we must select the

length / of etch section so that ftl is small compared with unity, A conservative

design criterion is to select / $0 that # - 0, 1 . This makes both a/ and pi less than

O.i for all frequencies up to the maximum of 2000 cycles, Thus 0.0757/ - 0.1,

and / 1*32 mik, For convenience, we select a length / of 1.2 miles, and the

number of sections required to simulate the 12-mile line becomes 10, Each of the

10 cascaded circuits is the T of Fig, 20*13, with }ft/
* 6 ohms, |/ - 1.8 mh*

G/ - !2/imhos and Cl - 0,0144 /if. The resulting network approximates the

line for alt frequencies up to about 2000 cycles.
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REFERENCES

See References of Chapter 21.

PROBLEMS

Sections 20-1 , 20-2, and 20-3

20-1. Calculate the ratio of the physical length / to the free-space wavelength A

of (a) a 200-mile 60-cycle power line; (b) a 5-mile telephone line at 4000 cycles;

(c) a 10-foot TV lead-in line at 300 me; and (d) a 2-inch 3000 me line.

20-2. The current i is 0.02er-olz sin (10**
- 0.06z - 50) along a certain

telephone line, with z denoting the distance from the sending end in miles. The

distributed resistance R and inductanceL are 10 ohms/mile and 0.004 henry/mile,

respectively. As sinusoidal functions of time, find the resistive and inductive

voltage drops per mile at z = and also at z = 20. Using complex exponentials,
add these drops at z = 20, obtaining the total voltage drop per mile. This is the

rate at which the voltage v between the conductors decreases with respect to the

axial distance z at the specified point. Calculate this space rate of decrease at

time t = 0.

20-3. The voltage v is 13.54*- -01* sin (10
4
/ - 0.06z - 54.6) along a certain

telephone line, with z denoting the distance from the sending end in miles. The
distributed conductance G and capacitance C are 7.65 /^mhos/mile and 0.00894

^erf/mile, respectively. As sinusoidal functions of time, find the leakage and dis

placement currents per mile at % = and also at z ** 20. Using complex

exponentials, add these currents at z 20, obtaining the total shunt current per
mile. This is the rate at which the current / along the line decreases with respect
to the axial distance z at the specified point. Calculate this space rate of decrease

at time t = 0,

20-4. The voltage v and the current / of the two preceding problems apply to

the same line. Verify that these quantities satisfy the line equations, given as

(20-5) and (20-7).

Section 20-4

20-5. For the line of Probs. 20-2 and 20-3, with the current and voltage as

specified, calculate the time-average power loss per mile at z and at z - 20.

In addition, at these same points find the time-average energy stored in the

magnetic field per mile and also that stored in the electric field per mile,

20-6. If/ * 26--oie*
sin (a>t

-
2.1z) at 100 me along a certain coaxiallinewith

negligible leakage, show that df/dz /<*, with J and q denoting the phasor
current and phasor charge, respectively. Find the stored charge q per meter and
the displacement current per meter between the conductors. Also, determine the

line voltage v if C is 95 /^uf/m.

20-7. The dissipation factor Z) of a medium is the ratio of the maximum value
of the drift current density to the maximum value of the displacement current

density. Show that D * cr/(co), with a) denoting the angular frequency. Also,
show that the conductance G per unit length of a line equals wC> with C
denoting the capacitance per unit length and D denoting the dissipation factor

of the dielectric,

20-8. The inner conductor of a coaxial cable has a radius of 0.1 cm and the
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outer conductor has an inner radius of 0.4 cm and an outer radius of 0.5 cm.

The conductors are copper with a conductivity of 5.8 x 107 mhos/m, and at one

megacycle the dielectric has a dielectric constant of 2 and a dissipation factor

(see Prob. 20-7) of 0.002. Calculate the line parameters at 1 me. Do not neglect

internal inductance.

(Ans.: R - 0.0519 ohrn/m, I 0,286 ^h/m, G = 1.01 yumhos/m, C = 80.3

/^f/m.)

20-9. Calculate the line parameters of the coaxial line of Prob. 20-8 at a

frequency of 60 cycles. Use the same dielectric constant and dissipation factor

and neglect skin effect. Refer to Prob. 14-32.

R 0.00610 ohm/m, L 0.344 /^h/m, G 60.5 /^mhos/m, C 80.3

20-10. The axes of two parallel wires, each of radius 0.25 cm, are 30 cm apart

in free space. The wires are made of copper with a conductivity of 5.8 x 107

mhos/m. Find the line parameters per mile at 60 cycles. Skin effect is negligible.

Sections 20-6 and 20-7

20-1 1. The current / along a transmission line is the sum of the incident current

wave /! and the reflected current wave /a. Find the reading of an rms ammeter

at 2 20, if the currents are

/t
m I5*--M cos(ei>/

- 0,1* + 35)

/t
m 2e-** cos (co/ + O.lz - 40)

20-12. A certain open-wire telephone line, with 104-mil copper wires spaced

12 inches apart, has a resistance R of 10.3 ohms/mile, an inductance I of 0.00366

henry/mile, a conductance G of 3, 12 ^mhos/mile, and a capacitance C of 0.00882

/rf/mile, at 500 cycles, Calculate the attenuation and phase constants, the phase

velocity, and the characteristic impedance*
(Ans.; y - 0.008485 +/0.01893, Z - 744/17.7 .)

20-13* If the line of the preceding problem is terminated in its characteristic

impedance* find the line voltage and current as functions of the distance z from

the sending end. The rms input voltage is 1
^/<T.

For a length of 50 miles deter

mine the voltage and current at the receiving end, and calculate the time-average

power to the load.

20-14 A twisted pair of wires in a telephone cable has a resistance R of 440

ohms/mtlef an inductance L of 0.000832 henry/mile, a conductance G of 47

^mhos/mile* and a capacitance C of 0,079 ^if/mile, at 1 5,000 cycles. Calculate the

attenuation and phase constants* the phase velocity, and the characteristic im-

y - U76 + ./1.39S,
Z

If the line of the preceding problem is 2 miles long and terminated in its

characteristic impedance, find the line voltage and current as functions of the

distance s from the sending end. Abo, calculate the efficiency of transmission,

defined as the ratio of the power to the loud to the power supplied to the
injput

terminals of the line, multiplied by 100%, Assume an rms input voltage of 1^.

StctJoit 20-8
, _ . _ , n , f

- .

2*M& A 50-mile telephone line with constants as given m Prob, 20-12 m fed at

the sending end by a 500-cycte generator,
The rms open-circuit voltage of the
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generator is 10 volts, and its internal impedance is 1 14 ohms resistive. The load at

the receiving end is a 500-ohm resistor. Find the rms phasor voltages at the send

ing and receiving ends, and calculate the power supplied by the generator and the

power to the load.

(Ans.: Vs
= 8.89/-1.2 , Vr

= 4.33/-48.0 ,Pg
= 87.3 mw, P& = 37.5 mw.)

20-17. Repeat Prob. 20-16 with the 500-ohm load resistor replaced with a
300-ohm resistor.

20-18. A 1-mile telephone cable circuit with constants as given in Prob. 20-14

is fed at the sending end by a 15,000-cycle generator. The rms open-circuit

voltage of the generator is 10 volts, and its internal impedance is 200 ohms
resistive. The load at the receiving end is a 250-ohm resistor. Find therms phasor
currents at the sending and receiving ends, and calculate the power supplied by the

generator and the power to the load.

Sect/on 20-9

20-19. A transmission line has a propagation constant of 0.008 -f yO.012 per
mile, a characteristic impedance of 850/23 ohms, a length of 50 miles, and a

resistive load of 600 ohms. Find the transfer impedance, and calculate the power
to the load if the input voltage is 100 volts rms.

20-20. Calculate the current ratio fr/I8 of the line of the preceding problem.
Use Eq. (20-62) with 2=0. For an rms input current of 10 ma, what is the

power to the load?

20-21. The R, L, <7, and C constants of a certain transmission system are 0.5

ohm/m, 0.4/th/m, SOyamhos/m, and 40^/^f/m, respectively. The angular fre

quency is 107
radians/sec, and the length of the line is 39.27m. If the line is

driven with an rms current of 0.1 ampere, find the input power and the power
supplied to the load for load impedances of zero, Z , and infinity.

20-22. A 100-meter transmission line has R, L, G, and C constants of 0.5

ohm/m, 0.4 ywh/m, 50 /imhos/m, and 40 /^f/m, respectively. If the voltage across
the 50-ohm load resistor is 5 cos 107

f, find the instantaneous voltage and current
at the sending end and also at the midpoint of the line.

Sect/on 20-10

20-23. Find the 1 5,000-cycle equivalent T of a 1 -mile length of the cable pair of
Prob. 20-14. Also, design an artificial line that simulates this 1-mile length for

frequencies from to 15,000 cycles. Select the length / of each section so that a/
and /?/are less than 0.15 for all frequencies, and assume R> L, G, and C are
constant.

20-24. Find the equivalent T of the transmission system of Prob. 20-21, Also,

design an artificial line that simulates this system for angular frequencies from Oto
107 radians/sec. Select the length / of each section so that a/ and fit are less than
0.1 throughout the frequency band, and assume R> ,, (7, and C are constant*
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CHAPTER
21

Electric power generated in large central stations

is transmitted to consumers over power transmission lines. Telephone
lines guide communication signals from point to point. In the first part of

this chapter special characteristics of these lines are briefly described.

Communication signals transmitted along lines are usually distorted.

The different frequency components of a signal may propagate at different

velocities and be attenuated unequally. Distortion along a line may be

due to the characteristics of the line itself or to an improper termination,

and both causes are investigated.

Attenuation of signals along a line depends on the losses and the physical

length. If the losses per unit length are small and if the line is physically

short, the attenuation may be negligible. In particular, lines at ultrahigh

frequencies are usually short physically, though long electrically, and such

lines are frequently treated as lossless. Both lossless and low-loss lines are

considered in the latter part of this chapter,

2M. POWER TRANSMISSION LINES

In the United States electric energy is transported by power lines that

operate at a frequency of 60 cps. Under steady-state conditions most of

these are electrically short, having lengths considerably less than 0.1

wavelength. Steady-state analysis is often accomplished by means of the

Tcircut or the corresponding tr-circuit. If the line is short, the shunt

element is usually neglected, and the series impedance is simply the lumped

resistance and inductance of the line,

499
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A complex power transmission system involves numerous generators,

loads, and lines that are interconnected. Practical solutions to power-

system problems are frequently obtained with the aid of large digital

computers. Also utilized are analogue computers known as network

analyzers, which employ equivalent circuits to represent the lines, and

contain sources and loads to simulate low-power models of complete

systems. They are used in system studies to determine the proper dispatch

ing of power from a number of generating stations to a number of loads,

to determine the proper protective-breaker settings, and to solve the

detailed stability problems.

Normally, the leakage conductance is negligible in power lines. The loss

is almost entirely due to the series resistance of the conductors, and this loss

is proportional to the square of the current. It follows that a given power is

transmitted most efficiently by utilizing a large voltage and a small

current. Line voltages of 115, 230, and 287 kv are common with sub

stantially higher voltages in use. In order to obtain a large ratio of voltage

to current, the impedance at any point along the line, looking toward the

load, must be large. For electrically short lines this impedance is approxi

mately equal to the load impedance. Consequently, a power line is ter

minated in an impedance that is usually greater than the characteristic

impedance of the line. However, the source impedance is very small, for a

voltage regulator is normally employed to maintain a fairly constant

voltage at the sending end, regardless of the load. As power lines are

designed for high efficiencies, the attenuation is only a small fraction of a

decibel, whereas the attenuation between two repeater stations on a tele

phone system may be 30 decibels or more.

Under transient conditions power lines are no longer electrically short,

because high frequencies are present. These transients are due primarily to

switching operations, lightning, short circuits, and abrupt changes in the

load. Transmission-line theory applies, and travel ing-wave phenomena
are present. Analysis is based on the line equations or the multiple-section

artificial line, for the single-frequency T-circuit is obviously inapplicable.

If the voltage of a line is increased sufficiently, the dielectric will break

down and lose its insulating properties. The air surrounding the wires

becomes luminous and emits a hissing noise. This effect is known as

corona. Because of the large voltages utilized on power lines, prevention
of corona is a major problem.

There are always some ionized molecules in air, due largely to cosmic

radiation. These ions are accelerated by the intense electric field near the

wires of a power line. If the ions acquire sufficient energy between colli

sions with gas molecules, they may dislodge electrons from these molecules,

creating new ions. The process is cumulative, and corona occurs. During
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the collision of ions and gas molecules, many electrons acquire energy but

are not dislodged from their molecules. These electrons move momentarily
to higher energy states in the molecules. Upon returning to lower energy

levels, photons of light are emitted, and the air glows. This is the visual

manifestation of corona. On small wires at moderate voltages corona may
appear as a bluish white glow surrounding the wires rather uniformly. On

larger conductors at higher voltages corona may appear as streamers

extending several inches from the conductors, with the streamers terminat

ing in a luminous glow that extends several more inches outward.

Corona occurs only when the electric field intensity is greater than the

breakdown field, this being about 30,000 volts per centimeter for air at

standard temperature, pressure, and humidity. For round wires the field is

greatest at the surface* and this is the region where corona occurs. If the

voltage is raised, the glow extends over a greater region, and eventually,

complete breakdown occurs. An arc, or sparkover, results. The arc is a

conducting region containing large numbers of positive ions and negative

electrons. It is essentially a short circuit,

Because corona dissipates energy, causes radio interference, and may
lead to sparkover, precautions must be taken to minimize it. Fields are

intense around sharp points. Consequently* the surface of a transmission

line should be smooth. For a given line voltage, increasing the radii of

the wires reduces the maximum field intensity and, therefore, reduces

corona. Care must be exercised in balancing conductor size against power
loss and radio influence* Corona serves a useful purpose in that it helps to

attenuate high-voltage traveling waves produced by lightning strokes.

Long-distance power lines are three-phase lines with three conductors*

The three line voltages are 120 out of phase with one another* A three-

phase system requires lets copper than a single-phase system and has other

advantages as welt, Usually, a fourth conductor is suspended above the

power conductors to intercept lightning strokes, and this wire is grounded

at etch tower, A double-circuit line contains six conductors in addition to

the ground* Aluminum or copper conductors are normally used, and

these may be solid, stranded, or hollow.

21*2. TILIPHONi LINES

The most familiar type of telephone I'm is the open-wire line attached to

insulators on the erotstrmi of poles spaced about 40 to the mile, Usually,

the conductors are br copper wires with sixes specified by their diameters

in mils. The parameters of open-wire telephone lines are considerably

affected by the wither and the frequency of the signal, Their values are

functions of both the temperature and the humidity. In wet weather the
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leakage conductance per unit length may be over 100 times greater than its

dry-weather value. Skin effect causes JR and L to vary with frequency, and

the parameter G increases rapidly as the frequency increases. Proximity
effect is usually negligible on open-wire lines.

Only a small per cent of the telephone wire mileage in the United States

is on open-wire lines. The remainder is accounted for by the telephone

cable, which contains many conductors surrounded by a lead or poly

ethylene sheath, often having an outside diameter of 2.6 inches. Inside the

sheath are small insulated wires and perhaps several coaxial lines. The
wire pairs have AWG wire gauges from number 10 to number 26. One
common cable has 2121 pairs of 26-gauge wire.

A typical telephone cable has a number, oftentimes eight, of small

coaxial lines, as well as many pairs of wires. The outer conductor of a

common coaxial line has an inside diameter of 0.375 inch, and the diameter

ofthe center conductor is 0. 1 inch. The proper spacing between the coaxial

conductors is maintained by means of polyethylene insulating disks about

an inch apart. The telephone cable provides a large number of channels

in a compact space. It may be suspended overhead on poles, or it may be

underground or underwater.

By utilizing carrier transmission a single pair of conductors can be used

to transmit many conversations simultaneously. The process of modula
tion shifts the voice frequencies to a new frequency band. A single-sideband

telephone channel requires a bandwidth of about 4 kc and, consequently,
in the frequency range from zero to 60 kc a pair of wires can provide
15 channels. Most intercity telephone mileage is on carrier systems.
Common open-wire carrier systems provide 1, 3, or 15 additional circuits

over a pair of wires, and a common cable system provides 12 circuits on
each double pair of 19-gauge wires. Two coaxial lines may provide 1800

telephone circuits or a television channel and 600 telephone circuits.

Repeaters are placed at regular intervals along telephone lines, and
are about 4 miles apart on carrier systems. A repeater consists ofan ampli
fier, an equalizer, and a regulator. The amplifier, of course, amplifies the

signal. The equalizer compensates for the phase and frequency distortion

introduced by the line, and the regulator compensates for the variation in

the line loss due to the variation in the temperature.
There are several telephone cables between North America and Europe

and between California and Hawaii. Each system utilizes two underwater
coaxial lines over 2000 miles long* Electronic amplifiers are on the ocean
floor at about 40-mile intervals, and each amplifies the signal over a
million times. One coaxial line transmits east to west while the other line

of a system transmits west to east. Each of these cables can handle a
number of conversations simultaneously.
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A substantial amount of long-distance telephone mileage is on the

microwave radio-relay system that operates at ultrahigh frequencies. The

relay stations are placed within 25 miles of one another, and the signals
are radiated in directed beams at a power level of less than a watt. The
microwave antennas at each station are mounted on steel towers, with

propagation from a transmitting to a receiving antenna being approxi

mately line of sight. One microwave system can transmit simultaneously
thousands of telephone conversations and many television programs as

well.

21-3. DISTORTION

A signal at the output of a transmission system or network is said to be

undistorted if it is identical to the input signal except for a change in

amplitude and a delay in time. On the other hand, if the waveform of the

output signal has a shape different from that of the input signal, then there

is distortion.

A nonsinusoidal waveform can be regarded as consisting of the sum of

an infinite number of sinusoidal components of different frequencies,

amplitudes, and phase angles, In general, when such a signal is transmitted

through a network* the different frequency components are each attenuated

(or amplified) and shifted in phase. If the frequency components are

attenuated different amounts, the waveform changes, and this type of

distortion i*frequency distortfan. If the frequency components are shifted

in phase in a manner that disturbs the relative phase relations of these

components, again the waveform changes* and this type of distortion is

known m phase* or delay, distortion, Both frequency and phase distortion

are present on transmission tines.

Let the source voltage i f
m V^ sin o>/ and let the load voltage vr Kr

sin(of + ). Now suppose the frequency is varied, If the ratio Vf\Vg
varies with frequency, there is frequency distortion, The voltage vr can be

expressed as F
r sin M(/ + e/m> or ^ sirl wl

'

with *' ** * + "A - Jf is

directly proportional to m, then i' represents the time / plus a constant.

As the load voltage m f sin wi ', it is evident that the phase relations at the

bid, as the frequency is varied* are identical to those at the input pro

vided 1$ directly proportimal to ^ Consequently, the phase shift must be

proportional io the frequency if phase distortion is to be avoided. Two
sinusoidal waveforms with frequencies/and 2/are illustrated in Fig. 21-1.

The dashed curves represent the lower-frequency waveform shifted 90

and the upper-frequency waveform shifted 180
s

* It should be noted that

the relative phase relations tre the tame.

Let us consider a transmission line with both source and load impedances
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equal to Z . There is, of course, no reflection. For sinusoidal time varia

tions the voltage in complex-exponential
form is ?^z

. The instantaneous

voltage can be written

v = *
sin (cot

-
fa + (21-1)

If frequency distortion is to be avoided when a nonsinusoidal waveform is

applied, each frequency component must be attenuated the same amount.

FIG. 21-1. Sinusoids with frequencies f and 2f. The dashed curves represent the lower-

frequency waveform shifted 90 and the upper-frequency waveform shifted 180,

It follows from Eq. (21-1) that, for a line with Z9
Zf Z , there is

no frequency distortion if the attenuation constant a is independent of

frequency.
The phase angle of v at the sending end is |t

and the phase angle at the

receiving end is pi + 0^. Thus a phase lag of /?/ radians is introduced.

This phase shift and, therefore, /? must be proportional to the frequency,

if phase distortion is to be avoided. Recalling that the phase velocity is

eo//J, we note that each frequency component propagates at the same

velocity if /? is proportional to the frequency. Summarizing* for lines

matched at both ends there is no distortion if a is independent offrequency

and ft is directly proportional to thefrequency,

The complex propagation constant is

a
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Suppose the line parameters are related at all frequencies by

RIG = LIC (21-2)

We can then replace G + ja)C in the expression for y by k\R + jvL),
with k2

representing a constant independent of frequency, and the propaga
tion constant y becomes k(R +ja>L). Provided R and L are independent
of frequency, a is constant, and

jj is directly proportional to the frequency.
Consequently, a transmission line is distortionless if R/G = L/C, if R,
L, G, and C are constants independent of frequency, and if the 'line is

properly matched at both ends with its characteristic impedance.
Next, let us consider a lossless line terminated in its characteristic

impedance. If R and G are zero, y becomesju>\/LC. Thus a is zero at all

7.

FIG, 21-2. Tnmimifilon-llnt circuit,

frequencies, and
ft is proportional to the frequency. Therefore, lossless

lines are distortionless, Ofcourse, lossless lines do not exist, but many lines

have losses that are very small.

Our discussion of distortion has thus far been limited to lines terminated

in Z . Communication lines are usually terminated with impedances

approximately equal to Ze in order to minimize reflection. However, the

characteristic impedance is a function of frequency, and it is not practical,
in the majority of cases, to match impedances at all frequencies. If the

load impedance is not equal to Zet there is reflection which produces

traveling waves propagating back toward the source. The phenomenon
of reflection, in general* depends on the frequency, Consequently, reflec*

tton may introduce both frequency and phase distortion,

In order to investigate the effect of reflection on distortion let us consider

the circuit of Fig, 21*2. The source voltage and the source impe4ance are

P
f
and Z

ff respectively, The rtceiving*end voltage can be expressed in

terms of the sendmg-emJ voltage by letting
** / in Eq, (20-55), giving

p m p _LJ_ p.-*.. .*.
+ /* -
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In terms of V
g
the sending-end voltage Fs

is V
gZJ(Zg + Z,\ with Z

t

denoting the input impedance of the line. Making this substitution for V,

_
P, Z

ff
+ Z, 1 + P*-

2y <

Utilizing Eq. (20-49) to eliminate Z z yields

- ,-* [_Z (1 + ')_-1 (21-3)

P, LZ,(1-/)^0 + Z (1+^^)J
If there is to be no distortion, the ratio Vr\Vg

must have a magnitude

that is independent of frequency and an angle that is directly proportional

to the frequency. Let us suppose the line itself is distortionless. Then the

expression in brackets in Eq. (21-3) must have a magnitude independent

of frequency and an angle proportional to frequency if distortion is to be

avoided. As it is evident that these requirements are not, in general, satis

fied, we conclude that impedance mismatches at the source and at the load

usually produce both frequency and phase distortion.

Now suppose that Zg
= Z . Equation (21-3) becomes

If the ratio Z /Zr has constant magnitude and zero angle at all frequencies,

clearly there is no distortion introduced by reflection. For example, Z
andZr may be constant resistances of different magnitudes. Thus reflection

does not always produce distortion, although it usually does*

If both Z, and Zr are equal to Z , Eq. (21-3) gives the voltage ratio

Pr/P0 to be Je~
yZ

. For an ideal line a is independent of frequency, and

$ is proportional to the frequency. Therefore, there is no distortion on

an ideal line, provided both Z
a
and Zf are equal to the characteristic

impedance.
On communication lines reflection is undesirable for several reasons.

We have seen that reflection is a source of frequency and phase distortion.

It also causes standing waves of current and voltage, which are due to the

phase relations of the incident and reflected waves. In certain regions

these waves are in phase and add, and in other regions they are out of

phase and subtract. Figure 21-3 illustrates a voltage standing wave due to

reflection compared with the voltage along a properly terminated line*

shown as the smooth curve. Standing waves are objectionable for several

reasons. They subject the insulation ,to greater peak voltages, possibly

causing dielectric breakdown, and they increase the ohmic line losses

l*R and F2
<7. In addition, there is more radiation as a consequence of the

larger wave components with axial fields.
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As reflection is a source of distortion and undesirable standing waves, a

communications line should be terminated in its characteristic impedance.

Frequently, the characteristic impedance is nearly a pure resistance. For

such cases the load impedance that will absorb the maximum power is

equal to Z . Therefore, reflection usually indicates that the load is not

V
rms
volts

FIG, 21-3, Comparison of the standing wave along a line with reflection with the smooth

curve of & property terminated line.

receiving the available power. On transmission systems the impedances
should be matched at every junction if distortion and standing waves are

to be avoided.

2M. WAVE VELOCITY

It is easily shown that the velocity along a lossless line is that of light,

For R and G equal to zero, the electromagnetic wave is a TEM wave, and

the wave equation for E9 is determined from Eq. (19-46) to be V a

a$/jti#* Also, we know that JB9 satisfies the two-dimensional Laplace

equation, given is Eq. (20-1)* We deduce that d*jdz* *&*(** and

a solution of this is

Similar expressions apply* of course, to the other rectangular components

of the TEM wave. We note that the phase constant $ is W/*,jand the

phase velocity w/$ m rt with c denoting the velocity of light l/\//*<r. With

R m G m Of the phase constant ft is WlC. It is evident that the product
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LC of the line equals the product //e of the dielectric, provided the line is

lossless.

The inductance per unit length of a nondissipative coaxial cable is

(>/27r) In (bja\ from Example 4 of Sec. 16-8. The capacitance per unit

length is 27re/ln (b/a) by Eq. (18-21). The product LC equals pe. For any

uniform lossless line the product LC equals ^e, and the wave velocity

along the line equals the velocity of light in the dielectric.

If either L or C of a lossless line is known, the other parameter can be

found from the relation LC = //. For example, the capacitance C per

unit length of a parallel-wire line in free space is

7T /ln (D/2a

from Eq. (18-29) and Prob. 19-15. Therefore, the inductance L per unit

length is

This expression applies to a nondissipative parallel-wire line with no

limitation on the ratio of D to a. Thus proximity effect is included.

Let us now consider the effect of line losses on the velocity of propaga
tion. The complex propagation constant y = (R + jo)L)^(G
This can be put in the form

If R is very small compared with a)L and if (7 is very small compared with

coC, y is approximately

Equation (21-5) was derived from the previous expression by applying
the binomial expansion to the terms with the exponent J, rejecting higher
order terms as negligible for small R and G, It is evident that, for small

losses, ft is

The phase velocity <o/j? is approximately
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We note from Eq. (21-7) that the effect of dissipation on the wave

velocity is to decrease this velocity. On lines with substantial losses the

wave velocity may be considerably less than that of light.

The equation of a wave component traveling along a line in the positive

z-direction is e
*z

sin (<ot fa + 6^. The phase velocity is, of course,

the velocity with which a point of constant phase moves. The distance

traversed in one cycle is the wavelength A
ff along the waveguide. Therefore,

the phase velocity r p equals the product /A ff
. As this also equals o>//5,

we define A, by
A,
-

27T//J (21-8)

The frequency /equals vj^g
. Also, the frequency equals c/A, with c

denoting the velocity of light and /I denoting the free-space wavelength. It

follows that
vj^ _ c/A (21

.
9)

For a dissipative line t>, is less than c. Consequently, the wavelength along

the line is less than the free-space wavelength.

EXAMPLE I. A voltage wave traveling along a line is

v m lQf-'M*sin(2 x iO8/ - 0.7* + 0,5)

volts, with * in meters. Determine the wave velocity and the wavelength, and

compare these with the free-space values.

Solution. The wave velocity v p is w/ft or 2.86 x iO8 meters/second. This is

0,953 of the velocity of light in free space. The wavelength A
ff along the line is

& or 8,99 meters, which is 0.953 of the free-space wavelength.

In amplitude modulation the amplitude of a high-frequency sinusoid,

referred to as the carrier, is made to vary in accordance with the time

variations of a low-frequency signal* Such a wave contains a small

frequency band centered on the carrier frequency. The time-varying

amplitude of the carrier, called the ewefcpe, contains the intelligence to be

transmitted, Therefore, the signal velocity of an AM wave is the phase

velocity of the envstepe* and this velocity is called the group velocity v
ff
of

the wave.

Suppose two waves with frequencies that differ slightly are propagating

in the positive ^-direction, If the waves have unit amplitudes, they can be

expressed mathematically as

sin [(01 + A*i)r - (f + A/W and sin [<w

with co representing the angular rnidfrequency and with ft denoting the

corresponding phase constant, Assuming &*> is very small, the phase

velocity of etch wave is w//J. By application of a well-known trigono

metric identity the sum of the waves can be expressed as

2 cos |(&f**)f
- (A0W sin (wt - /to)
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The phase velocity of this resultant wave is co//?. The equation of the

slowly varying amplitude is 2 cos [(Aco)r (A/3)z]; the phase velocity of

the envelope, which is the group velocity v
g

of the wave, is Aw/A/3.

Actually group velocity is defined as the limit of this ratio as the elemental

quantities approach zero and, therefore, group velocity is

(21-10)

The phase constant
/3 equals co/v fl

. Differentiating /? with respect to co

gives llv p (a>/f p
2
) dvp/da). The reciprocal of this is the group velocity

vg , which becomes

v
g
= p

(21-11)

This result can be used to find the group velocity as a function of frequency,
provided the phase velocity is known.

A signal consisting of many sinusoidal components propagates without
distortion along an ideal line, which has R/L = G/C. Each frequency
component travels at the same phase velocity, and dvjdco in Eq, (21-11) is

zero. Clearly the phase, group, and signal velocities are equal. This

phenomenon is said to be nondispersive.

Along nonideal lines the different frequency components have different

phase velocities, and there is dispersion. If dvjda) is negative, it is clear

from Eq. (21-11) that v
g is less than v p ; this dispersion is called normal.

On the other hand, ifdvjdco is positive, v
9 exceeds #, and the dispersion

is anomalous. From Eq. (21-7) we note that the phase velocity along a low-
loss line increases as co increases. Consequently, for this case v

g
is greater

than
z?p.

The frequencies of a signal propagating along a dispersive line can be
divided into a number of very narrow bands, and each of these bands has
its own group velocity. The signal is deformed in the course of its journey,
and it is difficult to define a signal velocity precisely. The group and signal
velocities are equal only if the bandwidth is very small. In general, the

signal velocity can never exceed the wave-front velocity, which is that of

light, but the group velocity may be infinite, or even negative,

EXAMPLE 2. A twisted pair of wires in a telephone cable has a loop resistance
of 50 ohms per mile and a distributed capacitance of 0,06 /if/mile, at a frequencyof 1000 cps. Assume the inductance and conductance per unit length are negli
gible. Determine the phase and group velocities at 1000 cycles.

Solution. As L and C are
negligible, the propagation constant y is v'OftjyScJ.

Therefore, the phase constant is Vw#C/2. The phase velocity v 9 is <w/& or
V2>/(/?O. Substituting for w, /?, and C gives v9 64,700 miles per second.
The group velocity can be found by usingeither dw/df! or Eq. (2M I >; Choosing

the latter, we find dvjdu to be 1/V2&RC. Multiplying by tfv 9 yields | f and Eq,
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(21-11) gives v
ff 2*v Therefore, the group velocity at 1000 cycles is 129,400

miles per second.

21-5. LOSSLESS LINES

Frequently transmission lines used at very high and ultrahigh frequencies
are physically quite short in length. At these frequencies a line that is

physically short may be electrically long. For example, a line only 25

centimeters in length is a quarter of a wavelength long at a frequency of

300 megacycles. If a line is sufficiently short, the exponential of a/ is

practically unity, and attenuation is negligible. Neglecting attenuation is

equivalent to assuming that the parameters R and G are zero. Such a

line is lossless.

For a lossless line Z**jtnL and K=/a)C, and the characteristic

impedance Z v L/C a pure resistance. The propagation constant

y wmjwjLC. Thus oc is zero, and ft is <o\jLC. The phase and group

velocities both equal \I\JLC, which is the velocity of light for a non-

dissipative line. Because there is no attenuation and all frequencies prop

agate with the same phase velocity, the line itself is distortionless;

because ZQ is a pure resistance, reflection from resistive loads does not

produce distortion, We conclude that there is no distortion on a lossless

line terminated in a pure resistance*

The wava equation for the voltage of a lossless line is

- LC8 (21A 2)

In complex-exponential form this becomes

f9f<&m -*LCP (21-13)

The general solution of (21-13) is

9m 9^'*+ ?#*** (21-14)

with ft
m mvTc Equations (21-12), (21-13), and (21-14) should be com

pared with Eqs, (20-18), (20-20), and (20-26), respectively. Similar

equations apply to the line current,

It follows from Eq. (21-14) that the instantaneous voltage is

i m
l
sin (wl ~ fa + *i) + Kt sin (oil + ftz + 6J (21-15)

The voltage is the mm of the incident and reflected waves, and neither of

these is attenuated on a lossless line, The constants V^ Kt, 9,, and 6a are

determined by the conditions at the sending and receiving ends,

Equations (2&-S9) and (20-60) express the phasor voltage and current

in terms of the line parameters and the conditions at the receiving end.
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For lossless lines y becomes
y/?. Recalling that sirihjx j sin x and that

cosh/r = cos x, we deduce from Eqs. (20-59) and (20-60) that

V = ?r cos /?(/
-

z) +7/^0 sin (/
-

z) (21-16)

/ = 7r cos (/
-

z) + y(PP/Z ) sin /?(/
-

z) (21-17)

The input impedance of a line is given by Eq. (20-49) and also by Eq.
(20-63). For lossless lines these become

^ = z

Z - ZZ'~ Z
Z cos/?/+;Zr sin/?/

Let us consider a lossless line terminated in its characteristic impedance.
In Eq. (21-14) the constant F2 is zero, for there is no reflection, The con
stant Pj is evidently the sending-end voltage Pr Therefore,

The line current / is

(21-21)

The input impedance is Z , which equals \//C. The sending-end voltage
and current are in time phase and, in fact, the voltage and current at any
point along the line are in time phase. The magnitudes of the voltage and
current do not vary with respect to the axial coordinate z. This is explained
by the fact that there is no attenuation and no reflection. The phase angle
of the voltage or current at the axial coordinate z lags the phase angle of
the sending-end voltage by ftz radians. Standing waves do not exist.

Next, let us consider a lossless line that is open at the receiving end. As
Zf is infinite, the current 7f is zero. From Eqs. (20-57) and (20-58) it

is clear that

We note that the incident and reflected waves have the same amplitudes,
and these amplitudes are independent of the axial coordinate z. At the

open the reflected voltage wave is in time phase with the incident voltage
wave. The reflected current wave is, however, 180 out of time phase with
the incident current wave at the open, and their sum is zero at every instant
of time.
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The equations for the voltage and current can be written

P= Pr cos/fe' (21-22)

/ = y(Pf/Zo) sin /fe' (21-23)

with a' = / 2, which is the distance from the receiving end. The constant

/? equals 27T/A,. As the line is lossless, the wavelength h
g is equal to the

free-space wavelength A. If the amplitude and phase angle of Pr are

denoted by Vf and r , respectively, the instantaneous voltage v and the

instantaneous current / are

v Kf cos
^2?r | J

sin (cot + f) (21-24)

sin r sin (a>t + 90 + r) (21-25)

We note that the voltage and current are 90 out of time phase and,

consequently, the time-average power is everywhere zero. This agrees

FIG. 2f-4> Votttftt and current trnptitudtt along an open-circuited lossless tine excited by

a *ingf-fr*quncy lourct.

with our assumptions of a lossless line terminated in an open circuit. The

amplitude of the line voltage is K
r cos (2n%'l%). ** *s evident that voltage

maxima exist at the open and at distances from the open equal to JA and

multiples of JA At these voltage maxima the incident and reflected waves

are in time phase, Halfway between two voltage maxima the amplitude is

zero f and a node exists* At these nodal points the voltage is zero at every

instant, the incident and reflected waves being 180 out of phase and can

celing. The amplitude of the line current is obviously a maximum at the

locations of the voltage nodes, and current nodes exist at the locations

of voltage maxima, These relations are indicated in the plots of Fig. 21-4.

Suppose a lossless line is terminated in a short circuit, In this case the

voltage Pr is xero. The reflected voltage wave is 180 out of phase with the

incident wave at the receiving end. The reflected current wave is not
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FIG. 21-5. Voltage and current amplitudes along a shorted lossless line excited by a

single-frequency source.

reversed in time phase but is in time phase with the incident current wave.
Therefore, a current maximum exists at the short. As V is zero Eas
(21-16) and (21-17) become

' ' M '

V=jl^ smpz' (21-26)

7=/r cosz' (21-27)

with z' again denoting the distance from the receiving end. The voltage and
current amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 21-5.

21-6. STANDING-WAVE RATIO

There is reflection on a line not terminated in its characteristic impedanceand the reflected wave combines with the incident wave to produce standing
waves. The amplitudes of the sinusoidal time functions vary with distanceA point of minimum voltage is referred to as a voltage node, and a pointof maximum voltage is a voltage antinode. Current nodes and antinodes
are defined

similarly. On a lossless line the incident and reflected waves
are not attenuated, and consequently, the voltage amplitudes at the various
nodes are the same. A similar statement applies to the voltage antinodes
the current nodes, and the current antinodes.
On a lossless line the standing-wave ratio of voltage or current is denned

as the ratio of the amplitude at an antinode to the amplitude at a node
If a lossless line is terminated in an open or short, it is evident that the
standing-wave ratio is infinite. On the other hand, if the line is terminated
in its characterise impedance, there is no reflection, and the ratio is unityFor other terminations the ratio is between unity and infinity

coffir,>r in terms of the ree
coefficient p. The Ime voltage ? is the sum of the incident wave P,

the inT'H t

Ct

H

d W3Ve ?* ""* rati f thC reflected Phasor V04e ^
the modent phasor voltage, at the

receiving end, equals the reflection
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coefficient />, by Eq. (20-66). Therefore,

We note that P2
= P

f

l pe~~
jW

, and the voltage P can be expressed as

P pie~tf + PlPe-w
i

e'f
*

This can be written in the form

with z' representing the distance from the receiving end.

The reflection coefficient p is complex. Let p**\p\ /6. Then the voltage

Pis

The amplitude K of P is

It is evident that the maximum amplitude Kmax equals K
x(l + \p\). The

voltage maxima occur at points at which the angle & 2ftz' equals
27T7i with n representing any integer from zero to infinity. This require

ment locates the voltage maxima at distances from the receiving end equal
to

*m*x - ~- n (21-28)
*Lu jL

Adjacent maxima are separated by a distance equal to \L
The minimum amplitude Fmln is obviously K

t(l \p\\ with voltage
minima occurring at points at which the angle 6 2/Jz' equals TT 27772.

It follows that voltage nodes are located at

t -L*t_L l
f
}\ 'JQ\

2^J 2 4

Adja<nt nodes are separated by a distance equal to \L Comparison of

Eqs. (21-28) and (21-29) shows that the spacing between a node and an

adjacent antinode is A/4,

The standing-wave ratio 5 of voltage is the ratio of Kmiu to Kmir In

terms of the reflection coefficient p this is

\ *i

(2! -30)
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A similar analysis in terms of the current reveals that the standing-wave
ratio of current is equal to the standing-wave ratio of voltage. The current

nodes and the voltage antinodes appear at the same points along the line,

and the current antinodes and the voltage nodes also coincide.

The characteristic impedance Z of a lossless line is a pure resistance,

and Z is frequently designated by the symbol JR . Suppose the load

impedance Zr is a pure resistance Rr . Then the reflection coefficient p is

= J^-Ro = /v~J
Rr + RQ rr +l

with rr representing the normalized load impedance Rr/RQ . We note that

the angle 6 of the reflection coefficient p is either zero or TT radians, de

pending on whether rr is greater than or less than unity. If Rr is greater
than RQ, the angle 6 is zero, and from Eq. (21-28) it is evident tKat a voltage
maximum occurs at the load. On the other hand, if Rr is less than R0l

6 is 77 radians, and Eq. (21-29) requires a voltage minimum to exist at the

load. For complex terminations the load voltage is neither a maximum
nor a minimum.

A complex load impedance can be calculated from voltage measure

ments made along the line. The first voltage minimum from the load is

located by sliding a voltmeter along the line, and z'mln is measured. From

Eq. (21-29) we calculate the angle 6 of p. The magnitude of p is found by

measuring the standing-wave ratio S, noting from Eq. (21-30) that this

magnitude is

1,1
=
1^1 (21-32)

In terms of p the load impedance is found from Eq. (20-50) to be

(21-33)

EXAMPLE. A 100-megacycIe voltage is supplied to a lossless line 5 meters long
in free space. The line is terminated in a load impedance Zr and the first voltage
minimum is found to be located 0.5 m from the load. The standing-wave ratio is

measured as 1 .5. Assuming a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms, calculate ZT .

Solution. From Ea, (21-29) the angle $ is 2K*fan - A/4 nA/2). As ft
- 2w/^

this becomes 4n*il |n/A
- r db 2wn. The wavelength at 100 me is 3 m, and the

ratio of z^/A is 1/6. Therefore, becomes 2*/3 - tr db 2*/n or -w/3, The
magnitude of p is (1.5 -!)/(!.5 -f I), or 0,2, and p m 0.2^60^ From Eq,
(21-33) the load impedance is

.2- -

- 114 -/ ohms
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21-7. THE HALF-WAVELENGTH LOSSLESS LINE

The product j8/ of a half-wavelength line is (27r/A)(A/2), or TT radians. It

follows from Eqs. (21-16) and (21-17) that P, = - Pr and 7,
= -7r . Thus

the input voltage and current are equal in magnitude to the corresponding
load quantities, but reversed in time phase. The input impedance of the

line is obviously equal to the load impedance Zr
A half-wavelength line is similar to a 1 : 1 transformer with respect to

impedance transformation. The phase reversal can, if desired, be eliminated

by transposing, or crossing, the conductors in a manner that does not

change the spacing between them, Half-wavelength lines are frequently
used to supply the voltages to antenna arrays having elements spaced not

more than a half-wavelength apart. Either in-phase or out-of-phase

voltages of equal magnitudes are readily obtained at the inputs of the

various elements.

21-8. THE QUARTER-WAVELENGTH LOSSLESS LINE

For a quarter-wavelength line the product (II is jar, and the input im

pedance is found from Eq, (21-19) to be R^IZf , with RQ denoting the char

acteristic impedance of the lossless line. We note that the input impedance
is increased as Zr

is decreased, and vice versa. IfZr is resistive, the input

impedance is resistive. If Zf is reactive, the input impedance is reactive

with opposite sign,

The quarter-wavelength line is useful in transforming impedance levels,

and it is frequently referred to as a quarter-wave transformer. For example,

suppose we wish to match resistances of 100 and 400 ohms* This could be

accomplished with a quarter-wavelength line having a characteristic

impedance of 200 ohms,,

If the load impedance Zf is infinite, the input impedance is zero. An

open-circuited quarter-wavelength stub is somewhat similar to a series

resonant circuit m far as input impedances are concerned. Because open
stubs radiate appreciably and because the physical length is not readily

varied f they are seldom used*

The input impedance of a shorted stub of length / is

Jf the stub is A/4 in length, the input impedance is theoretically infinite,

but because of small losses, the impedance is actually finite, though large,

The shorted quarter-wave stab is equivalent to an antiresonant circuit

with very small losses, Such stubs are used in high-frequency oscillators
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to control the frequency, and they are used in high-frequency amplifiers as

antiresonant circuits. Also, because of the very large input impedance,
shorted quarter-wave stubs make excellent insulating supports. In addi

tion, they can be connected across lines to suppress second harmonics,

because a quarter-wave stub at the fundamental frequency becomes a

half-wave stub at the second harmonic. The half-wave shorted line is,

of course, a short circuit.

At high radio frequencies the physical size of ordinary inductors and

capacitors becomes very small. Consequently, it is frequently advan

tageous at these high frequencies to use shorted stubs as reactors. We
note from Eq. (21-34) that a shorted stub has an inductive reactance if it is

slightly less than a quarter wavelength and a capacitive reactance if

slightly greater than a quarter wavelength. The shorting bar is normally

movable, with sliding taps, thus providing for easy adjustment of the

physical length.

21-9. LINES WITH SMALL LOSSES

A transmission line with absolutely no losses does not exist. All lines

have some resistance and conductance, although these quantities may be

negligibly small in certain cases. However, in other cases the line losses,

though small, may be of considerable importance.
The characteristic impedance of a line is

z = L ft + .R/jfVoLl
'*

^ C Li + G//VocJ+>C ^011 + G//coCj

By the binomial expansion (1 + #)
H

is approximately equal to 1 + |a

provided a < 1. For small R and G the impedance becomes

Z / fl-^/2^1-Ort ?^S>
; . ... ...,,

v C Ll - ]GI2cuC\
Or

/T r f //7 \n

(21-35)

The characteristic impedance of a line with small losses contains a small

reactive term.

From Eqs. (21-6) and (21-7) we note that the parameters R and G
increase the phase constant ft and decrease the phase velocity i*,. As the

phase velocity r p is less than the free space velocity c the wavelength

along the line is less than the free space wavelength. These differences are

small for low-loss lines.
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The attenuation constant a for a line with small losses is found from

Eq. (21-5) to beH V
a = JK/ZVC/L + GVL/C) (21-36)

There is always some attenuation, although it is small if the losses are

small. The input impedance of a quarter-wave shorted stub is infinite for a

lossless line. However, the finite attenuation always present on physical

lines causes the reflected wave to have an amplitude slightly less than the

incident wave, and the input impedance is finite though large.

Frequently, the power loss on a low-loss line is desired. The approxi

mate current distribution is obtained rather easily by considering the line

to be lossless. The power loss in a differential length dz is PR dz, with /

denoting the root-mean-square current in the length dz. The total power
loss in the length / is found by integration.

EXAMPLE. At a frequency of 4000 kilocycles a parallel-wire transmission line

has the following parameters ; R 0.025 ohm/m, L 2 //h/m, G = 0, C = 5.56

/V<f/m. The line is 100 meters long, terminated in a resistance of 300 ohms. Find

the efficiency of transmission, defined as the ratio of the power delivered to the

load to the power supplied to the input terminals.

Solution. The angular frequency o> is Brr x 106 , and a>L is 50.3 ohms. The

ratio RlwL equals 0.0005, From Eq. (21-35) we note that the characteristic

impedance is approximately equal to VZ/C, or 600 ohms. By Eq. (21-36) the

attenuation constant a is approximately 0.00002 1 . The exponential of - a/, with /

equal to 100 meters, is 0.998. Thus the attenuation is very small, and the line is

nearly lossless,

If / denotes the rms line current, the power lost in the differential length dz is

1*R dz, and the power delivered to the load Rr is /r
2
/?r , with 7r denoting the rms

load current. In order to determine the efficiency of transmission we need to find

the line losses in terms of the load current /,..

As Vf
** IrRn it follows from Eq, (21-17) that

I* m //[cos* ft/ + (# r//?o)
2 sin 2 ft/]

with f/ denoting the distance from the receiving end, The line loss can be expressed
H

as PRtty* Substitution for l\ with R rIRQ replaced by | gives
Jo

OO

(cos
8
ft/ + i sin* ft/) dy

Q _
The constant R is 0,025, and the constant p is w VLC> or 0,0838. Making these

substitutions and evaluating the integral, we find the power loss to be I.5I/r*.

The power to the toad is 300lr
s

. Therefore, the efficiency of transmission is

/*imui 300/r 0/

JM

JQ

300/r
1
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 21-1

21-1. A 60-mile transmission system supplies one phase of a Y-connected load
with an rms voltage of ^MOO^/CT and an rms current of 230^/~-20 at 60 cycles.
The R, L, G, and C parameters that apply to this phase are 6,22 ohm/mile,
2 mh/mile, zero, and 0.0 149 /if/mile, respectively* Find the equivalent T, and
from this T-circuit calculate the sending-end voltage and current, Also, calculate
the power loss of this phase and the efficiency of transmission, defined as

(Pout/Pin) X 100%.
(Ans.: 9, 73,400/7.4, 7, 242</j;J4k9% 800 kw, 95J %).

21-2. A 150-mile transmission system supplies one phase of a Y-connected
load with an rms voltage of 127,000/0^ and an rms current of 278/j-30^ at 60

cycles. The R, L, G, and C parameters that apply to this phase are 0, 1 33 ohm/mile,
2.2 mh/mile, zero, and 0,0135 /if/mile, respectively. Find the equivalent Tt and
calculate the sending-end voltage and current and the efficiency of transmission.
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21-3. The sending-end voltage VK on an open-circuited 60-cycle power line is

120,000 volts. The line is 0.1 wavelength long with negligible losses. Calculate the

receiving-end voltage and compare with Vg .

Section 21-2

21-4. A pair of wires in a telephone cable has a propagation constant of 0. 1 69 +
;0.169 per mile at 300 cycles and a propagation constant of 0.525 + /0.545 at 3000

cycles. Calculate the distance in which the time delays of the two frequencies
differ by one-fifth of the period of the higher frequency,

21-5. If t' - sin 3000* + sin I0,000f at the input of an open-wire telephone
line, with per-mile propagation constants of 0.0085 +;0.02 and 0.0095 -f /0.07
at the lower and higher frequencies, respectively, find the voltage at a distance of
50 miles. Also, compare the amplitudes of the two components and their phase
retardations (6/w). Assume the line is terminated in its characteristic impedance
at both frequencies,

21-6* From 50 to 2000 cycles a 26-gauge cable circuit has a resistance of 440
ohms/mile, an inductance of 0,952 mh/mile, a capacitance of 0.069 /rf/mile, and a
conductance of O.OOI/>mhos/mite, with/ denoting the frequency. Compute and
plot curves of a, i

fl and |Z |
versus frequency, with data determined at 50, 200,

500, and 2000 cycles.

Secttons 21-3 and 2 1*4

21-7. The source voltage v
ff

sin <v 4- sin ay, with w
l
w 6?r x 108 and

cu
t
m I2ir x 108 , on a t -meter length of lossless line with y ~j(t>l(3 x 10s ) and

Z$**2ft*** JOO/0 '\ Find the instantaneous load voltage vr for load impedances of

(a) 50/30" ohms at both frequencies and (6) 50^/0" ohms. For each load com

pare the phase retardations (fl/w) of the two components* and determine whether
there is distortion due to reflection,

214* Each conductor of a nonferromagnetic parallel-wire line in free space has
a radius of 0.4 cm, and the separation between the axes is 1,0 cm. Calculate the

d-c inductance per meter, using Eq, (16-42). Also, calculate the inductance

assuming the line is lossless,

21-9, A lossless transmission line consists of two parallel cylinders, one inside

the other, The radius of the smaller cylinder is 0,5 cm, the inner radius of the

lar|jer cylinder
is 2,0 cm, and the axes are 1 ,0 cm

apart.
The dielectric between the

cylinders has a dielectric constant of 2.5, Calculate the line constants L and C
referring to Eq, ( 1 8-28}*

21-10* An open-wire telephone line has a resistance of 10*4 ohms/mile, an
inductance of 3.66 mh/mite, a conductance of 3.50 /^mhos/mile, and a capacitance
of 0,00876 #if/m*tef at 1000 cycles, (a) Find the phase velocity, (A) Calculate the

wavelength along the line and compare with the free-space wavelength, (c) Ex

press the propagation constant y m & function of o> and show that dyjdo) *

5.58 x 10^/89.5
u
at 1000 eyelet. Use this result to find the group velocity.

21-IK At I megacycle, calculate the wavelength and the phase and group
velocities of a radio wive propagating in fresh water having a conductivity of

0,005 mho/m ind a dielectric constant of 81, To find the group velocity, first

evaluate drldw. Use Eq, (22*82),

21-12* Repeat Prob* 2 1
* 1 1 for sea water with a conductivity of 4 mhos/m and a

dkUxtnc constant of 81 ,
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21-13. For a line with small losses find the group velocity, using Eq. (21-6), and

show that v v + vg
= 2/ Vic. Also, deduce that the group velocity on the low-

loss line of Prob. 20-8 exceeds the phase velocity by 37,700 meters/sec.

Sect/on 21-5

21-14. A lossless line in free space has a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms.

Determine L and C.

21-15. The radius of the inner conductor of a lossless coaxial line is a, and the

inner radius of the outer conductor is b. For a dielectric constant of 2 calculate

the ratio b\a that gives a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms.

21-16. If i? = sin (cot
-

PZ) + sin (cot + fa) along a certain lossless line, with

p = 27T/A, calculate the rms voltages for values of z
equal to 0, A/8, A/4, 3 A/8, and

A/2.

21-17. If i == sin (cot
-

fa)
- sin (o)t + fa) along a certain lossless line, with

P = 27T/A, calculate the rms currents for values of 2 equal to 0, A/8, A/4, 3 A/8, and

A/2.

21-18. Deduce Eq. (21-19), which gives the input impedance of a lossless line,

from the equivalent T.

21-19. A lossless line of length A/8 has a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms
and is terminated in a resistance of 150 ohms. Find the equivalent T of the line,

and utilize this circuit to determine the input impedance. Also, calculate the

input impedance, using Eq. (21-19).

21-20. A 2.3-wavelength 70-ohm lossless line is terminated with a 0.4-wave-

length 200-ohm lossless line having a resistive load of 60 ohms. Find the power
to the 60-ohm load for an rms input voltage of 100.

21-21. An 85-cm 50-ohm lossless line in free space is terminated in a resistance

of 90 ohms. At the input is a 600-mc generator with an open-circuit voltage of

1 volt and an internal impedance of 10 +y*30 ohms. Find the phasor voltage and
current at the load.

21-22. A 0.7-wavelength 100-ohm lossless line has its receiving end shorted.

The line is fed with a generator whose open-circuit voltage is 100 volts and whose
internal impedance is 40 +y"30 ohms. Find the receiving-end current,

Sect/on 21-6

21-23. A 50-ohm 300-mc lossless line in free space is terminated in an im

pedance of 50 +y"50 ohms. Find the standing-wave ratio S and determine the

distances from the load to the first and second voltage minimums.

21-24. Calculate the standing-wave ratios of a 100-ohm lossless line with load

resistances of 0, 50, 100, 500, and infinity.

21-25. A 50-ohm lossless line feeding an antenna has a standing-wave ratio of

2 with a voltage minimum 0.08A from the antenna. Calculate the antenna im

pedance.

21-26. A 50-ohm lossless line has a standing-wave ratio of 1 .47. If the first and
second voltage minimums are located 6 cm and 31 cm from the load, find the load

impedance.
21-27. A 100-ohm lossless line with a standing-wave ratio of 4 has its first and

second voltage minimums located 0.5 m and 2 m from the load. Calculate the

load impedance and the frequency. The medium is free space.
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21-28. A 70-ohm lossless line with a standing-wave ratio of 1.25 has successive

voltage minimums 25 and 50 centimeters from the load. Calculate the load im
pedance and the frequency. The medium is free space.

Sect/on 21-7

21-29. A generator supplies a current of 0.01/0^ ampere to the sending end of
a 100-ohm half-wavelength lossless line shorted at the receiving end Find the

phasor voltages and currents at distances of 0, A/8, A/4, 3A/8, and U from the

sending end.

21-30. A generator supplies a voltage of 1/0 volt to the sending end of a
100-ohm half-wavelength lossless line open at the receiving end. Find the phasor
voltages and currents at distances of 0, A/8, A/4, 3A/8, and A from the sending
end.

21-31, Show that the approximate input impedance of a lossless shorted stub
that is approximately one-half wavelength long is -~j2irRQ(Q.5

-
//A). Calculate

this impedance for a 100-ohm shorted stub with a length of 0.5005 A.

Sect/on 21-8

21-32. Show that the approximate input impedance of a lossless shorted stub
that is approximately one-quarter wavelength long is jR /[27r(Q.25

-
//A)].

Calculate this impedance for a 100-ohm shorted stub with a length of 0.251 A.

21-33. Sketch the equivalent T for a quarter-wavelength lossless line and, using
this T show that the input impedance is RQ*IZr .

21-34, From Eq. (20-64) or from the equivalent T show that the transfer im
pedance ofa quarter-wavelength lossless line is independent of the load impedance.
Using the T for a 100-ohm quarter-wavelength lossless line with a sending-end
voltage of 1/0, find the phasor current 7r , Note that this current does not

depend on the load impedance,
21-35* A generator with an open-circuit rms voltage of 10 volts and an internal

resistance of 100 ohms is connected to a 900-ohm resistance load. Calculate the

power to the load. Also, calculate the power to the load if a quarter-wave
matching transformer is connected between the generator and the load.

Section 21-9

21-36.
By integrating 71/? over the length of a quarter-wavelength shorted low-

loss line, with the rms current /
approximately equal to /r cos fa by Eq, (21-27),

show that the power dissipated is f/f*A/, As the input voltage is approximately
/fJR from Eq, (2t*26)t show that the input resistance is 2R^I(Rl). Calculate the

input resistance of a 300mc 100-ohm quarter-wave insulator with a series resist

ance R of 0,025 ohm/m. The distributed conductance G is negligible, and the
medium is free space.
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C H AFTER 22

A waveguide is a system of conductors and dielec

trics utilized to guide electromagnetic energy from one point to another.

In this chapter we shall investigate the hollow-pipe waveguides commonly
used at microwave frequencies, in order to illustrate the application of

classical field theory to an important dynamic problem. We shall analyze

mathematically the rectangular waveguide, working with Maxwell's curl

equations, the wave equations, and the Poynting vector. Boundary
conditions are applied to evaluate constants appearing in solutions of

differential equations, and complex exponentials are employed to eliminate

from the equations a space variable, as well as the time variable. The

copper losses of imperfect conductors, along with dielectric losses, are

used to find the attenuation constant of the propagating wave,
The student who diligently studies the material of this chapter will

undoubtedly be rewarded with a greater understanding of Maxwell's

equations and the phenomenon of wave propagation. Also, he will

acquire a suitable background for more advanced studies of waveguide
systems.

22-1. THE WAVE EQUATIONS

In a region devoid of charge accumulations and convection current
densities other than drift current densities, the wave equation for the
electric field E is

(22-1)
524
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This was first presented as Eq. (11-22). A similar equation applies to the

magnetic field H. Solutions of Eq. (22-1) are, of course, traveling waves.

Suppose the z-coordinate of a rectangular system is oriented in the

direction of wave propagation. For sinusoidal time variations we can

anticipate the manner in which the field components vary with respect

to z. Along a transmission line we know that sinusoidal voltage and

current waves propagating in the positive z-direction are attenuated

exponentially. A transmission line is one type of waveguide. Consequently,

we might expect the amplitudes of the field components to decrease

exponentially with respect to z. It should be recalled that the derivative

of the exponential of <& is proportional to the original exponential

function. Therefore, an exponential attenuation implies that the fields

decrease at a rate proportional to their magnitudes, clearly a reasonable

assumption considering the linearity of the wave equations.

Let us next consider retardation. Retardation is the rfesult of the finite

velocity of propagation of the electromagnetic wave. Along transmisson

lines the phase of a wave is retarded by an amount proportional to the

distance from the source. This phase retardation resulted in the term fa

appearing in the angle of the sine function. A similar retardation term

appeared in the expressions for the fields of a currentelement. Accordingly,

it seems logical to assume that E <s?mi + /J + <^k with

*. - EjT" sin (<ot
-

fa + 9) (22-2)

/f
* E,r** sin (at

-
fa + 6y) (22-3)

/. E,r" sin (tot -p* + 0,) (22-4)

The quantities 6* r and a
are functions of x and y only,

Similar expressions can be written for the magnetic field components.

Our assumptions regarding the variation with respect to * are correct for

any specific waveguide, provided solutions of the wave equations can be

made to satisfy the boundary conditions.

It is convenient to utilize the mathematics of complex exponentials* Let

the complex propagation constant y represent a +)& with a and $ being

the attenuation and phase constants, respectively.
Define E9 as Eje ,

and define 9 and , similarly. We note that m and E, are complex,

having magnitudes and angles* and are functions of the variables * and y

only. In complex-exponential
form the field components become

t,
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with the imaginary part understood. Similar expressions can be written

for the magnetic field components.

If we let E = Exi + Ev] + jk, Eqs. (22-5), (22-6), and (22-7) can be

combined into the vector equation

E = Ee*rf-y *

(22-8)

The corresponding equation for H is

H = He'"*-" (22-9)

Of course, we understand that only the imaginary (or real) part is under

stood. Each component of the vectors E and H is a complex function of

the variables # and y, and E and H are independent of z and t.

We shall now substitute the complex-exponential form of E into the

wave equation. From Eq. (22-8) we note that dE/dz = yE and dE/dt =
y'coE. Thus Eq. (22-1) becomes

.
V<E (22-10)

x oy

Let us substitute for E, using Eq. (22-8). The exponential of ja)t yz 9

being common to all terms, cancels. Thus E replaces E. Rearranging
terms, we obtain

d2
i? ^2F

H +^ = -</ + MV - M" ff)E (22-1 1)

The expression in parentheses will appear frequently in our equations

and, therefore, it is convenient to represent this expression by the symbol
kc

2
. Then

(22-12)

In terms of k
c
the equation for E and the corresponding equation for H are

"VE (22- 13)

*.* (22-,4,

Equations (22- 1 3) and (22-14) are functions of the variables x and y only.
The variables z and t have been eliminated with the aid ofcomplex exponen
tials. Of course, to obtain the actual fields from E and H we must multiply

by the exponential ofjwt yz and take the real or imaginary part of the
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result. The equations are partial differential equations which can be con
verted into ordinary differential equations by the separation-of-variables
method discussed in Sec. 12-3.

From Eq. (22-13) we obtain

-k*, (22-15)

Ez is a complex function of x and y. Let Ez
= XY with X denoting a

function of x only and Y denoting a function of y only. Using primes to

denote derivatives, Eq. (22-15) becomes

X*Y + XY"** -k?XY
Or

x*ix + r/r= ~k*

Since X"/X is independent of y and T\ Y is independent of a?, it is evident
that each of the ratios are independent of both x and y. Let

r/*--*.* r/r.-v (22-16)

with *,, and & denoting constants. These constants must satisfy the

relation

* + */-*<* (22-17)

Equations (22-16) arc ordinary differential equations. Their solutions

are readily found to be

X ^ A
l sin kjs + A% cos^

X X3 sin /r^y + X4 cos

with the /j coefficients representing complex constants. It follows that

,
is

",(/< i
sin kjt + ^ s cos k^)(A$ sin *^ + y< 4 cos kvy) (22-18)

Similarly,

>?,
- (Bl

sin^ + Bn cos A^X^t sin jf^ + B4 cos JNT^) (22-19)

The A and fi constants and also the constants k^ kv , Km and Kv must be

evaluated from the boundary conditions of the particular problem, with

*/ + * f
* - K* + K* m k* (22-20)

Similar expressions for the other field components can be derived

from the wave equations for E and R. However, it is usually more
convenient to find , and flt from Eqs (22-18) and (22-19) and then to

utilize Maxwell's equations to determine the other components directly

from 8 and /?r In the next section the transverse fields Em v, fl& and

fi
w are found in terms of E9 and ffv
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22-2. THE TRANSVERSE FIELDS

Maxwell's curl equations applied to the dielectric region of a waveguide
are

Vx E= -^H (22-21)

V X H = aE + *E (22-22)

Let us substitute the complex-exponential expressions for E and H, given
as Eqs. (22-8) and (22-9). We note that the operator d/dz can be replaced
with y and the operator d/dt can be replaced withyo). After performing
these operations, we observe that each term of Eqs. (22-21) and (22-22)

contains the factor exp (jot yz), which can be canceled. The results are

dEJdy + YEV
=

-ju/tff. (22-23)

-y, - dEjdx = -jupff, (22-24)

dEjdx - dEJdy = -jcopff, (22-25)

Bffjdy + yffv = (a + jue)Ex (22-26)

-yffx - dffjdx = (a + ja>e) v (22-27)

fa - dffjdy = (a + Ja>c)E, (22-28)

These equations are independent of the variables z and t.

We wish to express x ,
Ev, fix, and /? in terms of En and #,. This

is readily accomplished. For example, Eq. (22-26) relates to ftv and
J?z . If ffv is eliminated by utilizing Eq. (22-24), we obtain an equation

involving x, and ffz . Solving for Ea gives the desired relation. The
other transverse components can be expressed in terms of , and ff, by a

similar procedure. The results are

*

fc. dx fc/ dy

^=-^f +t'f
ft ==

a + Ja> dE* -JL<L* m <xn-"a;
"-

. 2 ^T^ 71*^^ (44-Jl)
k c dy ^c 3a?

ft - - a + ja) 8E* y dff* m v\Hv ~ ~kr^^i}^ (22-
32)

lf n and ff. are known, Eqs. (22-29), (22-30), (22-31), and (22-32) can
be used to find the transverse fields. As these fields are obtained from En
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and ffz by processes of differentiation, we observe that JEg and Hz are

utilized as potentialfunctions,

EXAMPLE. In the free-space dielectric of a rectangular waveguide the axial

magnetic field Hz is zero, and the axial electric field Ez is

Ez 10,000 sin 20^ sin 40^ e~** cos (1877 x 109
/ - 40^ + 30)

Find Hj as a function of the space coordinates and time, and evaluate Hx at

(x,V,*,t) -(0.01,0.01,2,0),
Solution. Letting y 0.02 + /407T and w ~ 187r x 109

, Ez in complex-
exponential form is

Es
- 10,000 sin

with the real part understood, Thus Ex is

E9
, 10,000 sin 2Qnx sin 40^

Differentiating with respect to y gives

dEJty - 400,000w sin

Equation (22-31) will be used, with a and ffx set equal to zero. The partial
derivative of x with respect to y has been determined. This must be multiplied

wco/A,*. Asy1 -l600trl
andcaVoo " 36007r2

, the sum y
2 +

m 2000^*, Multiplying 3 f/fy byycoe /A: e
2
gives

fft -y3t,8sin;
or

ffj, -31.8 sin 207nr cos 4Q^IJ2Q^

Inserting the exponential of jut
-

yz and dropping the imaginary part of the

result, we obtain

H9
- 31,8 sin 20mr cos 40*t/ ^-os cos (/ - 40^ + 120)

At (x, |/f *, /} m (0,01, 0,Q|, 2, 0} the expression for Hx becomes

H# m SUsinO^frcosO^^^cosC-SOtr + 120
s
)

Evaluation gives H -2,77 amperes per meter,

22-3, THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

This type of waveguide consists of a hollow conducting pipe with a

rectangular cross section. The pipe is most often made of copper, and the

enclosed dielectric is usually air. A small probe, or antenna, is frequently

employed to excite electromagnetic waves, which propagate through the

dielectric, carrying electromagnetic energy along the axial length of the

guide, The conducting pipe effectively confines the fields to the interior

region. The transverse dimensions of hollow-pipe waveguides must be

appreciable compared with the wavelength of the exciting source. There-

forcf such waveguides are of practical size only for frequencies in the
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microwave region, and they are extensively used to transmit energy at

these frequencies. The rectangular waveguide is the most common of the

hollow-pipe guides.

The electric and magnetic fields inside a waveguide excite currents on

the inner surface of the conducting pipe.
Because of skin effect these

currents are confined mostly to a very thin layer. However, the conducting

material is not perfect,
and there are some copper losses. In addition, there

FIG, 22-L A rectangular waveguide.

are dielectric losses for an imperfect dielectric. These copper and dielectric

losses withdraw energy from the fields and, consequently* the electro

magnetic waves are attenuated as they propagate.

Figure 22-1 shows a rectangular waveguide and a rectangular coordinate

system oriented so that the ^-axis is along the axial length* The transverse

dimensions are a and by with a ;> b. The dielectric has conductivity or, per

mittivity , and permeability /*,
and the conductors are assumed to be

perfect. The practical effect of the copper losses, which we are neglecting

by assuming perfect conductors, is to increase the attenuation constant a,

The field components , and ffn are given by Eqs, (22-18) and (22-19),

and the constants in these equations must be evaluated from the boundary
conditions. At the surface of a perfect conductor the tangential com-*

ponent of E must be zero. Also, the normal component of H must be

zero; as we shall see, this condition is automatically satisfied by making
the tangential electric field zero.

With reference to Fig. 22-1, let us consider the right and left conductor

surfaces, located at x = and a? = a. At these surfaces E and Et
must be

zero. We note from Eq. (22-30) that dffjdx must also be zero, because
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dEJdy is certainly zero. Equation (22-27) assures us that ffa will be zero,
as required. Therefore,

at x E
x dffjdx = (22-33)

at x a Ez
~ dffjdx = (22-34)

Consideration of the bottom and top surfaces shows that

at y EM
** dffjdy (22-35)

at y - 6
f a#f/fy * (22-36)

Let us now apply these boundary conditions to the expressions for En

and #t . At x 0, a by Eq. (22-33), and examination of Eq. (22-18)

reveals that the coefficient A t of the term cos k%x must be zero. At y = 0,

M by Eq. (22-35), and examination of Eq. (22-18) reveals that the

coefficient A^ of the term cos k vy must be zero. The result is

9
m A sin kjc sin k

vy (22-37)

with A /4j/<sj. Similarly, application of Eqs. (22-33) and (22-35) to Eq,

(22-19) for /?, shows that the coefficients 5
t
and B3 of the sine terms are

zero, giving

ff, B cos Kjc cos ATvy (22-38)

with B 5aS4 .

We have not yet considered the requirements of Eqs. (22-34) and (22-36),

By Eq* (22-34) we note that
, at x a for all values of y. It follows

from Eq. (22-37) that sin k,fl 0, and this requires that k^a equal zero or

some multiple of n t Therefore,

ks W7r/a with m 1 , 2, 3 etc.

Boundary condition (22-36) states that Ei
m at y A for all values of 37*

From Eq. (22*37) it follows that k^b must be zero or a multiple of w. Con

sequently*

&
t ww/6 with w w 0, I, 2, 3 etc.

Similarly, application of Eqs, (22-34) and (22-36) to Eq. (22-38) for ffs

shows that K# mw/n and Aff nnlb, with m and n representing integers

as before, The expressions for a and ffn become

E, m A sin mirxja sin nvrylb (22-39)

ff
i
w S cos mtr^/a cos nwyjb (22-40)

The propagation constant y can now be determined. From Eq. (22-20)

it is clear that
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We note that only certain discrete values of kc
are allowed, for m and n

are integers. These allowed values are often called characteristic values

or eigenvalues. By utilizing Eq. (22-12) we find y to be

y = V-ofye + (w7r/a)
2 + (7T/6)

2 + jcopa (22-42)

This gives y in terms of the angular frequency, the dielectric properties

or, ,
and ju, and the integers m and #.

We have determined Ez and fiz as functions of # and y. The expressions

contain the dimensions a and Z> of the waveguide, the integers m and n,

and the constants A and 5. Each of the integers m and /z can have values

from zero to infinity, and the boundary conditions at the surfaces of the

conductors are satisfied for any mn combination. The constants A and B

depend on the exciting signal, and these have both magnitude and phase.
The transverse field components can be derived from the expressions for

4 and fi, by means of Eqs. (22-29), (22-30), (22-31), and (22-32). This is

done in the next section.

EXAMPLE. If 4 = 1000 sin 20^ sin 25rry and R9 j5 cos 20war cos

determine Ex as a function of the space coordinates and time. The frequency
is 5000 megacycles, and the dielectric has a dielectric constant of 4 and a conduc

tivity of 0.0001. Assume perfect conductors and cosinusoidai time variations.

Solution, It is evident that mrr/a 20?r and n-rr/b
= 25-rr, Therefore, k c

*
is

(207t)
2 + (257r)

2
, or 10,120, As co TrlO10,^ ^ , * 4e , and a - 0.0001, Eq.

(22-42) becomes

y V -33,880 +/S.96 - 0,011 +;I84

Equation (22-29) shows that J?^ has one component due to , and a second

component due to tfg . These components are

with J?^
= J?/ + *. The constant -y/* p

* -
-J0.0182, Multiplying a,/ao?

by this constant gives

/ =

-;1 140 cos 207ra? sin 25?ry

The constant -jvnlkf =
-y3,90. Multiplying ajfff/ay by this gives

/ - 1530 cos 2Cto sin 25^

The sum of / and *
is

4 -(1530 +yil40)co8208in25iiy

Multiplying 4 by exp(;o>/
-

yz), with y - 0,011 4-yi84 and selecting the real

part of the resulting expression, we obtain

Ex * 1910 cos 2(hrx sin 257rt/ <r"-on * cos (>/
- 184 - 1433)

The amplitude of
",.

is 1 910 cos 20^ sin 25^ tf
-o.o

f and the phase is

of 184s 143,3). The amplitude decreases exponentially with a. The wave
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velocity a>lfl is 1.71 x 108 m/sec. This is greater than the normal velocity of

light
in this dielectric, this velocity being 1.5 x 108 m/sec.

22-4. TE AND TM WAVES

It is clear from Eqs. (22-29), (22-30), (22-31), and (22-32) that each

transverse field component has a component that depends on Ez and a

component that depends on /?,, The expression for Ez contains the con

stant A, and the expression for fJx contains the constant B. These con

stants depend on the excitation. The excitation may be such that, for a

particular
mn mode, one of these constants is small or even zero. Fre

quently, waveguides are excited so that either Et or ffx is zero.

As Ex can be excited independently of Ftz , it is desirable to group

together En
and the transverse components that are derived directly from

M , The resulting wave has no ffv Because the magnetic field is transverse

to the direction of propagation, this type of wave is called a transverse

magnetic, or TM, wave,

Also, J?f and the transverse components derived directly from flz
are

grouped together. This wave has no M . Because the electric field is

transverse to the direction of propagation, this type of wave is called a

transverse electric, or TE, wave. Both TM and TE waves may propagate

along the same waveguide, but usually only one type will be excited.

The equations for the transverse fields of TM waves are found by sub

stituting the expression for
,
into Eqs. (22-29), (22-30), (22-3 1 ), and (22-32)

with /?,
* 0* The equations for the transverse fields of TE waves are

obtained by using the expression for R9 with 0, The total transverse

fields, for a given mn mode, are found by adding the corresponding TM
and TE components together.

The TM wave components are

-
, , ,** ,*.

a
m A sm - sm~ (22-43)*

a b

..^2ffXcoi225|lnS? (22-44)

afc,
1 a b

m ntry , , mn% mry /v> A<\m --JL ^ Sln- cos
*

(22-45)

Rm . A sin 22? cos^ (22-46)

bk, a b

ff . _ gfig + >*} A cos sinm (22-47)

a*.* a b
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The TE wave components are

Hz
= B cos cos^ (22-48)

(22-49)

(22-50)
tm c a u

r, miry _ . mrrx nrryHx
= B sin cos ?

(22-51)
ak c

2
a b

u __ nrry mrrx , nrry
"v -? & cos sin -

(22-52)
bk e

*
a b

To express the fields as functions of x, y, z and / we must multiply the

preceding expressions by the exponential of
(ja)t yz), accepting only

the real or imaginary part of the result. For a given m and n the total

value of a transverse component is found by combining the TM and TE
components. For example, the total Ex is

For each value of m, the integer n can have values from zero to infinity;
for each value of n, the integer m can have values from zero to infinity.
Thus there are an infinite number of allowed modes. The different modes
have, in general, different A and B constants, different propagation con
stants, different wave velocities, and different values of k e . Each wave
component can be expressed as a double summation, with m and n

individually taking values from zero to infinity. For example, H9 is

00
mrrxi nH*

= 2<Z Bmn cos cos 2
exp (jut

-
ymnz)m0 n^O a b

with the real or imaginary part understood. Of course, many of the Bmn
coefficients may be zero or be very small

For specified values of m and n the TM and TE waves are commonly
designated as TMwn and TEmw , For example, a TM mode with m * 2 and
n = 1 is designated a TM21 wave. The most important mode in the rec

tangular waveguide is the TE10 wave, having m 1 and n - 0. Examina
tion of the equations for the TM wave components reveals that, if either
m or n is zero, all the field components are zero; therefore TMIQ and
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TMQl wares do not exist. Although the lowest-order TM mode is the
TMU mode, both TE 10 and TE

i waves are possible.

22-5. CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES

A hollow-pipe waveguide acts somewhat like a high-pass filter. Fre

quencies greater than a certain cut-off frequency are rather freely prop
agated, while those less than this cut-off frequency are rapidly attenuated.
Each mode has its own cut-off frequency. Let us begin our investigation
of this phenomenon by examining the propagation constant of the rec

tangular waveguide, assuming perfect conductors around a lossless dielec

tric.

From Eqs. (22-41) and (2242), with a = 0, we obtain

y m -W*/| + k* V-
If we let

kJ<M (22-54)

then *,*/(<"Vw) - (<*>
s *

(/*//)*, and y becomes

(22-55)

For given values ofm and n,fe is a constant. It is evident that y is a pure
imaginary if the frequency/is greater than the constant/,. On the other

hand, if the frequency /is less than the constant/,, the propagation con
stant y is a real number. The constant/, is the cut-off^frequency,
At frequencies greater than the cut-off frequency, y is a pure imaginary

and the attenuation constant a is zero. Thus there is no attenuation,

provided the conductors and the dielectric are perfect. The main effect

ofcopper and dielectric losses is to introduce a small amount ofattenuation.

At frequencies less than the cut-off frequency, y is real, and attenuation

is present The attenuation constant is quite large at frequencies appre

ciably below cut-off. Furthermore* the phase constant ft is zero, there is

no wave propagation, and the time^averagepowerflow along the guide is zero.

The waveguide presents a reactive load to the excitation, with the power
that is supplied to the guide in half a cycle being returned to the source

in the next half cyete. Actually, there will be a very small phase constant

because of copper and dielectric losses, which have been neglected in this

analysis. It should be noted (hat the targe attenuation below cut-off is not

due lo these losses.

The angular cut-off frequency eoe is kJ^f/M. Substitution for kc gives

,
m (1/V/w) vW/n)* + (nir/6) (22-56)
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The cut-off frequencyfc is

fe
= (J/vVO vWa)2 + (>2/6)

2
(22-57)

The higher-order waves, with large m and
,
have high cut-off frequencies.

Those modes with cut-off frequencies higher than the excitation frequency

are not propagated. If m and n are both zero, the fields are zero and,

therefore, the lowest cut-off frequency exists for the mode with m == 1

and n = 0, recalling that a ;> b. Thus theTElQ mode has the lowest cut-off

frequency, and this frequency is l/(2aV/wc). If the excitation frequency

is slightly greater than this, only the TE10 mode will propagate, for the

frequency is below the cut-off frequencies of all the other modes.

Frequency multiplied by the wavelength A of the excitation yields the

velocity of light 1/V^e in the dielectric. If the frequency is the cut-off

frequency /c ,
the wavelength is the cut-off wavelength A . Therefore,

fc
l
c
= l/V/*, with

fji
and being the permeability and permittivity of the

dielectric of the waveguide. Utilizing Eq. (22-57) gives the cut-off wave

length to be

A
c
= 2/VW + (nib)* (22-58)

It is evident that k
c
=

27r/Ac
.

For an mn mode to propagate, the wavelength A of the exciting source

must be less than the cut-off wavelength Ac . The cut-off wavelength of

the TE10 mode is equal to 20. The larger dimension a must be greater

than one-half the wavelength of the exciting source, or there will be no

energy flow. Obviously, the required dimensions are impractical at the

lower radio frequencies with longer wavelengths.

EXAMPLE. A rectangular waveguide, 5 cm by 2,5 cm, has an air dielectric. At

an excitation frequency of4000 megacycles, determine the propagation constants

of the 10, 01, 20, 11, 02, and 55 modes. Assume perfect conductors,

Solution. From Eq. (22-55) the propagation constant y is determined to be

-
(fJ4QQQ)*

withfc in megacycles. From Eq, (22-57) we find that

/c 3000Vm* + 4/1* megacycles

The cut-off frequencies of the 10, 01, 20, 11, 02, and 55 modes are found to be

3000, 6000, 6000, 6720, 12,000, and 33,500 megacycles, respectively. As the

excitation frequency is 4000 megacycles, only the 10 mode will propagate without

attenuation.

Using the calculated cut-off frequencies, the propagation constants are deter

mined to be/55.4 for the 10 mode, 93.8 for the 01 and 20 modes, 113 for the 1 1

mode, 237 for the 02 mode, and 697 for the 55 mode. The propagation constants

for all modes except the 10 mode are positive real numbers* When a wave
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propagates through a distance z
l such that a^ 1, the amplitude decreases to

I/*, or 36.8%, of its original value. For the 01 and 20 modes this distance z
1 is

1 .07 cm, and for the 55 mode the distance is 0. 14 cm. All modes except the TE10

wave are very rapidly attenuated.

22-6. THE TE 10 WAVE

The most important type of wave that can propagate along a rectangular

waveguide is the TE10 wave. It is also the simplest. Because its cut-off

frequency, which equals l/(2<af\//(<c) 1 is the lowest, this wave can be excited

without interference from higher-order waves. The cut-off wavelength

equals 2a.

Let us first determine the propagation and phase constants and the phase

and group velocities. We shall several times utilize the relation

fW/*c 27T/A (22-59)

which follows directly from the fact that the velocity of light !/>//* equals

the product of frequency and wavelength. From Eqs. (22-55) and (22-59)

we deduce that y and ft are

y m (j27r/A)V 1
-

<A/2*) jp (22-60)

The phase velocity tv/ft is

fp
** """'STS?y?.''"['.'jV'" i

'
jr ! 'rTr (22-61)

VI -
(A/2a)

f

To obtain the expression for the group velocity dw\d$ we can replace A

in Eq. (22-60) with 2ir/(W/*) and then find dp/da*. The reciprocal of this

result gives

r
f
m (I/V/4C) >/!

-
(A/20)

8
(22-62)

We note lhat the phase velocity is greater than the velocity of light, the

group velocity is less, and the product of the two equals the velocity of

light squared*
The field components for the JEW wave are found from Eqs, (22-48)

through (22-52) by replacing m with I and n with 0. Utilizing Eq. (22-60)

to eliminate y and noting lhat k * ir/at we obtain

ff9
m B cos rar/a (22-63)

f -yBj sin vxla (22-64)

A,y*t sin**/a (22-65)

with fl|
m

2/^uaJ? and fit (2#/A) %/I
- (IfafB. if the zero of time is
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selected so that the phase of B is zero, then the constants B, Bl9 and B2 are

positive real numbers. The components Ex , z ,
and ffy are zero.

To find the fields as functions of x, y, z, and /, we multiply by

exp (yco* yz) and take the imaginary part of the result. Assuming the B
coefficients are real, we obtain

Hg
= B cos Trxja sin (cot J3z) (22-66)

Ey
= B! sin <rrx/a cos (cot fa) (22-67)

Hx
= B2 sin 7TZ/0 cos (cor fa) (22-68)

Plots of the E and H field lines enable us to visualize the propagating
wave. We can make the plots at any instant of time, understanding that the

waves are moving in the positive ^-direction with velocity co//S. It is con

venient to select time zero, and at this instant the fields are

Hz
= B cos 7TX/a sin flz (22-69)

Ey
= Bl

sin nx/a cos fa (22-70)

Ha
= B2 sin TTXJa cos fa (22-7 1 )

Let us refer to the expression for E
y at time zero and also to Fig. 22-2,

which depicts the electric field lines. The lines are drawn for values of fa
from to 2-rr at intervals of ?r/4 radians. In accordance with the equation
for E

V9
the sketch shows that Ey is a negative maximum at fa and 27r,

and a positive maximum at fa = TT. The field is zero at fa = 7r/2 and

3?r/2. For any given x the field varies sinusoidally with respect to z. It

should be noted that the electric field is polarized with the field lines di

rected across the narrow dimension of the guide. For a given z the electric

field varies sinusoidally with distance x The field is zero at the sides and a

maximum at the center, with zero tangential component at all conductor

surfaces. The arrow labeled vp denotes that the field lines are moving in

the indicated direction with velocity vp .

Next, let us refer to the expressions for H% and Hx at time zero and also

to Fig. 22-3, which depicts the magnetic field lines shown as solid lines.

From the equations we note that the H field does not vary with distance y.

Thus the H-lines ofFig. 22-5 apply to each plane section normal to the y*axi$*

The student can easily verify that the sketch is in agreement with the

equations. It should be noted that the H-lines are everywhere tangential
to the conductor surfaces as required by the boundary conditions. The
field lines move in the ^-direction with velocity vv . Each line encircles an
electric displacement current resulting from the sinusoidally time-varying
electric field at each point of the dielectric.
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The dashed lines of Fig. 22-3 indicate the surface current densities,

which are on the inner surfaces, of course. At any point on the surface the

current density is equal to n x H amperes per meter, with n representing
a unit normal vector directed into the dielectric. Thus the surface current

4d_LULLU^

LLLTILCJ

1/L_U1LL1

1'LIIILLI

27T

FIG, 22-2, I-lint* of TE
tfl
wtv.

density at a point is normal to the H field at that point and equal to the

magnitude of H. It should be noted that the lines representing the current

densities are normal to the H~lines> At points on the sides of the waveguide
the current densities are entirely transverse* for the H field here is axial.

On the bottom they are directed opposite to those on the top. These

current densities produce copper losses in actual waveguides, resulting in

attenuation,

The time-average power flow along the guide is of interest. In terms of

the instantaneous field components the Poynting vector S is

S ** ,,! - BwHJk watts/meter
2
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The instantaneous fields are given by Eqs. (22-66), (22-67), and (22-68).
The product EVHZ contains the product of a sine and a cosine function of

time, and the time average is zero. The product Ey and Hx contains the

product of two cosine functions of time, and the time average of the cosine

squared function is |. Therefore, the time-average Poynting vector at

frequencies above cut off is

Save - JBA Sin
2 k

a

The total time-average power P over the cross-sectional area is

P JBjBa f fsin
2 - dx dy

ab8^
Jo Jo a 4

Substitution for B
l
and Ba , with some manipulation of the terms, gives

The power is zero at the cut-off frequency.

22-7. ATTENUATION

We have conveniently assumed ideal conditions in much of the previous
discussion of waveguides. We shall now consider attenuation due to

copper and dielectric losses, examining copper losses first,

Because of considerable skin effect, it is certainly permissible to treat

the conductors of the waveguide as though they occupy all space outside

the dielectric region of wave propagation. Therefore, each surface becomes

the surface of a semi-infinite conductor of the type considered in Sees,

14-1 and 14*8, The resistance R, of a semi-infinite conductor whose surface

is a meter wide and a meter long is, by Eq. (14-39),

Rt
** N/aohms (22-73)

The resistance R
t

is the surface resistivity of the material.

Let the instantaneous surface current density be

Jf JJi + JJ + JJk Jj* amperes/meter

with a denoting a unit vector, The components of the current density are

sinusoidal time functions, Jt is always positive, and the orientation of

ft varies with time*

Let rf/j denote a differential surface length normal to Jt , and let dl%

represent a differential length in the direction of J,. The current / in the

elemental section of width dl^ of length rf/$, and with infinite depth is
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J
s
dlv From the discussion in Sec. 14-8 it is evident that the resistance R

of the section is Rs dl^dl^ Therefore, the instantaneous power i
2R becomes

J
S

2R S rf/t dl2 . As the product dl^ dl2 is the differential surface area of the

section, the instantaneous dissipated power per unit surface area is

p = JZR S
= (j* + J* + J*)R S watts/m

2

The rectangular components of J
s
are sinusoidal time functions. The time

average of sin2
(cot + 6) is ; therefore, in terms of the amplitudes of these

sinusoidal components, the time-average power P per unit area is

P = KW 2 + W 2 + I-W. (22-74)

At points on the surface, J8 equals the instantaneous magnitude H of

the magnetic field intensity, and the instantaneous power;? that is dissipated

per unit area is H*RS . In terms of the amplitudes of the sinusoidally time-

varying components of H, the time-average power per unit area becomes

P = J(|//J2 + I//J2 + \H9 \*)R9 watts/m
2

(22-75)

This result can be used to determine the copper losses of a waveguide from

the fields and the surface resistivity of the conducting material. The copper
loss per unit length of waveguide is found by integrating Eq. (22-75)

around the perimeter C of a cross section. This gives

p = \RS
d> (JHJ

2 + |HJ
2 + |//,|

2
) dl watts/m (22-76)

Jc

The electromagnetic fields of a waveguide are usually determined by

assuming that the dielectric and the conductors are perfect. If actual

losses are small, the field distribution in the dielectric is approximately the

same as though the losses are zero. In most practical waveguides the power
losses per unit length are very small compared with the power transmitted

along the guide, and the fields can be found with losses neglected. Then

Eq. (22-76) can be used to obtain the copper loss per unit length,

To illustrate the procedure we shall employ Eq. (22-76) to find the copper
loss per unit length for a TE10 wave in a rectangular guide. The magnetic
field components for a lossless guide are given by Eqs (22-66) and (22-68),

Substituting the amplitudes of these components into Eq, (22-76) gives

Pc

*
sin

2- + B2
cos

2-
) dl

a a /

Figure 22-4 shows the closed path C divided into four sections, Recall

ing that dl is always a positive differential, we can let dl equal dx along

paths Q and C3 , provided we integrate from to a along each path.

Clearly, the integral along Cl is equal to the integral along C8 and the sum
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of these two integrals is a(B* + 52
2
). Along paths C2 and C4 the differen

tial length dl equals dy, provided we integrate from to b. The integrand

is simply fi
2
along each path, and the sum of these two integrals is 2bB2

.

It follows that the integral evaluated around the entire path C equals

a(B* + B^) + 2/>fi
2

. Replacing B2 with (2a/k) %/l (A/20)
2 B and

multiplying by |/t* yield Pf < Thus the copper loss per unit length for the

(22-77)
TE10 wave is

Copper and dielectric losses result in attenuation. The field components

contain the factor e **, as shown in Eq. (22-2), and the attenuation con

stant a at frequencies above cut-off is due to these losses. Because the

**-
C,

PIG, 22-4,

Poyrrting vector involves the product of electric and magnetic field com

ponents, the time-average power flow decreases exponentially with z by

the factor e gM
, The rale at which the power P decreases with respect to z

is -3P/32 2&P, This power decrease per unit length is equal to the

copper and dielectric loss per unit length. Therefore, 2a? equals the total

lot* P! p#r mil length, and the attenuation constant a is

(22-78)

Let a r denote the attenuation constant due to the copper losses and let

a* denote the attenuation constant due to the dielectric losses. Then the

attenuation constant at is the sum of otf and a^ Clearly, ct f is

,
~ tfJP (22-79)

The copper lots pr unit length can be determined from the fields by means

of Eq, (22-76)f and the power flow P is found by integrating the Poynting

vector over the cros*sectional area.

For the TE ie wave , can be found from Eq, (22-79) by utilizing Eqs,

(22-72) and (22*77), The result it

M, * J* !*- I F "/ J \i

(22-80)
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We note from Eq. (22-80) that apparently <xc approaches infinity as /
approaches/c . This is quite erroneous, for a

c
is normally much less than a

neper per meter at the cut-off frequency. It should be understood that

Eq. (22-80) is a reasonable approximation only if the power losses per

unit length are very small compared with the power flow. Near cut-off

the energy flow per unit time is small.

The attenuation constant ad is rather easily found. The propagation
constant y of a rectangular waveguide is given in Eq. (22-42) in terms of

the conductivity a of the dielectric, and the real part of y is ocd . Equation

(22-42) can be written

Squaring and equating the reals and imaginaries yield

a/ _ p =: -c^e + k* 2<xd($ oyicr

These are readily solved for a
rf
and

/?.
If a/ <^ ft\ which is normally true,

it is easily shown that

man
(22-81)rf

2%/t ~

This result applies to all wave types as long as the attenuation constant ad

is small compared with the phase constant ft.

Copper and dielectric losses cause undesirable attenuation. Usually,
an air dielectric with negligible losses is utilized. The copper losses are

minimized by using a good conducting material, such as copper, and by
keeping the inner surfaces clean. It is evident from Eq. (22-80) that the

smaller dimension b of a waveguide propagating a TE10 wave should not be

unduly small, because the attenuation constant increases as b is decreased.

In addition, if b is too small, the dielectric may break down, for the E-lines

of a TE10 wave are directed across the smaller dimension.

EXAM RLE, A TE10 wave is excited at 4000 megacycles at z m in a rectangular
waveguide with transverse dimensions 5 by 2.5 centimeters. The dielectric has a

conductivity of 2 x lO^mho/m, the copper has a conductivity of 5.8 x 107 , and
the permittivity and permeability are everywhere the same as for free space,
Assume that the excitation is such that B

l
in Eq, (22-64) equalsyiOOO, Calculate

the phase and group velocities, the power flow, and the copper and dielectric
losses per unit length. Also, determine the fields as functions of the space co
ordinates and time.

Solution. As the cut-off frequency is l/(2a V/^J), or 3000 mc the excitation

frequency is above cut-off. The wavelength is 7.5 cm, and the cut-off wavelength
is 10cm.
The phase and group velocities, calculated from Eqs. (22-61) and (22-62), are

4.54 x lOfim/sec and 1.99 x 10m/sec, respectively. The phase constant p is

determined from Eq. (22-60) to be 55.4 radians per meter.
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In order to calculate the attenuation constant we must find the surface resis

tivity of copper. From Eq. (22-73) we obtain R 8 0.0165 ohm. Utilizing Eqs.
(22-80) and (22-81), we find a

c 0.00413 and ad = 0.00057. Therefore, a =
0.0047 neper/m,

FromBj 2fftaB
*

;1 000, we find that B -yi.99. Equation (22-72) can now
be employed to determine the

power flow. The calculated power P is 548 milli

watts, and because of attenuation, this must be multiplied by the exponential of
2a2. Therefore

p . 54&>~ 0.0094*

At * 0, the power is 548 mw, and at 2 - 10 meters the power is 498 mw. The
difference is due to copper and dielectric losses.

The copper loss Pc per unit length equals 2a
r?, or 4.53r-0094 * mw/m. This

could also have been determined from Eq. (22-77). The dielectric loss Pd per unit

length is 2*
rfP, or 0.62<r a- 00*41 mw/m. At * - the copper loss is 4,53 mw/m, the

dielectric loss is 0,62 mw/m, and the total loss is 5.15 mw/m. At z = 10 the total

loss is 4,7 mw/m. _______
The constant B3

- (2a/A)Vl -(A/20)"
1 B -yi.75. Equations (22-63), (22-64),

and (22-65) become
fti / 1,99 cos 20i

t 1000 sin 20-rrx

Rx
m -1.75 sin 20^

If we multiply by exp(yiw/
-

yi), with y 0.0047 4- /55.4, and accept the real

part only, we obtain

H s
m I.99coi20tr*r - 004711 cos (w/ - 55.4s + 90")

Ef
- 1000 sin aOirsTiT '^47 * cos (a>r

- 55.4z)

H# m US sin 20mr e .47 cos ({w/
_ 55^ ^ j 80 ")

22-8. TEH WAVES

We learned in Sec, 20-2 that transverse electromagnetic waves propagate

along two-conductor waveguides referred to as transmission lines. Suppose
a TEM wave is presumed to exist in a hollow-pipe guide with perfect

conductors. We know from the Maxwell-Ampire law that every line of

magnetic flux must link either a convection or displacement current. As

the fields are transverse* the magnetic field lines of the TEM wave must link

axial currents. However, there are no axial currents in the dielectric, for

t is everywhere ier, Furthermore, the magnetic field lines cannot

penetrate into the perfect conductors to link those axial currents, and we

conclude that TEM watm etwmt exist in hottowpip$ waveguides with

perfect conductors,

In Sec, 1 1-6 we studied some of the properties of uniform plane waves,

As a uniform plane wave has its electric and magnetic field vectors in

planet transverse to th axis of propagation, it is a TEM wave, It is a
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special case, however, because it is uniform and planar, and these are not

necessary conditions. TEM waves along transmission lines are nonuniform.

The radiation wave of an electric current element is a spherical TEM wave,
with the field vectors at each point being perpendicular to the radial direc

tion of radiation. In fact, all electromagnetic waves far away from

radiating structures are essentially TEM waves.

Let us consider a TEM wave, with sinusoidal time variations, propagat

ing in the positive ^-direction with a complex propagation constant y.

Then E = E exp (jcot yz) and H = R exp (jcot yz), with the real or

imaginary part understood. E and H are functions of x and y only, and

Ez and Rz are zero. By substituting the complex expressions for E and H
into Maxwell's curl equations and canceling the exponentials, we obtain

yEy
=

-jto[*ffx yfiy
= (a

dEJdx - dEJdy dffjdx = dffjdy

These are Eqs. (22-23) through (22-28), with E, and JRX equal to zero.

The ratio EJffv is the wave impedance. It is easily shown from the

equations that

EJRV
= -Evlffx

From this we deduce that the complex propagation constant is

y = V/co/j(cr +JCDC) = a +jft (22-82)

with a and ft denoting the attenuation and phase constants. Clearly, the

constant k
c
of Eq. (22-12) is zero. In terms of the frequency and the con

stants of the medium, the wave impedance is

JBJff,
== V>/*/(cr+>>) (22-83)

For free space a is zero, /? becomes W/Vo* the wave velocity is 3 x 108

m/sec, and the wave impedance is 377 ohms. The propagation constant of

Eq. (22-82) and the wave impedance of Eq. (22-83) are known as the

intrinsic propagation constant and the intrinsic impedance of the medium.
The wave equations for E and fl are given as Eqs, (22-13) and (22-14).
As kc is zero, these become

It should be recalled that E and H are transverse fields which are functions

of the variables x and y. Each rectangular component of E and fl satisfies
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the scalar Laplace equation. This is a two-dimensional equation, because

both E and H are independent of z. Of course, the fields have a static-

type distribution as discussed in Sec. 20-2. They are attenuated and

retarded in phase as they propagate, and at any fixed point they vary with

time. However, the configuration in any transverse plane at any instant is

precisely
that which would exist if the instantaneous charges and currents

of the plane were steady with time and infinite in extent in both directions

normal to the plane. As the electric field has zero circulation in a trans

verse plane, the E-Iines begin on positive charges and end on negative

charges. In so far as variations in the transverse plane are concerned,

E can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential.

We know that the electric current over any closed surface is zero. As

an infinite transverse plane can be closed by a surface at infinity, it is

evident that the current over such a plane is zero. There are no axial

dielectric currents because , is everywhere zero. Consequently, the net

conduction current through any infinite transverse plane is zero. Clearly,

there must be at least two conductors present. Furthermore, these conduc

tors must h$ perfect, for otherwise the axial field Ex would not be exactly

zero, Let us now consider briefly the circular waveguide.

22-9. THE CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE

Although hollow-pipe waveguides with circular cross sections are

frequently used in engineering applications, we shall omit the mathematical

details. Let us note, however, that the results are generally quite similar

to those obtained for the rectangular guide. The procedure is identical.

We eliminate the variables z and t from the field equations by assuming

variations of the form exp(/ci>/
-

yz). The resulting wave equations for the

axial field components, in cylindrical coordinates, can be separated into

ordinary differential equations by the separation-of-variables
method, The

equation with the variable r is Basel's equation, with solutions in terms of

B$$$!fmctl&m.
The boundary conditions at the inner surface of the conductor must be

satisfied, In addition, the fields must be finite everywhere, in particular

at the origin. Also, each field component must not change when the co

ordinate f is increased by 2w radians. These boundary conditions restrict

the constant k, to certain discrete values, and these eigenvalues of*, lead

to infinite sets of allowed TM and TE waves. The details of the analysis

are suggested is an exercise for the student familiar with the Bessel

equation*

Figure 22-5 shows a TMn wave of a circular waveguide. The cross-

sectional view illustrates the circular H-iines, The side view applies to any
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plane containing the axis of the cylinder, and the H-lines in this view are

represented by crosses and dots, with a dot indicating a line coming out of

the paper. Note that some E-lines form closed loops while others begin

I

<

Cross-sectional view Side view

FIG. 22-5. TM 02 wave of the circular waveguide. The cross-sectional view shows the

circular H-lines. The side view, applying to any plane containing the axis, shows the

E-lines. The crosses and the dots indicate the transverse H-lines.

and end on surface charges. This wave is not of particular importance, but

is presented to illustrate a typical TM wave in a circular guide.
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PROBLEMS

Section 22-1

22*1. If k c ISO in a waveguide whose conductors are perfect and whose

dielectric is free space, find the complex propagation constants at frequencies of

10,000 me, 7200 me, and 5000 me.

(Ans.: /146,;15.5, 107.)

22-2. Repeat the preceding problem* except let the dielectric have a conduc

tivity of 3 /<mhos/m. The dielectric constant is unity.

M.?.: 0,00081 H-y 1 46, 0.0055 +715.5, 107 + /0.000552.)

22-3* At the given frequencies, calculate the phase velocities of the waveguide
of Frob, 22-1.

22*4. At the given frequencies calculate the phase velocities of the waveguide
of Prob, 22-2,

Stctlwi 22-2

22-5, Derive Eqs, (22-2% (22-30), (22-31), and (22-32).

2&4. Verify that the axial electric field 3
of the Example of Sec. 22-2 approxi

mately satisfies the wive equation,

JEM. For the waveguide of the Example of Sec. 22-2, find *, Ef , and H v as

functions of the space coordinates and time, and evaluate each at (#, /, *, /)
-

(0.01,0,01.2,0).

22-& In the frw-tpuce dietectric of a rectangular waveguide the axial electric

field , is ro, and the ania! magnetic field H, is cos 4^ sin (/ ~~ 3**), with

01 I S# x I0, Find the transverse electric and magnetic fields Ex, H^ and

22-3

22-t. For tte waveguide of the Example of Sec, 22-3, find E H^ and Hv as

functions of the space coordinates and time.

32-10. If ff%
!0 cot 20ir and 8

in a rectantular waveguide, deter-

mims the attenuation constant, the phase constant, and the
phase velocity of the

ctectromagmstic wave. The frequency is 3000 me, and the dielectric has a dielec

tric conmnt of 4 and a conductivity of 0.0001 , Assume perfect conductors.

a - 0,0l09f
- 109, - 1.73 x IV.)

JEM I* For the wtvtgukte of the preceding problem,
determine the rectangular

t* of E araJ H as functions of the space coordinates and time. Assume
component* of E araJ

cas*nu*oid*l time variations,
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C

22-12. If ffz = cos 207T* cos 20^ at 5000 megacycles in a rectangular wave

guide, 10cm by 5cm, having perfect
conductors an^a

u
dldec^

what TE mode is being propagated? Using Eqs. (22-48) through (22-52), find the

transverse field components. Also, find each field component, as a function of

time, at the point (0.01, 0.01, 0.01).

22-13. A lossless rectangular waveguide, 10 cm by 10 cm with a dielectric of

free space, has TEn andTMn waves excited at 3000 me. IfEK is everywhere zero,

find the ratio EZIHZ .

G

22-14. A rectangular waveguide, 10 cm by 5 cm with a dielectric of free space,

is excited at 5000 megacycles by means of a small probe. Determine the eight

modes that are freely propagated
at this frequency.

22-15 For the waveguide of the preceding problem, calculate the propagation

constant of the TE44 wave, and determine the distance this wave propagates with

an amplitude greater than 36.8% of its original value.

22-16 A rectangular waveguide, with a/b = 1.1 and a dielectric of free space,

is designed to propagate the TE10 wave at a frequency of 2000 me. If the attenu

ation constants of all other modes are 15 or greater,
determine the dimensions ot

the waveguide.

22-17 Required is a rectangular waveguide that will propagate the TE10 wave

at 2000 megacycles in a dielectric of free space. The TE
?1
mode must be attenu

ated with an attentuation constant of at least 25. Investigate the suitability of a

guide with a/b = 1.1.

22-18. From Eq. (22-55) deduce that the phase velocity v 9 in a lossless rec

tangular waveguide is c/Vl ~/c
2
//

2
, with c - l/V,^ and that the group

velocity v
g equals c

2
/^, provided the frequency

is greater than the cut-offfrequency.

Sect/on 22-6 .

22-19. A rectangular waveguide, 6 cm by 4 cm with a dielectric ot tree space,

has a TE]0 wave excited by means of a small probe carrying a 3000-mc current.

If the excitation is such that the constant B in Eq. (22-63) is 100, find the field

components as functions of the space coordinates and time. Also, determine the

phase and group velocities, the time-average Poynting vector, and the time-

average power flow in watts, and shew that no other modes are freely propagated,

Assume perfect conductors.

22-20. Design a rectangular waveguide with air dielectric for a 2500-mc TEi

wave. The cut-off frequency for this wave is to be 2000 me, and the cut-off

frequency of the wave type with the next higher cut-off is to be 3000 me.

Sect/on 22-7

22-21. Verify Eq, (22-81).

22-22. A rectangular waveguide, 5 cm by 2.5 cm, has a dielectric of free space

and copper conductors of conductivity 5,8 x 107 mhos/m. Find the frequency

at which the attenuation of the TE 10 wave is a minimum, and calculate the attenu

ation constant at this frequency,
(Ans.i 7230 me, 0,00303 neper/m.)

22-23. Repeat Prob. 22-22 for a waveguide 5 cm by 0,5 cm, and compare

results.
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22-24. A TE10 wave is excited at 5000 me in a rectangular waveguide 5 cm by
2.5 cm. The dielectric has a conductivity of 2 x 10"6

mho/m, the copper has a

conductivity of 5.8 x 107
, and the dielectric constant is unity. Assume that the

excitation is such that B
l
in Eq. (22-64) equals/1000. Calculate the phase and

group velocities, the power flow, and the copper and dielectric losses per unit

length. Also, determine the fields as functions of the space coordinates and time.

Sect/on 22-8

22-25. A 500-kilocycle TEM wave is propagating in fresh water with a con

ductivity of 0.005 mho/m and a dielectric constant of 81. Calculate the attenu

ation constant, the wave velocity, and the wave impedance.

22-26. Using the scalar product, show that the electric and magnetic fields of a

plane TEM wave are everywhere orthogonal.

Sect/on 22-9

22-27. Deduce that Eq* (22-15) applies also to a circular waveguide. Write

the partial
differential equation for Ex in terms of the cylindrical coordinates r

and^. Apply the method of separation of variables, and obtain the general so

lution for ES in terms of trigonometric and Bessel functions. Also, express the

transverse field components Er , E^ #f , and ff9 in terms of Ez and ttnn .
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CHAPTER
23

In radio communication, signals are propagated

great distances without the use of connecting wires. The transmission

medium is free space. At the sending end an antenna system is employed
as a coupling device that transfers the energy from the transmitter to free

space. The receiving antenna transfers energy from free space to the

receiver. In this chapter we shall investigate some of the basic aspects of

antenna theory and practice.

23-1. RADIATION CONCEPTS

Electric charges exert forces on other charges. A transmitting antenna
with variable currents has time-changing charges at points along the an
tenna. These charges exert forces on the free electrons present in the con
ductors of a receiving antenna, thereby inducing signal currents and

voltages. Retardation is present, of course, for the fields propagate at a
finite velocity.

Let us consider a small electric dipole with charges +q and q . The
electrostatic field decreases quite rapidly as the distance from the dipole
increases, and at large distances the fields of the equal and opposite
charges cancel completely. Now suppose the charges *+# and $ vary
sinusoidally with time at a frequency such that the distance between them
is comparable with the wavelength. The fields of the equal and opposite
charges no longer tend to cancel in all directions. In some directions

retardation causes the individual fields of the two charges to arrive in

552
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phase, thus strengthening one another, and in other directions the fields

cancel. The result is directive radiation.

It is often helpful to view the antenna as a matching device. Consider

a horn antenna at the end of a hollow-pipe waveguide. The purpose of

the horn is to match wave impedances in order to avoid reflecting energy
back to the transmitter. The taper of the horn provides a gradual transi

tion from the waveguide to free space. This viewpoint can also be applied
to many other types of antennas.

We have learned that an alternating current radiates energy. A low-

frequency electric circuit will not radiate an appreciable amount of energy,
because the fields from equal and opposite current elements nearly cancel.

In the design of antennas current elements are arranged so that the fields

of the various elements reinforce each other in the desired directions. This

requires antenna dimensions that are substantial in comparison with the

wavelength, Consequently, efficient transmitting antennas designed for

low frequencies are large, and those designed for high frequencies are

small

Three factors especially important in the design of an antenna system
are the directivity, the input impedance, and the efficiency. The antenna

should radiate in the desired directions or receive from the desired direc

tions. Sometimes the proper directivity is obtained from a single radiator,

but at other times an array of elements is required. The input impedance
is the ratio of the phasor voltage to the phasor currentattheinputterminals.

This impedance determines an antenna's ability to transfer power* Usually,

one desires the input impedance to be resistive and to match the resistance

of the network connected to the antenna. This impedance match should

be approximately maintained over the frequency band utilized. Matching
networks can be employed, but these networks introduce ohmic losses.

The efficiency of an antenna is a measure of the power radiated compared
with the ohmic losses in the antenna. If a matching network is used, its

losses should a IHO be considered.

23-1 PUNDAHINTAl EQUATIONS

In Sec. 13*4 the fields of a current element were obtained. A radiating

system am be regarded as composed of a large number of differential

current elements and* if the current distribution is known, the superposition

principle can be applied to the fields of the current elements to find the

total electric and magnetic fields. Consequently, tha equations giving the

of a fwrrtjff element art tk$ imst Importmt equations in antenna

Far a nondi^ipativc medium the fields are given as Eqs. (13-52),

(13-53Kami (1 3- 54)
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In studying the reactions between antennas that are close together, it

may be necessary to consider all the field terms of the fundamental equa
tions. Some antenna methods utilize the near fields in the determination of

antenna impedance and current distribution. However, usually the radia

tion fields are the ones of greatest importance to the antenna engineer.

These radiation fields of a current element are given as

Eqs. (13-55) and (13-56), and in complex-exponential form

at a point P(r, 6, <p) they are

477T

ft sin 6 e~^ (23-2)V477T A/

FIG. 23-1. Adi-

pole antenna. The current /includes the amplitude and phase angle, with

the positive direction taken in the direction of increasing

2, and dz is the differential length of the element. The constant ft rep

resents a>v/w, or 27T/A. To determine the instantaneous fields, we must

multiply by expy'o)/ and select the real or imaginary part.
It is evident that the electric and magnetic radiation fields of a current

element are normal to each other and in time phase at each point in the

medium. The ratio E IH9 equals VyM/. This is the intrinsic impedance >?

of the dielectric and, for free space, has a value of 377 ohms. The Poynting
vector, applied to the distant fields of a current element, is directed radially

away from the element at every instant of time. In Sec. 13-5 we found, by
integration of the Poynting vector over a spherical surface, the power
radiated by a current element in free space. This power is 395/m

2
(dz/A)

2

watts. The current element is often referred to as an infinitesimal dipole, or
Hertzian dipole.

23-3. THE DIPOLE ANTENNA

One of the simplest and most widely used of all antennas is simply a

straight wire broken at some point where it is fed with a signal Such an
antenna is called a dipole. Usually a dipole is center-fed, as illustrated in

Fig. 23-1 . The energy may be supplied directly from a generator, or it may
be delivered to the antenna from a transmission line or waveguide. The
most common dipole is the half-wave dipole, which has a total length equal
to approximately half a wavelength.

Determination of the fields of an antenna requires knowledge of the
current distribution. Finding the precise current distribution is normally a

very difficult problem, and approximate methods are resorted to. The
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boundaries of even the simpler antennas are too complicated for an exact

solution of Maxwell's equations. Our analysis of the dipole antenna will

assume a sinusoidal current distribution along the length of the antenna.

We shall now investigate briefly the justification for this assumption.
The principal wave along a transmission line is a TEM wave. If the line

is open at the receiving end, this wave is reflected, and standing waves of

voltage and current result. The amplitude of the sinusoidally time-

changing current varies sinusoidally with distance. At the open the current

FIG, 23-2. A dlfxl* tnttnna and a distant point P

must be zero, and a current node exists. Suppose the two conductors of a

parallel-wire transmission line are pulled apart so as to form a dipole

antenna. We might reasonably expect the principal wave along the straight

wire to be a TEM wave. At the ends of the antenna there will be consider

able reflection of this wave, resulting in a standing wave of current. If

the TEM wave were totally reflected and if no other waves were present, we

would expect a sinusoidal standing wave* However, reflection is not

complete, and higher order waves are present, Therefore, the current only

approximates t sinusoidal distribution, If the wires are very thin, the

approximation is excellent, and the error involved in the determination

of the radiation fields is slight.

A dipole antenna and a distant point F(r 0, 9) *re shown in Fi8- 23"2 *

The currant varies sinusoidaliy with time with angular frequency co. The
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amplitude of the current is assumed to vary sinusoidally with distance,

being zero at the open ends of the antenna. Thus for positive z

t = Im sin /?(/z z) sin a)t

and for negative z

i = /m sin /S(/z + z) sin a)t

with h equal to one-half the total length /of the antenna. The current /m is

the amplitude of the current at a distance z that makes sin /9(/z |z|) equal

to unity. As /?
= coV/we = 27T/A, this distance is A/4 meters from either

end of the antenna. Using complex exponentials, the current / equals the

imaginary part of /exp (ja*t),
with

/=/m sinj8(A-M) (23-3)

To determine the magnetic field at the distant point P we shall substitute

the expression for 7 into Eq. (23-1) and integrate over the length of the

antenna. In Eq. (23-1) the symbol r denotes the distance from the current

element to the point P. With reference to Fig. 23-2, we observe that this

distance is approximately equal to r z cos 0, with r and 6 representing
the spherical coordinates of P and with z denoting the location of the

current element. Replacing r in Eq. (23-1) with r z cos 6 and substitut

ing for /give the differential magnetic field at P due to a current element at

*' Thus

dff

4rr(r z COS 0)

The distance z cos 6 is very, very small compared with r. Therefore,

this term does not appreciably affect the magnitude of the field. It does,

however, have an appreciable effect on the phase. Consequently, the

differential magnetic field becomes

dff, x"ic0i *
sin fth

-
|*|) dz (23-4)

with

A-W**** 9
*-* (23-5)

4rrr

The total magnetic field is found by integrating over the length of the

antenna. We obtain

ff*
=
A[j

** sin fth + z) dz +JV
ieo

**sin fth
-

n) dz\

With reference to a table of integrals [Pierce (936)], the integrals are

readily evaluated, giving

ft A p cos (fth cos <?)
- 2 cos

/Mf|^
L sin*0 J
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Upon substitution for A, utilizing Eq. (23-5), the expression becomes

a 7^ -^
[

*~27rr L

cos (^/i cosg) -cos

sin

1

J
(23

.
6)

This is the magnetic field in complex-exponential form.

The instantaneous magnetic field is found by multiplying Eq. (23-6) by

and taking the imaginary part of the result. This gives

(23
.
7),jkrCMtffcCOfl)-C08fln

'
27rrL sin0 J

The electric field 9 equals ?#,,,
with

j
= >///

30' 0' 30'

120*

120*

"150* 180^ 150'

FIG. 23-3. Poltr plot of fild of htlf-wave dlpoU.

EXAHPLE. The current / of a half-wave dipole is 2* amperes. In a plane%** antenna, make a polar plot
of the amplitude of the radiaUon fidd

as a function of 6, with r - I. The dipole is aligned W)th the z-axis and

v... ._. f iU ^ ^^^.<4^MA4>A ett*mnu- product ^ ?
uaIs

, or 9? X / - 2w. the amplitude of #, at a distance of 1 meter

found from Eq. (23-7) to be
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Obviously, the field is independent of the quadrant. Therefore, we need to

calculate the amplitude for values of 6 from to 90 only. The resulting polar

plot is shown in Fig. 23-3. Note that the amplitude at any angle 6, at a distance of

1 meter, is determined by the length of the radius vector drawn from the origin to

the curve. For example, H9 is zero at 6 = 0, and H9 is unity at 6 =90. The

corresponding directivity pattern in a plane normal to the antenna is a polar plot
of H<p as a function of <p. From symmetry it is evident that this plot is circular.

The dipole fields are strongest in the plane normal to the antenna at its midpoint,
and the fields are zero off the ends of the antenna.

23-4. RADIATION INTENSITY AND GAIN

Of considerable interest to the antenna engineer is the directive pattern

of the radiated power. The Poynting vector S gives the energy flow per

unit area at a point, in watts per square meter. In the region about an

antenna the Poynting vector is a function of the spherical coordinates r,

6, and <p.
We know that the amplitude of each radiation-field component

varies inversely with distance r. Consequently, the Poynting vector S,

which equals E X H, has a time-average value that is inversely propor
tional to the distance r squared.

Let |Save |

denote the positive magnitude of the time-average Poynting
vector. Then the product r

2
|Save |

is independent of distance r, and this

product can be used to obtain a directive pattern of the radiated power.
The product is called the radiation intensity K. Thus

# = r2 |Save |
watts (23-8)

At a distance r of one meter the radiation intensity K is equal to the

magnitude of the time-average Poynting vector. Consequently, the

radiation intensity K, in watts, equals the radiated power density, in watts

per square meter, at points on the surface of a sphere of unit radius,

The radiation intensity in a given direction is often described as the

power radiated per unit solid angle. The solid angle O of a closed curve

in a region is the space enclosed by a conical surface generated by a radius

vector from the origin and sliding around the closed curve; if S is the area

intercepted by the solid angle Q on a sphere of radius r, then the ratio

5y/-
2

is used to measure X As the area of a sphere is 4?rr\ obviously the

total solid angle at a point is 477- steradians.

We deduced that the radiation intensity K equals the radiated power per
unit area at points on the surface of a sphere of unit radius* The differen

tial solid angle dl of a differential surface area dS of such a sphere is equal
to dS. It follows that K can be expressed as the radiated power per unit

solid angle. The total power radiated by an antenna can be found by
integration of the time-average Poynting vector over a spherical surface
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of radius r. An equivalent method is the integration of K over the entire

solid angle of the origin. Thus the time-average radiated power P is

P = < ISav
Js

= < K (23-9)

In spherical coordinates dS = rz sin 6 dQ dcp, and dl = dS/r
z

.

Let us determine the radiation intensity K of a dipole antenna. The

Poynting vector S is
fl
//9ar ,

or r)Hfor
. The magnitude of the time-average

130*

FIG. 23-4. Rdllon pmtm of hlf-wv dipoi. The sketch is a polar plot of the

radiation Inwrwlty K in t plrt contlnln| th tntenns.

Employing Eq. (23-7) gives

cos 6)- cos

sin 9
(23

.
10)

Poynting vector is ft \HJ*t and K is

2s! [cos* "
for* L

Antenna radiation patterns are graphical representations
of the radiation

intensity K. Sometimes graphs of V* are used. As the purpose of a

radiation pattern is to show the relative power radiated in different dmso-

lions, the^ale is often omitted or arbitrarily selected. Frequently he

scale is selected so that the maximum of K is unity. Figure 23-4 shows the

radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole,
in a plane containing the antenna

and Fig. 23-5 shows the corresponding pattern
of a full.wave: dipo e.

Both patterns are plots of Eq. (23-10), with fh equal to 90 for the half-

wave dipole and 180 for the full-wave dipole.
Radiation patterns

m
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planes normal to the antennas are circular. When the orientation of an

antenna is normally fixed with respect to ground, the radiation patterns in

horizontal and vertical planes are referred to as horizontal and vertical

radiation patterns, respectively.

The ratio of the radiation intensity K in a certain direction to the

average radiation intensity J^ave is called the gain g of the antenna in the

given direction. In the direction of maximum radiation intensity ATmax

30

120*

150 180 150

FIG. 23-5. Radiation pattern of a full-wave dipole,

the gain is a maximum. Unless the direction is specified, the gain is under
stood to be the maximum gain. Thus

g (23-11)

The average radiation intensity #ave is the average radiated power
density over the surface of a sphere of unit radius. As the area of this

spherical surface is 4?r, it follows that 47r#ave equals the total time-average
radiated power P. From another viewpoint Km is the average radiated

power per unit solid angle, and multiplication by the total solid angle of
4-n- steradians gives the time-average radiated power. Consequently*
Eq, (23-1 1) can be written

g - ^maxAP (23-12)

The power jp can be determined from the time-average Poynting vector, or
from the radiation intensity, by means of Eq. (23-9),
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23-5. THE HALF-WAVE DIPOLE

The total length of this dipole is A meters. Therefore, h = A/4 and

ph = \tr. Noting that the intrinsic impedance r\
of free space is approxi

mately 1207T ohms, we obtain the radiation intensity K from Eq. (23-10)

and the result is

77 sin*
1

K is the radiated power density at a distance of 1 meter.

We shall use Eq. (23-9) to find the total radiated power. A differential

solid angle dl is sin 6 dO d<p. The entire solid angle at a point is included

by letting 6 vary from to TT and letting <p vary from to 2rr. As K is

independent of <p, the integral with respect to y introduces the factor 2-rr.

Equation (23-9) becomes

T K si

Jo

sin 6 d6

As the value of K sin 6 does not change when the angle 6 is replaced

with (TT 0), we may integrate from to \ir provided we multiply by 2.

Making this change and substituting for A", we obtain

e (23-14)
sin 6

We must now evaluate the integral. Let us introduce a new variable of

integration by substituting u for cos 9, Equation (23-14) becomes

P-60/ a p cos
2
frt

m
I i 2
Jo 1 ir

By the method of partial fractions we find that I/(l w2
) equals the sum

of |/(1
-

w) and J/(! + w). Therefore,

f

1

S2!!i2i
du]

Jo 1 + u J

If we replace 1 n in the first integral with the new variable v and if we

replace I + u in the second integral with v, we obtain

P - f!!2lte2*l
Ji v J

The two integrals can be combined into a single integral with limits and

2 Substitution of w for TT# gives

- rlf sin* Iw
P-30/m* EL_CUw

Jo w
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This can be written in the form

-L
"~"~ COS W j /^o i c\dw (23-15)
w

To evaluate the integral of Eq. (23-15), let us replace cos w with its

infinite series, given as Eq. (19-15). The expression for the radiated power
becomes

This can be integrated term by term. Integration and substitution of the

limits give

w
(2)(2!)

The series does not converge rapidly. Evaluation of about eight terms

yields four significant figures, and the result is

P = 36.56/w
2 watts (23-16)

We can now find the maximum gain of a half-wave dipole. The maxi

mum radiation, as Fig. 23-4 indicates, is in the plane with 6 = 90. From

Eq. (23-13) we find the maximum radiation intensity to be (15/7r)/w
2

. It

follows from Eqs. (23-12) and (23-16) that the gain is

_
8

36.56/w
2

The amplitude of the input current of a half-wave dipole is /m . This is

evident from Eq. (23-3), with z = 0, and also from physical reasoning.

The input power is %Im*R, with R representing the real part of the input

impedance. If ohmic losses are negligible, this power equals the radiated

power P, and the input resistance becomes 2/>

//w
2

. Substitution for P,

using Eq. (23-16), gives a resistance of 73.12 ohms, This resistance, deter

mined from the radiated power and the current 7m, is called the radiation

resistance of the antenna. Because of ohmic losses, there will be an addi

tional ohmic resistance, which should be small compared with the radiation

resistance in order to obtain high efficiency. The input reactance of a half-

wave dipole is negligible if the length is properly adjusted. Actually, the

impedance may be a few ohms greater than or less than 73 ohms, for this

impedance is somewhat dependent on the radius of the wire and the input
conditions.

The radiation pattern of a quarter-wave vertical antenna above a perfect

ground is the same as that of the half-wave dipole in free space. There is,

in effect, an image antenna in the ground. Considering the antenna and
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its image, we note that the voltage is actually applied to one-half the

center gap, for half of the gap is the image gap behind the ground plane.

Consequently, the radiation resistance is only one-half the radiation

resistance of the half-wave dipole in free space, which gives a resistance of

36.5 ohms for the quarter-wave vertical antenna above ground.

23-6. DIRECTIVE ARRAYS

Antenna arrays, which are systems of similar antennas similarly oriented,

are often employed when directive radiation patterns are desired. Vari

ables in the design of arrays are the number of elements to be used, their

RG. 234. Horizontal radiation patttrn of two vertical dlpolcs a half-wavekngth apart

and fad with qual In-phasa currents.

spacing, and the magnitudes and phase angles of the exciting currents.

Proper adjustment of these variables enables us to obtain almost any

desired directive pattern,

Let us consider the horizontal radiation patterns of two vertical dipole

antennas spaced half a wavelength apart in free space. If the exciting

currents are equal in magnitude and in time phase, the radiation pattern

is as illustrated in Fig. 23-6, Note that the radiation is most intense in

the direction normal to the line of the antennas, for the fields of the dipoles

reinforce one another in this direction. On the other hand, due to the half-

wavelength spacing of the elements, the fields of the two dipoles cancel

along the line of the antennas, Figure 23-7 shows the radiation pattern

of the dipole array when the exciting currents are 180 out of phase. In
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this case the fields of the two dipoles reinforce each other along the line

of the antennas.

Commercial AM broadcast stations commonly use a number of quarter-

wave vertical elements spaced and excited in a manner that gives the desired

directivity. As the wavelengths of the broadcast frequency band are rather

FIG. 23-7. Horizontal radiation pattern of two vertical dipoles a half-wavelength apart

and fed with currents 180 out of phase.

long, the vertical elements are quite tall. A quarter-wavelength element

at 1000 kilocycles is 75 meters long. Often, a large network of copper wires

is embedded in the ground around the towers to increase the effective

conductivity of the ground.

23-7, OTHER ANTENNA TYPES

A directional antenna commonly used at high radio frequencies is the

rhombic antenna, illustrated in Fig. 23-8, This antenna is essentially a

transmission line with the conductors spaced so as to radiate energy in the

forward direction. Each of the four straight wires are usually several

wavelengths long, and the entire antenna is mounted horizontally over

level ground. The terminating impedance is selected to eliminate reflection.

Consequently, the current waves in the wires are traveling waves. The

rhombic antenna is simple in construction and has high directivity* How

ever, it is physically large, and its terminating impedance consumes con

siderable power.
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Terminating

impedance

Feed

FIG, 23-8. Rhombic antenna.

A simple and inexpensive directional antenna frequently used in the

meter-wavelength range is the Yagi array. This antenna consists of a

half-wave dipole, a reflector, and one or more directors. A Yagi array with

one director is shown in Fig. 23-9. If the dipole is energized, the fields

excite currents in the "parasitic" elements. The phases of these currents

are determined by the lengths of the conductors and the spacing between

them. The fields of the three antennas interfere, and with proper design,

the radiation will be directed along the line from reflector to director, Yagi

arrays are often used as television receiving antennas in fringe areas.

V Director

.

Reflector

FtCS* 23-fc A array.
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FIG. 23-10. Half-wave dipole at focus of parabolic reflector.

Slot

Parallel -wire
transmission

line

! i

K*rtl!H ^

FIG. 23-1 i. A slotted-c/Iindtr

antenna, consisting of a copper
pipe with an axial slot.

FIG. 23-12. A siottd-cyllndr
arrmy, consisting of a copper

with four axial slots.
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Many types of antennas utilize reflectors made of wire screens or con

ducting sheets, A familiar example is a radar antenna containing a half-

wave dipole located at the focus of a parabolic reflector, shown in Fig.

23-10. The field of the dipole and the fields of the current elements of the

reflector interfere to produce a sharp beam of radiation.

Figure 23-1 1 shows a slotted-cylinder antenna. The axial slot, usually

about half a wavelength long, is cut in the side of a hollow-pipe cylinder,

and the slot is fed at its midpoint by means of a parallel-wire transmission

line inside the cylinder. The current elements of the metallic conductor

radiate electromagnetic waves. A slotted-cylinder array is illustrated in

Fig. 23-12. In such an array the phases of the exciting currents are deter

mined by the axial spacing of the slots. A slot cut in the side of a high

speed aircraft, and filled with a dielectric material, provides a dragless

antenna, and such antennas are used by many modern aircraft.

There are a great many other important antenna types far too numer

ous to mention here.
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PROBLEMS

Sect/on 23-3

23-1. Show in detail the derivation of Eq. (23-7), which gives the magnetic field

of a dipole antenna, and write the expression for the instantaneous current at the

input terminals.

23-2. Suppose the dipole antenna of Fig. 23-2 has a total length of 4/3 and is

driven with a current of 0.1 sin 109 f at its input. Assuming a sinusoidal current

distribution, find the radiation electric field in air as a function of the space co

ordinates and time. Evaluate EQ at 6 *= J at a distance of 300A at time zero.

(Ans. : EQ 2.72 mv/m.)

Sect/on 23-4

23-3. Find the maximum value of the radiation intensity K of the dipole
antenna of the preceding problem. Also, find the angle less than 90 at which K
is one-half the maximum radiation intensity, with defined in Fig. 23-2.

23-4. If the current 7m of a full-wave dipole antenna in air is 1 ampere, deter

mine the maximum radiation intensity and find within 1 degree the angle 6 less

than 90 at which K is one-half the maximum radiation intensity.
6 is defined in

Fig. 23-2. Assume the current distribution is sinusoidal.

23-5. In a plane containing the antenna plot on polar-coordinate paper the

radiation pattern of a dipole antenna of length 1 ,5A, Assume the current dis

tribution is sinusoidal.

23-6. Repeat Prob. 23-5 for a dipole of length 24,

23-7. Repeat Prob. 23-5 for a dipole of length 3L

Section 23-5

23-8. Find the gain of a half-wave dipole at an angle 6 of 72 , with $ measured
from the axis. Also, find the gain at 6 33.

23-9. Determine the rms input current required to radiate 100 watts from a
half-wave dipole, and calculate the maximum value of the radiation intensity.
If the ohmic losses and the input reactance are negligible, what is the rms input
voltage ?
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(Boldface figures in parentheses are problem numbers.)

Acceleration* 52

Acceptor atom, 104

Active region, 259

American wire gauge, 350

Ampere, 95, 98, 100, 119, 166

Ampere* A, M., 9

Ampere's circuital law* complex-expo
nential form, 464

history of, 18

integral form, 144, 161-167

point form, 209, 228

Ampere's law of force, 9 t 376-378

Ampere-turns, 162

Amplitude, 252, 452

Angle, 252,451

solid, 558

Angular frequency, 252

Animul electricity, 7-8

Anisolropic medium, 108-109,438

Anode, 411

Antennas, 552-568

dfpole, 554-560

directivi arrays, 563-564

fundamental equation** 553-554

gain, 560

half-wave dipole, 56 1^-563

image, 562

parabolic reflector, 567

radiation intemily. 558-560

radiation pattern, 559-560

radiation resistance, 562

rhomfek, 564

slot* 567

Vagi, 565

Antiferromagnetk material, 389

Antinode, 514-516

Area, vector element of, 43

Armature, 131-132, 382

Atom theory, 24

Attenuation constant, of line, 485

of waveguide, 525, 543-544
Attenuation of a wave, 253

Barkhausen effect, 391

Battery, 8

B-fteld, see Magnetic field

BH curve, 365, 392, 397

Bibliography, antennas, 567

electromagnetic history, 26

electromagnetic theory, 569

transmission lines, 519

vector analysis, 47, 222

waveguides, 548

Blconical waveguide, (11-18) 247,

(11-19) 248

Biot-Savart law, 285-286, 374-378

Bohr, N.t 24

Boundary conditions, 184-188, 193

electrostatic, 408

perfect conductor, 1 88

Brogile, L, V. de, 25

Brown and Sharpe wire gauge, 350

Cable, coaxial, 94, 318, 369, 422, 502

telephone, 502

Capacitance, 182-183, 302-304, 320

of ball, 191,422

of circular cylinders, 423

of coaxial line, 1 10, 192, 422-423

of concentric spheres, 421

57?
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Capacitance, of cylinder and plane, 427

displacement current, 176, 183, 478

distributed, 474-48 1

energy storage, 234, 307, 480

incremental, 330,419
in network, 183, 302-306, 462-463

of parallel plates, 109, 192, 420

of PN junction, 419

Capacitivity, 93

Carrier transmission, 502

Cartesian coordinates, 216-217

Cathode, 411

Cathode rays, 22

Cavendish, H., 6

Cavity resonator, 163

Characteristic impedance, 485-486

Charge, 51,58, 166

conservation of, 14, 55, 177, 230

distributed, 475, 481

image, 428-43 1

Charge density, 56

Child's law, 414

Circuit theory, electrical, 293-347

approximations of, 298

capacitance, (6-1) 109, (6-7)

110, 176, 182-183,302-304

complex exponentials, 446-469
current reference direction, 121-

122

current and voltage sources, 83

impedance, 460

incremental parameters, 326-330

inductance, 15, 152-153,299-301,

310,321-326

inductively coupled circuits, 334-
344

Kirchhoffs laws, 153, 175, 304-
305

mutual inductance, 11-12, 331-344
Ohm's law, 10, 108

phasor, 459-46 1

power, 108, 306, 308

power factor, 309

quality factor of coil, (14-25) 317

reactance, 314, 316

resistance, 10, 108, 299-301, 309-

313,348-350
RL and RLC circuits, 152, 299,

302-304

Circuit theory, electrical, series-parallel

circuit, 462-463

time and frequency domains, 461

transformer, 12, 147-148, 162,

331-344

voltage reference direction, 82-83

volt-amperes, 309

magnetic, 361-366

Circular mil, 349

Circular waveguide, 547-548

Circulation, 38

Classical electromagnetism, 18

Coaxial cylinders, 94, 318, 369, 422,

502

Coefficients of coupling, 340-341

Coercive force, 393, 439

Complex conjugate, 454

Complex exponential, 448

Complex impedance, 460

Complex numbers, 446-456

Complex permittivity, (19-40) 469

Complex plane, 452

Conductance, 350

Conduction band, 103

Conduction in metals, 105-106

Conduction in semiconductors, 106-107

Conductivity, 100, 102, 107

Conservation, of charge, 14, 55, 177,

230

continuity equations, 177 t 202, 229

of energy, 55, 237

of mass, 55, 201-202

Poynting's theorem, 237

Conservative field, 38-39

electrostatic, 84, 153

grad0, 199,287-288
Contact potential, 7

Continuity equation, 177, 202, 229
Convection current, 1 19-120

Convection current density, 100, 113-

114

Convergence, 202

Coordinate systems, 216-221

cylindrical, 217

rectangular, 216

spherical, 219
Core loss, 395-399

Corona, 500-501

Correspondence principle, 25
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Coulomb, 52, 166

Coulomb, C., 6

Coulomb's law, 6, 179-182, 407

Coupling coefficients, 340-341

Crookes, W., 22

Crookes dark space, 22

Cross product, 33-34

Crystal, 102

Curie temperature, 389

Curl, 205-215,221

Current, electric, 119-124

convection, 119-120

diffusion, 121

displacement, 16, 120, 176

distribution in plane conductor,

294-298

distribution in round wire, 122-

123,297

drift, 121

eddy, 397-399

element, 9, 124-129,281-286,

374-378

loop, 336-358, 360-36 U 386-389

over closed surface, 1 74- 1 77

phasor, 459-46G

positive direction, 121-124

rms, 309

source, ideal, 83

surfice, 125, 187-188

toll!, 12 1

magnetic, 134

Current density, 113-119

convection, 100, 113-114

diffusion 115-119, 199-200

displacement, 1 13-114, 440

drift* 100-tOt, II4-II3

magnetic. 134

surface, 123. 187-188

total, 114

Current t#ment f 9 124-129

Bi0f"Svart Jtw t 285-286, 374-378

i, 28 1-282, 466-467

force, 126-127, 376-378

radiation, 282 284

Current bop, 336-358, 360-361, 386-

389

Currents, ddy, 397-399

Current thtet, 95, 365, 368, 381, 389

Cut-off frequencies, 535-537

Cut-off wavelength, 536

Cycles per second, 252

Cylindrical coordinates, 217

Davisson and Germer, 25

Definitions, table, 135-136

Delay distortion, 258, 503

Del operator, 198-199, 212-213, 215-

216

Demagnetization curve, 395

Depletion region of PN junction, 416

Depth of penetration, 295, 312

Derivative of a vector, 35-37

D-field, see Electric field

Diamagnetism, 388

Dielectric constant, 92, 437-438

Dielectric strength, 191, 439, 501

Diffraction, 257

Diffusion, constant, 117, 199-200

current, 121

current density, 115-119, 199-200

length, (10-10) 223

skin-effect equation, 240-241, 294

transistor diffusion equation, 223

Dimensions L> M, T, Q, 51-52, 135-

136

Diode, current, 183-184,414

field and potential, 411-419

Dipole, differential (Hertzian), 281

electric, 358-36 1,435-440

magnetic, 360-361, 389-391

Dipole antenna, 554-561

half-wave, 561-563

Dipole moment, electric, 359

magnetic, 360

Direct current, 34S-349

Directional derivative, 199

Direction angles and cosines, 31

Direction lines, 62

Directive antenna arrays, 563-564

Disc generator, 1 57

Dispersion, 258,510

Displacement current, 16, 120

of capacitor, 176

of conductors, 1 14, 124*125, 240

density, 113-114,440

Dissipation factor, (20-7) 496
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Distortion, frequency, 258, 503-505

phase, 258, 503-505

from reflection, 505-507

Divergence, 200-205, 221

Divergence theorem, 204-205

Domain, electric, 438-439

magnetic, 389, 391-392

Donor atom, 103

Dot product, 32-33

Drift current, 121

density, 100-101, 114-115

Dyne, 53

Dynamo, 129-134, 157, 383-385

Eddy currents, 397-399

E-field, see Electric field

Eigenvalues, 532

Electret, 438

Electrical machinery, see Machinery

Electric charge, see Charge

Electric circuits, see Circuit theory

Electric current, see Current

Electric dipole, 358-361, 435-440

Electric field, D-field, 93-94, 438

E-field, 63-65, 68

at boundary, 184-188, 193, 408

of charge and corner, 430

of charged ball, 181-182

inside charged conductor, 117-118

circulation, 143-154

of coaxial line, 94, 422-423, 474

curl, 209, 464

of current element, 281-282, 467

of dipole, 358-360

of dipole antenna, 557

energy density, 233-238

of line charge, 182

measured by moving observer, 69-

71

of parallel cylinders, 423-429

of parallel-plate capacitor, 420

phasor-vector, 463-464

of point charge, 62, 180, 409

in polarized dielectric, 434-439

of PN junction, 415-420

from potential functions, 269-271,

465

power dissipated by f 230-233

propagation equations, 239-241, 465

Electric field, pull on conductors, 428-

434

of spherical capacitor, 421-422

of TEM wave, 472-474, 545-547

of TE10 wave, 537-539

of TM02 wave, 547-548

of two point charges, 409-410

of uniform plane wave, 241-244

of vacuum diode, 411-415

of wavefront, 158-159, 164-165

Electric flux, 93-94

over closed surface, 178-179

Electric flux density, 93-94, 438

Electric force, 64-65

on charge carriers, 85-86, 1 14-1 15,

231

on charged ball, 433

on charged surface, 43 1

Coulomb's law, 6, 179-182, 407

on dielectric slab, 434

image, 430

from virtual work, 431-434

Electric scalar potential, 268-278, 465-

467

of coaxial line, 422-423

of current element, 276-278, 467

of electric dipole, 359

electrostatic, 276, 35 1

Lorentz condition, 270-271, 465

of parallel cylinders, 423-427

of PN junction, 4 15-4 19

retarded, 275-276, 466

of spherical capacitor, 421-422

of two point charges, 409-410

voltage and potential, 287-288

of vacuum diode, 411-415

Electric susceptibility, 438

Electric theory of materials, 434-440

Electrodynamics, 9

Electrodynamometer, 402

Electromagnet, 14, 366, 382-383

Electromagnetic waves, see Waves

Electromagnetism, history of, 819
Electromotive force (voltage drop)*

76-87

around closed path, 154-159

counter, 130, 151

definition, 76, 78-80

of dynamo, 129-134
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Electromotive force (voltage drop),
ideal source, 83

Kirchhoffs voltage law, 153, 304-

305

motional emf, 85-87

phasor voltage, 459-461

reference direction, 82-83

rms voltage, 309

transformer emf, 87

voltage, 76, 78-85

voltage and potential, 287-288

Electron, 23-25, 101, 103

rest mass, ($-11) 59

Electron ballistics, 74, 88

Electron energy bands, 102-104

Electronics, atom theory, 24

Child's law, 414

conduction in metals, 105-106

conduction in semiconductors, 106-

107

conductivity of semiconductors, 102

contact potential, 7

convection current density, 100, 113-

114

crystal, 102, 105

diffusion constant, 1 17, 199-200

diffusion current density, 1 15-1 19,

199-200

diffusion length, (10-10) 223

displacement current density, 1 13-

114,440

distortion, frequency and phase, 258,

503-505

donor and acceptor atoms, 103-104

drift current density* 1CKMQI, 114-

U5
electron, 23-25, 10f t 103

electron ballistics, 74* 88

electron energy bands, 102-204

Exclusion principle, 102

gi discharges, 22

Hall effect, <#~19) J92

hole, 101

ideal matching transformer, 343

image force, 430

incremental circuit parameters, 326-

330,419
intrinsic semiconductor, 104

photoelectric effect, 22

Electronics, PN junction, 104, 118, 329,

330, 415-419

quantum mechanics, photon, 24-25

relativistic variation of mass, 54

solid-state, 21

transistor, 104, 116

transistor diffusion equation, 223

vacuum diode, field and potential,

411-415

X rays, 23

Electron theory, early history, 22-23

Electron-volt, 81

Electroscope, gold-leaf, 13

Electroscopic force, 10

Electrostatic scalar potential, 276, 351

Electrostatics, 405-445

boundary conditions, 184-186, 193,

408

conservative field, 84, 153

Coulomb's law, 6, 179-182, 407

dipole, 358-360

early history, 1-7, 13-14

electric theory of materials, 91-93,

434-440

energy density, 233-235

Gauss's law, 178-184, 202, 228-229,

406

Poisson's equation, 276, 351, 406

scalar potential, 276, 351, 406-407

voltage and potential, 287-288

see also Capacitance, Charge, Elec

tric field* Electric force

Electrostriction, 439

Emf, see Electromotive force

Energy, of capacitor, 307, 320

conservation of, 55, 237

definition of, 53

dissipated in conductor, 231-233, 309

of electric field, 233-235, 307, 320

flow, 20, 237-239, 283

of inductor, 307, 3 10, 321

kinetic, 54

of magnetic field, 235-236, 310, 333

potential, 77

Equalizer, 502

Equation of continuity, 177, 202, 229

Equipotential surface, 408-4 1 1

Euler's identity, 45 J
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Exclusion principle, 102

Experimental law, 56

Exponential function, 447-448

Farad, 8 1

Faraday, M., 11-14,22

Faraday dark space, 22

Faraday disc generator, 12, 157

Faraday's law, complex-exponential

form, 464

history of, 17-18

integral form, 143-159

point form, 208-209, 228

Ferrites, 389

Ferroelectric materials, 438

Ferromagnetism, 363-366, 388, 391-

397

Field, conservative, 38, 153, 199

solenoidal, 44, 160, 203

Field intensity, see Electric field,

Magnetic field

Field lines, 14, 16, 61-63, 72-73

Flux, of a vector, 42-45

electric, 93-94, 178-179

leakage, 331,343

lines, 14, 16,61-63,72-73

linkages, 148, 323-325, 331, 338-340

magnetic, 72-73, 159-161

mutual, 331

tube, 322-323

Flux density, electric, 93-94, 438

magnetic, 66-69, 126, 389-390

Force, definition, 53

electric, see Electric force

magnetic, see Magnetic force

nonelectrical, on charge carriers, 68

radiation, 68

from virtual work, 37S-387, 43 1-

434

Franklin, B., 4

Frequency, 252

Frequency distortion, 258, 503-505

Frequency domain, 461

Gain, antenna, 560

Galvani, L. t 7

Galvanometer, 9, 139-140
Gas discharges, 22

Gauss, K,, 1 1

Gaussian surface, 179

Gauss's law, 178-184, 202, 228-229,
406

magnetic equivalent, 160, 203

Generator, dynamo, 129-134

electrostatic frictional, 3-4

elementary moving-wire, 85-87

Faraday disc, 12, 157

spark-gap, 19

Generator law, 86

Gilbert, W., 1

Gradient, 195-200,221

Group velocity, 509-510

Guericke, Otto von, 3

Half-wave dipole, 561-563

Half-wave transmission line, 517
Hall effect, (9-19) 192

Helmholtz equation, scalar, 260

vector, 465

Henry, 96

Henry,!., 14-15

Hertz, H., 19-20,22
Hertzian dipole, 28 1

Hertzian waves, 20

Hertz vector potential, 292

H-field, see Magnetic field

Hole, 101, 103

Homogeneous medium, 109

Homopolar generator, 12, 157

Horsepower, 133

Hyperbolic functions, 455-456

Hysteresis, electric, 439

magnetic, 393-397

Ice-pail experiment, 13

Ideal transformer, 341-344

Identities, vector, 35-36, 222

Images, method of, 428-431

Imaginary number, 446

Impedance, characteristic, 485-486

complex, 460

intrinsic, 165,243,546,554
wave, 546

Impossible fields, 244-245

Impressed (nonelectrical) forces on

charge carriers, 68, 79, 115

Incident wave, 244, 484
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Index 577

Incremental capacitance of PN junc

tion, 419

Incremental circuit parameters, 326-
330

Inductance, of coaxial line, 318, 369

definition of, 153, 299-302, 310

distributed, 474-48 i

d-c internal, 315

energy storage, 307, 310, 321

high-frequency internal, 313-315

incremental, 329

internal and external, 313

at low frequencies, 321-326, 367-
371

mutual, 331-344, 346-347
in network, 152-153, 299-306, 462-

463

of parallel-wire line, 370-371
of solenoid, 368

of toroidal coil, 367

Inductively coupled circuits, 334-344
Infinite transmission line, 471,485-

488

Insulator, 103 106-107,434-440

Integral line, 37-40, 98, 144

right-hand integration rule, 46-47

surface. 42-45, ! 19-120, 134, 144,

156

of vector, 40-42, 279, 466

volume, 58, 204-205, 275-276, 279

Intrinsic impedance, I65 243, 546 f 554

Intrinsic propagation constant* 546

Intrinsic semiconductor, 104

Inverse trigonometric and hyperbolic

function!, 456

Irrotationu! field, 38

Isotropic medium, 108, 438

)ouJe t S3

Kilogram, 3 1

Kilowatt-hour, 54

Kinetic energy, 54

Kirchhoffs laws, 153, 175, 304-305

Lamellar Held, 38

Laminations, 397-398

Laplace's equation, 407 t 422-423

l.aplacitm operator, 215-216. 221

Leakage flux, 331

Lenz's law, 152

Leyden jar, 4

Light, velocity of, 18, 165

Lightning rod, 5

Linear charge density, 58, 182, 424-

426,431
Linear medium, 108

Line integral, 37-40

Lines of force, 14, 16, 61-63, 72-73

Logarithm of complex number, 454

Loop, current, 356-358, 360-361, 399-
400

Lorentz, H. A., 23

Lorentz condition, 271

Lorentz force equation, 68

Machinery, electrical, core loss, 395-
399

counter emf, 130, 151

disc generator, 12, 157

dynamo, 129-133

electromagnet, 14, 366, 382-383

electrostatic fractional generator,

3-4

elementary generator, 85-87

generator law, 86

Henry's motor, 14-15

hysteresis, 393-397

magnetic circuit, 99, 235, 361-369

magnetic torque, 132, 383-387

magnetization curve, 364-366, 392,

397

motional emf, 85-87

motor law, 126-127

reluctance motor, 384-385

Magnet, 14 f 366, 382-383

permanent, 395

pull of, 382-383

Magnetic circuit, 99, 235, 361-369

Magnetic current, 134

Magnetic dipole, 360461, 389-391

Magnetic domain, 389, 391-392

Magnetic field, B-fteld 65-69, 126,

389-3%
H-fteld, 97, 389-390

Bk>t*Savart law, 285-286, 374-378

at boundary, 185-188, 193

circulation, 144-146, 161-166
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578 Index

Magnetic field, of coaxial line, 369, 474

curl, 209, 464
of current element, 281-282, 466

of current loop, 356-358

of dipole, 360

of dipole antenna, 557

energy density, 235-237
in ferromagnetic material, 363-366,

388-389,391-399
of long straight wire, 165, 286, 353

in nonferromagnetic media, 387-391
of parallel-wire line, 355-356
of permanent magnets, 395

phasor-vector, 463-464

pinch effect, 381

from potential functions, 269-27 1
,

465

propagation equations, 240, 465

pull of electromagnet, 382-383
of rectangular loop, 400

reluctance motor, 383-385
of series magnetic circuit, 361-365
of solenoid, 368

of TEM wave, 472-474, 545-546
of TE 10 wave, 537-540
of TM0:> wave, 548

oftoroid, 99, 235,365

torque on current loop, 386-387
of uniform plane wave, 242-244
of wavefront, 158-159, 164-165

Magnetic flux, 72-73
over closed surface, 159-161

Magnetic flux density, 65-69, 126,

389-390

Magnetic flux linkages, of coil, 148
of coupled circuits, 338-340
internal and external, 324-325
mutual and leakage, 331

partial, 323-324

Magnetic force, 65*69

Ampere's law of force, 9, 376-378
on charge carriers* 85-86, 105-106
on current element, 126-127
in dynamo, 130-133, 157, 384-385
of electromagnet, 382-383
between long parallel wires, 166
Lorentz force equation, 68

pinch effect, 381

reluctance motor, 384-385

Magnetic force, from virtual work,

378-387

Magnetic induction, 68

Magnetic moment, 360, 387-388

Magnetic poles, 2, 6, 9, 1 1, 15, 131-

132,363

Magnetic susceptibility, 390

Magnetic theory of materials, 95-96,

387-399

Magnetic torque, 132, 383-387

Magnetic vector potential, 268-271,

278-281,465-467,469
of current element, 280-28 1

of current loop, 356-358

in dissipative medium, (19-40) 469
of long straight wire, 352-353
Lorentz condition, 270-271, 465
of magnetic dipole, 360

magnetostatic, 279, 351

retarded, 278-28 1

of two long wires, 354-356

Magnetization curve, 364-366, 392, 397

Magnetization vector, 390

Magnetizing force, 97

Magnetomotive force, 98-99, 161-164,

362-363, 369

Magnetostatics, 348-404
Biot-Savart law, 285-286, 374-378

boundary conditions, 184-186, 193

current element, 9, 124-129, 376^
378

early history of, 7-15

energy density, 235-237

magnetic circuit, 99, 235, 361-369

magnetic theory of materials, 95-96,
387-397

vector potential, 279, 351

see oho Current, Inductance, Mag
netic Held, Magnetic force

Magnetostriction, 392

Magnitude of a vector, 30

Marconi, M., 20
Mass of electromagnetic wave, 2 1

Mass of electron, (&~H ) 59

Mass-energy relationship, 55
Mass-velocity relationship, 54-55
Maxwell, J,C f 16-18

Maxwell's equations, complex-ex
ponential form* 463-465
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Maxwell's equations, history of, 16-18

integral form, 142-194

point form, 202-203, 208-209, 227-
230

potential form, 268*271, 289, 351

Meter, 51

Mho, 100

Mks units, 52, 135-136

Mmf, 98-99, 161-164, 362-363, 369

Mobility, 102

Modes, vibrating membrane, 266-267

vibrating string, 263-265

waveguide, 533-535, 547-548

Momentum, 53

of electromagnetic wave, 2 1

Motiomil emf, 85-87, 129-133, 157

Motor, 129-134

Henry's electric, 14-15

reluctance, 384-385

Motor law, 12<M27

Multiplication of vectors, 32-36

Mutual energy of coupled circuits, 333

Mutual inductance* 331-344, 346-347

coupling coefficients, 340-341

dot flotation, 337*-B8

Neumann formula, 340

sign of M, 335-338

Nabla, are Del operator

Neper, 485

Network, 462-463

Neumann'* formula, 340

Newton, 33

Node, 514-516

field, 38, 84, 287-288

field. 44, 161, 179

North pole, 2* 6, 131-132, 363

Otrtltd, H, C., &-

Ohm, 107

Ohm, O. S,, 10

Ohm'tlaw, 10, 107-108

Open-circuited line. 3 12-31 3, 517

Orbital mifftiik moment, 317

refktlor, 566-567

Parallel cylimkrt, capacitance, 427

electric tick*. 423-429

eltctrk fore*, 434

index 579

Parallel cylinders, inductance, 370-371,
508

magnetic force, 166, (17-15) 401

Parallelogram law, 29

Parallel-plate capacitor, 109, 192,420

Parallel-plate diode, 183-184, 411-415

Paramagnetism, 388

Partial flux linkages, 323-324
Partial time derivative, of surface in

tegral, 119-120, 134, 144, 154,

156

of volume integral, 177-178

Passive region, 259

Perfect conductor, 186-188

Period, 252

Permanent magnet, 395

Permeability, 95-97, 387-395

free-space, 95-96

initial, 392

maximum, 393

relative, 96-97, 388-393

Permeance, 363

Permittivity, 13, 90-93, 434-440

complex, (19-40) 469

free-space, 90-91

relative, 91-93,437-438

Phase, of a complex number, 452

of a wave, 254

Phase constant, 254, 485, 525

Phase delay, 255

Phase distortion, 258, 503-505

Phase velocity, 242, 254-255, 483-484,
507-511

Phasor, 459-461

Phaser-vector* 464

Photoelectric effect, 22

Photon, 24-25, 55

Piezoelectric material, 439

Pinch effect, 381

Planck, Mn 24

Planck's constant, 24-25

numerical value, ($-16) 59

Plane waves, 241-245, 284, 472-474,

545

Flite of vacuum tube, 4 1 1

FN junction 104, 1 13-! 19, 415-419

Point, definition of, 56

Poison, S. D,* 6-7

Polssoii
1

! tqwation, 276t 351 f 406
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580 Index.

Polarization, 436-440

Polarized waves, 20

Polar molecule, 438

Poles, magnetic, 2, 6, 9, 11, 15, 131-

132, 363

Positive direction, of current, 121-122

of electric flux, 93

of emf of mutual induction, 334-338

of magnetic flux, 72

of voltage, 82-83

Postulates, 55-56, 143-145, 160, 178

conservation of charge, 14, 55, 177,

230

conservation of energy, 55, 237

conservation of mass, 55, 201-202

fundamental field equations, 143-145

immobile invariant charges, 160, 178

Potential and voltage, 287-288

Potential energy, 77

Potential functions, 268-292

in complex-exponential form, 463-

465

in dissipative medium, (19-40) 469

Hertz vector potential, 292

Maxwell's equations, 268-271, 289,

351

see also Electric scalar potential and

Magnetic vector potential

Power, definition of, 53

dissipated in conductors, 231-233

in electric circuits, 108, 306-310

electromagnetic, 233-239
to moving charges, 230-233

radiated, 283-284, 558-563

along transmission lines, 479-480
of uniform plane wave, 243

of waveguide, 539-545

Power factor, 309

Power transmission lines, 499-501

Poynting, L H,, 20

Poynting's theorem, 237

Poynting vector, 238-239

Primary winding, 332

Product, scalar, 32-33

vector, 33-35

Propagation constant, intrinsic* 546

of transmission line, 484-485
of waveguide, 525, 532

Proximity effect, 313

Quality factor of coil, (14-25) 317

Quantum mechanics, 24-25

Quantum numbers, 265

Quarter-wave transmission line, 517-

518

Radian, 252, 254, 485

Radiation, 254, 552-568

from accelerating charge, 284

from current element, 282-284

Radiation force, 68

Radiation intensity, 558-560

Radiation pattern, 559-564

Radiation resistance, 562

Reactance, 314, 316

Reciprocity for mutual inductance, 333

Rectangular coordinates, 2 1 6-2 1 7

Rectangular loop, (17-3) 399, (17-7)
400

Rectangular waveguide, 524-545

see also Waveguides
Reference direction, of current, 121-122

of electric flux, 93

of emf of mutual induction, 334-

338

of magnetic flux, 72

of voltage, 82-83

References, see Bibliography
Reflected wave, 244, 257, 484

on a line, 484, 488-49 1,511-516
as source of distortion, 505-507

Reflection coefficient, 489, 493

Refraction, 193, 257

Relative motion in electromagnetic

fields, 69-71

Relative permeability, 96-97, 388-393
Relative permittivity, 91-93, 437-438
Relativistic variation of mass, 54-55

Relay, 15

Reluctance, 362-363* 369, 380, 383
Reluctance motor, 383-385

Remanence, 393, 439

Resistance, 107-10$, 299-301, 348-350

copper wire tables, 350

distributed, 478*481
at high frequencies, 310-313

incremental, 326-329
at low frequencies, 321

Ohm's law, 10, 107-108
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Index 581

Resistance, power dissipated by, 108,

232-233, 306*310

radiation, 562

temperature coefficient of, 350

Resistivity, 107,349-350

surface, 3 1 2

Retardation, 253-254, 525

Retarded potentials, 275-281, 466, (19-
40) 469

see also Potential functions

Rhombic antenna, 564

Right-hand rule, for coil, 95, 162

integration rule, 46-47, 144, 167, 228

for magnetic dipole, 360

for vector product, 33-34, 67

for wire, 165

Rms current and voltage, 309

Rdntgen* W. K,, 23

Saturation, magnetic, 391-393

Scalar, definition of, 28

Scalar Helmhoitz equation, 260

Scalar Laplacinn, 215

Scalar potential, see Electric scalar

potential

Scalar product, 32-33

Scalar wave equations, 241-244, 259-

265

of potential functions, 271 -278, 465

of transmission lines, 474-485, 511

of waveguides, 527

Schrddinpr, E., 25

Scicnt/ftc method, 56

Second, 3!

Secondary winding, 332

SelMmtuctiofj, discovery of, 15

JOT also Inductance

Semiconductor* 102-104, 106

JOT &l$& PN junction and Transistor

Separation of variables, 259-263, 273,

527

Seriet circuit, electric, 299-310, 460

magnetic. HI-H5
S*rtet*pralM circuit, electric, 462

magnetic, 365-366

Shett, eurrtnl. 95, 365, 368 f 381, 389

Shielding, electrostatic, 14

Short -circuited tine, 5 13-51 4, 517-518

Sine function, in complex-exponential

form, 457-467

definition of, 449-452

Of time, 25 1-253

Sink of vector field, 44, 201-203

Skilling, H. H., 16, 26, 520, 549, 568,

570

Skin depth, 295, 312

Skin effect, 294-298, 310-315

in round wire, 122, 232, 297, 314

Slot antenna, 148, 567

Solenoid, 12, 368, 389

Solenoidal field, 44, 160, 179, 203

Solid angle, 558

Source, ideal, 83

Source of vector field, 44, 201-203

South pole, 2, 6, 131-132,363

Space-charge equation of diode, 414

Spark discharges of Leyden jar, 15

Spark-gap generator, 19

Specific inductive capacity, 13

Sphere, charged, 181-182

Spherical capacitor, 421-422

Spherical coordinates, 219-220

Spherical wave, 283

Spin magnetic moment, 387-388

Standing-wave ratio, 514-516

Standing waves, 257, 263, 506, 513-516

Stokers theorem, 213-215

Stream lines, 62

String, vibrating, 261-265

Superconductor, 187, (16-18) 372

Superposition, 109, 181, 251, 275, 293,

446, 477, 553

Surface, equipotential, 408-41 1

Surface charge density, 57-58

Surface current density, 125, 187-188

Surface Integral, 42-45

partial time derivative of, 119-120,

134, 144, 154, 156

total time derivative of, 156

Swftceret&tlvity^U

Susceptibility, electric, 438

magnetic, 390

Symbols, 135-136

Synchronous motor, 384

Table of definitions, 1 35- 1 36

Telegraph, II, 15
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582 Index

Telegrapher's equations, 482

Telephone lines, 501-503

TE and TM waves, 533-535, 548

TE10 wave, 537-545

TEM wave, 244, 472-474, 545-547

Temperature coefficient of resistance,

350

Tensor, 438

Tesla, 68

Thomson, J. L, 24

Time domain, 461

Toroid, 99, 365, 367-368

Torque, on current loop, 386

of dynamo, 132-133

on electric dipole, (18-47) 444

of reluctance motor, 383-385

vector, 386-387

from virtual work, 383-387

Transducer, electromechanical, 129

Transformer, dot notation, 337-338

ideal, 341-344

inductively coupled circuits, 334-338

mutual inductance, 331-341

problems, 147-148, 162

quarter-wave, 517

Transformer emf, 87

Transistor, 104, 116

diffusion equation, (10-10) 223

Transmission lines, 470-523

artificial line, 495

attenuation and phase constants, 485

characteristic impedance, 485-486

corona, 500-50 1

distortion, 503-507

distributed parameters, 474-48 1

equivalent tee, 493-495

incident and reflected waves, 484

infinite line, 471,485-488
lossless and low-loss lines, 511-519

power lines, 499-501

propagation constant, 484-485

quarter- and half-wave lines, 5 1 7-5! 8

reflection, 488-491, 505-507, 511-
516

reflection coefficient, 489, 493

repeater, 502

standing-wave ratio, 514-516

telephone lines, 501-503
TEM wave, 472-474, 545-547

Transmission lines, velocities, phase and

group, 507-5 1 1

wavelength, 509

Transverse electromagnetic waves, see

TE and TM waves and TEM
wave

Trigonometric functions, 449-452

inverse, 456

Tube, vacuum, 183-184,411-415

Tube of flux, 322-323

Uniform plane wave, 241-244, 284

Uniqueness theorem, 408

Units, 51-52, 135-136

Unit vector, 30-31, 33-34, 216-219

Vacuum tube, 183-184, 411-415

Valence band, 103

Vector analysis, 195-226

curl, 205-213, 221

divergence, 200-204, 221

divergence theorem, 204-205

gradient, 195-200,221

Laplacian operator, 215-216, 221

Stokes's theorem, 213-215

see also Vectors

Vector Helmholtz equation, 465

Vector identities, 35-36, 222

Vector Laplacian, 216

Vector potential, see Magnetic vector

potential

Vector product, 33-35

Vectors, 28-50, 195-226

addition, 29-3 1

circulation, 38

conservative, 38-39, 84, 153 ? 199

del operator, 198-199, 212-213, 215-
216

differentiation, 35-31

direction angles and cosines, 3 1

flux, 42-45

line integral, 37*40

multiplication, 32-35

phasor-vector, 464

rectangular form, 3 1

solenotdal, 44, 160, 179,203
surface integral, 42-45

unit, 30-3 1,33-34, 216-219
see also Vector analysis
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/nc/ex 583

Vector wave equations, complex-expo
nential form, 465

diffusion equation, 240

general, 258-259

ordinary wave equation, 240

propagation equation, 239

skin-effect equation, 241

of vector potential, 271, 278-279

of waveguides* 524-526

Velocity, definition of, 52

group, 509-510

of light, 18, 165

phase, 242, 254-255, 483-484, 507-

511

Vibrating membrane, (12-12) 266

Vibrating string, 261-265

Virtual work, in electrostatics, 431-434

in magnetostaticis, 378-387

Volt, 64

Voltage, 76, 78-85

ideal source, 83

KirchhofT voltage law, 153, 304-305

phtiior, 439-46!

potential and voltage, 287-288

reference direction, 82-83

rms, 309

arf oho Electromotive force

Voltage drop,w Electromotive force

Voltaic pile, g

Voit*mperes, 309

Volume charge ckfliity, 56-58

Volume integral, 58, 204 I 273*276 t 279

partial time derivative, 177-178

rj. W, 4, 22

WUt S3

equations <trr Scalar wave equa

tions ml Vector wave

Waveform of sine function, 251-252

Waveguides, 524-551

attenuation, 541-545

circular, 547-548

cut-off frequencies, 535-537

propagation constant, 532

rectangular, 524-545

TE and TM waves, 533-545

Wave impedance, 546

Wavelength, 254-255, 509

cut-off, 536

of particle, 25

Wave mechanics, 24-25

Wave potentials, see Potential functions

Waves, 250-267

diffraction, 257

energy flow, 20, 238-239

incident, 244, 484

plane, 241-245, 284, 472-474, 545-

546

reflection, 244, 257, 484, 488-491,

505-507,511-516

spherical, 283

standing, 257-258, 263, 506, 513-516

TE and TM, 533-545

TEM, 244, 472-474, 544-547

wavefront, 158-159, 164-165

Weber, 68

Weber, W,, 11

Wire gauge, 350

Work, 53

virtual, 378-387, 431-434

X rays, 23

Yagt array, 565

Yoke, 131-132

2-pariimeters of transmission line, 494
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Some Differential Operations of Vector Analysis

Rectangular Coordinates (x, y, z)

y . A = 3A X
|

dA v dA z

dx dy dz

V X A - 1^! - d
-^\i 4-

* >i -4-
" /

1+ "~ J+ ~

Cylindrical Coordinates (r, <p, z)

, d<f> \d(f> ,

dd>= -^ar + --^av + -2:a
J

or r o<f oz

( r +
r9r r dq

. ri
|i.

-
Lr 3r/ 9

Spherical Coordinates (r, 0,

sin

VX A=

rt ^ V" "f / I \fclll* W */ I

-

r*dr r sin 03(9 rsinfl

a , , . . a.

r sin LdO
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The Lorentz force equation: F/^
= E + v X B

MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

INTEGRAL FORM DIFFERENTIAL FORM

f
</!= - B-f/S-. * curIE=~B

J# ^
*

fH - dl = (J + D) dS curl H = J + D
Jtf

B-c/S^O divB =

f r

<P D-rfS />rfK divD = p
J,s' Jr

r

Equation of continuity

f-
\

J
divJ= -

r

with D E and B = /^H

POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

X A J

4>rr

f
[^

Jr r

SOUNDARY CONDITIONS

the surface of a perfect conductor: D p sn and n X H

w f*ttimw\<i equation Laplace's equation
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